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PREFACE

Corona- and related viruses are important human and animal pathogens that also
serve as models for other viral-mediated diseases. Interest in these pathogens has grown
tremendously since the First International Symposium was held at the Institute of Virology
and Immunobiology of the University of Wiirzburg, Germany. The Sixth International
Symposium was held in Quebec City from August 27 to September I, 1994, and provided
further understanding of the molecular biology, immunology, and pathogenesis of corona-,
toro-, and arterivirus infections. Lectures were given on the molecular biology, pathogenesis,
immune responses, and development of vaccines. Studies on the pathogenesis of coronavirus
infections have been focused mainly on murine coronavirus, and mouse hepatitis virus.
Neurotropic strains ofMHV (e.g., JHM, A59) cause a demyelinating disease that has served
as an animal model for human multiple sclerosis. Dr. Samuel Dales, of the University of
Western Ontario, London, Canada, gave a state-of-the-art lecture on our current understanding of the pathogenesis of JHM-induced disease.
Exciting new work with the identification of cellular receptors has proceeded in a
number oflaboratories around the world. This has resulted in the identification of the MHV
receptor as members of the carcinoembryonic antigen family; the aminopeptidase-N for the
229E for the human coronavirus and porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus and 9-0-acetylated neuraminic acid for bovine coronavirus. The counterpart domains on the viruses are
now beginning to be identified. Work on coronavirus attachment and penetration is proceeding and should provide new insights into the molecular mechanisms involved in cell entry.
It has become apparent, however, that virus binding to receptor alone is not sufficient for
entry of the virus into the cell.
Dr. Kathryn Holmes, Uniformed Services of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, USA
provided new insights into the binding domains on viral proteins, demonstrating that the
presence of cellular receptors is not always sufficient to allow for infection.
Dr. Hubert Laude, Institut Nationale de la Recherche Agronomique, Jouy-en-Josas,
France, provided a stimulating lecture on the structure and function of the structural and
non-structural proteins of coronaviruses. The nonstructural proteins have been recently
identified and one of these proteins, sM, has been discovered to be present on the virion.
However, at present its function is unknown, but it may act as a channel protein similar to
the influenza M2 protein.
Dr. Emil Skamene, Montreal General Hospital, Canada, gave an introductory lecture
into the genetics and immunobiology of viral host interactions. Although at present the
genetic basis for susceptibility and resistance to coronavirus infection is not clearly established, work in this area will provide important new insights into the mechanisms of viral
immunopathogenesis. A number of additional lectures provided insights into the role of
cellular and humoral immune mechanisms in the resistance and pathogenesis of disease.
v
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Dr. Michael Buchmeier from La Jolla, California, USA, provided new information
on the role of cytokines in the pathogenesis ofMHV-induced disease.
Dr. Willy Spaan from Leiden, The Netherlands, gave a lecture on the common and
distinctive features about corona-, toro-, and arteriviruses. The complete genomic sequences of
four coronavirus species are now known and further sequence data was provided for porcine
transmissible gastroenteritis virus. Dr. Michael Lai from the Departments of Microbiology and
Virology at the University of Southern California, USA, provided new important information
on the transcription, replication, recombination and engineering of coronavirus genes. A great
deal of research activity has proceeded on characterization of the complex of proteins encoded
by the 5'-end of the coronavirus genome which is involved in forming the RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase complex. The mechanisms of RNA transcription and its regulation in
particular, and of discontinuous transcription of subgenomic mRNAs are still not completely
understood; however, a number of lectures provided new insights into these areas of research.
Dr. Luis Enjuanes of Madrid, Spain, discussed the development of vaccines against
corona- and related virus diseases. These groups of viruses are of major economical
importance and thus the development of vaccines is a priority. Various biotechnological
approaches are now being explored, including the use of transgenic methodology.
The meeting was attended by over 140 scientists and was the largest meeting devoted
to this topic to date.
The book is organized into eight sections covering pathogenesis, immune responses,
vaccine development, viral proteins, cellular receptors, characterization of viral replicase,
transcription and replication of viral RNA, recombination and mutation of viral RNA. The
book includes proceedings of both podium and poster presentations.
The organizers of the meeting wish to thank all ofthose individuals who worked tirelessly
to make the meeting a great success. We are especially grateful to Nathalie Arbour, Fanny
Chagnon, Charmaine Mohamed, Mathilde Yu, Aurelio Bonavia, Robert Fingerote, Laisum Fung,
Alain Lamarre and Vannie Salvas. We also wish to thank the members of the Scientific Advisory
Committee for their help in preparing the scientific program: Robert Anderson, Lome Babiuk,
Samuel Dales, Serge Dea, 1. Brian Derbyshire, Youssef Elazhary, Lucie Lamontagne and Peter
Tijssen. We also wish to take the opportunity to acknowledge the financial support of Sandoz
Canada, Inc., SmithKline Beecham Animal Health, Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada,
Universite du Quebec, Institut Armand-Frappier, Medical Research Council of Canada, Rhone
Merieux, International Union of Microbiological Societies, Connaught Laboratories Ltd., National Multiple Sclerosis Society (USA), Fort Dodge Laboratories, Ministere de I'Education du
Quebec, Biochem Therapeutique, Langford Laboratories, Vetrepharm Canada, Inc., Boehringer
Mannheim Canada, and Societe de Promotion Economique du Quebec Metropolitain, without
which this meeting would have not been possible.
During the banquet that was held during the meeting, a special award and a plaque
were presented to Professor Samuel Dales, Department of Microbiology and Immunology,
University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada, for his invaluable lifetime scientific contributions to this field of research. On behalf of all of us, we wish to express to him
our appreciation, gratitude, and pride.
The VIIth International Symposium on Corona- and Related Viruses will be held in
Spain in 1997 and will be hosted by Dr. Luis Enjuanes.
Gary A. Levy
Pierre Talbot
Professor of Medicine
Professor of Virology
The Virology Research Centre University of Toronto
Institut Armand-Frappier
Universite du Quebec
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GENETIC RESISTANCE TO CORONAVIRUS INFECTION
Introduction
Much information on the mechanisms of host genetic resistance to viral infections has come from research on the coronaviruses, particularly on the mouse hepatitis
viruses (MHV). One of the fundamental observations made by Bang and co-workers
some thirty years ago was that MHV infection of the host proceeds in a series of
stages, which can be seen as three sequential barriers of host resistance \-3. These
stages have also become the key to dissecting the genetic control of host resistance
to coronaviruses. The first stage is the presence or absence of a specific cellular
receptor which controls viral entry. Once the virus has gained entry, factors expressed
by the host cells will then restrict or permit viral growth and acute disease. Finally,
the humoral and cellular defenses of the host's immune system will determine whether
the virus is eliminated or disseminated and a chronic disease is established. In this
chapter, we have organized our review of genetic resistance to coronaviruses according
to these three host resistance mechanisms: genetic control at the level of cellular
receptors, genetic control at the level of the macrophage, and genetic control at the
level of acquired immunity. However, we would like to stress that these 'levels' are
purely operational boundaries. In reality, a host can be infected with a virus several
times during its lifetime, and thus all available innate and immune resistance mechanisms will be called into play at once. In addition, we have included a general outline
of the methods used to identify host resistance genes in mouse models of infection.
Those interested in a more complete explanation of genetic analysis can refer to recent
articles on this subject4,5.
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Genetic Analysis of Host Resistance to Infections- Brief Outline
Host genetic resistance to viral infections, as for bacterial and parasitic infections, is
usually expressed as a complex genetic trait. The initial approach to mapping, cloning and
determining the function of the genes regulating resistance to infections is to dissect complex
traits, such as disease susceptibility into simpler phenotypes, such as viral replication, that
may be under single gene control5• The basic procedure is first to develop an animal model
of infection, usually in the mouse, that has a clearly defined trait of resistance and susceptibility. Next, the genetic variation of the selected trait is analysed in a large panel of inbred
strains. A pattern of resistant, susceptible and intermediate phenotypes (continuous variation)
is suggestive of a complex trait controlled by multiple genes, whereas a pattern of clearly
delineated susceptibility or resistance (discontinuous variation) suggests a single locus with
two alternative alleles 6• A Mendelian analysis is then undertaken on FI and segregating
backcross popUlations derived from resistant and susceptible progenitors to determine the
mode of inheritance and to give an estimate of the number of genes involved6 . Should the
results indicate that more than one gene is acting then further genetic investigation may
require the use of recombinant congenic strains 7 or multiple-locus linkage analysis 6•8• Should
single gene control be confirmed, one of the most frequently used gene mapping methods is
linkage analysis in recombinant inbred strains of mice (RIS). The chromosomal location of
the unknown locus is deduced by the concordance in the strain distribution pattern in the
RIS panel with markers for previously mapped genes. Once the chromosomal location of
the pertinent gene is known, gene cloning may be undertaken by positional cloning and/or
by the candidate gene approach4•5•

RESISTANCE TO CORONAVIRUS EXPRESSED AT THE LEVEL
OF CELLULAR RECEPTORS
MHV-JHM and MHV-A59
Three classical genetic studies represent the major source of knowledge regarding
the genetic control of infection with the neurotropic JHM strain of MHV which causes an
acute fatal encephalitis in susceptible mice, and the sero-related, hepatotropic strain MHVA59 which is considerably less virulent. Stohlman and Frelinger analysed the genetic control
of acute encephalitis following JHM inoculation in susceptible B 1o.s and resistant SJL
mice9 • Their results from backcross and F2 generations supported the hypothesis that
resistance to acute disease is under the control of two (unmapped) genes; one, termed Rhv-l
is dominant and the second, rhv-2, is recessive. The genetic analysis also excluded any major
effect of the H-2 complex on the resistance to acute JHM-induced disease. Secondly, Knobler
et al. analyzed the genetic control of resistance to JHM virus in vivo in resistant SJL and
susceptible BALB/C mice lO- 12 • They concluded that a single recessive locus termed Hv2 on
chromosome 7, near Svp-2 (seminal vesicle protein), determined resistance in vivo and in
explanted macrophages. In contrast to later studies, these authors concluded that resistance
to JHM infection was expressed by macrophages as an ability to restrict viral spread. Finally,
Smith and co workers studied the ability of peritoneal macrophages from resistant SJL and
susceptible mouse strains to support the growth ofMHV- A59 in vitro l3 . They identified and
mapped a locus, called Mhv-l , to chromosome 7, 41.5 cM from the albino locus, and showed
that resistance was inherited in a recessive fashion. However, this group found that resistance
was most likely expressed at the level of the viral receptor on the macrophage. Several
common threads run through these genetic studies. First, rhv-2, Hv2 and Mhv-l are most
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likely identical genes, as at least the latter two genes were shown to map to chromosome 7.
Secondly, while the exact mechanism(s) of resistance to MHV-JHM and A59 expressed by
SJL macrophages is unclear, it seems fair to say that it can be expressed both at the level of
the viral receptor and at the level of viral synthesis. Discrepancies between the different
studies could have arisen from different doses of virus used, the traits analysed and the
treatments employed to obtain peritoneal macrophages. However, the two-gene hypothesis
offered by Stohlman and Frelinger may eventually be shown to be correct when later results
concerning viral binding to the MHV receptor (CEA/Bgp family of glycoproteins) on SJL
tissues are considered.
The receptor for MHV-A59 (termed MHVR) was originally identified by a virus
overlay protein blot assay for virus-binding activity as a 11 0- to 120-kDa glycoprotein on
plasma membranes of intestinal epithelium or liver from susceptible BALB/c mice I4 ,15.
Interestingly, virus binding activity was only detected in membranes from hepatocytes or
enterocytes of susceptible BALB/c and semisusceptible C3H mice, but not in comparable
preparations of resistant SJLlJ mouse membranes 14. However, membrane preparations from
MHV-resistant SJLlJ mice were shown to express a homologue of MHVR in studies with
antibodies directed against MHVR I5 . Therefore, it was reasoned that SJLlJ mice may be
resistant to MHV-A59 infection because they lack a functional virus receptor, a hypothesis
which is now rejected with the cloning and expression of the MHVR isoforms (see below).
Using the monoclonal antibody CCI which recognizes the N-terminal 25-amino acid
sequence ofimmunoaffinity-purified MHVR, Holmes and colleagues later demonstrated that
the MHV receptor was identical to the predicted mature N termini of two mouse genes related
to human carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and was strongly homologous to the N termini
of members of the CEA family in humans and rats I6 ,17.
Subsequently, several variants of the MHV receptor (MHVR) have been cloned and
sequenced ls ,19. MHVRI is closely related to the murine CEA-related clone mmCGMl (Mus
musculus carcinoembryonic antigen gene family member). The cDNAsequence of this clone
can encode a 424-amino-acid glycoprotein with four immunoglobulin like domains, a
transmembrane domain, and a short intracytoplasmic tail. A second receptor, mmCGM b
contains two immunoglobulin like domains and encodes a glycoprotein of 42kDazo . Additionally, Holmes and coworkers isolated two splice variants ofMHVR, one containing two
immunoglobulin-like domains [MHVR(2d)] and the other with four domains as in MHVR
but with a longer cytoplasmic domain [MHVR(4d)L]18. Alternative splicing mechanisms
could explain how these CEA transcripts are derived from the same gene. All these variants
have been recently identified as members of the biliary glycoprotein (Bgp) subfamily ofthe
CEA familyZI. Somatic cell hybrid analysis suggests that the Bgp gene is located on
chromosome 7 in the mouse 22 •
The question of how all the different different MHVR isoforrns are related to genetic
susceptibility to MHV-A59 infection was then approached by asking whether variants
isolated from resistant versus susceptible mouse strains could function as receptors for
MHV-A59 IS ,19.Z3. Phenotypically susceptible inbred mouse strains BALB/c, C3H, and
C57BLl6 were found to express transcripts and proteins of the MHVRI (mmCGM 1) isoform
and/or its splice variants but not the mmCGM z isoforrn. In contrast, adult SJLlJ mice, which
are resistant to infection with MHV-A59, express transcripts and proteins only of the
mmCGM2-related isoforms, not MHVRIS. This strain distribution is compatible with the
hypothesis that the MHVR and mmCGM 2 glycoproteins may be encoded by different alleles
of the same gene. Surprisingly, especially in view of the structural differences between
MHVR and mmCGM b both of the groups of Holmes and Lai have shown that transfection
and expression of either mmCGM I or mmCGM 2 from SJL mice into MHV-resistant Cos 7
or BHK cells rendered the cells susceptible to MHV infection I8 ,19, The ability of the SJLrelated isoforms molecules to serve as MHV receptors was comparable to that of those from
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CS7BL!6. Thus, another factor must explain the genetic resistance of the SJL mouse in spite
of its functional MHV receptor. Several possibilities have been put forward such as posttranslational modification, but the most intriguing idea brought out by Yo komori and Lai l9 ,
and one that fits well with the earlier two-gene hypothesis of Stohl man and Frelinger9, is
that the mechanism of genetic resistance of the SJL mouse lies in the product of a second
gene whose product may be associated with the MHV receptor. This second factor of
resistance has been envisioned as a protease that acts very early during virus entry to interfere
with other step(s) in virus replication.

Cellular Receptor for Human 229E and Pig TGEV Coronaviruses
A second receptor, aminopeptidase N (APN), which in humans is identical with
the CD 13 differentiation antigen24, has been identified as a receptor for both human
and pig-specific coronaviruses 25 .26 . However, genetic control in this case has only
been demonstrated in humans27. Yeager et al. showed that human APN, located on
chromosome IS28 is a receptor for one strain of human corona virus 229E, that is an
important cause of upper respiratory tract infections 26 . A study of somatic cell hybrids
demonstrated that a gene for susceptibility to the coronavirus 229E is located on
chromosome IS in the region qll-qI227. Secondly, APN has been identified as a
receptor for transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV), a coronavirus which causes
fatal diarrhea in the newborn pig 25 . TGEV replicates selectively in the differentiated
enterocytes covering the villi of the small intestine. In the small intestine, APN plays
a role in the final digestion of peptides generated from hydrolysis of proteins by
gastric and pancreatic proteases. Two lines of evidence supported the view that APN
itself acts as a receptor. First, virions bound specifically to APN that was purified to
homogeneity. Second, transfection of the APN gene into an otherwise non-permissive
cell line conferred susceptibility to TGEY.
APN is thought to be involved in the metabolism of regulatory peptides by diverse
cell types, including macrophages, granulocytes, and synaptic membranes of the central
nervous system (CNS). In the mouse, the APN enzyme has not been identified as a
coronavirus receptor, but the Lap-l locus, (for leucine arylaminopeptidase-l also called
APN) has been linked to chromosome 9 in recombinant inbred lines and in intraspecific
backcrosses29 . Interestingly, mouse APN has also been identified in antigen-presenting cells
and is co-expressed with H-2 class II molecules 3o . It is not known if the strain distribution
for Lap-l would fit any genetic model for MHV, for example the enteric strain MHV-Y, but
it may be worth considering as a candidate gene/receptor especially considering that APN
is expressed in macrophages.

GENETIC RESISTANCE TO MHV EXPRESSED BY
MACROPHAGES
The MHV virulent type 2 (MHV-2) and 3 (MHV-3) strains induce acute hepatic
failure in susceptible mouse strains following intraperitoneal injection. Death from
MHV-2 infection occurs 2-3 days after inoculation and probably results from the
destruction of hepatic parenchyma and the formation of large necrotic foci I. In acute
MHV-3 infection, susceptible mice die within S days with the occurrence of hepatic
necrosis, fibrin deposition and a heavy infiltrate of inflammatory cells 31 . Resistance
to acute infection with MHV-2 and MHV-3 has been shown to be dependent on innate
macrophage factors l ,2,31.33 as well as immune defense mechansims 32 ,34,35 rather than
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on cellular receptors. Below, we discuss the macrophage resistance mechanisms described in acute MHV-2 and MHV-3 infections which appear to be controlled by
different, H-2-unlinked genes.

MHV-2
The Hv 1 locus, described by Bang and coworkers in the 1960's, controls susceptibility to lethal infection by MHV-21-3. In this model, the dominant, susceptible allele of Hvl
occurs in the PRI (Princeton) strain and the C3HSS congenic strain whereas the resistant,
recessiveHvl allele occurs in the C3H strain. Resistance or susceptibility in vivo was shown
to correlate almost perfectly with the permissivity of peritoneal macrophages to MHV-2 in
vitro. The Hvl gene is probably not expressed as a viral receptor, since virus was shown to
be equally well adsorbed by both resistant and susceptible macrophages 2. Resistant macrophages were shown to block some aspect of viral RNA synthesis, thus affecting viral
replication. Moreover, genetically susceptible mice could be rendered phenotypically resistant by treatment with the lectin concanavalin A (Con A), similarly, macrophages harvested
from the Con A treated animals also manifested resistance in vitr0 3. Con A had no effect
when administered directly to the macrophages, suggesting that reversal of susceptibility
occurred following the induction of lymphokines. The chromosomal location of Hv 1 is
unknown, but it segregates independently of the Hv 2 locus on chromosome 7, the Beg locus
on chromosome 1 and the locus for resistance to flavivirus on chromosome 536 .

MHV-3
Genetic resistance to acute MHV-3 infection is comprised of at least two different
host defense strategies. The acute phase ofMHV-3 infection is characterized by a fulminant
hepatic necrosis which kills susceptible strains of mice such as C57BLl6 and BALBlc within
3-5 days. During this phase, the host cells for viral replication are both macrophages and
lymphoid cells 32 , and, consequently, both of these cell types have adapted equally important
resistance mechanisms. The group of Levy has extensively studied the role of the macrophage in the resistance to hepatitis caused by MHV-33 1,33,37-39. Here, the inheritance of the
trait of resist ancelsusceptibility to the fulminant, acute hepatitis and death caused by MHV-3
infection was analyzed in a set of recombinant inbred (RI) strains of mice derived from the
resistant All and susceptible C57B 1161 progenitors37. The strain distribution pattern (SDP)
showed a discontinuous variation ranging from fully resistant (no liver disease), to fully
susceptible (death from fulminant hepatitis), with 16 RI strains showing intermediate degrees
of susceptibility. This SDP was consistent with a two-recessive-gene model of resistance.
These results were in contrast to earlier results (1979) of Levy-Leblond et a1. 40 , who found
evidence for a single, recessive gene for resistance to acute MHV-3 disease in a panel ofFl,
F2 and backcross generation mice. However, this study 40 clearly showed that the gene(s)
for resistance express an age-dependent penetrance. No evidence of linkage between acute
MHV-3 sensitivity and genes of the H-2 complex was found in either of the two studies. The
SDP for susceptibilitylresistance to MHV-3 was also found to correlate with the induction
of procoagulant activity (PCA), a prothrombinase37 . PCA mediates inflammatory responses
by virtue of its direct prothrombin cleaving activity 38. The cellular nature of the production
of the 74 kDa PCA molecule was also examined in RI strains and a restriction for induction
of PC A was observed at the level of the macrophage 39 . Peritoneal macrophages from resistant
parental All and RI strains could not be induced to express PCA when stimulated by MHV-3
alone or in the presence of lymphocytes from susceptible and H-2 compatible RI mice. In
contrast, macrophages from susceptible RI strains of mice expressed a similar increase in
PCA after stimulation with MHV-3 in the presence of L3T4+ (T helper cells, CD4+)
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lymphocytes. In addition, T cells from MHV-3 immunized resistant RI mice, but not from
unimmunized mice, were able to suppress induction ofpCA. This suppressor activity could
be detected in resistant mice even after 28 days of infection. The requirement for both T
helper cells and macrophage PCA production for the full expression ofMHV-3-induced acute
hepatitis is consistent with the hypothesis of a two-gene model for susceptibility.
Two treatments have been found to inhibit the severe liver disease and procoagulant
activity induced by MHV-3. In one, 16,16 dimethyl prostaglandin E2, dmPGE2, has been
shown to specifically inhibit the activity of the PCA molecule by a posttranslational
mechanism33 . However, PGE2 treatment did not block MHV-3 viral replication or prevent
death in susceptible animals. PCA activity could not be inhibited by other eicosanoids
including prostacyclin (P0I2), PGF2a and leukotriene B4 (LTB4). In the second treatment,
passive transfer of the anti-PCA monoclonal antibody 3D4.3 attenuated the development of
hepatic necrosis and enhanced survival in a dose-dependent manner that correlated with the
rates of metabolism of immunoglobulin31 . Interestingly, the passive transfer treatment, in
contrast to the E2 treatment, did decrease replication of MHV-3 in livers of susceptible
animals to levels equivalent with those seen in resistant A/J mice. Taking the results of these
two treatments together, the authors suggested that PCA has multiple pathogenic roles in
MHV-3 infection31 . First, PCA may activate the coagulation system that enhances hepatic
necrosis, and secondly, they speculated that PCA could promote the proteolytic cleavage of
the structural spike (S) protein into S 1 and S2 subunits, thereby activating the cell fusion
properties of the virus 41 •

GENETIC RESISTANCE EXPRESSED AT THE LEVEL OF
ACQUIRED IMMUNITY
According to our initial scheme, we have now arrived at the last 'level' of genetic
resistance: that of acquired immunity to MHY. From a genetic point of view, this is the most
difficult phase to analyse. The role of neutralizing antibodies, cellular immunity (including
T, B, NK and antigen presenting cells) and the importance of the different antigenic epitopes
of the virus are all elements which clamor for attention and surely would require an entire
chapter to be discussed adequately. For our review, we have chosen to discuss the relationship
between immunodeficiency and MHV-3 disease, as studied by Lamontagne and co workers 34 ,35,42, and secondly to review studies describing the role ofCD4 and CD8 T cells during
chronic JHM infection 43 ,44.

MHV-3
During the acute phase ofMHV-3 infection, the role of immune defense mechanisms
was initially revealed by evidence that resistant A/J mice become susceptible to the hepatic
necrosis following immunosuppressive treatments45 . More recently, Lamontagne et al have
shown in vitro that the pathogenic L2-MHV3 strain could infect macrophages as well as
lymphocytes, including thymocytes of both susceptible (C57BL/6) and resistant (A/J)
mice 35 . In resistant A/J mice, however, a reduction in the level of infectious viral particles
by the infected cell occurred at 48 hrs postinfection. This cellular resistance mechanism was
observed to act as a recessive phenotype which acts to prevent viral replication very early
following infection. Furthermore, these authors have shown that the pathogenic outcome of
MHV-3 disease in susceptible mice correlated with the ability of the virus to cause lysis in
vitro of Thyl.2+ and surface IgM+ cells. Susceptible mice also demonstrated significant
atrophy of the thymic and splenic lymphoid follicles by 72 hours post infection, whereas no
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such atrophy or cell lysis occurred in resistant A/J animals. Moreover, it was determined by
a virus interference assay that the virus could attach to the cell surface, and that the resistance
mechanism acts to interfere with the activity of the viral RNA polymerase. These findings
thus demonstrated that T and B lymphocytes can express intrinsic, H-2 unlinked40 genetic
resistance to the MHV-3 virus.
Lamontagne and co-workers have also begun to explore the consequences of the
MHV3-induced immunodeficiency on the chronic phase of the disease 34 . Chronic MHV-3
infection results in aged F I animals (bred from a cross of resistant A/J and susceptible
C57BLl6 mice) who survive the acute hepatitis 4o . The disease is characterized by viral
persistency in various organs, including the brain, spleen, and thymus and the occurrence
of hindlimb paralysis at approximately 2 months after infection. It was determined that
T and B cell depletions arose in F I animals within a few days after infection, and low
levels of splenic T and B cells were maintained for up to 3 months, until death of the
mice 34 . The reduction of splenic lymphoid cells was determined to originate from depletion
of all T cell subpopulations in the thymus and of pre-B and B cells in the bone marrow.
However, infectivity studies performed in vitro revealed that the virus established a
non-productive replication in thymic stromal cells with a low level of viral transmission
to complexed thymocytes, whereas pre-B and B cells supported a productive, lytic viral
replication.
The trait of hindlimb paralysis in the chronic form of MHV-3 disease has been
genetically analysed by Levy-Leblond et a1 40 . The analysis was performed in FI, F2 and
backcross animals as well as in a panel of A strain mice congenic at the H-2 complex. The
development of paralysis in the genetic crosses suggested that the chronic disease was
controlled by one or two recessive genes. However, when the panel of A strain H-2 congenics
was analysed, it appeared that the genetic control was linked to the H-2 complex, sir,ce the
A.CA strain (H-2f) was the only one which displayed complete resistance to the chronic
disease. Using H-2 recombinant strains of mice, it was later determined that both class I
H-2K and H-2D regions controlled the resistance to the development ofparalysis 46 . Further
analysis of the panel of H-2 recombinants for the trait of T and B cell depletions described
above 34 could reveal if and how H-2 genes, or closely linked genes such as tumor necrosis
factor (TNF)47 or the transporter for antigen processing genes (TAP)48, are involved in the
development of MHV-3-induced immunodeficiencies.

MHV-JHM
In the first section of this review, we discussed how resistance to JHM-induced acute
encephalitis is controlled by the MHVR (CEA) receptor and a second, unknown resistance
factor. There is considerably less information concerning the basis of genetic resistance and
susceptibility to the chronic phase of disease induced by the JHM virus, which is considered
to be a model of central nervous system (CNS) disease. Susceptibility to the chronic disease
is characterized clinically by the development of hindlimb paralysis 3-8 weeks post infection
and histologically by evidence of demyelination in infected brains 44.49 . One model of
resistance or susceptiblility to the late onset disease is called the maternal antibody protection
model where the strains BALB/c and C57BLl6, which are fully susceptible to acute
encephalitis, are protected from acute disease when immunized intranasally and nursed by
immunized dams 49 . However, from 40-60% of the C57BLl6 mice will go on to develop late
onset demyelinating disease whereas BALB/c mice are resistant and do not develop chronic
symptoms. Neutralizing antibodies do not protect susceptible mice from the late onset
disease, signifying that T cells may have the crucial role in viral clearance and in preventing
CNS disease.
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Table 1. Mouse locI controlling resistance to CoronaVlfllS MHV mfectlOn
Locus

Trait

MHV-2
Hvl
MHV-3

survival/replIcatIOn m macrophages

nd
nd

?

recessive

1-3

survival/macrophage procoagulant activity

? [H-2
unlInked]

37

development of chromc dlsease[paralysls1

17, H-2K,
H-2D

2 genes,
recessive
1 or 2 genes,
recessIVe

7

recessive

10-13,22

?

dommant
?recesslve
?

9
50
43,44

MHV-JHMIA59
Hv2
mfectlOn of macrophages, neurons, lIver
[? rhv2, Mhvl, Bgp] cells
Rhvl
survival/acute encephalItis
Pj}

nd
nd, not designated

Inhentance
Chromosome of resistance Reference

chromc dlsease[paralysls]
chromc dlsease[paralysls]

7
17, H-2Dd

40

It was determined by Stohlman's group in adoptive transfer experiments that class
I H-2D restricted T cells of the helper phenotype (CD4+) and cytotoxic phenotype (CTL;
CD8+) were required for viral clearance 43 . This group also detected a strain difference
correlating with resistance to viral elimination in that BALB/c mice mounted a CD8+
response against the nucleocapsid (N) protein, whereas C57BLl6 mice did not. Castro et
al pursued this question by determining, in H-2 congenic mice, whether replacement of
the C57BLl6 type Db locus by the BALB/c type Dd locus was sufficient to protect mice
from the late onset disease 44 . The results showed that B 10.A(l8R) mice, which contain
the d alleles of the D and L loci, exhibited a CTL response against the N protein as did
the BALB/c mice, however, approximately 16% of the B 1O.A(1SR) mice developed late
onset symptomatic disease. These results suggested that the CDS+, N-specific response
is only partially protective against the development of the demyelinating disease. Additional results from this study showed that acutely and chronically JHM-infected C57BLl6
mice manifested an S protein specific CTL response in brains and spinal cords. BALB/c
mice, however, did not contain anti-S CTL activity. Thus, the anti-S CTL activity present
in the CNS of chronically infected animals could be involved in the pathogenesis of
demyelination. Although the relationship of the CD4+/CD8+ interaction to CNS demyelination remains to be determined, it is apparent that several factors governing T cell
function are likely to be involved44 .
The involvement of several factors is also supported by the data of Kyuwa et aI,
who have examined the genetic control of acute and late disease induced by MHV-JHM
in the strains BALB/cHeA, STS/A, Fl hybrids and 13 (BALB/cHeAX STS/A) RI strains 50 .
In this model, following intracerebral inoculation with JHM, all the BALB/cHeA mice
died within 2 weeks from acute encephalitis whereas only 30% of STS/A mice died and
were termed semisusceptible. The genetic analysis of the acute phase suggested the
involvement of multiple genes, in agreement with the earlier studies of Stohlman and
Frelinger9• For the chronic disease, the paralysis of delayed onset developed in 36% of
STS/ A, 40% of the F 1 hybrids and eight of the 13 RI strains. However, the incidence
varied widely among the RI strains, indicating that JHM-induced late disease is under
multifactorial control. An alternative hypothesis is that variability of trait expression is
large. This is supported by analogous results in the model of acute sensitivity to MHV-3
infection where results in RI and FI mice suggested a highly variable, age-dependent
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penetrance of the resistance allele(s)4o. Indeed, by ordering the mouse strains into two
disease categories and evaluating their data considering a single gene hypothesis, Kyuwa
et al found that the SDP indicated a putative gene effect located on chromosome 7, near
Ly-l5, which they designated Pj1 5o • The authors speculated that since Ly-15 is known
to facilItate T cell recogmtion 51 and to be involved in the CTL response 52 it is possible
that Ly-l5 is involved in the CTL response during CNS disease. Therefore, the Ly-l5
antigen could be a candidate for one of the additional factors governing CTL function
in the maternal antIbody protection model.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is apparent from reviewing these studies that host resistance to mfection with MHV
is under multigenic control (summarized in Table 1). As we said earlier, although the three
levels of host resistance we discussed are artIficial boundanes, the advantage of setting such
boundaries is that one can functionally dissect a complex trait into parameters that are under
single gene control. In this way, genetic susceptibility to MHV-3 acute fulminant hepatitis
has already been disassociated into several traits, such as macrophage PCA production and
lymphoid cell depletion. Once the responsible genes have been mapped, It may be possible
to analyze the genetic control of MHV-3-induced hepatitis (or lHM-induced chronic CNS
disease) by the use of multIple linked marker loci 6. We await With interest as the story of
genetic resistance to coronavirus infections continues to unfold.
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INTRODUCTION
This review summarizes 18 years of investigations in this laboratory on factors
controlling the infectious process in cells of the central nervous system (CNS). The model
chosen by us which involves rodents challenged with neurotropic murine coronavirus (CV)
JHMV, was selected on the presumption that pathogenesis due to viral infections can be a
trigger for sequelae culminating in autoimmune disease like that presumed to cause multiple
sclerosis (MS) in humans. Our model, based on the initial 1949 reports about initiation of
neurologic disease in rats and mice by JHMVI,2 has been refined and amplified upon3 . More
recent evidence, which includes detection of viral RNA and protein in neural cells some
albeit circumstantial, has implicated both the rodent and ubiquitous human OC43 or 229E
CVs in CNS pathologies including demyelinative disease 4,5. The key interrelated parameters
relevant to the model examined by us which will be considered here include the influence
of age and development of the host animal, its immune responses, genetic constitution and
variability of the infecting viral agent. For the sake of clarity, realizing that it may be an
oversimplification, CNS infections associated primarily with neurons (NEU) are designated
as grey matter (GM) disease while those involving glial cells, especially astrocytes (AS) and
oligodendrocytes (OL), which cause demyelinative lesions are termed white matter (WM)
disease.
Due to the brevity of this review, it was necessary to focus predominantly on data
emanating from this laboratory, without intention to minimize the salient contributions of
colleagues elsewhere. In most cases, the pertinent reference to studies of others can be found
in bibliographies of the articles cited here.
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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FACTORS IN THE DISEASE PROCESS
a) age related resistance: the intracerebral (IC) inoculation of JHMV into neonate
rats induces an acute encephalitis due to rapidly and widely disseminated GM involvement.
A postnatal interval between I week and 3 weeks of age, at the time weaning occurs in rats
is a period or "window" of susceptibility involving the WM. This corresponds well with
completion of CNS myelination and OL maturation 6 . By contrast, the more gradual,
prolonged myelination and maturation in the murine CNS correlates with an extended period
into the lifespan of susceptibility to WM disease induced by JHMV7.
b) immune responses: the unambiguous evidence for the role of cellular immunity in
controlling JHMV infections of the rat CNS contrasts with clear cut involvement of humoral
immunity. Thus, in athymic nude (NulNu) rats and mice or following immunosuppression
by drugs such as cyclosporin A, the normal age-related resistance is abrogated 8,9 and a
productive infection can be elicited in rats at any age post-weaning. However, as a consequence of impaired cellular immunity, the disease produced is predominantly of the GM,
associated with extensive NEU involvement which results in an acute, rapidly fatal encephalitis 8,9. In the case of humoral immunity, localized anti-JHMV immunoglobulin synthesis
can be monitored in the cerebrospinal fluid without appearing to influence the progress of
WM-associated paralytic disease I 0.
c) genetic constitution of the host: the published information dealing with this
complex subject is too voluminous for adequate review here, limiting the selected material
to our own studies on rodents. Concerning the rat model, strain differences occur in the
"window of susceptibility" interval during which WM disease can be elicited by JHMY.
Wi star Furth (WF) rats are genetically deficient in circulating growth hormone. Presumably
related to this deficiency is a slower postnatal CNS maturation. Wistar Lewis (WL) rats
possess normal levels of growth hormone, earlier onset ofWM maturity and easily provoked,
vigorous inflammatory cell responses in the CNS. Comparisons on susceptibility to WM
disease showed that in WF the paralytic, demyelinative process can be induced by JHMV
inoculation ic for significantly longer periods than in WL rats II. Genetic analysis by
cross-breeding and backcrossing revealed that the heritable phenotype for resistance (R) is
controlled by a single gene and that in WF strain this trait segregates as a homozygous
recessive rr while in WL rats it occurs in a heterozygous form RR, Rr and rr.
Genetically determined host resistance vs susceptibility to CV can be defined unambiguously in specific strains of mice. Comparison between strain SJLlJ which is resistant
and CD. I (or BALB/c) which are sensitive to challenge with neurotropic CV s JHMV or A59
showed by crossbreeding in the FI generation that resistance is recessive, i.e., susceptibility
is dominant l2 • These data were reflected exactly by correlative results from virus replication
in primary cell explants from the CNS of embryonic mice l3 , as illustrated in Table I.
Analysis of JHMV adsorption and expression revealed that arrest of this CV strain
in cells of SJLlJ mice was most probably due to an arrest in cell-to-cell spread, not to the
lack of either receptors or virus-specified expression. It is possible that SJLlJ cells lack a
protease activity which is required to activate the S fusogenic component of the virus.
d) genetic variability of the virus: once again the variability and complexity of the
evidence gathered on this subject precludes inclusion of an authoritative review in this
article. To explain virulence, tropism and pathogenesis of CVs, variability among the
components, especially of the S glycoprotein has been invoked, sometimes based on
contradictory data (see l2 for several citations). Our studies have been concerned with neural
cell tropism of the closely related viscerotropic MHV 3 and neurotropic JHMV CV s. Challenge of primary neural rat cultures enriched for specific cell types demonstrated that MHV 3
had preferential tropism for type lAS (lAS) and JHMV for OU4. JHMV produces WM
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Table I. Companson of CV repltcatlOn III gltal cultures" from purebred and hybnd mIce
Mouse stram from which
cultures ongmated
SJL

CD I

(CD I x SJL) FI

Titer 102 (PFU/ml)h

Time after
moculatlOn (h)

JHMV'

12

0 17± 0 29 (3)

24
48
72

23 ± 12 (\4)
48 ± 20 (14)
22±9(12)

12
24
48

350 ± 216 (5)
3260±2110(13)
9440 ± 500 (9)

24
48
72

6260 ± 4320 (5)
943 ± 480 (5)"

961 ± 34 (5)

MHVl'

A59'

590±114(3)
435 ± 292 (14)
886 ± 62 (10)
475± 119 (6)
77±12(4)

6±2(6)
13 ± 0 5 (6)
2± 0 6 (3)
NDd
ND

778 ± 30 (II)
21,300 ± 19,600 (3)
3340 ± 2300 (7) 95,800 ± 2700 (3)
1120 ± 730 (5)
2400 ± 2000 (5)
213±52(5}"

apnmanly ohgodendrocytes and astrocytes (35)
hThe values are means With standard deViatIons The number of cultures tested
'MOl, I PFU per cell
dND, not determmed
'Decrease m titers was attnbuted to rapid cell killmg (from ref 13)

IS

ND
ND
ND

shown m parentheses

disease but MHV 3 does not evoke any CNS disease symptoms. This mutually exclusive
tropism demonstrated with rat neural cells does not occur in murine lAS and OL, both of
which are infectable by both the viscerotropic and neurotropic agents 15.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE IN-VIVO VS IN-VITRO
DISEASE PROCESS
The IC inoculation of rats with JHMV at intervals post-partum, up to the age of
weaning causes either the acute encephalytic GM disease or a progressive demyelinative
WM disease With paralysIs or paresis, depending on the age at challenge6 • To determine age
and disease related JHMV expression in the CNS presence of viral antigen was monitored
by immunocytology and viral RNA by probing with specific cDNA in dot-blot assay. Virus
materials were pinpointed WIthin five functional zones of the CNS, defined anatomically in
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Figure 2. Dot-blot analysIs of eNS tissue extracts prepared from samples taken from rats
with either (A) acute encephalomyelitis, or (8)
hmd-Ieg paralysIs, or (C) after recovery from
paralysIs, and (D) unmoculated controls as well
as (E) asymptomatic ammals Each row IS composed of RNA extracts blotted at dilutIOns of
11100, I110, and III The numbers of the ordinate represent the tissues sampled as follows I'
telencephalon, 2 diencephalon/mesencephalon,
3. cerebellum, 4 pons/myelencephalon, 5 cervical spmal cord, 6 lumbar spmal cord, dpr:
days post recovery, dpl. days post moculatlOn
*Thls result IS anomalous smce other blots m
thiS dilutIOn senes were negative (Ref 10)

Figure 1. It is evident from the dot-blot analysis in Figure 2 that virus can be disseminated
rapidly throughout the eNS. In the case of WM disease process, centers of infection are
established prior to evidence of any tissue damage associated with the progressive fonn of
demyelinative disease. JHMV specific RNA is detectable in the eNS of rats which have
recovered from paralytic disease symptoms and in rats which have remained asymptomatic
for 5 months and beyond. This and related studies demonstrated surprisingly the capacity of
this neurotropic virus, possessing a plus sense single stranded RNA genome, to remain within
the eNS for prolonged periods, perhaps indefinitely in a persistent or latent state, despite
absence of any known mechanism for establishing a provirus replication strategy like that
used by retroviruses.
We sought to define more precisely the parameters regulating JHMV infections of
neural cells in vivo by examining virus-cell interactions under the tighter controlled conditions possible in vitro. For this purpose, explant cultures were established from embryonic
or neonatal eNS tissue enriched in NEU originating in the hippocampus or OL lineage
precursors from the telencephalon. The virus-cell interactions pertaining to either NEU or
OL will now be considered in separate sections.
a) studies on neurons: our data, described in several published articles reveal that
NEU involvement is extensive throughout the eNS GM, during acute encephalitis. When
the progressive demyelinative, paralytic form of WM disease occur hippocampal and
cerebellar neurons contain JHMV RNA and protein l6 , illustrated in Figure 3. Since Viral
RNA persists for long periods in asymptomatic and recovered rats 10, we assume that NEU
may provide the reservoir for virus persistence.
A specific, close association between JHMV nucleocapsids (N) and bundles of
microtubules within neurites was observed in thinly sectioned cultured hippocampal neurons I7 ,18. This association is perhaps established because there is protein "mimicry", uncov-
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Figure 3, Coronavirus antigen and RNA in the
hippocampus of lHMV-infected rats. (A) Immunohistochemical detection of N protein in the
hippocampus of a lHMV-infected rat. Arrow
points to an N+ neuron within Ammons's hom.
Other N+ cells are likely glia. (B) Coronavirus
RNA in the hippocampus detected by in situ
hybridization using a lHMV-specific [35S}
cDNA probe. Arrows point to two positive neurons. (Ref. 16).
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ered by computer sequence matching between N and the microtubule-binding domain of the
microtubule associated protein tau IS, illustrated in Figure 4. Relatedness ofN to tau is further
substantiated by immunological relatedness shown in a companion article l9 . These findings
draw attention to: I) a strategy of a CV for making use of the host's normal function on
behalf of the virus. 2) involvement of micro tubules in replication, trafficking of virus proteins
and assembly of progeny particles ls .
b) infections of oligodendrocytic lineage cells: glial progenitors explanted from the
rat optic nerve have the potential to differentiate into mature OL or 2A astrocytes 20 . These
progenitors marked as of the 0-2A phenotype are programmed in the same "time-clock"
required for becoming mature, myelin producing OL as that which prevails in vivo. Throughout development and maturation phenotypic markers, many present at the cell surface,
identify the various stages recognizable by means of specific antibodies, as shown in Figure
5. When such antibodies are applied, it is evident that soon after explantation of tissue from
the telencephalon, most OL progenitors are in the mitotically active A2B5+ juvenile stage:

N

tfqSKLELVKKNSGGAdqptldvyel 350

tau

·---GSLDNIKHVPGGG---------- 218

I

I

. ,.. ,

I I

'!I'

·-1- -I- -'I-

Figure 4. Evidence for amino acid sequence homology between tau and N. Identical residues are linked by
vertical lines, related ones by two dots when homology is closer or one dot when it is less close. The tau
sequence is the invariant 12-mer of the microtubule binding motif matched with N sequence from the carboxyl
terminus.
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Figure 5. Developmental scheme for oligodendrocytes.

a phase during which they are amenable to mitotic arrest by application of ng amounts of
cytokines bFGF and PDGFaa. The influence of cytokines is completely reversible. The
A2BS+ cells which are refractory to infection by JHMV become susceptible when treated
with bFGF and PDGF (Figure 6). Upon removal of the cytokines they regain their resistance l7 .
Later, during terminal stages of development, the mature OL synthesize myelin
specific and other constituents, including myelin basic protein (MBP), associated glycoprotein (MAG), galactocerebroside (GC) and 2':3'-cyclic nucleotide-3'-phosphohydrolase
(CNPase) (Figure 5). During the terminal stages of differentiation, OL once again became
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mature OL phenotype IS expressed and comcidentally mfectabilIty by JHMY ceases The
block occurs at a stage after adsorption but before any ViruS functIOns are expressed The
arrested stage IS lIkely to mvolve uncoatmg because 1) The 56 kDa protem N of moculum
VIruS IS rapidly converted to the less phosphorylated 50 kDa form, pnor to breakdown to
low MW fragments, as shown m Figure 5 2) treatment wIth dbcAMP after replIcation has
commenced does not suppress JHMyI4 3) mfectIOn of mature OL can be mitIated by
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Figure 8. Modulation of RI and RII in primary
rat astrocytes and oligodendrocytes during treatment with 1 mM dbcAMP. The concentrations
of the regulatory subunits in cytosol (100,000 x
g) fractions from astrocytes and oligodendrocytes were determined by binding of 8-azido[l2P]cAMP, as described in Materials and
Methods. A densitometer tracing (A) made from
an autoradiogram (B), obtained after 10% SDSpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, enabled a
comparison of the time-related changes in the RI
regulatory subunit. Absorbance units have been
normalized to the band of greatest density (oligodendrocytes, 5 days posttreatment). (Ref. 21)

transfecting with isolated genomic virus RNA (see 19 companion article). From the knowledge that the genome within inoculum virions is coated by the phosphorylated form ofN22
we hypothesize that deficiency of uncoating in mature OL might be due to suppression of
dephosphorylation ofN 21 • We also predicted that the dephosphorylating activity involved is
a phosphoprotein phosphatase (PPPase) acting on N of penetrating inoculum virus. Evidence
was obtained that a type 1 PPPase is associated with host cell endosomes, possesses a highly
specific activity against phosphorylated N as the substrate 23 and is inhibitable by the
regulatory subunit R of cAMP-dependent protein kinase I 24. The upregulation of R
expression in mature OUI, shown in Figure 8, provided a rationale for the existence of a
relationship between maturation and JHMV suppression in OL. This idea was supported by
our demonstration of virus suppression upon transfection of the RI gene into non-neural L2
cells (see 19 companion article), but an absence of suppression when infectious genomic
RNA is used in place of intact virions to initiate JHMV replication.
Experimental evidence obtained on the PPPase from assays in cell-free reactions
supports the findings on intact cells 24 (and unpublished data).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ABOUT OLIGODENDROCYTES
There is a correlation between specificity of tropism of JHMV for 0-2A lineage cells
from the rat and demyelination of white matter, associated with chronic disease. Susceptibility to infection, which can occur in 0-2A cells before terminal differentiation may be
influenced by cytokines. During the normal, age-related or rapidly induced maturationldif-
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ferenhatIon of rat ohgodendrocytes, suppreSSlOn of JHMV rephcatlOn IS correlated wIth
upregulatlOn of the subumt Rl of the cAMP-dependent protem kmase VIruS mhlbltIon
occurs at a stage between penetration and mltIatlOn of genome expressIon RegulatlOn over
coronavlrus mfectlOn of ohgodendrogha IS stnctly controlled by the host cell There IS
eVIdence that mductlOn of Rl subumt of protem kmase A mfluences uncoatmg, Illustrated
m FIgure 9, by suppreSSlOn of dephosphorylatlOn dunng penetratlOn Our former workmg
hypothesIs, now borne out by recent data predIcts that the mfectlOn m mature ohgodendrocytes IS blocked because specIfic dephosphorylation of the capsId protem N, reqUlred for
uncoatmg, etc IS suppressed
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE S PROTEIN
OF ENTEROTROPIC MURINE
CORONAVIRUS STRAIN-Y
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New Haven, Connecticut

ABSTRACT
The pathogenesis of enterotropic murine coronavirus strain MHV-Y differs extensively from that of prototypic respiratory strains of murine coronaviruses. The S protein of
MHV-Y was characterized as a first step towards identifying viral determinants of enterotropismo Immunoblots of MHV-Y virions using anti-S protein specific antiserum revealed that
the MHV-Y S protein was inefficiently cleaved. The MHV-Y S gene was cloned and
sequenced. It encodes a protein predicted to be 1361 amino acids long. The presence of
several amino acids changes within and surrounding the predicted cleavage site of the
MHV-Y S protein may contribute to its inefficient cleavage.

INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), a singular name for several murine coronaviruses, causes
a wide spectrum of diseases ranging from mild enteritis or rhinitis to fatal hepatitis or
encephalitis. MHV strains can be divided into two biotypes, respiratory and enterotropic, on
the basis of their initial site of replication. Following oronasal inoculation, respiratory MHV
strains initiate replication in the upper respiratory tract and then disseminate to multiple organs
if the mouse is sufficiently susceptible due to age, genotype or immune status l ,2. On the other
hand, replication of enterotropic MHV strains, such as MHV-Y, is largely restricted to the
intestinal mucosa, with minimal or no dissemination to other organs3,4. All ages and genotypes
of mice are susceptible to infection with enterotropic MHV-Y but only young mice develop
disease in the form of enteritis3.4, Unlike respiratory MHV strains in which viral titers mirror
Current address: Institute of Laboratory Animal Research, School of Science, Kitasato University,
Kanagawa, Japan.
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the severity oflesions, the titers ofMHV-Y produced in the intestines do not reflect the level of
lesion fonnation I.4.
The molecular basis of MHV pathogenesis has been studied extensively for
respiratory MHV strains such as MHV-4/JHM and MHV-A59. Although the molecular
mechanisms of tissue tropism are still not clear, several studies have shown an important
role for the MHV S protein in virulence and tissue tropism 2. The S glycoprotein is
synthesized as an 170-200 kD glycoprotein which is cleaved by trypsin-like host proteases
into two 90 kD subunits. Cleavage is dependent on the virus strain and host cell type in
which virus was grown. The S protein forms the characteristic viral peplomers and is
believed to be responsible for the initiation and spread of infection, by mediating attachment of the virus to cell surface receptors and by inducing cell-cell fusion. The S protein
also elicits neutralizing antibodies and cellular immune responses2. Variant viruses which
possess mutations or deletions in the S protein have altered target cell specificity, rates
of spread or virulenceS-II. In contrast to respiratory MHV strains, the viral factors which
determine the tropisms of enterotropic MHV strains have not been identified. The S
protein of MHV-Y was characterized molecularly as a first step in determining the role
of the S protein in the restricted tissue tropism of MHV-Y.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses and Cells
MHV-Y was originally isolated in NCTC 1469 cells from the intestine of a naturally
infected infant mouse with acute typhlocolitis I2 . MHV-A59 was obtained from American
Type Culture Collection. Virus stocks used in these studies were generated in J774A.l cells.
J774A.l cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection and maintained in
RPMI medium 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum.

Immunoblotting
Purified virion proteins were separated on 8% SDS-PAGE gels, electroblotted to
nitrocellulose sheets and were probed with mono specific polyclonal goat antiserum to the S
protein of MHV-A59 (gift of K. Holmes). Bound antibody was detected with peroxidaseconjugated Staphylococcal protein A and chemiluminescent reagents.

eDNA Cloning
Virion purified from MHV-Y infected J774A.1 supernatants were diluted in buffer
containing RNasin and RNA was purified by SDS/Proteinase K treatment, phenol-chlorofonn extraction and ethanol precipitation. Virion RNA was reverse transcribed and PCR-amplified using the GeneAmp RNA PCR kit (Perkin Elmer) according to the manufacturers
instructions. The MHV-Y S gene was PCR amplified in three overlapping fragments. Primer
sets used to amplify the 5' and 3' end of the S gene were designed on the basis of the published
S gene sequences of MHV-A59 and MHV-JHM and primer set used to amplify the central
portion of the S gene was designed on the basis of sequences detennined from clones of the
5' and 3' ends of the MHV-Y S gene 13, 14. The PCR products were cloned into the pCR™n
cloning vector using the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen).
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DNA Sequencing
The sequence of the MHV-Y S gene was determined in both directions from double
stranded plasmid DNA. To exclude sequence errors based on misincorporation by the Taq
polymerase, multiple clones from different RT-PCR reactions were sequenced and the
consistency of the sequence was confirmed in at least 3 clones. Sequence comparisons were
performed with the aid of the Translate, Gap, Bestfit, Pileup, Pretty and Peptidestructure
programs in the Genetic Computer Group Sequence Analysis Software Package. Glycosylation sites were defined by the motifNXT or NXS where X does not equal P.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
As a first step in the characterization of the MHV-Y S protein, an immunoblot of
proteins from MHV-Y virions grown in J774A.I cells was performed using monospecific
polyclonal antiserum specific for the S protein (Figure I). The immunoblot showed negligible amounts of cleaved MHV-Y S protein subunits. A low to undetectable level of cleavage
of the MHV-Y S protein was also seen in purified MHV-Y virions treated with trypsin, cell
lysates from MHV-Y infected J774A.l cells and homogenates of MHV-Y infected infant
mouse intestines.
Given the lack of efficient cleavage of the MHV-Y S protein, we wanted to determine
whether a functional cleavage site existed in the MHV-Y S protein. The entire MHV-Y S
gene was cloned in three overlapping fragments and clones were characterized by restriction
enzyme mapping. Cleavage patterns for the MHV-Y clones differed substantially from those
predicted from MHV-A59 and MHV-4/JHM S sequences, so the entire MHV-Y S gene was
sequenced 13-15.
en
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Figure 1. Immunoblots of MHV-AS9 and MHV-Y virions. Virion proteins were
separated on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel (Lanes: 1, MHV-AS9 virions; 2, MHV-Y virions)
and were probed with mono specific polyc1onal goat antiserum to the S protein of
MHV-AS9. Bound antibody was detected with peroxidase-conjugated Staphylococcal protein A and chemiluminescent reagents. Positions of prestamed protein markers are indicated on the margin.
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Table 1. Summary of S gene characteristics
Nucleotides
Amino acids-total
-SI
-S2
Pot. N-glycos. sites
Cleavage site

MHV-4

MHV-A59

MHV-Y

4128
1376
769
607
22
dysksRRARRIS

3972
1324
717
607
21
dysksRRAHRIS

4083
1361
757
604
22
nysttHRARRIS

The predicted MHV-Y S protein is 1361 amino acids long, 15 amino acid shorter than
the MHV-4 S protein (Table 1). The 12 amino acids deleted in the S 1 subunit of MHV-Y S
protein were localized in 3 separate sites (amino acids 492, 515-522 and 574-576) within
the region deleted in the MHV-JHM S protein l4 • The 3 amino acid deletion (amino acids
911-913) in the S2 subunit of the MHV-Y S protein is the first reported deletion in the S2
subunit of any MHV strain, though this deletion lies within a 7 amino acid region deleted
from the S proteins of bovine coronaviruses and human coronavirus strain OC43 16-18 . Even
though the S2 deletion maps to the region of the binding sites of monoclonal antibodies
5B 19.2 and 5B 170.3, both antibodies were capable of neutralizing MHV-Y infectivity in
J774A.1 cells I9 .20 . All four deletions found in the tissue culture-derived MHV-Y stocks were
confirmed in cDNAciones derived from intestinal virus stocks ofMHV-Y.
The nucleotide and amino acid sequence identities between MHV-Y and either
MHV-4 or MHV-A59 (approximately 81 % and 84% respectively) were lower than between
MHV-4 and MHV-A59 (89% and 92% respectively). The MHV-Y S protein has 22 predicted
glycosylation sites (Table I), the same number predicted for the MHV-4 S protein, but the
positions of only 20 predicted glycosylation sites for the MHV-Y S protein were conserved I4 ,15. The predicted glycosylation sites at amino acids 582 and 709 of MHV-4 were
absent from the MHV-Y S protein and were replaced by predicted glycosylation sites at
amino acids 575 and 756 of the MHV-Y S protein. The N-terminal signal peptide located at
amino acids I to 17 in the MHV-Y S protein was conserved relative to that of the MHV-4 S
protein 14, 15. The hydrophobic membrane anchor sequence located at amino acids amino acids
1307 to 1322 of the MHV-Y S protein was also conserved. The KWPWYVWL motiffound
in all coronavirus S proteins was present in the MHV-Y S protein between amino acids 1299
and 1306 17 .
The sequence adjacent to and including the cleavage signal sequence for the MHV-Y
S protein (Table 1), differs from the sequence present in other MHV S proteins in several
waysI3-15. First, the MHV-Y S protein cleavage signal sequence differs from the consensus
cleavage signal by the replacement of an arginine with a histidine (HRARR instead of
RRARR). The presence of a histidine in this particular position within the cleavage signal
sequence may alter interactions between the MHV-Y S protein and the active site of cellular
proteases resulting in negligible MHV-Y S protein cleavage. Alternatively, the MHV-Y S
protein signal cleavage signal (HRARR) may be functional but because of other changes in
the region, this signal is not accessible to proteases. The KS to TT change at positions -6 and
-7 relative to the cleavage site andlor the addition of a potential glycosylation site (NYS) at
position -10 relative to the cleavage site may cause conformational changes within the
protein resulting in the inaccessibility of the cleavage signal sequence to the trypsin-like
proteases which cleave most MHV S proteins. It is interesting to note that even though the
MHV-Y S protein is inefficiently cleaved, it still efficiently induces cell-cell fusion in many
types of cells in culture and in vivo in the intestinal mucosa (unpublished data). This
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observatlOn agrees with recent results llldicatlllg that cleavage of MHV S protellls may
lllcrease the efficiency of fuslOn but IS not essential for fuslOn lllductlOn 172628
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ABSTRACT
Cytopathic coronaviruses were isolated in HRT-18 cells from bloody faecal samples
collected from cows in Quebec dairy herds with classical winter dysentery (WD). The
formation of polykaryons in the infected cell cultures was found to be dependent on the
presence of trypsin in the medium. Virus identification was confirmed by indirect immunofluorescence and indirect protein A-gold immunoelectron microscopy using rabbit
hyperimmune serum, as well as monoclonal antibodies directed against the spike (S) and
hemagglutinin-esterase (HE) glycoproteins of the prototype Mebus strain of bovine coronavirus (BCV-Meb). Four WD isolates differed from BCV-Meb by their ability to agglutinate
rat erythrocytes at 4 and 37°C, their higher receptor destroying enzyme activity, but lower
acetylesterase activity. The WD isolates were serologically indistinguishable from the
reference BCV-Meb strain by virus neutralization and Western immunoblotting, but could
be differentiated by hemagglutination-inhibition. Sequence analysis of the PCR-amplified
HE gene of a plaque-purified WD isolate (BCQ-2590) revealed sufficient number of
nucleotide and amino acid substitutions which may explain this antigenic variability.

INTRODUCTION
Bovine coronavirus is known to cause significant economic losses throughout the
world. It is an enteric virus which mUltiplies in the differentiated enterocytes of the small
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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intestine and colon, causing severe diarrhoea in neonatal calf and chronic shedding in adult
cattle. 1,2 Some recent reports have suggested that BCV also possesses a tissue tropism to the
upper respiratory tract of calf causing pneumonia3 . BCV is also associated to acute enteric
infection in adult cattle during the winter season. The disease, known as winter dysentery
(WD), is clinically characterized by an explosive apparition of acute diarrhoea in adult dairy
and beef cattle, with dark bloody liquid diarrhoea, accompanied by decreased milk production and variable depression and anorexia4 . The disease spreads rapidly to animal of all ages
causing high morbidity but low mortality.
Although the etiological agent has not been conclusively identified, early investigation attributed the disease to Campylobacter fetus subspeciesjejuni5 but recent reports have
described corona virus particles in the faeces of WD affected cattle2,4,6 . The coronavirus
identified were isolated in cell cultures and shown to be serologically related to the BCV-Meb
strain 7•
BCV is a well characterized hemagglutinating coronavirus. The viral particle is
mostly spherical, enveloped and displays a double fringe of projections 8,9. The viral genome
consists of a large single-stranded RNA with positive polarity, approximately 30 kb in length,
and encodes four major structural proteins: the nucleocapsid protein (N), the integral
membrane protein (M), the spike glycoprotein (S) and the hemagglutinin/esterase glycoprotein (HE) which is associated to the acetylesterase activity (AE)9.1O.
Although WD isolates can be distinguished for their pathogenicity, several studies
using different methods based on monoclonal and/or polyclonal antibodies 4 ,7, have shown
that they are antigenically related to the BCV-Meb strain. However, possible antigenic
difference between them was suggested 4 on the basis of virus neutralisation (VN). But there
is still some controversy as to the existence of distinct BCV serotypes 4,11 ,12.
The purpose of this study was to characterize BCV strains isolated in cell cultures
from bloody faecal samples of the WD affected cattle, in comparison to reference strains of
neonatal calf diarrhoea in Quebec (Canada). The cytopathogenicity on HRT-18 cells,
infectivity titers, enzymatic activities and serological crossreactivities of Quebec WD
isolates were compared to those of the reference BCV-Meb strain. The HE gene of a Quebec
WD and two NCD isolates were also sequenced and their deduced amino-acid sequences
were compared.

METHODOLOGY
The prototype Mebus strain ofBCV8, and the 67N strain of the porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus (HEV) were obtained from the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC VR-874 and ATCC VR-740, respectively). The human HCV-OC43
respiratory coronavirus was provided to us by P. Talbot (IAF, Laval, Qc, Canada). The other
coronavirus isolates were recovered from Quebec herds experiencing clinical cases of
Neonatal Calf Diarrhoea (NCD) during winter 1989 or typical outbreaks of WD during
winters 1992 and 1993. All the BCV strains were propagated in HRT-18 cells and passaged
not more than 5 times in the presence of 10 U/ml of bovine pancreatic trypsin9. The
extracellular virions were purified from the supernatants of infected cell cultures by differential and isopycnic ultracentrifugation on sucrose gradients 9,13. A rabbit hyperimmune
serum was prepared against the prototype BCV-Meb strain according to immunization
protocole described elsewhere9. Infectivity titers, and enzymatic activities were determined
on purified BCV preparations, as previously described 9,14. The HA activity was determined
on rat erythrocytes at 40 and 37°C 9, and the antigenic relationships between WD and NCD
strains were evaluated using VN and HAl tests 9.
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Cloning and sequencing of the HE genes of two Quebec NCD isolates (BCQ.3 and
BCQ.571) and one WD isolate (BCQ.2590), were also done as previously described I5. Their
complete nucleotide and predicted amino-acid sequences were compared with those of
reference BCV-Mebus stram. Sequence analyses were performed using the MacVector 3.5
(International BIOtechnologies) and GeneWorks 2.2 (IntelliGenetIcs Inc) programs.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The NCD and WD isolates ofBCV were successfully propagated in HRT-18 cells in
the presence of 10 Vlml of trypsin. Their biological and serological characteristics are
summarised in Table 1. On the basis of cytopathogenicity on HRT-18 cells, Quebec strains
could be classified mto weak fusogemc (induced production of small syncytia), highly
fusogenic (syncytia increased In number and size) leading to complete destruction of the cell
sheets 3 to 4 days after InfectIOn, and non fusogenic but highly cytolytic (no syncytia but
mtense degenerescence of the monolayers).
The hemagglutInatIOn (HA) titers obtaIned With rat erythrocytes were qUite Similar
for the WD and NCD Isolates after 1 hour Incubation at 4°C (results not shown). However
a drastic drop in HA titers ofWD Isolates occurred if the incubation temperature was raised
to 37°C, whereas temperature did not seem to affect the HA actlVlty ofNCD Isolates.
Although the Quebec WD and NCD Isolates were serologically IndistInguishable
from BCV-Meb strain by virus neutralisation (VN), 16 to 32 fold differences in HAl titer of
the specific anti-BCV hypenmmune serum were obtained between the WD and the reference
BCV-Meb strain. The reference anti-BCV serum reacted with same HAl titers to all NCD
Isolates tested, except BCQ.571 and BCQ.2070. No reactivity of the BCV hyperimmune

Table 1. BIOlogical and serological charactenstlcs of cell culture adapted-NeD and -WD bovme
coronavlfUses
VIral
Isolate
BCQ 2439

DIsease
WD
WD

Type of
CPE"

InfectiVIty
tJters b

C

72
72

BCQ 2442
BCQ 2508
BCQ 2590
BCQ 7373
BCQ3
BCQ9

WD
WD
WD
NCD
NCD

C
C
C
C
B
B

BCQ 189

NCD

A

87
94
87
84
97
89

Cross-reactivIty C
VN

HAl

Acetylesterase d

2560

80

3292

2560
1280

80
80

2560
NT
1280

80
160
1280
1280

3 193
3089
0764
2 151
0492
1826

1280

3388

2560
1280

RDE tJtere
Rooster

Rat

16
ND

8
<2
64

4
64
64
32

128
256
<2

16
64

2
<2

BCQ 571

NCD

C

77

2560

80

3210

8

<2

BCQ20

NCD

A

75

1280

40

I 782

2

<2

BCQ 2070

NCD

C

79

2560

1280

I 877

32

<2

BCVMeb

NCD

A

94

2560

1280

3 155

8

2

"On the baSIS of cytopathIc changes mduced m HRT-18 cells, Quebec BCV Isolates could be classified mto
weak fusogelllc (A), hIghly fusogemc (C), and non-fusogemc but hIghly cytolytic (B) strams
bTCID so 50% tissue culture mfectlve dose
cReclprocal of hIghest dJlutlOn of polyclonal antl-BCV serum (Mebus stram) that mhlblted 100 TCID so or
4 hemagglutmatmg umts of VIruS WD wmter dysentery, NCD neonatal calf dIarrhoea, NT non tested
dOptJcal denSIty at 405 nm after 5 mm of reactIOn WIth I mM p-mtrophenyl acetate
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serum was demonstrated when tested against the heterologous hemagglutinating coronaviruses (HEV-67 and HCV-OC43).
To further investigate on the biological properties of WD isolates in comparison to
NCD isolates, different viral functions were assessed on purified BCV isolates containing
infectivities of 10 72 to 1094 TCIDso/mL (Table 1). Although high variability was observed
amongst the infectivity titers of the BCV strains tested, they appeared to possess similar AE
activity with the exception of Quebec isolates BCQ.3 and BCQ.2590 which possessed a
weak AE activity. The RDE (receptor destructive enzyme) titers determined for WD strains
with rat erythrocytes varied from 8 to 256, but the RDE activity was minimal or not detectable
for the NCD isolates. All the BCV tested demonstrated lower HA activity with rooster
erythrocytes (results not shown) than with rat erythrocytes, but elution through RDE activity
was detected with titers of 16 to 64 with rooster erythrocytes.
Previous studies suggested close resemblance between NCD and WD strains. The
present results provide additional data on the biological and serological properties of these
BCV isolates. As previously reported 7, the WD isolates were highly fusogenic. They induced
a severe cytopathic effect in comparison to the avirulent BCV strains. Interestingly two
virulent BCV strains (BCQ.571 and BCQ.2070) behaved also as highly fusogenic strains.
Changes in the amino acid sequences of the S glycoproteins between these two strains and
the reference BCV-Meb strain were recently reported l5 . Whether these differences at the
molecular level could be related to the BCV virulence remains to be elucidated. Our results
could also differentiate between WD and NCD strains on basis of their interaction with
different erythrocytes. Both NCD and WD isolates agglutinated rat erythrocytes with similar
titers at 4°C, but a drastic drop was noticed in the HA titers of WD isolates at 37°C. This
difference regarding HA activity could be related to receptor inactivation as demonstrated
by the RDE activity of HE protein which was more effective in tests involving WD than
NCD strains. The higher RDE activity could explain the high contagiousness ofWD strains
and the short duration of the syndrome in the affected herd. On the other hand, the difference
in the RDE activity between rat and rooster erythrocytes could be due to a variation in
receptor binding properties or to structural differences in the receptors between the species
as it was already suggested l4 • If receptor binding and viral attachment to susceptible cells is
attributed to the S glycoprotein l6 , the AE of the HE protein may playa role in virus release
from infected cells and viral spread.
Since differences identified between WD and NCD isolates appeared to be associated
to biological functions and antigenicity of their HE proteins, we investigated on a possible
explanation at the molecular level. The HE genes of two Quebec NCD (BCQ.3 and BCQ.571)
and one WD (BCQ.2590) isolates, were cloned and sequenced. Their complete nucleotide
and deduced amino-acid sequences were compared with those of the reference BCV-Meb
strain.
At the nucleotide level, a high degree of similarity was demonstrated among Quebec
BCV isolates BCQ.3, BCQ.571 and BCQ.2590. The only variation that appeared consisted
of 25 nucleotide substitutions which represented 5.8% of the entire HE gene sequence.
Among these substitutions, 11 appeared to be specific to the WD isolate and the deduced
amino acids sequence are interesting (results not shown). Three proline substitutions occurred between WD and the reference Mebus isolates. The first one is localized in the signal
peptide (at aa 5) and the second one at aa 377. These two substitutions were already identified
for the virulent BCV-LYI38 strain l7 . The third substitution seemed to be specific to the WD
isolate. It was localized (at aa 53) in the vicinity of the sequences of the putative esterase
active domain (FGDS) which was conserved in all BCV strains analyzed.
Our results did not permit to identify major differences at the molecular level between
WD and NCD associated strains. Whether the proline substitutions in HE protein gene could
result in conformational changes l8 causing an alteration in the viral interaction with surface
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receptors remam to be elucidated Further genetIc charactensatlOn of additIonal Isolates from
vanous geograph1cal areas 1S necessary to deterrnme the extent of vanab1hty at the genom1c
level
Monoclonal antlbodws d1rected agamst WD stram BCQ 2590 were recently produced they were found to be able to differentiate between NCD and WD Isolates usmg HAI
tests Other studies conslstmg of 1dentlfymg the1r respectIve antlgemc deterrnmants or
ep1topes are presently m progress
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MOLECULAR DIFFERENTIATION OF
TRANSMISSIBLE GASTROENTERITIS VIRUS
AND PORCINE RESPIRATORY
CORONAVIRUS STRAINS
Correlation with Antigenicity and Pathogenicity

D. J. Jackwood, H. M. Kwon, and L. J. Saif
Food Animal Health Research Program
The Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center
The Ohio State University
Wooster, Ohio 44691

ABSTRACT
Transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) causes an economically important enteric
disease of swine. Differences in the pathogenicity, antigenicity and tissue tropism have been
observed among porcine coronaviruses. Although porcine respiratory coronavirus (PRCV)
is antigenic ally similar but not identical to TGEV isolates, these respiratory coronaviruses
differ markedly in pathogenicity and tissue tropism compared to TGEV isolates. Using a
reverse transcriptase/polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RT/PCR-RFLP) assay, TGEV and PRCV isolates were assigned to several distinct groups.
By RFLP analysis of the 5' region of the S gene, TGEV strains were differentiated into 4
groups using the restriction enzyme Sau3AI. A fifth Sau3AI group contained the PRCV
isolates. These 5 groups correlated with antigenic groups previously defined using monoclonal antibodies in our laboratory. Several restriction enzymes could be used to differentiate
the TGEV strains into Miller and Purdue types. Analysis of a PCR amplified product in the
3 and 3-1 genes indicated the RT/PCR-RFLP assay results for TGEV Miller strains could be
correlated with lower virulence created by passage in cell culture.

INTRODUCTION
The antigenicity, pathogenicity and tissue tropism vary among the porcine coronaviruses, transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) and porcine respiratory coronavirus
(PRCV). Pathogenic differences among TGEV isolates have been documented I , 2. 3, 4. The
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy

Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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molecular basis for virulence and tissue tropism was reported to reside in the region of RNA
3/3_12,4 and in the region of the S glycoprotein gene5,6, 7, respectively, Britton et al. 2 reported
that a deletion in RNA 3/3-1 (ORF-3a/3b) was observed in the attenuated TGEV strain
188-SG but not in the virulent D-S2 strain of TGEV. Wesley et al. 4 reported that a similar
deletion in RNAs 3/3-1 and 4 was present in an attenuated small-plaque variant of TGEY.
Certain MAbs to TGEV have been used to demonstrate antigenic differences among
TGEV and PRCV strainsS, 9, 10, II, 12, 13. Mabs directed to a non-neutralizing epitope on the S
glycoprotein ofTGEV designated site BS or site D9, 12, 13 did not bind to PRCV isolates but did
identify TGEV strains. A panel of 12 MAbs generated against the virulent Miller TGEV strain was
used to demonstrate differences in antigenicity among TGEV isolates 12, 13, 14 15, 16. Five non-neutralizing MAbs were directed against the N protein and 4 neutralizing MAbs were directed against
the S glycoprotein l2, 13, 14. The neutralizing MAbs had different titers against heterologous
(Purdue) and homologous (Miller) strains ofTGEV indicating variability among these epitopes.
Differences in the tissue tropism ofTGEV and PRCV isolates have been extensively
characterized 7,17, IS, 19,20,21. Molecular differences in the S glycoprotein gene appear to affect
the tissue tropism of these viruses 7, 17.
This study was initiated to determine if molecular differences observed using the
reverse transcriptase/polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RT/PCR-RFLP) assay could be correlated with differences in antigenicity, pathogenicity
and tissue tropism among TGEV and PRCV viruses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses
The MSC virulent strain was initially isolated from an outbreak of TGE in a local
swine herd (Miller). It has been maintained by S serial passages in gnotobiotic pigs l6 and
represents an intestinal suspension of the fifth passage in gnotobiotic pigs. The M6 virulent
TGEV represents a plaque purified low cell-culture passage (6 times) of the Miller virulent
strain of TGEV in swine testicular (ST) cells l6 , 22. The virus has retained its pathogenicity
in gnotobiotic pigs (LJ. Saif, unpublished). The M60 Miller strain TGEV was passaged 60
times in ST cells 23 and has low pathogenicity for gnotobiotic pigs compared to the M5C and
M6 strains (L. J. Saif, unpublished).
Nine field isolates ofTGEV designated S387, T 184, T232, T507, TSI7, T876, T988,
U328, and Zy were described 12. These viruses were obtained from Ohio, Canada, Nebraska,
South Dakota, and Michigan (Table 1). Each isolate was obtained from swine with clinical
signs of TGE and TGEV-positive immunofluorescence staining on gut tissue samples. The
isolates which were confirmed to be virulent by passage in susceptible pigs include S387,
T232, T876, U328, and Zy.
The ISU-l (Ind/89) and ISU-3 (NC/89) strains of PRCV provided by Dr. H. Hill,
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa24 were plaque-purified twice and passaged 8-14 times in ST
cells. These viruses produce only subclinical infections when inoculated into gnotobiotic or
conventional pigs and replicate exclusively in the upper respiratory tract21 , 25. The PRCV
strain designated DD312 was recently isolated from the respiratory tract of a pig in the United
States (Saif, Weilnau and Gadfield, unpublished).

Monoclonal Antibodies (MAbs)
TGEV-specific MAbs were produced and characterized in our laboratory 12· 13, 14. 15,
16. These include neutralizing MAbs to sites A, B, and E of the S glycoprotein conserved on
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Table 1. IsolatIOn and passage hIstory of porcme coronavlruses used m thIs study 12
Isolated
Isolate

Virulence"

Data

State

P#(PP)b
2(2)
6(2)
60(2)
4(1 )

Source

Reference StrainS

M5C Miller
M6 MIller
M60 Miller
W184 Purdue

Virulent
Virulent
Attenuated
Virulent

1965
1965
1987
1952

OhIO
OhIO
OhIO
IndIana

P1l5 Purdue
CC1861

Attenuated
Attenuated

1965
1972

OhIO
Nebraska

1987
1988

OhIO
Canada

3(0)
3(0)

1988
1988
1988
1988
1987
1989
1986

OhIO
Nebraska
Nebraska
OhIO
S Dakota
Michigan
OhIO

6(0)
3(0)
6(0)
3(0)
2(0)
6(0)
6(0)

NG Herd, Bucyrus, OhIO
P S Carman, Ontano Mmlstry of
Agnculture and Food, Guelpb, Ontano
OARDC Swme Center, Wooster, OhIO
R Moxley, Umv Nebraska
R Moxley, Umv Nebraska
FF Herd, Wauseon, OhIO
D Benfield, S Dakota State Umv
R Macs, Michigan State Umv
Zy Herd, Burbank, OhIO

1990
1990
1994

IndIana
N Carolma
IlhnOis

8(2)
6(2)
4(0)

H Hill, Iowa State Umv
H Hill, Iowa State Umv
L Salf, OARDC, Wooster, OhIO

TGEV Field StrainS

>115'
?

E Bohl, OARDC, Wooster, OH
L Salf, OARDC, Wooster, OH

R Woods, USDA Ames, Iowa
E Haelterman, Purdue Umv Purdue,
Indiana
E Bohl, OARDC, Wooster, OhIO
M Welter, Amblco Vaccme Stram

d

S387
Tl84

Virulent

T232
T507
T517
T876
T988
U327
Zy

Virulent

?

'I

?

Virulent
?

Virulent
Virulent

PRCV Strains

ISU-l
ISU-3
DD312

aVirulent = enteropathogemc, Attenuated = not enteropathogemc ? = pathogemclty was not confirmed
although ViruS was Isolated from a diarrheic pig from a tYPical TGE outbreak The virulence was
determmed by passage m susceptable or gnotoblOliC pigs
bNumber of limes passaged m cell culture (Number of limes plaque-punfied) ? mdlcates the passage
number m cell culture and the number of tImes the ViruS was plaque punfed IS unknown
'p 115 was plaque punfied numerous limes dunng passage m cell culture
d All field strams ofTGEV were Isolated from pigs With transmissible gastroentenhs confirmed usmg an
Immunofluoresence assay on mtestmal samples
all strams ofTGEV and PRCV tested and non-neutralIzmg MAbs (44Cll and 45A8) to sIte
D of the S glycoprotem, reactIve WIth TGEV strams but non-reactIve WIth PRCV strams l2
Other non-neutralIzmg MAbs to the S glycoprotem mclude IlH8, 8Gll and 75BIO The
latter two react WIth sIte V, conserved on MIller but not Purdue strams 12

Reverse Transcriptase/Polymerase Chain Reaction-Restriction
Fragment Length Polymorphism (RT/PCR-RFLP) Assay
VIral RNA was extracted and purrfied usmg protemase K, aCId phenol and the RNaId
kIt (BIO 101, La Jolla, CA) Bnefly, ST cell culture solutIOns moculated WIth the appropnate
vIruses were mcubated for 5 mmutes at 55°C m a solutIOn contammg 2% SDS and 250 I-lg/ml
protemase K Followmg mcubatlOn the samples were extracted WIth aCId phenol and
chioroformiisoamyl alcohol The RNmd kIt was used to punfy vIral RNA accordmg to the
manufacturers mstructlOns Punfied RNA was suspended m dlethyl-pyrocarbonate (DEPC)
treated water and stored at -70°C before use m the reverse transcnptase (RT) reactIon
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the RNA genome of TGEV Miller strain, showing the location of the
primers used for peR. Primer set 4/6 amplifies a fragment of the S gene and primer set 7/8 amplifies RNAs 3
and 3-1.

The nucleotide sequences of the oligonucleotide primers were deduced and synthesized according to the published TGEV Miller strain sequence. The locations of primers used
in this study are shown in Figure I.
The RT reaction contained 2 /-ll of 10 X PCR buffer (SOO mM KC1, 200 mM Tris, pH
8.4, O.S mg/ml nuclease-free bovine serum albumin), 2 /-ll of 10 mM each dNTP, 2S0 ng
antisense primer, 40 units RNasin, I.S /-ll of 60 mM MgCl z, and 3-S /-ll of the purified viral
RNA described above. A 20 /-ll total reaction volume was obtained by adding sterile
DEPC-treated water. The reaction mixture was heated at 6SoC for 10 minutes before 200
units of Moloney murine leukemia virus RT was added. The reaction was then incubated for
1 hour at 4SoC. Following incubation, the reaction was stopped by heating to 9SOC for S
minutes.
The PCR reaction contained 8 /-ll of lOX PCR buffer, 2S0 ng of the sense primer, 3.S
/-ll of60 mM MgCl z, and 2.S units ofTaq DNA polymerase. A 100 /-ll total reaction volume
was obtained by adding sterile distilled water. Thirty-five cycles of denaturation at 94°C for
I minute, annealing at 4SOC for 2 minutes, and polymerization at 74°C for S minutes were
conducted. The initial denaturation and polymerization steps were at 94°C for S minutes and
74°C for 6 minutes, respectively. The final polymerization step was conducted at 74°C for
10 minutes. The PCR products were analyzed on a 1% agarose gel containing ethidium
bromide.
In most cases it was not necessary to gel purify PCR products before conducting the
RE analysis. However, depending on the restriction enzyme used, purification was sometimes necessary. The total PCR reaction product was separated on a 1% agarose gel. The
amplified DNA with the appropriate size was cut from the gel and purified using the
Geneclean kit (Bio 10 I) according to the manufacturer's recommendation. The purified DNA
was digested with selected REs according to the manufacturer's specification. The restriction
fragment patterns were observed following electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The TGEV primer pair 4/6 amplified a portion of the S glycoprotein gene which was
approximately I.S kb. The size of the fragments from all TGEV and PRCV strains was similar
indicating no major deletions or insertions. Using SspI to digest the PCR products amplified
with primer pair 4/6 produced two RFLP patterns. Similar results were obtained using the
enzyme Ddel. TGEV strains were placed into two groups using these enzymes. The first
group was characterized by the Miller strain viruses and the second group by the Purdue
strain viruses. When the enzyme Sau3AI was used, the viruses were placed into five groups
(Table 2). Group I contained the Miller strain viruses and the PRCV strain DD312. The P lIS
Purdue strain, two TGEV field strains and the Ambico vaccine strain all contained similar
RFLP patterns and were placed in group 2. Group 3 contained TGEV field strains and group
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Table 2. Correlation of the RT/PCR-RFLP results using primer pair 4/6 and Sau3AI

enzyme with the ELISA and CCIF results using monoclonal antibodies (MAb)
previously described 12
Sau3AI Groups

2

Viruses

MAb Defined" Antigenic Groups

Miller (M6), Miller (M5C)

SG 11 Binding (Miller specific)

PRCV (DD312)b

75BIO Binding
IlHS Binding
45AS/44C11 Binding

Purdue (P115),

SG II Non-binding

TGEV Field Isolates: (TS76, Zy)
Ambico strain (CC1S61)

75BIO Non-binding
IlHS Non-binding
45AS/44C II Binding

3

TGEV Field Isolates: (S3S7, T232,
T507, T517, U32S, T9SS, CC717)

SG II Non-binding
75BIO Non-binding (except U32S)
IlHS Binding (except U32S)
45AS/44Cll Binding

4

TGEV Field Isolates: (Tl84, WIS4)

SG II Weak Binding
75BIO Non-binding
IlHS Weak Binding
45AS/44Cll Binding

5

PRCV (lSU-I, ISU-3)

SG II Non-binding
75B 10 Non-binding
IlHS Binding
45AS/44C II Non-binding

"Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) were generated to the S glycoprotein of the virulent Miller TGEV
strain and used to characterize viruses in ELISA and cell culture immunofluorescence assays 12.
bThe PRCV strain DD312 has not been thoroughly tested with the MAbs listed.

4 contained the virulent Purdue strain (WI84) and a field isolate from Canada (T184). Group
5 contained the two Indiana PRCV strains ISU-l and ISU-3.
The five Sau3AI groups could not be correlated with virulence of the TGEV isolates
because confirmed virulent and attenuated viruses were observed in three of the four TGEV
groups. The viruses tested appeared to fall into groups with similar origins. For example,
the Miller strain viruses were grouped together, the Purdue origin vaccine strains were in a
separate group and the PRCV strains were grouped together. There were two exceptions; the
PRCV strain DD312 was grouped with the Miller strains and the virulent Purdue strain was
placed in group 4 with a field isolate from Canada (T184).
Although the five RFLP groups defined by the enzyme Sau3AI did not correlate with
pathogenicity or tissue tropism, they did correlate with antigenicity as defined using MAbs.
In our previous studies, MAbs prepared to the Miller strain TGEV were used to differentiate
five reference strains and nine field strains ofTGEVI2. The panel ofMAbs used differentiated
the viruses into seven distinctly different antigenic groups. Five of these MAb defined groups
correlated with the five Sau3AI groups (Table 2). Although the DD312 PRCV strain was
placed in group I with the Miller TGEV strains using RFLP, data on the MAb reactivity of
this virus has not been completed.
The RFLP and MAb results 12 indicated that strains of TGEV currently endemic in
the U.S. are antigenically different from the Miller strain and Purdue strains ofTGEV The
variability observed was in epitopes located on subsite V of the S glycoprotein gene l2 .
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The history ofTGEV field Isolates Zy and T876 IS very mterestmg m the context of
their RFLP (Sau3AI) and MAb (llH8, 8G 11) assignment mto a group with the Purdue
attenuated TGEV strams These two ViruS Isolates came from herds with a history ofusmg
commercial modified live TGEV vaccmes (Amblco) However, the Virulence of both strams
has been confirmed by passage m gnotobIOtic pigs
The regIOn which spans RNA segments 3 and 3-1 was amplified usmg peR pnmer
pair 7/8 (Fig I) The length of the 7/8 peR products from PRe V strams was smaller than
the TGEV strams With the one exceptIOn that the ISU-3 stram peR product was Similar m
length to the Miller stram peR product The Virulent M6 Miller stram could be differentiated
from the PI15 stram because the M6 peR product was 43 bases shorter than that observed
for PI 15 (data not shown) The M60 stram did not amplify With the 7/8 primer pair due to
a 531 base deletIOn m the 3-1 RNA regIOn (data not shown) ThiS regIOn was reported to be
Important m defimng the Virulence of TGEV Isolates4 The NS3 open-readmg-frame was
non-functIOnal m PRey Isoiates 20 and an attenuated small plaque variant of the Miller TGEV
suggestmg a pOSSible relatIOnship With Viral attenuatlOn4 Our results usmg the Miller
Virulent and attenuated strams would mdlcate that differences m the size of the RNA 3 and
3-1 regIOns can be correlated With Virulence and attenuation of these viruses
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INTRODUCTION
The various strains of mouse hepatitis virus exhibit distinct organ tropisms. MHV4(JHM) and MHV-3 are predominantly neurotropic and hepatotropic respectively. Studies
on the mechanisms involved in organ specific infection of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) have
focused on several factors such as dose, route of administration, age and strain of experimental animals l . Another potential mechanism for regulation of tissue specific spread of
virus is the ability of organ specific endothelial cells to selectively support the replication
of different strains of MHY. Endothelial cells form an interface between circulating blood
and organs and thus could serve as a barrier to infection by viruses. Endothelial cells are also
heterogeneous in different organs and may exhibit selectivity in permitting viral entry, thus
influencing their tissue tropism 2.
In order to study the role of endothelial cells in regulating viral tropisms, primary
cultures of hepatic endothelial cells, hepatocytes and cerebral endothelial cells derived from
MHV susceptible BALB/c mice were infected with MHV-3 or MHV-4. Supernatants from
infected cultures were collected, for performing plaque assays, at various time points after
infection. Cytopathic effects were also monitored at these time points.
The data presented indicates that the endothelial cells but not hepatocytes, demonstrate differential responses to MHV-4 and MHV-3 infection. Endothelial cell heterogeneity
thus could play an important role in regulating organ tropism of MHV-3 and MHV-4. The
possible mechanisms of differential replication ofMHV strains in organ specific endothelial
cells are discussed.
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Brain Derived Endothelial Cell Cultures
Cerebral microvascular endothelial cells (CEC), were isolated from the brains of
BALB/c mice (2 months old) using the method described by Rupnick et a1 3. Briefly,
cerebral microvessels were isolated by digestion of cerebral white matter in 0.5% collagenase (Sigma, St.Louis, MO), and density centrifugation of homogenized material in
15% dextran. The vascular pellet was further purified by gradient centrifugation on
Percoll( 45%). Capillaries were plated onto 0.1 % gelatin-coated plates, and endothelial
cells grew out in about 10 days. Endothelial cell lines were established from these initial
outgrowths and were cultured in Medium 199 (GIBCO, Grand Island, NY), supplemented
with 20% fetal bovine serum, 2mM L-glutamine, 90llg/ml heparin (porcine, Sigma, St.
Louis, MO), and 20llg/ml endothelial cell growth factor (ECGF, Collaborative Research,
Cambridge, MA).

Hepatic Endothelial Cell Cultures
Hepatic endothelial cells from BALB/c mice (2 months old) were isolated using a
method described by Huber et a1 4 . Liver tissues were minced and digested in 0.5% collagenase and homogenized. The homogenized material was spun at 160 x g to pellet the cells.
The cell pellet was centrifuged at 400 x g for 15 minutes on a gradient consisting of29%,3 7%
and 55% isotonic Percoll (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Piscataway, NJ). Hepatic endothelial
cells were found between the 37% and 55% Percoll interface. The endothelial cells were
washed and plated in the medium utilized above for cerebral microvascular endothelial cells.
Endothelial cell identity for all sources was established by the uptake of DiI-Ac-LDL
(acetylated low density lipoprotein, Biomedical Technologies, Stoughton, MA), and specific
binding of the lectin Bandeiraea simplicifolia BSI-B45,6. The endothelial cell lines used in
these studies were between passages 8-12.

Hepatocyte Cultures
Primary hepatocyte cultures were established from BALB/c mice (2 months old) as
described by Seglen7. Hepatocytes were isolated by collagenase perfusion (Type I, Sigma,
St. Louis, MO, 130U/ml) through the portal vein and plated (5 X 105 cells/T25 flask) in
complete Williams E medium (GIBCO Laboratories, Chagrin falls, OH) containing 10IU/ml
penicillin, 101lg/ml gentamycin, 0.02U/ml insulin and 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine
serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Atlanta, GA).

Virus Infection of Cultures
Endothelial cells and hepatocytes grown in T-25 flasks (5 x 105 cellslflask) were
infected with MHV-3 or MHV-4 at an MOl of 0.1. MHV-4 (obtained from Dr. Robert
Knobler) was grown to a stock containing 3 x 106 PFUlml. MHV-3 (ATCC) was grown to a
stock containing 6 x 106PFU/ml. At various times after infection (24, 48, 72 and 96 hours)
culture supernatants were collected for measuring viral titers. At these time points cytopathic
effects were also documented. Virus titers in the supernatants were measured by plaque
assays on L-2 cells.
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RESULTS
Comparison of MHV-3 and MHV-4 Effects on Hepatic Endothelial Cells
Fig. I compares the cytopathic effects on hepatic endothelial cells at 24, 48, 72 and
96 hours following treatment with MHV-3 or MHV-4. The hepatotropic MHV-3 causes
syncitium formation and extensive cellular destruction on hepatic endothelial cells as early
as 24 hours following infection (Panel A). In contrast the neurotropic MHV-4 infection does
not result in syncytium formation or cause other cytopathic effects on hepatic endothelial
cells at 24 hours (Panel E). Interestingly, the earliest evidence of any cytopathology (cellular
granularity) was seen only at 96 hours after infection with MHV-4 (Panel D).

Comparison ofMHV-3 and MHV-4 Effects on Hepatocytes
Fig. 2 compares the cytopathic effects on hepatocytes at 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours
following infection with the hepatotropic MHV-3 or neurotropic MHV-4. Unlike the findings
obtained with hepatic endothelial cells both virus strains caused equivalent cytopathic effects
on hepatocytes. Evidence of granularity and cell death becomes apparent as early as 24 hours
after infection with both MHV-3 and MHV-4 (Panels A and E). No differential effect was
observed in the pattern of cytopathic effects on hepatocytes at later time points (48, 72, 96
hours) after infection with MHV-3 or MHV-4 (Compare panels Band F, C and G, D and H).

Comparison of MHV-3 and MHV-4 Effects on Brain Endothelial Cells
Fig. 3 compares the cytopathic effects on brain endothelial cells at 24, 48, 72 and 96
hours after infection with MHV-3 or MHV-4. In contrast to the findings obtained with hepatic
endothelial cells treatment with the hepatotropic MHV-3 did not result in any cytopathic
effects on brain endothelial cells at 24 hours (Panel A). The earliest evidence of cytopathology was at 96 hours after treatment of brain endothelial cells with MHV-3 (Panel D).
Treatment of brain endothelial cells with the neurotropic MHV-4 resulted in extensive
cellular destruction by 72 hours following infection (Panel G).
Two key finding are of interest. They are I. Brain endothelial cells are not readily
susceptible to the hepatotropic MHV-3 when compared to hepatic endothelial cells and
2. Brain endothelial cells are more susceptible to the neurotropic MHV-4 infection, as
evidenced by the time course of cytopathic effects, when compared to the hepatotropic
MHV-3.

Comparison of MHV -3 and MHV-4 Titers in Supernatants of Hepatic
Endothelial Cells and Hepatocytes
The data presented in Table I demonstrate that the hepatotropic MHV-3 readily
replicates in hepatic endothelial cells with viral titers peaking at 48 hours following infection
(3.2 x 105 PFU/ml). In contrast, the hepatic endothelial cells did not support the replication
of the neurotropic MHV-4 at any of the time points examined (0 PFUlml at all time points).
The selective ability to support MHV-3 replication was found to be restricted only to the
endothelium. Hepatocytes were able to support the replication of both MHV-3 and MHV-4,
with equivalent viral titers obtained at 96 hours after infection (1.9-2 x 10 5 PFU/ml)(Table
II).
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Figure 1. MHV-3 and MHV-4 induced cytopathology following infection of hepatic endothelial cells at an
MOl of 0.1. Panels A. MHV-3, 24hrs, B. MHV-3, 48 hrs, C. MHV-3, 72 hrs, E. MHV-4, 24 hrs, F. MHV-4, 48
hrs, G. MHV-4, 72 hrs, D. MHV-4, 96 hrs. Syncytium formation as well as rapid cellular destruction occurs
as early as 24 hours after infection with MHV-3 . The cells remaining relatively intact following MHV-4
treatment as late as 96 hours after infection.
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Figure 2. MHV-3 and MHV-4 induced cytopathology following infection ofhepatocytes. Panels A. MHV-3,
24 hrs, B. MHV-3, 48 hrs, C. MHV-3, 72 hrs, D. MHV-3, 96 hrs, E. MHV-4, 24 hrs, F. MHV-4, 48 hrs, G.
MHV-4, 72 hrs, H. MHV-4, 96 hrs. Comparable cytopathology is induced by both virus strains. Granularity
and cell death starts at 24 hours with gradual progression to total destruction of the monolayer by 96 hours.
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Figure 3. MHV-3 and MHV-4 induced cytopathology following infection of brain endothelial cells. Panels A.

MHV-3, 24 hrs, B. MHV-3, 48 hrs, C. MHV-3, 72 hrs, D. MHV-3, 96 hrs, E. MHV-4, 24 hrs, F. MHV-4, 48
hrs, G. MHV-4, 72 hrs. MHV-4 is more cytopathic on these cells with total cellular destruction occuring by 72
hours while it takes up to 96 hours for this to occur with MHV-3.

DISCUSSION
The selective organ tropism of different strains of MHV are regulated by multiple
factors such as age, dose, route of 'administration, and strain of experimental animals I.
Additional factors that regulate MHV tropism are likely to be involved, depending on the
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Table I. Companson of neurotropIc (MHV-4) and hepatotroplc
(MHV-3) ViruS replicatIOn III hepatic endothelium
T1ffie (h)

MHV-4 (PFU/ML)

MHV-3 (PFU/ML)

0
24
48

0
0
0
0
0

0
29 X 105
32 X 105
4 X 104
0

72

96

manner of spread of ViruS wlthm the body For mstance hematogenous spread of ViruS occurs
followmg mfectlOn of mice through the natural mtranasal route of mfectlOn 8 The hematogenous spread can be selectively regulated by the endothelial cells, that form a barner
between blood and tissue, m different organs Endothelial cells are heterogeneous m different
organs of the body and express organ specific cell surface properties as well as blood-bram
barner functIOn m the bram 2
The goal of the current study was to detenmne If endothehal cells from bram and
hver demonstrate any heterogeneity m ItS response to the predommantly neurotropIc MHV-4
(JHM) and hepatotroplc MHV-3 strams The results obtamed demonstrate an organ specific
pattern of cytopathology and ViruS replicatIon m endothelial cells, which mmors the tropism
of the ViruS strams In sharp contrast, the hepatocytes do not dlscnmmate between the
neurotropic and hepatotroplc strams of the ViruS Hepatocytes support eqUivalent replicatIOn
of both MHV-4 and MHV-3 These findmgs pomt toward an Important regulatory role for
the endothelial cells m organ speCific ViruS mfectlOn that could ultimately mfluence their
tIssue tropism
Several pOSSible mechamsms are likely to be mvolved m regulatmg differentIal
effects ofMHV strams on organ speCific endothelial cells One pOSSible difference between
endothehal cells may lie m the heterogeneity of ViruS receptor expression Such differences
have been preVIOusly descnbed for munne cocksacklevlrus In thiS model It was found that
the tropism of the ViruS correlated with their ability to mfect endothelial cells from different
organs as well as ViruS receptor expressIOn on these cells 4 The MHV receptor has been
Identified as a member of the carcmoembryomc antigen family and several Isoforms have
been Identified that show differences m organ and stram dlstnbutlOn 9 10 Heterogeneity m
the expressIOn ofMHV receptor Isoforms on organ speCific endothehal cells could mfluence
differentIal ViruS bmdmg and rephcatlOn of the vanous MHV strams ThiS pOSSibility IS an
area of further study
Recent studies mother laboratones have suggested that the presence of a functIOnal
ViruS receptor alone may not be suffiCient to confer susceptIblhty to MHV mfectlOn Multiple
cellular factors that mfluence ViruS mternahzatlOn, ViruS uncoatmg or other steps m ViruS

Table II. Comparison of neurotropIc (MHV-4) and hepatotroplc
(MHV-3) ViruS replicatIOn III hepatocytes
TIme (h)

0
24
48
72

96

MHV-4 (PFU/ML)
50
3 1x
24 x
44 X
20 x

103
104
10 5
10 5

MHV-3 (PFU/ML)
0
0
43xJ03
56 X 104
1 9 X 104
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rephcahon could determllle ViruS suscephbllty III different endothehal cell populatIOns 11 13
The In vitro endothehal cell system offers an OppOrtUllity to dissect out the vanous parameters
III organ selechve lllfechon of the vascular beds, which could provide Important lllSlghts llltO
understandlllg the mechallisms of MHV hssue tropisms
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ABSTRACT
Infection of mice with a neurotropic strain ofMHV (MHV-AS9), a non-neurotropic
strain ofMHV (MHV-2), and a set of recombinant viruses (kindly provided by Dr. Michael
Lai) were used to map genetic determinants of viral neurotropism and demyelination.
Following intracerebral (IC) inoculation of 4-week old CS7Bl/6 mice, lLDSO ofMHV-AS9
produced acute meningoencephalitis and hepatitis, and subsequently chronic CNS demyelinating disease. IC moculation of lLDSO of MHV-2 produced acute hepatitis without eNS
disease. Recombinants ML-3, ML-II, ML-7, ML-8, ML-9 and ML-IO produced acute
encephalitis similar to MHV-AS9. According to previous oligonucleotide fingerprinting
analysis the only common denominator of the neurotropIc recombinant viruses was an M
gene derived from MHV-AS9. Sequencing ofPCR-amplified viral Sand M genes confirmed
that the M genes of neurotropic viruses are derived from AS9 while the S genes of neurotropic
viruses are either derived from MHV-2 or from AS9. In tissue culture, ML-II, ML-3 and
MHV-2 are fusion negative, while A59, ML-7, ML-8 and ML-I 0 are fusion positive. Thus,
neurotropism in MHVs is not linked to fusion or the S gene. Moreover, the M gene may be
a significant determinant of neurotropism and acute encephalitis.

INTRODUCTION
Infection of mice by mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), a coronavirus, is a reliable and
consistent experimental model system for chronic demyelinating diseases such as multiple
sclerosis (MS). As in MS, the mechanism ofMHV-induced inflammatory demyelination is
not entirely clear, but there is evidence for direct cytolytic effect on oligodendrocytes, low
level viral persistence, and immune-mediated pathology. We have previously used recombiCorona- and Related Viruses, EdIted by P J Talbot and G A Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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nant viruses derived from MHV strains JHM and A59, to map biological properties of the
virus to viral genes I. Based on the correlation between the phenotypic properties and the
oligonucleotide map of the recombinants, we concluded that the 3' end 25% of the MHV
genome (genes 3-7), controls biological properties such as plaque morphology and replication in tissue culture, organ tropism and distribution of central nervous system pathology in
the mouse l . This genomic region contains the genes encoding the viral structural proteins S,
M, and N, as well as some non structural proteins. It has been previously shown that the
envelope protein S is a determinant of fusion properties and may contribute to neuropathogenicity of MHV strains 2,3,4,5,6,7. We have now used recombination between a neurotropic
(MHV-A59) and a non-neurotropic (MHV-2) strain of MHV to further map the genetic
determinants of viral neurotropism and demyelination.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
Recombinations between MHV-2 and MHV-A59. A set of recombinant viruses between MHV-2 and MHV-A59 were obtained from Dr. Michael Lai 6 . The recombinants,
labeled ML-7, ML-8, ML-IO, ML-II, ML-3 and ML-9 were prepared by crossing MHV-2
with a temperature sensitive mutant of MHV-A59. MHV-A59 is fusion positive while
MHV-2 is fusion negative. The following is our preliminary characterization of biological
and molecular properties of some the recombinant viruses as compared to parental viruses.
LD50 ofMHV-2IA59 recombinant and parental viruses. Four week old C57B1I6 mice
(certified virus free mice purchased from Jackson Laboratories), were inoculated intracerebrally (IC) with 10 fold serial dilutions ofMHV-A59, MHV-2 and recombinant viruses. Five
mice were used per dilution; five 10 fold dilutions per virus were used. Mice were monitored
daily for signs of disease and mortality. Disease signs were non specific and included ruffled
fur, loss of appetite and weight, hunched position, lack of motility. The LD50 was calculated
according to the standard Reed-Muench formula as previously described 8 . The LD50 for the
viruses are listed in the Table I Only MHV-A59, MHV-2, ML-3 and ML-II caused mortality
at a dose equal or below the titer ofthe viral stock. The loss ofhepatotropism in the non-lethal
viruses may be the explanation for this phenomenon.
Viral growth and titer in tissue culture. MHV-2 reached titers of2xl0 7 in 24 hours
in L2 cells, similar to MHV-A59. ML II reached titers of 2x I 06 pfu/ml in 24 hours. ML-8
reached titers of l.55xl0 8 pfu/ml, ML-7: l.32xl0 5 pfu/ml and ML-IO: l.32x10 5 pfu/ml.
While A59 produced fusion and cytopathic effect in infected L2 cells, both MHV-2 and
ML-II were fusion negative. Thus, the fusion property does not segregate with neurotropism, but as previous studies showed is controlled by the 3' portion of gene 3 (S protein).
Histopathology and organ tropism ofrecombinant and parental viruses. Following
IC inoculation of ILD50 into 4-week old C57B1I6 mice, MHV-A59 produced acute
meningoencephalitis and hepatitis, and subsequently chronic CNS demyelinating disease.
IC inoculation of MHV-2 produced acute hepatitis without CNS pathology. Occasional
inflammatory cells were found in the choroid plexus. Recombinants ML-ll and ML-3
produced acute encephalitis and hepatitis similar to MHV-A59. ML-7, ML-8, ML-9 and
ML-IO produced mild acute encephalitis without hepatitis. ML-IO produced minimal
hepatic inflammation but no evidence of hepatitis since there were no foci of necrosis
or destructive changes in hepatocytes. MHV-A59 caused chronic spinal cord demyelination which was easily detected in all of the mice by H&E, LFB or toluidine-stained
sections. However, H&E and LFB did not detect demyelination in the spinal cords of
mice infected with I LD50 dose ofML-II, or undiluted ML-7, ML-8 and ML-I O. Toluidine
blue staining on Araldite-embedded sections revealed only rare demyelinated axons in
multiple spinal cord sections of a mouse infected with ML-II. Thymic cortical depletion
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of lymphocytes was detected in MHV-A59, ML-ll, ML-3 and MHV-2, but not in ML-7,
ML-8 and ML-IO. It was always associated with hepatitis, but not with mild hepatic
inflammation as seen in ML-I 0 infection.
Molecular characterization of recombinants. The comparative amino acid sequence
analysis of M protein of MHV-A59, MHV-2 and recombinant viruses was deduced from
nucleic acid sequencing of gene 6 of the viruses. RNA was purified from virus-infected L2
cells, and reversed transcribed using random hexamers (1 00pmo1l201l1; Boehringer Manheim Biochemicals) and Moloney MLV reverse transcriptase (40011/20111; Gibco BRL). peR
amplification of the cDNA templates was done with Taq polymerase (2.5 11/100111; BMB),
using multiple primers, allowing overlapping sequencing of both strands. peR products were
purified using Promega's Magic peR prep, then sequenced using the fmol DNA sequencing
kit from Promega following the manufacturer's recommended protocol for the extension/termination reaction with an 35S-dATP label.
The comparative analysis of the M proteins ofMHV-2, A59 and ML-ll revealed that
the M protein ofML-ll, ML-7, ML-8, ML-3 and ML-9 were derived from MHV-A59, thus
confirming the previous oligonucleotide fingerprinting analysis of gene 6 of these viruses.
MHV-2 M protein sequence differs from that of MHV-A59 by 10 amino acids: asparagine

Table 1. Summary of bIOlogic properties ofrecombillant viruses as compared to parental viruses
MHV-A59 and MHV-2
ViruS
Property

A59

MHV-2

ML-11

Peak morbidity (dpI) I

5-8

6-11

6-8

Mortality (dpI) I
LD50 (pfu).2

6-8

7-11

7-8

4x10 3

4x10 5

2x10 4

ML-7

ML-8

MLlO

ML-3

ML-9

4-8
5-9
>26x10 3 >3 1x106 >26x10 3

1x102

FUSIOn ofL2 cells· 3

+

Hepatotroplsm I

+

+

+

+

Thymotroplsm I

+

+

+

+

Neurotropism. I
Acute encephalitiS

+

+

DemyelmatlOn

+

rare

+

+

+

+

>6x10 5

+

+

+

+

IOroups (2-5) of 4-week old C57Bl/6 mice were moculated mtracerebrally With 1-2 LD50 dose of ViruS
assessed by LFB and tolUidme blue stamed sectIOns
20roups of 5 4-week-01d C57B1I6 mice were moculated mtracerebrally With 10 fold dilutIOns of the ViruS
LD50 was calculated accordmg to the standard Reed-Muench formula
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Figure 2. Growth curve of viruses
(PFU/gm) in brains of mice infected with lLD50 dose.

for serine in 2; glutamine for glutamic acid in 9; isoleucine for valine in 20; arginine (basic)
for glutamine (uncharged) in 21; valine for isoleucine in 37; valine for isoleucine in 52;
leucine for isoleucine in 59; isoleucine for valine in 96; cysteine (non polar) for serine
(uncharged polar) in position 219, and the substitution of threonine (uncharged) for alanine
(non polar) in position 221.
Sequencing of the S gene of ML-7, ML-8, two hepatotropism-deficient viruses
revealed 4 identical amino acid substitution in the following positions: 98 (asparagine to
serine), 375 (isoleucine to methionine), 652 (leucine to isoleucine), and 1067 (threonine to
asparagine). Preliminary sequence analysis of the S gene of ML-1I, and ML-3 suggests an
MHV-2 origin of this gene. Partial characterization of the S gene ofML-9 confirms a 5' end
derived from MHV-2 and a 3' end derived from A59.
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Figure 3. Preliminary sequence analysis of the Sand M genes of parental and recombinant viruses and
correlation with pathogenesis properties. S = Spike glycoprotein; M = membrane glycoprotein; E = acute
encephalitis; D = demyelination.
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DISCUSSION
Preliminary mapping ofbiologic properties to viral genes. The following conclusions
concerning mapping of biologic properties can be suggested based on our preliminary
studies:
1. Molecular determinants ofhepatotropism and acute meningoencephalitis in MHV
are not linked. This conclusion is based on several lines of evidence. Both wild
type strains of MHV and recombinant viruses can exhibit either neurotropic
properties alone (JHM, ML-7, ML-8, ML-l 0, ML-9), hepatotropism alone (MHV2), or both (MHV-A59 ML-II and ML-3).
2. Molecular determinants of acute hepatitis in MHV are linked to thymic cortical
depletion of lymphocytes. Without exception, in every wild type MHV strain,
recombinant variant or mutant MHV viruses that we have examined, these
properties always segregated together. Thus, viral sequences that control these
properties are linked.
3. Molecular determinants of acute meningoencephalitis are not linked to demyelination. Both processes are variations of affinity of MHV for the eNS, however,
the extent of each one is not in direct proportion to the extent of the other. For
example: Both JHM and A59 produce severe demyelination in mice surviving the
acute disease, however, JHM produces severe encephalitis while A59 encephalitis
is focal and restricted to specific regions of the brain which are part of the
olfactory-limbic systems. The same dichotomy is seen in many variants and
recombinant viruses. Moreover, manipulations and attenuation of acute encephalitis in JHM did not always affect the extent of demyelination2•5. The idea of
separate control of these two aspects of neurotropism in MHV may support the
speculation that different mechanisms exist for acute encephalitis vs chronic
demyelination. While acute encephalitis may result primarily from acute neuronal
infection, chronic demyelination may be related to chronic persistent infection of
virus in oligodendrocytes with a possible contribution of an immune mediated
phenomenon.
4. The M gene of MHV may contain molecular determinants of acute encephalitis.
The major evidence for this conclusion is the phenotypic and molecular characterization of recombinants ML-Il and ML-3. These recombinants produces acute
encephalitis like A59 while MHV-2 does not produce encephalitis. Molecular
analysis of ML-ll by oligonucleotide fingerprinting and partial sequencing
revealed that it was primarily derived from MHV-2 except for the entire gene 6,
and a small portion of gene 1. Sequence analysis ofS and M genes ofML-7, ML-8,
and ML-3 help to substantiate this conclusion. An M gene derived from A59
correlates with acute encephalitis while acute encephalitis clearly does not correlate with the S gene. In both ML-il and ML-3 sequencing revealed that the S gene
is derived from MHV-2 but the viruses produce acute encephalitis similar to A59.
Support for the possible contribution of the M gene to neurotropism also comes
from a study that showed that treatment with two non-neutralizing monoclonal
antibodies against M protected mice from encephalitis caused by JHM virus 9 • The
fact that manipulation of the S protein with monoclonal antibodies modified the
disease process does not contradict our results since the S gene controls many
functions that are important for viral replication and viral-cell interaction, thus
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modifications of these functions can indirectly modify pathogenesis. In other viral
systems such as measles infection, a defective transmembrane protein M has been
related to the difference in neurotropism, rendering this defective virus capable
of producing subacute sclerosmg panencephalitis (SSPE). Further studies are
necessary to determine whIch of the 10 ammo acid changes m MHV-2 M protein
is/are associated with lack of neurotropism in MHV-2.
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INVOLVEMENT OF MICROTUBULES AND
THE MICROTUBULE-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN
TAU IN TRAFFICKING OF JHM VIRUS AND
COMPONENTS WITHIN NEURONS*

Kishna Kalicharran t and Samuel Dales
Cytobiology Group
Department of Microbiology and Immunology
Health Sciences Centre
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, N6A 5C I
Canada

INTRODUCTION
The neurotropic corona virus JHM (JHMV) is capable of inducing various forms
of CNS disease in rodents, ranging from an acute encephalomyelitis to a delayed
onset demyelination l ,2,3. In rats, during the early stages of the disease process, neurons
become cellular targets3,4. When introduced by intranasal inoculation, JHMV can invade
the CNS of mice and rats by spreading along the olfactory neurons 5 , 6, 7, 8. Virus spread
was shown to occur by the transneuronal route 5,8. Subsequent spread within the CNS
seems to involve specific neuronal populations and tracts 6, 8. In particular, in Wistar
Furth rats, Purkinje and hippocampal neurons are extensively involved 3A . Moreover,
neurons have been shown to provide a repository site where both RNA and virions
can persist for prolonged periods 9 , 10, II. Recently, Pasick et ai., (1994) demonstrated
that trafficking of virus materials within neurons occurs asymmetrically along somato dendritic and axonal processes, and appears to be dependent on the integrity of the
microtubular network, as evident from analyses by light and electron microscopy
which revealed that JHMV nucleocapsids (N) are closely associated with microtubules 12,
13. This report seeks to define, more directly, by immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting, interactions between N and the microtubular arrays.
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Previous work showed that neurons become infected early during establishment of
the CNS disease by JHMV8, 10, II. The predilection ofN nucleoprotein for associating with
neuronal microtubules was shown previouslyl2, 13. This is evident in primary explants of rat
hippocampal neurons infected for 24 hours with JHMV, then processed for electron microscopy. As illustrated in Figure I, the dense granular nucleocapsid material is juxtaposed to
microtubules, an observation consistent with previous findingsl2, 13 on the colocalization of
microtubules and nucleocapsid and determined by means of confocal microscopy following
dual antibody marking with immunofluorescence (data not shown).
To explain the observed co localization of N with microtubules, the database on
microtubule-associated cellular proteins was searched for sequence homology which may
exist with N. In fact, the microtubule-associated protein tau was found to possess a significant
sequence match with N, where an overall 20% identity and 42% similarity was uncovered.
It is significant that the closest homology lies within the microtubule-binding domain of the
tau sequence which encodes a 31 % identity and 54% similarity with W2.
The phosphoprotein tau which has an mRNA generated by alternative splicing is
developmentally regulated. Tau is differentially phosphorylated by several kinases and in its
dephosphorylated state acts to stimulate formation of microtubule bundles l4 . Being a
microtubule-associated protein, tau interacts with tubulin by a 18 amino acid repeat that
constitutes the microtubule-binding domain 16. Within neurons, tau is localized primarily to
axons l5 . Considerable attention has been given to tau as a major pathologic feature in

Figure 1. Electron miCroscopy of a portIOn of JHMV-mfected neuronal cells from a telencephalIc explant
culture Arrows mdlcate a close associatIOn between the dense, granular nucleocapSid matenal and the
microtubular network MagmficatlOn (Bar = 0 5flM) (from 13)
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2

3

4

Figure 2. Immunoblot demonstratmg cross reactlVlty between the N protem with anti-tau antibodIes. Punfied N was probed with two MAbs agamst
N (lanes I and 2) or with MAb and polyclonal
antibodies agamst tau (lanes 3 and 4) (from 12)

Alzheimer's disease because it self-assembles and is an integral component of the paired
helical filaments constituting neurofibrillary tangles 17.
To determine whether N and tau are immunologically cross reactive, purified N was
transferred to nitrocellulose and the blots were probed with anti-N antibodies as controls and
both anti-tau monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies. It is evident from Figure 2, that both
monoclonal (lane 3) and polyclonal (lane 4) anti-tau antibodies recogmzed purified N in an
immunoblot assay albeit the monoclonal reacted with a lesser mtensity.
To analyze the SIgnificance of the above findings further, Immunopreclpitation and
Western blotting were used to assess the interaction of WIth the mIcrotubular protein. The
OBL-21 is a neuronal cell line originatmg from olfactory neurons of CD.I mIce, which was
immortalized by the myc gene of a rephcation defective aVIan retrovirus ls . Following
infection for 24 hours WIth JHMV, OBL-21 cell extracts were reacted WIth antIbodies against
tau, tubulin and N. The immunopreclpitates were subjected to SDS-PAGE and the resulting
immunoblot probed with anti-N antibodies. As shown m lane 3 of FIgure 3, anti-tau
antibodies formed a precipitate with N This finding supports the presumptIOn that ammo
acid sequence relatedness between N and tau IS also one of ImmunologIcal Identity at the
epitope(s) binding antI-tau antibodies. The ability of anti-tubulin antIbodies to bring down
N in the immunopreclpltates although m small amount (FIgure 3, lane 2) mdlcates a reactIvity
with preeXIsting complexes with Nand tubuhn, whIch are estabhshed during infection, as

N
UI
Figure 3. Immunoblot demonstratmg
the ablhty of antibodies agamst tau and
tubuhn to form Immunopreclpltates
With N present III JHMV- Illfected OBL21 neuronal cells. JHMV-mfected cell
lysates were mixed With pre-Immune
serum (lane 1), antl-tubuhn (lane 2),
antl-N (lane 3) and anti-tau (lane 4)
antibodies Immunopreclpltates were
separated by SDS-PAGE then probed III
Immunoblots With antl- N antibodieS

..

Tub

Tau

N

•
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+
JHM

N

Figure 4. Blot overlay demonstrating the direct interaction between tubulin and N in a
nitrocellulose matrix. Purified JHM virions
(lane I) and purified N protein (lanes 3-5) were
transferred to nitrocellulose sheets and then
purified tubulin was added. Following binding
in buffer solution, the attached tubulin was
detected by means of anti-tubulin antibodies.

suggested by the example in Figure 1. As a direct test of a specific interaction between N
and tubulin, we performed a blot overlay according to procedures previously described l9 •
For this we used N isolated and purified from cells and N existing in isolated JHM virions.
The material was separated by SDS-PAGE, then transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes.
The blots were exposed overnight to purified tubulin (and bovine serum albumin as a
competitor) to allow specific tubulin attachment. The complexes formed were then subjected
to Western blotting using anti-tubulin antibodies. As evident from Figure 4, the added tubulin
appears to bind to the purified form ofN (Figure 4, lanes 3-5) and to the N in virions (Figure
4, lane I). These findings support the view that N is attached to tubulin inside the cell at the
amino acid sequence which is homologous with that encoded by the microtubule-binding
domain of tau.
In summary, JHMV nucleocapsids are closely associated with microtubules within
neurites. The virus nucleocapsid protein (N) has a capacity to bind in vitro to purified tubulin.
and evidently also inside infected cells. The existence of both an amino acid sequence and
immunological relatedness between N and the microtubule-binding motif of tau suggests
that there is a mimicry between the association ofN and tau with microtubules .
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EVOLUTION AND PERSISTENCE
MECHANISMS OF MOUSE HEPATITIS VIRUS
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ABSTRACT
We established and characterized persistently-infected DBT cells with mouse hepatitis virus to study the molecular mechanisms of MHV persistence and evolution in vitro.
Following infection, viral mRNA and RF RNA were coordinately reduced by about 70% as
compared to acute infection suggesting that the reduction in mRNA synthesis was due to
reduced levels of transcriptionally active full length and subgenomic length negativestranded RNAs. Although the rates of mRNA synthesis were also reduced, the relative
percent molar ratio of the mRNAs and RF RNAs were similar to those detected during acute
infection. In contrast to the finding during BCV persistence, analysis of the MHV leader
RNA indicated that the leader RNA and leaderlbody junction sequences were extremely
stable. These data suggested that polymorphism and mutations resulting in intraleader ORFs
was not required for MHV persistence. Conversely MHV persistence was significantly
associated with a A to G mutation at nt 77 in the 5' end untranslated region (UTR) of the
genomic RNA.

INTRODUCTION
Although coronaviruses readily cause persistent infections, the mechanism by which
these viruses establish and maintain a persistent infection in vitro and in vivo is unclear (1-6).
Previous studies have suggested that virus evolution and mutation resulted in the production
of temperature-sensitive, cold-sensitive, small plaque and fusion defective viral variants
during coronavirus persistence (7,8,9, 10), but the role of these virus variants in persistence
has not been established. During persistent bovine coronavirus (BCV) infection, mutations
and evolution in the BCV leader RNA resulted in an intraleader open reading frame (ORF)
which potentially attenuated the translation of downstream ORFs in each BCV mRNA (12).
Since the intraleader mutation occurred after the establishment of viral persistence, these

changes probably function in maintaining BCV persistence in vitro. Since little information
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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is available concerning the molecular mechanisms by which MHV and other coronaviruses
persist and evolve in vitro and in vivo, we have established persistently-infected cultures of
DBT cells, examined virus transcription and gene expression, and studied the persistence
and evolution mechanisms of the MHV-A59 in vitro. We demonstrate that viral transcription
is reduced but that sub genomic negative strands and RF RNAs are present and transcriptionally active during MHV persistent infection. In contrast to finding in BCV, the MHV leader
RNA sequences are extremely stable and do not evolve significantly. Rather, MHV persistence was significantly associated with mutation and evolution in the 5' (UTR) in the MHV
genome length RNA.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Virus and Cell Line
The MHV-A59 strain of mouse hepatitis virus and murine astrocytoma cells, DBT
cells, were used throughout the course of these studies (13). Persistent and control cultures
were simultaneously maintained and passaged under identical treatment conditions. Persistently- infected cultures were established by infection at a MOl 5. After acute infection, cells
that survived infection «95%) were cultured into stably-infected cell lines that continuously
released infectious virus.
Plaque assays, infectious center assays and indirect immunofluorescence was performed as previously described (13,14).

Analysis of Viral RNA
Intracellular viral RNA was extracted from acutely and persistently infected cells
using RNA STAT-60 (Tel-TEST "B", Inc.,) following the manufacturer's directions. Northern dot blot was performed with equivalent amounts of intracellular RNA using radiolabeled
cDNA probes specific for genomic RNA (nt 6989-7527) or an N gene specific cDNA clone
IBI76N for mRNA as previously described (13).
To metabolically radiolabel viral RNAs, cultures of cells were first grown overnight
in 90% phosphate-free MEM (Gibco) containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Following
acute infection, control and persistently-infected cultures were maintained in phosphate free
media containing 1% FCS for 5 hrs. Persistently- and acutely-infected cultures were
radio labeled with 200 !-lCi / ml 32p-orthophosphate for 1 hr. Viral RNAs was extracted and
analyzed as described by Sawiki and Sawiki (15).

Cloning and Sequencing of the 5' end of Genomic RNA and mRNA 3 and 7
The 5' RACE (Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends) system (Gibco, BRL) was used
for cloning and sequencing the 5' leader RNA ofmRNA 3 and 7. Briefly, primer 1, which
was complementary to nts 193-213 in the N gene, and primer 3, which was complementary
to nts 511-531 in the S gene, were used for cDNA synthesis. After purification of the cDNAs
and tailing with dCTP and TdT as described by the manufacturer, the products were mixed
with either primer 2 (nt 26-47 in the N gene cording sequences), or primer 4 (nt 9-32 in S
gene coding sequences), and 5' G tailed anchor primer for PCR amplification. Following
25-30 cycles, the PCR products were cloned into pAMPl vector (BRL). The Sequenase
Version 2.0 DNA sequencing kit (USB) and Sp6 primer were used for sequencing.
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Figure 1. Nucleotide sequence comparisons of the Bey and MHY-A59 leader RNAs. The location of the
intraleader ORF in Bev and the putative ATG mutation which could result in a intraleader ORF in MHV are
shown in panel A. The cloning strategy of the 5' end of the MHY genome is shown in panel B.

To clone the 5' end of the genomic RNA, cDNA synthesis was accomplished using
random primers and reverse transcriptase. Following cDNA synthesis, primers L3+ (nt 3-25)
and G IA 670 (-) (nt 655-670 in the gene I) were used for PCR amplification and cloning of
5' end of the MHV genome (Fig. I, B). The appropriately- sized PCR products were cloned
into pGME-T vector (Promega) and sequenced.

RESULTS
Characterization of MHV-A59 Persistent Infection In Vitro
To identify the molecular basis for MHV persistence, we reasoned that establishing
persistent infections in highly cytolytic cell lines would maximize the selection for mutation
and evolution in the virus and cells that survived acute infection. Consequently, DBT cells,
a murine astrocytoma cell line, were chosen since >95% of the cells lysed following acute
infection. Within 4-6 days post infection, the surviving cells approached confluence and the
persistent cultures were passaged every 3-4 days.
In agreement with previous findings (7,18), the viral titers were variable but generally
reduced by 50-90% (Table I) as compared to acute infection. The quantity of viral genomic
RNA and mRNA levels were also reduced as much as 70-95% (Table I).
The reduction in virus titers and RNA levels could be due to a reduction in the number
of infected cells in the culture or due to a reduction in virus replication in each persistentlyinfected cell. To address this question, viral protein expression was monitored by immunofluorecence using monoclonal antibodies against the MHV Sand M glycoproteins.
Only 16-18% of persistently-infected cells expressed significant concentrations of viral
antigens at 35 days post infection as compared to 81-83% during the acute infection.
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Table 1. Virus titers and levels of genomic RNA and mRNA during
acute and persistent infection
Time post InfectIOn

Viral titer (PFU/ml)
Genomic RNA
(% of24 hr P.I.)

mRNA
(% of24
hr P.I.)

12 hr
24 hr
3 days
7 days
II days
27 days

4.8x10 7
9xl0 7
7.5x10 2
3.5x104
2.2x104
5.2x1Os

31.0
100
3.7
5.1
4.0
3.7

100
3.3
2.6
7.2
12.2

35 days

3.6x1Os

5.5

27.2

48.2

Infectious center assays were also p~rformed to determine the number of cells releasing
infectious virus. Under identical conditions, both acutely and persistently-infected cells had
equal numbers of infectious centers, suggesting that the reduction in virus titers and RNA
synthesis was not due to a reduction in the number of infected cells (data not shown).
To detect if the generation of temperature sensitive (Ts) virus mutants occurred during
MHV-A59 persistence, plaque assays were performed at 32°C and 39°C at different times
post infection. In general, the Ts virus comprised only 20-25% of the total virus released at
different time ofMHV persistence (data not shown).

mRNA and Replicative form RNA Synthesis during Persistent Infection
Previous studies suggest the viral transcription was reduced during persistent infection (2). Although both full length and sub genomic length negative-stranded RNAs have

mRNA
1 2 3

RFRNA
456

2

3

2
3

4

6

5
6

7

7

Figure 2. mRNA and RF RNA synthesIs during acute and persistent infectIOn. Lane I, 2: mRNA from acute
InfectIOn (6 hr P.I ); lane 3: mRNA from persistent infectIOn (30 days P.I ); lane 4; RF RNA from persistent
InfectIOn; lane 5, 6: RF RNA from acute infectIOn. Arrows: Viral RNAs occasionally radiolabeled during MHV
InfectIOn (16).
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Table 2. Relative percent molar ratio of mRNA and RF RNA
Acute mfectlOn
SIze
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

mRNA
07
42

RFRNA

183

88
80
79
81
109
202

456

360

65
III
136

PersIstent mfectlOn
mRNA

oI
43

77
76
84
224
505

RFRNA
119
54
54
89
150
235
342

been detected dUrIng BCV persistence, It was unclear whether these RNAs were present m
transcrIptIOnally-active replicative mtermedlate (RI) complexes (2) To address this question, cultures of perslstently- or acutely-mfected cells were radlOlabeled with 32p_ orthophosphate for I hr , treated with RNase and DNase 1, and the products separated on 0 8% agarose
gels (Fig 2) As m acute mfectlOn, all seven viral mRNAs were detected m perslstentlymfected cells DI RNAs were not detected and AMBIS scans mdlcated a coordmate
approximate 70% reductIOn m viral mRNA synthesIs dunng persistent mfectlOn TranSCrIptionally active full length and subgenomlc length replicative form (RF) RNAs were clearly
present at reduced levels, consistent with the notion that sub genomic negative strands were
actively mvolved m the syntheSIS of the viral mRNAs (Fig 2) To determme whether the
reductIOn m ViruS transcrIptIOn specifically affected syntheSIS of specific mRNA or RF RNA
subsets or whether all mRNAs were umformly reduced, the relative percent molar ratIO of
mRNA and RF RNA were calculated and compared to acute mfectIon As expected, the
relative percent molar ratIOs were very Similar dunng acute and persistent mfectlOn,
suggestmg that the block m ViruS transcrIption umformly affected the transcrIptIOn of all
viral mRNAs
We also calculated rates of mRNA syntheSIS dUrIng acute and persistent mfectlOn
DUrIng acute MHV mfectlOn at 37°C, the average RNA polymerase rates approached
1530±275 nt/mm In contrast, polymerase rates m persistently mfected cell cultures were
approximately 541±275 nt/mm, a slgmficant - 65% reductIOn m the rate of transcrIptIOn
(p< 05)

Genetic Evolution of the Leader RNA and 5' end of Genomic RNA
Recently, It has been demonstrated that a mutatIOn resultmg m a small ORF wlthm
the 5' leader RNA of BCV mRNA was selected dUrIng persistent mfectlOn, and that thiS
mtraleader ORF probably attenuated translatIOn of downstream ORFs m each Viral mRNA
(12) MHV and BCV have relatively Similar 5' end leader RNA sequences and a smgle A to
U mutatIOn at nt 5 could result m a Similar mtraleader ORF m MHV (Fig 1, A) To determme
Ifthe mtraleader mutatIOn occurred dUrIng MHV persistent mfectlOn, leader RNA sequences
ofmRNA 3 and 7 were cloned and sequenced by usmg 5' RACE system The mRNA leader
sequences were exammed from acute mfectlOn (6 hr post mfectlOn), 35 days post mfectlOn
and 105 days post mfectlOn In contrast to findmgs reported dUrIng BCV persistent mfectlOn,
no 5' termmalleader mutations were detected (Fig 3, A) Although several clones contamed
1 or 2 nt truncatIOns at the 5' end which were probably caused by premature termmatlOn
dUrIng cDNA syntheSIS, the extensive polymorphism and deletIOns at the 5' end of BeV
mRNAs were also not detected m MHV Rather, both the MHV leader sequence as well as
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Figure 3. Sequence of the MHV leader RNA and 5' end UTR sequence durmg persistent mfectlOn Panel A:
Leader RNA sequence of MRNA 3 and 7 at 105 days post mfectlOn. Panel B: The A to G mutatIOn at nt 77
which results m new 5' end UTR ORF.

the leaderlbody junction were extremely stable. Only 2/30 clones contained point mutations
at 105 days post infection, neither of which resulted in intraleader ORFs.
Since our data indicated that intraleader mutations and ORFs did not function in
establishing or maintaining MHV persistence in DBT cells, we cloned and sequenced the 5'
end of the genomic RNA because mutations in this region may affect the expression of the
MHV polymerase genes and alter viral RNA synthesis. An A to G mutation at nt 77 was
detected by 56 days post infection which resulted in a 16 aa ORF in the 5' UTR of the
genom inc RNA (Fig. 3, B; Fig. 4). The A to G mutation accumulated during MHV persistent
infection until about 50-70% of the genome length molecules retained the mutation though
119 days post infection (data not shown).
To evaluate the mutation rate in the 5' UTR and p28 cording region during MHV
persistent infection, the 5' end of the p28 protein was also sequenced and compared with 5'
end UTR. The mutation rate in 5' UTR was significantly higher than the rate detected in p28
coding region (Table 3).

Significance of Mutations in MHV Persistence
As infectious clones are not available to evaluate the role of a particular mutation in
MHV persistence, we used biostatistical significance test (Fisher's exact test), odds ratios
and 95% confidence limits to determine if a particular mutation was significantly associated
with MHV persistence in vitro (17).

1

75 ,

A59 wild type Met - Pro - Ala - Gly - Leu - Val - Leu - Ser - *

125
5' -AllG AAC GGC ACU UCC UGC GUG UCC AUG CCC GCG GGC CUG GUC UUG UCA UAG - 3'
~t-~n-~-~-~-~-~-~-MM-~-~-~-~-~-L~-~-*

Figure 4. The putative protem sequence of the new 5' end UTR ORF generated by the A to G mutatIOn at
nucleotide 77
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Table 3. Comparison of mutation rate at the 5' end UIR and
p28 coding region
Passage
Acute infection
56 days P.I.
88 days P.I.
119 days P.I.

Mutation in UIR (%)

Mutation in p28 (%)

13
37
80
69

18
0
30
21

These data have clearly demonstrated a strong associations (p<0.05) between the
mutation at nucleotide 77 and MHV persistence at days 88 and 119 P.I. Similar associations
were not detected among the other mutations on the genomic length RNA.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have initiated molecular genetic approaches to elucidate the
mechanisms and complexities of corona virus evolution, persistence, and replication during
MHV persistent infection in vitro. In agreement with previous studies, yields of infectious
virus, viral RNA and protein synthesis were generally suppressed during coronaviruses
persistence (1, 7, 18). The number of antigen positive cells was also greatly reduced, yet the
number of infectious centers closely approximated that seen during acute infection. Since
these data indicate that all cells harbored infectious virus, virus replication was probably
reduced in each infected-cell during the persistent infection. These findings would indicate
that viral antigen is not a good indicator of MHV persistence and also explain why MHV
can be cultured from antigen negative cells in vitro and in vivo (19).
Virus transcription was clearly reduced during persistent infection by about 50-70%.
Radiolabeling experiments demonstrated that transcription of each viral mRNA and RF RNA
were coordinately reduced but the relative percent molar ratio of each mRNA and RF RNAs
were similar to the ratios detected during acute infection. Overall rates ofmRNA synthesis
were also reduced about 65%. These data suggest that reduced amounts of viral RNA
polymerase and negative-stranded RNAs may be responsible for the reduction in viral
transcription. Since both full length and subgenomic length RFs were radiolabeled, our
results confirm previous findings that sub genomic negative strands are functional templates
for mRNA synthesis (15).
Unlike the 5' end mutation, extensive hypervariability and polymorphism seen in
leader RNA sequences during BCV persistence (12), surprisingly; the MHV leader RNA
sequences were extremely stable. Intraleader ORFs did not evolve, yet the leaderlbody
junction sites in both MHV and BCV remained stable and highly conserved in persistently-

Table 4. Biostatistical tests for the contribution of a particular mutation to persistence
Position of mutation
NT 77
NT 77
NT 77
NT 126
NT 119,126

Passage ( days P.I.)

95% CL( cOR)

Fisher's exact test (P)

56
88
119

Odds ratio
2.58
66.42
26.87

( .076, 87.86 )
(3.06, 1441 )
( 1.34, 539.92 )

0.56
<0.001
<0.05

56
88

2.58
4.89

(.076,87.86)
(0.19, 131.83 )

0.56
0.40
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mfected cells (20) These data demonstrate that MHV persistence does not reqUire the
presence of mtraleader mutatIOns and ORFs for establIshmg or mamtammg viral persistence
m Vitro Rather these data support findmgs by Llao et al (21) and Zhang et al (22) that a
highly stable MHV leader RNA sequence and leader / body Junction are probably an
absolutely essential CIS / trans actmg elements m ViruS transcnptlOn dunng acute mfectIon
and persistent mfectlOn m Vitro The difference m the evolutIOn of the BeV and MHV
mRNAs IS mtngumg, but difficult to explam The most likely mterpretatIon of these data IS
that different ViruS or host systems may provide different environments and selective
pressures on the coronavlrus genome, resultmg m the evolution and accumulation of different
mutatIOns that mltIate and mamtam Viral persistence (23)
While mtraleader ORFs did not develop m mRNAs from pefSlstentiy-mfected DBT
cells, MHV persistence was slgmficantly associated With the evolutIOn and accumulatIOn of
a speCific mutatIOn m the 5' UTR of the genomic RNA that resulted m the appearance of a
new 16 ammo aCid ORF Such a mutatIOn / ORF might result m reduced translatIOn and
expressIOn of the MHV polygemc polymerase regIOn readily explammg the reductIOn m
ViruS transcnptlOn Alternatively, thiS mutation may contnbute to MHV persistence by
enhancmg the mamtenance, replicatIOn and expressIOn of the genomic RNA Both mechamsms are likely smce the 5' UTR of many posItive strand RNA viruses modulate Viral protem
syntheSIS, or functIOn m replicatIOn and transcnptlOn of viral posltIve- and negative-stranded
RNAs (24-27) In the case ofMHV, the 5' UTR contams both trans and CIS actmg elements
that are cntIcal for ViruS replication and the syntheSIS of sub genomic mRNAs (21), may
mteract With cellular protems (28), or regulate translation of the 22 kb polygemc polymerase
regIOn Interestmgly, the 5' UTR mutatIOn reSides wlthm a 9 nt domam which may also
regulate the mltIal syntheSIS of the Viral sub genomic mRNAs and promote leader sWltchmg
between RNA templates (28) While the exact functIOn of this mutatIOn m MHV IS unclear
and under study, the m vitro model for MHV persistence will proVide a rationale framework
for elucldatmg the mechamsms by which coronavlruses persist and evolve m humans and
expenmental ammals (29-33)
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SPREAD OF MHV-JHM FROM NASAL
CAVITY TO WHITE MATTER OF SPINAL
CORD
Transneuronal Movement and Involvement of Astrocytes

S. Periman, N. Sun, and E. M. Barnett
Departments of Pediatrics and Microbiology
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

ABSTRACT
C57B1I6 mice infected intranasally with mouse hepatitis virus, strain JHM (MHVJHM) develop hindlimb paralysis with histological evidence of demyelination several weeks
after inoculation. Virus must spread from the site of inoculation, the nasal cavity, to the site
of disease, the white matter of the spinal cord. It has been shown previously that after
intranasal inoculation, virus enters the brain via the olfactory nerve and spreads to infect
many of its neuroanatomic connections within the central nervous system (eNS). In this
report, it is shown that virus infecting the spinal cord is first detected in the gray matter, with
spread occurring to the white matter soon thereafter. Astrocytes are heavily infected during
the process of spread from the gray to the white matter of the spinal cord. Since astrocytes
are in intimate contact with neuronal synapses and are themselves connected via gap
junctions, these results suggest that astrocytes may be a conduit for the spread of virus in
these mice. Astrocytes provide factors for the proliferation and survival of oligodendrocytes,
and widespread infection of these cells might contribute to the demyelinating process
eventually observed in these mice. Additionally, since virus first appears at specific locations
in the spinal cord, it should be possible to determine the source of the virus infecting the
cord. While the results are not definitive, the data are most consistent with virus spreading
from the ventral reticular formation to the gray matter of the cervical spinal cord.

INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), a member of the coronavirus family, causes hepatitis,
enteritis and encephalitis in susceptible rodents!. MHV strain JHM (MHV-JHM) is highly
neurotropic and causes acute and chronic encephalomyelitis 2. The most virulent strains,
Corona- and Related VIruses, EdIted by P. J. Talbot and O. A. Levy

Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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characterized in part by encoding a full length (4139 nucleotides) surface glycoprotein (S)3,
cause an acute encephalitis in nearly all strains of mice, with death occurring in 5-7 days.
This acute infection can be modified so that most mice survive, but instead develop
histological evidence of demyelination. Modifications that result in this scenario include use
of attenuated strains of MHV-JHM4 or passive administration of either protective antibody
or T cells 5•6. Virus or viral products can be detected in the white matter of these mice, although
mice are asymptomatic in most cases.
In the model developed in this laboratory, suckling mice are inoculated intranasally
with MHV-JHM and are protected from the acute, fatal infection by nursing with dams
previously immunized against the virus 7. Several weeks later, a variable percentage (4090%) develop hindlimb paralysis with histological evidence of a demyelinating encephalomyelitis. Both the clinical and histological manifestations of this disease are primarily in the
spinal cord suggesting that virus spreads to the spinal cord from the original site of
inoculation (the nasal cavity). In several recent publications, the possible pathways used by
the virus to spread within the brain have been described. First, the results indicate that virus
spreads transneuronally, and presumably, trans-synaptically from the olfactory bulb. Surgical ablation of both olfactory bulbs or chemical destruction of the olfactory epithelium
prevents virus entry into the brain, suggesting that virus spreads via infection of olfactory
receptor neurons 8 . In contrast to what is observed with pseudorabies virus or herpes simplex
virus 9,1O, MHV-JHM does not enter the brain via the trigeminal nerve or via the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nerves which also innervate the nasal cavity. Consistent with these
observations, direct inoculation into the olfactory bulb labels precisely the same structures
as does inoculation into the nasal cavity. The tropism for the olfactory bulb is so great that
virus appears to enter the brain solely via the olfactory nerve even after inoculation into
peripheral sites such as the tooth pulp or peritoneum (unpublished observations). Second,
virus appears to spread primarily in a retrograde direction (from the axon to the cell body),
although this is difficult to prove definitively since the olfactory bulb is reciprocally
connected to its primary connections in most cases. Consistent with this, the olfactory
tubercle, which receives projections from the bulb, but does not itself project to the bulb,
only is rarely infected by MHV-JHMIO. A recent publication suggests that MHV-JHM is
released from both the dendritic and axonal surfaces of cultured neurons II. Release from the
apical surface would make anterograde spread possible, but this direction of spread does not
appear to occur in the infected animal to a significant extent.
Third, many, but not all of the primary connections of the main olfactory bulb are
infected by MHV-JHM. Of particular note, the locus coeruleus is not infected by MHV-JHM
and the hippocampus shows only minimal evidence of infection I0. Both of these structures
send prominent projections to the olfactory bulb. This distribution of infection is not shared
by all viruses. Thus, after intranasal or intrabulbar infection, herpes simplex virus type I
infects both of these structures, but does not infect other structures which are infected by
MHV-JHMIO. In a recent publication, rabies virus was shown to infect nearly the same
structures as MHV-JHM, with sparing of the locus coeruleus l2 . The explanation for this
sparing of the locus coeruleus by these two neurotropic RNA viruses, but not by a neurotropic
herpesvirus remains to be determined.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
These previous experiments were all performed with young adult mice (6 weeks old)
in which MHV-JHM was inoculated into the nasal cavity or olfactory bulb. These mice die
before there is sufficient time for virus to reach the spinal cord. In previous reports, passive
administration of neutralizing anti-MHV monoclonal antibody directed against the S glyco-
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protein fully protected mice from the acute encephalitis, but did not prevent demyelination 5•
Mice remained asymptomatic in that study. In preliminary studies, we delivered varying
amounts of antibody at different times relative to the intranasal inoculation of virus.
Administration of antibody prior to virus resulted in complete protection from the acute
disease, but protection was so complete that we could not detect virus in the brain by in situ
hybridization. We determined that 7 j.lL of antibody (I: I mixture of two anti-S monoclonal
antibodies-5AI3.5 and 5B 19.2, kindly provided by Dr. M. Buchmeier, The Scripps Research
Institute) administered intraperitoneally 72 hours after infection fully protected mice from
acute encephalitis, but virus could still be detected in the brain by in situ hybridization. By
72 hours, MHV-JHM has caused a significant infection of the olfactory bulb which would
spread in the absence of antibody throughout the entire brain over the next 48-72 hours. The
presence of relatively small amounts of protective antibody administered even after infection
was well established in the olfactory bulb thus prevents an acute, fatal infection but not the
trans neuronal spread of virus to distal connections of the bulb. In our initial experiments we
showed that the same brain structures were infected in the presence of antibody as we
observed previously in the absence of antibody. We also showed that histological evidence
of demyelination could be detected in the spinal cord 2 months after inoculation even though
the mice remained asymptomatic, suggesting that virus had spread to the cord and persisted
in this structure.
To determine the initial site of infection within the spinal cord, three week old
C57Bl/6 mice were inoculated intranasally with virus and protected from the acute, fatal
infection by the intraperitoneal administration of monoclonal antibody. At 6-7 days post
infection, virus was readily detected in the spinal cord by both in situ hybridization and
immunohistochemical techniques (Figure I). Virus was first noted in the gray matter of the
cervical spinal cord in laminae V-VII, although spread to the white matter occurred very
soon thereafter. The initial site of labeling was always the same and suggested that spread
to the spinal cord occurred from a single site or a few sites in the brain. In the next set of
analyses, we attempted to determine the source of the virus which infected the cord. For
these analyses, we assumed that virus spread solely in the retrograde direction, as this is
consistent with previous studies.
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Figure 1. Virus appearance in the gray matter of the spinal cord. Brains and spinal cords were harvested at 6-7
days after intranasal inoculation with MHV-JHM and frozen in OCT. Sections were prepared and analyzed by
in situ hybridization as described previously 10 . Virus was initially detected in laminae V-VII and then as shown
in the figure, rapidly spread to involve other parts of the gray matter. A small amount of virus can also be
detected in the white matter in this section. The approximate position of each lamina IS shown in the figure.
Magnification bar-200 11m.
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The spmal cord has major projectIOns to the reticular formatIOn, the thalamus, the
hypothalamus, the midbram and the cerebellum, as well as less promment connectIOns to
other eNS areas such as the ventral forebram l3 17 SpecIfic sItes m the spmal cord project to
each locatIOn For example, the spmothaiamic tract ongmates pnmanly m the cervIcal cord,
wIth a smaller projectIOn from the lumbar spmal cord Withm the rostral spmal cord, thIS
tract ongmates from both dorsal and ventral sItes AnalysIs of each of the above sItes dId not
establIsh any smgle one as the defimtIve source for the VIrus mfectmg the spmal cord
However, the cerebellum was not lIkely to be the source for VIruS, smce the spmal cord
projects to the cerebellar cortex and medIal and mterposed nucleI, none of WhICh IS mfected
by MHV-JHM to a sIgmficant extent On the other hand, the ventral reticular formatIOn IS
lIkely to be the source for VIruS mfectmg the cord FIrSt, the ventral reticular formatIOn
receIves many prOjectIOns from the spmal cord, wIth a very hIgh representatIOn of fibers
ongmatmg m the appropnate lammae (V-VII) of the cervIcal regIOn Second, the ventral
reticular formatIOn IS heavIly mfected by MHV-JHM m all cases, and thIS structure IS labeled
Just pnor to mfectIOn of the spmal cord Other structures WhICh receIve projectIons from the
upper spmal cord, such as the mIdlIne thalamIc nucleI, are not as heavIly or conSIstently
mfected by MHV-JHM as IS the reticular formatIOn Thus, the specIficIty of labelmg m the
cervIcal spmal cord and reticular nucleI and the time course of the MHV-JHM mfection all
strongly suggest that these nucleI are the source for the spmal cord mfectIOn
A summary of the data IS shown m FIgure 2 In thIS figure, we assume that VIruS
spreadmg to the cord ongmates from one of the four structures (ventral reticular formation,
mIdlIne thalamIc nucleI, lateral hypothalamus, central gray) WhICh receIves prOjectIOns from
the cord and IS mfected by MHV-JHM LIkely pathways from the nasal cavIty to these
structures are shown, although connectIOns to the pontme and medullary retIcular formation
are suffiCIently Ill-defined so that thIS approach IS not possIble for these structures
Once VIruS has spread to the gray matter of the spmal cord, It can be detected soon
thereafter m the whIte matter In the next set of expenments, we defined more preCIsely the
basIs for thIS spread The presence of neutralIzmg antIbody made It lIkely that VIruS moved
to the whIte matter VIa cell-to-cell spread and not VIa the extracellular flUId In theory, VIruS
could spread from the gray to the whIte matter wIthout exposure to the extracellular flUId
VIa eIther axons or astrocyte-astrocyte connectIOns Astrocytes are extenSIvely connected Via
gap Junctions and have been postulated to form a gIant functIOnal syncytIUm 18 Astrocytes
can be specIfically Identified usmg antIbody to glIal fibnllary aCIdIC protem (GFAP) In the
next set of expenments, mfected spmal cords were simultaneously assayed for MHV-JHM
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Figure 2. Pathways of VIruS spread from the site of
moculatlOn, the nasal cavity, to the site of disease,
the spmal cord VIruS could spread from the bram to
the spmal cord VIa the thalamus (A), the lateral
hypothalamus (A), the reticular formation (B) or the
mIdbram (central gray) (B) The probable pathways
mvolvmg these structures are shown m the figure and
are mdIcated by solid lines Dotted lines show other
pathways which are present, but less likely to be used
by the VIruS to spread from the nasal cavity to the
spmal cord ViruS could spread to the reticular formation Via many possIble pathways, so for the sake
of SimpliCIty, no specIfic one IS mdlcated AbbrevIatlOns-MOB-mam olfactory bulb, PO-pmform cortex, MT-mldlme thalamIC nucieI, IC-msular cortex,
LH-lateral hypothalamus, IL-mfralimblc cortex,
CG-central gray, RF-retlcular formatIOn
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RNA and astrocyte antigens The results showed that astrocytes were heavily mfected dunng
the mltlal stages (days 6-7) of ViruS spread to the white matter, with mfectlOn appeanng to
radiate throughout the ventral and lateral parts of the spmal cord These results are m general
agreement with our prevIOus results, m which we showed that a substantial fractIOn of
mfected cells m both symptomatic and asymptomatic mice were astrocytes 19
Although these mice are asymptomatic, these results have ImphcatlOns for the
pathogenesIs of the demyehnatmg disease caused by MHV-JHM FIrSt, astrocytes are m
close contact with ohgodendrocytes, and are connected to them via gap Junctions Virus
could spread from astrocytes to ohgodendrocytes at sites of gap Junctlons, smce the two
cellular membranes are Juxtaposed at these locatIOns MHV-JHM has a very fusogellic
surface glycoprotem which IS able to fuse cells lackmg cellular receptor for the VlruS 20
Presumably, thiS protem would facliltate viral spread, even at sites lackmg ViruS receptor
Second, astrocytes are beheved to produce factors cntlcal for ohgodendrocyte dlfferentlatlon, prohferatlon and survival, as well as cytokmes, such as a tumor necrosIs factor, which
are tOXIC for ohgodendrocytes 21 Astrocyte dysfunctIOn might contnbute to the demyehnatmg process, either by lack of productIOn of Important trophiC factors, or production of tOXIC
agents In conclUSIOn, mfectlon of astrocytes may be the pathway by which ViruS spreads
from neurons to ohgodendrocytes and may also mdlrectiy contnbute to the demyehnatmg
process
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ABSTRACT
Primary human and primate brain microvascular endothelial cells were tested for
permissiveness to coronaviruses JHM and 229E. While sub-genomic viral RNAs could be
detected up to 72 hours post-infection, primate cells were abortively infected and neither
virus caused cytopathology. Human cells were non-permissive for JHM but permissive for
229E replication; peak production of progeny 229E and observable cytopathic effects
occurred approximately 22 and 32 hour post-infection, respectively. Using the criterion of
cytopathology induction in infected endothelial cells, 229E was compared to other human
RNA and DNA viruses. In addition, virus induced modulation of intercellular adhesion
molecule I (ICAM-I), vascular cell adhesion molecule I (VCAM-I) and HLA I was
monitored by immunostaining of infected cells.

Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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INTRODUCTION
While numerous studies of coronavirus infection in rodents has generated valuable
information on the mechanisms of virus induced CNS disease 1.7, the question of coronavirus
CNS disease in humans justifiably remains open. Many viruses with confirmed neurotropic
potential can infect the CNS of the host following primary infection at extra neural sites.
Studies on natural infections of humans and on both natural and experimental infections of
animals indicate that viruses enter the CNS primarily through the vascular endothelium8. lo •
Infection of CNS tissue may occur after virus replicates in or is transported through
endothelial cells 8,9. Because of reports linking coronaviruses to human CNS disease"·13 and
the observation that peripheral inoculation of JHM into primates results in viral RNA/antigen
expression in areas proximal to CNS blood vessels l4 we have chosen to characterize the in
vitro interaction of coronaviruses with both primate and human brain microvascular endothelial cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses
DBT, WI-38, HCT, Vero and BSC-l cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's
medium (DMEM; Gibco/BRL) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS;
Gibco/BRL), 100 U/ml penicillin and 1OOJ.lg/ml streptomycin. MHV JHM was obtained from
Dr. Steve Stohlman2. JHM was assayed for hemagglutinating activity as previously described 1s . Human coronavirus 229E was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Vaccinia (WR strain), herpes simplex type I (HSV-I, strain F) and a clinical
isolate of varicella zoster virus (VZV) were generous gifts from Dr. Donald Gilden. Vaccinia,
HSV-I, JHM, 229E and OC43 were propagated and titered on BSC-l, Vero, DBT, WI-38
and HCT cells, respectively. 229E was grown at 34°C and all other viruses at 37°C.
Multiplicity of infection (m.oj.) stated in this work, in reference to infection of endothelial
cells, is calculated based on infectivity of the specific virus relative to its indicator cell line,
e.g., 229E on WI38 cells.
UV-inactivation of JHM and 229E for use in RNA analysis was as follows. A volume
of virus diluted in 5% FBS medium was placed into a plastic dish so that the depth ofliquid
was approximately 2mm. Dishes were placed in ice-H 20 and the inocula were exposed for
15 min to 15 watt 300nm UV-light bulbs placed a distance of 5cm from the surface of the
liquid. Prior titration using this set-up showed that infectivity of either JHM on DBT or 229E
on WI38 cells was completely eliminated after 5-10 minutes of UV exposure. Inactivated
inocula were immediately used to infect cells used for RNA analysis.
Rhesus brain endothelial cells (RhBEC) were derived from animals in the breeding
colony at Tulane Regional Primate Research Center (TRPRC) that were normally lost due
to trauma and/or cachexia. Occasionally, control animals from other investigator projects
were sacrificed. Animals of both sex and of all ages (none greater than 10 years of age) were
used. No animals from studies involving infectious agents or drugs were used. Isolation and
propagation of RhBEC was as follows. One-quarter to one-half of a monkey brain was
generally used for this procedure. Brain tissue was stored in RPMI medium containing
antibiotics and processed as soon as possible after collection. Meninges was removed from
the brain and discarded then the tissue was put into approximately 100 ml of Hanks balanced
salt solution in a beaker. The tissue was chopped into small pieces, then cut into fine pieces
against the side of the beaker using a scape!. The resulting pieces were homogenized by
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drawing the suspension in and out ofa 10 ml syringe. At this stage the tissue was processed
using a Cell ector (BeIIco). If a large amount of tissue was used, processing was started with
the 520/-lm screen, otherwise the 280/-lm screen was used. If the 520/-lm screen was used to
start, the material on the screen was discarded and the suspension coming through the screen
was saved for further use; on following screens the liquid coming through the screen was
discarded and the material on screen was collected. When the homogenate became less dense
and the liquid in the Cell ector was reduced to approximately 10ml, the 190/-lm screen was
used until the liquid coming through cleared and the small vasculature could be seen sticking
to the screen. The vasculature was rinsed from the 190/-lm screen (total volume equal to 9
ml) and added to a small beaker. Iml of 1% collagenase/dispase (Boehringer Mannheim)
was added and the mixture incubated at 37°C with constant shaking for 1 hour. After
incubation, Iml of the suspension was placed into ten 60mm dishes. These were rotated until
the liquid evenly coated the dishes and then the dishes were allowed to incubate a few minutes
undisturbed. 1-2 ml of medium was slowly added to each dish then endothelial growth factor
was added to a final concentration of 1OO/-lg/ml. The dishes were incubated overnight at 37°C
then the media discarded and replaced with fresh medium and growth factor. All cultures
were stained with rabbit polyclonal anti-factor VIII-related antigen (fVIIIRAg) antibody
(Dako) to verify phenotype. All endothelial cells used in this study were grown in Iscove's
modified Dulbecco's medium, 20% FBS, 100/-lg/ml heparin (Sigma; H-3149), 100 Vlml
penicillin and I OO/-lg/ml streptomycin (complete IMDM) supplemented with endothelial cell
growth supplement (ECGS, Sigma; E2759) to a final concentration of 100/-lg/ml. Culture
medium was changed every three days and confluent mono layers were passaged at a 1:3 to
1:6 split. Cultures were periodically stained for fVIIIRAg to monitor phenotype. All
experiments with the RhBEC were done at or below a passage level of five.
The isolation and characterization of human brain endothelial cells (HBEC) has
previously been described 16-1 8. Cells were grown in MI99 medium, 25 mM HEPES, 10 mM
sodium bicarbonate, 10% FBS, 100/-lg/ml heparin, 100 Vlml penicillin and 100/-lg/ml
streptomycin supplemented with 20 /-lg/ml ECGS on human fibronectin coated plastics
(Coming). All virus infections were done on confluent HBEC monolayers. All experiments
with the HBEC were done at or below a passage level of four.

One-Cycle Virus Growth Assays
Virus inocula were adsorbed to endothelial cell mono layers at 4°C for 30 minutes,
unabsorbed virus was washed from mono layers by three rinses with cold medium then fresh
medium added to mono layers; the zero time point samples were frozen immediately after
addition of medium. At each time point duplicate or triplicate samples were frozen at -70°C.
Time point samples were thawed and virus assayed on the appropriate indicator cell lines.

RNA Analysis
JHM and 229E inocula used for infection of RhBEC were in DME + 5% FBS. JHM
and 229E were adsorbed at 37°C and 34°C, respectively, to monolayers for I hour. The
mono layers were washed twice with warmed complete IMDM then complete IMDM +
100/-lg/ml endothelial cell growth supplement was added. All 229E infected cultures were
incubated at 34°C. Total RNA was extracted from virus infected or mock infected cells by
the single-step method of Chomczynski and Sacchi l9 . All reagents used for RNA analysis
were prepared with water obtained from a PhotoCatalytics water system (PhotoCatalytics,
Inc.). This instrument photoxidizes residual organic compounds in feed water not removed
by conventional upstream water purification treatments; eluant water is free of RNases and
therefore does not require diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) treatment before use in RNA
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manipulations 2o . Purified RNA was dissolved in 2mM EDTA and poly A+ RNA prepared
using Dynal Oligo (dThs beads. Poly A+ RNA samples were glyoxylated and electrophoresed
on 1.0% agarose gels as described previously21. RNA was transferred to membranes (Nytran
Plus, Schleicher & Schuell) by electroblotting in 40 mM Tris acetate, I mM EDTA (IX TAE
buffer) at 4°C then immobilized by baking the membrane in a vacuum oven at 70-80°C for
I hour. The cloned cDNA probes used to detect JHM and 229E RNA were cDNA clones
G344 and L8, respectively22,23. cDNA was labeled by the random primer method24 with a 32 p
dATP. Membranes were prehybridized in 50% deionized formamide, lOX Denhardt's, 2%
SDS, 5X SSPE, and 200f.lg/ml single-stranded DNA at 44°C for 3 hours. Prehybridization
buffer was removed, the membrane briefly rinsed in warmed hybridization buffer (without
probe) then hybridization buffer containing denatured probe at I X 106 cpm/m!. Hybridization buffer was 50% deionized formamide, 5X Denhardt's, 0.2% SDS, 5X SSPE, and
I OOf.lg/ml DNA. Hybridization was at 44°C for 16-18 hours. Membranes were washed twice
in 5X SSPE, 0.1% SDS for 15 minutes each, once in IX SSPE, 0.2% SDS for 15 minutes,
and once in 0.1 X SSPE, 0.2% SDS for 15 minutes, all washes done at room temperature. A
final wash was done in IX SSPE, 1.0% SDS at 60°C for 30 minutes.

Immunohistochemical Staining
Monoclonal antibodies specific for human inter-cellular adhesion molecule I
(ICAM-I), vascular cell adhesion molecule I (VCAM-I), and HLA-I, were obtained from
commercial sources (Genzyme and Becton Dickinson). MAbs 1.3.1 specific for JHM
nucleocapsid and 5-11H.6 specific for 229E spike glycoprotein were gifts from Dr. John
Fleming and Dr. Pierre Talbot, respectively. Cells used for staining were grown on either
glass cover slips or 8-chambered plastic slides (Nunc) that were coated with fibronectin
(described above) prior to seeding. Cells were briefly washed in cold serum-free medium,
fixed in -20°C methanol for 10 minutes then washed three times in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS). Fixed mono layers were incubated with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) in PBS, 0.1 %
BSA for 20 minutes followed by primary antibody diluted in PBS, 0.1 % BSA, 2% NGS for
I hour. Monolayers were washed three times for 10 minutes each in PBS, incubated with
gold-cojugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Amersham AuroProbeLM) for I hour, washed
three times in PBS then three times in H20 for 5 minute each. Bound, gold-conjugated
antibody was detected by silver staining (Amersham IntenSEM) using the manufacturers
recommended conditions.

RESULTS
Virus Replication on Brain Endothelial Cells and Cytopathic Effects
Standard one-cycle replication assays of JHM or 229E on RhBEC or HBEC showed
that HBEC were permissive for 229E but not JHM and that RhBEC were non-permissive
for both 229E and JHM (Figure I). Each virus was tested for production of progeny virus
from both RhBEC and HBEC on one animal/patient cell isolate. Peak titers of progeny 229E
from infected HBEC occurred approximately 22 hr pj.; input infectious JHM or 229E in
RhBEC or JHM in HBEC decayed over the observed time course.
For the coronaviruses tested there was a correlation of CPE to productive infection,
i.e., 229E but not JHM was cytopathic for HBEC and neither virus was cytopathic for
RhBEC. Figure 2 shows mock infected HBEC and 229E infected HBEC, A and B, respectively. 229E induced cytopathology was observable on infected mono layers approximately
32 hr p.i .. To compare these coronaviruses to other common human viruses, the brain
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endothelial cells were infected with a number of RNA and DNA viruses. Table I shows the
tested viruses that were cytopathic or non-cytopathic for either RhBEC or HBEC. Three to
five RhBEC isolates were used to test for CPE induction by each virus (left column); all
virus infections of HBEC (right column) were done on one patient isolate.

Viral Antigen and RNA Production in Infected Cells
Immunostaming of 229E or JHM infected RhBEC mono layers with virus specic
monoclonal antibodies showed that virus antigens were detectable up to 48 hr p.i .. Despite
the presence of viral sub-genomic RNA in the infected cells (see below), the pattern of
staining suggested that these antigens were from input virus and not from de novo synthesis
in the cells; staining of JHM infected HBEC showed the same pattern of antigen as in the
primate cells (data not shown). Staining with 229E specific MAb showed cytoplasmic viral

Figure 2. 229E CPE on HBEC and stammg of viral antigen A, Mock mfected HBEC, B, 229E mfected HBEC
-38 hr pi; C, 229E mfected HBEC Immunostamed showmg cytoplasmiC Viral antigen (-14 hr pI)
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Table 1. Virus Induced Cytopathology in RhBEC and HBEC
RhBEC'
Cytopathic viruses tested:
Vaccinia
Herpes simplex type I C

Non-cytopathic viruses tested:
Coronaviruses:
JHM
SOd
229E
OC43

Cytopathic viruses tested:
Vaccinia
Herpes simplex type 1
Varicella zoster virus
Adenovirus types 1 & 7
Echovirus type 9
Coxsackievirus B5
Coronavirus 299E
Non-cytopathic viruses tested:
Human cytomegaloviruse
Respiratory syncytial virus
Parainfluenza virus type 2
Coronaviruses:
JHM
SO
OC43

•All viruses listed were tested on three to five different animal isolates.
bViruses were tested on one patient isolate only.
cHSV-I induced CPE was dependent on the animal isolate tested; some
isolates developed no CPE while other isolates were affected.
dSO designates putative MS tissue isolate I I.
eTowne strain.
All viruses not described in Materials and Methods were obtained from
the American Type Culture Collection and propagated on appropriate
cell lines.

antigen in productively infected HBEC (Fig. 2C). Staining of OC43 infected RhBEC or
HBEC with an OC43 cross-reactive HEV MAb (4EI1.3) showed similar pattern of staining
to JHM or 229E non-productively infected cells (data not shown).
Analysis of poly A+ RNA extracted from infected RhBEC showed that subgenomic
RNAs were transcribed in both JHM and 229E infected endothelial cells. Figure 3 shows

1
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229E

Figure 3. Northern analysis of RNA from JHM and 229E infected RhBEC. See text for description.
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samples extracted 2, 8 and 24 hours pj. from endothelial cells (JHM, left lanes 2, 4, 7;229E,
right lanes 2-4). For both JHM and 229E the highest level of these transcripts appears to be
at the 2 hour pj. time point. Based on a comparison between the amount of RNAs loaded
onto the gel and the autoradiographic signals, the quantities of JHM and 229E RNAs in the
endothelial cells, at time of maximum production, are only 1-5% of the quantities in normal
productively infected cells (DBT +JHM, left lane I; WI38+229E, right lane 1). Despite the
low levels produced in the endothelial cells, viral RNAs could be detected as late as 72 hours
pj. (data not shown). These results were repeatable for 229E and JHM with cells isolated
from 2 and 5 different animals, respectively.
Infection ofRhBEC with UV inactivated virus showed that production of detectable
viral RNAs in cells was significantly reduced for JHM (lane 5) and 229E (lane 5). Using the
same UV inactivated inocula and running approximately equivalent amounts of RNAs on
the gel, JHM RNA could not be detected in infected DBT cells (JHM, lane 6) and a only a
minor amount of229E RNA could be detected in infected WI3 8 (2289E, lane 6). Viral RNAs
could also be detected in JHM infected WI38 cells (JHM, lane 7) and 229E infected DBTs
(229E, lane 7). RNA analysis was not done on virus infected HBEC.

ICAM-l, VCAM-l AND HLA-I Expression on Infected HBEC
Infected HBEC mono layers were immunostained forICAM-l, VCAM-l and HLA-I
to determine if virus can modulate expression of these cell surface antigens (Table 2). It
appeared that there was an increase in ICAM-l expression in both HSV-l and 229E infected
HBEC at 14 hr pj.; vaccinia infected cells maintained base level of ICAM-l expression.
TNFa caused an expected large increase in ICAM-l expression. No change in VCAM-l
expression was observed at 14 hr pj. with the viruses tested. Similarly, HLA-I expression
was not affected by any of the viruses tested or, unexpectedly, by TNFa.

DISCUSSION
Because the reticuloendothelial system clears hematogenous virus during most in
vivo viremic infections the amount of cell-free virus in blood is usually low. Despite this,
the vascular endothelium is the major route for natural CNS infection by viruses. Therefore
to approximate one of the many factors involved in an in vivo CNS virus infection we have
characterized the in vitro interaction of viruses with cultured brain endothelial cells. Cytopathology, virus replication and modulation of specific cell surface polypeptides were the
criteria used to characterize coronavirus interaction with RhBEC and HBEC; the coronaviruses were also compared to other common human viruses.

Table 2. ICAM-l, VCAM-l and HLA-I expression on virus
infected HBEC
ICAM-l

VCAM-I

HLA-I

±
±
±
±
±

Mock

+

±

TNFu

+++

++

Vaccinia

+

HSV-I

++

229E

++

±
±
±

Cells stained -14 hr. post-infection/treatment
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The rationale for using brain microvascular endothelial cells for this study is that
there is evidence of endothelial cell phenotype heterogeneity that is dependent on tissue/organ origin. Endothelial cells isolated from specific vascular beds exhibit differences in
expression of a number of markers when cultured in vitro and they maintain these differences
over short-term passage 25 -28 . In addition, there are also differences in response to virus
infection when comparing tissue/organ specific endothelial cells 29 -32 . Obviously, biological
properties of cultured endothelial cells will not be identical to those of cells in vivo because
of losing the modifying influence of the in vivo milieu. This has been shown for brain
endothelial cells where extracellular matrix proteins, soluble factors released from astrocytes
or even cell-cell contact with astrocytes can alter expression of certain markers 33 . Accurate
in vitro determination of in vivo brain endothelial cell response to virus infections will
probably require culturing the cells in the presence of these various modifying factors.
For JHM and 229E, induction of cytopathology in infected cells was predictive of a
productive infection (see Fig. I and Table I). Interestingly, when looking at the other viruses
tested on HBEC there appeared to be a correlation between virus CPE and incidence of
clinical CNS diseases 34 . Viruses that are known to cause encephalitis or meningitis produced
cytopathology while viruses not identified as causative agents ofCNS infection, e.g., RSY,
did not induce CPE. Other than the coronaviruses, we did not confirm that CPE always
indicated a productive infection or that lack of CPE was associated with a non-productive
infection.
While neither JHM or 229E caused RhBEC cytopathology, the detection of viral
sub-genomic RNA species indicates that a percentage of input virions uncoated in a manner
that permitted some transcription of the virus genome. The results obtained from infection
with UY-inactivated virus indicates that these RNAs were not present as a result of packaging
in inoculum virions as demonstrated for BCy35, TGEy36, and IBy37. Preliminary immunoprecipitation experiments with JHM infected RhBEC showed that nucleocapsid was not
synthesized (data not shown). This suggests that at least one block in virus replication in
RhBEC occurs at the step of viral mRNA translation; this result also indicates that N detected
by immunostaining of infected cells was from input virus. Since viral RNAs were detected
in the non-permissive endothelial cells the question of receptor mediated versus non-specific
entry of the viruses needs to be addressed. It is important to note that the stocks of JHM used
for this work did not have hemagglutination activity.
We immunostained rCAM-I, YCAM-I and HLA-I on infected HBEC as a preliminary test to determine the effects of 229E on expression of endothelial cell surface antigens
that are important in an immune response. ICAM-I was the only one of the three cell-surface
polypeptides affected at -14 hr pj.; the staining showed that the number of cells expressing
elevated levels of ICAM-l was greater than the number of expected infected cells. This
suggests that for 229E infected HBEC, ICAM-l elevation was the result of secretion of some
soluble mediator. This would be similar to the observation that CMY infection causes
endothelial cells to secrete IL-I resulting in upregulation of another adhesion molecule, E
selectin38 . Endothelium surface antigens may be differentially regulated by coronaviruses
depending on the virus and host species since it has been reported that JHM causes a decrease
in ICAM -I expression on murine brain endothelial cells 39 .
Endothelial cells playa crucial role in the control of inflammation, coagulation,
leukocyte trafficking, tumor metastasis, and angiogenesis. The endothelium specific modulation of these processes is mediated by both endothelial cell associated molecules and
secreted, soluble factors. During either a nonspecific, acute phase immune response or an
antigen-specific, DTH response the expression of both cell associated and secreted biomolecules by the affected endothelial cells can be altered by infecting virus. For coronaviruses, a more thorough examination of virus interaction with endothelial cells is
warranted. In addition to the data showing 229E infection of HBEC, the results with JHM
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suggest that other coronavlrus strams have the potentlal to enter endothehal cells and undergo
hmlted transcnptlOn, the posslblhty eXlst that endothehum specIfic factors are modulated
desplte a lack of VlruS rephcatlOn It wlll be lmportant to determme the effects of coronavlruses on the phYSlOloglC or pathophYSlOloglc processes that occur at the eNS endothehum III humans
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TREATMENT OF RESISTANT AlJ MICE
WITH METHYLPREDNISOLONE (MP)
RESULTS IN LOSS OF RESISTANCE TO
MURINE HEPATITIS STRAIN 3 (MHV-3) AND
INDUCTION OF MACROPHAGE
PROCOAGULANT ACTIVITY (PCA)
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ABSTRACT
BALB/cJ mice die of fulminant hepatitis within 7 days of exposure to murine
hepatitis virus strain 3 (MHV-3) whereas A/J mice are fully resistant to the lethal effects of
MHV-3 infection. Previous studies have implicated macrophage activation with production
of a unique macrophage prothrombinase (PCA) and lymphocyte cytokine secretion in the
pathogenesis of MHV-3 susceptibility and have demonstrated that immunosuppression
induces susceptibility in resistant mice. This study was undertaken to determine whether
macrophages, derived from resistant A/J mice and treated in vitro with methylprednisolone
sodium succinate (MP), elaborated PCA following MHV-3 exposure and whether therapy
with MP altered resistance of A/J mice to MHV-3 infection in vivo.
Macrophages, incubated with MP in vitro, expressed dose dependent increases in
PCA following infection with MHV-3. No induction of PC A occurred in macrophages treated
with MHV-3 or MP alone. Analysis ofmRNA transcripts for mouse fibrinogen like protein
(musfiblp), the MHV-3 specific prothrombinase, in macrophages which were incubated with
MP prior to exposure to MHV-3 demonstrated significantly increased mRNA levels as
compared to macrophages not incubated with MP prior to MHV-3 exposure. In vivo, A/J
mice treated for 3 days with 500 mg/kg/day of MP prior to infection with MHV-3 demonstrated extensive hepatocyte necrosis and fibrin deposition in hepatic sinusoids on histologiCorona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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cal examination of liver tissue, elevated serum transaminases and 100% mortality within 10
days of infection. These results therefore provide further support for the role of increased
PCA in the pathogenesis ofMHV-3 related liver necrosis.

INTRODUCTION
Infection of inbred mice by the coronavirus murine hepatitis virus strain 3 (MHV-3)
causes a strain and age dependent spectrum of disease 1,2. BALB/cJ mice are fully susceptible
whereas mature AIJ mice are fully resistant and develop no clinical disease 2• We have shown
that susceptibility to MHV-3 correlates with the induction of a unique monocyte/macrophage
prothrombinase (PCA). High levels of PC A are produced in vivo and in vitro by macrophages
from susceptible BALB/cJ mice following MHV-3 exposure whereas macrophages from
resistant A/J mice fail to produce increased PCA under similar circumstances2,3. We have
recently isolated and cloned a gene (musfiblp) that encodes a polypeptide with prothrombinase-like activity and is induced during MHV-3 infection4. MHV-3 infection of susceptible
macrophages resulted in a marked increase in musfiblp mRNA which was detected as early
as 6 hours p.i. In contrast, induction ofmusfiblp mRNA was seen in macrophages from AIJ
mice but was markedly less than that seen in macrophages from BALB/cJ mice and was not
only seen until 12 hours p.i.
Treatment of resistant mice with corticosteroids results in the loss of resistance to
MHV and the development of lethal acute hepatitis5• The mechanism for this loss of
resistance is not known but may reflect impairment of cellular immunity which is a known
consequence of administration of corticosteroids 6•
These present studies were initiated to determine whether corticosteroids affect viral
replication, transcription of musfiblp and expression of its functional gene product (PCA)
in macrophages from resistant A/J mice.

METHODS AND RESULTS
I. In Vivo Studies
Mature female A/J mice, infected with 1 x 106 plaque forming units (PFU) ofMHV-3
administered intraperitoneally (IP), demonstrated no histologic or biochemical evidence of
hepatitis and all mice survived. Animals pretreated for 3 days with Methylprednisolone
Sodium Succinate (MP) (Solu-medroI R, Upjohn Co, Don Mills, Ontario) 500/mg/kg daily
with continuation of therapy following MHV-3 exposure demonstrated marked elevations
of serum alanine transaminase, a marker ofliver necrosis (1500±450 vs 50± 10 lUll in control
mice), extensive hepatocyte necrosis with fibrin deposition in hepatic sinusoids on histological examination of the liver and 100% mortality within 10 days of infection. Peak hepatic
viral titers of 1.12xl04±4.7xl03 PFU/gm liver and 8.9xl03±3.8xl0 3 PFU/gm liver were seen
in MP treated and untreated, MHV-3 infected, animals respectively at 6 days post infection
(p.i.). The differences in peak viral titers between these two groups were not statistically
significant (p=0.244). At 9 days p.i., viral replication was undetectable in animals not
receiving MP whereas high titers of MHV-3 persisted in MP treated mice.

II. In Vitro Studies
Peritoneal macrophages (2 X 106/ml) derived from AIJ mice were preincubated with
0-30 J.lg of MP/ml 30 minutes prior to infection with 1000 PFU ofMHV-3. Dose dependent
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enhanced viral replication was seen in the MP treated macrophages compared to MHV-3
infected and non MP treated macrophages in the first 24 hours of incubation. However, by
36 hours, there were no significant differences in viral titres in macrophages incubated with
or without MP and, at 48 hours of incubation, viral titers were still increasing in MP untreated
macrophages at a time when they were decreasing in the MP treated macrophages (Figure
1).
To assess the effect ofMP on PCAexpression, peritoneal macrophages (1 X 106/ml),
harvested from A/J mice were preincubated for 30 minutes with 0 or 100 Ilglml of MP,
infected with MHV-3 at a multiplicity of infection (MOl) of 1.0 and assayed for PCA. A/J
macrophages infected with MHV-3 without prior in vitro MP exposure failed to express
increased PCA above basal levels, as has been described previously2.3. In contrast, macrophages from A/J mice pretreated with MP in vitro expressed markedly increased levels of
PCA following MHV-3 stimulation. An increase in PCA was seen as early as one hour p.i.
reaching maximum levels at 6 hours p.i. and declining at 8 hours p.i. (Figure 2). Subsequent
studies demonstrated that the PCA response of A/J derived macrophages to MP was dose
dependent (Figure 3). Similar increases in PCA expression occurred in macrophages derived
from A/J mice treated in vivo with 500 mg/kg/day ofMP for 3 days prior to sacrifice (data
not shown).
To determine the effect of MP on transcription of the recently identified PCA gene
musfiblp, macrophages were pre incubated with MP as described above and infected with
MHV-3 at an MOl of 1.0. Macrophages were incubated for up to 8 hours following which
total cellular RNA was isolated, resolved on a 1% agarose gel containing formaldehyde and
transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were subsequently hybridized with
a musfiblp specific probe. Constitutive expression ofmusfiblp mRNA was not observed in
MP treated or untreated macrophages. In macrophages which had been pretreated with MP
and infected with MHV-3, significantly increased levels ofmusfiblp mRNA were detected
as early as 2 hours p.i. which continued to increase at 8 hours p.i .. In contrast, in non MP
treated but MHV-3 infected macrophages, significantly increased mRNA was only seen at
8 hours p.l. (Figure 4).
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Figure 2. The effect ofmethyiprednisoione (MP) on induction of procoagulant
activity (PCA) by MHV-3 in
All derived macrophages in
vitro. Control macrophages
(0), macrophages treated
with 100 Ilg MP (e), MHV-3
infected macrophages (,,) and
MHV-3 infected macrophages
pre incubated with 100 Ilgm
MP (T) were assessed for
PCA in a one stage clotting
assay. Results are mean ± 1
standard deviation of 3 experiments done in duplicate.

8

DISCUSSION
The mechanisms underlying the strain dependent spectrum of liver injury in
mice following MHV-3 infection are unclear. Bang and Warwick suggested that susceptibility to MHV infection correlated with replication of MHV in isolated cultures
of macrophages 7• However, in more recent studies, MHV-3 replication has been demonstrated in macrophages 2 and hepatocytes 8 from both resistant and susceptible strains
of mice. Thus, restriction of viral replication does not appear to explain resistance.
Lamontagne et al have demonstrated that viral pathogenicity correlates with replication
of MHV-3 in T and B lymphocytes and the subsequent consequences of loss of immunocompetence 9 •
Susceptibility to MHV-3 in inbred strains of mice correlates with the ability of
macrophages derived from these mice to produce PCA following MHV-3 exposure in vitro 2,3.
Induction of PC A in susceptible strains correlates with the MHV-3 related liver injury which
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Figure 3. Enhancing effect
of increasing concentrations
of methylprednisolone (MP)
on induction of procoagulant
activity (PCA) by MHV-3 in
All derived macrophages in
vitro. Macrophages were
pre incubated with MP at a to
150 Ilg/ml and 30 minutes
later infected with MHV-3.
Following a 2 hour incubation, PCA was determined in
a one stage clotting assay.
Results are mean ± 1 standard deviation of 3 experiments done in duplicate.
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Figure 4. Effect of methylprednisolone (MP) on
transcription of musfiblp mRNA in A/J derived
macrophages stimulated with MHV-3. 10 Ilg total
RNA, isolated from AI J macrophages which were not
pretreated with MP (Lanes 1-5) or were pretreated
with MP (Lanes 6-10) and infected with MHV-3 for
ohrs (Lanes I and 6), 2 hours (Lanes 1 and 7), 4 hours
(Lanes 3 and 8), 6 hours (Lanes 4 and 9) or 8 hours
(Lanes 5 and 10), were hybridized with a 1.3 kb
random-primed musfiblp cDNA probe.

is characterized by sinusoidal thrombosis and abnormalities of microcirculatory flow lO •
Susceptible mice which were treated with high titered neutralizing antibody to PCA were
protected from MHV-3 related liver injury in vivo II. Together, these studies support the
concept that induction of pro coagulant synthesis, as manifested by increased PCA, plays an
important role in the pathogenesis ofMHV-3 related liver disease.
Corticosteroids are known to inhibit immune function. They inhibit macrophage
cytotoxic function and processing and presentation of antigen to T cells; decrease the
activity of natural killer cells and induce apoptosis in immature Band T cell precursors
and mature T cells l2 • Their effects on T lymphocytes include inhibition of production of
IL-2 associated with a shift of the cytokine response from a TH I to a TH2 profile 13. We
have recently reported that THI lymphocytes inhibit induction of PCA by macrophages
in response to MHV-3 in vitro and also can prevent the lethality of MHV-3 infection in
Viv0 14 . Korner et al. have also reported the importance of THI cells in the resistance to
MHV JHM infection 15.
We have confirmed that corticosteroid therapy in vivo results in loss of resistance
to MHV-3 in A/J mice. We have now demonstrated that treatment of A/J macrophages
with corticosteroids prior to infection with MHV-3 results in induction of PC A whereas
non corticosteroid treated and MHV-3 infected A/J macrophages fail to express PCA.
This was shown both by demonstration of increased transcription of the musfiblp gene
thought to encode PCA and by expression of functional PCA in the one stage clotting
assay in corticosteroid treated and MHV-3 infected macrophages. These results suggest
that differences in expression of PCA following MHV-3 exposure in resistant and
susceptible mice cannot be simply explained by differences in the coding sequence
of musfiblp and suggests that differences in musfiblp gene transcription or stability
of message may account for the disparate expression of functional PCA between
resistant and susceptible mice.
These findings in combination with the fact that corticosteroid treated resistant A/J
mice develop microvascular thrombosis and hepatic necrosis and die following MHV-3
infection similar to fully suscepible BALB/cJ, mice further supports the concept that
induction of macrophage PCA is pivotal to the pathogenesis ofMHV-3 disease.
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ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND MORPHOGENESIS OF PORCINE
REPRODUCTIVE AND RESPIRATORY
SYNDROME VIRUS PROPAGATED IN THE
HIGHLY PERMISSIVE MARC-14S CELL
CLONE

S. Dea, N. Sawyer, R. Alain, and R. Athanassious
Centre de Recherche en Virologie
Institut Armand Frappier
Universite du Quebec
Laval, Quebec
Canada, H7V 4Z3

ABSTRACT
A Quebec reference strain of PRRSV (IAF-KLOP) was successfully propagated in
MARC-145 cells, a highly permissive cell clone to PRRSV derived from the MA-I04 cell
line. Purified extracellular virions appeared as pleomorphic but mostly spherical enveloped
particles, 50-72 nm in diameter, with an isometric core about 25-30 nm. By indirect
immunofluorescence, detection of viral antigens within the cytoplasm was possible as soon
as 6 hpj. Nucleocapsids, budding at smooth endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and enveloped
viral particles that tended to accumulate in the lumen ofER or Golgi vesicles, were the main
features of the viral morphogenesis. The virus apparently was released by exocytosis.

INTRODUCTION
Porcine reproductive and respIratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) has recently been
identified in North America and Europe as an important cause of reproductive failure in sows
of any parities and respiratory disease in young pigs). Preliminary morphological and
molecular characterization of the Lelystad virus 2,3, as well as North american isolates 4,5,
suggested that PRRSV belongs to the Arterivirus group, which includes equine arteritis virus
(AEV), lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus (LDV), and simian hemorrhagic fever virus
(SHFV)6.
Corona- and Related Viruses, EdIted by P J Talbot and G A Levy
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Virus replication has failed in many different kinds of primary and established cell
lines l . Porcine alveolar macrophages (PAM) are the only known primary cells that support
virus replication l ,2,5. Recently, homogeneous high- and low-permissive cell clones to
PRRSV were derived from the MA-I04 monkey kidney cell line 7,8. The purpose of the
present study was to describe the ultrastructural characteristics and morphogenesis of a
Quebec reference strain of PRRSV that could be serially propagated in the MARC-145 cell
line, previously reported to support the growth of North american isolates 8 .

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
The IAF-Klop strain was initially isolated in PAM cells from lung homogenates of
aborted fetuses from a Quebec pig farm having experienced typical outbreak of PRRS5.
Following two successive passages in PAM, it could be successfully propagated in MARC145 cells, kindly provided to us by J. Kwang (U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, USDA,
ARS, Clay Center, Nebraska). Infected cell cultures were monitored daily for the appearance
of cytopathic effect. Subpassages were done at 5- to 6-day intervals. Serological identification of the virus was confirmed by indirect immunofluorescence using monoclonal antibody
(Mab) SDOWI7, directed against the nucleocapsid protein of the american reference strain
ATCC-2332 (obtained from D.A. Benfield and E. Nelson, South Dakota State University,
Brookings, SD). The fluorescence was restricted to the cytoplasm and could be observed as
soon as 6 hpj.
The virus was plaque-purified twice prior ultrastructural studies. For transmission electron microscopy, infected cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for I h at 4°C, and ultrathin sections were processed
and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate9 . Extracellular viral particles in clarified
infected-cell culture fluid were negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid at
pH 7.0 5 •
Protein-A immunogold labelling of PRRSV-infected MARC-145 cells, following
incubation with porcine anti-PRRSV serum or MAb SDOW-17, allowed visualization of
viral antigens within the cytoplasm as soon as 6 h p.i. By 12 to 14 hpj., cytoplasmic
inclusions mostly made of granular material could be observed (Figure la). Complete
intracellular viral particles were observed by 12 to 18 hpj. in the lumen of the cytoplasmic
vesicles, but not in the nucleus (Figure I b,c). Virions consist of empty (electron translucent) or complete (electron dense center) enveloped particles, 45-55 nm in diameter, with
a central isometric core. By 18 to 24 h p.i., nucleocapsids budding at smooth endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) (Figure I c), and enveloped viral particles that tended to accumulate in
the lumen of ER or Golgi vesicles (Figure I b,d), were the main features observed.
Thereafter, the virions appeared to escape from the cell within smooth-walled vesicles
that progressively migrated to the plasma membrane and fused with it (Figure I e,f). No
budding was demonstrated at the level of the cytoplasmic membrane. Anormal proliferation of cytoskeleton elements (microtubular system) could be observed as a result of
PRRSV infection of MARC-145 cells.
Extracellular virions purified by isopycnic ultracentrifugation on CsCI density
gradients appeared as pleomorphic but mostly spherical enveloped particles, 50-72 nm
in diameter, with an isometric core about 25-30 nm. Specific protein-A immunogold
labelling of aggregated extracellular virions present in the supernatant fluids of infected
PAM cultures was obtained following incubation with porcine anti-PRRSV serum (data
not shown).
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Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy of PRRSV-infected MARC-145 cells. A) Cytoplasmic inclusions (Ci); B) Intracellular viral particles in the lumen of the Golgi vesicles; C) Budding of viral particles from
the membrane of a smooth-walled vesicle; D) Accumulation of virions within smooth-walled vesicles; E)
Smooth-walled vesicles containing viral particles migrating to the plasma membrane; F) Releasing of mature
virions resulted after fusion of cytoplasmic vesicle with the plasma membrane. N = nuclei; M = Mitochondria;
G = Golgi apparatus. Bars represent 100 nm.
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CONCLUSION
The ultrastructural charactenstIcs of the cell culture-adapted PRRSV Isolate were
apparently similar to that of Togavlruses MaturatIOn of the mtracellular Vlflons occurred
wlthm smooth-walled veSicles denved from ER and Golgi apparatus, and as descnbed for
Coronavlruses, the mature vIrIons appeared to escape by exocytosls Thus, PRRSV apparently depends on several host cell functIOns for ViruS maturatIOn and release, mcludmg a
cellular secretion pathway Cytoskeleton elements may also playa role m Viral assembly and
release The slmllantJes between the morphogeneSIs of PRRSV and LDV supports the
hypotheSIS, that PRRSV IS a new member of the Artenvmdae6
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ANTIGENIC AND GENOMIC VARIATIONS
AMONG CYTOPATHIC AND
NON-CYTOPATHIC STRAINS OF BOVINE
ENTERIC CORONAVIRUS

S. Dea, L. Michaud, and R. Rekik
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Universite du Quebec
Laval, Quebec
Canada, H7N 423

INTRODUCTION
Bovine coronavirus (BCV) is a member of the Coronaviridae family known primarly
as one of the major causative agent of neonatal calf diarrhea (NCD), a disease with substantial
economic impact in the dairy and beef cattle industries l . The virus has been reported to be
also responsible for acute hemorrhagic enteritis (Winter dysentery)2 or mild chronic diarrhea
in adult cattle, and for upper respiratory tract illness in growing calves 3 . Although there exist
BCV strains associated to different pathological entities in the bovine species, there is still
some controversy as to the existence of distinct BCV serotypes. In view of the probable
occurrence of pathogenic together with non-pathogenic strains, studies of the determinants
that distinguish clinical from subclinical infections are important to establish an adequate
control on cattle coronaviral infections. The purpose of the present study was to define the
biological, serological and genomic characteristics of BCV isolates associated with outbreaks ofNCD and Winter dysentery in dairy herds in Quebec.

METHODOLOGY
The cell culture-adapted Mebus strain ofBCV (BCQ-Meb)1 was obtained from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC-VR874). The reference BCV strain was initially
isolated in bovine fetal kidney cells from diarrhea fluid of a calf. Twenty other BCV isolates
were recovered from clinical cases of epidemic diarrhea in newborn calves affecting dairy
herds located in 4 different geographic areas in Quebec 4 •5. Five additional isolates were
recovered during winters of 1992 and 1993 from faecal samples collected from adult
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diarrheic cows from herds which were experiencing typical outbreaks of Winter dysentery
(WD). No commercial BCV vaccine had been applied in these herds during the year
preceeding emergence of clinical cases. The viruses were propagated in the human rectal
tumor (HRT-18) cells in the presence of 10 Ulml of bovine pancreatic trypsin 6 . The
extracellular virions were purified by differential and isopycnic ultracentrifugation on
continuous 20 to 55% (V/V) sucrose gradients 6 . A rabbit hyperimmune serum was produced
against purified tissue culture-adapted BCV-Meb strain. Specificity and cross-reactivity of
this antiserum towards Quebec BCV isolates were investigated by seroneutralization (SN)
and hemagglutination-inhibition (HI) tests 7• The reactivity of monoclonal antibodies (Mabs)
directed against epitopes of the four major antigenic domains of the BCV spike (S)
glycoprotein was tested by SN and indirect ELISA4.
RT-PCR amplification of the hemagglutinin-esterase (HE) and S genes of the various
BCV isolates were performed as previously described s,8. PCR products with A overhangs
were ligated into TA cloning vector (pCR II vector; Invitrogen Co.), providing single 3 'T
overhangs at the insertion site. The ligation mixture was used to transform competent E. coli
cells. Sequencing of cDNA clones was performed on both strands by the dideoxynucleotide
chain-termination method by using T7 DNA polymerases. Sequence analyses were performed using the MacVector 3.5 (International Biotechnologies) and GeneWorks 2.2 (IntelliGenetics Inc) programs.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Upon their second and third passages in HRT-18 cells, most of clinical BCV isolates
induced cytopathic changes within 48 to 72 h p.i. The various isolates could be differentiated
into non-cytopathic (NCP) and cytopathic (CP) strains, the latters being classified into highly
fusogenic and non-fusogenic strains. Nevertheless, the yield of viral production was similar
for the different isolates (ranged between lOS S to 10700 TCIDso/mL), as revealed by
immuno-peroxydase and calculation of infectivity titers. The five WD isolates behaved as
highly fusogenic strains.
All BCV isolates tested were indistinguishable by SN and Western immunoblotting
tests, using rabbit hyperimmune serum to the reference BCV-Meb strain. Interestingly, three
CP isolates could be differentiated by their reactivity to a set of neutralizing Mabs (BCB I,
BCF4, BCB5 and BCA3) directed against the S glycoprotein4. Based on competitive ELISA,
three antigenic subgroups could be recognized among the BCV isolates studied 4. These
subgroups were identified by Mabs directed to neutralizing epitopes of antigenic domains
A, Band C of the S glycoprotein. Antigenic domain D appeared to be highly conserved
among Quebec BCV isolates, as well as, non-neutralizing epitopes assigned to antigenic
domain A and B. On the other hand, BCV isolates associated to Winter dysentery could be
differentiated by their hemagglutinating activity at 37°C and 4°C, and absence of reactivity
to the reference antiserum in the HAl tests.
Oligonucleotide primers, flanking genomic regions coding for the HE glycoprotein
and the SIB immunodominant portion (nt 1185 to 2333) of the S glycoprotein, permitted
amplification by PCR of all viruses tested s. Sequences of SIB gene fragment of Quebec
BCV isolates demonstrated a high degree of similarity. Frameshift, deletion, or insertion,
and non sense mutations were not observed; the only variations among these sequences
consisted of 40 nt substitutions, which represented 4% of the sequences. The differing
nucleotides were not distributed randomly over the entire sequence but rather were clustered
in a highly polymorphic region (nt 1368 to 1776). This was also reflected in the deduced
amino acid sequences; indeed, over the SIB sequence most of mutations were silent, whereas
in the polymorphic region, most of the nt substitutions resulted in mutations of aa residues.
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The fact, that these aa changes occurred in almost identical location suggests these differences may be significant. Comparative sequence analyses of the highly polymorphic region
of the S 1 subunit showed that highly cytopathic Quebec BCY isolates are genetically
divergent from the well characterized L9, FIS and LY-I38 strains 5. Four sporadic aa changes
were located in antigenic domain II (aa residues 517 to 720) of their S 1 subunits.
Sequence of the predicted proteolytic cleavage site (KRRSRR) was conserved within
Quebec BCY isolates studied. However, three isolates could be differentiated by their nt
sequences proximal to the S proteolytic cleavage site. Phylogenetic analyses classify recent
Quebec clinical isolates in a distinct sub lineage than other well characterized reference
strains 5 .
In conclusion, recent Quebec BCY isolates could be differentiated from reference
strains by serological and genomic studies, but, no correlation was found between nt and aa
substitutions, the rate of viral replication and type of CPE induced in HRT-18 cells. A closer
genomic relatedness was demonstrated between the virulent BCY-F 15 strain and four highly
cytopathogenic Quebec isolates. At least 12 aa substItutions have been identified between
the virulent and avirulent groups in the highly polymorphic region of the S 1 peptide,
suggesting that aa changes in this particular region of the S glycoprotein may be related to
BCY virulence. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that other regions of the BCY genome may
be also involved.
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FRAGMENTATION AND REARRANGEMENT
OF THE GOLGI APPARATUS DURING MHV
INFECTION OF L-2 CELLS
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2Department of Microbiology
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INTRODUCTION
The Golgi apparatus-complex (GA) plays a seminal role in the transport, processing
and targeting of polypeptides synthesized in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER).
Important insight into the function of the GA has been gained with the use of viruses or their
coat glycoproteins which are processed through the GA. Coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus
(MHV), possesses a membrane protein (M) which is targeted to the trans-Golgi network
(TGN) I.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS
In this study, we examined the morphologic aspects of the GA in syncytia formation
during infection of L-2 cells rat fibroblasts with MHV-A59. At 4 hour intervals cells were
fixed in 2% para formaldehyde, permeabilized and processed for immunohistochemistry with
ABC Vector elite kit according to manufacturer's recommendations. Other cells were grown
on therminox, fixed with Kamowski 's fixative, post-fixed in osmium tetroxide and processed
for electron microscopy as previously described 2.

RESULTS
Immunostaining with anti MG-160 antibodies, a GA specific marker3, revealed
fragmentation and translocation of the GA in the center of the syncytia 16-24 hours post
infection. Electron microscopy confirmed the presence of a fragmented GA in the center of
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the syncytia. Antibodies against a RER protein 4, and against alpha and beta tubulin, revealed
no significant changes in the distribution of the RER and cytoskeleton in MHV infected cells
until the end stage of cell death (48 hours). Two fusion-defective, infectivity-competent,
mutant MHV s, which contain an identical amino acid alteration in the cleavage signal
sequence of the spike (S) glycoprotein 5 caused fragmentation of the GA but without
complete aggregation of the GA in the center of the syncytia. Revertant viruses had fusion
properties and GA staining as MHV-A59.

DISCUSSION
MHV-induced fragmentation of the GA is independent of the formation of syncytia.
However, the translocation of the fragmented GA toward the center depends on syncytia
formation. This translocation is associated with, and maps like fusion to the cleavage site of
the S glycoprotein of the virus. Fragmentation and/or rearrangement of the GA has been
previously shown to occur under several conditions: during mitosis 6 , in certain cell lines
infected with herpes simplex virus 7, and in motor neurons in the human disease amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis 8. The molecular mechanism(s) of the fragmentation of the GA induced by
these conditions remains to be elucidated.
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SEVERE COMBINED IMMUNODEFICIENCY
(SCID) MOUSE HEPATITIS
EXPERIMENTALL Y INDUCED WITH LOW
VIRULENCE MOUSE HEPATITIS VIRUS
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I

Severe combmed Immunodeficient (SCID) mice were expenmentally mfected with
a low Virulence stram of mouse hepatItIs ViruS, MHV-2cc, and hepatIc leSIOns of those mice
were exammed pathologically and compared With those of MHV-2cc hepatitIs of athymlc
nude mlce l
All mice died or were killed m mOribund stage wlthm 28 days
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the cytoplasm of a degenerated hepatocyte of a scm mIce. 17day p.1.

Viral titers of infected scm mice progressively increased until the mice died, being
higher than those of infected nude mice (Fig. 2).
Histopathologically, at 10 day postinoculation (pj.), focal small inflammatory lesions appeared, then these lesions became larger, spreaded infiltratively along with sinusoidal space. In the lesions, hepatocytes disappeared leaving reticular fiber and cell debris.
Immunostaining revealed some hepatocytes around the hepatic lesions showed viral
antigen-positive at 10 day pj., and then these viral antigen-positive hepatocytes were
increased in number and were mainly observed at rims of the lesions even in much larger
lesions.
By electron microscopy, in the cytoplasm of degenerated hepatocytes around the
inflammatory areas, virions were seen in smooth endoplasmic reticulum as well as intercellular spaces among hepatocytes.
Infected scm mice showed higher viral titer in the liver and died much earlier than
nude mice, so viral replication in scm mice was suggested not to be confined by the
depletion of B lymphocytes. Rapid enlargement of hepatic lesions in infected scm mice
was well co-related to the increase of viral titer in the liver, and the destruction ofhepatocytes
was thought to be caused by the direct effects of viral proliferation in addition to the host
resistance. For the persistency ofMHV-2cc in hepatocytes, the host resistant conditions may
be causative. The proliferation of connective tissues and the regeneration ofhepatocytes in
SCID mice were not so remarkable as in nude mice having B lymphocytes which might be
participated in the regenerative courses of the liver.
In conclusion, depletion ofB lymphocyte in scm mice makes the lesion severe for
establishing persistent infection.
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CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) have been suggested to play an important role
in virus clearance and development of demyelination during mouse hepatitis virus (MHV)
infection in mice'. Production of antiviral cytokines such as y-IFN and direct cytolysis of
virus-infected cells have been considered to be the major role of CTL, but their precise
mechanisms in MHV infection remain unclarified. We have previously established CTL line,
P II D which specifically lyses cells infected with MHV, strain JHM (JHMV? and saves mice
from lethal JHMV infection3. To clarify the detailed mechanism of CTL during MHV
infection, we examined morphological changes of JHMV-infected target cells in vitro
cocultured with anti-MHV CTL line, PllD.
Cell culture and preparation for electron microscopy were described elsewhere 4 .
Briefly, J774.1 target cells were infected with JHMV at a multiplicity of infection of 5 and
incubated for 5 hours before starting coculture with CTL. Co culture was carried out at an
effector-to-target cell (E/T) ratio of 2 for up to 6 hours. At various time intervals, cells were
recovered and fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde for TEM, and I % glutaraldehyde for SEM.
Specimens for electron microscopy were prepared by conventional method. By the same
way, virus titers were assayed from 0 to 4 hours after starting coincubation. Fragmentation
of cellular DNA was also examined by agarose gel electrophoresis, whose DNA samples
were obtained from a similar culture system but E/T ratio of 0.5 for 2 hours.
Morphological changes of JHMV-infected cells attacked by CTL were as follows. At
1 hour after starring coincubation with CTL, condensation and margination of chromatin,
and degeneration of cytoplasm were found in target cells (Figure IA). These cells were in
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Figure 1. COlllcubatlOn of CTL and JHMV-Illfected target cells at 1 hour CTL was III contact with target cell,
where we could observe chromatlll condensatIOn and cellular shrinkage (A) Sever vacuolar degeneratIOn
observed III target cell at 2 hours (B) Smooth of cell surface and bulbous formatIOn (arrowheads) at 2 hours
(C) Control IllcubatlOn of CTL and unillfected target cells at 1 hour Despite of the contact with CTL, no
degeneratIOn were seen III the target cel! (D) Each bars represent 2mm

contact wIth CTL but no degranulatIOn could be seen. At 2 hours, severer shnnkage
accompanying vacuolation (Figure IB) and bulbous formation (Figure IC) was found in
target cells. These are characteristic morphological changes of apoptosis. Moreover, electrophoresis of cellular DNA showed DNA fragmentation in target cells (data not shown),
Indicating that MHV-specific CTL induce apoptosis in vIrus-Infected cells. In the control
culture of CTL and uninfected target cells, no degeneration was found in target cells, although
cellular contact with CTL and target cells was observed (Figure ID). At 4 to 6 hours, almost
all the target cells showed sever shnnkage mentIoned above, but no syncitlUm formatIon
caused by virus infection was found, WhICh was consistent with the inhibition of virus growth
(data not shown).
Our present results show that CTL specific for MHV Induce apoptosIS In viruS-Infected cells, WhICh results in virus clearance in VItro. We suggest that CTL-mediated
apoptosis may be involved not only in virus clearance but also in development of demyelination in vivo, because T cells have reported to play an important role in virus clearance and
demyelination during MHV infection in mice. This study may suggest a novel implication
for understanding pathogenesis of MHV infection in mice.
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ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES
FOLLOWING RABBIT CORONAVIRUS
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Much of our understanding of the mechanisms by which viruses cause myocarditis
and/or dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is based on animal models of virus-induced heart
disease. Information concerning cardiac function during acute and/or chronic viral infection
in these models is limited (1). A well defined model in a species conducive to monitoring of
cardiac function is needed to enhance our understanding of viral induced heart disease. We
have previously demonstrated that rabbit coronavirus (RbCV) infection results in degeneration and necrosis ofmyocytes, myocarditis, and gross organ and histopathologic changes of
DCM (2,3). We have also shown that electrocardiographic changes observed during RbCV
infection mimic those in humans with myocarditis and DCM (submitted). This chapter
describes the echocardiographic changes observed during RbCV infection.
Eleven male New Zealand white rabbits were sedated prior to echocardiography with
a combination of xylazine (0.17 mg/kg) and ketamine (17 mg/kg). An electrocardiogram
was monitored continuously during echocardiography and two-dimensional echocardiographic views were recorded with the animal in right lateral recumbancy from the right
parasternal long and short-axis positions using a 7.5 MHz annular array transducer. Measurements of left ventricular (LV) size, systolic function, mitral valve motion, and aortic and
left atrial diameter were made according to the American Society of Echocardiography
standards for M-mode echocardiography. Briefly, M-mode measurements included LV end
diastolic and systolic chamber dimensions and wall thickness obtained by guiding the
M-mode cursor between the papillary muscles from a right parasternal short-axis imaging
plane just ventral to the mitral valve leaflets at the level of the chordae tendinae. Aortic and
left atrial dimensions were measured from an M-mode view obtained by guiding the cursor
through the aorta and left atrium in a right parasternal short short axis view at the level of
the aortic valve. The mitral valve motion and E-point - septal separation was observed and
recorded from M-mode images obtained by guiding the cursor through a right parasternal
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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Table 1. Cardiac function values for II RbCV infected rabbits
Measurement

Uninfecteda
n == 11

NonsurvivOl.a,b
n== 6

Suvivor,b
n== 5

Left Ventricular (LV) diameter (d)C (cm)
LV diameter (s)d (cm)
% fractional shortening
Septal wall thickness (d) (cm)
Septal wall thickness (s) (cm)
LV posterior wall thickness (d) (cm)
LV posterior wall thickness (s) (cm)
Left atrium diamter (cm)
Aorta (cm)
Left atrium/ Ao
E point septal separation (EPSS)

1.42 ± 0.24
0.92 ± 0.17
35.5 ± 4.85
0.22 ± 0.07
0.38 ± 0.08
0.31±O.l1
0.50 ± 0.12
0.88 ± 0.14
0.66 ± 0.12
1.22± 0.20
0.14 ± 0.04

1.13 ±0.44
0.93 ± 0.38
17.33 ± 6.19
0.25 ± 0.06
0.28 ± 0.09
0.32 ± 0.08
0.44 ± 0.13
0.93 ± 0.15
0.74±0.13
1.36 ± 0.39
0.22 ± 0.16

1.14 ± 0.12
0.84 ± 0.17
26.17 ± 12
0.22 ± 0.05
0.33 ± 0.12
0.26 ± 0.03
0.42 ± 0.06
0.86 ± 0.10
0.68 ± 0.05
1.28 ± 0.14
0.126± 0.09

a == Mean± SD.
b == Day 3 after infection.
c == diastole.
d == systole.

short axis view at the level of the mitral valve. LV fractional shortening was calculated as
an ejection phase index of systolic function. All values reported reflect the mean of 3
measurements made on sinus beats. Rabbits were infected with 0.3 ml of a 1X 103 - 1X 104
RIDso of RbCV and echocardiographic measurements were repeated using the same anesthetic and measurement protocol on days 3, 6, 9, 12 and 30 post-infection.
Two (18%) rabbits died during the acute phase of infection (day 3), 4 (36%) died in
the early subacute phase (day 6), and 5 (46%) survived beyond day 12 into the chronic phase.
Echocardiographic data is displayed in Table 1. The index of systolic ventricular function
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Figure 1. Percent fractional shortening in II RbCV infected rabbits.
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chosen, % fractional shortening was depressed in all infected rabbits by day 3 post infection
(Figure 1). Fractional shortening was more depressed in non survivors (17.33 ± 6.19%, p=
<.001 from controls) as compared to survivors (26.17 ± 12%, ns from control). Mean LV
wall thickness, chamber dimensions, and left atrial dimensions were not significantly
different from controls throughout the study in either survivors or nonsurvivors. These
findings confirm our previous pathologic studies in which rabbits dying early in infection
(days 2-5) did not have significantly different LV wall thickness, and chamber dimensions
from control animals.
We conclude that RbCV infection depresses an ejection phase index of systolic LV
function, that this depression precedes gross morphologic changes in the ventricle, and that
severe systolic dysfunction correlates positively with mortality. These findings provide a
direct link between the severity of virus-induced cardiac dysfunction and survival during
RbCV infection, characterizing a reproducible model of cardiac dysfunction following viral
infection of the heart.
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INTRODUCTION
The HEV 67N strain causes encephalomyelitis or vomiting and wasting syndrome in
piglets !.2. In experimental infection of piglets, the virus spreads along the nerve pathways
to the central nervous system (eNS), and is restricted to the neurons. In our experimental
studies of HEV 67N strain, the virus produced encephalitis in mice when inoculated by
several routes, and propagated mainly in the neurons in the eNS 4. However, 20-day-old or
older mice were resistant to the virus inoculated by intravenous (i.v.), intraperitoneal (i.p.)
or subcutaneous (s.c.) route. In contrast, 4-week-old rats died of encephalitis after i.v., i.p.
and s.c. as well as intracerebral (i.c.) and intranasal (i.n.) inoculation. However, when rats
were inoculated by s.c. route, they died a few days earlier than those by i.p. and i.v. routes,
suggesting that the virus might be spread to the eNS by neural routes rather than blood
stream. To see the virus spread from the peripheral nerve to the brain, the virus was directly
inoculated in to the sciatic nerve of rats. These studies demonstrated that HEV spread from
the sciatic nerve to the brain by the neural route, and that persistent infection of HEV was
established in rats 6 .

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
In the present study, rats were inoculated with the virus under several treatments to
follow the virus spread from the peripheral nerve to the eNS.
Plaque-purified 67N strain was propagated in SK-K cells and assayed for infectivity
by plaque count method 5. Four-week-old male Wistar rats were inoculated by several routes
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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Table 1. Effect of antiserum treatment on survival
and viral spread in rats at various times after
virus inoculation into sciatic nerve
Antiserum
added at
-24h
0
24
48

CNS/Tested" Dead/Testedb
015
015

015
015

015

015

72

015
2/5

015
015

96
None

515
515

2/5
5/5

"No. of CNS positive/No. of tested.
bNo. of deadINo. of tested.

as described previously 6. In experiments, 5 rats were used in each group. For antiserum
treatment, rats were administrated i.p. with I ml of rat antiserum against 67N strain (HI titer,
1:100 <).
In order to see the virus spread from the peripheral nerve to the eNS, the virus of I
x 104 PFU was inoculated into the foot pad. The virus was first detected in the posterior half
of the spinal cord on day 2, and in the anterior half of the spinal cord and brain on day 4.
The virus was never detectable from the spleen and liver. The virus specific antigen was first
detected in the posterior hom of the spinal cord on day 3, and in the anterior hom of spinal
cord and the brainstem on day 4. Antigen positive cells were found in the cerebral cortex on
day 5.
To follow the virus spread via the peripheral nerve, 1 xl04 PFU of the virus was
inoculated s.c. into the foot pad of the right leg. Rats were surgically operated to cut the
sciatic nerve at 0, 6, 12, 24 and 48 hours (h) postinoculation (p.i.). The fatal infection of
HEV was aborted by cutting the sciatic nerve within 6 to 12 hpj.
Next, the virus (I X 104 PFU) was directly inoculated into the sciatic nerve, and then
the proximal or distal segment of the nerve was cut within I h after inoculation. The cutting
of the proximal segment of the sciatic nerve protected the rats from encephalitis. Rats of
other groups died of encephalitis.
To see the effect of antiserum on virus spread from the sciatic nerve to the eNS, rats
were treated with antiserum after or before virus inoculation of I x 104 PFU into the sciatic
nerve. As shown in Table 1, with antiserum treatment within 72 hpj. rats were protected
from fatal encephalitis.
To see blocking of the virus spread in the eNS by antiserum, rats were treated with
antiserum at -24, 0 and 24 h after virus inoculation by i.c. and intraspinal (i.s.) routes. Even
with antiserum treatment 24 h before inoculation, all rats inoculated i.c. died of encephalitis,
and 2 of 5 i.s. inoculated rats also died. All of other inoculated rats died of acute encephalitis.
From these results, the infection was aborted by cutting the ipsilateral sciatic nerve
within 6 h after inoculation into the foot pad. In addition, when the virus was directly
inoculated into the sciatic nerve, only cutting of the proximal but not distal segment of the
nerve within 1 h protected the rats from encephalitis. These findings suggest that the virus
spreads from the peripheral nerve to the eNS by neural route not by the blood stream.
When rats inoculated with the virus into the sciatic nerve were given antibody within
72 hpj., all the inoculated rats survived for 14 days. However, when rats which had received
antibody were challenged with the virus by i.c. and i.s. routes 24 h after treatment, all the
rats inoculated i.c. and 2 of 5 rats inoculated i.s. died of encephalitis.
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These findmgs suggest that the ViruS moculated mto sCiatic nerve IS easily neutrahzed
or blocked to spread to the eNS by antibody and that spread of the ViruS moculated directly
mto the eNS IS not mhlblted m the eNS by pretreatment with antiserum These results
suggest that the moculated ViruS might be neutrahzed by antibody when passmg through the
segment of the nerve or the synapse of the spmal cord preventmg spread of the ViruS from
the penpheral nerve to the eNS
Our prevIOus and present studies strongly suggest the crucial role of neural spread
of the ViruS m mductlOn offatal encephalomyelitis with HEV m rats
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ABSTRACT
Coronaviruses (CV) are pleomorphic enveloped RNA viruses that are ubiquitous in
nature, causing a variety of diseases in both man and domestic animals. In man, CV are
generally associated with upper respiratory tract infections. The two prototype strains that
are the best studied human CV isolates and which are thought to be responsible for most of
the respiratory infections caused by CV are called 229E and OC43. Humoral responses
consisting of neutralizing antibodies to CV are present in most individuals by six years of
age. Although the cellular immune response to CV in man has not been characterized at all.
it is known that the spike (S) and nucleocapsid (N) proteins elicit the major cell mediated
immune responses in the mouse.
This report describes the production and characterization of eleven independently
isolated T cell clones that are specific for the human CV(HCV) 229E. The T cell clones are
CD4+ and presumably recognize a processed viral peptide presented by class II molecules
on the surface of antigen presenting cells. Of six 229E-specific T cell clones tested against
purified viral proteins, three recognize the 180 kD spike glycoprotein while the other three
recognize the 55 kD nucleocapsid phosphoprotein. Analysis of the human T cell mediated
response to HCV will provide information regarding which viral proteins elicit the immunodominant response, what the fine specificity of these T cell clones are (immuno-dominant
peptides), and what the T cell receptor (TCR) and cytokine usage is of these virus specific
clones.
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INTRODUCTION
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic demyelinating disease of the human central
nervous system (CNS). The etiology ofMS is unknown, although analysis of animal models
of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis l-3 as well as data from MS patients (reviewed in
Ref. 4) indicate that both genetic and environmental factors contribute to this disease. Viruses
are among the environmental factors that have been proposed as possible causative agents
for MS. Although numerous viral agents have been implicated as candidates in the etiology
ofMS, no clear association between any particular virus and the disease has been confirmed5.
Although CV infection in man is more frequently associated with upper respiratory
tract infections, causing up to 35% of all cases of the common cold6.7, there is evidence that
CV are also involved in enteric infections 8.9 and childhood meningitis 1o . In the latter case, a
coronavirus (Tettnang virus) was cultured from the cerebrospinal fluid of an 18 month old
child with viral meningitis that followed an upper respiratory tract infection. The possible
involvement ofCV in MS was suggested initially by the observation of viral particles bearing
the typical morphological features of CV in electron microscopic sections of brain taken
from an MS patient 11, followed by a report describing the isolation of two separate CV from
MS autopsy brain tissue I2 ,13. Recently, our laboratory has identified murine-like coronavirus
(MCV) RNA sequence and antigen in MS brain by in situ hybridization and immunohistochemical techniques l4 . Another group of investigators found human CV 229E sequences in
MS brains by using the polymerase chain reaction l5 , and also showed that the virus may be
neurotropic due to its ability to infect a variety of human cell lines of CNS origin 16. Following
intracranial inoculation, CV can productively infect and disseminate in primate brains,
resulting in encephalomyelitis and demyelination 17 . Similarly, MCV infections in rodents
result in a panencephalitis accompanied by extensive demyelination I8 ,19. Rodents infected
with subacute levels of MCV JHM show evidence of chronic demyelination as a result of
viral persistence within the CNS 2o,21. In mice both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells are required for
CV clearance from the CNS and for prevention of encephalomyelitis22 ,23. Because the
pathological changes in the eNS observed in rodents infected with JHM resemble those
found in MS patients, this animal model has been used extensively to study both acute and
chronic forms of demyelinating disease caused by viruses. We have chosen to characterize
the human cell mediated response to 229E to determine whether there may be any relationship between CV and multiple sclerosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and Cell Lines
The HCV strain 229E was grown on the human lung fibroblast cell line, WI-38. Both
were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). The MCV strain
JHM 24 was grown on the mouse tumor cell line DBT25. Both the virus and the cell line used
for its propagation were originally obtained from Dr. Stephen Stohlman (University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA). The cell lines were grown as mono layers in roller
bottles using Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM)(Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY)
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) in a humidified cell culture incubator at 37°C
in an atmosphere of 5% CO 2, Virus infected cell monolayers were cultured at a lower
temperature optimal for viral replication (34°C). Infected cell supernatants were harvested
at 18 hr post-infection for JHM and 36 hr post-infection for 229E, with subsequent steps
carried out at 4°C. Virus was purified from infected cell supernatants by precipitation with
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0.5 M NaCI and 10% polyethylene glycol (mw 8,000; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO),
final concentration, followed by pelleting precipitated material at 10,000 x g. The virus was
further purified by ultracentrifugation over two separate sucrose gradients, a 30%150%
discontinuous gradient centrifuged at 25,000 x g at 4°C for four hr followed by centrifugation
of virus material through a 25%-55% continuous gradient at 25,000 xg for 18 hr. The purified
virus band was removed from the gradient, pelleted by ultracentrifugation, and resuspended
in sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at a concentration of 1 mglml. Virus purity was
determined by analyzing each preparation by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE) and protein concentrations were determined with the BCA protein assay (Pierce
Chemical Co., Rockford, IL). The virus was completely inactivated by exposure to a
combination of ultraviolet light (exposed for 15 min to a 15 watt 300 nm UV light source
placed five cm from its surface), sonication and gamma irradiation (10,000 rad exposure
from a cesium source IBL 437C cell irradiator; CIS-US, Inc., Bedford, MA) prior to being
used in antigen presentation assays to prevent its replication in viable cells.
Autologous immortalized human B lines cell used as antigen presenting cells were
obtained by transforming peripheral B cells using Epstein Barr virus (EBV). The EBV
secreting transformed Marmoset lymphoblastoid cell line, B95-8 (originally obtained from
American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD), was grown to high density, and the
culture supernatant was centrifuged and filtered to remove cellular components. Peripheral
blood lymphocytes (PBL) were obtained from heparinized blood by density gradient
centrifugation over Histopaque-I 077 solution (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). Approximately I x 10 7 PBL were incubated with I ml of EBV containing B95-8 supernatant
for I hr at 37°C in a 10% CO 2 incubator. Cells were washed three times with RPMI 1640
medium (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY), resuspended to 2 x 106 cells per ml and plated into
the first two rows of a flat bottomed 96 well plate at 200 I-li per well. Subsequent rows
contained serial two-fold dilutions of these cells. Ten I-ll of a 10 I-lg/ml stock of cyc1osporin
A (a generous gift of Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, East Hanover, N J) was added to each well to
inactivate the T cells in these cultures. The plate was fed weekly, with transformed B
Iymphoblastoid lines usually arising from three to five weeks after setting up the cultures.
B cell lines were expanded as suspension cultures in Iscove's modified Dulbecco's medium
(IMDM)(Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 5 x 10- 5 M 2-mercaptoethanol,
10% FCS, 100 Ulml penicillin and 100 I-lg/ml streptomycin.

Isolation of Purified 229E Nucleocapsid (N) and Spike (S) Proteins
Whole inactivated 229E virus was electrophoresed on 10% SDS-PAGE gels under
reducing conditions. The gels were fixed and stained briefly with Coomassie brilliant blue
dye to locate the Nand S proteins, de stained and then rehydrated in distilled water. The
protein bands were excised from the gel, minced into 2-3 mm2 pieces and placed into an
electro-elution concentrator block (CBS Scientific, Del Mar, CA) in 0.05 M Tris acetate,
0.1 % SDS buffer. Proteins were electrophoretic ally eluted from gel pieces overnight at 50
V. The buffer in the unit was changed to PBS and electrophoresis continued for two hr prior
to harvesting the purified proteins.

Preparation of 229E Specific Human T Cell Clones
Transformed human B cells were used as antigen presenting cells to generate 229E
specific T cell lines from autologous PBL. The B cells were incubated overnight with whole
gradient purified 229E to allow for antigen (Ag) processing to occur, with 1 x 107 B cells
being incubated with 250 I-lg 229E in 5 ml of fresh X-VIVO 15 medium (Biowhittaker,
Walkersville, MD). Cultures containing freshly isolated autologous PBL were set up the
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following day with irradiated (4000 rad) Ag pulsed B cells. PBL were isolated by gradient
density centrifugation over Histopaque-I 077. The buffy coat layer was transferred and the
cells were washed three times in balanced salt solution. The PBL were mixed with the
Ag-pulsed B cells resulting in final culture conditions of 5 x lOs/ml PBL, 2 x lOs/ml B cells
and 5 ).lg 229E per well of a 24 well plate, with two plates being used. The cultures were
incubated at 37°C in a humidified 10% CO 2 atmosphere for a total of ten days, being fed on
day five with I ml of fresh medium. On day five (and on each day thereafter, up to day ten)
eight wells were pooled and viable cells isolated by centrifugation over Histopaque-I 077.
The cells were cultured in fresh medium with 5% T-stim (contains IL-2, PHA and other T
cell growth factors; Collaborative Biomedical Products, Bedford, MA) with 2 x lOs/ml
irradiated B cells as feeders. The cells were cloned in limiting dilution in 96 well plates using
X-VIVO 15 medium with 8% T-stim and 2 x 104/well irradiated feeder B cells. Remaining
bulk culture cells were frozen away for future use. The plates were fed 100 ).ll/well fresh
medium with 20 V/ml recombinant human IL-2 (Collaborative Biomedical Products, Bedford, MA) on day five after cloning, and then fed every 5-6 days with fresh medium
containing 8% T-stim. Wells that showed growth were expanded to I ml cultures using the
same culture conditions and then tested in antigen proliferation assays five to seven days
after expansion.

T Cell Proliferation Assay
T cells expanded to 24 well plates were tested in an Ag proliferation assay with Ag
pulsed B cells irradiated just prior to setting up the assay. Generally, 5 x 103 to I x lOS viable
T cells were cultured with 2 x 104 B cells with or without I ).lg/well 229E in flat bottomed
96 well plates in a final volume 200 ).11. After two to three days, proliferation was measured
during the final 18 hr of culture by the uptake of eH]-thymidine ([3H]_ TdR) and counted in
a beta scintillation counter. Those cultures that responded well to whole 229E virus were
reexamined after sub cloning in a second proliferation assay with whole JHM virus (I
f..lg/well) and purified 229E N or S proteins (0.1-0.2 f..lg/well).

Subcloning of 229E-Specific T Cell Lines
T cell lines that showed a proliferative response towards 229E in the initial screening
assay were expanded in fresh medium containing 20 Vlml human recombinant IL-2 for 3-5
days. The cultures were examined each day and the line was subcloned again in 96 well
culture plates when it appeared that growth was optimal. Wells that showed positive growth
were again expanded and tested for proliferation to whole 229E, with virus-specific subclones expanded for further study or to freeze down in reserve. Generally, 20 to 30 subclones
were generated for each 229E-specific T cell line. The subclones were used in determining
Ag dose response curves and to test Ag specific responses to the Nand S proteins.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
This report describes the characterization of eleven independently isolated 229E-specific human T cell clones derived from two normal healthy donors. The 229E specific clones
were obtained after culturing peripheral blood lymphocytes in vitro with virus pulsed APC.
We assume that there are CV-specific T cells circulating in peripheral blood, considering the
likelyhood of CV infections each year. A considerable amount of time was spent working
out optimal conditions for the in vitro cultures and Ag presentation assays. Initially, primary
in vitro cultures of PBL, APC and 229E were cloned from seven to fifteen days after onset.
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In some cases after the primary stimulation with virus, cells were given a rest period by
culturing in fresh medium with a small amount of growth factors (1 % T-stim) for seven to
ten days, followed by restimulation with 229E for an additional week. However, the majority
of 229E-specific lines were derived from cells cloned from primary cultures that were five
to seven days old (nine out of eleven). In our experience, reexposure of primary cultures to
a second round of 229E stimulation did not increase the probability of generating 229E-specific lines.
The lines were selected on the basis of a high proliferative response to 229E virus
pulsed APC relative to APC alone. Although the proliferative response was quantitated by
the uptake of [3H]-TdR, lines that responded well showed an obvious difference in the
numbers of viable cells, which often appeared as clumps of cell blasts that were discernable
by visual inspection alone. Typical responses of the eleven 229E-specific T clones are shown
in Figure l.
Stimulation indices (SI) for these T cell clones ranged from an SI of 5 (clone 2A.3)
to 91 (clone 2C.9-3H.l1). Six of the lines were isolated from one individual after screening
a total of 558 clones resulting from two separate in vitro cultures, while the remaining five
lines were isolated from another individual after screening a total of 410 clones resulting
from a single in vitro culture. The frequency of clones isolated that responded well and
maintained their response after subcloning corresponds to a 1.1 % and 1.2% efficiency,
respectively, although the actual numbers of clones selected after the initial screening was
closer to 5%. Numerous lines that were initially selected based on a stimulation index of
three to five were retested or subcloned, but, with one exception, the results of retesting the
lines and subclones of marginal responders were unifonnly negative. It is unclear whether
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Figure 2. Dose response curve of 229E-specific T cell clones towards varying amounts of 229E. Autologous
EBV transformed B cells lines were incubated overnight with serial two-fold dilutions of 229E ranging from
7 ng to 4000 ng per 100 ml. Approximately 2 x 104 Ag pulsed B cells per well were cocultured with T cells in
triplicate. The number of viable T cells per well for each subclone was 2.0 x 104 for IG.7-IF.ll, 2.4 x 104 for
2C.9-3H.ll, and 7.5 x 104 for IH.6-2D.2. Proliferative responses were assessed by the uptake of eHl-TdR.

or not these weak responders consisted of multiple cell lines made up of a minor 229E-specific T cell population that was overgrown by a nonresponding line(s). All of the T cell clones
characterized in this report are CD4+ T cells, and therefore presumably recognize a processed
viral peptide in the context of class II molecules on the APC.
To determine the limits of the response of 229E-specific T cell clones to antigen, a
dose response curve was performed with three separate subclones by varying the concentration of229E in the in the cultures from 7 ng to 4 j.lg per well, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
half-maximal response for these subclones occurred with Ag amounts between 0.125 j.lg to
0.5 j.lg of 229E.
To determine the antigen specificity of the T cell clones, 229E Nand S proteins were
purified from SDS-PAGE gel slices by electroelution as shown in Figure 3.
We also wanted to determine if there was any crossreactivity of T cell epitopes on
the MCV JHM, which is more closely related serologically to the HCV OC43 , but is
antigenically unrelated to 229E 13,26. The proliferative response of six representative T cell
clones against whole virus and purified 229E Nand S proteins is shown in Figure 4. As can
be seen, three of the subclones tested responded to the N protein and three others responded
to S. All ofthe T cell lines tested to date react with either Nor S, indicating that these proteins
probably elicit the immunodominant cell mediated responses in man, as had been previously
reported for the mouse23 ,27. Currently, we are analyzing what peptides from the Nand S
proteins stimulate these 229E-specific T cell clones and what the TCR usage is on these
clones.
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Nand S proteins. Lane I, molecular weight markers with numbers to the left indicating their relative mass in
kDa; lanes 2 and 5, whole 229E; lane 3, 229E N protein; lane 4, 229E S protein; and lane 6, whole JHM.
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the intensity of the S protein.
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hr of culture.
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In several autoimmune or chronic inflammatory diseases in man, such as rheumatoid
arthritis, msulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, multlple sclerosis, and Lyme disease, T cell
mediated lmmunity is thought to play an important role in the pathogenesls of the disease.
T cells isolated from the target organ involved have frequently been shown to express a
restricted set of TCR molecules, supporting the notion that there is a preferential expansion
of a subset of pathogenic T cells responding to an Ag stimulus. Knowing either what the
offendmg antigens are (whether products of viruses or bacteria, or even self proteins) or the
receptor usage of T cells involved in the disease process would allow for a speclfic target
for pharmacologlc intervention. In some mstances, the putative target Ag and the TCR usage
of T cells isolated from diseased tissue has been determined 28 -3o , while in other cases, an
assoclation between a particular TCR and an autoimmune disease exists, but the stimulating
anhgen is unknown 31 ,32. The relationship between coronaviruses and MS remains an open
question, but it certainly warrants further study.
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One of the main reasons for the lack of information concerning the biological and
molecular properties of porcine epidemic diarrhoea virus (PEDV) has been the difficulty to
grow the agent in cell cultures. Interestingly, primary cells as well as cell lines of porcine
origin have been found to support poorly, if at all, replication of PEDY. The same was true
for cells and cell lines originating from other species such as mouse, bovine, hamster, and
humans. Hofmann and Wyler were the first ones to report replication ofPEDV in Vero cells. 1
Later, a Japanese strain of PEDV could be adapted to grow in a slightly broader range of
cells. 2 Interestingly, it was observed that PEDV did not replicate in cell culture unless high
amounts of trypsin were present in the culture medium throughout infection. Requirement
for trypsin could be explained by two different hypothesis: (i) the receptor attachment protein
of the virus had to be cleaved before adsorption or translocation into the cells was possible.
Requirement of trypsin to enhance the infectivity in this way is known for many viruses,
including corona-, rota-, and influenza viruses. (ii) Presence of trypsin was required to treat
surface proteins of the cells, before attachment or translocation or even later events in virus
replication were possible. Such treatment is likely to cause detachment of cells from plastic
or glass support in conventional cell cultures. Before addressing the above questions, it was
necessary to establish cell lines which are resistant to high amounts of trypsin during virus
infection.
In order to adapt potential host cells ofPEDV to the presence of increasing amounts
of trypsin, confluent mono layers of diploid human lung cells (WI-38, ATCC#CCL 75) were
SUbjected to trypsin treatment as follows. The cell culture medium which contained 8% of
fetal calf serum (FCS) was replaced by virus infection medium which was free of FCS but
contained 0.3% tryptose phosphate broth and 2.5 I-lg/ml oftrypsin. 3 The cells were kept for
two hours at 4°C and for 24 hours at 37°C. Free floating and dead cells were then removed.
The remaining cells were submerged in fresh cell culture medium containing FCS and left
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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Figure 1. Immunofluorescence of
PEDV mfected WI-38 cells IS
shown. Monolayers ofWI-38 cells
were mfected with PEDV (prevIously passaged already three times
m WI-38 cells). 24 hours post mfectlOn, the cells were fixed with
methanol and mcubated consecutively with a monoclonal antibody
specific for the N protem ofPEDV
(mAb2715, kmdly supplied by L
Joh(4) and goat anti-mouse FITC

at 37°C until the monolayer was restored. Then, the selective treatment was repeated with 5
J..lg/ml and thereafter with 10 J..lg/ml trypsin.
As soon as the WI-38 cells appeared to tolerate 10 J..lg of trypsin for 24 hours,
they were infected with our PEDV strain which had been adapted to replicate in Vero
cells. I The virus could be passaged in WI-38 cells for at least 5 times. Characteristic
syncytium formation was observed from the very first passage on WI-38. With time,
the virus obviously adapted to the new cellular system, since more complete and more
rapid formation of syncytia was observed. Immunofluorescent assays indicated that
all the major structural proteins ofPEDV (S, M, N) were synthesized in WI-38 infected
cells. An example is shown in Fig. I. Furthermore, coronavirus-like particles purified
from the cell culture supernatant could be detected in the electron microscope (not
shown).
These observations indicated that the host range of PEDV may be more extended
than one has believed until now. It was never established, whether PEDV represented a
genuine pig virus or whether it had been introduced to the porcine species from other animals
or humans. Therefore, it was of interest to determine if PEDV or a related virus circulated
in animal species other than porcines. In order to address this question, sera of humans and
of cats were tested for antibodies to PEDV by using the PEDV specific ELISA described by
Knuchel et al.. 3 The details of these studies are reported elsewhere. 5 Interestingly, 6 out of
165 human sera and 9 out of 47 cat sera reacted positively in the PEDV ELISA. The
interpretation of these observations is very tedious because many individuals, humans as
well as cats, had also antibodies against other coronaviruses, e.g. human coronavirus 229E
and feline mfectious peritonitis virus. Although definitive proof is still lacking, we present
for the first time serological evidence that PEDV or a closely related virus may circulate in
humans and cats. Our observations are sustained by a report of Have et al. 6 who have
described a PEDV-related virus in mink.
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ABSTRACT
Coronaviruses have a marked tropism for epithelial cells. In this paper the interactions of the porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) and mouse hepatitis virus
(MHV-A59) with epithelial cells are compared. Porcine (LLC-PKI) and murine (mTAL)
epithelial cells were grown on permeable supports. By inoculation from the apical or
basolateral side both TGEV and MHV-A59 were found to enter the polarized cells only
through the apical membrane. The release of newly synthesized TGEV from LLC-PKI cells
occurred preferentially from the apical plasma membrane domain, as evidenced by the
accumulation of viral proteins and infectivity in the apical culture fluid. In contrast, MHV
was released preferentially from the basolateral membrane ofmTAL cells. The apical release
of TGEV and the basolateral release of MHV may explain the in vivo establishment of a
local and systemic infection, respectively.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Most coronaviruses cause enteric and/or respiratory infections. However, some
coronaviruses spread systemically. The basis for these diseases appears to be the marked
tropism of most coronaviruses for epithelial cells of the respiratory and intestinal tract. For
example, TGEV which causes diarrhoea in pigs, infects intestinal epithelial cells I. MHV-A59
spreads systemically. This virus infects epithelial cells of the respiratory tract before being
disseminated to other organs2. In epithelial plasma membranes two domains can be distinguished, the apical and basolateral, which are separated by tight junctions. In general, virus
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and O. A. Levy
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Figure 1. Entry ofTOEV and MHV into
LLC-PKI and mTAL cells. Cells grown
on permeable supports were inoculated
from the apical (A) or basolateral (B)
side with TOEV or MHV, labelled with
100 flCi 35S-labelling mix (LLC-PK1:46 hpi; mTAL: 6-9 hpi) and lysed in lysisbuffer. Subsequently, viral proteins were
precipitated from the cell lysates with
MHV or TOEV specific antisera and
separated in a SDS-l 0% polyacrylamide
gel. The position of the spike (S), nucleocapsid (N) and membrane protein (M)
are indicated.

entry into and release from epithelial cells are polarized, i.e. restricted to the apical or
basolateral domain 3. In this study we compared the side ofTGEV and MHV-A59 entry into
and the release of these viruses from polarized porcine LLC-PKI and murine mTAL cells,
respectively. Both cell lines are derived from the proximal tubule of a kidney.
LLC-PKI and mTAL cells were grown on permeable supports to have separate
access to their apical and basolateral plasma membrane domain. Subsequently, cells were
inoculated with TGEV or MHV-A59 from the basolateral or apical side. Cells were
labelled with 35S-labelling mix, lysed and viral proteins were precipitated from the Iysates
with MHV or TGEV specific antisera. Figure I shows that the entry of both MHV and
TGEV into the epithelial cells is restricted to the apical plasma membrane domain. To
exclude the possibility that these findings resulted from the inability of the virus to pass
the permeable support and reach the cells, cells were treated with EGTA before infection.
This treatment opens the tight junctions between the cells. The cells could now be infected
from both sides (Figure I).
To determine the side of release of TGEV and MHV from these cells, apical and
basolateral culture media of infected cells were collected and analyzed for the amount of
infectious virus particles. In addition, media of infected, radiolabelled cells were collected
and viral proteins were precipitated from these media using the virus specific antisera. Table
I shows that infectious TGEV particles are preferentially released into the apical medium,
whereas infectious MHV particles are preferentially released into the basolateral medium.
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Table 1. Release of infective virus particles from
TGEV-infected LLC-PKI and MHV-infected mTAL
cells into apical and basolateral medium
Virus

Titer"

Titera

Ratio

apical

basolateral

apicallbasolateral

TOEy b

4.1 x 10 6

1.3

X

105

31.5

MHYC

7.1 x 104

5.8

X

105

0.12

aMean value of six experiments.
bTiters in plaque forming units.
CTiters in TCID 50 -units.

These data were confirmed by the results of the immunoprecipitation shown in Figure 2, as
TGEV and MHV proteins were predominantly released into the apical and basolateral media,
respectively.
In this paper it is shown that both TGEV and MHV enter epithelial cells through the
apical side. However, in contrast to the apical release of TGEV, MHV is preferentially
released from the basolateral membrane of epithelial cells. The results support the idea that
the rapid lateral spread of the TGEV infection over the intestinal epithelia occurs by the
preferential release of virus from infected epithelial cells into the gut lumen followed by
efficient infection of nearby cells through the apical domain. In addition, the basolateral
release ofMHV from epithelial cells may be the first step in the establishment of a systemic
disease.

TGEV

A

s- _

B

MHV

A

-

B
- S/gp180

- S/gp90

N·

-
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Figure 2. Release ofTOEYand MHY from LLC-PKI and mTAL
cells. Cells grown on permeable supports were infected from the
apical side with TOEY or MHY, labelled with 200 !lCi 35S-labelling mix (LLC-PKI :5-7 hpi followed by a two-hour chase; mTAL:
6-9 hpi). Viral proteins were precipitated from the apical (A) or
basolateral (B) media using virus specific antisera and separated
in a SDS-IO% polyacrylamide gel.
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ABSTRACT
A virus inducing a cytopathic effect on porcine alveolar macrophages was isolated
from the lungs of a pig with respiratory problems and lesions of proliferative and necrotizing
pneumonia. The isolate was found to react with porcine reproductive and respiratory
syndrome virus (PRRSV) monoclonal antibodies by indirect immunofluorescence and was
designated LHVA-93-3. The virus could also be propagated on the MARC-145 cell line. The
LHVA-93-3 macrophage-passaged isolate was inoculated orally or intranasally in fourweek-old specific pathogen-free pigs. Histologically, focal to multifocallesions ofproliferative, necrotizing and interstitial pneumonia could be observed in the lungs of pigs
inoculated orally or intranasally, 6 and 10 days post-inoculation. Virus could be reisolated
from essentially the same tissues including serum following both routes of infection. The
distribution ofPRRSV antigens in fixed tissues as determined by immunogold silver staining
(raSS) was similar in orally or intranasally inoculated pigs. The results of this experimental
transmission study indicate that pigs may become infected by PRRSV following oral as well
as intranasal exposure.
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) is a recently identified,
economically important viral disease of swine in North America and in Europe. The causal
agent of this disease is a new non-hemagglutinating, enveloped RNA virus l ,2. The molecular
characteristics of the PRRS virus (PRRSV) suggest it should belong to the Arterivirus
group3,4. The virus is believed to be transmitted by contact or by aerosol exposure and the
majority of studies on the pathogenesis of PRRSV have been carried out in swine using
experimental intranasal inoculations. Little information exists on the transmission and
infection by the virus via the oral route. The purpose of the present study was to report on
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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Figure 1. Indlfect Immunofluorescence
ofLHVA-93-3 mfected MARC-145 cells
usmg PRRSV monoclonal antibody
SDOW17.

the identification of a PRRSV isolate and to evaluate if pigs could become infected following
the experimental oral transmission of this PRRSV isolate.
The lung tissue specimen collected from a 12-week-01d dyspneic pig demonstrated
lesions corresponding to those of proliferative necrotizing pneumonia5 complicated by a
secondary bacterial infection. A clarified and filtered tissue homogenate was inoculated in
embryonated chicken eggs and onto porcine alveolar macrophages (PAM). No haemagglutinating virus was identified following three passages in embryonated eggs. A cytopathic effect
(CPE) was observed following the first passage on PAM and the CPE could be maintained for
several passages. The fourth passaged isolate was inoculated on MARC-145 cells6 and CPE
could be observed during first passage and was characterized by a gradual formation of foci or
small networks of clumped cells followed by rounding and detachment of these cells.
Imunofluorescence (IF) was performed in 96-well plates on acetone-fixed inoculated
macrophages for virus identification. Using PRRSV monoclonal antibodies (MAbs)
SDOW 17, VO 17 and EP 1477 bright cytoplasmic fluorescence could be observed in the PAM.
The PAM were negative by IF to transmissible gastroenteritis virus, swine influenza virus,
hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus, porcine parvovirus and bovine viral diarrhea
virus. The isolate was designated LHVA-93-3. Cytoplasmic fluorescence was also noted in
MARC-145 cells inoculated with this virus isolate using the SDOW 17 (Figure 1), the VO 17
and EP 147 MAbs.
Immunogold electron microscopy (lEM) performed on aliquots of supernatants of
inoculated PAM 8 demonstrated the presence of small aggregates of viral particles surrounded
by gold granules (Figure 2). The virus isolate LHVA-93-3 propagated in MARC-145 cells
was also examined by electron microscopy following purification on caesium chloride

•

Figure 2. Immunogold electron microscopy of LHVA-93-3. Aggregate of Viral
particles densily labelled With gold granules. Uranyl acetate stamed. Bar = 100 nm.
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density gradients. Virus particles (density of 1.18 g/mL) were generally spherical but often
oblong in shape averaging (average of 100 particles) 64 ± 8 nm.
Oral or intranasal inoculations of four-week-old specific pathogen-free pigs were
performed using the clarified and filtered LHVA-93-3 isolate propagated in PAM. Two
control pigs were orally inoculated with 2 mL each of clarified and filtered supernatant of
uninfected PAM. Two pigs were orally inoculated with 2 mL of virus (approximately
107TCID50 ) and two pigs were inoculated intranasally (1 mL per nostril) with the same
preparation. One animal of each group was euthanized 6 and 10 days post-inoculation (pi).
Tissue samples from tonsils, lungs, spleen, mesenteric lymph nodes and small intestine were
collected for virus isolation. Samples from these tissues were also collected for histopathology and immunohistochemistry and were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. Serum
samples were collected prior to inoculations and at necropsy for virus isolation and serology.
Detection ofPRRSV antigens in formalin- fixed tissues was performed by immunogold silver
staining (IGSS) using the SDOW17 MAb as previously described 8,9.
No major clinical signs were observed throughout the experiment. All pigs inoculated
with the PRRSV isolate demonstrated some fever during the experimental period. Sera were
tested for antibodies to PRRSV by IF performed in 96-well plates using MARC-145 cells
inoculated with the Quebec LHVA-93-3 PRRSV isolate. Only sera collected 10 days pi from
pigs inoculated with virus were positive for PRRSV antibodies demonstrating titers of
1:2560 and 1: 1280.
No major gross lesions were observed in any of the infected or control pigs and
microscopic lesions were essentially limited to the lungs of the virus-inoculated pigs. Focal
to multifocal areas of proliferative, necrotizing and intestitial pneumonia were noted in the
lungs of pigs inoculated with PRRSV both orally and intranasally (Figures 3 and 4). Lesions
were more marked in cranial lobes and in the lungs of pigs 10 days pi; they were characterized
by the accumulation of necrotic cells admixed with macrophages, lymphocytes and occasionally neutrophils in the alveolar lumen, a mild to moderate hyperplasia of type II
pneumocytes and focal areas of moderate thickening of alveolar septa by macrophages and
lymphocytes. In some sections occasional syncytial cells were also noted in the alveolar
lumen.
No PRRSV could be reisolated from tissues of control pigs including serum samples.
PRRSV was isolated from tonsils, lungs, lymph nodes, spleen and sera collected at 6 days
pi from both orally and intranasally inoculated pigs. Virus was also isolated from the
intestinal tissue homogenate and from the intestinal content collected from the intranasally
inoculated pig but not from the pig infected orally. PRRSV was recovered from all tissue
samples and serum samples collected at 10 days pi from the infected pigs, except the
intestinal contents from both pigs and the intestinal tissue from the orally inoculated pig.

Figure 3. Lung of orally inoculated pig
with LHVA-93-3 isolate ofPRRSV, at 10
days pi, showing lesions of proliferative,
necrotizing and intersi tial pneumonia.
Necrotic debris in alveoli (large arrows)
and thickening of alveolar septa (small
arrows) can be seen. Hematoxylin
phloxin safran stain.
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Figure 4. Lung of orally moculated pig
with LHVA-93-3 Isolate of PRRSV, at \0
days pi, showmg lesIOns of prohferatlve,
necrotlzmg and mtersltlal pneumoma Necrotic debns m alveoh and hyperplasia of
type II pneumocytes ( arrows) can be seen.
Hematoxyhn phloxm safran stam

When the fonnalin-fixed paraffin-embedded lung tissue of the original field sample
was tested for the presence of PRRSV antigens, dark specific staining of cells and necrotic
debris could be observed (Figure 5), confinning the results obtained by virus isolation. In
experimental studies, PRRSV antigens were demonstrated in tonsils, lungs, lymph nodes,
spleen and intestine collected 6 days pi from both orally and intranasally inoculated pigs. In
the lungs, labelled cells were scattered in the alveolar lumen and in the septa (Figure 6).
Generally the number oflabelled cells was greater in cranial and middle lobes than in caudal
lobes. In the intestine, labelled cells were observed in the lamina propria of intestinal villi
(Figure 7). In addition darkly stained cells including multinucleate giant cells were seen in
the Peyer's patches (Figure 8). The distribution oflabelled cells was similar in tissues from
orally and intranasally inoculated pigs. At day 10 pi, PRRSV antigens were detected in
tonsils, lungs and lymph nodes but not in spleen or intestine. No labelling could be noted in
tissues of control pigs. Results of antigen detection in tissues were similar to those of virus
reisolation.
In the present study the histopathological lung lesions noted in pigs 6 and 10 days
following oral and intranasal inoculation with the LHVA-93-3 Quebec isolate of PRRSV
were similar to those described in proliferative and necrotizing pneumonia (PNP)5. Although
necrotizing bronchiolitis described in PNP is not reported to be a characteristic lesion of
PRRS affected lungs, these two conditions (PRRS and PNP) appear to overlap to a greater
extent than originally reported. To date these conditions have been considered as separate
entities. In the study described here the isolation of PRRSV from the lungs of a pig with

Figure 5. Immunogold sliver stammg of
PRRSV mfected lung tissue Ongmal formaim-fixed paraffin-embedded field sample from which LHVA-93-3 was Isolated.
Numerous darkly stamed macrophages
and debns can be seen m alveoh. Hematoxyhn counterstam.
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Figure 6. Immunogold silver stammg of
lung tissue collected from expenmental
pig orally moculated with LHVA-93-3 ISOlate ofPRRSV Stamed mononuclear cells
showmg cytoplasmic labellmg m septa
Hematoxylin counterstam

Figure 7. Immunogold silver stammg of
PRRSV antigens m the small mtestme of
expenmental pig orally moculated with
LHVA-93-3 Isolate ofPRRSV (6 days pI)
Stamed mononuclear cells (arrows) m the
lamma propna of mtestmal villi can be
seen Hematoxylm counterstam

leSIOns of PNP IS consistent With the results and observatIOns of recent studles 8 9 10 demonstratIng an aSSOCiatIOn of PRRSV With PNP
The results of the experimental transmiSSIOns In the present study Indicate that pigs
can become Infected by PRRSV follOWIng oral as well as Intranasal InOCulatIOn of VIruS
Histological lung leSIOns were Induced follOWIng both routes of InOCulatIOn and the pneumOniC leSIOns observed were SimIlar ViruS could be Isolated from several tissues and Viral
antigens could be detected In these tissues as well Labelled cells observed In the lungs were

Figure 8. Immunogold sliver stammg of
PRRSV antigens m Peyer's patches of expenmental pig moculated mtranasally
With LHVA-93-3 Isolate of PRRSV (6
days pi) A mononuclear cell (small arrow)
showmg cytoplasmic \abellmg as well as
a labelled multmucleate giant cell (large
arrow) can be seen Hematoxylin counterstam
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typical of alveolar macrophages and other mononuclear cells Stamed cells were demonstrated m the Peyer's patches and m the lamma propna of the smallmtestme but no stammg
was observed m the villous enterocytes or the crypt cells The labelled cells m the mtestme
as well as m other organs (tonsils, spleen, lymph nodes) were cells of the mononuclear
phagocyte system as demonstrated by the presence of labelled multmucleate giant cells
These results would suggest that PRRSV can mfect a pig through the oro-pharynx, probably
by mfectmg the tonsIls and a subsequent Viremia may then msure ViruS dispersal to several
tissues or organs
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THE PROTECTIVE ROLE OF CYTOTOXIC T
CELLS AND INTERFERON AGAINST
CORONAVIRUS INVASION OF THE BRAIN
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ABSTRACT
MHV-AS9 causes focal acute encephalitis, acute hepatitis, and chronic demyelination
while MHV-2 causes acute hepatitis and no brain involvement. The difference in organ
tropism between these two closely related MHVs is not related to the ability of these viruses
to grow in brain cells since both viruses grow equally well in primary glial cell cultures
derived from neonatal mouse brains. We postulated therefore that the ability of the virus to
stimulate certain host immunological factors may be important for protection of the brain
against invasion and replication of the virus. In this study we performed preliminary
experiments to investigate the potential role of two host factors in protection of the brain
against MHV invasion: cytotoxic T cells and interferon.
Four week old P2M (-1-) mice, lacking P2 microglobulin, MHC class I expression and
functional cytotoxic CD8+ T cells were inoculated intracerebrally (IC) with MHV-2 and
analyzed at various intervals post infection for histopathology and viral titers in organs.
Histology revealed both acute hepatitis and acute encephalitis. Acute encephalitis was observed
in peri ventricular areas. Mononuclear lymphocytic infiltration involved the choroid plexus, the
ependyma and in the surrounding brain parenchyma. There was no involvement of other areas
of the brain including areas that are typically involved in AS9 infection of CS7Bl!6 mice. By
contrast, CS7Bl/6 mice infected with MHV-2 showed no involvement of the brain parenchyma
and only slight inflammation of the choroid plexus was present. High titers of infectious virus
was detected by plaque assay in both brains and livers ofP2M (-1-) mice infected with MHV-2
in contrast to only liver titers in CS7Bl/6 mice infected with a similar dose ofMHV-2.
Polyclonal rabbit-anti mouse IFN a!~ or anti IFN ~ (Lee Biomolecular Research
LAb.) was given to groups of 4-week-old CS7Bl!6 mice at a dose of 10,000 U per one J.P.
treatment, 24 hours prior to I.C. inoculation of lLDSO ofMHV-2 or MHV-AS9. At various
intervals post inoculation virus titers from brains and livers were determined by plaque assay,
and the histopathology of all the internal organs was analyzed by H&E staining. Treatment
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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with preimmune serum from the same rabbit was used as control with no effect on disease
outcome in either one of the viruses. While IFN antibodies had little or no effect on the
outcome of disease in MHV-A59 infection, mice treated with either anti IFN a /P or anti
IFN P had high titers of virus recovered from the brain and histopathological evidence of
acute meningoencephalitis. Thus cytotoxic T cells and interferon may have a protective role
against brain invasion of the virus in MHV-2 infection in mice.

INTRODUCTION
The ability of viruses to replicate and invade the brain is a function of the availability
of cellular receptors for the virus, the ability of the virus to gain access into neural tissues
(neuroinvasiveness) and a variety of host immunological barriers. Some coronaviruses contain
properties of neurovirulence and neuroinvasiveness while other closely related strains are
lacking these properties. For example MHV-A59 causes focal acute encephalitis, acute
hepatitis, and chronic demyelination while MHV-2 causes acute hepatitis and no brain
involvement. The difference in neurotropism in these viruses provides an excellent tool for the
study of molecular control of neurotropism and protection of the brain from viruses. The
difference in organ tropism between these two closely related MHVs is not related to the ability
of these viruses to grow in brain cells since both viruses grow equally well in primary glial cell
cultures derived from neonatal mouse brains. We postulated therefore that the ability ofMHV
to stimulate certain host immunological factors may be important for protection of the brain
against invasion and replication of the virus. In this study we performed preliminary experiments to investigate the potential role of two host factors: cytotoxic T cells and interferon.

Cytotoxic T Cells
Cytotoxic T cells, CD8+, are important for clearance ofMHV infection I. Our previous
experiments with acute MHV-A59 infection in ~2M (-1-) mice revealed that inflammatory
response in the brain is delayed in the absence of functional CD8+ cells, suggesting that
cytotoxic T cells are an early inflammatory factor during MHV infection of the brain. Their
protective action may be either by direct cytotoxic phenomenon or via the secretion of
antiviral cytokines such as interferon.

Interferon
Using a comparative analysis between the neurotropic MHV (A59), a non-neurotropic
MHV (MHV-2) and a set of recombinants between the two viruses, we are studying the
molecular control of viral neurotropism. In our preliminary correlation between the phenotypic
analysis and the nucleic acid sequence analysis of these viruses, it appeared that the M gene
may be a determinant of acute encephalitis. A region at the 5' end of the M gene has been shown
to control the ability of another coronavirus (TGEV ) to induce interferon response2• Some
coronaviruses such as TGEV are strong interferon inducers3 while others such as MHV-JHM
are not. Thus we wanted to test whether treatment with anti-interferon antibodies have an effect
on the outcome of disease and organ tropism in MHV infection.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS
To investigate the role of CD8+ cells in acute MHV-A59 infection we studied
infection ofP2 microglobulin negative transgenic mice. The expression ofP2 microglobulin
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on the surface of cells is closely associated with the expression of the MHC class I protein,
thus disruption of ~2 microglobulin expression interferes with the normal expression of
MHC class I. The cytotoxic T cell reaction is highly dependent upon recognition of antigens
in the context of MHC class I. Furthermore, the development of CD8+ cells is completely
dependent upon MHC class I expression. The ~2M (-1-) knockout mice are therefore devoid
ofMHC class I expression and therefore lacking functional CD8+ cells.
Four week old ~2M (-1-) mice, originally obtained from Dr. Koller''' were inbred at
the University of Pennsylvania, and were inoculated intracerebrally (IC) with MHV-2.
Groups of3-5 mice per time point (days 1,3,5,7,9, 11, days post inoculation) were sacrificed
by anesthetic (methoxyflurane) overdose and perfused intracardially with PBS and 10%
phosphate buffered formalin. Organs were removed and fixed in 10% phosphate buffered
formalin. Tissues were embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained with H&E for light
microscopys.
Polyclonal rabbit-anti mouse IFN a/~ or anti IFN ~ (Lee Biomolecular Research
LAb.) was given to groups of 4-week-old C57Bl/6 mice at a dose of 10,000 U per one I.P.
treatment, 24 hours prior to I.C. inoculation of ILD50 ofMHV-2 or MHV-A59 6• At various
intervals after inoculation virus titers from brains and livers were determined by plaque assay,
and the histopathology of all the internal organs was analyzed by H&E staining.

RESULTS
Infection of ~2M (-1-) Knockout Mice with MHV-2
Light microscopy histopathologic examination ofH&E stained sections of ~2M (-1-)
mice infected I.C. with 1LDso dose of MHV-2 revealed involvement of both brain and liver.
During the acute stage of disease both acute hepatitis and acute encephalitis developed. Acute
encephalitis was centered around the peri ventricular areas around the lateral ventricles, third
and fourth ventricles. In all of these locations mononuclear lymphocytic infiltration involved
the choroid plexus, the ependyma and slightly infiltrating in the surrounding parenchyma in
the form of perivascular inflammation of the Virchow-Robin spaces and peri capillary. There
was no involvement of other areas of the brain including areas that are typically involved in
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Table 1. Histopathological changes in C57B1I6 mice receiving MHV-2 following
treatment with rabbit polyclonal antibodies against interferon alpha/beta.
Alternatively mice were inoculated intracerebrally with MHV-2 following
treatment with preimmune rabbit serum
PID

MHV-2
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Key: PID - post inoculation day; H - hepatitis; T - thymic cortical depletion of
lymphocytes; M - meningitis; E - encephalitis; C- choroiditis (choroid plexus
inflammation).

A59 infection of C57B1I6 mice. By contrast, C57B1I6 mice infected with MHV-2 showed
no involvement of the brain parenchyma and only slight inflammation of the choroid plexus
was present.
To examine the growth ofMHV-2 in the organs of infected mice and to rule out that
inflammation of the brain was in this case a reactive non specific process we examined the
organ titers at various time points after infection. The average of 2 mice per time point was
assessed by plaque assay on L2 mono layers in six well plates inoculated with ten fold
dilutions of the samples and is expressed in Log lO ofpfulgm tissue. High titers of infectious
virus observed in both brain and liver in contrast to only liver titers in C57Bl/6 mice infected
with a similar dose ofMHV-2.

Anti-Interferon Treatment
While IFN antibodies had little or no effect on the outcome of disease in MHV-A59
infection, in mice treated with either anti IFN alp or anti IFN p prior to infection with
MHV-2, high titers of virus was recovered from the brain and histopathological evidence of
acute meningitis and encephalitis was seen in H&E stained sections of brains (Table 1).
Treatment with pre immune serum from the same rabbit was used as control with no
significant effect on disease outcome in either MHV-2 or A59.

DISCUSSION
MHV-2 and A59 are closely related strains of MHV and share a high degree of
molecular homology. However, the two strains differ substantially in pathogenesis and
biologic properties. The main difference is in neurotropism. While A59 is neurotropic and
produces acute encephalitis and chronic demyelination, MHV-2 is restricted in its ability to
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invade the brain even when the virus is introduced directly into the brain by I.C. inoculation.
The protection of the brain in MHV-2 is not due to lack of receptors on brain cells for the
virus since glial cells in culture can be infected equally with both viruses. Thus we considered
the possibility that MHV-2 is capable of induction of an immunological response that protects
the brain from further invasion of the virus. A59 may be defective in its ability to produce
that immunological response. To begin to analyze the possible role of immune cells and
cytokines in this phenomenon we asked whether mice lacking CD8+ cells or treated with
anti interferon alpha/beta express more susceptibility to MHV-2 infection. In both cases we
found that the brain was more susceptible to infection with MHV-2 although ~2M (-1-) mice
did not express the same distribution of viral infection as C57B1/6 mice infected with A59.
Thus other factors of the immune system may playa additional role in protecting the brain
against MHV-2 invasion.
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ABSTRACT
Previously, we demonstrated induction of a unique macrophage prothrombinase,
PCA, in MHV-3 infected BALB/cJ mice. By immunologic screening, a clone representing
PCA was isolated from a cDNA library and sequenced. The sequence identified this clone
as representing part of a gene, musfiblp, that encodes a fibrinogen-like protein. Six additional
clones were isolated, and one clone, p 11-3 -1, encompassed the entire coding region of
musfiblp. Murine macrophages did not constituitively express musfiblp, but when infected
with MHV-3, synthesized musfiblp-specific mRNA. Musfiblp mRNA induction was earlier
and significantly greater in BALB/cJ than A/J macrophages. Prothrombinase activity was
demonstrate when musfiblp was expressed from pll-3-1 in RAW 264.7 cells. These data
suggest that musfiblp encodes the MHV-induced prothrombinase.

INTRODUCTION
MHV-3, a member of the coronavirus family, replicates in all strains of mice tested,
but causes a strain-dependent spectrum of disease in inbred strains of mice I. This suggests
that additional factors other than viral infection may be required for hepatic injury.
Several lines of evidence suggest that stimulation of the immune coagulation system
by MHV-3 participates in the disease process. First, induction of monocyte/macrophage
procoagulant activity (PCA) during MHV-3 infection correlates with the severity of the
disease 2. Second, there is a genetic linkage between induction of PC A in response to MHV-3,
both in vitro and in vivo, and to susceptibility to liver disease 3 . Finally, treatment of mice
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and O. A. Levy
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with a monoclonal antibody to the MHV-3 induced PCA, a direct prothrombinase, prevents
the lethality associated with MHV-3 infection4.
In this study, we report the molecular cloning and sequencing of a cDNA isolated
from a library prepared from macrophages which had been infected with MHV-3. The
sequence of this cDNA is essentially identical to a previously described sequence corresponding to a gene encoding a mouse fibrinogen-like protein (musfiblp)5. Musfiblp was
originally described as a cytotoxic T cell (CTL) specific gene which was constitutively
expressed. In contrast, in macrophages, musfiblp is not normally expressed, but following
MHV-3 infection its expression is upregulated. When the cDNAcontaining the entire coding
region of musfiblp was expressed in the RAW 264.7 cell line, a prothrombinase activity was
detected by both a one stage clotting assay and by cleavage of I 25I-labelled prothrombin.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Mice
Female BALB/cJ and A/J mice, 6-8 weeks of age were purchase from Jackson
Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME.) and were housed in the animal facilities at the University of
Toronto and UTHSC-Houston.

Cells and Viruses
Peritoneal macrophages were harvested from A/J and BALB/cJ mice as previously
described4 • RAW 264.7, BSCI, and RK13 were obtained from ATCC.
MHV-3 was grown and titrated as described previously I . Vaccinia virus expressing
the T3 polymerase was generously provided by Dr. M. Esteban, Department of Biochemistry,
SUNY Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York. Vaccinia virus was propagated in
RK13 cells and titered in BSCI cells6 .

Production and Screening of the cDNA Library
BALB/cJ peritoneal macrophages were infected with MHV-3 and at 6 hours pj. RNA
was extracted as previously described? A random primed cDNA library was constructed in
lambda ZAP II and screened by plaque immunoassay with the monoclonal antibody, 3D4.3.
Plasmids were excised and purified as previously described 8• Inserts were sequenced by
automated cycle sequencing.

RNA Isolation and Analysis
Total RNA was isolated from both MHV-infected and uninfected macrophages and
cell lines using guanidium hydrochloride, electrophoresed on 0.8% agarose gel in MOPSformaldehyde, transferred to nylon membranes, and hybridized to a random-primed PCAspecific probe as previously described? The membrane was autoradiographed and
quantitation was performed using a Betagen scanner.

Transient Expression of musfiblp
Replicate cultures of I X 106 RAW 264.7 cells were either infected with MHV-3 at
an multiplicity of infection (MOl) of5, infected with VVT 3Poi at an MOl of 10, co-infected
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with both viruses, or mock infected. Immediately after viral infection, the cells were washed
and transfected using the lipofectin procedure (GIBCO BRL) with 10 /-lg of plasmid DNA.

Procoagulant Activity (PCA)
The celllysates were evaluated for PCA expression in a one stage clotting assay as
previously described 9•
Prothrombin was radio iodinated and used in a prothrombin cleavage assay that has
been described 1o .

RESULTS
Identification of PC A-Specific cDNA clones
Plaques expressing immunoreactive protein were selected and repeatedly retested
until a clonally isolated phage was obtained. The sequence of this clone, p1360-23 (1.25 kb)
was compared with the GenBank and EMBL databases and was identical to a portion of exon
2 of musjiblp with the exception of one nucleotide. A series of six additional phagemids were
identified by plaque hybridization, clonally isolated and propagated as plasmids (Figure 1).
The clones were sequenced and arranged in relationship to each other, and the largest clone,
p 11-3-1, contained the entire coding sequence of musjiblp.

Northern Blot Analysis of PC A mRNA
In macrophages from BALB/cJ, musjiblp-specific RNA was first detected at 3 hours
post infection, peaked at 6 hours, decreased therafter, and returned to baseline by 24 hours
(Figure 2). The predominant RNA observed was approximately 4 kb in size, consistent with
the previously reported size of musjiblp transcripts in CTL. Quantitation by betascanning
indicated that an approximate eighty fold induction of the 4 kb transcript was obtained at 6
hours post infection. In A/J macrophages a significant but lesser and delayed induction of
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Figure 1. Schematic Map of cDNA clones. The relative size and relationship of each clone is shown.
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Figure 2. Musfiblp RNA expression in macrophages from A/J and BALB/cJ mice following MHV-3 infection.
Thioglycollate elicited peritoneal macrophages (>96% MAC-I positive) from A/J and BALB/cJ mice were
mock infected (time 0 hours) or infected (times 2-24 hours) with MHV-3 at an M.O.I. of 1. Total RNA was
extracted at the various time points post infection, as indicated in the figure, and 15 ~g of total RNA was
resolved on a formaldehyde gel, blotted onto nytran, and hybridized with the musfiblp cDNA probe, p1360-23,
as described in experimental procedures. The relative equivalence of the amount and integrity of mRNA in
each sample was verified by hybridization with an a-tubulin cDNA (data not shown).

musjiblp specific transcripts were observed. The maximum level of induction, 39-fold, was
obtained at 12 hours post infection (Figure 2).

PCA Activity of Transfected Cell Lysates
To express the musfiblp protein, we used a macrophage cell line, RAW 264.7, which
contained very low levels of musfiblp transcripts (data not shown) and which expressed no
functional PCA, either constitutively, or following stimulation with LPS, or following
infection with MHV-3 (Figure 3). For expression of the musfiblp protein, we exploited the
presence of an upstream T3 promoter in the pll-3-1 plasmid. RAW 264.7 cells were
transfected with the plasmid p 11-3-1 and infected with a recombinant vaccinia virus
expressing the T3 bacteriophage RNA polymerase (VVT 3Pol). PCA was measured in a one
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Figure 3. Induction of Pro coagulant activity in RAW cells by murine hepatitis virus strain 3. Data represents
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Figure 4. ExpressIOn of Musfiblp correlate:
with prothrombmase actlVlty. 0.05 mlofho
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
mogenates of rephcate cultures of I X 10
RAW 264.7 cells either mfected with MHV-:
at an M.O I. of 5 alone, mfected with VV-T
pal at an M.O.I. OF 10, co-mfected with botl
Viruses, or mock mfected m normal salllli
were mcubated for 60 mmutes at 37°C wltl
0.01 ml of 125I-prothrombm (lOOnM) ani
0.Ql ml of Cal2 (25mM) SDS and EDT)
were added and the samples electrophoresel
on a SDS-IO% polyacrylamide slab gel ani
displayed by autoradIOgraphy Lane I, 1251
prothrombm alone; lane 2, 125I-prothrombu
mcubated With RAW cells mfected wltl
MHV-3; lane 3, 125I-prothrombm mcubatel
With RAW cells stimulated With LPS for I
hours, lane 4, 125I-prothrombm mcubated
wlth RAW cells mfected With VV-T3 pal, lane 5, 125I-prothrombm mcubated With RAW cells mfected With
both VV-T3 and pll-3-1, lane 6, 125I-prothrombm mcubated With RAW cells mfected With pll-3-1, lane 7,
125I-prothrombm mcubated With RAW cells mfected With VV-T3 pal, MHV-3 and pll-3-1; lane 8, 125 1_
prothrombm mcubated With VV-T3 pal and MHV-3; lane 9, 125I-prothrombm mcubated With Russel's Viper
venom, lane 10, 125I-prothrombm mcubated With mock mfected RAW cells

stage clotting assay and by the ability of the gene product to cleave prothrombin directly to
the active moiety thrombin 1O• U ninfected and non-transfected RAW cells expressed low basal
PCA (Figure 3). No augmentation was observed even following stimulation with MHV-3 or
LPS. Infection with VVT 3Pol by itself or in combination with MHV-3 resulted in a modest,
although statistically significant, augmentation in PCA. Transfection of pll-3-1 in the
absence of VVT 3Poi to drive the T3 promoter resulted in a similar low level of activity.
However, the combination ofVVT 3poi and pll-3-1 induced a marked increase in PCA,
suggesting that musfiblp expression is necessary for functional PCA. The combination of
VVT 3Pol, pll-3-1, and MHV-3, further increased PCA, suggesting that MHV infection may
further upregulate PCA, although the mechanism for this is not clear.
To confirm that the PCA was indeed a prothrombinase, the celllysates were added
to I 25I-prothrombin and cleavage to thrombin was monitored by SDS-PAGE (Figure 4). Only
RAW cells in which the expression of musfiblp was driven by VVT 3Poi (lanes 5 and 7)
demonstrated prothrombin cleavage. Neither infection with VVT 3Poi (lane 4) nor transfection with pI1-3-1 by itself (lane 6) resulted in prothrombin cleavage. The pattern of cleavage
was identical to the physiologic cleavage observed following addition offactor Xa (lane 9).

DISCUSSION
In this study we have isolated a molecular clone corresponding to a mouse fibrinogen
like gene (musfiblp)5 11. Originally musfiblp was isolated from a CTL cell line and was shown
to be constitutively expressed in CTL but not in B cell lines, T helper cells, keratinocytes,
mouse brain, or fibroblasts. Our data show that musfiblp RNA was not constitutively
expressed in macrophages, but following MHV infection was markedly upregulated. Although we did not examine CTL specifically, lymphocytes recovered from popliteal lymph
nodes only showed small amounts of constitutively expressed musfiblp RNA and MHV
infection did not result in further augmentation (data not shown). Although macrophages
from resistant All mice transcribe musfiblp in response to an MHV-3 infection, they express
no functional PCA. There are several possibilities that could explain this observation. First,
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a post translational modification may be required for functional activity and this may not
occur in All mice. Second, functional activity may require additional factors yet to be
identified. Third, it is possible that the sequence of musfiblp in All mice precludes translation
of a functIOnal protein.
Previous work has implicated the macrophage as being of central importance in
resistance and susceptibility to MHV-3 12 • Furthermore, we have established a correlation
between susceptibility to lethal infection and induction of PC A by macrophages 13. The recent
production of monoclonal antibodies to PCA in our laboratory and the demonstration that
passive transfer of these antibodies to susceptible mice confers resistance to MHV-3 argues
strongly for a role for PCA in the pathogenesis of MHV-34. The sequelae of prothrombinase
production is generatIOn of thrombin. Thrombin is the central bioregulatory enzyme in
hemostasis and is responsible for converSIOn of fibrinogen to fibrin and for activation of
coagulation factors V, VII, and xml4. In addItion, it is a potent activator of platelets either
alone or in synergism with other agents, and may interact directly with endothelial cells
causing vasoconstriction 15 and mediating leukocyte adherence l6, all of which are prominent
features ofMHV infection 17.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that following MHV-3 infection, musfiblp RNA
is markedly upregulated in macrophages from susceptible BALB/cJ mice, and that expression of musfiblp results in prothrombinase activIty. Future experiments on the mechanism
of regulation of thIS gene will lead to further understanding of the role of musfiblp in the
pathogenesis ofMHV-3 infection.
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ABSTRACT
Mouse hepatitis virus JHM (JHMV or MHV-4) induces demyelination in rodents and
has been studied as a model for the human disease, multiple sclerosis (MS). As is proposed
in MS, the mechanism of subacute demyelination induced by JHMV appears to be primarily
immunopathological, since demyelination in JHMV-infected mice is abrogated by immunosuppressive doses of irradiation and restored by adoptive transfer of splenocytes. Thy-l +
cells playa critical role in transmitting disease to these recipient mice. To further characterize
cells which may mediate JHMV-induced immunopathology, we inoculated congenitally
immunodeficient mice with JHMY. By 12 days post-inoculation, both immunocompetent
C57BLl6J controls and athymic nude C57BLl6 mice had severe paralysis and demyelination.
In marked contrast, C57BLl6 mice with the severe combined immune deficiency (SCID)
mutation had little or no paralysis or demyelination. Adoptive transfer of immune spleen
cells from nude mice to infected scm mice produced paralysis and demyelination. These
findings suggest that a cell population present in immunocompetent C57BLl6J and nude
mice but absent or non-functional in irradiated and scm mice is essential for JHMV-induced
demyelination. Identification of cells which mediate demyelination in this experimental
system may have implications for our understanding of coronavirus pathogenesis and human
demyelinating diseases.

INTRODUCTION
Infection of rodents with the neurotropic murine coronavirus JHM (MHV-4) produces an acute, often lethal encephalitis. Survivors exhibit a subacute or chronic paralyticCorona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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demyelinating disease which has been proposed as a model for the human demyelinating
disease, multiple sclerosis.
Two mechanisms for JHMV-induced demyelination have been proposed. Early
studies suggested that myelin damage was due to cytolytic viral infection of the myelin-producing 0Iigodendrocytes l ,2. Support for the oligodendrocyte lysis hypothesis included the
localization of virions within oligodendrocytes and the occurrence of some demyelination
in immunosuppressed mice. More recently, however, evidence has accumulated supporting
a mechanism whereby myelin damage is caused by the immune response to viral infection.
Immunosuppressive irradiation up to six days post-inoculation (PI) can prevent demyelination and adoptive transfer of immune splenocytes restores demyelination to infected irradiated recipients 3. In addition, depletion of cells bearing the Thy-l marker from the adoptively
transferred cell population prevents restoration of demyelination, suggesting a role for T
lymphocytes in demyelination4 . An immunopathological mechanism for JHMV-induced
demyelination has also been demonstrated in rats, with both CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes
contributing to diseases.
To characterize cells which may participate in immune-mediated demyelination, we
infected congenitally immunodeficient mice with JHMY. Athymic nude mice developed
paralysis and demyelination. In contrast, mice possessing the severe combined immune
deficiency (SCID) mutation showed minimal paralysis and little or no demyelination. In
addition, demyelination was adoptively transferred to infected SCID mice with immune
splenocytes from nude mice. This supports an immunopathological mechanism for demyelination and suggests that a cell population present in immunocompetent and nude mice but
absent or non-functional in SCID and irradiated mice is essential for JHMV-induced
demyelination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Male C57BLl6J, C57BLl6J-nu (nude) and C57BLl6J-scidISzJ (SCID) mice were
obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and used at 5-7 weeks of age. Mice
were housed in microisolators and handled in a biosafety hood. The neuroattenuated JHMV
antigenic variant 2.2-V-I has been described previously and produces demyelination in
immunocompetent mice with little or no encephalitis6,7. Mice were infected with 103 plaque
forming units (pfu) of virus in 30 J.lI of Dulbecco's modified essential medium (DMEM) by
the intracerebral (i.c.) route. Selected mice were irradiated 3 days after intracerebral inoculation with 850 rads of gamma-irradiation from a Cobalt-60 source4 . Donor nude mice were
immunized with 10 6 PFU intraperitoneally 6 days prior to transfer. Recipient SCID mice
were infected 3 days prior to transfer. Donor splenocytes (4 x 106 cells) were transferred by
the intravenous route.
Mice were monitored for clinical signs of disease until 12 days PI, when they were
sacrificed. Brains and spinal cords were removed and subjected to virus isolation on DBT
cells 8 or histopathological analysis 9 . A combined hematoxylin and eosin/luxol fast blue stain
was used to visualize myelin. Selected mice were perfused for electron microscopic analysis 6 .

RESULTS
As has been demonstrated previously, immunocompetent C57BLl6J mice infected
with 2.2-V-l undergo severe paralysis accompanied by marked demyelination, which can
be prevented by immunosuppressive irradiation 3 days post-inoculation (Table 1, Groups 1
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Table 1. Outcome at 12 days post-inoculation of immunocompetent and immunodeficient mice,
and after adoptive transfer
Group

Expenment"

I

C57BLl6

2

Irradiated

3

Nude

4

5

scm
Nude to scm Transfer

Paralyslsb DemyelmatlOnb

VlruS C

+++

+++

+++

+++

+

+/ -

++

++

++

++

+++
++

"Expenmental groups of 6 to 8 mice. Mice were moculated With 10J PFU of 2 2-V-I by
the mtracerebral route "C57BLl6" refers to Immunocompetent mice "Irradiated" refers
to 850 rads at 3 days PI. "Nude to scm transfer" refers to mfected scm recIpients of
adoptively transferred Immune nude splenocytes.
bparalysls and demyehnatlOn are mdlcated as severe (+++), moderate (++), mmlmal (+)
or none (-) "+/-" mdlcates demyelmatlOn m one of SIX mice exammed
cRecovery of mfectlOus ViruS from bram homogenates at 12 days PI The sensltlVlty of
the assay was 102 pfu per gram of bram

and 2)4. Nude mice infected with JHMV were also severely affected; most of these mice
developed clinical paralysis, and both light microscopic and ultrastructural studies showed
demyelination (Table 1, Group 3). In marked contrast, scm mice showed only minimal
clinical effects, mostly mild to moderate paraparesis (Table 1, Group 4). With the exception
of one animal, no demyelination was evident by light microscopy or ultrastructural analysis
in scm mice studied. Whereas immunocompetent C57BLl6 mice were able to clear virus
from the brain by day 12 PI, both nude and scm mice had high titers of virus remaining in
the brain at day 12 (Table 1).
Since the above results suggest that a cell popUlation present in nude mice but absent
in scm mice is essential for JHMV-induced demyelination, immune splenocytes from nude
mice were transferred into infected SCID mice. The results of this experiment are depicted
in Table 1 (Group 5). Clinically, seven out of eight of these mice showed marked hindlimb
weakness, and histopathologic analysis revealed plaques of demyelination. Disease in the
SCID recipients of nude splenocytes was more severe than III normal SCID mice, but less
severe than in nude or immunocompetent C57BLl6J mice.

DISCUSSION
Paralysis and demyelination have been preVIOusly reported in both nude mice and
nude rats infected with JHMVIO.I I. These authors used non-neuroattenuated JHMV to infect
athymic rodents and observed paralysis, demyelination and rapidly fatal encephalitis with
destruction of neurons, making interpretation of these findings difficult. In the experiments
reported here we used a neuroattenuated strain of JHM which allows us to study demyelination III Immunodeficient mice with little or no confounding encephalitis.
The findings presented here support an immune-mediated mechanism for JHMV-induced demyelination rather than a viral cytolytic mechanism. Mice with the lowest level of
immunocompetence (SCm and irradiated mice) showed the least demyelination. Thus,
demyelination is correlated with the degree of immune function. The level of demyelination
in SCID mice was augmented by the adoptive transfer of splenocytes from nude mice,
suggesting that cells contributing to demyelination are present in the transferred splenocytes.
scm and irradiated mice showed little or no demyelination despite the presence of high
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titers of infectious virus in the CNS at 12 days PI. This argues against a viral cytolytic
mechanism for JHMV-induced demyelination.
At 12 days PI, we isolated infectious virus from the brains of irradiated CS7BLl6
mice, nude and scm mice, and scm recipients of immune nude splenocytes. Only
Immunocompetent CS7BLl6 mice were able to clear infectious virus by 12 days PI. ThIS is
consistent with reports demonstrating a requirement for CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes for
viral clearance 12,13. Since nude mice developed severe paralysis and demyelination, yet were
unable to clear the virus, distinct cell populations may be involved in demyelination and
viral clearance. Although T lymphocytes are essential for demyelination4, thymically educated T lymphocytes do not appear to be required, smce athymic nude mice develop severe
demyelination.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated paralysis and demyelination in JHMV-infected
immunocompetent and nude mice. In contrast, little or no demyelination was evident in scm
and irradiated mice. Adoptive transfer of immune splenocytes from nude mice resulted in
paralysis and demyelination in scm recipients. Our findings support an immune-mediated
mechanism for demyelination. and suggest that a cell population present in immunocompetent and nude mice, but deficient in scm and irradiated mice, is essential for JHMV-induced
demyelination. Identification of this cell population may lead to new insights into the
pathogenesis of human demyelinating diseases.
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ABSTRACT
Neurotropic murine coronaviruses (MHV) provide an excellent animal model to
study experimental modulation of the immune response to a viral pathogen with anti-idiotypic antibodies. It is known that among the various types of anti-idiotypic antibodies
(anti-Id), those designated beta (~) or internal image can molecularly mimic the antigen and
induce biological activities such as anti-viral protection and neutralization. We have recently
shown that polyclonal non-internal image anti-idiotypic antibodies ofthey-type could induce
protective anti-coronavirus immunityl.
In the present study, a polyclonal anti-Id (Ab2) was induced against a neutralizing
murine monoclonal antibody (MAb 1), designated 5B 170.11. Mice immunized with this
affinity-purified rabbit Ab2 a , a non-internal image antibody, were partially protected
against lethal infection by the JHM strain of MHY. However, other polyclonal and
monoclonal non-internal image Ab2 induced against another neutralizing MAbl, designated 4-11 G.6, were not able to protect mice against lethal infection with the A59 strain
ofMHY.
These results demonstrate that anti-viral protection by altering the idiotypic network
with non-internal image-bearing anti-idiotype reagents can be achieved even with some
anti-Id of the a-type.

Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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INTRODUCTION
Anti-idiotypic antibodies are potentially involved in the regulation of the immune
response to a given antigen (Agf Moreover, anti-Id have been used to manipulate the
immune response in vivo in several experimental systems 3A .
Anti-Id (Ab2) are classified in three different categories based on the idiotopes they
recognize on Ab 1. Ab2a recognize idiotopes far from the antigen combining site (paratope)
of Ab 1. Ab2 y recognize idiotopes near the paratope of Ab 1 and can compete with antigen for
the binding site of Ab 1. Ab2J3 are referred to as internal image anti-Id. They have the capacity
to mimic the antigen used to generate the Ab 1 and can substitute for antigen in inducing an
anti-antigen response because they recognize an idiotype at the level of the paratope.
However, the idiotypic network is complex because some non-internal image anti-Id can
also induce an immune response to antigen, which can be described as biological rather than
a structural mimicry. For example, Ab2a could induce an anti-hepatitis B surface Ag
responses and neutralizing antibodies against HIV6. Also, we have described an Ab2 y-induced protective immune response against MHV-A59'. Therefore, non-internal image Ab2
can have interesting biological properties, although we do not yet understand their mechanisms of action.
Neurotropic murine coronaviruses (MHV strains JHM and A59) provide an excellent
animal model to study the manipulation of the idiotypic network and its effect on a viral
infection.
In the present study, we describe the production and characterization of non-internal
image Ab2s against in vitro neutralizing and in vivo protective monoclonal antibodies
(MAb1) specific to MHV-A59 and MHV-JHM. MAbl 4-IIG.6 recognizes a discontinuous
epitope on the spike (S) glycoprotein ofMHV-A59, whereas MAbl 5B170.11 recognizes a
linear epitope on the homologous protein of MHV-JHM. These two MAb 1 had both been
characterized previously and shown to neutralize virus infectivity in vitro and passively
protect mice in vivo against a lethal MHV infection7,' 0. This suggested that the S protein has
biological importance in immune protection against MHV infection, which was confirmed
by the demonstration that affinity-purified S glycoprotein could vaccinate against lethal
corona virus infection7.
Administration of these Ab2s to BALB/c mice showed that some non-internal image
Ab2a could partially mimic interesting biological properties of internal image Ab2, such as
in vivo protection against viral infection. This emphasizes the complexity of the idiotypic
network and how little is known on the mechanisms of induction of a protective immune
response by anti-Id.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals. New-Zealand white female rabbits of 2.5 to 3 kg were purchased from
Ferme de selection Cunipur, Stukely Sud, Quebec, Canada. Four to 5 week-old female
BALB/c mice were purchased from Charles River, St-Constant, Quebec, Canada.
Antibodies. The production and characterization of the hybridoma secreting mouse
neutralizing MAb 4-11G.6, specific for a discontinuous epitope on the S glycoprotein of
MHV-A59, has been previously described 7. Monoclonal antibody 5B 170 is specific for a
continuous epitope on the S protein ofMHV-JHM8. All antibodies including normal rabbit
immunoglobulins (NRIg) were purified by standard Protein-A-Sepharose chromatography.
Polyclonal anti-Id and antibody assays. The immunization protocols for generating
polyclonal anti-Id and their characterization have been described elsewhere' , including virus
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neutralization and protection assays and ELISA for detection of Ab3 against MHV-A59 in
mice sera. ELISA for detection of idiotype in antiviral sera and of inhibition of binding of
idiotype to antigen by anti-Id were also described previouslyl.
Monoclonal anti-Id. The production of MAb was described previously?: BALB/c
mice were immunized with 100 /Jg of affinity purified MAb 4-11 G.6 and given two booster
injections of 50 /Jg.
ELISA for detection of MAb2. Microtiter plates were coated with affinity purified
F(ab'h MAbl [1.25 /Jg/mL in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)] and incubated for 16 hat
room temperature. The plates were blocked with PBS containing 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum
and 0.2% (v/v) Tween-20 for 30 min at 37°C. Hybridoma culture supernatants (4 days of
growth) diluted 112 were added to the wells and incubated for 90 min at room temperature.
The plates were then washed five times with PBS containing 0.1 % (v/v) Tween-20. Peroxidase-labeled goat anti-mouse Fc antibody (ICN Biologicals, Miles) was then added and
incubated for 90 min at room temperature. The plates were washed five times and the reaction
was developed with O-phenylenediamine and hydrogen peroxide. The reaction was stopped
with IN HCI and the absorbance read at 492 nm using an SLT EAR 400 AT plate reader.
Virus and cells. MHV-A59 and MHV-JHM were obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (Rockville, MD), plaque-purified twice, and passaged four times at a
multiplicity of infection of 0.01 on DBT cells as described previously9.
Plaque assays with brain homogenates of mice immunized with anti-Id. Brains were
collected 5 days after virus challenge and plaque assays performed as described elsewhere 1o .
Statistics. Results of in vivo protection assays were analyzed with the Kaplan-Meier
survival curve 11. Antiviral Ab3 antibody responses were evaluated at a 1/500 dilution and
analyzed with the Mann-Whitney test l2 . Brain viral titers observed after NRlg or anti-Id
treatment and the repeated experiments were first analyzed with a Manova test l3 . This test
included an interaction test which in our case was shown to be significant, so the two
treatments were then compared separately by a Student t-test I4 .

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Polyclonal Anti-5B 170.11
A polyclonal anti-Id 5B 170.11 was purified by affinity chromatography from the
serum of a rabbit immunized with MAb 1 5B 170.11. To determine if the anti-Id bound to the
paratope of MAbl, inhibition of virus-binding by anti-Id was tested. This inhibition of
attachment assay can discriminate a-type from ~ and y-types anti-Id. The polyclonal anti-Id
produced against MAb 1 5B 170.11 did not inhibit the interaction between MAb 1 and antigen,
consistent with it being an Ab2a (Fig. lA). The anti-Id was also tested for it capacity to
inhibit the neutralizing ability of MAbl in an inhibition of virus-neutralization assay. As
much as 10 /Jg of anti -Id could not reduce the neutralization titer of MAb 1 (data not shown),
which confirmed the results of the inhibition of attachment assay.
On the basis of previous studies showing that non-internal image anti-Id could trigger
an antigen-specific immune responseI.16,1? like internal image anti-Id, we examined the in
vivo modulation capability of the rabbit polyclonal Ab2a anti-5B 170.11. Two groups of 6
BALB/c mice were immunized with anti-Id or NRIg three times at two-week intervals. After
the third injection, the MHV-specific Ab3 response was examined by ELISA. No detectable
antiviral antibodies were produced in mice immunized with Ab2a (data not shown). To verify
whether the Ab2a could nevertheless induce a protective immune response, mice were
challenged intracerebrally with 10 LD 50 ofMHV-JHM, 10 days after the last booster anti-Id
injection. All mice showed clinical signs ofMHV infection. Animals in control groups died
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from MHV-JHM infection within 6 to 10 days, whereas 16% to 33% of mice in the Ab2a
group lived longer (until day 41) (Fig. 2A). In a repeat experiment some mice survived in
both control and Ab2a treated group (Fig. 2B). In the third repeat experiment, anti-viral Ab3s
were detected by ELISA at a dilution of 1/500 (data not shown). The presence of specific
Ab3s at this dilution was significant for a p value of 0.0014 in the Mann-Whitney test.
However, these Ab3s could not neutralize viral infection in vitro (data not shown). No
specific reactivity was observed in control groups (NRIg) or pre-immune sera. We then
evaluated whether the apparent partial protection of mice correlated with reduced viral titers
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Figure 2. SurvIval curves of mIce ImmunIzed WIth polyclonaJ Ab2 antl-5B 170.11. Groups of 6 BALB/c mIce
were ImmunIzed WIth Ab2, NRIg or PBS and challenged WIth 10 LDso ofMHV-JHM. A: experiment 1; B:
experiment 2
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In the braIn (FIg 3) The first plaque assay dId not show a slgmficant reductIon of vIral tIters
but two other plaque assays from the same braIn ahquots dId show slgmficant reductIOns In
vIral tIters between mIce treated wIth Ab2a and NRIg The reductIon In vIral tIter was
slgmficant at a p value of 0 014 wIth the second assay and at a p value of 0 004 for the thIrd
assay Such reduced vIral tIters could explaIn the observed apparent protectIOn
We observed eIther a weak or non-exIstent antIvIral Ab3 response (data not shown)
and vanable protectIon after treatment WIth polyclonal Ab2a antI-SB 170 11 (FIg 2) ThIS
suggests eIther a need to optImIze the condItIons for antIvIral Ab3 InductIon, or an Involvement of cellular protectIve responses The mductIon of specIfic Immune responses by
Ab2a has been studIed m dIfferent expenmental systems l5 16 17 18 19 and the actIvatIOn of the
cellular component of the Immune response by antI-Id was reported202122
Further expenments are needed to understand the mechamsms mvolved m the
mductlOn of protectIve Immumty by non-mtemallmage antI-Id For example, very lIttle IS
known on the mteractlOns between antl-ldlOtypIC antIbody and Immune cells
The reasons why some Ab2a mduce protectIOn and others do not are unclear
Ab2 a -mduced Immune responses mIght be the result of the InductIOn ofa regulatory pathway
of IdlOtypes AntI-Id could mduce a dIfferent senes of ImmunologIcal reactIons wlthm an
Idlotyplc network than those mduced by the antIgen

Table 1. Ab2 antl-4-llG 6
anti-4-11 G 6
Polyc1onal
Anti-Id
Ab3"
Neutrahzmg Ab3 b
ProtectlOnC

y

<100
<SO

MAb2
3-2A 1

MAb2
8-11G 1

MAb2
2-IOF 1

MAb2
7-11E 1

a
<100
<50

a
<100
<50

a
<100
<50

a
<100
<50

"HIghest dtiutlOn where Ab3 antl-vlfUs IS detectable by ELISA
bReclprocal of the hIghest dtlution of serum that neutrahzed SO% of mput VIruS
cBALB/c mIce Immumzed WIth Ab2 and challenged mtracerebrally WIth MHV-AS9
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Figure 4. Detection of idiotype by Ab2.
Microtiter plates were coated with 1.5
).lglmL of purified polyclonal Ab2 anti4-11G.6 or NRlg. The binding of syngeneic (BALB/c), allogeneic (C57BLl6,
AKR, SJL) and xenogeneic (rat and rabbit) anti-viral sera produced against
MHV-A59 was determined by ELISA
using peroxidase-labeled species-specific anti-Ig.

Polyclonal and Monoclonal Anti-4-11G.6
Polyclonal and monoclonal anti-Id were also produced in animals immunized with
MAb 1 4-11 G.6. They are listed in Table 1.
Polyclonal Anti-4-11 G. 6. As a first approach towards determining whether the polyclonal anti-Id against MAb 1 4B 11.6 was an internal image (Ab2p) anti-Id, its ability to bind
to the paratope ofMAb 1 was tested. The results of the ELISA inhibition of attachment assay
are shown in Fig.1B. Binding of MAbl 4-11G.6 to viral antigen could be inhibited by
purified anti-Id in a dose-dependent manner. Twenty ng of anti-Id was enough to inhibit
100% ofMAbl binding to antigen, while the same amount ofNRlg did not have any effect
on this binding, indicating that the polyclonal anti-Id was not an Ab2 a . The ability of the
polyclonal Ab2 to abrogate the neutralization of virus infectivity was also tested. Ten J..lg of
anti-Id could reduce the neutralization titer ofMAbl by 400-fold, whereas the same amount
of NRlg did not have any effect (data not shown). These results confirmed the ELISA
inhibition of attachment assay and suggested that this anti-Id binds at or near the paratope
ofMAb 1 and was therefore an Ab2p or Ab2 y• To distinguish between these two possibilities,
we investigated the ability of this anti-Id to be recognized by antisera from different animal
species raised against the initial antigen. An Ab2p should bind to all anti-MHV hyperimmune
sera because of its internal image properties. As shown in Fig.4, our polyclonal anti-Id
recognized a share idiotype in hyperimmune sera from BALB/c, C57BLl6, AKR and SJL
mice. It also bound weakly to rat sera, but not to rabbit sera. These results demonstrated that
this anti-Id could not induce antibody responses to the antigen across species barrier.
Therefore, this polyclonal anti-Id must only bind near the antigen-binding site of MAbl.
This gamma-type reaction was confirmed by the absence of both specific antiviral Ab3
induction and protection (Table 1).
Interestingly, we previously demonstrated that Ab2 y against MAb 1 7-1 OA specific
for a related epitope could vaccinate mice against infection by this coronavirus I. We now
show that Ab2 y anti-4-l1 G.6 did not induce a protective immune response. MAbsl 7-l0A
and 4-11 G.6 were previously shown to recognize two overlapping conformational epitopes
by an ELISA competition assay7. Therefore, the mechanisms of protection induced by the
Ab2 y anti -7-lOA remain to be investigated.
Monoclonal Anti-4-11 G. 6. Anti-4-11 G.6 MAb2 were also generated in BALB/c
mice. They were all oflgG2b isotype and, as shown in Table 1, did not compete with antigen
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for bmdmg of MAb I, which suggests that they recogmze framework Idlotopes and can be
classified as Ab2a These MAb2, coupled to KLH to enhance their Immunogemclty, dId not
mduce specIfic antlVlral Ab3 nor mduced protectIOn agamst MHV-A59 (Table I) PrevIOus
studIes have shown that such Ab2s could mduce Ab3s m other viral systems l6 17 However,
m the present work, no MAb2 a were able to mduce an antIviral Ab3 response
The use of monoclonal antI-Id wIth mterestmg bIOlogIcal actlVlhes should help
clanfy the mechamsms of protectIOn mduced by non-mternallmage antI-Id Moreover, the
productIon of monoclonalmternallmage Ab2 13, although potentIally mterestmg for charactenzatIOn of molecular determmants mvolved m viral pathogenesIs, IdentIficatIOn of cellular
receptors and vaccmatIOn, IS techmcally difficult Molecular cionmg of the antIbody repertOIre could overcome thiS techmcal problem 23 Such studies are m progress
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ABSTRACT
Infection with JHMV results in the transcriptional activation of two host cell genes
encoding pro inflammatory cytokines, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a and interleukin (IL)IP, Analysis of irradiated mice showed that IL- IP mRNA accumulation in the central
nervous system was predominantly derived from the mononuclear infiltrate. By contrast,
accumulation of TNF-a mRNA was unaffected by immunosuppression, suggesting that
resident cells were the source of this cytokine. Infected mice were treated with anti-TNF
antibody to determine ifTNF-a contributed to either the encephalomyelitis or demyelination
associated with JHMV infection. Surprisingly, neither the cellular infiltrate nor demyelination were affected. In vitro analysis showed that IL-I P but not TNF was secreted from JHMV
infected macrophages. The absence of TNF secretion is due to a block in translation of the
TNF mRNA which accumulates during infection.

INTRODUCTION
The immune system is a critical component in the acute and chronic forms of central
nervous system (eNS) infection by the JHMV strain of mouse hepatitis virus (1,2). All
components of the innate and adaptive immune response, with the possible exception ofNK
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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cells, playa role in the preventing death of mice following CNS infection. For example,
mice can be protected by the passive transfer of both neutralizing and non-neutralizing
monoclonal antibodies (mAb). In addition, both virus-specific Thl CD4+ and cytotoxic T
lymphocyte (CTL) CD8+ populations can provide protection from acute disease (1,2).
Primary demyelination, the loss of myelin with relative sparing ofaxons is a hallmark
of both the acute and chronic forms of JHMV-induced disease in the CNS (2,3). Protection
from death, is however, not correlated with protection from the acute form of viral-induced
demyelination. Although neutralizing antibodies provide protection from death and demyelination, protection from death in mice receiving either non-neutralizing mAb or CD4+ T cells
was not associated with a concomitant protection from demyelination (1,2). Total elimination
of the immune response by whole body lethal irradiation early in infection prevents
demyelination (4), suggesting that replication of virus within the oligoendroglia, a predominantly lethal event, was not by itself able to result in the pathological changes associated
with demyelination. By contrast, primary demyelination is associated with the active
removal of the myelin sheaths by activated macrophages, a cell type absent from the CNS
of these immunosuppressed mice. Similarly, the protection afforded by the adoptive transfer
of JHMV-CNS, predominantly virus associated with astrocytes, microglia and monocytes,
and also a decrease in the amount of demyelination (5). Whether or not this reduction in
demyelination was due to limited virus replication in the oligodendroglia or was mediated
via an effect of the infected cells of the monocyte lineage, i.e. macrophage or microglia, or
possibly cytokines released from astrocytes is unclear.
We recently demonstrated that JHMV infection results in an overall decrease in host
protein synthesis, a concomitant decrease in the ability of host cell mRNA to be translated
(6) and a loss of some, but not all of the host cell mRNA (7). Two of the host mRNAs which
were not degraded following JHMV infection were the proinflammatory cytokines, TNF-a
and IL-I p. Both of these cytokines are associated with fever, endotoxin mediated shock and
have modulatory effects on the induction of immunity (8). TNF is of particular interest
relative to CNS infections since it is associated with both the loss of blood brain barrier
permeability and is directly toxic for in vitro cultures of oligodendroglia derivd from
neonates (9,10,11).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Macrophages: BALB/cBy mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory, (Bar
Harbor, ME) at 6 wk of age. Peritoneal exudate cells (PEC) were induced by intraperitoneal
injection of3.0 ml ofthioglycollate broth (Difco, Detroit, MI) as previously described (12).
Mice were sacrificed 72 hours later by CO 2 asphyxiation and PEC were harvested aseptically
with 6 ml of Joklik's-modified minimum essential medium (Gibco, Grand Island, NY)
supplemented with 1.0 U/ml heparin. After overnight incubation at 37°C nonadherent cells
were removed by three washes with RPMI medium.
Cytokine Induction and Assay: PEC were incubated in RPMI medium, 5% Fetal Calf
Serum (FCS), supplemented with 25 ng/mllipopolysaccharide (LPS) (E. coli 005:B5; Sigma
Chemicals Company, St. Louis, MO. Human recombinant TNF-a or IL-IP (Collaborative
Biomedical Products, Bedford, MA) or test supernatants were incubated with the target cells
for 18 hat 37°C. Supernatants were UV-inactivated prior to analysis to prevent cytopathology
induced by JHMY. TNF-a cytotoxicity was measured in a microassay using BC lOME target
cells treated with 1 Ilg/ml actinomycin D as described (13). Viability was assessed using the
3-(4,5-dimethyl thiozol-2yl)-2-5-phenyl tetrazolium bromide dye reduction and absorbance
read at 560 nm. IL-lP was measured using the IL-l responsive LBRM TG6 cell line (14).
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Histology: For histopathological analysis mice were sacrificed at 12 days post
infection by CO 2 asphyxiation. Brains were removed, fixed for 3 hours in Clark's solution
(75% ethanol and 25% glacial acetic acid) and embedded in paraffin. Sections were stained
with either hematoxylin and eosin or luxol fast blue for routine examination.

RESULTS
In vivo induction of mRNAs specific for TNF -a and IL-1 ~ were examined in the
brains of mice following JHMV infection. Total RNA was prepared from the brains as
previously described, separated by electrophoresis and probed for the expression ofTNF-a
and IL-1 ~ mRNAs as previously described (7). Figure 1 shows that no mRNA for either
cytokine was detected in brains from uninfected mice or in infected mice for the first 2 days
post infection. By contrast, the mRNAs of both TNF-a and IL-1~ were detected at 3, 4,5
and 6 days post infection. To determine the role ofmRNAs in CNS cells versus the immune
mediated inflammation, TNF-a and IL-1 ~ mRNA levels were examined at 6 days post
infection in the CNS ofinfected mice and infected mice immunosuppressed with 400R whole
body-irradiation administrated on the day of virus infection. The level ofTNF-a mRNA was
only reduced slightly by immunosuppression suggesting that the majority of the mRNA was
transcribed in resident cells of the CNS. By contrast, the level of IL-1 ~ mRNA was
significantly reduced suggesting that the inflammatory cells recruited into the CNS provided
a major source of IL-1 ~ mRNA. Histological examination of the CNS of the immunosuppressed prior to infection showed no evidence of cellular infiltration. These data indicate
that in vivo infection with JHMV also induces mRNAs for the pro inflammatory cytokines,
consistent with recently published data (15).
To determine if TNF-a played a role in JHMV-induced demyelination, mice were
treated with 1 mm of rat anti-TNF neutralizing mAb MP6-XT3 (16) 1 day prior to infection
and 1 day post infection. No differences in clinical score or mean day of death were noted
between the anti-TNF and control mice treated with the same concentration of an irrelevant
isotope matched mAb (GL-1113) (16). Surprisingly, histological comparisons of the brains
of the JHMV-infected mice treated with the anti-TNF and control antibodies showed no
-0
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Figure 1. Induction of TNF-a
and IL-l PmRNA in the brains of
mice infected with JHMV. RNA
was prepared from the brains of
control and infected mice at the
days post infection as indicated.
Irradiated mice received 400 Rad
whole body irradiation on the day
of infection and were analyzed at
day 6.
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Figure 2. Encephalomyehtls and demyehnatlOn m antl- TNF treated JHMV-mfected BALB/c mice at 12 days
post mfectlOn Spmal cord tissues stamed with luxol fast blue MagmficatlOn x 115 Untreated (A) and antl-TNF
treated (B) Areas of demyelinatIOn are outhned by arrows

differences in either the extent of cellular infiltration or demyelination (Fig.2). Histochemical
analysis also revealed that there was abundant rat immunoglobulin within the eNS of both
groups of mice, indicating that the neutralizing anti -TNF mAb had gained access to the eNS
during infection due to disruption of the blood brain barrier.
These data suggested that TNF-a did not playa primary role in JHMV-induced
demyelination. To determine the effects of JHMV infection on the secretion of these two
proinflammatory cytokines, BALB/c-derived PEe were infected with JHMV and the supernatants examined for the presence ofTNF-a and IL-l~. TNF-a synthesis was measured at
6 hours following infection, LPS treatment or a combination of infection followed by LPS
treatment. Although JHMV infection rapidly induces transcnption of TNF -a mRNA (data
not shown), no TNF-a was released following JHMV infection (Fig. 3, Panel A). Further
infection, prevents the subsequent LPS-induced secretion ofTNF-a. Interestingly, this effect
was also apparent following infection with UV-inactivated virus. Infection also resulted in
the rapid activation ofIL-I ~ mRNA (7). However, in contrast to TNF -a, IL-I ~ was secreted
following JHMV infection (Fig 3, Panel B).
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Figure 3. Cytokine release from JHMV
and LPS treated macrophages derived from
BALB/c mice. Samples were obtained from
macrophages infected with JHMV at a multiplicity of infection of 5.0 or followmg
treatment with 25 ng/ml LPS. TNF samples
were obtained at 6 hours (panel A). IL-I~
samples were obtained at various limes post
infection (Panel B).
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Both of these proinflammatory cytokines are synthesized as precursors polypeptides
which are cleaved to the active form prior to release. Recent data has shown preferential
translation ofmRNA containing the MHV leader sequence (6). To determine if the differential ability of these closely related peptides to be released from infected cells was due to a
block in proteolytic processing ofTNF-a, lysates of JHMV-infected cells were compared to
cells treated with LPS (alone) by Western blot using a rabbit polyclonal antibody specific
for TNF. Figure 4 shows an absence of both the precursor and the final TNF product in JHMV
infected cells, while both can clearly be seen in the cells treated with LPS. Similar analysis
of cells for the presence of IL-l ~ show the presence of the precursor protein in both infected
and LPS treated cells (data not shown) consistent with the release of biologically active IL-l ~
from JHMV-infected cells.

DISCUSSION
The transcription of both TNF -a and IL-l ~ mRNA is increased in the CNS of mice
following JHMV infection. In contrast to the increased level ofIL-l ~ mRNA, which appears
to be due to the recruitment ofthe inflammatory infiltrate, a substantial portion of the TNF-a
mRNA is apparently due to active transcription in CNS cells. Treatment of JHMV-infected
mice with neutralizing anti-TNF monoclonal antibodies demonstrated that neither JHMVinduced encephalomyelitis or its accompanying primary demyelination appear to be due to
the pI eo trophic effects of TNF-a. Surprisingly, in vitro analysis showed that although the
mRNA levels for both these cytokines was increased following lHMV-infection (7) only
IL-I ~ was released from infected cells. Analysis of the defect in TNF-a secretion demonstrated that similar to other host cell mRNA which lack the MHV leader RNA (6), the mRNA
for TNF-a was not translated following infection. Examination of the 5' untranslated regions

'2
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Figure 4. Western blot demonstrating the synthesis ofTNF-u
in LPS but not JHMV-infected macrophages. Lane A (Control); Control uninfected cells; Lane B (Marker); molecular
wt markers; Lane C (LPS); PEC treated with LPS; Lane D
(JHMV); PEC infected with JHMY. Lysates were prepared at
6 hours post infection.
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of the TNF-a. and IL-l ~ mRNAs showed no obvIOus differences or slmilantIes to the 16
nucleotldes present at the 3' end of the MHV leader RNA sequence reqmred for translatIOnal
competence m mfected cells (6)
TNF-a. has been suggested to have an m VIVO role m demyelmatlOn based on Its
abilIty to produce death of olIgodendroglIa m vitro Indeed, the transcnptIon of TNF-a.
mRNA IS mcreased m the CNS of JHMV-mfected mice However, analYSIS of the potential
role ofTNF -a. to contnbute to demyelmatlOn dunng JHMV mfectlOn suggests that only does
It not contnbute to demyelmatIon, but also plays lIttle or no role m the abilIty to Immune
cells to respond to a CNS Viral mfectlOn ThiS contrasts With the reports that antI-TNF IS
able to prevent the CD4+ T cell mediated mductlOn of expenmental allergiC encephalomyelItis (17) Whether thiS IS due to the abilIty of CD4+ T cells to effect the ViabilIty of
olIgodendroglal cells or to recflut actIvated macrophages mto the CNS IS not clear Similarly,
the role ofIL-1P, which has may properties m common With TNF-a., mcludmg the abilIty
to mduce fever and mfluence the activatIOn of Immune effectors, but not the abilIty to directly
mduce target cytolYSIS, IS presently not clear
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PATHOLOGY OF MHV-AS9 INFECTION IN 82
MICROGLOBULIN NEGATIVE MICE

Ehud Lavi,1 Qian Wang,1 James Gombold,2 Robyn Sutherland,2
Yvonne Paterson,2 and Susan Weiss 2
Division of Neuropathology
Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
2Department of Microbiology
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6079
I

INTRODUCTION
Cytotoxic T cells, CD8+, are important for clearance ofMHV infectionl. To investigate the role of CD8+ cells in acute MHV-A59 infection we studied infection of 82
microglobulin negative transgenic mice. These mice are devoid ofMHC class I expression
and therefore lacking functional CD8+ cells.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS
Four week old ~2M (-1-) mice were originally obtained from Dr. Koller2 , were inbred at
the University of Pennsylvania, and were inoculated intracerebrally (IC) with MHV-A59.
Groups of3-5 mice per time point (days 1,3,4,5,7,8, 11 ,13,21,30 days post inoculation) were
sacrificed by anesthetic (methoxyflurane) overdose and perfused intracardially with PBS and
10% phosphate buffered formalin. Organs were removed and fixed in 10% phosphate buffered
formalin. Tissues were embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained with H&E for light
microscopy3. Immunohistochemistry was performed according to the ABC elite immunoperoxidase technique (Vector) with diaminobenzidine as substrate4. The effect of viral replication
and demyelination in these mice is the subject of another study (Gombold et al. submitted for
publicatIOn).

RESULTS
Following I.e. inoculation with 10 pfu of MHV-A59 (2 LD50), mice developed
clinical signs of acute disease similar to C57B1I6 mice infected with 1-2 LD50 (3000-5000
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Table 1. Pathology of P2M<-1 ) transgenic mice infected with MHV-A59
PID
Pathology

4

7-8

11

13

21

30

Menmgltls

3/6

6/6

2/2

4/4

1/3

0/3

Encephahtls

3/6

6/6

0/6

5/6'

2/2
2/2#

3/4

Hepatitis
Thymic hypoplasia

3W

1/3
2/3¥

012

2/5

1/1

2/2

012

0/3
0/3
0/3

'Mild-moderate
#MIld-severe
tMild - moderate
¥Chromc persistent mflammatory form

pfu). These included ruffled fur, hunched position, decreased motility and appetite, lethargy,
limb weakness, and eventually death. Histopathology revealed organ involvement during
the acute disease similar to CS7Bl/6 mice. Between 7-13 days post inoculation (PID) 100%
of the mice had pathological changes in the brain, liver and thymus. There was no evidence
of acute disease in the heart, lung, gastrointestinal tract, spleen, pancreas, adrenals, genital
organs, salivary glands, bone marrow, or muscle. Acute meningoencephalitis was present
with similar predilection for olfactory-limbic structures as in CS7BlI6 mice but with more
extensive involvement of the basal ganglia and thalamus and more extensive proliferation
of rod-shaped microglial cells. Immunohistochemistry revealed viral antigen in neurons in
a similar anatomic distribution to CS7Bl/6 mice. However, there was increased viral antigen
in microglia, lymphocytes, endothelial and meningial cells. Acute hepatitis and thymus
cortical hypoplasia in ~2M (-1-) mice was delayed in onset and clearance, but otherwise similar
to CS7Bl/6 mice.

DISCUSSION
There was delayed onset and clearance ofMHV-AS9 in ~2M (-1-) mice as compared
to CS7Bl/6 mice. Although the pattern of anatomic involvement of the brain was similar to
CS7B1I6 infection, there was more viral replication in inflammatory, endothelial and meningial cells. Thus the increase in viral titers recovered from the brain, and the increased
susceptibility of the ~2M (-1-) mice to MHV-AS9 may be attributed to the increase of number
of infected cells in the brain.
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PRIMARY MURINE CORONAVIRUS
INFECTION IN MICE
A Flow Cytometric Analysis

S. Kyuwa,1 K. Machii,2 A. Okumura, I and Y. Toyoda l
I Department of Animal Pathology
Institute of Medical Science
University of Tokyo
Tokyo, Japan
2Department of Veterinary Public Health
Institute of Public Health
Tokyo, Japan

T cell- mediated immune responses playa pivotal role in both viral clearance and
immunopathology in mice infected with murine coronavirus, strain JHM (JHMV)I,2. In the
present study, we attempted to characterize T cells induced during primary JHMV infection
by flow cytometric analysis.
Female, 6 to 8 week old C57BLl6 (B6) mice were infected intraperitonealy with 106
PFU of JHMY. Although JHMV replicated for the first 3 days but was eliminated from
spleens ofB6 mice at 7 days postinfection (pi). Flow cytometric analysis was caried out to
characterize spleen cells from JHMV-infected B6 mice. 3 Most drastic changes were noted
as an increased number ofCDS+ T cells and their decreased CDS intensity at 7 days pi. Time
course study showed that intensity of a~ T cell receptors declined with the CDS intensity,
while intensity of the lymphocyte function antigen-l (LFA-l) and CD43 on CDS+ T cells
increased. Two-color analysis demonstrated that CDSdullLFA_lbright T cells were induced
transiently in both C57BLl6 and BALB/c mice following JHMV infection (Figure 1). At 7
days pi a half ofCD8+ T cells were partitioned into CDSduIlLFA-l bright T cells. Forward and
side scatter profiles of CDSdullLFA-I bright T cells indicated that the population appeared to
be activated T cells. Although CD45RB duIlCDS+ and CD44brightCDS+ T cells were observed
in JHMV-infected mice, expansion of CD25+CDS+ and CD 11 b+CDS+ T cells, which were
reported as markers of cytotoxic T lymphocytes in choriomeningitis virus infection in
mice 4,5, was not observed. Since the kinetics of the expansion ofCDSdulJLFA_lbright T cells
was correlated with the viral elimination in vivo, we measured fresh cytotoxic activities of
spleen cells from JHMV-infected B6 mice against syngeneic JHMV-infected macrophagelike cell line (IC-21 cells). The Ig- splenocytes from mice 7 days pi but neither those from
uninfected or 14 days pi showed a weak, but significant cytotoxic activity against JHMVinfected H-2-matched cells in vitro. Therefore, these results suggest that the T cell population
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and O. A. Levy
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Figure 1. Two- color analysis of spleen.cells from uninfected 86 mouse (A) and that at 7 days pi (8). Spleen
cells were stained with anti-CD8 (FLl) and anti-LFA-I (FL2) (antibodies, and analyzed by a FACScan™ flow
cytometer.

may mediate the cytotoxicity against virus- infected cells in vivo, and thus the flow
cytometric analysis is applicable to monitor coronavirus- induced primary cytotoxic T
lymphocytes population in vivo.
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the neurovirulence for rats of the MAb-resistant variants isolated
from a highly neurovirulent JHMV, cl-2. The variants, MM6 and MM13, with point mutation
located within the N terminal 100 amino acids (aa) of the Sl protein showed no alteration
in neurovirulence in comparison with cl-2, showing high neurovirulence. The variants,
MM65 and MM85, with a deletion composed of about 150 aa located in the middle of the
S 1 subunit were revealed to be non-neurovirulent. A variant MM78 with one aa deletion,
asparagic acid at number 543 from the N terminus of the Sl, was shown to be low-virulence.
The neurovirulence ofthese viruses paralleled with the viral growth potential in the rat brain.
However, all of these variants as well as parental cl-2 showed high neurovirulence for mice.
These results suggest that the domain composed of about 150 aa in the middle of the S 1 is
critical for high-neurovirulence of JHMV for rats.

INTRODUCTION
The spike (S) protein is suggested to be a major determinant of the neurovirulence
of JHMV for mice l ,2. The variant viruses escaped from neutralization of parental JHMV by
the monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) specific for the S protein (MAb-resistant variants) have
been revealed to have altered neurovirulence for mice 3.4. The comparative nucleotide
analyses of such variants and parental JHMV have identified the region on the S protein
critical for the high neurovirulence for mice, although it is to be determined whether a single
or multiple sites of the S gene are implicated with the neurovirulence5,6. However, it is not
yet well studied on the viral factor influencing upon the neurovirulence of JHMV for rats,
although it has been reported that JHMV variants with a large S protein are highly
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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neurovlrulent, whIle those wIth a small S protem are noe 8 To analyze the role of the S
protem m neurovlrulence for rats, we have obtamed MAb-resistant vanants after neutrahzatIOn by MAbs specIfic for the S protem By usmg those vanants, we have tested whether
the S protem IS Imphcated WIth the neurovlrulence for rats

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
Vanants obtamed after neutrahzatIon by MAbs No 6, 13, 56, 78 and 85 9 were
desIgnated MM6, MM13, MM56, MM78 and MM85, respectIvely The nucleotIde sequencmg analyses showed that MM6 and MM13 have pomt mutatIOns at aa numbers 83 (Gly to
Glu) and 26 (Asn to HIS) from the N termmus of the S protem, respectIvely MM56 and
MM85 were shown to contam a deletIOn of a stretch composed of 153 and 151 aa,
respectIvely MM78 contamed only one aa deletIon at the posItIOn of 543, asparaglc aCId
We studIed the neurovlrulence of these vanant vIruses selected wIth vanous MAbs
After moculatIon of 105 PFU of van ant vIruses mto the bram of 4 week old LewIs rats, MM6
and MM13 were demonstrated to be hIghly neurovlrulent for rats as was theIr parental cl-2
About 80 % of rats mfected these vIruses showed chmcally central nervous symptoms wlthm
12 days postu19CUlatIOn (p 1) and most of these succumbed wlthm 15 days The rats
moculated wIth MM65 and MM85 showed no chmcal symptoms nor dIed dunng the
observatIOn penod MM78 was shown to be mtermedIately vIrulent HIghly vIrulent vIruses,
cl-2, MM6 and MM13 were revealed to grow well (10 3 to 104 PFU/g) as compared wIth the
aVIrulent MM56 or MM85 «10 PFU/g) MM78 wIth mtermedlate vIrulence showed theIr
tIter m the bram mtermedlate (10 2 to 103 PFU/g) between hlgh- and non-neurovlrulent
vIruses These results clearly showed that the neurovlrulence of cl-2 and ItS vanants
correlated well wIth the growth potentIal m the bram of rats
We then exammed the neurovlrulence of our MAb-resistant viruses for BALB/c mice
After moculatIon of 103 PFU of cl-2, MM6, MM85 or MM78 with different neurovlrulence
for rats, there was no remarkable dIfference m the lethalIty and tIme to death of mIce
moculated With each of these vanants, showmg clearly that there was no dIfference m
neurovlrulence for mIce The dIfference m neurovlrulence of JHMV observed m different
laboratory56 may result from the some pomt mutatIOns m the S protems of MAb-resistant
viruses Isolated dIfferent laboratones or It may due to the umdentIfied viral genetIc dIfferences
The present study mdlcates that the neurovlrulence of JHMV for rats IS determmed
by the S protem of the VIruS, the JHMV vanants wIth the larger S protem are hIghly virulent
and those wIth the deleted S protem are low- or non-neurovlrulent The neurovlrulence of
the VIruses correlates wIth the vIral growth potentIal m the rat bram IdentIficatIon of cell
types m the rat bram to support the rephcatIOn of JHMV s with the larger S protem but not
that of JHMV s wIth the deleted S protem IS Important to analyze the mechamsms underhnmg
the neurovlrulence of JHMV for rats
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ABSTRACT
Viral pathogemclty results when there IS an Imbalance between viral replication and
the host's Immune defenses The Immune system plays and Important role m the outcome
of an acute disease mduced by the mouse hepatitis ViruS type 3 (MHV3) Of use m the study
of the role of Viral properties mvolved m ItS pathogemclty IS the attenuated escape mutants
We reported that two MHV3 escape mutants were attenuated III theIr abIlIty to deplete T cell
subpopulatlOns m the spleen m BALB/c mice accordmg to moculatlOn route and time
postmfectlOn The highly attenuated CL12 mutant cannot mduce depletlOn m T cells
followmg mtrapentoneal (I p ) or mtranasal (I n ) moculatlOns, at three days postmfectlOn
(p I) The less attenuated 51 6 mutant, however, mamtamed the ability to deplete T cells
followmg I p moculatlOn, as descnbed for the pathogemc MHV3 In contrast, no depletlOn
of T cells followmg I n moculatlOn was mduced With thiS mutant The use of such mutants
enables us to dissect the role of each compartment of the Immune system

INTRODUCTION
Cellular resistance of mice to mfectIon causes by a particular ViruS may mdlcate the
absence of a specific genetically controlled Viral permlsslvlty factor m target cells or host
factors, mcludmg the mtegnty of cellular and humoral Immune defenses 1 Helper and
cytotoxIc T lymphocytes are mvolved m the Viral elimmatIon process and are dependent
upon the thymus for normal T lymphopOieSIs Mouse hepatitis ViruS type 3 (MHV3), a
hepatotroplc stram, IS a coronavlrus Its moculatlOn m mice IS usually followed by a
generalized mfectlOn charactenzed by an acute hepatic necrOSIS, kIllmg the ammal wlthm a
Corona and Related Viruses Edited by P J Talbot and G A Levy
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couple of days2. Resistant A/J mice support a subclinical infection, whereas other strains,
such as BALB/c are fully susceptible to a fulminant hepatitis. Splenic T cells or thymocyte
subpopulations were depleted in L2-MHV3 infected susceptible mice 3,4. The susceptibility
of BALB/C mice is associated with an impaired early activation of the immune system,
demonstrated by the failure oflymphocyte proliferation resulting from the decrease in IL-2
productions. A useful tool in the study of the role of viral properties in pathogenicity is the
use of attenuated escape mutants. The S protein is central to cellular tropism and MHV
virulence 6,7. We have selected MHV3 mutants by virtue of their resistance to neutralization
by anti-S monoclonal antibodies (mAb) in order to study their pathogenic properties.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
To verify if mAb escape mutants were attenuated because they have lost the ability
to induce lymphoid depletion in the spleen, favoring the development of an inflammatory
response in infected organs, percentage and absolute number of splenic CD4+CDS-, and
CD4-CDS+ subsets were recorded in groups ofBALB/c mice i.p. or i.n. infected with either
pathogenic L2-MHV3, or the attenuated mutants. Mutants MHV3-S1.6 and MHV3-CL12
were selected from pathogenic MHV3 virus in the presence of S protein specific ASI and
A37 mAbs, able to neutralize MHV3, and to slightly inhibit cellular fusion, but did not
protect the sensitive mice against MHV3 infection 8. Splenic T (CD4+CDS-, CD4-CDS+)
were labelled with the following mAb: fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugated (FITC) antiCD4 (mAb RM 4-S, Cedarlane, Hornby, Ontario, Canada), and phycoerythrin conjugated
(PE) anti-CDSa (mAb S3-6.7, Cedarlane). For flow cytometry analysis, using a FACSCAN
flow cytometer (Becton-Dickinson, Mountain View, CA), cells were gated according to
forward and side angle light scatter. Five thousand cells were analyzed per sample. Thymocytes were similarly labelled, and CD4+CDS+, CD4+CDS-, or CD4-CDS+ subpopulations
were recorded.
As shown in Table I, depletion of splenic CD4+CDS- cells was higher in i.p. or i.n.
L2-MHV3 infected mice (p<O.OOl), whereas there was no decrease, in absolute numbers, in
those of mice i.n. infected with attenuated mutants. Similarly, splenic CD4-CDS+ subset
depleted in i.p. or i.n. L2-MHV3-infected mice (p<O.OOI), but remained at normal level in
mice i.n. infected with attenuated mutants at three or six days p.i. The thymuses were strongly
depleted after i.p. infection with L2-MHV3 or MHV3-S1.6, but not during MHV3-CL12
infection. The levels of CD4+CDS+ cells, however, as measured by the absolute number,
were markedly decreased during L2-MHV3 or MHV3-S1.6 infections (p<O.OOl), but not in
mice infected with the MHV3-CL12 mutant at three days p.i. In contrast, this thymocyte
subset was strongly depleted in mice i.n. infected with the attenuated mutants after six days
(p<O.OOl) (results not shown).
We have previously demonstrated a correlation between viral pathogenicity and the
depletion of cells in lymphoid organs, resulting from either a productive or abortive viral
replication3,4. The use of neutralization escape mutants enlightens the role ofT cell depletions
in the pathogenic process during acute hepatitis. Pathogenic L2-MHV3 induces the depletion
of splenic, thymic T cells following both i.p. or i.n. inoculations whereas splenic T and
thymocyte subpopulations were less affected in mice infected with attenuated mAb escape
mutants. The highly attenuated MHV3-CL12 mutant did not induce T lineage cell depletion,
at least, before six days p.i. This work suggests a relationship between the pathogenic
properties of attenuated MHV3 mutants and the depletion of T lineage cells in the spleen
and thymus.
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Table 1. Percentage and absolute numbers of splemc CD4+CDS- and CD4-CDS+
subpopulatlOns m BALB/c mice mfected I p or I n with pathogemc L2-MHV3 and
attenuated mutants 51 6-MHV3 or CL12-MHV3
Time post
mfectlOn
(days)

InoculatIOn
route

3
3

IP a

147 ± I 2 (7 8 ± I 0)

Ip

3
3

Ip
Ip

105±10(59±06)
8 0 ± 0 7b (2 I ± 0 3)b
6 8 ± 0 7b (3 6 ± 0 5)b

Control
CLl2-MHV3
516-MHV3
L2-MHV3

3

In

3
3
3

In
In
In

Control
CLl2-MHV3
516-MHV3
L2-MHV3

6
6
6
6

In
In
In
In

Viruses
Control
CLl2-MHV3
516-MHV3
L2-MHV3

Percentages of splemc T cells (abs num x 10 6)
CD4+CD8-

CD4-CD8+
6 83 ± 0 5 (3 63 ± 0 2)
344±03 b (l94±0 I)b
306±02 b (078±0 I)b
I 76 ± 0 I b (0 92± 0 I)b

216 ± 1 8 (12 9 ± 0 7)
13 1 ± 1 Ob ( 9 1 ± 0 6)
15 3 ± 1 2b (10 7± 0 7)
7 6 ± 0 8b ( 4 0 ± 0 2)b

7 56 ± 0 6 (3 36 ± 0 3)
5 52± 0 5 (3 80 ± 0 4)
650±05(455±06)
3 50 ± 0 3b (1 82 ± 0 2)b

11 5 ± 0 8 (9 1 ± 0 6)

434 ± 0 3 (3 40 ± 0 3)
1 92± 0 2b (2 30 ± 0 2)
210±02b (l47±02)b
NA

58 ± 0 4b (69 ± 0 4)b
54 ± 04b (5 4 ± 0 4)b
NA

p mtrapentoneal, I n mtranasal
bp<O 001
N A not apphcable
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ABSTRACT
Mouse hepatitis virus type 3 (MHV3) appears to be an excellent model for the study
ofthe relationship between viral-induced immunodeficiency and the development of chronic
disease. Animal surviving acute hepatitis develop a chronic disease characterized by viral
persistency in various organs, by a humoral immunodeficiency, and eventually die within
the next three months postinfection. To verify ifB cell immunodeficiency occurs during the
chronic disease, percentage and absolute number of bone marrow B lineage cell subpopulations were recorded at various times postinfection (pj.) in pathogenic L2-MHV3-infected
(C57BLl6 x A/J) Fl mice. Absolute numbers ofB (q..l+ sf..l+) cells decreased as early as three
days pj. up to 15 days pj., and then gradually returned toward normal values in L2-MHV3infected mice during the chronic disease. In contrast, pre-B (Cf..l+ Sf..l-) cells were less
significantly decrease during the chronic disease. In addition, abnormally enlarged cells
(> 13 f..lm) were detected either in bone marrow pre-B or B cells from L2-MHV3-infected
mice.

INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepatitis virus type 3 (MHV3) appears to be an excellent model to study the
relationship between viral-induced immunodeficiency and the development of a chronic
disease, since humoral and cellular immunodeficiency occur in chronically-MHV3 infected
(C57BLl6 x A/J) FI mice. Animals which survive to the acute hepatitis develop a chronic
disease characterized by a wasting syndrome including weight loss, alopecia, and oily hair.
In later stages, the mice develop incoordination and hindlimb paralysis, and eventually die
within the next three months postinfection i . We have previously observed significant
decreases ofthymocytes, splenic cells, and macrophages in chronically-infected (C57BLl6
x A/J) Fl mice 2. Low antibody titers against MHV3 virus were found for up to 60 to 70
Corona- and Related VIruses, EdIted by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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days postinfection, mostly IgM3. In spite of the production of anti-MHV3 antibodies, all
immunoglobulin types gradually decrease during the first three months, followed by a return
to normal values in the paralyzed animals 3. We propose that the humoral immunodeficiency
observed in MHV3 chronically-infected (C57BLl6 x A/J) FI mice results primarly from
depletions of B cell subpopulations in the lymphoid organs during outcome of the chronic
disease.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the integrity of bone marrow B lymphopoiesis during the MHV3 diseases,
groups of three (C57BLl6 x A/J) FI mice were i.p. injected with 1000 TCID so ofL2-MHV3.
Mock-infected mice received i.p. a similar volume of PBS. A double immunofluorescent
labelling method was used to identify pre-B (c/l+ S/l-) or B (C/l+ S/l+) cell subpopulations4.
Briefly, bone marrow samples (100 III of 4 x 107 nucleated cells/ml suspension) were
incubated for 30 min on ice with an optimal dilution of FITC anti-/l chain (Cappel
Biochemical, Malvern, PA) for surface /llabelling, washed twice by centrifugation through
FCS, cytocentrifuged, and fixed in ethanol-acetic acid. Cytoplasmic /l-chains were labelled
with an optimal dilution ofTRITC anti-/l directly on the cell spots, incubated for 30 min at
room temperature in a humidified chamber. Slides were examined for c/l+ S/l- and c/l+ s/l+
B lineage cell subpopulations under a fluorescence microscope (Leitz Dialux 22, Midland,
Ontario, Canada) equipped with a mercury lamp and phase contrast optics. Percentage of
labelled cells was determined by counting a total of 1000 cells and the absolute numbers
were calculated by the percentage of positive labelled cells and the total bone marrow count.
As shown in Figure 1, the absolute number ofB cells decreased as early as three days
pj. up to 15 days pj., and then gradually returned toward normal values in L2-MHV3-infected mice during the chronic phase of the disease. In contrast, pre-B cells were less
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slgmficantly depleted dunng the chromc phase of the disease We have prevIOusly reported
that abnonnally enlarged pre-B or B cells occurred III bone marrow ofL2-MHV3 acutelyIllfected parental susceptible C57BL!6 mlce 5 To venfy If the same maturatIOn defect occurs
III the B lilleage cells of (C57BLI/6 x A/J) FI mice, we analyzed, at vanous p I times, cell
diameter dlstnbutlOn In bone marrow from pathogemc L2-MHV3-Infected mice Small
pre-B or B cells (SIX to nine 11m) slgmficantly decreased whereas the larger cells (10 to 12
11m), normally corresponding to a mitotic cell compartment,occurred up to 105 days p I
(results not shown) In addition, abnonnally enlarged cells (> 13 11m) were detected either
III bone marrow pre-B or B cells from L2-MHV3-Infected mice Such B cell maturatIOn
defects occurred as early as three days p I (results not shown) The results suggest that B
lymphopOieSIs disorder occurs rapidly In pathogemc L2-MHV3-Infected (C57BL!6 x A/J)
F I mice, and IS mailltained dunng the chromc phase of the disease
We have prevIOusly demonstrated III parental C57BL!6 mice that B lineage cell
depletions In spleen and bone marrow correlated With Viral pathogemclty, and resulted from
a lytic Viral replicatIOn only In mature Band pre-B cells 5 In FI (C57BL!6 x A/J) mice, B
cells remained depleted III ammals surviVing the acute phase of the disease, for up to three
mo until the occurrence of wasting syndrome, neurological signs and death Our results
indicate a rapid onset of B cell Immunodeficiency III L2-MHV3-lllfected mice, suggestlllg,
at least, the inability of humorallmmumty to eliminate Viral infection
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INTRODUCTION
Current coronavirus vaccines are classical vaccines, i. e., are based on live attenuated
coronavirus. These vaccines provide protection against certain strains of infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) and mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), and with variable results against bovine
coronavirus (BCV) and transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV).
Chicken immunized with whole inactivated IBV were protected against virulent
challenge 15. In contrast, chicken immunized with the purified spike (S) glycoprotein,
nUcleoprotein (N), or membrane (M) proteins did not induce protection 17. Immunization with
the S I glycoprotein prevented replication of nephropathogenic IBV in kidney, but not in
trachea of immunized chicken36 . Protection did not correlate with the presence of virus
neutralizing (VN) and haemagglutination inhibiting (HI) antibodies.
In feline infectious peritonitis virus (FIPV), humoral immunity to S protein is not
protective, and cell mediated immune responses may be important in immunity 66. The
development of a safe and effective vaccine against FIPV has been very problematic. A
variety of approaches have been unsuccessful, including the administration of inactivated
FIPV, avirulent FIPV or sublethal doses of virulent FIPV, heterologous live virus vaccines
[canine coronavirus (CCV), human coronavirus (HCV)-229E, and TGEV], and a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing FIPV S protein98 • 66. Most recently, a temperature-sensitive
mutant ofFIPV has been developed as an FIPV vaccine. Unfortunately, while testing by the
COlvna- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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manufacturer provided 78% protection, independent testing gave from 0 to 50% protection,
depending on the strain and dose exposure 78 .
Lactogenic immunity is of primary importance in providing newborn piglets immediate protection against TGEV infection. Effective immunity has only been provided by the
administration of virulent virus. Unfortunately, in this case the virus will become enzootic
in the farm, preventing its use. Licensed TGEV vaccines have met limited success 74 ,26, CCV
and BCV vaccines provide partial protection and have to be improved. In summary, effective
protection only to two coronaviruses can be elicited using current vaccines, implying the
need of a new vaccine design.

Targets in Protection
The role in protection of the different viral proteins has a variable support. While
there are many reports indicating that the S protein elicits protection against coronaviruses
of different species 29 , 17,58,43 the role of M protein, and particularly of the N protein, is less
obvious. There is very little information on the role in protection of the small membrane
(sM) protein 29 , 17,58,43,31, and of the non-structural proteins. Proteins exposed in virus or in
virus infected cells have a higher probability of being involved in protection. Therefore, it
is of interest to identify them.
Sand M proteins have been detected on the surface of infected cells and these proteins
have been identified as targets in immune protection in MHV29, 35,17,48,64,82,27,58,105,43,51,
70,32,89,31,20,44, 102,34. S protein also induces protection against mv and MHY. These proteins
are frequently detected in small quantities in the surface of virus infected cells associated to
the presence of virions, while they are detected in the cytoplasm of infected cells in large
quantities 29 ,35, 17,48,64,82,27,58, 105,43,51,70,32,89,31,20,44, 102,34. These data are in agreement with
the concept that coronaviruses assemble at rough endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi membranes. Consequently, most viral proteins are transported through intracellular compartments
and only a small proportion, which is not incorporated into virions, is transported to the
plasma membrane 86 . Expression of recombinant S, M, sM, haemagglutinin-esterase (HE),
and hydrophobic (HP) proteins using poxvirus 83 , 98, 97, 44, adenovirus 83 , 98, 97, 108, 44, or
baculovirus l05 , 67, 32,106,107,31,108 has shown that these proteins are found in small amounts
on the surface of transformed cells, in the absence of other coronavirus components I 05 .This
result does not necessarily reflect the situation after coronavirus infection, in which, as
mentioned above, viral proteins are mainly found associated to virus bound to cell membranes.
M protein induces complement-dependent48 , 104 and possibly complement-independent neutralizing antibodies IOI ,27 in assays performed in vitro. The antibodies elicited in
vivo failed to protect against MHV challenge in some cases l02 but not in others 27 . According
to the current topological model of coronavirus M protein, only the amino-terminus of the
M protein is exposed on the virus surface2, 9, 47, 50, 38. In contrast, presented data support that
the carboxy-terminus domain of M protein is exposed on the external virus surface both in
TGEV and in MHV90, 72 providing a new target for virus or virus-infected cells clearance.
The role ofN protein in protection is being understood lO2 . Antibodies to N protein
have no virus neutralizing activity in vitro. An N protein fragment has been detected in the
surface of infected cells (S. Stohlman, personal communication), and it has been shown that
a monoclonal antibody (MAb) to the N protein prevented the cytopathic effect of MHV in
L ce1l 52 . This antibody, as well as another non-neutralizing MAb, protected mice from acute
disease 52 . In contrast, other anti-N protein antibodies did not provide in vivo protection33 ,
13, 88, 52. The mechanism by which the N protein protects is unclear. It may involve a
cell-mediated defense mechanism, e.g. cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) activity85 ,T helper
cells l03 , or T cell-derived antiviral cytokines l02 . N-reactive helper T cells supporting virus-
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specific B cell responses have been demonstrated in TGEyl. This type of response might
account for the enhancement of protection observed in MHY after combined immunization
with the Nand S proteins l02 .
HE protein is also exposed on the surface of both BCY particles and infected cells I 08.
HE expressed using recombinant Ad5 induced haemagglutination. Small membrane protein,
an integral membrane protein of TGEY having Cexo-Nendo orientation is exposed on the
surface of virions. The protein is also exposed on the surface of virus infected cells or insect
cells transformed with baculovirus coding for SM 31 . The 9 kDa HP protein encoded by TGEY
ORF7, or the equivalent protein of FIPy21 is another accessible membrane-associated
protein. The cellular location of HP suggests that it may play a role in the membrane
association of replication complexes or in virus assembly92.
In summary, there is clear evidence that S, M, HE, sM, and HP proteins are exposed
on the surface of virus infected cells, mostly virion associated, while there is limited evidence
on the exposure ofN protein. Nevertheless, all these proteins constitute targets in protection
against coronaviruses induced diseases.

Band T Cell Epitopes Involved in Protection
Antigenic sites in the major structural coronavirus proteins, S, M, N, and HE have
been previously described 82 . Extensive studies on B cell epitopes have been done on the S
protein of MHY, TGEY, mY, FIPY, and BCy13, 86, 23, 25, 59,19,18,30,53,92,20. The location of
antigenic sites inducing virus neutralizing antibodies has been summarized for TGEY, MHY,
BCY, and my (Figure I). Most of the information known on FIPY is coincident with that
ofTGEy75. Several S protein antigenic sites have been involved in neutralization: 3 in TGEY,
8 in MHY, 2 in BCY, and 3 in my. Most antigenic sites are located on the amino-terminal
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Figure 1. Antigenic sites on aligned coronavirus peplomer protein sequences. The location of dominant
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half domain of S protein. TGEV, MHV, and IBV have sites inducing neutralizing antibodies
in the first 150 amino acids of S protein. Other sites inducing neutralizing antibodies on the
amino-terminal half of S protein are approximately located between amino acids (aa) 200
and 400 (TGEV, MHV, BCV) and between aa 500 and 700 (TGEV, MHV, and BCV) (see
Figure 1 for a more precise location). In the S2 half of IBV a site involved in neutralization
has been defined next to the right of the trypsin cleavage site. In the S2 half of MHV two
domains have been involved in virus neutralization. One contains several epitopes located
between aa 800 to 900, and the other one is located between amino acids 1000 to 1220.
Generally, monoclonal antibodies specific for S 1 are more neutralizing than those S2
specific 83 . No antigenic site critical in TGEV neutralization has been identified in the stem
portion ofTGEV S protein.
Two hypervariable regions identified in IBV S protein at amino acid positions 38-51
and 99-115 from the N-terminus (excluding the signal sequence) are involved in the
induction of neutralizing antibodies 61 , 43. In MHV a 13-mer synthetic peptide derived from
S protein (aa 846 to 858) coupled to an influenza virus T-cell epitope protects against lethal
MHV infection43 , 12. A second peptide of 10-mer (aa 993 to 1002) of S protein, coupled to
KLH elicited neutralizing antibodies and a protective immune response in BALB/c mice 87 .
One MHV neutralizing MAb which selected escaping mutants with changes at amino acids
255 and 1116, also inhibited fusion activity65, 41. The information accumulated on the
antigenic and functional structure of S protein in all coronaviruses, indicates that it has a
complex three-dimensional structure in native state with interactions between distant domains in the primary structure 48 , 30, 20, 41. S protein fragments extended from the amino
terminus, provided recombinant antigens inducing TGEV neutralizing antibodies 76.
Universal coronavirus vaccines based on a conserved domain of 124 aa found in the
C terminal portions ofTGEV, CCV, and FCV S protein have been patented. The report claims
that this fragment is capable of eliciting a protective immune response against FIPV, FECY,
TGEV, BCV, HCV, and IBV81. Further work is required to confirm these findings.
Less information is available on T-cell epitopes (Figure 2). In MHV virus-specific
MHC class II-restricted cytotoxic CD4+ cells recognize an immunodominant epitope com-
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prising the amino acids 329-343 of the viral S-glycoprotein. The epitope is recognized by
polyclonal and virus specific cytotoxic T cell clones 34 . No evidence for the activation of the
classical CD8+ MHC class I-restricted CTL was found by these authors. MHV-JHM immune
CD4+ Thl T cells transferred to MHV-JHM lethally infected mice results in protection from
death, but provides little or no protection from demyelination45 . CD8+ cytotoxic T cells
specific for MHV-JHM are involved in clearance of virus from CNS and thereby provide
specific immunological protection. These CTL are specific for both Sand N protein, but not
for M or HE proteins. A subset ofCD4+ cells is also involved in virus clearance (S. Stohlman,
personal communication). Most (15 out of 20) cell lines established from the brains of
infected animals were specific for the N protein45 , 84. MHV-JHM infection of rats induced
immunodominant CD4+ T-cells which recognized with high prevalence amino acids 388 to
563 of the carboxy-terminal domain ofN protein. The same results were obtained from rats
immunized with bacterially expressed N-protein or from animals vaccinated with a stable
N-protein expressing vaccinia recombinant. Transfer of N specific CD4+ T-cells to MHVJHM infected rats mediated protection against acute disease 100 •
T cell responses to the three major TGEV structural proteins: S, M, and N have been
identified in haplotype defined TGEV immune miniswine l . Four immunodominant T cell
epitopes were identified using l5-mer synthetic peptides, three located in the nucleoprotein
(N46, aa 46 to 60; N272, aa 272 to 286; and N32l, aa 321 to 335) and one on the membrane
protein (M196, aa 196 to 210). T lymphocytes from N32l peptide-immune miniswine
reconstituted the in vitro synthesis ofTGEV-specific antibodies by CD4- TGEV-immune B
cells. The antibodies synthesized were directed at least against all three major structural
proteins and neutralized TGEV infectivity, indicating that N32l peptide defines a functional
T helper epitope which elicits T cells capable of collaborating with B cells specific for
different proteins of TGEY. An interesting epitope has been defined on the M protein of
TGEV which induces interferon in naive lymphocytes, and may be relevant in protection49 .
In IBV, protection is induced by generating cytotoxic and helper T cell responses that
augment the activity of B cells, in producing virus neutralizing antibody. MHC class
II-restricted CD4+ T-cell hybridomas responded to IBV N protein amino acid sequence 71
to 78 6,8. In summary, N protein seems to be a dominant antigen for T cell responses, although
Sand M proteins are also targets for cellular immunity.

Recombinant Vaccines to Protect against Coronavirus
Vaccinia virus (VV) recombinants expressing coronavirus proteins have been successfully used in preventing MHV induced disease, but not in diseases induced by other
coronaviruses as FIPV or TGEV. A strong protection against acute encephalomyelitis was
mediated in Lewis rats which were immunized with recombinant VV expressing a fusogenic
S-protein28 • By contrast, a VV recombinant encoding a non fusogenic S-protein variant or
the N-protein was not capable to confer protection. In addition, MHV-JHM S-specific IgG
antibodies elicited before MHV-JHM challenge modulated the disease process, changing it
from an acute disease to subacute demyelinating encephalomyelitis. Immunization with
recombinant VV expressing spike (S) protein ofFIPV or CCV, induced early death syndrome
(EDS)98. The epitope responsible for EDS in CCV is found on the first 700 amino-acids of
the S protein.
Empty parvovirus capsids expressing linear epitopes of MHV have also been used
to protect against MHV infections. The MHV protective epitope designated site A of strain
A59 S protein54 was inserted in the major structural protein (VP2) of human parvovirus and
expressed using baculoviruses l2 . The peptide (H2N-846-SPLLGCIGSTCAE-858-COOH)
has 13 amino acids. The 58 kDa protein assembled into capsids resembling native B 19 virion,
when expressed in insect cells. Immunoelectron microscopy indicated that the epitopes
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inserted in the loop were exposed on the surface of the chimeric particles. Antibodies specific
for the inserted sequences were induced, which recognized the native virus. Mice immunized
with the chimeric capsids were partially protected against a lethal challenge infection with
MHY. It will be interesting to determine whether expression of linear epitopes from other
coronavirus will also provide protection against the homologous virus.

Vectors to Induce Mucosal Immunity
Coronavirus often infect respiratory or enteric mucosal areas. Then, a strategy that
could elicit protection against coronavirus infections is the induction of mucosal immunity.
Extensive studies that span more than 20 years from many laboratories have shown that the
precursor for mucosal IgA plasma cells originate in the lymphoepithelial structures in the
gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts. This precursor, which switch or commits to IgA in
gut, or bronchus-associated lymphoepithelial tissues (BALT) migrate from gut associated
lymphoid tissues (GALT) to mesenteric lymph nodes, upper respiratory tracts or to exocrine
tissues such as the mammary gland, where terminal differentiation into IgA secreting plasma
cells takes place. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic vectors with tropism for GALT have been used
to elicit immune response to coronavirus.
Human and bovine enteropathogenic strains of Escherichia coli have a multimeric
surface protein CS31A that has been used as a carrier for foreign antigenic determinants 10.
Site D (named site C by H. Laude's group) of TGEV S protein includes a continuous
epitope which can be represented by a synthetic peptide able to induce virus neutralizing
antibodies69, 30. Sequences coding for antigenic site D69, 30, 68 have been cloned in the V3
region of CS31A protein. The recombinant hybrid protein was purified and used to
immunize mice with 20 j.lg of antigen per dose. Significant antibody titers and neutralization of the virus was demonstrated. In contrast, antibody titers to TGEV induced by
the recombinant bacteria were low lo . Site D from TGEV S protein fused to E. coli
heat-labile toxin B (LT-B) subunit was expressed in attenuated Salmonella providing a
collection of 6 recombinant antigens with a variable number of site D80. LT-B-site D
fusion products were purified and subcutaneously inoculated into rabbits, in order to
determine their immunogenicity. One of the hybrid proteins induced TGEV neutralizing
antibodies. The corresponding plasmid was used to transform the vaccine strain S.
typhimurium ~cya ~crp ~asd X3987. Constitutive expression of LT-B-site D protein led
to the selection of bacteria expressing a recombinant product that formed pen tamers and
showed high stability in vitro. The recombinant bacteria also elicited TGEV specific
antibodies in vivo 8o . Expression of TGEV S protein in avirulent S. typhimurium yield
recombinant antigens with variable toxicity in bacteria. Transformed bacteria expressing
a 53 kDa amino-terminal fragment of the S protein and the whole protein (144 kDa),
respectively, showed an acceptable stability. Recombinant bacteria expressing the aminoterminal fragment of S protein was selected as a potential bivalent vector to induce both
immunity to Salmonella and to TGEY. The bacteria colonized swine and induced an
antibody response to Salmonella, but the response against TGEV was weak. Prokaryotic
vectors developed so far, do not seem the ideal candidates to induce protective immunity
against coronaviruses, possible because S protein is an essential antigen in protection
against coronaviruses, and the conformation of this antigen is highly dependent on
glycosylation23, 19.
Among the eukaryotic vectors with tropism for GALT or BALT, adenoviruses are
nowadays widely used. Two types of adenovirus vectors have been developed: non-defective
(vectors with substitutions in E3) which can replicate in many permissive cells, and induce
high level expression of the foreign insert, and defective vectors (with E 1 gene deleted)
which only replicate in 293 cells that provide El gene functions in trans. Non-defective and
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defective adenovirus vectors allow the expression of heterologous genes with up to 4,5 and
8 kb, respectively. These vectors are highly stable and induce strong responses 5, 76.
MHV S, N, and M proteins have been expressed using human adenovirus serotype
5 (Ad5). Mice intraperitoneally inoculated with these recombinants elicited serum antibodies
which specifically recognized the respective proteins. Only antibodies to S protein neutralized MHV in vitro, but titers were low. N protein also induced detectable antibodies as
determined by ELISA. By contrast, upon intracerebral challenge with a lethal dose ofMHV,
a significant fraction of animals vaccinated with adenovirus vectors expressing either the S
or the N protein were protected. This protective effect was significantly stronger when the
animals were immunized with recombinants expressing both Sand N protein, as compared
to survival after single immunizations 102.
TGEV spike protein has been expressed using Ad5. The whole protein, or fragments
of different lengths: 378, 529, and 1109 amino acids extended from the amino-terminus have
been expressed. The recombinant antigens included different sets of the antigenic sites C,
B, D, and A, previously defined in the TGEV S protein 76 . These Ad5-TGEV-S recombinants
infect hamsters and swine91 , and induce TGEV neutralizing antibodies. Furthermore, Ad5TGEV-S immune hamsters secrete TGEV neutralizing antibodies in the milk during lactation 76, indicating that these recombinants might have a potential in protection against enteric
diseases caused by coronaviruses. Vectors based on porcine adenoviruses are being developed62 • 7l ,
HE ofBCV has been expressed using Ad5. The recombinant HE polypeptide existed
in monomeric (65K) and dimeric form (130k). Mice inoculated intraperitoneally with live
recombinant Ad5-HE elicited a significant level of BCV-neutralizing antibodies 108 . Protection experiments are being performed with live recombinant virus.

Development of Coronavirus Based Vectors
To immunize a determined animal species against a coronavirus it might be advisable
to use a vector based on coronaviruses isolated from the corresponding specie. This would
provide several advantages: i) The coronavirus is a multi antigenic system which could elicit
a polyvalent immune response that may prevent the appearance of escaping mutants; ii) virus
vectors can be selected with a tropism identical to the one exhibited by virulent wild type
(wt )virus, inducing a local immune response where required; and, iii) vector approval for
use in a given species by regulatory agencies may be easier when vaccines are derived from
viruses affecting the same species. Then, it may be convenient to develop vectors based in
coronaviruses. The ultimate goal is to develop a replication competent coronavirus RNA
vector (Figure 3, C). From this, safer vectors could be derived by introducing a deletion
removing an essential virus protein, which could be provided in trans by a packaging cell
line (Figure 3, C). Also suicide vectors could be derived by deleting the encapsidation signal
from the helper virus. Unfortunately, the coronavirus genome (around 30 kb) is too large to
be cloned and expressed as a single infectious RNA for technical reasons. The construction
of these vectors is based on genetic manipulation of single-strand positive-sense RNA
genomes, which today can be done by recombination between wt genomes and genetically
engineered defective interfering (DI) RNAs of small size.
At least two types of vectors based on coronaviruses can be anticipated as intermediate steps towards the construction of a non-defective coronavirus vector: i) a helper-dependent RNA-replication defective virion, which requires the cooperation of a helper virus
for its replication (Figure 3, A); ii) a helper independent (replicase +) defective virus, capable
of self replicating the RNA, but dependent for assembly on structural proteins provided in
trans by a second RNA molecule derived from a DI genome (Figure 3, B). The replicase, as
defined today, is coded by a 20 kb fragment, which makes difficult the construction of an
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Figure 3. Models of potential corona virus-derived expression constructs. A. Summarized structure of helper
virus (upper part) and a DI genome engineered as a vector to express foreign genes (lower bar). B. Structure
of a potential coronavirus based replicon (upper bar) and an engineered DI carrying information to code for
structural proteins and foreign antigens (lower construct). C. Single RNA genome with the information for the
replicase, essential proteins, and heterologous genes (upper bar). A defective genome can be derived by the
introduction of a deletion (~) in an essential gene (lower bar). PS, promoter sequences; ES, encapsidation
signal; IPS, internal promoter sequences; An, poly A. Triangles above bars indicate promoter position.

RNA replicon, to be expressed from a DNA vector, as shown for nodavirus, alphaviruses,
and other small RNA viruses 56, 11,4. These vectors are safer, but their immunogenicity usually
is lower than that of vectors which replicate and encapsidate. These vectors could be passaged
several times before their ability to replicate is lost. The replication is maintained as far as
both the rep lie on containing RNA and the RNA coding for structural proteins are passed
together.
Key contributions to progress in this area have been the studies on the minimum
cis-signal requirements for DI RNA replication61 , 60, 93, 39. Most advanced work is coming from
laboratories dealing with MHY. An MHV DI RNA-based expression system (Figure 4A)57
represents one of the first MHV-based expression vectors derived from a coronavirus. This
vector has low packaging efficiency, although it includes the packaging signal described so far.
Expression in these vectors relies on an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) before
the heterologous gene (Figure 4A), or on the transcription of a sUbgenomic RNA by
introducing a coronavirus derived internal promoter sequence (IPS) at the 5' end of the
heterologous gene (Figure 4B). Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT), luciferase, and
MHV hemagglutinin-esterase HE proteins have been expressed using this type of vectors
(Figure 4B)55. Both the wild-type and recombinant HE proteins are incorporated into viral
particles, thus generating a pseudo-recombinant virus. The recombinant DI RNA can be
passaged at least four times. This DI RNA is thus an effective expression vector for delivering
foreign genes into virus-infected cells. Another RNA vector based on MHV DI particles has
been obtained (Figure 4C)94. Studies on the replication of this vector have revealed that the
MHV DI RNAs require a functional open reading frame (ORF) for efficient propagation22 .
The DI -vector could be used to modify the helper virus genome by homologous recombination to express heterologous genes. Site directed recombination has been shown between
full length RNA genomes containing a ts mutation on the N gene, and a Dr RNA genome,
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containing a wI N gene40 . The frequency of site directed homologous recombination was
significantly increased with the use of encapsidated co-replicating RNAs 96.
The aims are directed to the development of a system which obviates the need of a
helper virus. A vector containing the gene encoding the RNA dependent RNA polymerase,
and the replication signals will be required. Mapping the replication signals and polymerase
gene reconstruction are priority goals. Such a vector can only be rescued into virus particles
in the presence of the structural proteins. Assembly of DI particles in the absence of helper
virus using transient expression of the structural proteins S, M, N, and sM, and the synthetic
DI RNA has been achieved (W Spaan, personal communication).
Optimization of the expression in coronavirus requires information on transcription
regulation, which nowadays is under debate. The extent of base pairing between the promoter
and the leader complementary promoter sequence has been proposed as the control of
subgenomic RNA abundance 82, 46. In fact, certain nucleotide substitutions in the 3' consensus
sequence impair promoter activity, However, other data from MHV, !BV, and FIPV indicates
that there is no correlation between potential base pairing and mRN A abundance42 , 95. Mutations
disrupting the RNA duplex do not reduce promoter activity more than conservative substitutions in the same position 95 . One interpretation of all the data is that successful transcription
initiation requires a promoter-leader duplex of minimal stability. Once this condition is met,
extending the base pairing does not increase the rate of transcription initiation95 .
Coronavirus mRNAs are synthesized in MHV infected cells at a rate inversely related
to their length 79 . In contrast, in FIPV and TGEV infected cells the shortest mRNAs (RNAs
7 and 6, respectively) are produced in much smaller quantities than the next larger mRNAs
encoding the nucleocapsid protein. These data suggest that vectors based on different
coronaviruses will have to use various promoters for optimum expression. Fusion of leader
and body is imprecise. To explain the generation of this heterogeneity it has been proposed
that leader RNAs are trimmed by a nuclease to remove the single-stranded RNA sequence
from the 3' end after the leader complementary promoter sequence is annealed to the
promoter3 . Alternatively, it has been proposed37 that a sequence-specific nuclease cleaves
the leader RNA at position 1 or 2 of the consensus sequence. More recently it has been
proposed95 that transcription is initiated at multiple, possibly random, sites within the IPS.
A 3' to 5' nuclease activity present in many RNA polymerases could remove 3' residues in
the IPS causing the heterogeneity.
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Resistance to Virus Infections: Intracellular Interference and
Transgenic Animals
Two strategies in the construction of transgenic animals resistant to viral infection
could be distinguished: i) "intracellular immunity", which could have been more appropriately named intracellular interference, and ii) development of transgenic animals providing
immunoprotection. Intracellular interference includes: i) anti-sense RNA and ribozyme
approaches; ii) trans-dominant negative mutant viral proteins; iii) molecular decoys; and,
iv) intracellular expression of antibody to viral proteins. Antisense oligonucleotides containing sequences complementary to leader RNA induced a significant effect on the multiplication ofMHV-JHM. A vector which expressed the antisense mRNA 7 ofMHV decreased virus
multiplication in cell cultures. In transfected cell lines expressing a ribozyme against the 5'
end of MHV genome, MHV-multiplication was inhibited by more than 98% at 12 h post
infection77. Transgenic mice expressing antisense RNA against the nucleocapsid protein gene
ofMHV, under the control ofRSV LTR, were more resistant to the lethal challenge ofMHV
than non-transgenic mice 63 .
Interference in plant and mammalian viruses is provided by expression of the coat
protein or the replicase of a virus in the cells susceptible of infection. Little has been done
in coronaviruses in this subject. cDNAs engineered using DI RNAs might be used to study
the interference in coronavirus replication, mediated by defective products of different
ORFs.
Single-chain antibody molecules specific for surface S glycoprotein ofMHV have been
constructed to interfere with coronavirus induced diseases 41 . The single chain antibody was
derived from a murine MAb that has a high binding affinity and neutralizes virus infectivity.
Single chain antibodies have been expressed in CRFK and DBT cells using eukaryotic expression
vectors with human cytomegalovirus or metallothionein promoters41 • The resistance ofthese cells
to virus infection and S protein-mediated membrane fusion is being evaluated.
Transgenic pigs secreting TGEV neutralizing antibodies in the milk, to passively
protect the progeny, are being constructed. The project is based on the protection of newborn
animals by oral administration ofIgG or IgA antibodies purified from immune sows, previously
reported. The genes coding for the light and heavy chain ofTGEV neutralizing MAb 6A.C3,
which recognizes a conserved epitope of S protein 75 have been expressed under the control of
the whey acid protein (wap) promoter. This promoter is activated by peptidic and steroid
hormones present in stimulating concentration in the mammary gland during lactation.
Activation ofwap promoter results in the synthesis ofWAP protein very abundant in the milk.
The recombinant antibody has been expressed under the control of both human cytomegalovirus and wap promoters in cell culture 14. Recombinant antibody had titers of 104 as
determined by RIA, and neutralization index of 4 log units, using TGEV antigen or infectious
virus, respectively. Transgenic mice carrying the genes coding for both the heavy and light
chains of 6A.C3 MAb have been developed. The presence of TGEV specific antibody in the
milk of transgenic mice during lactation is being determined. Constructs providing optimum
levels ofTGEV neutralizing antibody will be used to produce transgenic pigs.
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ABSTRACT
Synthetic peptides were prepared as multiple antigenic peptide (MAP) constructs to
the S I glycoprotein of infectious bronchitis virus (IBV). The MAP system has been used in
the production of anti-peptide and anti-protein antibodies. It has an advantage over linking
peptides to a highly immunogenic carrier molecule because antibodies are not produced to
the MAP core matrix of lysine residues. Two 25-residue peptides were synthesized to the
Arkansas serotype and two were synthesized to the Massachusetts serotype of IBV. The
peptide sequences correspond to amino acid residues 64 to 88 and to residues 117 to 141 for
each of the lEV serotypes. A MAP construct for each peptide was prepared by linking 4
copies of a peptide to the immunogenetically inert core matrix of lysine residues. The MAP
constructs were used to immunize specific pathogen free chickens. Anti-peptide ELISA titers
and the dot immunobinding assay against the homologous peptide were positive for all of
the sera tested whereas the anti-whole virus ELISA titers and virus neutralization titers were
negative for all of the sera tested. Hyperimmune sera against whole virus did not cross react
with synthetic peptides made to the heterologous virus suggesting a possible role for the
MAP constructs in a serotype specific dot blot or ELISA test for IBY.

INTRODUCTION
Peptides have been used experimentally as vaccines to protect against several viral
disease agents including foot and mouth disease virus I, canine parvovirus 2 , and mouse
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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hepatitis virus 3.4. They have also been used to study the structural features of viral immunogenic proteins 5 .
A number of algorithms have been developed to predict epitopes in proteins from the
amino acid sequence5 ,6,7,8. In general, peptide antigenicity has been correlated with the
structural features of the protein. Some of those features include hydrophilicity, amphipathicity, and surface accessibility 8. In addition, sequence variability has been used to predict
epitopes on viral proteins 8 .
Several factors need to be considered when designing synthetic peptide vaccines.
Since peptides do not generally stimulate an immune response by them selves, they
must be conjugated to a carrier molecule to be immunogenic. The two most popular
carrier molecules are bovine serum albumin (BSA) and keyhole limpet hemocyanin
(KLH)8.
Multiple antigenic peptide (MAP) constructs provide an alternative means of
producing immunogenic peptides. First described by Tam 9 in 1988, MAP constructs
consist of either four or eight peptides linked by the COOH-terminal amino acid to a
core matrix of lysine residues. An advantage of using MAP constructs is that antibodies
are not produced to the immunologically inert core matrix of lysine residues. In addition
the need to conjugate the peptide to a carrier molecule is eliminated. A disadvantage of
using MAP constructs is that it is not possible to use a T-cell stimulating carrier molecule
which has been shown to be critical in developing a protective immune response using
some peptidesl,lO. However, T-cell stimulating epitopes could be incorporated into the
same MAP construct as B-cell epitopes since several peptides can be linked to the same
core matrix of lysine residues.
In this study, we investigated the feasibility of developing a vaccine using MAP
constructs of synthetic peptides against the S 1 glycoprotein of infectious bronchitis virus
(IBV).

METHODS

Synthetic Peptides
Two synthetic peptides to the Arkansas 99 (Ark 99) strain of IBV, designated Ark
99A and Ark 99B, and two synthetic peptides to the Mass 41 strain ofIBV designated Mass
41A and Mass 41B, were designed based the sequence comparison of the SI glycoproteins
of the two viruses. The sequences ofthe 25 residue peptides were taken from variable regions
between residues 64 to 88 and from residues 117 to 141 (Figure 1). Analysis of the peptides
with the Hopp- Woods 7, and the Chou-Fasman6 algorithms which predicts antigenic determinants based on the hydrophobicity of the sequence and secondary structure respectively
showed that each peptide contained hydrophilic regions and a B pleated sheet and or a a
helix.
The 'Fmoc' method was used to synthesize the peptides. Then the peptides were
linked to a 4-branch multiple antigenic peptide (MAP) resin (Applied Biosystems, Inc.,
Foster City, CA) following the manufacturer's instructions.

Immunization Schedule
Five one-day old specific pathogen free chicks per group were immunized with either
Ark 99A, Ark 99B, Mass 41A, Mass 41B, Ark 99A and Ark 99B, Mass 41A and Mass 41B,
whole Ark99 virus, or whole Mass 41 virus. A negative control group was given sterile
saline. The immunization schedule and sera collection times are shown in Table 1. Prior to
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Table 1. The immunization A schedule and sera collection times for
chickens given synthetic peptides to mv
Age in days
7

21
28

35

Immunization site
Adjuvant
SQB
Complete Freund's
IMc
Incomplete Freund's
IyD
None
IY
None

Sera collection
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

AFive specific pathogen free chickens per group were immunized each time with
approximately 500 ng of peptide. The birds were immunized with either Mass
41A, Mass 4IB, Ark 99A, Ark 99B, Mass 41A and Mass 41B, Ark 99A and
Ark 99B, Mass 41 whole virus, or Ark 99 whole virus.
BSQ= subcutaneous injection in the back of the neck.
cIM= intramuscular injection in the breast muscle.
DIY= intravenous injection.

immunization sera was collected from all of the birds and tested for maternal antibodies
against IBV by ELISA.

Analysis of Sera
All of the sera collected on days 28 and 35 were tested in a peptide specific ELISA
where the appropriate peptide was coated on the plates and by whole virus ELISA where the
homologous strain of the virus was coated on the plates.
Sera found to be positive in the peptide specific ELISA test were further tested
in immunobinding assays. The dot immunobinding assay was conducted by applying
each of the peptides or whole virus onto nitrocelIulose filters. AlIantoic fluid from
non-inoculated embryonating eggs was also dotted onto the filters and served as a negative
control.
Western blot analysis was conducted following the procedures of Sambrook et al. II
using sucrose gradient purified whole virus.
The virus neutralization assay was conducted in 1O-day old embryonating eggs using
standard procedures 12.

RESULTS
Analysis of Sera
The Ark 99A peptide was not soluble and no antibodies were detected by ELISA in
birds given that peptide. Thus, it was dropped from the study. Geometric mean titers for the
sera from the birds given the other peptides are shown in Table 2. The anti-peptide ELISA
titers against the homologous peptide were positive for all of the sera tested and ranged from
400 for the Mass 41A peptide to 6400 for the Mass 41 A&B combination. The anti-whole
virus ELISA titers were negative for all of the sera tested.
The virus neutralization titers were negative for all of the sera tested.
Dot immunobinding analysis of the sera positive in the peptide specific ELISA test
revealed that the sera reacted with the homologous peptide but did not react with the whole
virus (Figure 2). Cross reactivity for some of the sera was observed with the other homolo-
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Table 2. Geometric mean titers of sera collected from birds at 35 days
post-inoculation with synthetic peptides to the mv S I glycoprotein
Group

Anti-peptide ELISA A AntI-virus ELISA B

Mass 41A
Mass 41B
Mass41 A&B
ArkB
ArkA&B

400

:::; 200
:::;200

1600

VN c
:::;2

6400
800

:::;200

:::;2
:::;2

:::;200

:::;2

6400

:::;200

:::;2

AThe homologous peptide was coated on the ELISA plate.
BThe homologous whole ViruS was coated on the ELISA plate.
cVN= Virus neutralizatIon. Conducted in I O-day old embryonating eggs.

gous peptide but not with the heterologous peptides. Hyperimmune antisera against whole
virus reacted with the whole virus and the homologous peptides but not with the heterologous
peptides in the dot immunobinding assay.
Western blot analysis (Figure 3) showed that the anti-peptide antibodies in the sera
were directed against the Sl glycoprotein of the homologous virus. Only antibodies against
the Mass 4lB peptide reacted with the heterologous virus.

Antisera against Mass 41

a Peptide A

•

a Peptide 8

•

o

a Peptides A & 8

•

a Whole virus

•

•

Antisera against Arkansas

a Whole virus

a Peptide 8

•
Figure 2. Binding of antibodies to whole
virus and MAP constructs prepared to the
S I glycoprotem of IBY. RepresentatIve immunoblots for each sera are presented. AntIgen placement on the filters is shown in the
key at the bottom of the figure. Neg. Control= allantOic flUid from nonmoculated embryonating eggs.
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a Mass 41

a Mass peptide A
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p
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Figure 3. Bmdmg of antIbodies to the denatured S I glycoprotem of IBY RepresentatIve Western blots are
shown for each sera Neg = allantoIc fluid from nonmoculated embryonatmg eggs

DISCUSSION
In this study, synthetic peptides to IBV were prepared as MAP constructs and used
to immunize SPF chickens. Sera collected at two different times following immunization
contained anti-peptide antibodies and antibodies against the denatured S 1 glycoprotein. No
antibodies agamst the native protem or ViruS neutralizing (VN) antibodies were detected.
Although VN antibodies were not detected m our study, we cannot draw any
conclusions regarding the immune status of those birds against challenge with IBV. Studies
with foot and mouth disease virus have shown little or no correlation between the presence
of in vitro neutralizing antibodies and protection following immunization of cattle with
synthetic peptides 1. Ihose researchers concluded that I-cells were responsible for the
protection observed m cattle and that helper I-cells must be stimulated to get protection.
Empirical rules for the prediction of peptide antigenicity and I-cell epitopes from the
amino acid sequence of a protein have been developed 8. Unfortunately the methods do not
take into consideration the individual's histocompatibility antigens (MHC) and thus, are not
absolutely fool proof',8,13. Researchers are still left with a trial and error approach to
developmg immunogenic peptides. We designed our peptldes based on sequence vaflability
between the Ark 99 and Mass 41 strains of IBV. Computer analysis of the hydrophobicity
and secondary structure of the peptides indicated that each peptide contained hydrophilic
regions and a B pleated sheet and or a a helix. It was hoped that the MAP constructs of those
peptides would generate VN antibodies in chickens. Perhaps a better immune response could
have been generated with the peptides linked to a carrier molecule. Particularly a I-cell
stimulating carrier such as ovalbumin or sperm whale myoglobulin which may be recognized
by a greater number of histocompatibility types1,1O.
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In our study It should be noted that hypenmmune sera agamst whole ViruS did not
cross react with synthetic peptIdes made to the heterologous ViruS m the dot Immunobmdmg
assay ThiS result suggests a possible role for synthetic peptIdes prepared as MAP constructs
m a serotype specific dot blot or ELISA test for IBV
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RECOMBINANT RACCOON POXVIRUS
EXPRESSING THE NUCLEOCAPSID GENE
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ABSTRACT
Feline Infectious Peritonitis Virus (FIPV) is a coronavirus that induces an often fatal,
systemic infection in cats. Various vaccines designed to prevent FIPV infection have been
shown to exacerbate the disease, probably due to immune enhancement mediated by
virus-specific immunoglobulins against the outer envelope (S) protein. An effective vaccine
would be one that induces cell-mediated immunity without disease enhancing antibodies. In
this report, we describe the use of a recombinant raccoon poxvirus that expresses the gene
encoding the nucleocapsid protein ofFIPV (rRCNV-FIPV N) as an effective vaccine against
FIPV-induced disease. Cats were parenterally or orally vaccinated twice, three weeks apart.
Cats were then orally challenged with Feline Enteric Coronavirus (FECV), which induces a
subclinical infection that can cause enhancement of subsequent FIPV infection. Three weeks
later, cats were orally challenged with FIPV. The FIPV challenge induced a fatal infection
in 4/5 (80%) of the controls. On the other hand, all five cats vaccinated subcutaneously with
rRCNV-FIPV N showed no signs of disease after challenge with FIPV. Four of the five
subcutaneous vaccinates survived an additional FIPV challenge. Vaccination with rRCNVFIPV N induced serum IgG antibody responses to FIPV nucleocapsid protein, but few, if
any, FIPV neutralizing antibodies. In contrast to the controls, protected vaccinates main• Current Address Rush Presbyterian

st. Lukes Medical Center, Chicago, II 60612.
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tained low FIPV serum neutralizing antibody titers after FIPV challenge. This suggests that
the protective immune response involves a mechanism other than humoral immunity
consisting of FIPV neutralizing antibodies.

INTRODUCTION
Feline infectious peritonitis virus (FIPV) is a member of the Coronaviridae family
of enveloped viruses with a single-stranded RNA genome of positive polarity. 1.2 The virion
is composed of three major structural proteins: a 200 kDa outer envelope peplomer or spike
(S) glycoprotein, a 25-32 kDa transmembrane glycoprotein (EI, also known as the matrix
(M) protein), and a 45 kDa phosphorylated nucleocapsid protein (N).2 Antibodies against all
three structural proteins are found during natural and experimental FIPV infections. 3,4 Virus
neutralizing antibodies appear to be predominantly against the S protein. s.6
Various vaccines designed to prevent FIPV infection have also been shown to
exacerbate the disease caused by the virus. These vaccines included attenuated-live or
inactivated FIPV,7·8 closely related coronaviruses,9-12 and a vaccinia recombinant expressing
the S glycoprotein. 13 All of these unsuccessful vaccines induced a strong humoral antibody
response consisting of FIPV neutralizing antibodies directed against the S protein. In this
report we describe the use of a recombinant raccoon poxvirus expressing the FIPV N protein
that induces protective immunity against FIP in cats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses. FIPV strain 79-1146 (ATCC VR-990), FIPV strain Fort Dodge
Type II (FD-II) (Dr. John Black, American BioResearch, Seymour, TN), and FECV strain
79-1683 (ATCC VR-989) were propagated in Crandell feline kidney cells (CRFK cells,
ATCC CCL 94). Raccoon poxvirus (RCNV) (ATCC VR-83 8) was grown in Vero cells (ATCC
CCL 81). Cells were maintained in Eagle's minimum essential medium (MEM, GIBCO BRL,
Bethesda, MD) containing 5 % heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. Recombinant RCNV
were propagated in Vero cells using a multiplicity of infection of 0.01 to 0.05.
Preparation of Recombinant RCNV Expressing the FIPV Nucleocapsid Protein.
Cloning of the nucleocapsid gene from FIPV (FD-II) is described elsewhere. 14 The gene
segment encoding the N gene was subcloned into the SmaI site of the poxvirus transfer vector
pSCII (a generous gift of Dr. Bernard Moss, NIH, Bethesda MD) to create pSC1IIFIPV-N.
Expression of the N gene is under the control of the vaccinia early/late promoter, p7.5. A
recombinant raccoon poxvirus expressing the FIPV N gene (rRCNV-FIPV N) was generated
by methods described previously.ls Six individual rRCNV-FIPV N clones were selected and
plaque purified five times. Expression of the FIPV N gene by the rRCNV was confirmed by
radioimmunoprecipitation assays carried out as described previously.6 Briefly, lysates of
FIPV-infected CRFK cells or rRCNV-FIPV N infected Vero cells were prepared after
metabolic labeling with L-[35S]methionine and cysteine. Immunoprecipitation was done
using a monoclonal antibody against FIPV Nand Pansorbin cells (Calbiochem, San Diego
CA). Precipitated proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE through 12 % gels. Expression was
also confirmed by indirect immunofluorescence assay. 16 Briefly, Vero cells were infected
with the various recombinant RCNVs and FIPV N expression was confirmed using a
monoclonal antibody against FIPV N and a fluorescein-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG as the
secondary antibody (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg MD).
Preparation of Vaccine. A single clone of rRCNV-FIPV N, showing significant N
protein expression, was selected for large-scale expansion to serve as a vaccine virus. All
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recombinant and wild-type virus expansions and titrations were performed on Vero cells in
MEM containing 2.5% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The titer of rRCNV-FIPV N was determined to be 10697 TCIDso/mL. The titer of the wild-type RCNV (negative control vaccine)was 10644 TCIDso/mL.
Vaccination of Cats. Nineteen, nine (9) month old cats (specific pathogen-free,
Harlan Sprague Dawley, Madison, WI) were used. Cats were divided into three groups and
vaccinated twice, 21 days apart as follows: Group I (n=5) was vaccinated subcutaneously
with 3 mL of rRCNV-FIPV N (10 744 TCIDso/cat), Group 2 (n=4) was vaccinated subcutaneously with 3 mLofa I: I 0 dilution ofrRCNV-FIPVN (10 644 TCIDso/cat), and Group 3 (n=IO)
were vaccinated subcutaneously with wild type RCNV (10 692 TCIDso/cat) and served as the
negative controls.
Challenge of Cats with FECV and FIPV Two weeks following the second vaccination, all of the vaccinates and five ofthe control cats were orally inoculated with 103 4TCID so
of FECV strain 79-1683. This virus induces a subclinical infection which can cause
enhancement of subsequent FIPV infection. Three weeks later, these cats were orally
challenged with 1034 TCID so ofFIPV (strain 79-1146, ATCC VR -990). Cats were monitored
daily for 64 days after challenge for signs of clinical disease including: fever, icterus,
anorexia, depression, dehydration, and peritoneal swelling. Cats were monitored weekly
after challenge for leukopenia, anemia, and weight loss. Cats deemed moribund were
euthanized by the attending veterinarian and post-mortum pathological examination performed. Clinical disease signs were scored as shown in Table I. The clinically healthy full
dose rRCNV-FIPV N vaccinates and five additional control cats (exposed to FECV as
described above) were challenged with FIPV a second time, 98 days after the first inoculation
with 79-1146, using the same methods. Cats were monitored for clinical disease as described
above.
Antibody Assays. FIPV-neutralizing activity in heat-inactivated cat sera was determined as described previouslyl7 using CRFK cells in a 96-well microplate assay. Titers were
expressed as the reciprocal of the highest dilution of serum that inhibited 50% of viral
cytopathic effects. Antibody responses to FIPV nucleocapsid were detected by Western blot
against FIPV antigens using methods previously described l8 and anti-cat IgG substituted as
the secondary antibody.

Table 1. Scoring system for clinical signs followmg FIPV challenge
Score/ObservatIOn

Chmcal Sign
Fever

DehydratIOn
DepreSSIOn
AnoreXia
Pentoneal Swellmg
Icterus
Weight Loss

Leukopema
Anemia
Monbund/Death

1030 to 103.9 OF
1040 to 104.9 OF
~105 0 OF

20% to 29% decrease
30% to 49% decrease
>50% decrease
Decrease of ~50%
Total Count <6000/IlL
Hematocnt <25%

*Fever was not scored until> 1OF above basehne

1 pomt*
2 pomts
3 pomts
1 pomt
1 pomt
1 pomt
1 pomt
1 pomt
1 pomt
2 pomts
5 pomts
3 pomts
2 pomts
3 pomts
25 pomts
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RESULTS
Cats were immunized with two doses of rRCNV-FIPV N or wild-type RCNV
(controls). The full dose rRCNV-FIPV N vaccinates and control cats were monitored for the
presence of antibodies against the FIPV nucleocapsid protein by Western blot. Antibodies
against the FIPV nucleocapsid protein were detected in vaccinated, but not control cats (data
not shown). Serum antibodies capable of neutralizing FIPV virus were not detected in either
recombinant rRCNV-FIPV N vaccinates or control cats after immunization.
Two weeks after the second vaccination, cats were inoculated with feline enteric
coronavirus (FECV). This virus caused a subclinical infection in the cats. Prior infection
with FECV has been shown to induce enhanced disease when cats are subsequently infected
with FIPV (data not shown). Three weeks following FECV challenge, cats were orally
inoculated with FIPV virus. Infection with FIPV induced a rapid onset of clinical disease in
control cats characterized by fever, depression, dehydration, icterus, anorexia, weight loss,
anemia, and leUkopenia (Table 2). Four out of five control cats were deemed moribund by
the attending veterinarian and were humanely euthanized between 14 and 64 days after virus
inoculation. Post-mortem examination revealed both wet (effusive) and dry (non-effusive)
forms of FIP with typical pathological lesions in multiple organs of the control cats (Table
3). Similar FIP disease was noted in the IIlOth dose rRCNV-FIPV N vaccinated cats after
challenge (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 1) On the other hand, clinical disease was essentially absent
in the full dose rRCNV-FIPV N vaccinates (Table 2). The full dose vaccinates showed a
statistically significant reduction in clinical signs (p<O.05, by ANOVA) and death (p<O.Ol,
by Chi Square Analysis) when compared to the control cats (Figure 1).
The five surviving, clinically healthy, vaccinates were rechallenged with FIPV
79-1146 at 98 days after the initial FIPV inoculation. Five cats, that had been RCNV
vaccinated and exposed to FECV as described before, were included as controls in this phase
of the study. Four out of five control cats developed severe clinical disease and were
euthanized between 18 and 26 days after FIPV challenge (Table 4, Figure I). Post-mortem

Table 2. Total chmcal score following lllltial challenge with FIPV
CATID

Fever

Weight Loss

Leukopema

Anemia

Chmcal Slgns*

Death

Total Score

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
4
0
2

9
0
3
0

3
0
0
0

36
20
9
6

25
25
25
0

107
62
40
7

18
2
2
6

3
0
0
0

63
14
15

25
25
25
25

151
46
43
48

Full Dose RCNV-FIPV N Vaccmates

1260
1262
1264
1266
1268

0

0
2

0
0
0
0
0

1110 Dose RCNV-FIPV N Vaccmates

1313
1315
1317
1319

29
17
3

5
0
0
0

Controls (RCNV Vaccmated)

1321
1323
1327
1329

39
5
0
5

3
0

11
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Table 3. Type of climcal disease and onset of death followmg mltlal FIPV challenge
CAT ID

Disease form

Onset of death*
(days)

Organs mvolved

1110 Dose RCNV-FIPV N Vaccmates
1313
1315
1317
1319

Lungs, ThoracIc Cavity, Liver
Lungs, Spleen, Pentoneum, Kidneys
Lungs, ThoracIc Cavity, Liver, Mesentery, Omentum

Effusive
Effusive
Effusive

N/A

42
61
19

N/A

N/A

Controls
Non-effusive Lungs, Spleen, Kidney
Non-effusive Lungs, Spleen, Large Intestme, Mesentery, Liver, Spleen
Effusive
PencardlUm, Throaclc Cavity, Lungs, Omentum, Mesentery,
Kidney
Fascia, Lungs, Liver, Lymph Nodes
Effusive

1321
1323
1327
1329
1337

N/A

N/A

64
22
22
14

N/A

NI A =Not Apphcable
*Number of days between FIPV challenge and death

examination findings were consistent with systemic, pathological FIP disease. On the other
hand, a second FIPV inoculation, 98 days after the first FIPV challenge, induced fatal disease
in only 115 (20%) of the vaccinates. The ill vaccinate died 14 days after the second FIPV
challenge of a non-effusive form of infectious peritonitis (Figure 1). Clinical disease signs
were essentially absent in the other four vaccinates (Table 4).
The surviving vaccinates were held and monitored weekly for outward clinical signs
of disease for a total of 158 days following the second FIPV challenge (256 days after the

100

~

Full Dose
..... Vaccinates

90
80

1'"
.~
=-

30

60

-e- Controls

~ 50
~

1/10 Dose
- - Vaccinates

1-1

70

(1st)

1-1

-e- Controls

40

(2nd)

~

~

20
10

o

11111 Chlllenge

-10

40

llDd
90

Challenge

140

190

240

290

Day After Initial FIPV Challenge
Figure 1. Survival curves followmg FIPV challenge The sUfVIval curves for full dose rRCNV-FIPV N
vaccmates, 11l0th Dose rRCNV-FIPV N vaccmates, and controls are shown followmg the mltlal moculatlOn
With Virulent FIPV on day 0 SurVival curves for the full dose rRCNV-FIPV N vaccmates and additional control
cats are shown followmg a second FIPV challenge (on day 98) and momtonng through 256 days after the
millal challenge
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Table 4. Total chlllcal scores followmg second challenge with FIPV

Weight Loss
Fever
CATID
Full Dose RCNV-FIPV N Vaccmates
1260
1262
1264
1266
1268

0
2
0
15
0

Leukopema

Anemia

Chmcal Slgns*

Death

Total Score

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
12
0

0
0
0
25
0

0
2
0
55
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

12
3
0

25
25
0
25
25

65
40

Controls (RCNV Vaccmated)
DOl6
D020
D028
D043
AMW2

26
12
6
14
5

II

5

9

50
35

*Chmcal Signs Include DepressIOn, dehydratIOn, anoreXia, pentoneal swellmg, and Icterus

first FIPV challenge) Dunng this tIme, the cats showed no clIllical signs of mfectlOus
pentollitIs At the end of this extended observatIOn penod, the cats were euthamzed and a
gross pathological exammatlOn was performed No signs of tissue nor organ damage
mdlcatIve of FIPV mfectlOn were found m these vaccmates at the tIme of necropsy

DISCUSSION
The development of an effective vaccme agamst FIPV has been difficult Vaccme
formulatIOns usmg attenuated-live and mactIvated FIPV78 and other closely related coronavlruses 9 12 have failed to proVide protectIOn agamst FIPV challenge and, m some cases,
have actually enhanced the disease Unsuccessful protectIOn and disease enhancement was
also observed m cats vaccmated with a recombmant vacclma ViruS expressmg the FIPV S
glycoprotem 13 It has been suggested that the accelerated disease progressIOn and failed
protectIOn of these vaccmes was related to the humoral Immune response to the FIPV S
protem 1920 In particular, antibodies to the spike protem have been shown to enhance FIPV
mfectlOn of macro phages 19 These studies suggest that exclUSIOn of the S protem from a
vaccme formulatIOn, may aVOid the mductIon of Immune-enhancement that can be mduced
by this protem
This report demonstrates the ability of a recombmant RCNV expressmg the FIPV
nucleocapsid protem to mduce protectIon agamst climcal disease mduced by this coronavlrus In the challenge model used, both effUSive and non-effUSive forms of FIP disease
were mduced and death was consistently found m 80% of the controls Control cats were
vaccmated with wIld type RCNV and, therefore, non-specific responses related to raccoon
POXViruS alone did not playa role m the protectIOn noted Further, the protectIOn agamst FIP
was correlated with the dose of rRCNV-FIPV N admlmstered 10744 TCID so mduced
protectIve Immumty, whereas 10644 TCID so did not In additIon to the preventIon of
mortality, the vaccme appeared to prevent perSistent, subchmcal mfectlOn of tissues as
demonstrated by a lack of detectable gross leSIOns m tissues at 256 after ImtIal FIPV
moculatlOn
PrevIOus attempts to vaccmate cats with a recombmant vaccmJa ViruS expressmg the
FIPV N protem failed to mduce strong protective Immumty to FIPV 21 There may be several
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reasons for the observed differences In efficacy between the recombInant vaCCInia and
raccoon poxvlruses expressIng FIPV N, which could Include I) differences In the physical
propertIes of the expressed N prcteIns, 2) better replicatIon of raccoon POXViruS compared
to vaCCInia ViruS In cats, 3) altered magnItude or form of Immune response to raccoon
POXViruS compared to vaCCInIa ViruS In cats, and 4) Increased expressIOn of the recombInant
proteIns by raccoon POXViruS In VIVO Differences In the protectIOn agaInst FIPV may also
be related to the route of vaCCInatIOn and the type of challenge model used
VaCCInatIon With the rRCNV-FIPV N faIled to Induce detectable antibodieS capable
of neutraliZIng FIPV These data suggest that vaCCInatIOn With rrRCNV-FIPV N proVided
protectIOn agaInst FIPV by a mechanIsm other than a humoral Immune response consistIng
of ViruS neutraliZIng antIbodies Future studies wIll be necessary to elUCidate the mechanIsm
of protectIOn Induced by thiS ViruS vaCCIne
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EFFICACY OF AN INACTIVATED VACCINE
AGAINST CLINICAL DISEASE CAUSED BY
CANINE CORONAVIRUS

R. Fulker, T. Wasmoen, R. Atchison, H-J. Chu, and W. Acree
Fort Dodge Laboratories
Fort Dodge, Iowa

ABSTRACT
Canine Coronavirus (CCV) is a causative agent of diarrhea in dogs. The reproduction
of severe clinical disease with experimental CCV infection has been difficult. We have recently
developed a CCV challenge model which reproduced clinical signs of disease in susceptible
dogs. The following study was designed to determine whether immunization with an inactivated CCV vaccine would protect dogs from clinical disease induced using this model. Dogs
(n= 13) were vaccinated with an inactivated CCV vaccine. Vaccinates and controls (n=5) were
orally inoculated with virulent CCV virus and treated with dexamethasone on days 0, 2, 4, and
6 after virus challenge. Control dogs developed clinical signs including diarrhea, dehydration,
anorexia, depression, and nasal and ocular discharge. Diarrhea was noted in 80% ofthe controls
and 60% progressed to a severe watery or bloody diarrhea that persisted for multiple days.
Conversely, only 2/13 (15%) vaccinates developed mild diarrhea and none developed bloody
diarrhea. The control dogs averaged 10.8 days of diarrhea compared to 1.4 days for vaccinates
over the 21 day observation period. In addition to reduced clinical signs, the number of days of
virus shedding and the level of CCV in feces was different for controls (100% shed virus) and
vaccinates (38% shed virus). This study demonstrates that vaccination with an inactivated CCV
vaccine can significantly reduce not only viral replication, but the occurrence of clinical disease
following a virulent CCV infection.

INTRODUCTION
Corona virus was first recognized as a disease agent in dogs in 1971 when it was
isolated during an epizootic of diarrhea in Germany. I Canine coronavirus (CCV) was
subsequently isolated from outbreaks of canine viral enteritis in the United States in 1978 2
and serological surveys have identified the prevalence of coronavirus exposure in dogs in
numerous countries. 3- 6 Although the disease noted in field cases of canine coronavirus
infection may be severe, I it has been difficult to induce significant clinical signs using
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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experimental models. 7,8 In this report, enhanced clinical disease was induced when glucocorticoids were administered in conjunction with CCV inoculation of dogs. This laboratory
model was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of an inactivated vaccine in preventing
clinical disease in dogs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals. Mixed breed dogs, 16-20 weeks in age and of both sexes were used. Dogs were
confirmed to lack serum antibodies against canine coronavirus (by serum neutralization assay as
previously described 8), as an indication of no prior virus exposure, before initiation of the study.
Vaccine. A commercially available inactivated CCV vaccine (Duramune® CvK, Fort
Dodge Laboratories, Fort Dodge, IA) was used.
Viruses. The 1-71 isolate' and the SA4 isolate (American BioResearch, Seymour, TN)
of CCV at low culture passage were used for challenge. Viruses were grown on Crandell
Feline Kidney (CRFK) cells and pooled in approximately equal proportions to yield a
challenge pool. The challenge pool had a titer of 10 6 3 TCID50/mL on CRFK cells.
Detection of Virus Shedding. A minimum of 0.2 grams of feces was collected from
each dog daily from -1 to 21 days after CCV inoculation. Fecal material was diluted with
1.8 mL of Hanks Balanced Salt Solution containing gentamicin (100 J.lg/mL). Fecal suspensions were vortexed and clarified by centrifugation (500 x g, 20 minutes). Supernatant fluids
were inoculated onto Crandell Feline Kidney (CRFK) cells and incubated for 7 days a 37°C.
Virus was detected by direct immunofluorescence using a fluorescein conjugated antibody
(American BioResearch, Seymour, TN).
Experimental Design. Dogs were divided into vaccinated (n=13) and control (n=5)
groups. Vaccinated dogs were immunized with two doses of vaccine given 21 days apart (Serial
# 147179A for first vaccination and Serial # 147177A for second vaccination) by either subcutaneous injection in the scruff ofthe neck (n=6) or intramuscular injection in a rear leg (n=7). Fourteen
days after the second vaccination, immunized and control dogs were inoculated orally with 6 mL
of the CCV challenge pool (10 7 ' TCID50 per dog). Dogs were injected intramuscularly with 2 mg
of dexamethasone (Azium,® Schering Plough, Kenilworth, NJ; average of 0.12 mglkg of body
weight) on the day of virus inoculation and again on days 2,4, and 6 after challenge. Dogs were
monitored for fever (rectal temperature), weight, and clinical signs of disease from -3 to 21 days
after CCV inoculation. Clinical signs were scored as outlined in Table 1. Clinical signs of disease
in vaccinated animals were compared to controls using Mann Whitney Ranked Sum Analysis
(Statview II, Abacus Concepts, Inc.) using a Macintosh PC.

RESULTS
Dogs were vaccinated with two doses of an adjuvanted, inactivated CCV vaccine
administered by intramuscular (n=6) or subcutaneous (n=7) injection, 21 days apart. Fourteen days after the second immunization, vaccinated and control dogs were challenged orally
with a pool of two virulent canine coronaviruses. A mildly immunosuppressive dose of
dexamethasone was administered on the day of CCV challenge and 2, 4, and 6 days later.
Clinical signs of CCV-induced disease including diarrhea, depression, dehydration, inappetance, nasal discharge, and ocular discharge were noted in control dogs between 2 and 21
days after virus inoculation. In previous studies, dexamethasone administration in the
absence of CCV inoculation did not result in these types of clinical signs in dogs. 9 Canine
coronavirus was detected in fecal samples from all control dogs with a duration of I to 6
days. Virus shedding was detected between days 3 and 8 after virus inoculation and preceded
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Table 1. Scoring of clinical signs following virulent CCV inoculation
Sign

Score/Observation
103.5-103.9 of
104.0-104.9 of
~105.0 of
Soft, Mucous
Watery
Bloody

Fever

Diarrhea

I point
2 points
4 points
I point
2 points
3 points
I point
I point
I point
3 points

Dehydration
Inappetance
Nasal/Ocular Discharge
~ I 0% Weight Loss

the days of peak clinical signs (days 5 through 12, see Figure 1). Significant diarrhea was
noted in 80% of the control dogs and progressed to severe, watery diarrhea in three out of
five of these animals. No significant weight loss was noted in control dogs during the
observation period after CCV challenge.
Vaccinated animals, on the other hand, showed few clinical signs of disease (Figure 1).
CCV shedding was only noted in 5/13 (38%) vaccinated animals compared to 5/5 (100%)
controls. When clinical signs in vaccinates were compared to controls (Figure 2), statistically
significant reductions were noted in the occurrence of dehydration (100% reduction, p<O.OO I),
diarrhea scores (90% reduction, p<0.02), number of days of diarrhea (86% reduction, p = 0.02),
and number of days of virus shedding (87% reduction, p = 0.003). Vaccinates had fewer signs
of inappetance, nasal discharge, and ocular discharge than controls, although changes in these
clinical signs were not statistically significant. The average cumulative clinical score for

2.5
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....... Subcutaneous
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-B- Controls
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Figure 1. Average daily clinical scores following CCV challenge. The average daily clinical score (calculated
as shown in Table 1) for vaccinated and control animals is shown for the 21 day period following CCV
inoculation.
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Days of Virus Shedding

Days of Diarrhea

·p=.02

Diarrhea Score

Dehydration

Inappetance

o
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Average Score

Figure 2. Companson ofvaccmates and controls for key clInIcal signs followmg CCV challenge The average
scores (calculated as shown m Table I) for vaccmates as compared to controls are shown for key clInIcal signs
followmg CCV challenge mcludmg. Inappetance, dehydratIOn, diarrhea The average number of days of
diarrhea and ViruS sheddmg are also shown for vaccmates and controls *StatIstIcal signIficance values are
shown for vaccmates compared to controls as determmed by Mann Whitney Ranked Sum AnalysIs

mtramuscular vaccinates was 1.3 and for subcutaneous vaccinates was 4.2, which were both
significantly lower than the 24.8 average score in controls (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
Canme coronavirus was discovered as the causative agent of gastroenteritis in dogs.'
However, the Importance of this pathogen has been questioned because of difficulty m
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Figure 3. Average total
chlllcal scores followmg
CCV challenge The cumulatIve clInIcal score for each
anImal was summed and the
group averages (± SE) are
shown for mtramuscular
vaCCinates, subcutaneous
vaccmates, and controls
*Statlstlcal SignIficance values are shown for vaccmates
compared to controls as determmed by Mann Whitney
Ranked Sum AnalysIs
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reproducing clinical disease in dogs under experimental conditions. Conditions causing
stress in dogs, such as poor nutrition or overcrowding, and concurrent infections with other
agents have been hypothesized to contribute to the severity of disease that has been
documented with CCV in field cases. In support of the latter hypothesis, experimental
inoculation of dogs with CCV in combination with canine parvovirus has been shown to be
fatal under conditions where either virus by itself caused a self-limiting disease. 10 Because
canine parvovirus can infect cells of the immune system, this study also suggested that
CCV-induced disease may be augmented by immunosuppression.
In the study reported here, clinical disease was induced in dogs inoculated with CCV
and the immunosuppressive drug dexamethasone. The clinical signs observed in this study
included diarrhea, dehydration, depression, inappetance, nasal discharge and ocular discharge. In previous studies, where dexamethasone treatment was used in the absence ofCCV
inoculation, such clinical signs were not observed in dogs. 9 The clinical disease found in
control dogs in this study resembles the findings of other investigators who have inoculated
young puppies «6 weeks old) with CCV alone.I,B However, this is the first report where
significant clinical signs have been induced in older dogs. This model of experimental CCV
infection supports the hypothesis that stress, which also can cause immunosuppression, may
play an important role in the severity of CCV infection under natural conditions.
Previous vaccine studies have relied on the demonstration of reduced intestinal
infection and CCV shedding as parameters of vaccine efficacy. II In this case, diminished
infection rates were assumed to predict a reduced disease incidence in vaccinated animals.
In the study reported here, the ability of an inactivated CCV vaccine to prevent disease was
directly assessed. Using this CCV infection model, it was found that immunization resulted
in a reduction in the occurrence and severity of diarrhea, inappetance, dehydration, depression, nasal discharge, ocular discharge, and virus shedding when controls were compared to
vaccinates after CCV challenge. Therefore, this study shows that an inactivated vaccine is
capable of inducing an immune response which will protect against clinical signs caused by
CCv. This experimental model may provide a means to more fully assess the mechanism of
immune protection agamst CCV infection and dIsease.
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CLONING AND EXPRESSION OF FECV
SPIKE GENE IN VACCINIA VIRUS
Immunization with FECV S Causes Early Death after FIPV
Challenge
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ABSTRACT
The spike gene of the feline enteric coronavirus (FECV), strain FECV-1683, was
PCR amplified from total RNA extracted from FECV-infected cells and its sequence
determined. A primary translation product of 1454 amino acids is predicted from the
nucleotide sequence, containing a N-terminal signal sequence, a C-terminal transmembrane
region and 33 potential N-glycosylation sites. The sequence shares 92% homology with the
previously published feline infectious peritonitis virus, strain WSU -1146; however, several
regions were identified that distinguished FECV from Feline Infectious Peritonitis virus,
FIPV. The full length FECV S gene was cloned and expressed in vaccinia virus. Recombinants produced a 200 kD protein which was recognized by sera from cats infected with FIPV.
When kittens were immunized with the vaccinialFECV S recombinant, neutralizing antibodies to FIPV were induced. After challenge with a lethal dose of FIPV, the recombinant
vaccinated animals died earlier than control animals immunized with vaccinia virus alone.

INTRODUCTION
Two laboratory strains offeline coronavirus, feline infectious peritonitis virus (FIPV
WSU 79-1146 and a closely related Nor 15/DF2) and feline enteric coronavirus FECV 1683
have been studied extensively in the literature 1-5. WSU 79-1146, although anti genic ally
similar to FECV 1683 exhibits a different type of pathogenesis. The hallmark of FIPV
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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infection is an immune-mediated peritonitis which can be accelerated experimentally by
previous exposure to the virus 2. Cats with FIP disease typically have high circulating
antibody titers as well as deposition of antigen-antibody complexes in many major organs.
Susceptibility of macrophages/monocytes to virus infection is believed key to the widespread
immunopathology observed following FIPV infection6•
The spike protein appears to be largely the focus of the immune mediated pathology
in that the other major structure proteins (nucleocapsid and membrane) cannot induce
sensitization to early death syndrome 7. Vennema et aI., reported that a lethal FIPV challenge
of kittens immunized with a vaccinia recombinant expressing the FIPV S protein developed
FIP disease and died more rapidly than non-vaccinated animals following virulent FIPV
challenge 8 More recently, Horsburgh et aI., 9 showed that immunization with vaccinia
recombinants expressing either the CCV or TGEV S protein accelerated the death of kittens
challenged with a lethal dose of FIPV indicating a conserved feature of the spike protein
immune response that predisposes cats to FIP.
The differences between FIPV-like and FECV-like virus may not be do to the genetic
specificity of the virus, but rather, to the site of replication. Because the cell tropism ofFECV
1683 differs dramatically from FIPV, the sequence of the FECV (1683) spike gene was
determined and compared to that of the FIPV WSU 79-1146 and NorI5/DF2. FECV 1683
does not cause accelerated death nor FIP symptoms upon oral/nasal exposure of the virus to
12 week old kittens, in contrast NorI5/DF2 can cause acute symptoms with only a single
exposure when administered by this route. To examine whether FECV spike protein retains
the specificity of immune response pathology as its antigenically similar sister FIPV-DF2
the spike proteins of both were expressed using vaccinia virus vectors and compared side
by side in a cat immunization study7.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. All restriction enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs
(Beverly, MA) or Bethesda Research Labs (Gaithersburg, MD) and used according to
manufacturer's specifications. Bluo-Gal was obtained from Sigma. All PCR reagents were
produced by Perkin Elmer-Cetus (Norwalk, CT). Alkaline-phosphatase labeled antibodies
and the BCIP/NBT substrate system were received from Kirkegaard-Perry Laboratories, Inc.
Anti-FIPV serum was produced at SmithKline Beecham Animal Health (SBAH), Lincoln,
Nebraska in cats that were vaccinated with a temperature sensitive DF2 strain of FIPV
(Primucell R SmithKline Beecham Animal Health) and challenged with DF2 FIPV 10.
POTSKF33 was obtained from Dr. Christine DeBouck, SB Pharmaceuticals.
Cells and Virus Strains Norden Laboratories Feline Kidney (NLFK) cells and Type
II FIPV Norl5IDF2 were grown and maintained as described previously 10.11. A feline enteric
coronavirus, FECV (WSU-1683), was obtained from Washington State University. Vaccinia
virus strain WR was received from Dr. Bernard Moss, NIH.
For vaccinia virus infections, human thymidine-kinase-negative (HuTK-) and African green monkey kidney (CV-l) cell lines were used and maintained in Dulbecco's modified
Eagle's medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum.
RNA purification. Roller bottles of confluent NLFK cells were infected with either
DF2 FIPV or FECV virus at MOl = 0.1 in 50 ml ofBME supplemented with 2% FBS. DF2
FIPV infections were performed in serum-free medium. The virus was absorbed for 2 hours
and then 250 ml of growth medium added. The cultures were monitored for cytopathic effect
(CPE) and typically harvested at 24 - 36 hours post-infection. Total cytoplasmic RNA was
prepared from the infected mono layers by guanidine isothiocyanate extraction 12
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Oligonucleotide Design and Synthesis. Oligonucleotides were designed based on the
nucleotide designation of the WSU 1146 FIPV S gene (GenBank Accession # X06170) using
Sma I and Stu I sequences at the ends to facilitate cloning into pSCll. The primers were
synthesized on an Applied Biosystem Model 380B DNA Synthesizer using the phosphoramidite method and were gel-purified prior to use.
PCR Amplification. Synthesis of cDNA from total RNA isolated from cells infected
with a specific coronavirus was performed using standard procedures. Amplification of the
cDNA was performed essentially according to the method of Saiki et al., 12 using the Taq
polymerase. The reaction was performed in the Perkin-Elmer Cetus thermal cycler for one
cycle by denaturing at 95°C for 1' , annealing at 37°C for 2' followed by an extension at n °C
for 40'. A standard PCR profile was then performed by a 95°C-I' denaturation, 37°C-2'
annealing, nOC-3' extension for 40 cycles. A final extension cycle was done by 95°C-I'
denaturation, 37°C-2' annealing, nOC-15' extension and held at 4°C until analyzed. PCR
products were analyzed by electrophoresing 5.0 III of the reaction on a 1.2 % agarose gel
run 16-17 hours. Bands were visualized by ethidium bromide staining the gel and fluorescence by UV irradiation at 256 nm.
Cloning and sequencing of the FECV S gene. DNA sequence was determined from
overlapping cloned regions of the FECV S gene. PCR-amplified DNAs were digested with
Xmal and Stul, excised and eluted from low-melting temperature gels and ligated into
pBluescript vector (Stratagene). Insert-bearing clones were identified by restriction mapping.
Nested set deletions were prepared and the sequence determined by Lark Sequencing Technologies, Houston TX, from both strands using the chain termination method 14. DNA sequence
analysis was performed using the University of Wisconsin GCG package of programs.
Cloning of Full-length FIPV and FECV S genes in pSCll. The full-length FECV S
gene was amplified by PCR, digested with Smal and Stul, excised as above amd ligated into
a bacterial expression plasmid, pOTSKF33, using standard procedures. Full-length DF2
FIPV and FECV spike gene 1-1454aa inserts were isolated from established pOTSKF33
plasmid clones by Smal/Stul digestion of plasmid DNA and the excised gene cloned into the
SmaI site of the vaccinia recombination plasmid, pSC 11.
Western Blots of virus expressed proteins. HuTK- monolayers infected with recombinant viruses were harvested at 2 days post-infection by scraping into the medium. Pelleted
cells were washed with PBS and resuspended in 0.6 ml RIPA buffer (0.15 M NaCl, 0.1%
SDS, 1.0% Na deoxycholate, 1.0% Triton X-IOO, 5 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris, pH 7.4). RIPA
lysates were frozen/thawed 3X and sonicated briefly. Non-reducing sample buffer (2% SDS,
80 mM Tris, pH 6.8,10% glycerol, 0.02% bromophenol blue) was added and samples boiled
10 min prior to electrophoresis on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels as described by Laemmli.
Proteins were transferred to Immobilon-P (Millipore) at 20-25 rnA for 18 h in Tris/Glycine/Methanol buffer. Filters were blocked in 2% skim milk, 1% gelatin, and TBS (20 mM
Tris, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl) for 1-2 hours (h) at room temperature (RT), rinsed with TTBS
(TBS + 0.05% Tween-20) and incubated with anti-FIPV cat serum (from cats vaccinated
twice with Primucell R licensed temperature sensative DF2 FIPV vaccine) at a 1:50 dilution
in TTBS and 1% gelatin for 1-2 h at RT. Filters were washed in TTBS 3X for 10 min each
and incubated with goat anti-cat alkaline-phosphatase labeled IgG at a 1: 1000 dilution for 1
h. Filters were washed as before and incubated 5 - 15 min in BCIPINBT substrate according
to the manufacturer's instructions. Filters were then rinsed in water and air-dried.

RESULTS
The sequence comparison of the FECV 1683 spike gene (Genbank accession number)
and WSU 79-1146 (accession number) are shown in Table 1. The gene is 4365 bp in length
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Table 1. Percent homology companson between FECV 1683
and WSU 1146 Companson values represent
percent homology
Stram

WSU 1146

DF2

Nucleotide comparIson
FECV 1683
WSU 1146

94 3(255)

943(250)
998(15)

Ammo ACid ComparIson
FECV 1683
WSU 1146

973 (s)
95 5 (I) (67)

972(s)
954 (I) (67)
996 (s)
996 (I) (8)

Numbers III parentheses denote actual number of
nucleotide or ammo aCid differences (s) represents percent
ammo aCid homology based on Dayhoff similarIty matrIX
(I) represents percent ammo aCid Identity Predicted
number of glycosylatlOn sites for each ammo aCid
sequence are FECV 1683=33 WSU 1146=35 DF2=35

and encodes an open readmg frame of 1454 aa (-161,160 d molecular weight) As predicted
for a surface glycoprotem, the FECV S gene contamed a signal sequence of 14 residues at
the ammo termmus, a C-termmal transmembrane domam upstream of a 38 ammo aCid
cytoplasmic tail and 33 predicted N-glycosylatlOn sites
The the S gene ofFECV-1683 and the WSU-1l46 stram share 94 3% homology at
the nucleotide level and 95 5% homology at the ammo aCid level Interestmgly, the S gene
of FECV IS more closely related to CCV at the gene sequence than to FIPV The FECV S
gene sequence contams 6 extra nucleotides (posltlOns 351 - 356) when compared to the
pubhshed WSU -1146 FIPV S gene sequence These two addltlOnal ammo aCids at positions
119 and 120 mcrease the size of the FECV S gene to 1454 aa m contrast to the 1452 aa
reported for WSU-ll46 Overall, only 66 ammo aCid differences were observed between the
FECV and WSU-1146 FIPV S sequences (95 5% Identity) The greatest area of heterogeneity
IS m the first 300 ammo aCids of the N tennmal reaglOn, 89 6% Identity, while m the
remamder of the gene the homology mcreased to 97 1%
A recombmant vaccmIa ViruS expressmg the full length FECV S gene was generated usmg standard transfectlOn procedures 15 As a control, a recombmant contammg
the full length S gene from WT FIPV ViruS, stram Nor15IDF2, was also constructed The
presence of coronavlrus DNA m each recombmant was confirmed by hybndlzatlOn
ExpressIOn of the spike gene m each recombmant was regulated by the 7 5K early-late
promoter such that S protem would be produced throughout the vaccmla rephcatlOn cycle
Lysates prepared from cells mfected with the vacclma recombmants were probed for the
productIOn of the spike protem by Western analysIs usmg polyclonal sera to FIPV ViruS
(Figure 1)
Bands of 180--200 kD were detected m lysates prepared from vaccmlalFECV or
FIPV mfected lysates which co-migrated with spike protem m FIPV-mfected cells These
bands were not observed m unmfected cells or m cultures mfected With vaccmla alone Both
the size and the diffuse nature of the bands suggest that the FECV spike IS glycosylated m
thiS expressIOn system
ImmUnIzatIOn ofKittens 14-week-old SPF kittens, eight per group, were Immumzed
subcutaneously With 2 Xl 0 7 PFU of the vaccmIa recombmants expressmg felme coronavlrus
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43Figure 1. Western blots of recombinant S expressed genes. Lane I
is purified DF2 virus, lane 2 is wt WR strain of vaccinia, lane 3 is
wtWR expressing FECV 1683 spike protein, and lane 4 is wtWR
expressing FIPV-DF2 spike protein. FIPV cat sera was used for the
blot as described in Materials and Methods.
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S genes. A group of eight kittens received the same amount of wild-type WR vaccinia virus
(v/WR) as a negative control. Kittens were clinically examined; daily and rectal temperatures

were taken. A second immunization with the same amount of virus was given after 3 weeks.
Two weeks after the second immunization, kittens were challenged orally with I X 106 or 1
X 104 PFU of WT DF2 FIPV and survival monitored. Virus-neutralization titers were
determined on the day of challenge and one and two weeks post-challenge. Serum samples
were taken on the days of first and second vaccination, challenge, and post-challenge days
3,7,14,21, and 28.
The kittens appeared uninfected by the immunization regimen and showed modest
seroconversion to both vaccinia and to FECV by ELISA after the second immunization. Virus
neutralizing titers were also present at 5 weeks post-vaccination (Table 2). Two weeks after
the second immunization, kittens were challenged orally with either 1 X 106 PFU (high dose)
or 1 X 104 PFU (low dose) of wild-type (WT) DF2 FIPV and survival monitored. A group
of non-vaccinated kittens were also challenged with the low dose ofWT DF2 FIPV to serve
as infection controls. FIP disease progressed normally in this control group of animals with
the first symptoms displayed at 17 -20 days post challenge and a 60% group survival rate
after 27 days.
No cats were protected from WI DF2 FIPV challenge regardless of the immunogen
but accelerated death was observed as compared to the non-vaccinated controls in groups
immunized with vaccinia recombinants expressing either FECV S or DF2 FIPV S. Symptoms
ofFIP disease were first observed 9 - 11 days after challenge in the animals immunized with
the vaccinia/coronavirus recombinants, regardless of the dose of challenge. 100% mortality
was observed in the recombinant vaccinated groups as compared with in the non-immunized,
challenge controls and in the group immunized with vaccinia alone and challenged with the
low dose of WI DF2 FIPV, respectively. Post-mortem examinations were performed on all
animals to confirm the diagnosis of FIP.
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Table 2. Mortality and ELISA antIbody tIters of VaCCinIa VIruS

unmumzed FlPV-challenged kIttens
Titers by ELISA
50% MortalIty
(days)
Vaccme ViruS
OPCD
7PCD
14PCD
wtWRlow
2,195
27
8
8,240
wtWRhlgh
21
2,426
14,380
7
DF2-S low
18
55
4,963
48,441
DF2-S high
15
84
10,149
65,554
FECV-S low
15
42
3,185
56,661
FECV-S-hlgh
1,775
11,990
14
53
Naive low
23
8
754
15,875
Groups challenged With 104 (low) and 106 (high) dose of VIruS IS mdlcated
Post-challenge days (PCD) Mortahty IS reported as the number of days to 50%
deaths per group IgG serum antibody titers to DF2 FIPV were determmed by
ELISA, ViruS neutrahzatlOn titers were also measured usmg conditions
prevIOusly descnbed 10

DISCUSSION
The FECV 1683 spike protein although isolated from a mildly pathogenic virus,
shares a high degree of homology with the WSU 79-1146 FIPV spike protein, and can equally
sensitize kittens to FIP disease when expressed in the systemic compartment. However, the
low incidence of naturally occuringFIP (0.1 % in single cat households and 2-5% in multiple
cat households), yet high number of cats that are seropositive to coronavirus argues against
FECV as a predominant factor in causing FIP in the field. The low incidence of disease must
be attributed to more than the spike protein itself since spike gene sequences from CCv,
TGE and FECV have now been shown to cause accelerated death m cats. ThIs fact coupled
wIth the high seroprevalence of coronavirus antibodies in cats would indicate that the several
other factors separately or acting together cooperate to precipitate disease. In the intestinal
tract the virus is evidently innocous, but allowed to replicate systemIcally (m macrophages)
may mitiate the dIsease pathogenesis. The macrophage IS the target cell for FlPV mfection
and dissemination but interestingly, FECV replicates poorly in the macrophage 6. Perhaps
vaccima, whIch can readIly mfect macrophages, dehvers the FECV spike protein which
causes the cascade of Immune response pathology induced by the spIke protem expressed
in this cell type. Under this scenario the mechanism by which the VIruS can leave the mtestinal
compartment and mfect macrophages may be a worthy area of future study.
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ABSTRACT
The use of ARMS (amplification refractory mutation system) PCR coupled with
RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism) analysis has been used to identify a
unique genetic marker on the Ambico oral vaccine strain. This method was also used to
characterize the genetic profiles of a number of other TGEV strains. This procedure takes
advantage of the nucleotide differences between the Ambico strain, and the Miller and
Purdue strains. Within the S gene there are three nucleotide differences between the
Ambico strain and the published Purdue sequence. There are additional nucleotide differences in the structural and non-structural gene sequences, but we have chosen to focus
on the differences contained within the S gene. The Ambico strain has a closer sequence
homology to the Purdue strain than to the Miller strain. The Ambico and Purdue strains
contain a six nucleotide deletion at position 1122 that is not present in the Miller published
sequence or the ISU -1 strain of PRCV (based on our PCR experiments). We have designed
a 5' oligo whose sequence is homologous to a region located 80 nucleotides upstream of
the TGEV and PRCV S gene initiation codons to be used in conjunction with either of
two 3' oligos whose sequences are identical with the exception of the last six nucleotides
of their 3' ends. When utilized with the appropriate PCR conditions, these oligos can
differentiate between PRCV, Miller and Purdue prototype virus strains. These PCR
products were then subjected to RFLP analysis using four separate restriction enzymes
(BstE II, Alw26 I, Dra III, or MspA 1 I). We have used this procedure to analyze six
TGEV vaccine strains, intestinal derived virulent viruses, cell cultured viruses at different
cell passage numbers, and field isolates of TGEV or PRCY.
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INTRODUCTION
TGEV was first identified in 1946 by Doyle and Hutchins I. TGEV causes gastroenteritis in pigs resulting in a mortality rate approaching 100% in piglets less than two weeks
of age. TGEV has been shown to infect epithelial cells of the gut and respiratory tract. PRCV,
a variant ofTGEV with a predominate tropism for the respiratory tract, was first isolated in
Europe in 1984 by Pensaert 2. PRCV was first isolated in the United States in 1989 by Hill
et. al. and designated ISU-l 3. Since then, four additional strains ofPRCV have been isolated
and characterized in the United States 4,5,6. Based upon serology, these strains have been
shown to be similar to the European strain, but based upon their nucleic acid sequence they
are different. Through sequence analysis, attempts have been made to correlate characteristics of tropism and pathogenicity to genotypic changes among various TGEV and PRCV
strains 7,8,9. It is presently speculated that deletions in the 5' region of the S gene in PRCV
are responsible for its altered tropism while deletions affecting the expression ofmRNA 3a
and 3b are responsible for altered pathogenicity 10,11,12.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses
Reference virus stocks were obtained from various sources and a description of these
strains is listed in Table 1. Vaccine strains of TGEV were isolated from commercially
available products from Grand Laboratories, Inc., Larchwood, Iowa; Schering-Plough
Animal Health, Omaha, Nebraska; Oxford Veterinary Laboratories, Inc., Worthington,
Minnesota; Diamond Laboratories, Des Moines, Iowa; Fort Dodge Laboratories, Fort
Dodge, Iowa; and Ambico, Inc., Dallas Center, Iowa.

Isolation of Virus from Infected Tissue Samples.
Four TGEV seronegative piglets, two-to-three days of age were divided into two
groups and housed in individual isolation boxes. Each group was inoculated either intranasally or orally with 10 6.2 TCID 50 per pig of Ambico TGEV vaccine. One pig from
each group was sacrificed at 24 hours and 48 hours post-inoculation. The following tissues
were carefully collected using different instruments for each of the seven samples: lung;
tonsils; small intestinal extract (SIE = actual tissue homogenate); nasal lavage and scrapings;
mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN); small intestinal contents (SIC); and fecal samples. A sample
ofjejunum, ileum and duodenum was taken for staining by specific IFAofthe frozen sections
for TGEY. Infectious TGEV virus titers for the lung, tonsil, SIC, fecal, SIE, nasal, and MLN
samples were determined by inoculation of confluent ST cell cultures and evaluation by
plaque assay and TGEV specific IFA.

Isolation of Viral RNA and cDNA Synthesis
Frozen reference virus stocks consisted of either small intestinal extract (SIE) or ST
cell culture passaged material. Small intestinal contents collected from infected piglets were
diluted to 50% in PBS, and debris was removed by high speed centrifugation. An equal
volume of 50% sucrose was added and the material was stored at -70°C as a 25% final SIE.
This material was used to generate ST cell passaged stocks. Virus stocks were thawed and
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clarified of particulate matter by centrifugation at 10,000 xg. The supernatant was collected
and used for viral RNA isolation.
TGEV vaccine strains from Grand Laboritories, Schering-Plough, Diamond Laboratories, and Ambico, Inc. were obtained as lyophilized powdered cakes. These samples were
resuspended in 10 ml of sterile purified water. The Fort Dodge material was received from
Dr. Ron Wesley already rehydrated (l0 dose vial rehydrated with 20 ml). The rehydrated
material was clarified of particulate matter by centrifugation. The supernant was collected
for viral RNA isolation. The Oxford product was received as a liquid suspension and was
first diluted two-fold with sterile water and then extracted twice with toluene, once with a
1: 1 ratio of toluene/phenol and one time with a 1: 1 ratio of chloroform/toluene. This material
was then used for viral RNA isolation.
Tissue samples were collected and a 50% homogenized extract was prepared in PBS.
Samples were clarified of debris by centrifugation at 10,000 x g. The supernatants were
collected, aliquoted and quick frozen at -70°C. Frozen samples were thawed and diluted twofold in detergent containing buffer and clarified of any debris by centrifugation. The
supernatant was collected and used for viral RNA isolation.
Viral RNAs were isolated by digestion in 100 mM Tris (pH 7.5),12.5 mM EDTA,
150 mM NaCl, 1% SDS and 200 /-lg proteinase K (Boehringer Mannheim) at 37°C for 30
minutes. After proteinase K treatment, the samples were extracted twice with phenol and
once with 1: 1 ratio of phenol/chloroform. RNA was precipitated using LiCI and ethanol at
-70°C. The RNA was pelleted by centrifugation and the pellet was rinsed two times with
70% ethanol and resuspended in sterile RNase free water. First strand cDNA was generated
using reverse transcriptase and oligo WL23 (5' TGTGTACCATTACCACAG 3'). Oligo
WL23 is complimentary to the 3' ends of TGEV and PRCV S genes (corresponding to
nucleotides 3591 to 3608 of the Miller sequence). Briefly, the RNAs were denatured at 94°C
for 2 minutes and then incubated at 42°C for 60 minutes in a 50 /-ll reaction containing 50
mM Tris (pH 8.0),6 mm MgCI 2, 40 mM KCI, 100/-lM dNTPs, 5U RNAsin (Promega), 2U
of AMV reverse transcriptase (Seikagaku America, Inc.) and 500 pmol of oligo WL23. Final
reactions were stored at -70°C until use.

ARMS peR and RFLP Analysis
The cDNAs were then used in PCR type-specific reactions containing 100 /-lM
dNTPs, 2U of Taq polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim), one tenth volume of supplied lOx
Taq reaction buffer, one tenth volume of the cDNA material and 250 pmol of each 5' and 3'
oligos. The 5' oligo WL5 (5' GGATTACTAAGGAAGGGTAAGTTG 3') is homologous to
TGEV and PRCV viral genomic sequences located at positions -80 to -56 nucleotides
upstream of their S gene initiation codons and either of two 3' oligos whose sequences are
identical with the exception of the last six nucleotides of their 3' ends. These oligos, utilized
with the proper PCR conditions, are able to differentially amplify Purdue-like or Miller-like
virus strains. This is based on the property of Taq polymerase, which will not extend a
mismatched 3' end 13.14.15. The Tms (melting temperatures) of these 3' oligos are higher than
that of oligo WL23. Therefore, the annealing temperatures used are too stringent for the
WL23 oligo to interfere. The 3' oligo WL29 (5' TCGAGTCACTCACTGTATCATTAT 3')
is complementary to nucleotides 1121 to 1144 of the Miller S gene sequence and contains
an additional six nucleotides not present in the Purdue sequence, hence this oligo is specific
for Miller and PRCV strains of coronavirus. The 3' oligo WL28 (5 'CGAGTCACTCACTGTATAACATG3 ') is complementary to nucleotides 1115 to 1137 ofthe Purdue
strain and does not contain these additional six nucleotides, hence it is specific for the Purdue
VIruS sequences.
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Table 1. History and source of TGEV and PRCV virus strams

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Miller MGV: virulent mtestmal extract, Received from Dr Wesley, USDA, APHIS, NVSL, VS, Ames,
Iowa
Miller PP3 . plaque punfied three times on ST cells, Received from Dr Wesley, USDA, APHIS, NVSL,
VS, Ames, Iowa
Miller TGEV APHIS 69-7' virulent mtestmal extract; Received from Dr Tamogolia, Vet BIOlogics
DIV (VB D) - Allimal Res SectIOn (ARS) at USDA, Ames, Iowa.
Mlller/ST-3. TGEV APHIS 69-7 Miller virulent stram passaged 3x m ST cells
Purdue TGEV Std Challenge Lot-4: virulent mtestmal extract; Received from Dr. Haeltennan, Purdue
Ulliverslty, IndIana
Purdue/ST-4: TGEV Std Challenge Lot-4 Purdue Virulent stram passaged 4x on ST cells
Purdue P-115 . Purdue aVirulent stram; Received from Dr. Bohl, OhIO State Ulliverslty, OhIO
TGEY. IllinOiS Stram, Received from Dr Pat Gough, Vet Med Res Institute (VM R I), ISU, Ames,
Iowa
PRCV ISU-I . passaged 3x m ST cells; Received from Dr Hill, Iowa State UllivefSlty, Ames, Iowa

We have demonstrated that oligos WL5 and WL28 amplify a PCR product of 1217
nt from the Ambico strain, whereas oligos WL5 and WL29 fail to amplify a PCR product.
The reverse is true for oligos WL5 and WL29 which amplify a PCR product of 1224
nucleotides from the Miller strain and 543 nucleotides from the PRCV strain. Oligos WL5
and WL28 fail to amplify a PCR product from Miller or PRCV strains (data not shown).
PCR conditions consisted of a hot start, whereby Taq was added after the tubes had reached
a temperature of 94°C. The initial cycle consisted of 94°C for 3 minutes followed by 30
cycles of 94°C for I minute; 68°C for 1 minute; noc for 2 minutes; with a final cycle of
noc for 10 minutes. One tenth volume of the PCR reactions were analyzed by gel
electrophoresis. The PCR fragments were then subjected to RFLP analysis using the
following restriction enzymes BstE II, MspAl I, Dra III (New England Biolabs) and Alw26
I (Promega). All restriction enzyme reactions were carried out according to the manufacturer's specifications.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
We compared the published sequences for the Miller, Purdue-ll5, and PRCV
(GenBank accession numbers S51223, DOOl18 and Z24675 respectively) with the Ambico
vaccine strain, in order to choose restriction enzymes that would selectively recognize
sequences within the Purdue, Miller, or Ambico generated PCR fragments. The predicted
genetic profiles obtained by RFLP analysis are shown in Table 2.
Initial ARMS-PCR analysis was conducted on the reference viral material using the
oligo combination ofWL5-WL28 (specific for Purdue sequences) or WL5-WL29 (specific
for Miller sequences). A summary of these results is presented in Table 3. All of the Miller
virus strains amplified specifically with the WL5-WL29 oligos. RFLP analysis of this
material showed that all of the Miller strains of virus have the predicted Miller genetic profile.
Unexpectedly, the Purdue Std. Challenge SIE and the Purdue Std. Challenge STf4 also
amplified with the WL5-WL29 oligos. However, RFLP analysis of this material showed a
mixed genetic profile, with a Miller profile for restriction enzyme Dra III and a Purdue
profile for restriction enzymes BstE II and MspAI I. It is unlikely that this represents a mixed
viral population, because samples failed to amplify a PCR product with the WL5-WL28
combination. It more likely represents a precursor of the Purdue isolate prior to the selective
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Table 2. Predicted RFLP pattern of digested ARMS-peR amplified
fragments
Enzyme Pattern obtained with
Virus Strain

BstE II

Alw26 I

Dra III

MspAI I

Purdue-llS

1000
217

no cutting

no cutting

Miller

1056

110
1000
217

705
519

735
489

Ambico

1096
121
1103
121
615
481
121

no cutting

no cutting

pressures of tissue culture cell passage and plaque purification. It is interesting to note that
this virus yields two plaque sizes of large and small phenotype. However, upon plaque
purification oflarge or small plaques, the mixed phenotype oflarge and small plaques is still
observed regardless of the size of the plaque picked (unpublished observations). We are
presently attempting to isolate viral RNA from individual plaques for ARMS-PCRlRFLP
analysis to determine if there are any discernible differences associated with the plaque
phenotype. ARMS-PCR analysis of the Purdue-l 15 strain shows that it specifically amplified
with the WL5-WL28 oligos and had the predicted RFLP genetic profile for the published
Purdue-15 and Purdue-l 15 viral sequences. The Illinois strain (SIE of convalescent pigs)
was the only sample that amplified a product with both sets of oligos, however it only
amplified a very faint product using the WL5-WL28 oligos, whereas with the WL5-WL29
oligos the PCR product was more abundant. This most likely represents a mixed population
of viruses in the Illinois sample since RFLP analysis of the WL5-WL28 PCR product with
BstE II and Dra III exhibited a Purdue profile, whereas RFLP analysis of the PCR product
amplified with WL5-WL29 showed an identical genetic profile as the Purdue Std. Challenge
strains. In previous studies we have shown that mixtures of Miller with Ambico virus strains
will amplify PCR products from both combinations of oligos. However, RFLP analysis
shows that the PCR product amplified with the WL5-WL28 oligos has the genetic profile of
the Ambico strain and the product amplified with the WLS-WL29 oligos has the genetic
profile of the Miller strain. This indicates that the oligos are amplifying specifically. The
same six nucleotide insertion is also present in a virulent British field isolate 9.
ARMS-PCRlRFLP analysis of Grand Laboritories, Schering-Plough and Diamond
Laboratories vaccine strains showed that all amplified with the WL5-WL28 oligo combination and had identical RFLP genetic profiles as the Purdue-l 15 strain. Only the Fort Dodge
vaccine strain amplified with the WL5-WL29 oligo combination and showed a RFLP genetic
profile identical to the Miller strain. The Ambico strain amplified with the WL5-WL28 oligo
combination. However, it posses a unique genetic profile for RFLP analysis with the enzyme
Alw26 1. The RFLP analysis of the Ambico strain with BstE II, Dra III, and MspAI I correlate
with the genetic profile of Purdue-I 15. This data is in partial agreement with the S I nuclease
mapping studies published by Register and Wesley 16 who showed that the Solvay and Fort
Dodge vaccine strains exhibited a similar S I protection pattern as the Miller PP3. They also
showed that the Diamond and Ambico vaccine strains showed a similar S I nuclease
protection pattern as the Purdue-l 15 strain. Our data contradicts theirs in that the S I nuclease
pattern for the Ambico strain should have an additional band as compared to the Diamond
and Purdue-I 15 strains, due to the single base change contained in the Ambico strain. In
question is the ability and sensitivity of S 1 nuclease to detect single base pair mismatch
versus the sensitivity of ARMS-PCRlRFLP analysis. They state that they have consistently
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Table 3. ARMS-PCR and RFLP analysis of reference virus and vaccine strains
Amplification with WLS and
WL28

Virus Strain
Mil.MGV

WL29

BstE II

Alw261

Dra III

MspAlI

+

M

M/P

M

M

Mil.PP3

+

M

M/P

M

M

Mil.APHIS 69-7

+

M

M/P

M

M

Mil.APHIS 69-7/ST3

+

M

M/P

M

M

Pur. Std. Challl Lot-4

+

P

M/P

M

P

+

P

M/P

M

P

+

P

M/P

P

P

+1-

+

P

M/P

M

P

+

NA

NA

NA

NA

P

A

P

P

Pur. Std. ChaII.lST-4
Purdue P-115
TGEV Illinois Strain
PRCV ISU-I*
Ambico Vaccine

+

Grand Labs

+

P

M/P

P

P

Schering-Plough

+

P

M/P

P

P

Diamond Labs

+

Fort Dodge

+

Oxford

+1-

P

M/P

P

P

M

M/P

M

M

ND

ND

ND

ND

Note: M =Miller pattern; P =Purdue pattern; A =Ambico pattern; NA =Not Applicable; ND =
Not done due to lack of sufficient material. (*) PRCV amplified a fragment of 543 nucleotides.
detected deletions as small as 3-6 bp but they do not indicate if they have been successful
in using the S I nuclease protection assay to detect single base pair mismatches. ARMS-PCR
analysis has been used to detect allele-specific differences based on a single nucleotide
difference 13,14,15,17.
To determine if the Ambico vaccine strain retains its genetic marker while passaged
through piglets, we generated tissue extracts for re-isolation of the Ambico vaccine strain.
The results of the PCR amplification with WLS-WL28 and the re-isolation of virus titer
evaluated by plaque assay and TGEV specific IFA are shown in Table 4. None of the tissue

Table 4. Sizes of PCR fragments and virus titers isolated from tissues of piglets inoculated with
the arnbico vaccine TOEV
48 Hours Post-Inoculation

24 Hours Post-Inoculation

Sample
Fecal
Lung
MLN
Nasal
SIE
SIC
Tonsil

PCR
Neg.
1217
1217
1217
1217
Neg.
1217

Orally

Intranasally

Orally

Intranasally

Pig-l

Pig-2

Pig-3

Pig-4

PFU
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)

PCR
1217
1217
1217
1217
1217
Neg.
1217

PFU
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(1.9)

(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)

PCR

PFU

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
1217*
Neg.
1217

(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)

PCR

PFU

1217
1217*
Neg.
Neg.
1217*
Neg.
Neg.

(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(2.4)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
(Neg.)
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samples amphfied a PCR product usmg the ohgo combmatIon WLS-WL29 All PCR
products amphfied from the tissue samples exhibited the genetic profile ofthe Amblco stram
upon RFLP analYSIS (data not shown) This data mdlcates that the genetic marker IS
mamtamed subsequent to passage m pigs Infectious TGEV was relsolated at low titers from
the nasal samples of the 2 pigs that were moculated mtranasally The remammg 26 samples
were negative for TGEV by IFA evaluation of plaque assays IFA specific stammg for TGEV
of frozen sectIOns of Jejunum, Ileum or duodenum were also negative for TGEV (data not
shown)
Furthermore, ARMS-PCR/RFLP analYSIS offield samples obtamed from pigs vaccInated With the Amblco vaccme stram showed that the Amblco stram mamtamed Its genetic
marker m the field (data not shown) We have used this method to evaluate a hmlted number
of field samples and have been successful m Identification of Miller, Purdue and PRCV
strams We are presently utIhzmg a second set of pnmers located downstream of the
WLS-WL28/29 ohgo combmatlOns to be used for further charactenzatlOn of field Isolates
as compared to Miller or Purdue strams ofTGEV and PRCV This method represents a rapid
and sensItive way to momtor ViruS genetic profiles, which may have applIcatIOn m the
diagnostics field A Similar system has been used to Identify smgle nucleotide mismatches
m other ViruS systems 15 17 ARMS-PCR analYSIS coupled With RFLP represents an alternative
to nucleiC aCid sequencmg m correlatmg nucleiC aCid changes and the resultmg altered
tropism and pathogemclty
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ABSTRACT
We have investigated the intracellular localization of several of the proteolytic
cleavage products derived from the 5' portion of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) gene 1.
Antisera UPI recognizes the N-terminal ORFla cleavage product p28. Immunofluorescent
staining of cells with this antisera resulted in a diffuse punctate pattern of cytoplasmic
staining, indicating that this protein is widely distributed in the cytoplasm. Immunofluorescent staining of infected cells with antisera which recognize polypeptides p240 and p290
stained discrete vesicular perinuclear structures suggesting that these proteins localized to
the Golgi. This was confirmed by double immunofluorescent staining ofBHK cells expressing the MHV receptor (BHK-R) with a Golgi specific antibody in addition to our anti-MHV
ORFla antibodies. Antisera UPI02 recognizes p28 and the immediately downstream p65
gene product. Double immunofluorescent staining of MHV infected BHK-R cells with
UP I 02 labeled discrete vesicular structures overlapping the Golgi complex. In addition there
was punctate staining more widely distributed in the cytoplasm. The simplest explanation
for this pattern is that p65 is also localized to the Golgi region of the cell, whereas p28 is
more widespread. Plasmids containing the first 4.7 and 6.75 kb of ORF Ia have been
expressed using the coupled vaccinia virus - T7 polymerase system. Images obtained by
immunofluorescent staining of transfectants with our anti-ORFla antisera are similar to
those obtained during infection with A59. These studies indicate that the signals which direct
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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p290 to the Golgi are likely contained between the C-terrninus of p28 and ORF 1a residue
1494.

INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepatitis virus, a murine coronavirus, contains a single - stranded positive sense RNA genome. One of the initial steps in MHV replication is the translation of the
5 '-most, approximately 21.8 kb of the genome. This region of the genome, designated gene
1, contains two overlapping large open reading frames 1,2. The first open reading frame,
ORFla encodes 4488 amino acids. The second open reading frame ORFlb, overlaps ORFla
for 75 nucleotides and is 2771 amino acids long. In vitro transcription and translation studies
of this region have demonstrated that these two ORFs are translated as an 800,000 kDa
polyprotein by a ribosomal frameshifting mechanism3• Analysis of the nucleotide sequence
and the predicted amino acid sequence revealed ORF 1a contains several functional domains:
two hydrophobic domains, three cysteine - rich domains, a picomaviral 3C-like protease
domain, and two papain-like protease domains 2,3. The relative positions of these ORFla
domains are depicted schematically in Figure 1. ORFlb is predicted to encode domains
required for the MHV RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity - the SDD polymerase
motif, a nucleotide binding motif, a metal binding domain, and a helicase domain4 .
The presence of protease domains encoded by ORF I a, the extremely large size of
the predicted gene 1 primary translation product, and genetic evidence that as many as six
separate transacting MHV gene products are needed for RNA synthesis5, all suggest that the
gene 1 polyprotein is proteolytic ally processed into multiple polypeptides. Biochemical
studies have recently begun to elucidate the proteolytic cleavage events in processing the
gene 1 primary translation product. These have been most successful for ORFla. An
N-terrninal 28 kDa protein, p28, is cotranslationally cleaved from the primary translation
product by the first papain-like protease encoded in ORF 1a6-8. Subsequently a 65 kDa protein
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the specific functional predictions of ORF I a. The positions of the
predicted papain domains are indicated by the boxed P I and PI; the position of the predicted picornavirus
3C-like protease domain and the two flanking hydrophobic domains are indicated by boxed MI, 3CL, M2.
The approximate locations of those ORFla polypeptide sequences used as immunogens and the names of the
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(p6S) is cleaved from a large precursor protein as are discrete polypeptides approximately
290 kDa (p290), 240 kDa (p240), and SO kDa (pSO) molecular mass 8,9. The presumed
relationships of these cleavage products to the MHV genome and to each other are depicted
in Figure 1.
Enzymes capable of directing MHV RNA synthesis have been shown to sediment
with the membrane fraction of the cytosol'°. Thus we have begun an investigation into the
intracellular localization of the various gene I protein products. Since the processing
pathway for ORF I a gene products is much better understood than that for ORF 1b, and we
have in hand well characterized antibodies recognizing defined regions encoded by ORF1a,
our initial efforts have been restricted to proteins encoded within this portion of the genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Virus
The origin and growth of L-2 cells and BHK cells expressing the MHV receptor
(BHK-R) have been described 11,12. The origin and growth ofMHV-AS9 and vaccinia virus
expressing the T7 RNA polymerase have been described 11,13.

Antibodies
The antibodies used in this study of been described 8,9. These antisera were raised in
rabbits using procaryote/viral fusion proteins as immunogens. The locations of viral sequences encoding the various polypeptides used to raise these antibodies, as well as the
proteins immunoprecipitated by these antibodies, is shown in Table 1. The Golgi-specific
anti-mannosidase II monoclonal antibody S3FC3 14 was purchased from Berkeley Antibody
Company. Fluorescein conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG and rhodamine conjugated goat
anti-mouse IgG were purchased from Jackson Research.

Plasmids and Transfections
Plasmids pSPNK and pSPNS are derived from cDNAs and contain MHV-A59 gene
1 sequences from the NarI site at nucleotide 182 to the KpnI site at nucleotide 4664 and the
SpeI site at nucleotide 6756, respectively2. In both cases the MHV-AS9 cDNA is oriented in
the plasmid pSP72 such that the coding sequences are under the control of the T7 promoter.
pSPNK contains the coding sequence for p28, p65, and the first papain-like domain of
MHV-AS9; pSPNS extends past the second papain-like domain (Figure 1).
For transfection experiments 60 mm dishes containing sterile coverslips were seeded
with 2.2 x 106 BHK-R cells and incubated overnight. The cell were then infected at a MOI=5
with recombinant vaccinia virus expressing T7 polymerase, vTF7.3. The cultures were

Table 1. Antisera used for Immunofluorescent localization of A59 ORF I a products
Antisera
UPI
81043
UT600
UPI02

Size of viral sequences used cDNA for fusion proteins
as immunogen (aa)
spans nucleotides
228
363
495
601

461-1144
2879-3968
5000-6486
182-1984

Polypeptides immunoprecipitated
from infected cells
p28
p290,p240
p290,p240
p28,p65
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incubated at 37°C for 2.5 hours and then transfected with 5 f.lg of plasmid using lipofectin
(GIBCO-BRL) according to the manufacturer's instructions. After being returned to the
incubator for 21/2 hours the transfection media was replaced with fresh media and the cells
incubated for a further six hours, at which time they were washed with PBS and fixed with
cold acetone.

Indirect Immunofluorescence
L-2 cells and BHK-R cells were grown for two days on glass coverslips and infected
with MHV-A59 at an MOl of 10 or mock-infected. L-2 cells and BHK-R cells were fixed
with cold acetone at 6-7 hours and at 8 hours post-infection, respectively. For transfection
experiments, BHK-R cells were similarly fixed 8.5 hours after transfection. Cells were
treated with 5% non-fat milk in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4, at 4°C, incubated on ice
with rabbit anti-ORFla antibody (1: 100 dilution in PBS containing 3% BSA) for 90 minutes.
Following incubation with primary antibody, the covers lips were washed extensively with
PBS containing 0.2% Tween 20, incubated for 60 minutes with FITC-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit IgG (1: 100 dilution), and washed five times with PBS containing 0.2% Tween
20. For double labeling experiments a mixture of rabbit anti-ORFla antibodies (diluted
1: 100) and mouse monoclonal anti-mannosidase II antibody (diluted 1:600) were used as
primary reagents, and a mixture of FITC-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG and rhodamineconjugated goat anti-mouse IgG were used as secondary antibodies. The cells were mounted
in elvanol mounting solution for examination with a Multi-probe 2001, CLSM confocal
microscope (Molecular Dynamics). The CLSM produces simultaneous dual channel images.
Colocalization of the two chromophores was revealed by the yellow color resulting from
their overlapping emission. To obtain black and white prints from these images, the colors
were remapped by computer. Yellow was remapped to white (100% gray), green was
remapped to light gray (70% gray), and red was remapped to dark gray (30% gray).

RESULTS
Preliminary studies were performed using single color immunofluorescent staining
ofMHV-infected L2 cells to see if there was differential intracellular localization of various
ORFIa polypeptide products. Antisera UPI recognizes the N-terminal ORFIa cleavage
product p28. Immunofluorescent staining of cells with this antisera resulted in a diffuse
punctate pattern of cytoplasmic staining, indicating that this protein is widely distributed in
the cytoplasm (data not shown). Immunofluorescent staining of infected cells with antisera
which recognize polypeptides p240 and p290 (sera 81043 and UT600) resulted in intense
staining of discrete vesicular perinuclear structures suggesting that these proteins localized
to the Golgi (data not shown).
To investigate this further, two color immunofluorescent staining was performed
using a Golgi-specific anti-mannosidase II monoclonal antibody in addition to the various
anti-ORFla antibodies. The anti-Golgi antibody is a mouse monoclonal antibody and stains
murine cells poorly, if at all, but clearly stains hamster cells 14 . Thus we utilized BHK cells
expressing the MHV receptor, BHK-R cells, for all subsequent experiments. MHV-infected
cells were stained with anti-ORFIa antisera UPI, UPI02, 81043, UT600 and Golgi - specific
monoclonal antibody 53FC3. In the black and white print shown in Figure 2, white indicates
coincident detection of FITC staining (anti-ORFla antibodies) and rhodamine staining
(anti-Golgi antibody); light gray indicates FITC staining only; and dark gray indicates
rhodamine staining only. Staining ofp28 with UPI, and the Golgi with 53FC3, demonstrated
that most of the staining for p28 did not coincide with the Golgi complex (Figure 2, Panel
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Figure 2. Immunofluorescent localization of ORFla products in MHV infected cells. BHK-R cells were
infected with MHV-A59, fixed, stained with anti-ORFla and anti-Golgi antibodies, and visualized by CLSM
as described in Material and Methods. Areas stained only by the Golgi-specific antibody 53FC3 are indicated
by dark gray. Areas stained only by either UPI (anti-p28, Panel A), UPI02 (anti-p28+p65, Panel B), or 81043
(anti-p240/p290, Panel C) are light gray. Areas stained by anti-ORFla and anti-Golgi antibodies are white.

A). As shown in Panel B, virtually all the staining of p240 and p290 proteins by antisera
81043 coincided with the staining of the Golgi complex by antibody 53FC3. Note that almost
no light gray regions can be seen, indicating that virtually all of the polypeptide recognized
by 81043 are localized to the Golgi region. A similar result was obtained with antisera UT600
(data not shown). None ofthe anti-ORF 1a sera stained uninfected cells. Biochemical fraction
ofthe cells into soluble and membrane fractions followed by immunoprecipitation with UP 1,
UT600, and 81043 were consistent with the immunofluorescent staining patterns. Staining
with antibody UPI02, which recognizes both p28 and p65, revealed a pattern that was a
composite of the patterns observed with the anti-p28 and anti-p240/p290 sera. As shown in
Figure 2, Panel C, approximately two thirds ofthe antigens recognized by UP I 02 (light gray
+ white) coincided with the Golgi complex stained with 53FC3 (dark gray + white). This
suggested to us that p65 might also be localized to the Golgi.
Inspection of the hydrophobicity plot of the entire predicted ORFla polypeptide
reveals that the only obvious transmembrane domains are far downstream, flanking the
picornavirus 3C-like protease domain. The sequences contained within p290 and p240
extend into this region ofORFla (Figure I). To investigate if these transmembrane domains
are required for targeting p290 and p240 for localization in the Golgi region, we have utilized
plasmids containing the first 4482 nucleotides, pSPNK, and 6574 nucleotides, pSPNS, of
ORFla under the control of the T7 promoter. The polypeptides encoded in both of these
constructs contain a functional papain - like protease and cleave p28 from their primary in
vitro translation products 7. These two constructs have been transfected into BHK-R cells and
expressed using the coupled vaccinia virus T7 polymerase system. Cells transfected with
pSPNS and infected with vTF7.3 were fixed at 8.5 hours post transfection and stained with
either the anti-p290/p240 antibodies UT600 or 81043 in combination with the anti-Golgi
antibody 53FC3, stained with UPI and 53FC3, and stained with UPl02 and 53FC3. The
images obtained by CLSM after transfection were very similar to those obtained during
infection with MHV-A59 (data not shown). This experiment indicated that the predicted
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Figure 3. Immunofluorescent localization ofORFla products in pSPNK transfected cells. BHK-R cells were
infected with vFT7.3 and transfected with pSPNK, incubated, fixed, stained with anti-ORFla and anti-Golgi
antibodies, and visualized by CLSM as described in Material and Methods. Areas stained only by the
Golgi-specific antibody 53FC3 are indicated by dark gray. Areas stained only by either UP 102 (anti-p28+p65,
Panel A), or 81043 (anti-p240/p290, Panel B) are light gray. Areas stained by anti-ORFla and anti-Golgi
antibodies are white. The enlargement for Panel B is approximately twice that of Panel A.

transmembrane domains flanking the 3C-like protease domains were not necessary for
localization of p290/p240 in the Golgi region of the cell.
There is no obvious candidate for a transmembrane domain targeting p290/p240 for
retention in the Golgi encoded within pSPNS. To further investigate where the Golgi
localization signal(s) map, a further truncation of ORFla was expressed. The plasmid
pSPNK was expressed in a similar manner as pSPNS. The transfectants were stained with
antibodies 81043, UPI, and UPI02 in combination with the anti-Golgi antibody 53FC3.
Since the sequences recognized by UT600 are not encompassed by this plasmid, it was not
used for this experiment. The staining patterns observed were very similar to those obtained
previously. Staining for p28 with UPI again demonstrated that this polypeptide did not
specifically localize to the Golgi region (not shown). As shown in Figure 3, Panel A, all the
staining of p240 and p290 proteins by antisera 81043 coincided with the staining of the Golgi
complex by antibody 53FC3; only white, indicating double staining structures, and dark gray
regions, indicating Golgi not containing MHV ORFla antigens, can be seen. The staining
pattern obtained with UP 102 was again similar in appearance to a composite of the pattern
obtained with UP I and 81043. As shown in Figure 3, Panel B, approximately one third of
the antigens recognized by UP102 (light gray + white) coincided with the Golgi complex
stained with 53FC3 (dark gray + white). These results indicate that the signals localizing
p290/p240 to Golgi are encoded within the first 4664 nucleotides of the MHV-A59 genome.
The staining pattern with UPI is consistent with the biochemical in vitro data that p28
cleavage only requires the first papain protease domain, and that p28 is diffusely spread
through the cytosol. The pattern obtained in transfected cells stained with UP I 02 is consistent
with the hypothesis that p65 localizes to the Golgi region.
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DISCUSSION
To better understand the functIOns of the MHV ORFI encoded protems we have
ImtIated a serIes of experIments to detennme their mtracellular locatIOn As reported here, p28
appears to be free m the cytosol, It IS more Widely distrIbuted than p290/240, as Judged by
Immunofluorescent stammg with UP 1, and It partitions mto the soluble fractIOn of the cytosol,
suggestmg that It IS not membrane bound ThiS was true m MHV-A59 mfected cells and m
transfectlOn with experIments with both pSPNS and pSPNK, suggestmg that p28 IS cleaved
nonnally by the protease domam contamed wlthm PI (see Figure 1) dUrIng these transfectlOns
We have demonstrated by double Immunofluorescent stammg that several ORFla
polypeptides localize to the Goigi regIOn of the cell Both UT600 and 81043 antisera
recogmze the p290 and p240 ORFla cleavage products and localize these protems to the
Goigi ThiS IS supported by the partition of these polypeptides mto the membrane fractIOn
of mfected cells These protems do not appear to be targeted to the Goigi regIOn by the
downstream transmembrane domams M 1 and M2 (Figure I) smce stammg cells transfected
with pSPNK with 81043 still localized these sequences to the Goigi ThiS suggests that the
targetmg sequences are located wlthm the first 1494 ammo aCids ofORFla, downstream of
the p28 cleavage site Smce no clear transmembrane domam IS contamed wlthm thiS regIOn
It IS possible that the protem IS only loosely bound to Goigi membranes by a non-membrane
spannmg domam or by a protem-protem mteractlOn Further experIments are needed to more
preCisely detennme the Goigi targetmg Signal m these protems
The localizatIOn of p65 IS more uncertam at thiS time Smce UP 102 recogmzes both
p28 and p65, the Simplest explanatIOn for the pattern observed With UPI 02 IS that p65 IS
also localized to the Goigi regIOn of the cell, whereas p28 IS more Widespread AntibodieS
recogmzmg Just p65 are needed to confinn thiS assignment
In conclUSIOn these studies mdlcate that the MHV ORFla cleavage products p290
and p240 localize to the Goigi complex, p28 IS more Widely distrIbuted m the cytosol, and
suggests that p65 may also localIze to the Goigi regIOn of the cell The localizatIOn Signals
for these protems remam to preCisely defined but appear to reSide between the C-tennmus
ofp28 and ORFla reSidue 1494, the last ammo aCid encoded m pSPNK
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ABSTRACT
The coronavirus nucleocapsid protein (N) encapsidates the genomic RNA to form a
helical nucleocapsid. The requirements for coronavirus nucleocapsid assembly are being
studied. Two forms (-50 kDa and 55 kDa) of the bovine coronavirus (BCV) N protein were
detected in infected cells. However, only one form, a 50 kDa species, was detected in
extracellular virions. After treatment with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (ClAP), the
55 kDa intracellular form increased in mobility to comigrate with the 50 kDa form; whereas,
the 50 kDa intracellular species and N from extracellular virions was not sensitive to ClAP
treatment. The data indicate that specificity exists with regard to assembly of N into the
mature virion. The data suggests that processing of N may take place during assembly of
either nucleocapsids or virions and that the processing may be a dephosphorylation event.

INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus nucleocapsid protein is a multifunctional protein. It is a major virion
structural protein that interacts with the genomic RNA to form a helical nucleocapsid I. In
addition, the protein is also involved in viral replication and pathogenesis. N interacts with
RNA sequences contained within the leader RNA found at the 5' ends of both the genomic
and sub genomic mRNAs and it has been suggested that this interaction may be involved in
viral transcription 2. The protein is also important with regard to viral pathogenesis 3.4.
The first step in the assembly of the coronavirus particle most likely involves a
specific interaction between the N protein and the genomic RNA. The exact requirements
for this initial step are not fully understood. The BCV N protein, like other coronavirus N
proteins, is phosphorylated 5. It is generally hypothesized that phosphorylation plays a role
in the interaction ofN and RNA and therefore, plays an important role in assembly.
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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In the present study, analysis of the requirements for the N protein to be assembled into
virions has been initiated. Two forms of N were detected in BCV infected cells. Both forms
were phosphorylated. Only one form ofN was detected in extracellular virions. Surprisingly,
the extracellular virion N comigrated with the faster migrating (50 kDa) intracellular form.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
HCT (HRT-18) cells and BHK cells (both from ATCC) were infected with BCV at an
MOl of 5. Subconfluent cells in 60mm plates were infected at 24 hpi. For 32p labeling, cells
were rinsed with phosphate free medium and then labeled with 50 /lCi 32p orthophosphate in
phosphate free medium supplemented with 10% normal DMEM and 10% dialyzed fetal calf
serum. For methionine labeling, infected cells were labeled with 100 /lCi EXPRE3 5S35S label
(NEN) and chased in medium containing an excess of methionine and cysteine. At the end of
labeling, the medium was removed from the cells, clarified and extracellular virus pelleted at
35K rpm for 3 hrs using an SW50.1 rotor. Cells were lysed and the cytoplasmic fraction
collected. Virion pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer and both cell and virion lysates were
precleared by incubating with protein A Sepharose for I hr. Precleared lysates were immunoprecipitated with an anti-BCV polyclonal antibody. Immune complexes were recovered by
incubating with protein A Sepharose for I hr, eluted in 2X PAGE sample buffer and analyzed
by SDS-PAGE. The 32p labeled Sepharose-immune complex pellets were washed, resuspended
in buffer without detergent and divided into three aliquots. One third of each immunoprecipitation was treated with either 40 units/ml RNase or 23 units of calf intestinal alkaline
phosphatase for 30 min at 37°C. One third was treated in the same way except without RNase
or ClAP. After digestion, Sepharose-immune complexes were pelleted in a microfuge and
eluted with 2X PAGE sample buffer and analyzed SDS-PAGE.

RESULTS
Comparison of Intracellular and Extracellular Virions N
The BCV N protein, like other coronavirus N proteins, is phosphorylated 5. As studies
have been initiated on the assembly of coronaviruses we noticed a difference in the migration
of the N protein when expressed alone and the N protein from purified BCV virions. This
led us to compare the proteins from both the intracellular and extracellular fractions of
infected cells. Cells infected with BCV were labeled with EXPR35S35S for 30 min and either
lysed immediately or after a 9 hour chase in medium containing an excess of methionine and
cysteine. After the pulse two forms ofN were detected, a 50 kDa and 55 kDa species (Fig
1, lane 4). Both intracellular forms were detected after the 9 hr chase (lane 5). However,
when pelleted virions were immunoprecipitated from medium off the cells after the 9 hr
chase, only one form of N was detected in the extracellular virions (lane 6). Labeling with
32p orthophosphate showed that both forms of the intracellular protein were phosphorylated
(lane 3). The 50 kDa form from extracellular virions was also phosphorylated (lane 2).

Effect of Calf Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase on N
When we labeled for a time shorter than discussed above we noted that the 55 kDa form of
N was detected after the pulse and it appeared to chase to give rise to the 50 kDa form (data not
shown). This suggested that some type ofprocessing might be taking place. To begin investigating
the nature of the different forms of N, the proteins were treated with calf intestinal alkaline
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of the protein. This differs from what was previously reported for mouse hepatitis coronavirus (MHV) JHM since only one phosphorylated species was detected in virion infected
cells and the mature virion N comigrated with the phosphorylated intracellular N 8. Faster
migrating forms of both MHV JHM and A59 have been detected intracellularly; however,
these have generally been hypothesized to be cleavage or degradation products ofN 7,9. MHV
N is phosphorylated at only one or two serines, even though there are a large number of
potential sites in the protein 10. Experiments to determine which sites are phosphorylated on
the BCV N are currently underway.
In contrast to the intracellular pool ofN in BCV infected cells, only one form ofN
was present in extracellular virions. It was surprising that the virion form is what appears to
be the less phosphorylated form seen in the intracellular fraction. At this point we have not
demonstrated which form of N initially interacts with the RNA to be assembled into the
mature virions. However, the data indicate that specificity exists with regard to what is
incorporated into virions since only one form is seen in the mature virion. If the more
phosphorylated form actually initially interacts with the virion RNA, it is apparently
processed in some way to give rise to a form that comigrates with the faster migrating
intracellular form. Assuming that two populations of N molecules are not phosphorylated
differently during translation, two types of processing could account for the different forms
ofN, a dephosphorylation or proteolytic processing. It is possible that the 55 kDa form of
N is converted to the phosphorylated 50 kDa form by dephosphorylation. Data not shown
here indicates that the slower migrating form, the 55 kDa species, is initially seen during a
short pulse and appears to give rise to the faster migrating form, the 50 kDa species during
a chase. Taken together this suggests that proteolytic processing may not be responsible for
the faster migrating form seen in the mature virion. If so, dephosphorylation of the 55 kDa
species may generate the 50 kDa species.
The functional role of phosphorylation of the coronavirus N protein is not known;
however, it is generally hypothesized that phosphorylation plays a role in the interaction
between the protein and the viral RNA. MHV N binds elements within the 5' leader sequence
found on all mRNAs and the genomic RNA 2. It was suggested that the interaction may play
a role in transcription. Our data also indicates that the BCV N is associated with virion RNAs
(Fig. 2 and data not shown). In addition to any role in transcription, the protein must also be
involved in assembly. It must specifically encapsidate the genomic RNA and as part of the
nucleocapsid, most likely interacts with other viral proteins to assemble the mature virion
II. These multiple roles of N may be regulated by different phosphorylation states of the
protein.
Previously it was shown that MHV JHM N is quickly phosphorylated after synthesis
and concomitantly becomes associated with the cell membrane fraction 8. It was impossible
to distinguish multiple phosphorylated forms ofN in the MHV 8. Since we detect the two
forms ofN in the intracellular fraction ofBCV infected cells this may allow us to study the
role(s) this modification may play in replication and assembly.
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ABSTRACT
The full length spike (S) gene of porcine respiratory coronavirus (PRCV) was
inserted into the genome of human adenovirus type 5 downstream of the early transcription
region 3 promoter. The recombinant virus replicated in cultures of the swine testicle ST cell
line and directed the synthesis of S antigen to an amount of approximately 33 J.lg per 106
cells, as determined by ELISA. The antigen was cell-associated except in the late phase of
the infection, when a low amount (4 J.lg per 10 6 cells) was released in the culture supernatant.
The cell-associated antigen consisted of 2 polypeptides of 160 K and 175 K, respectively.
The 160 K polypeptide comigrated with the authentic S' precursor from PRCV-infected cells.
The 175 K polypeptide had the same mobility as the authentic mature S protein from
PRCV-infected cells and from PRCV released in the supernatant. The extracellular recombinant antigen corresponded with the 175 K mature protein. Immunofluorescent staining
gave evidence that some recombinant S protein was exposed on the cell surface; it also
showed that the protein was recognized by conformation-specific anti-S monoclonal antibodies. Piglets, immunized oronasally with the recombinant adenovirus vector developed
PRCV-neutralizing serum antibodies and were partially protected against PRCV - challenge.

INTRODUCTION
The use of human adenovirus type 5 (Ad5) for the construction of recombinant
expression vectors is well established l . Previous work in our laboratory has shown that this
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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virus causes a subclinical respiratory infection in swine2• Therefore, Ad5 is a candidate as a
vaccine vector for the induction of an }tnmune response in the porcine respiratory tract.
Porcine respiratory coronavit;tls (PRCV) can serve as a well known model suitable
to study the vaccine potential of re/ombinant Ad5-based vectors. The major virus neutralization mediating antigenic sites/ire located on the spike (S) glycoprotein3,4. In PRCV-infected cells the S protein is injtially synthesized as a precursor species S' of 1255 amino
acids. By posttranslational pr9cessing the mature S protein is produced which is incorporated
in the viral membranes.
.
In the present communication we report the development of an infectious Ad vector
(AdgpS) which carries the entire PRCV S gene in the early transcription region 3 (E3) of its
genome and directs a high level expression in porcine cells. We also describe the biochemical
and biological properties of the expressed product and demonstrate that the vector has
immunogenic and protective potential in piglets.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Viruses and Cells
The PRCV isolates TLM 83 6 and 91V44 7 were used as the source of viral genomic
RNA and for challenge of piglets, respectively. Both isolates were grown in cultures of the
swine testicle (ST) cell line. The same cell line was used for titration of PRCV from nasal
swabs of piglets, for growth and titration of AdgpS and for Ad5 neutralization assays. DNA
transfection was performed in the human embryonal cell line 293. Swine kidney (SK6) cells
were used for PRCV/TGEV neutralization tests 8.

Construction of the Recombinant Vector
The PRCV S gene insert was prepared starting from genomic RNA, extracted from
purified PRCV virions, as described 9 . A cDNA was synthesized using the oligonucleotide
primer 5'TCTGCTAGCTTAAATTTAATGGACGTGCAC; the Supercript Preamplification
system (BRL) was used in the conditions prescribed by the manufacturer except for the
incubation time with reverse transcriptase, which was 90 min. The DNA was amplified by
PCR using the above oligonucleotide and the oligonucleotide 5' TAGCTAGCCACACCATGAAAAAATTATTTG as 5' and 3' amplimers, respectively. Thirty cycles (95°C for I min,
noc for 15 min, 56°C for 2 min) were performed with 5 units of Taq DNA polymerase
(Perkin Elmer Cetus).
The recombinant adenovirus AdgpS was constructed according to the procedure of
Graham and Prevec lO . Plasm ids pFG144 11 and pFG173 12 were kindly provided by L.
Enjuanes (Centro Nacional de Biotecnologia, Spain). Transfection of 293 cells was performed using the calcium phosphate coprecipitation method!3.

Immunologic Assays
To measure the level of expression by antigen-capture sandwich ELISA, cells were
lysed in 0.05M Tris-HCl pH 8, 0.5M NaCl, 1% Triton X-I00, 0.1 % deoxycholate (lysis
buffer). To improve detection of extracellular S antigen the culture supernatants were
concentrated 10-fold by dialysis against 20% polyethylene glycol 20 000 (PEG) and
subsequentely diluted 112 in 2x lysis buffer. The ELISA was performed essentially as
described l4 , using pig anti-TGEV IgG as the capture antibody and pig anti-TGEV horseradish peroxidase conjugate. Serial dilutions of samples were tested and ELISA absorbances
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were converted to S protein concentrations using a cell lysate with a known concentration
of purified PRCV virions as a standard; the S protein content of this preparation was
considered 114 of the total viral protein.
For immunoblot analysis of recombinant S protein, cells were lysed in 0.05 M
Tris-HCI, pH 8, 1% SDS (gel-loading buffer). Cell culture supernatant was concentrated by
dialysis against 20 % PEG and subsequently diluted 112 in 2x gel-loading buffer to give a
final volume which was equal to that of the cell lysate. The proteins were resolved by
electrophoresis on a 8% SDS-PAGE gel and were transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane
(Bio-Rad) using a Bio-Rad Trans-Blot Cell. The membrane was probed with pig anti-TGEV
serum and the reaction was developed using rabbit anti-pig IgG antibodies conjugated to
horseradish peroxidase (Nordic).
Indirect immunofluorescence assays were performed using ST cell cultures, grown
on glass coverslips and infected with AdgpS at a multiplicity of 10. After 24 h the cells were
fixed in 0.1 % paraformaldehyde for 30 min at 4 DC'S and probed with 2 pools of monoclonal
antibodies (Mabs), each of which was directed against one of the antigenic sites A and D of
the S protein. The MAbs were gifts ofL. Enjuanes and were diluted 111 00. Bound antibody
was detected with fluorescein -conjugated anti-mouse IgG antiserum (Nordic).
Serum PRCV neutralizing activity was measured by a microtiter virus neutralization
(VN) assay described previously8. Ad5-neutralizing activity of the sera was detected by a
similar microneutralization assay.

Inoculation and Challenge of Piglets
Four piglets of 4 weeks of age which were free of Ad5-neutralizing serum antibodies
were obtained from a PRCV negative farm. Two of them were inoculated oronasally with
each 2.5 x 10 10 median tissue culture infectious doses (TCID so) of AdgpS. The two remaining
piglets were not inoculated and served as challenge controls. Challenge was performed four
weeks after the AdgpS inoculation, using 10 7 TCID so of PRCV per animal, administered via
aerosol as described 7• In order to study the antibody response to PRCV, serum samples were
collected on the day of inoculation with AdgpS, on the day of challenge and on post-challenge
days (PCD) 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, and tested in the VN assay. To estimate the degree of protection
against challenge, the shedding ofPRCV was determined in nasal swabs collected daily from
the day of challenge until PCD 10. Infectious virus titers in the secretions were determined
as described previously?

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Construction of the Recombinant Vector
A full length DNA copy of the S gene coding sequence (from 6 nucleotides upstream
to 3684 nucleotides downstream the initation codon) was obtained by reverse transcription
of the viral genomic RNA, followed by PCR amplification. The amplimers were chosen to
introduce a Nhe I site at each end, thus allowing cloning into the Ad5 transfer vector
pFG 144". In the resulting plasmid pFG 144gpS the PRCV gene replaced the largely deleted
E3 region which was previously shown to be nonessential for Ad5 replication2 . The insert
was oriented parallel to the direction of transcription of the E3 promoter. The recombinant
Ad5-gpS sequences in plasmid pFG 144gpS were rescued in the Ad5 genome following
cotransfection of human 293 cells along with the overlapping Ad5 subgenomic plasmid
pFG 173 12 by homologous overlap recombination.
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Expression in Porcine Cells in Culture
The kinetics of the S expression as determined in celllysates and culture supernatants
of the porcine cell line ST by quantitative sandwich ELISA are shown in Fig.1. In the cell
lysates the cumulative amount of recombinant S antigen increased at the highest rate between
18 and 24 h post-inoculation. This was before the appearance of cytopathic effect and
probably consistent with transcription driven by the E3 promoter. The maximum level of33
f.lg / 106 cells was produced at 48 h post-inoculation, when 50 % of the cells showed
cytopathic effect. In the culture supernatant S antigen was detectable starting at 48 h
post-inoculation. Late in the infection, at 72 h post-inoculation when cytopathic effect was
complete, the yield of extracellular S antigen was 4.4 f.lg / 106 cells.
Immunoblot analysis was performed to identify the recombinant protein in the ST
cell lysate and culture supernatant at the terminal phase ofthe infection. The cell-associated
protein and extracellular protein, produced by equal numbers of cells, were analysed. In the
lysate 2 polypeptides of 160 K and 175 K, respectively were identified (Fig. 2). The 160 K
polypeptide was the predominant species and had the same mobility as the authentic
precursor S' protein present in PReY-infected cell lysate but not in PRey released in the
medium. The minor 175 K polypeptide comigrated with the authentic mature S protein
present in PReY-infected cells as well as in extracellular PRevo In the supernatant of
AdgpS-infected cells the 175 K polypeptide was identified. These results indicated that the
recombinant S is properly processed intracellularly. It was noted that late in the infection the
majority of the processed protein is exported out of the cells.
Cells, fixed with paraformaldehyde and assayed by indirect immunofluorescence at
24 h after infection with AdgpS, showed membrane fluorescence when reacted with Mabs
against antigenic sites A and D of the S protein. At that early time after infection it was
unlikely that the appearance of cell surface fluorescence was caused by S protein, released
from the cells and subsequently bound back to cell surface receptors. Therefore, the
immunofluorescence suggests that some recombinant S is transported to the cell surface. In
addition, the reactivity with the Mabs indicates that the recombinant S is folded in a
conformation similar to that of the authentic protein and retains the important antigenic sites.

Immunogenicity in Piglets
Four weeks after the oronasal inoculation of 2 piglets with AdgpS, both piglets
showed seroconversion against PRey and against Ad5. The PReY-neutralizing activity was
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Figure 1. Kinetics of recombinant S
production in ST cells. Cells were inoculated with AdgpS at a multiplicity
of 10. At the indicated times post-infection cell extracts (0) and culture
supernatants (r ) were assayed by antibody sandwich ELISA. The
amounts of S protein were expressed
in ~g per 106 cells, calculated as described in Methods.
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Figure 2. Immunoblot analysis of recombinant S synthesized
in ST cells. Cells were inoculated with AdgpS (lanes 2 and 5),
with PRCV (lanes 1 and 4) and with AdS (lanes 3 and 6) at a
multiplicity of 10. At 72 h after infection with the adenoviruses
and 48 h after infection with PRCV, cells were lysed (lanes 1
to 3) and culture supernatants (lanes 4 to 6) were concentrated
as described in Methods. Following electrophoresis under nonreducing conditions, proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose sheet and probed by anti-TGEV porcine serum. Precursor
S' and mature S polypeptides are indicated.
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detected at titers of 4 and 12; the Ad5 VN-titers were 8 and 32, respectively. Two non-inoculated control piglets remained negative in the VN-tests.
Following challenge the AdgpS inoculated piglets responded by 6 days with a marked
increase in their VN-titer, typical of an anamnestic response (Fig. 3.A). The controls showed
a response typical of immunologically naive pigs. As indicated in Fig. 3.B, both AdgpS-inoculated piglets showed similar patterns of shedding ofPRCV in nasal secretions; there was
a marked reduction in the quantity and duration of virus excretion, compared to that of the
control piglets.
In spite of the low number of animals studied, the finding that AdgpS elicited a low
level of PRCV-neutralizing antibodies indicates that recombinant S protein was expressed
in the pigs.
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This is confirmed by the observed partial protection and boosted serum antibody
response upon challenge. The present data suggest that the immune response induced in the
pigs by the recombinant S protein is boosted by the S antigen produced in the initial rounds
of replication of the challenge virus, resulting in the shortened duration of challenge virus
shedding. Work is in progress to corroborate these results and to study the suitability of the
AdgpS vector as a live vaccine.
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ABSTRACT
The genome ofLelystad virus (LV), a positive-strand RNA virus, is 15 kb in length and
contains 8 open reading frames that encode putative viral proteins. Synthetic polypeptides of
15 to 17 amino acids were selected from the amino acid sequences of ORFs 2 to 7 and
anti-peptide sera were raised in rabbits. Using these anti-peptide sera and porcine anti-LV
serum, we identified three structural proteins and assigned their corresponding genes. Virions
were found to contain a nucleocapsid protein of 15 kDa (N), an unglycosylated membrane
protein of 18 kDa (M), and a glycosylated membrane protein of25 kDa (E). The N protein is
encoded by ORF7, the M protein is encoded by ORF6, and the E protein is encoded by ORF5.

INTRODUCTION
Lelystad virus (LV) is a small enveloped virus containing a positive-strand RNA
genome. It was first identified in 1991 in the Netherlands by Wensvoort et al.' and in the
United states by Collins et al. 2 as the causative agent of porcine reproductive respiratory
syndrome (PRRS). PRRS is mainly characterized by reproductive failure in sows and
respiratory problems in pigs of all ages 3 •
The genome of LV is a polyadenylated RNA molecule of about 15 kb, which contains
eight ORFs that probably encode the replicase genes (ORFs I a and I b), the envelope proteins
• Address correspondence to Dr. Meulenberg.
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(ORFS 2 to 6) and the nucleocapsid protein (ORF7)4,5. ORFs 2 to 7 are most likely expressed
from six subgenomic RNAs, which are synthesized during replication4,6.
LV (also named PRRS virus) resembles equine arteritis virus (EAV), lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus (LDV) and simian hemorrhagic fever virus (SHFV) in genome
organization, replication strategy, amino acid sequence of the proteins and preference for
infection of macrophages, both in vivo and in vitro 4 ,5. Because of these similarities, proposals
have been made to classify LV, EAV, SHFV, and LDV into a new virus family, tentatively
named the Arteriviridae4 ,5,7. Arteriviruses have a genome organization and replication
strategy similar to coronaviruses but the size of their genome is much smaller (12-15 kb)
and they have different morphological and physicochemical properties.
Although the replication strategy of LV has been studied, and the complete nucleotide
sequence of the viral genome has been determined, little is still known about the structural
proteins of LY. In this paper these viral proteins were studied in more detail. The E, M, and,
N proteins encoded by ORFs 5 to 7 respectively were shown to be structural proteins ofLY.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses
LV was either grown on porcine alveolar macrophages or on CL2621 cells (courtesy of
Boehringer-Ingelheim, St. Joseph, Mo.). Macrophages were maintained as described before l .
CL2621 cells were maintained in Eagles basal medium supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum,
100 IV/ml penicillin, and 100 /-lglml streptomycin. To prepare concentrated and purified virions,
confluent monolayers of CL2621 cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOl) of 0.1.
At the beginning of cytopathic changes (48-56 h after infection), the medium was harvested and
centrifuged for 20 min at 1200 x g. The virus in the medium was concentrated by precipitating it
with 6% polyethylene glycol 20,000 overnight at 4 °c, and was then centrifuged at 10,000 x g for
45 min. The pellet was resuspended in TNE buffer (0.01 M Tris-HCl pH 7.2,0.1 M NaC1, 1 mM
EDTA) and layered on a 30-0% glycerol 0-50%-di-K-tartrate gradient8.

Endoglycosidase Treatment
Purified LV preparations were resuspended in 25 /-ll Endoglycosidase buffer (1 %
NP40, ImM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 /-lg/ml aprotinin, 1 /-lg/ml pepstatin A, and
1 /-lg/mlleupeptin in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)). Then 800 mU of peptide N-glycosidase F (PNGaseF; Boehringer Mannheim) was added and the reaction mixture was incubated
overnight at 37 DC. Controls were treated similarly, except the PNGaseF was omitted.

Preparation of Antisera
Polyvalent antiserum 21 directed against LV was obtained from a specific-pathogenfree (SPF) pig infected intranasally with 105 TCID 50 of a fifth cell culture passage of LV
(CDI-NL-91; Institute Pasteur 1-1102). Blood samples were taken 42 days after infection.
Gene-specific rabbit sera directed against ORFs 2 to 7 were obtained by use of synthetic
peptides of 15 to 17 residues containing an amino acid sequence specific for each ORF. The
peptides were conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin. SPF rabbits were immunized
intramuscularly and subcutaneously with 1 mg peptide conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin in complete Freund's adjuvant. After one month, the rabbits were given a booster
injection of the same amount of conjugated peptide in incomplete Freund's adjuvant. The
rabbits were bled at 12 weeks after the first immunization. Sera were tested for their reactivity
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with the various peptides in an enzyme-linked immuno sorbent assay (ELISA), using
peptides coated to M96 plates 9 . Sera were also tested for their reactivity with viral antigen
in an immunoperoxidase monolayer assay (IPMA) using LV infected alveolar lung macrophages, essentially as described by Wensvoort et al. I .

Western Blot Analysis
Viral protein samples were suspended in Laemmli sample buffer I0, heated for 2 min at
100°C, and separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE) on gels containing 12.5% polyacrylamide. The separated proteins were transferred to
nitrocellulose paper by electroblotting 11 • Polyclonal antiserum 21 and anti-peptide sera were
diluted 1:50 in PBS containing 2% NaCI, 0.05% Tween-80, and 5% horse serum. Nitrocellulose
strips were incubated with these diluted antisera for 1 hat 37°C. The strips were washed three
times with PBS containing 2% NaCI and 0.05% Tween-80. They were then incubated with
rabbit anti-swine IgG horseradish peroxidase (1 :500) or goat anti-rabbit IgG horseradish
peroxidase (l: 1000) diluted in PBS containing 2% NaCI, 0.05% Tween-80, and 5% horse
serum for 1 hat 37°C. Finally, the strips were washed three times in PBS and stained in a
solution of 0.6 mg/mI4-chloro-l-naphtol, 20% (v/v) methanol, and 0.3 f.ll/mi H20 2 (30%).

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Identification of Structural Proteins
Gene-specific antisera, containing antibodies directed against peptides ofORFs 2 to 7
were raised in rabbits. Six sera - - 690 (anti-ORF2), 694 (anti-ORF3), 698 (anti-ORF4), 704
(anti-ORF5), 710 (anti-ORF6), and 714 (anti-ORF7) - - were selected that reacted positively
with the corresponding peptide in an ELISA (Table 1). Most of them also reacted positively in
an IPMA with LV-infected alveolar macrophages and immunoprecipitated the in vitro translation products of their corresponding ORFs (Table 1). The generated gene-specific anti-peptide
sera were used to identify the proteins incorporated in virus particles. Lelystad virus was
purified on a glycerol-di-K-tartrate gradient, and infectious peak fractions, found at densities
of 1.16-1.17 g/cm3, were subjected to Western blot analyses using convalescent serum 21 and
the gene-specific anti-peptide sera. Serum 21 recognized three structural proteins with an
apparent molecular weight (Mw) of25, 18, and 15 kDa (Fig.la). Besides these three proteins,
two faint bands of28 and 42 kDa were observed. These were not detected on the control strip
Table 1. Reactivity

Serum

of sera raised against LV-specific peptides of ORFs 2 to 7,
using different test-systems
Sequence

IPMAb

IVTc

ORF

Amino acids"

690

2

64-78

CTLPNYRRSYEGLLPN

694

3

75-92

CKIGHDRCEERDHDELLM

+

698

4

62-77

CQEKISFGKSSQCREAV

+

+

704

5

145-161

CNFIVDDRGRVHRWKSPI

+

+

710

6

154-171

CVLGGKRAVKRGVVNLVKY

+

714

7

43-60

CGGQAKKKKPEKPHFP

+

WB d

+
+
+
+
+

"Location of the peptide sequence in each ORF.
blmmunoperoxidase monolayer assay on macrophages infected with Lelystad virus.
clmmunoprecipitation of radio labeled in vitro translation products of ORFs 2 to 7.

+
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Figure 1. Western blot analysIs of vIrIons of LV. Vlflons were punfied by Isopycmc sedimentatIOn on a
glycerol-dl-K-tartrate (A) Infectious fractIOns were resuspended m Laemmh sample buffer and were separated
on a 125% polyacrylamide gel by SDS-PAGE. Protems were transferred to mtrocellulose paper, and mtrocellulose stnps were Immunostamed with porcme anti-LV serum 21, negative pig serum (NPS), gene-specific
anti-peptide sera 704, 710, and 714, and their corresponding presera, 704-P, 710-P, and 714-P. The pOSitIOns
of the IS kDa N protem, the 18 kDa M protem and the 25 kDa E protem are mdlcated with an arrow head. (B)
Samples of LV Vlflons were treated with PNGaseF (+) orleft untreated (-) After SDS-PAGE and electrotransfer
to mtrocellulose paper, protems were Immunostamed with porcme anti-LV serum 21 and gene-specific
anti-peptide sera 704, 710, and 714. The posItions of the E, M, and N protem are mdlcated

incubated with a negative pig serum. Anti-peptide serum 704 (specific for ORF5), recognized
the 25 kDa protein (E) and a faint band of 42 kDa. We concluded that the E protein is encoded
by ORF5. The much fainter protein band observed at 42 kDa might be a dimer of the ORF5
encoded protein, still present to a limited extent under denaturing conditions. Anti-peptide
serum 710 stained an 18 kDa protein (M), indicating that this structural protein is expressed
from ORF6. Anti-peptide serum 714 reacted with a 15 kDa protein (major band) and a 28 kDa
protein (minor band). This finding proves that the 15 kDa protein (N) is encoded by ORF7. The
28 kDa protein is probably a dimeric form of the N protein. No staining was observed when
these Western blot strips were incubated with 704, 710, or 714 presera, or with anti-peptide sera
specific for ORFs 2, 3, and 4.

Glycosidase Treatment of Purified LV
To establish which structural proteins of LV are glycosylated PNGaseF- treated and
untreated virus preparations were analyzed on Western blots stained with convalescent serum
21 and the anti-peptide sera specific for ORFs 5, 6, and 7. As is shown in Figure Ib, after
treatment with PNGaseF the apparent Mw of the E protein was reduced to approximately 17
to 18 kDa. The apparent Mw of the dimer of the E protein was reduced from 42 to 34 kDa.
The size of the M and N proteins remained the same before and after treatment with PNGaseF.
These results show that E is an N-glycosylated structural protein, whereas M and N are not.
The size difference (± 7 kDa) between the unglycosylated and glycosylated E protein
suggested that both putative N-glycosylation sites are functional in vivo.

Comparison of Structural Proteins of LV, EAV, LDV, and SHFV
Previous studies have shown that LV resembles EAV, LDV, and SHFV in genome size,
virion architecture, genome organization, gene expression strategy, and amino acid sequences of
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viral proteins. The identification ofthree major structural proteins, designated N, M, and E further
confirms the relationship between LV and EAV, LDY, and SHFV The amino acid sequence of the
15 kDa protein (N) encoded by ORF7 is extremely basic and is 41 and 20 % identical with the
amino acid sequence nucleocapsid protein ofLD V 12, 13 and EAV 14 respectively. The identity ofthe
nucleocapsid proteins ofEAV and LDV was established by virus fractionation experiments. After
the virus particles were treated with detergent only the N proteins of 15 to 16 kDa co-sedimented
with the viral genome in the bottom fractions of a sucrose gradient l5 . In a sucrose gradient layered
with NP40-treated LV-virions, the N protein was found in the bottom fraction of the gradient at a
density of 1.18 g/cm3, whereas the M and E protein cosedimented in the middle of the sucrose
gradient at a density of 1.10 g/cm3. This supplies further evidence for the assumption that the 15
kDa N protein of LV is the nucleocapsid protein.
The 18 kDa non-N-glycosylated envelope protein M encoded by ORF6 has the same
hydrophobicity profile as the M protein of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), infectious bronchitis
virus (lEV), EAV, LDV, and the E protein of Beme torovirus4 . These proteins are characterized
by the presence ofthree hydrophobic segments at the N-terminus. Protease protection experiments have shown that the M proteins of MHV-A59 and lEV are type III integral membrane
proteins 16, 17. They are anchored in the membrane by the three successive hydrophobic domains,
whereas the C-terminal part is thought to be associated with the membrane surface.
The E protein of25 kDa encoded by ORF5 was shown to be N-glycosylated, probably
at two different sites. The E protein incorporated in virus particles was sensitive to PNGaseF
(Fig. I b), but partially resistant to EndoH (data not shown). These findings indicate that
during virus maturation, E is transported through the Golgi apparatus and its N-linked
oligo saccharides undergo Golgi-specific modifications. E is the counterpart of Glo a structural envelope protein encoded by ORF5 ofEAV I8 . G1 migrated as a heterogeneous protein
of30 to 42 kDa on SDS-PAGE, because a variable number oflactosamine repeats were added
to the N-linked core oligosaccharide. The E protein of LV, however, was not susceptible to
Endo-B-galactosidase (data not shown). Therefore the maturation of the N-linked oligosaccharide side chains of the E and G1 protein is probably different.
Although the structural proteins of SHFV have not been studied in detail, a nucleocapsid protein of 12 kDa (N), an unglycosylated protein of 16-18 kDa (M), and a glycosylated
glycoprotein of 50 kDa (counterpart of E and G1) were identified in virus particles 7.
The N, M, and E proteins were also detected by Nelson et al. 19 in celllysates of
CL2621 cells infected with LV or with a United states isolate of LV. Although we have
generated gene-specific anti-peptide sera, that recognized the N-glycosylated in vitro translation products of ORFs 2, 3, and 4 (Table I) we were not able to detect the proteins encoded
by these ORFs in celllysates or purified LV Perhaps these proteins were expressed only at
very low levels in CL2621 cells and only small amounts of these proteins were incorporated
in virus particles. Furthermore, the affinity of the polyvalent sera and monospecific peptide
sera might not be high enough to detect such low amounts of protein. We do not yet know
whether the gene products ofORFs 2 to 4 are structural proteins. The hydrophobicity profile
ofORF2 of LV is similar to that ofORF2 ofEAV and LDV The gene product ofORF2, a
25 kDa glycoprotein designated Gso was detected in a purified virus preparation of EAV I8 .
It constituted only 1-2 % of the virion protein and was not recognized by a polyvalent
anti-virion serum. Apparently this protein is only incidentally incorporated into virions.
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ABSTRACT
The 3' end genomic region of a Quebec PRRSV reference strain (IAF-exp91),
propagated in porcine alveolar macrophages (PAM), was sequenced and compared to the
prototype European strain, the Lelystad virus (LV). The sequence, which represents the
3'-termina12834 nucleotides, encompassed 5 ORFs corresponding to ORFs 3 to 70fLY.
Extensive genomic variations resulting from an important rate of nucleotide additions,
substitutions, and deletions were demonstrated between the two viruses. Indeed, the two
corresponding sequences displayed a total of 66% and 63% identity at the nucleotide and
amino acid levels, respectively. The predicted products of ORFs 5, 3, and 7, showed the
highest rate of amino acid variations with percentages of identity of 52, 54, and 59,
respectively. Sequence analysis of an additional Quebec strain that could be propagated
in a continious cell line (MARC-145), suggested that Quebec PRRSV strains belong to
a genotype distinct from that of LV, thus confirming previous serological results which
allowed to divide PRRSV isolates into two distinct antigenic subgroups (U.S. and European).
Six viral major polypeptides with apparent Mrs of 14.5K, 15K, 19K, 24.5K, 29K, and
42K could be identified from lysates of viral infected cells, of which the 15, 19 and 24.5K
species seemed to be structural. In vitro translation products of ORFs 7 and 6 comigrated
with the 15 and 19 K viral proteins, whereas that ofORF 5 may be associated to the 24.5K
when translated in presence of microsomes. Consequently, it is likely that ORFs 7 to 5,
encode the three major structural proteins.
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INTRODUCTION
It is now well established that porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome
(PRRS), is associated to a new porcine virus (PRRSV)I,2,3 that has emerged, and which
display strong morphological and biological similarities with members of the Arterivirus
group, namely: equine arteritis virus (EAV), lactate dehydrogenase elevating virus (LDV),
and simian hemorraghic fever virus (SHFV)4, Sequencing analysis of the whole genome of
two reference strains isolated in the Netherlands 5,6, confirmed the relatedness between
PRRSV and Arteriviridae, Effectively, the 15 kb positive-stranded and polyadenylated RNA
molecule, contains eight ORPs similarly organized as EAY. The two first (ORP la and Ib),
at the 5' end, were associated to the polymerase gene, whereas 5 ORFs (ORFs 2 to 6)
identified at the 3' region, may encode membrane-associated proteins. The most 3' ORF
(ORF 7) was assumed to encode the viral nucleocapsid protein5,6. As arteriviruses, PRRSV
replicates in the cytoplasm of infected cells and generates multiple subgenomic mRNAs
which form a 3' coterminal nested set5,
Evidence for antigenic variations between North American and European isolates of
PRRSV was previously reported 7, and lately confirmed by the extremely high genomic
variations observed at the nucleocapsid gene 8. The aim of the present study was to investigate
the extent of this genomic variation and to analyse the products ofORFs 5 to 7, which by
analogy to EAV may encode viral structural proteins.

METHODOLOGY
The origin, propagation, and identification of the Quebec reference IAF-exp91 and
IAF-Klop isolates of PRRSV, as well as polyclonal antisera directed against these two
isolates were described elsewhere9,1O. IAF-exp91 could be only propagated on PAM cells,
whereas IAF-Klop which was initially isolated on PAM cells, was adapted to grow in the
established monkey kidney cell line MARC-145 11 , kindly provided to us by Dr J. K wang
(U.S Meat Animal Research Center, USDA, ARS, Clay Center, Nebraska),
Genomic RNA of both isolates was extracted by the method of Chomczinsky &
Sacchi 12 . Specific viral cDNA clones representing the 3' end of the IAF -exp91 genome were
obtained by setting up a cDNA library using an oligo (dT) primer as previously reported 8.
Plasmids containing viral cDNAs were sequenced on both strands according to the method
of Sanger et al. 13. Reverse transcription and polymerase chain reaction (RTIPCR) using three
primer pairs designed according to the obtained IAF-exp91 sequence, was carried out in
order to generate a cDNA copy of each ofIAF -Klop ORF s 5 to 7 10. The nucleotide and amino
acid sequences were analysed using the MacVector 3.5 (International Biotechnologies) and
GeneWork 2.2 (Intelligenetics) sequence analysis programs.
The products of 0 RF s 5 to 7 were analysed by in vitro translation experiments. The coding
sequence ofthese ORFs were in vitro transcribed and then translated using wheat germ extracts or
rabbit reticulocyte lysates in case where canine pancreatic microsomal membranes were added.
The products were analysed by SDS-PAGE and compared to those obtained by radioimmunoprecipitation9 assay (RIPA) of[35S] methionine labelled IAF-Klop infected MARC-145 cells.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
A consensus sequence of 2834 nucleotides of the IAF-exp91 strain was derived
from eight viral specific cDNAs clones, where 5 ORFs corresponding to ORFs 3 to 7 of
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LV were identified. This sequence extends to the poly(A) tail which is separated from
the ORF 7 stop codon by a 3' non coding region of 152 nucleotides long. Computer
assisted analysis of this 3'-terminal region revealed a high rate of genomic variation
randomly distributed along the sequence. Base substitutions, additions and deletions could
be identified resulting in 66% nucleotide identity with the corresponding LV 3' -terminal
region. As a consequence, considerable changes were introduced along the predicted
product of each ORF. Indeed, amino acid identity with LV varied from 52% and 81 %
depending on the ORF (Table. 1), ORFs 5, 3, and 7 being the most variable. These
findings are in agreement with previous results which divided PRRSV isolates into two
distinct antigenic subgroups 7. Thus, classification of PRRSV isolates into two distinct
genotypes should be considered. Such a proposal is reinforced by the high relatedness
observed between the two Quebec PRRSV isolates, IAF-exp91 and IAF-Klop, despite
difference in their tissue culture tropism. Indeed, amino acid identity between among
both Quebec strains, was above 90% for ORFs 7, 6, and 5 (Table 1). It is noteworthy,
that PRRSV has been identified in North America at least four years before its recognition
in Europe. This could represent one explanation for these extensive genomic variations
between North American and European strains. Another characteristic which is shared
by North American isolates, is the length of their 3' non coding region which exceeds
that of European strains by 22 nucleotides. This makes North American isolates ofPRRSV
singular among the arteriviruses in that they contain the longest 3' non coding region.
An RT/PCR based on this difference was developped in our laboratory allowing the
differenciation between North American and European isolates 10.
It has been previously shown that LV is much more closely related to LDV, than to
EAV5,6. This was also true in case of the two Quebec isolates despite their high divergence
from LV. Whether PRRSV has emerged from LDV due to continual genomic variation and
host change remains questionable.
Among the features that characterize arteriviruses, is the resemblance of their
structural polypeptides profiles 4. Since PRRSV is similar to LDV and EAV, it is likely that
the 3' most ORFs (ORFs 5 to 7) encode structural proteins. The characteristics of these ORFs
products as well as those ofORFs 3 and 4 are presented in Table 2. [35S] methionine labelling
of intracellular viral proteins and immunoprecipitation experiments with rabbit or porcine
polyclonal antisera permitted identification of at least 6 major viral specific polypeptides
with Mrs of 14.5 K, 15 K, 19 K, 24.5 K, 29 K, and 42 K (Fig.l, lanes 8, 9 and 10). Among
these polypeptides, the 15 K, 19 K, and 24.5 K seemed to be the major viral structural
proteins, since they were also precitated from extracellular virions (data not shown). In vitro
translation of ORFs 7 and 6, yielded one polypeptide each, which comigrated respectively
with the viral 15 K and 19 K (Fig. 1, lanes 3 and 4). The translated product of ORF 5 has a
Mr of 18.5 K and could not be associated with any viral protein. Nonetheless, in presence of
microsomes, ORF 5 yielded a protein which migrated slightly above the 24.5 K viral protein
Table 1. Percentage amino acid identity between predicted
IAF-exp91 ORFs 3 to 7 products and those ofIAF-Klop,
LV, LDV, and EAV
ORF

IAF-klop

LV

LOV

EAV

7
6
5
4
3

99
98
94

59
81
52
68
54

49
51
46
35
24

23
17
18
17

NO
NO

NO: not detennined

11
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Table 2. IAF-exp91 ORFs 3 to 7 characteristics
ORF

Number of amino
acids encoded

Position
2311-2679
1797-2318
1210-1809
663-1196
118-879

7
6
5
4
3

123 (128)
174 (173)
200 (201)
178(183)
254 (265)

Calculated size
(kDa)

Potential
N-Glycosylation sites
0(1)
I (2)
2 (2)
4 (4)

13.6 (13.8)
19.1 (18.9)
19.0 22.4 (22.4)
17.4 19.6 (20.0)
26.3 29.0 (30.6)

7 (7)

The corresponding values for LV are indicated within the parenthesis. In case ofORFs
3, 4, and 5, the lower values correspond to the molecular mass of the proteins after
removal of the predicted N-terminal signal sequence.

(data not shown). It is worthy to note that all these in vitro translated products were
recognized by antiserum directed against the virion (data not shown). Given the position in
the genome ofORFs 5 t07, the molecular weight of their translated products, and finally, the
fact that all these in vitro products were recognized by antivirion sera, we are allowed to
speculate that they encode for the viral 15 K, 19 k and 24.5 K proteins, respectively. This
preliminary analysis awaits for confirmations that should be obtained when reagents such
as monoclonal antibodies or mono specific antisera directed against each of these viral
proteins will be available.
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Figure 1. SDS-PAGE analysis of the in vitro translation products of ORFs 7, 6 and 5, and comparison with
the viral specific polypeptides. Five III of the translation reaction product ofIAF-exp91 ORF 7, and IAF-Klop
ORFs 6 and 5 were analyzed on 15% polyacrylamide gel in lanes 3, 4, and 5. Non recombinant plasmid was
used as negative control (lane 2). For comparison, IAF-Klop viral polypeptides were precipitated from Iysates
of infected MARC-145 cells, using rabbit polyc\onal antiserum directed against IAF-exp9l (lane 8), porcine
hyperimrnune serum directed against the homologous strain (lane 9) or a pooled neutralizing anti-PRRSV
porcine serum (lane 10). Negative controls, included the incubation of homologous porcine hyperimmune
serum with Iysates of mock-infected cells (lane 6), and incubation of serum from serologically-negative SPF
pigs with Iysates of PRRSV-infected cells (lane 7). Lane 1: 14C methylated protein markers.
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CONCLUSION
The extentIve genomic varIatIOns observed between Quebec and European PRRSV
lsolates, confirms the prevIOus serologlc findmgs, and supports thelr classlficatlOn mto two
dlstmct genotypes wlthm the Arterzvmdae ThiS study provides addltIonal data that make
PRRSV more related to the other members of the Arterzvmdae Indeed, as EAVI4, genes
encodmg structural protems seemed to be located at the 3' end of the viral genome
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The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Mutations were introduced in the transmembrane region of the spike protein of the
murine coronavirus A59. The maturation of these mutant S proteins was not affected, they
were all expressed at the cell surface, and became acylated, however some mutant S proteins
did not induce cell-to-cell fusion. An I~K change in the middle of the predicted transmembrane (TM) anchor and mutation of the first three cysteine residues of the TM domain
resulted in a fusion-negative phenotype. We propose a model by which these data can be
explained.

INTRODUCTION
The spike (S) protein ofthe murine coronaviruses has several important features. The
glycoprotein has been shown to bind to the receptor on the host celli, and is capable of
inducing cell-to-cell fusion 2. Furthermore the spike protein can induce neutralizing antibodies 3 .
The murine coronavirus Spike protein is synthesized as a 110 kDa core protein that
is co-translationally glycosylated in the ER to become a 150 kDa glycoprotein. During
transport from the ER to and through the Golgi stacks, the protein matures to its 180 kDa
form. Subsequently, part of the molecules are cleaved mto two subunits of 90 kDa (S I and
S2). In recent years several groups have shown that cleavage of S is not a prerequisite for
cell-to-cell fusion. However, cleaved S induces fusion more rapidly4, 5, 6.
Although it has been known for several years that the spike protein functions as a
fusion protein, the fusion mechanism is still unknown. Gallagher et al,7 showed that fusion
could be induced at low pH when mutations occurred in the first heptad repeat. Furthermore,
Grosse and Siddel1 s found that spike proteins that were resistant to neutralizing antibody
Corona- and Related Viruses, EdIted by P J Talbot and G A Levy
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the transmembrane anchor of the coronavirus spike protein. The amino
acid sequence of the wild type protein is depicted at the upper line. For the mutants, only the changed amino
acids are depicted. Charged residues at the N- and C-terminus of the TM anchor are marked +. Conserved
residues (the WYV domain and the cysteine residues) are in boxes.

IlF, did contain mutations in the second heptad repeat of the S2 sub-unit. This monoclonal
antibody llF had previously been shown to inhibit cell fusion, but not the virus-receptor
interaction9 . Thus, the S2 sub-unit of the S protein is very likely to be involved in the
pH-related conformational changes that are required for fusion. In this study we have focused
on the role of the transmembrane region in cell fusion.

RESULTS
The TM anchor is defined as the region between charged residues that is potentially
inserted into the membrane. The charged residue at the C-terminus of the TM anchor
functions as a stop translocation signal. From a comparison of the TM anchor of all
coronavirus S genes sequenced to date, some general features can be deduced. Firstly, at the
N-terminus of the TM seven large hydrophobic residues are located, which are conserved in
all S proteins. Secondly, this domain is followed by 11 to 22 hydrophillic amino acids,
containing several cysteines residues. The cysteine residues in this region are candidates for
palmitoylation. Finally, the length of the TM domain is unusual large.
We have introduced several mutations in the TM domain as indicated in Fig. I and
analyzed the expression and the fusogenicity of the mutant S protein.
First, transport of the different mutants was studied. The proteins were expressed in
L-cells, using the vaccinia T7 expression system. In a pulse-chase experiment, the endo-H
profiles of the mutants was determined. All mutants were transported to the medial Golgi.
Transport of the mutants to the trans Golgi stacks was not affected, since all mutants were
partially cleaved into the two 90 kDa sub-units (Table 1).
By using immunofluorescence it was demonstrated that all mutants were transported
to the cell surface. However, not all mutants were fusogenic. M43 was as fusogenic as the

Table 1. Characteristics of the spike mutants.
Cleavage

Cell surface expression

wt

+

m40

+

m4l
m42
m43

Acylation

Cell-to-cell fusion

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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+

A

cytoplasm

B

c

Figure 2. Possible models of the spike protein of MHV before (A) and after conformational changes have
occurred (B and C). The S 1 and S2 sub-units of the monomeric form of the spike protein are indicated. The
highly conserved WYV domain is depicted as a box. The charged residue that functions as transfer stop signal
is indicated by + at the cytoplasmic side of the membrane.

wild type spike protein, the fusion induced by m42 was delayed and the syncytia remained
smaller, and m40 and m41 did not induce syncytia (Table I).
For influenza virus, it has been shown that the degree of palmytoil at ion of the fusion
protein can affect fusogenicity. The HA protein of some influenza strains is not fusogenic
when palmytoilation is blocked lO, ". For other strains, however, block of acylation had no
effect on fusion l2 , 13. To study the effect of the cysteine mutations on acylation of the murine
coronavirus S protein, L-cells were labelled with 3H-palmitic acid, and subsequently subjected to immunoprecipitation. Unfortunately all mutants became acylated, albeit to a
different extent. Mutants m4l and m42 were less acylated, suggesting that some of the
cysteine residues that were changed in these mutants are involved in acylation (Table 1).
We propose a model, by which our data can be explained, Fig.2. We hypothesize that
after binding of S to the receptor, some conformational changes in both S I and S2 occur as
indicated in Figure 2. Either, the entire protein is pulled out of the membrane, thus exposing
the highly conserved WYV domain (Fig.2B). Or as depicted in Figure 2C, the TM region of
S could be twisted in the membrane, such that it becomes inserted in a different angle. Both
proposed conformational changes require a large TM domain. Due to acylation the cysteine
residues become hydrophobic, and can therefore be inserted into the lipid bilayer. The
proposed changes in the S2 domain are not possible for our mutants m40 and m41. The
charged residue in m40 may serve as a stop-transfer signal during translocation of the S
protein across the ER membrane. As a result the TM domain of m40 is fixed in the membrane.
In the absence of acylation of the cysteine residues which have been mutated in m41 the
hydrophobic feature of the cysteine rich domain is less pronounced resulting in again a fixed
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TM domam The phenotype of our mutants mdlcates that both the length of the TM and a
position effect of acylated cystemes might be mvolved m fusIOn
Fmally, we have developed an assay by which we can test the effect of mutatIOns m
S or other structural prot ems on mfectIvlty To this end, we transfected vacclma ViruS mfected
L cells with four different constructs encodmg for S, M, Nand sM As RNA, the DI-RNAI4
was also mtroduced m the cells The release of DI RNA contamg particles was analyzed by
addmg helpervlflls MHV A59 to the medIUm and mfectmg a new monolayer ofL-cells usmg
thiS mixture ReplicatIOn of the DI-RNA was analyzed followmg several undiluted passages
It was demonstrated that DI-RNA was only transferred to helpervlrus-mfected L-cells
when DI-RNA was co-expressed With all structural protems In the absence of the structural
protems no DI-RNA was observed followmg undiluted passage Although not proven
directly, we assume that the DI-RNA which was released mto the medIUm of the transfected
cells was packaged mto a ViruS like partIcle
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IDENTIFICATION OF PROTEINS SPECIFIED
BY PORCINE EPIDEMIC DIARRHOEA VIRUS
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and Mathias Ackermann
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ABSTRACT
Up to now, little was known about the proteins of porcine epidemic diarrhoea virus
(PEDV). Using (i) metabolic labelling, (ii) antisera directed against synthetic peptides and
monoclonal antibodies, and (iii) eukaryotic and prokaryotic expression systems, we have
started to identify and characterize these proteins. The nucleocapsid protein (N) of PEDV was
identified as a phosphoprotein with a relative mobility (Mr) of 57 k. No additional phosphoproteins were detected. At least three glycoproteins were virion associated. The 180/200 k band
most probably represented the surface glycoprotein (S), whereas the 27 k protein was the
membrane protein (M). The 21 k species could not yet be identified. A rabbit anti-M protein
antiserum was generated by using synthetic peptides corresponding to the C-terminus of M.
The specificity of this serum was reconfirmed by transient expression of the M-gene in Vero
cells followed by immunofluorescence. In order to generate antisera against the putative gene
products of ORF3 and of the internal N reading frames (1-1, 1-2, 1-3), additional anti-peptide
sera were raised. The putative ORF3 product which had been tagged by a 6 Histidine tail, was
expressed in E. coli and purified by nickel chelate affinity chromatography before 2-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and immunostaining with a rabbit anti-peptide serum
directed against the N-terminus of the ORF3 product. Transient expression of the 1-1 and 1-3
reading frames was used to confirm the specificity of the corresponding anti-peptide sera. The
immunological tools presented in this paper are now being used to identify the putative
corresponding gene products specified by PEDY.

INTRODUCTION
The nucleotide sequence of approximately 3.300 bases nearest to the 3' end of the
porcine epidemic diarrhoea virus (PEDV) genome has been published recently. I ,2 Yet little
• Present address: Institute of Virology, University of Glagow, Glasgow Gil SJR.
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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is known about the viral proteins encoded by these genes. Using (i) antisera directed against
synthetic peptides, and (ii) eukaryotic and prokaryotic expression systems, we have started
to identify and characterize the PEDV proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PEDV strain CV777 was propagated in Vero cells essentially as described previously.3
Infected and mock infected cell proteins were metabolically labelled by supplementing the cell
culture medium with either 35S-methionine, 32p-orthophosphate, or 14C-glucosamine.
For two dimensional (2D) electrophoresis, the samples were solubilized in a ureaampholine solution and separated in the first dimension on a non equilibrium pH gradient
as described previously.4 SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, immunoblotting, and
radioimmunoprecipitation (RIP) were done according to conventional protocols. 12% acrylamide gels crosslinked with bis-acrylamide and nitrocellulose sheets (BA85) were used.
Binding of the antibodies to the transferred viral proteins was visualized either with goat
anti-rabbit peroxidase conjugate or with unlabelled rabbit anti-mouse IgG and protein-A
peroxidase followed by incubation in a substrate containing chloronaphtol and peroxide. For
RIP, the soluble antigens were incubated with antibodies as indicated for each experiment
before the immune complexes were precipitated using protein-A sepharose.
The deduced amino acid sequences of the PEDV genes were analyzed with the program
Peptide structure of the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group in order to select
theoretically immunogenic peptides of the putative proteins. Peptide synthesis and coupling to
ovalbumin were performed by a commercial supplier (Neosystem S.A., Strasbourg, France). New
Zealand White rabbits were subcutaneously injected with the peptide-carrier conjugate in
Freund's complete or incomplete adjuvant as described previously.s The locations of the selected
peptides and the designations of the corresponding rabbit sera are shown in Fig. 1.
To construct transient expression vectors, the genes of interest were excised from cloned
plasmids and ligated into pSCT GAL X-556 6 using appropriate restriction sites. This resulted
in plasmids termed pSCT-" gene of interest" with the gene of interest under the control of the
CMV immediate early promoter. For transient expression, Vero cells were transfected with
DNA of pSCT-"gene of interest" and incubated for 36 to 48 hours, fixed with methanol, and
incubated in succession with rabbit anti-peptide sera and goat anti-rabbit FITC.
Similar strategies were used to clone the genes of interest into a transfer vector
containing the polyhedrin promoter in order to generate recombinant baculoviruses to
express these genes.
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In addition, the ORF3 gene was inserted into an E. coli expression vector. A histidine
tag was added to the carboxy terminus of the putative ORF3 product. Due to the cloning
procedure into pRBS,7 both the N- and the C-terminus of the ORF3 product expressed by E.
coli were slightly modified. The N-terminus contained Met-Arg-Gly-Ser in front of the original
methionine, whereas the C-terminal addition consisted of Arg-Ser-His-His-His-His-His-His.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The phosphoproteins encoded by PEDV were determined first. For this, PEDV infected
and mock infected cell cultures were incubated in the presence of carrier free 32p-orthophosphate.
Total cellular proteins were harvested and subjected to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
Western transfer, and autoradiography. One viral phosphoprotein migrating with Mr 57 k could be
detected unambiguously (Fig. 2A, lane 2). The same blot was immunostained with serum R29
raised against a synthetic peptide representing the NHrterminus of nucleocapsid protein (N). A
protein band migrating at the same position as the 57 k phosphoprotein was detected (Fig. 2A, lane
5). The 57 k band was also observed with antigen obtained from a recombinant baculovirus which
expressed the N open reading frame (Fig. 2A, lane 6).
These results show that the N open reading frame encodes a protein of 57 k which is
phosphorylated and rabbit serum R29 (as well as R30, data not shown) is specific for N. We
could only detect one viral phosphoprotein, even though several had been predicted by
computer analysis of the sequencing data. 1.2
The glycoproteins ofPEDV were determined next. For this, PEDV infected and mock
infected cell cultures were incubated in the presence of 14C-glucosamine. Virions were
purified from the harvested culture supernatants and subsequently subjected to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, Western transfer, and autoradiography. At least three species of
glycoproteins could be identified (Fig. 2B). A double band of Mr 180/200 k which may
represent the spike glycoprotein (S) was seen. A broad band around 27 k most probably
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Figure 2. (A) Autoradiographs (lanes I and 2) and immunoblots with rabbit serum R29 (lanes 4 through 6)
are shown. Lane I: phosphoproteins in mock infected Vero cells. Lane 2: phosphoproteins in PEDV infected
Vero cells. Lane 3: molecular weight marker. Lane 4: mock infected cell lysate. Lane 5: PEDV infected cell
lysate. Lane 6: lysate of Sf9 cells infected with a recombinant baculovirus expressing N of PEDY. The arrow
points to the major viral phosphoprotein N. (B) Autoradiographs of 14C-g!ucosamine labelled virion preparations, purified from mock infected (lane 1) and PEDV infected (lane 2) cells are shown. The open arrows point
to the putative glycoprotems specified by PEDY.
Figure 3. Immunostaining (R36) ofORF3·6His following one (arrow on the right) and two dimensional (bold
arrow) gel electrophoresis and Western transfer.
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represented the membrane protein (M). The third species, migrating around 21 k, may
represent the small membrane protein (sM). The specificity of rabbit serum R34 for M was
determined by transient expression ofM in Vero cells followed by immunofluorescence (data
not shown). Corresponding antisera for the detection of sM and S have not yet been raised.
A third series of experiments was aimed at the identification of the ORF3 and the
internal N (I) gene products of PEDV. These putative polypeptides have stirred our interest
because of two observations made during the determination of the genomic sequence of
PEDV. I,2 (i) Comparison of the nucleotide sequences obtained from two different viral
isolates revealed almost complete sequence identity with the exception of variations and
truncations within ORF3. (ii) The predicted open reading frame for the I-protein was
interrupted by two STOP codons which truncated the reading frame and its putative protein
to approximately one third of its potential length.
In order to generate antisera against the putative ORF3 product, two strategies were
used: (i) to raise antisera against peptides representing the N- and C-terminus, respectively, of
the putative protein. (ii) to express the ORF3 product including a 6-His tag (ORF3-6His) in E.
coli, and to purify the polypeptide by nickel chelate affinity chromatography before immunizing rabbits.? According to the predictions made during sequencing, it was expected that the
putative ORF3 product(s) specified by PEDV could be differentiated using 2D gel electrophoresis by specific pI and molecular weight. Fig. 3 shows the E. coli expressed ORF3-6His
following one and two dimensional electrophoresis. The Western blot was immunostained with
rabbit serum R36 which is specific for the N-terminus of the ORF3 product. Fast green staining
of a similar blot revealed that ORF3-6His was more than 90% pure following nickel chelate
affinity chromatography (not shown). These results indicate that R36 was able to recognize the
E. coli expressed ORF3 polypeptide and should provide a good tool to test whether ORF3
protein is synthesized in PEDV infected cells. The same potential usefulness is anticipated for
an antiserum which is being raised against the purified ORF3-6His.
In order to identify the putative I-I, 1-2, and 1-3 products, synthetic peptides which
represented antigenic regions ofT (see Fig. 1) were synthesized, coupled to ovalbumin, and used
to immunize rabbits. Transient expression of I-I and 1-3 followed by immunofluorescence
indicated that R61, R62, R65, and R66 recognized their antigen specifically (data not shown).
It remains to be tested whether or not the authentic products of ORF3 and/or 1-1, 1-2,
and 1-3 are synthesized in PEDV infected cells. The data presented in this paper, however,
indicate that the strategy of employing antibodies to synthetic peptides in combination with
eukaryotic and prokaryotic expression systems is extremely useful to identify and characterize so far unknown viral gene products.
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ABSTRACT
The M and S envelope glycoproteins of mouse hepatitis virus associate in the process
of virus assembly. We have studied the intrinsic properties of MIS heterocomplexes by
coexpressing M and S in the absence of other coronaviral proteins. The formation of MIS
complexes under these conditions indicates that M and S can interact independently of other
coronaviral factors. Pulse-chase analysis revealed that M and S associate in a pre-Golgi
compartment. MIS complexes are efficiently transported beyond the corona virus budding
compartment to the Golgi complex. The failure to detect complexes at the surface of
coexpressing cells demonstrated that they are retained intracellularly. Thus, coexpression of
the envelope glycoproteins drastically affects the intracellular transport of the S protein:
instead of being transported to the cell surface, S is retained intracellularly by its association
with M.

INTRODUCTION
The spike (S) protein and the membrane (M) protein of the mouse hepatitis virus
strain A59 (MHV-A59) are involved in intermolecular interactions in the process of virus
assembly. Using specific detergent conditions heterocomplexes consisting of M and Scan
be extracted from solubilized virions and from MHV-infected cells I. The interaction between
M and S is likely to be essential for the incorporation of the S protein into virus particles
since the latter is thought to be dispensable for virus assembly. Tunicamycin treatment of
MHV-infected cells results in the secretion of spikeless virions 2,3 suggesting that the S protein
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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is not required for the budding process. A specific interaction between the M and S proteins,
therefore, could effect the incorporation of the latter into virus particles.
Coronaviruses are assembled by budding of the nucleocapsid into pre-Golgi membranes 4 ,5,6. According to a prevailing hypothesis the envelope proteins of membrane viruses
determine the site of budding 7,8. In the case of coronaviruses, however, neither of the
envelope glycoproteins contain targeting signals that specify their accumulation in the
budding compartment. When expressed independently, the M protein localizes to the Golgi
complex 6,9,lo whereas the S protein is transported to the cell surface (Vennema et ai., in prep.).
MIS complexes, however, might have acquired a signal that prevents their transport beyond
the budding compartment. To investigate the effect of the association between M and S on
their intracellular transport we have coexpressed the envelope glycoprotein genes in the
absence of other coronaviral proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells, Virus and Antisera
OST7 -1 cells, a kind gift of Dr. B. Moss, were maintained in Dulbecco's minimal
essential medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal calf serum, penicillin, and streptomycin
(DMEM-IO%FCS) supplemented with 400 /lg/ml G-418 (Genetic in, GIBCO). The recombinant vaccinia virus vTF7-3 expressing the T7 RNA polymerase I I was also obtained from
Dr. B. Moss. The production of the rabbit polyclonal antiserum to MHV-A59 has been
described previously2. The monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) J7.6 and J1.3 against Sand M,
respectively, were kindly provided by Dr. J. Fleming.

Infection, Transfection and Metabolic Labeling
Infection and transfection ofOST7-1 cells: Subconfluent monolayers ofOST7 -1 cells
in 35-mm dishes were washed with DMEM and inoculated with vTF7-3 at a multiplicity of
infection (m.oj.) of approx. 10 in DMEM for 45 min at 37°C. After inoculation the cells
were washed with DMEM and transfected with the vector PTUM-M12 andlor PTUM-S
(Vennema et ai., in prep,) which contain a cDNA copy of the MHV M and S protein,
respectively, under the control of the T7 promotor. For this purpose, a mixture of 200 /ll
DMEM with plasmid DNA and 10 /lilipofectin reagent (Bethesda Research Laboratories,
Life Technologies, Inc.) was added to the cells. After a 10-min incubation at room temperature 800 /ll DMEM was added and cells were incubated at 37°C.
Labeling: 2 hr after inoculation, cells were transferred to 32°C. Starting at 4.5 hr after
inoculation, the cells were starved for 30 min in MEM (GIBCO) without methionine. Cells
were pulse-labeled with 100-200 /lCi 35S-in vitro labeling mix (Amersham) for the times
indicated, then washed once with DMEM-10%FCS supplemented with 10 mM HEPES, 2
mM L-methionine, and 2 mM L-cysteine (chase medium) and chased for various times in
chase medium. The cells were lysed on ice in 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 62.5 mM EDTA, 0.5%
Nonidet P-40, 0.5% Na-deoxycholate (detergent solution) containing 2mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). The lysates were spun for 3 min at 12,000 x g at 4°C to pellet
nuclei and cell debris.

Immunoprecipitation and Gel Electrophoresis
Viral proteins were immunoprecipitated with the polyclonal MHV-A59 antiserum
(l0/l1), the MAb J1.3aM (1O/l1), or with the MAb J7.6aS (20 /l1). Serum was added to
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aliquots of celllysates which had been diluted with detergent solution to a final volume of
600 J.ll. After overnight incubation at 4°C immune complexes were collected using 50 J.ll of
a 10% (w/v) suspension offormalin-fixed Staphylococcus aureus cells (Bethesda Research
Laboratories, Life Technologies, Inc.). After a 30 min incubation at 4°C they were washed
three times with detergent solution and finally suspended in 25 J.ll 62.5 mM Tris-HCl (pH
6.8), 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 20 mM DTT (sample buffer). The proteins were analysed in
10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. The samples were heated for 2 min at 95°C before loading
on the gel.

Surface Immunoprecipitation
Transfected cells were labeled with 35S-in vitro labeling mix from 5-5.5 hr pj.
and subsequently chased for 3 hr in chase medium. The cells were put on ice and washed
with PBS/5%FCS and incubated for 2 hr in 800 J.ll PBS/5%FCS containing the MAb
J1.3aM (l5J.ll) and/or MAb J7.6aS (30J.ll). Thereafter, cells were extensively washed
with PBS/5%FCS and lysed with detergent solution containing 2 mM PMSF. The lysates
were spun for 3 min at 12,000 x g and 4°C and 50 J.ll of a 10% (w/v) suspension of
formalin-fixed Staphylococcus aureus cells was added to collect the immune complexes.
After a 30 min incubation at 4°C the cells were pelleted by centrifugation. The supernatant
was subjected to a second round of immunoprecipitation using the same antibodies. The
bacterial cells were washed three times with detergent solution and finally suspended in
sample buffer.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Association of the Coexpressed M and S Proteins
The interaction between the M and S proteins of MHV-A59 can be detected under
specific analytical conditions. When a combination of ionic and nonionic detergents is used
for the solubilization of virions or infected cells MIS heterocomplexes can be immunoprecipitated using mono specific antisera against M or S1.13. To study whether M and S associate
independently of other viral proteins we have coexpressed their respective genes in the
absence of other corona viral proteins using the vaccinia virus infection/transfection expression system 11.
Cells coexpressing M and S were labeled for 30 min with 35S-methionine and chased
for 90 min and subsequently lysed using a buffer containing 0.5% NP40 and 0.5% NaDOC.
Equal fractions of the cell lysate were used for immunoprecipitation using a polyclonal
anti-MHV serum or a monoclonal antibody (MAb) against S. As shown in Fig. 1, the material
precipitated using the anti-MHV serum represents the total amount oflabeled viral proteins.
It mainly consists of the spike precursor S/gp 150 and differentially glycosylated forms of
M. The two other bands presumably represent vaccinia virus proteins which were precipitated nonspecific ally. The S protein as well as a significant fraction of the M protein were
also precipitated using the MAbaS. In addition, a fraction of labeled S was coprecipitated
with the M specific antibodies. This indicates that M and S were associated under these
conditions. Apparently, the formation of MIS complexes does not require other coronaviral
proteins. To exclude the possibility that M and S had formed complexes after lysis we
expressed the proteins independently in separate cell cultures and performed the immunoprecipitations using a mixture of the cell lysates (data not shown). Under these conditions
no complexes between M and S were found indicating that MIS complexes derived from
coexpressing cells were specific.
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Figure 1. Association of the coexpressed MHV M and S proteins. Cells
co expressing M and S were labeled for 30 min and chased for 90 min. The
cell lysate was split into three equal fractions and the viral proteins were
precipitated using a polyc\onal anti-MHV serum, a MAbuM, or a MAbuS,
respectively.

Formation and Intracellular Transport of MIS Complexes
To determine the kinetics of complex formation and to analyze the intracellular
transport of MIS complexes we performed a pulse-chase labeling. Cells coexpressing M and
S were pulse labeled for 15 min and chased for various time periods. The celllysates were
split into three equal portions from which the viral proteins were immunoprecipitated using
the polyclonal anti-MHV serum, a MAbuM, and a MAbuS, respectively.
Again, the material precipitated using the polyclonal anti-MHV serum represents the
total amount oflabeled viral proteins (Fig. 2). After the pulse, predominantly precursor forms
ofM (M o) and S (S/gpI50) can be detected. The M protein becomes glycosylated posttranslationally when it is transported from the ER to the Golgi complex giving rise to the formation
of different glycosylated forms (MI-MrM4)' The addition of the first sugar, GaINAc, takes
place in the intermediate compartment - which is identical to the budding compartment5,14 and M3 and M4 appear after the protein has reached the Golgi complex 10. A fraction of
S/gpl50 was converted into S/gpl80 during the chase as a result of modifications of its
N-linked oligosaccharides. Cleaved forms of the S protein were hardly detected in this
experiment.
Using the MAbuS we analyzed which fraction of the labeled M molecules was
engaged in MIS complexes. After the pulse, only small amounts of labeled M protein were
coprecipitated by the S specific antibodies. The amount of M that was coprecipitated with
S increased during the chase and reached a maximum around 60 min of chase. The
coprecipitation of the unglycosylated form ofM (M o) seen after short chase periods indicates
that MIS complexes are formed in a pre-Golgi compartment. After longer chase periods, this
form was efficiently processed into M3 and M4 demonstrating that the complexes were
transported to the Golgi complex. Surprisingly, no accumulation ofM I is observed indicating
that MIS complexes are not retained in the budding compartment by themselves.
When MIS complexes were precipitated using the MAbuM we found that coprecipitation of labeled S started to appear after 15 min of chase. Apparently, newly synthesized
M and S become engaged in heterocomplexes with different kinetics. The S protein needs
more time to become association competent which is probably the result of its slow
folding I2 ,13.15. Like the M protein, the S protein present in MIS complexes underwent
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Figure 2. FormatIOn and mtracellular transport of MIS complexes Cells coexpressmg M and S were labeled
for 10 mm and chased for the mdlCated penods. Each cell lysate was splIt mto three equal fractIOns which were
used for ImmunopreclpltatlOns with the polycIonal antl-MHV serum, the MAbaM, or the MAbaS, respectlvely

processing during longer chase periods: its precursor form S/gp150 was converted into
S/gp 180 which indicates that it was transported from the ER to the Golgi complex. We
conclude from this experiment that M and S associate in a pre-Golgi compartment and that
they are transported as a complex beyond the site of virus budding to the Golgi region. This
implies that additional factors, e.g. the nucleocapsid or the recently identified small membrane protein l6 , determine pre-Golgi budding ofMHY.

Intracellular Accumulation of S by Its Interaction with M
Knowing that MIS complexes are transported beyond the budding compartment and
that the independently expressed M and S proteins are transported to different cellular
locations, i.e. Golgi complex and plasma membrane, respectively, we were interested in the
destination of MIS complexes. The previous experiment (Fig. 2) shows that MIS complexes
reach the Golgi complex but the observation that only a very small fraction ofS was cleaved
into S/gp90 suggests that the complexes do not reach the cell surface. To investigate the cell
surface expression of MIS complexes we have performed cell surface immunoprecipitations.
Cells expressing S alone or together with M were labeled for 30 min and chased for 3 hr to
allow ample time for the proteins to reach their final destmatlOns. As descnbed m the
Methods section, we then first precipitated the viral proteins that were expressed at the
plasma membrane and in a second round of immunoprecipitation we collected the proteins
which were kept within the cells.
When expressed independently, a large fraction of the cleaved form of S as well as
some uncleaved Slgp 180 were found at the cell surface (Fig. 3). As expected, and at the same
time illustratmg the vahdity of the approach, the remammg precursor S/gp150 was only
detected intracellularly. When coexpressed with M, however, hardly any S protein was
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Figure 3. Intracellular accumulation of MIS complexes. Cells
expressing S alone or together with M were labeled for 30 min
and chased for 3 hr. Viral proteins expressed at the cell surface
(S) were collected in a first round of immunoprecipitation and
the remaining fraction of intracellular proteins (I) were immunoprecipitated in a second round.

detected at the cell surface. Instead, we now observed an intracellular accumulation of
S/gp180 and S/gp90. Although the M protein had reached the Golgi complex as judged by
the appearance of M3 and M4 it could not be detected at the cell surface. We conclude that
coexpression ofM and S does not affect the localization ofM. Rather, it specifically results
in the intracellular retention of the S protein due to its interaction with M.
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FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS IN THE SPIKE
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ABSTRACT
The coronavirus spike protein S is assumed to mediate essential biological functions,
including recognition of target cells. Earlier studies from our and other groups identified two
regions of the TGEV S (220K) protein possibly implicated in such functions. The first ofthese
corresponds to the 224 amino acid N-terminal region which is deleted in PRCY, the respiratory
variant of TGEV We have examined the pathogenicity for the newborn piglet of a series of
neutralization escape mutants encoding an S protein mutated in this region. Several amino acid
changes were correlated with a dramatic loss of enterovirulence, thus indicating that crucial
determinants are associated with this domain ofS. The second region of potential relevance is
the major neutralization domain. Baculovirus-vectored expression of 150 to 220 amino
acid-long stretches encompassing this region, which is encoded by both TGEV and PRCV, was
performed. The resultant recombinant proteins were shown to react with the cognate antibodies
and to bind APN specifically, thus localizing the receptor-binding site on the S primary
structure. Altogether these data lend support to the view that a domain of S protein structurally
distinct from the receptor binding site is required for the virus to express its enteric tropism.

INTRODUCTION
Transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) is a porcine coronavirus which is responsible for an acute diarrhoea, often fatal for the swine neonate. The virus replicates preferentially in the differentiated enterocytes covering the small intestine mucosa'. It has been
recently reported that TGEV uses an ectoenzyme abundantly expressed in the apical brush
border, aminopeptidase N, as a receptor for gaining entry into cells2. However, the molecular
basis of the viral enteric tropism remains poorly understood. In 1984, a naturally occuring
COlVna- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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variant of TGEV started to diffuse to a wide extent in the European swine population. This
porcine respiratory coronavirus (PRCV), of which the replication was restricted to the
respiratory tract, was essentially avirulent 3 . Partial analysis of its genomic sequence revealed
two genetic defects, one in the spike protein gene, which results in a N-terminally truncated
S protein, the other in ORF3, putatively encoding a non-structural protein4 . However, the
function(s) potentially impaired in PRCV are yet undetermined.
In the present paper, we report two studies which both pertain with the localization of
functionally important domains in the amino-terminal half of the TGEV S protein. The results
lead us to propose that the determinants involved in the recognition of the receptor and in the
expression of enterovirulence are associated with two well-distinct regions of the S molecule.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
All the animal experiments were performed in the animal facilities of INRA,
Nouzilly. Large White piglets were weaned at 3 day, then artificially reared. They were
infected oronasally at 5 day with parental or mutant virus at the indicated dose.
Neutralization escape mutants were selected as previously described5. Stocks of
mutant virus were produced in ST cells under selection with the relevant MAb diluted I: I 00.
Direct RNA sequencing, immunoprecipitation and indirect immunofluorescence assays
were performed as reported elsewhere6 . Expression ofS gene fragments and ofporcine aminopeptidase N gene2 in Sf9 cells using baculovirus were done following published procedures7.

RESULTS
In Vivo Virulence of Site D Escape Mutants
As an approach to determine whether virulence determinants are located within the
N-terminal region of the S protein, site D epitope mutants were generated and tested for their
virulence in neonate piglets. Site D is a major antigenic site defined by four MAbs which
bind within the amino acid region 82-212 of the mature S polypeptide6 . MAb 40.1, the sole
site D MAb exhibiting neutralizing activity, was used to select 7 independent escape mutants.
Direct sequencing of genomic RNA was performed to determine the induced amino acid
changes. All the mutants had a single nucleotide (nt) change leading to a one amino acid
substitution, except mutant 10 which had a 12 nt deletion resulting in the loss of 4 residues.
All the amino acid alterations clustered within the stretch 145-Pro to l55-Cys (Figure 1).
The animal model consisted of piglets weaned and infected at 5 days. Ninety seven
animals were inoculated orally with mutant or parental virus (Purdue-l 15) at an infectious
dose varying from 105 to 108 PFU, as specified. Three to six animals were infected per dose
per mutant virus. The virulence was monitored according to daily weight increase, onset of
diarrhoea, and morbidity and mortality rates, this over a 10 days period. Seventeen mockinfected animals remained healthy and showed a total weight increase of 1450 ± 250 g
between J 1 and Jl O. All the animals infected with 105 or 107 PFU of parental virus developed
signes of anorexia, vomiting and severe diarrhoea, generally appearing at 3 days pj., and
died within 4 to 8 days pj. Their total weight increase was - 110 ± 70 g (Figure 2). Similar
findings were observed with 5 escape mutants selected towards site A or B MAbs (data not
shown). Strikingly different data were obtained with the 40.1 escape mutants, as partially
shown in Figure 2 for the mutants 6 and 8 (single mutation) and 10 (small deletion). The
daily growth curves of animals inoculated with 105 PFU was comparable to that of the
controls and no mortality was recorded. Mortality, never exceeding 50 per cent, was only
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Figure 1. Ammo aCid sequence of the N-tennmal regIOn of the mature TGEV S protem (Purdue-I 15 stram 8)
SubstItutIOns and deletIOn Identified m the sequence ofMAb 40 I escape mutants are shown m bold characters
The sequence deleted m PRCV S protem (European strams 4) IS boxed The sequence where the site D has
been mapped6 1s underlmed PutatIve Asn-hnked glycosylatIOn sites are dotted

observed with animals inoculated with 10 8 PFU. At intermediate doses (10 6-107), the animals
suffered of only mild diarrhoea and all recovered. From these data, it was concluded that
site D mutants exhibit a dramatically reduced virulence.

Functional Properties of the Isolated CO-26K Region
Our earlier studies led to the identification of a proteolytic fragment generated by
collagenase cleavage of antibody-protected S protein, called CO-26K. This fragment expressed
a group of epitopes mapped within the two closely related sites A and B, which together define
the major neutralization-mediating domain ofTGEV6• This observation was suggestive of the
26K region being an independent domain of the S molecule. It was thus of interest to examine
functional properties of baculovirus-expressed, CO-26K-derived polypeptides. Three constructs, S223, S150 and S122, expressing amino-coterminal products covering the C026K
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Figure 3. Interaction between TGEV S·derived fragments and aminopeptidase N (APN). The characteristics
of the baculovirus·expressed fragments are listed in the left panel. The constructs have been made so as to link
the S signal peptide to the S body sequences via three extraneous residues (RSG). Bottom panel: extracts from
labeled cell cultures singly or dually infected by recombinant baculoviruses expressing either an S fragment
or APN were subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti·APN (G43) or anti·S polyclonal antibodies as
indicated. Immunoprecipitated material was analyzed by SDS·PAGE 15% gel and autoradiography.

sequence were made (Figure 3). The antigenicity of each S derivative was analyzed through
immunoprecipitation of lysates from labeled cultures or indirect immunofluorescence of
acetone-fixed cultures. The S223 and S 150 products had the expected molecular mass and were
secreted. Both were found to express all the site A and B epitopes, whereas the S 122 products
was only reactive to few MAb in indirect IF (data not shown).
As a next step, we sought to determine whether the S CO-26K domain was involved in
binding to the APN receptor. To this end, porcine APN was expressed by using a recombinant
baculovirus. Cell lysates from cultures infected by either APN- or S derivative-expressing
baculoviruses, or coinfected by both, were subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-S or
anti-APN polyclonal antibodies. Baculovirus-expressed APN appeared as an uncleaved band
of 120K. A similar band was coimmunoprecipitated with S223 or S 150 proteins from dually
infected cultures (Figure 3). S223 bound approximately one third of the material immunoprecipitated by the most potent of our anti-APN MAbs. The S 150 species bound consistently less
APN material. No conclusion could be drawn about the SI22 species since it was not
immunoprecipitated by any of the anti-S antibody used. The anti-APN MAbs failed to
immunoprecipitate SfAPN complexes. This was consistent with the fact that they were selected
on the basis of a receptor-blocking activity2. Altogether, these data led us to conclude that a
recombinant polypeptide derived from the CO-26K domain, representing 10-15 per cent of the
whole S polypeptide chain, retained a substantial capacity to bind APN.
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DISCUSSION
By examining the pathogenicity of naturally occuring neutralization-resistant variants ofTGEV in newborn piglets it was found that a small alteration within the N-terminal
region of the S protein (position 145 to 155) may result in a dramatic attenuation of the virus.
It is worth noting that all of the attenuated variants grew as the parental virus in cell culture
and exhibited a normal plaque phenotype, thus indicating that neither virus-to-cell binding
nor essential steps of the replication were impaired in vitro. While we cannot rule out the
possibility that additional genetic changes may lie outside the S gene, this seems to be highly
unlikely given that i) the selection pressure applied for the generation of the variants was
due to a neutralizing MAb 40.1, directed to one epitope of the site D of S protein; ii) variants
obtained following the same approach but using MAbs directed to other epitopes (site A and
B) exhibited a virulence phenotype indistinguishable of that of the parental virus ; iii)
independent variants having the same mutation behaved identically in infected animals.
The above observation provides the first demonstration that a determinant crucial for
enterovirulence is associated with the S protein of TGEY. Similar findings have been
obtained with another coronavirus, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), for which attenuation of
the neurovirulence has been correlated with changes in the S protein gene product, most of
them being located in its N-terminal half 9,10. The present data lend strong support to the
view that the large deletion present in the N-terminus of S protein is responsible for the
nearly complete loss of replication of PRCV in the intestine. However, as pointed out
elsewhere ll , the absence of enterovirulence does not explain the marked respiratory tropism
ofPRCV, which is not a common feature among the TGEV strains. In this respect, it would
be of interest to examine the ability of our site D mutants to replicate in the respiratory tract
of infected piglets.
Experiments using baculovirus-expressed polypeptides allowed us to demonstrate
that an isolated domain of the S molecule, corresponding to the about 200 residues
downstream of the serine 506, was able to recognize efficiently porcine aminopeptidase N.
This region thus represents a major receptor-binding site ofTGEY. Moreover, it is common
to the S proteins of TGEV and PRCV, which is consistent with our earlier observation that
PRCV also uses APN as a receptor, at least in cell culture.
These data, together with those of Kubo et al. l2 who identified a receptor-binding
site on MHV-S protein, formally establish that S is an attachment protein for coronaviruses.
S is the most polymorphic of the coronavirion proteins and can undergo a large deletion
without alteration of its main functions. A pairwise alignment of TGEV and MHV S amino
acide sequences reveals that the N-terminal region, which is absent in the respiratory viruses
PRCV and HCV 229E relative to TGEV, is vis-a-vis the region containing the MHV
receptor-binding site. Reciprocally, the MHV S polymorphic region is facing the TGEV
receptor-binding site (Figure 4). This may indicate that both of these regions correspond to
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structural modules that are relatively mdependent from the rest of the molecule for their
functlOn
The picture emergmg from our whole data is that the mteractlOn S/APN, shown to
be responsible for the species-specificity ofTGEV/PRCV I4 , is not a pnmary determmant of
the tissue tropism, though it restncts the multiphcatlOn of the ViruS to epithehal cells covenng
the mucosa Nevertheless, the S protem carnes determmant(s) that are crucially important
for the enterotropism, and we propose that at least one such determmant is associated with
the N -termmal region of the molecule In other words, this reglOn would be necessary for
the ViruS to mfect the enterocytes but not other cells The precise functlOn that is mvolved
is still elusive It has been speculated by other authors, that different receptor-bmdmg sites
m TGEV S protem could be recogmzed by the entenc and respiratory tIssues l5 ThiS would
imply that the N-termmal domam bmd to a cell surface molecule different from APN and
specifically expressed m the enterocytes An alternative hypothesis, however, is that this
domam is reqmred for a proper foldmg of the S molecule when it is faced up to the
physico-chemical environment of the digestive tract, which might differently affect the
conformatlOn of the truncated (or mutated) and of the wtld type S protem II
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ABSTRACT
We have previously shown that the membrane protein M of TGEV is involved in
efficient induction of alpha interferon (IFNu) synthesis by non-immune peripheral blood
mononuclear cells incubated with fixed, TGEV-infected cells or inactivated virionsl,2. In
order to determine whether M protein is able to induce interferon in the absence of other
viral factors, we expressed the protein either stably in the porcine ST cells or transiently in
the simian COS7 cells. Although showing no obvious difference in intracellular localization
or glycosylation compared to its viral counterpart, the recombinant molecule failed to induce
significant IFN activity.

INTRODUCTION
Transmissible gastroenteritis coronavirus (TGEV) is the causative agent of an acute
diarrhea in swine, often fatal in newborn piglets3 • Infection is associated with high interferon
titers in the intestinal tract, lungs and serum4 .5 . In vitro, TGEV is able to induce an early and
strong synthesis oflFNa by a minor subpopulation of non immune peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from different species 6 . The IFN induction mechanism differs from the
double-stranded RNA-mediated, classical pathway since induction is observed even with
non replicating structures, such as glutaraldehyde-fixed, infected cells or U.V-inactivated,
purified virions 1,2. Thus the inducer may be one or several structural viral component(s). In
addition, the IFN-inducing capacity of both TGEV-infected cells and viral particles was
markedly inhibited by 2 monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) specifically directed against the
exposed amino-terminus of the membrane glycoprotein M 1,2, whereas MAbs specific for the
other structural proteins had no effect. Finally, 2 mutant viruses which escaped complementmediated neutralisation by the induction-inhibiting MAbs were about lOO-fold less interferogenic than the parental Purdue virus 2 • Both mutations were shown to be localized at the
M exposed amino-terminus and to result in alteration of glycosylation. Induction was also
Corona- and Related Virnses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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found to be reduced when oligo saccharides are enzymatically removed from the virion or if
cells are infected in the presence oftunicamycin 7. Together, these data strongly support the
view that M protein plays a crucial role in IFN induction.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether the M protein exhibits interferogenic
activity in the absence of any other viral factors. Its expression was achieved at relatively
high level in two systems, either stably in the porcine ST cell line or transiently in the simian
COS7 cells. In addition, subcellular localization, glycosylation, antigenicity and interferogenicity of the recombinant product were examined.

MATERIALS and METHODS
Viruses and Monoclonal Antibodies
Propagation of the high-passage Purdue-liS strain of TGEV in the PD5-cell line,
virus titration on swine testis (ST) cells and the production of anti-M monoclonal antibodies
(MAb) have been described 8. Obtention and characterization of dm49-4 mutant virus has
been already published2.

eDNA Cloning
The M gene was amplified by PCR from the plasmid pTG2.15 9 with the upstream
oligonucleotide 2218 (5'CAACCCCGCTCGAGCA-CTC3') and the downstream primer
2219 (5' ATTTAGAATTCTAGTTATACC3'). The amplified product was restricted withXhoI
and EcoRI (sites provided by the primers) and cloned in pTEJ4 10 digested with Sall and
EcoRI. The resulting plasmid, pM, was double-restricted with HindIII and BamHI and the
insert was subcloned into the corresponding sites of pBluescript SK- (Stratagene) to give
pBM. This plasmid was restricted with HindIII, treated with Klenow enzyme to make blunt
ends and cut with BamHI. The insert was then cloned between the filled-in EcoRI and BamHI
sites of pUHD I 0-3 11 • The resulting plasmid, referred to as pUM, was constructed to allow
expression of the M gene under the inducible promoter.
The plasmid pCM was constructed by inserting the HindIII-EcoRI fragment of pM
into the corresponding sites of pcDNAI (Invitrogene Corp.). A cDNA of the M gene was
amplified by RT-PCR from TGEV infected ST cells, with the oligonucleotides 2190 (5' AGCACTCCAAGCTTGAACTA) and 2282 (5'GTTGGCGAATTCGAAGTTTAGTTATACCATATG3'). This cDNA was restricted with HindIII and EcoRI (both sites are provided by
the primers) and inserted into the corresponding sites of pc DNA I to give pCM2. The plasmid
pTM and pTM2 were derived from pCM and pCM2 respectively, by replacing theXbaI -HpaI
fragment which contains the small intron-polyadenylation signal with the XbaI-NaeI
polyadenylation signal ofpUHDlO-3. In pCL1C, the second half of the M gene was deleted
by self-ligating NsiI-cut pCM. Its expression resulted in a fusion protein composed of the
103 first amino acids of the M protein followed by the peptide SRGPYSIVSPKC.
The plasmid pcDNAP 2 expressing the porcine aminopeptidase N was kindly provided by Dr Delmas.

Transfeetion
The ST cells and the COS7 cells were transfected with lipofectin- and lipofectamine™ (GIBCO BRL), respectively, according to the manufacturer's procedure. Stable
ST cell clones were selected with hygromycin (350 J.lg/ml).
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IFN Induction and Titration
In order to make accessible the recombinant product, M expressing cells as well as
TGEY-infected cells were lysed by 3 freeze-thawing cycles. Interferon induction on porcine
blood mononuclear cells and titration were then performed as previously described l .

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Stable Expression of the M Protein in the Porcine ST Cells
TGEY-infected ST cells are routinely used to induce a high level IFN synthesis by
leukocytes, with no detectable background in the absence of infection. These cells were thus
chosen to stably express the M protein. The first attempt was made with the M gene placed
under the strong constitutive ubiquitin promoter of the plasmid pTEJ4 JO • No expression was
detected with 8 clones in the genome of which the plasmid pM was integrated. We next used
the inducible system developped and kindly provided by Dr Gossen II. Eight clones showed
strong reactivity toward the carboxy terminus-specific Mab 3.60, only under induced conditions. When analyzed by indirect immunofluorescence, the staining appeared to be restricted
to a perinuclear area (data not shown). This observation was consistent with a Golgi localization, as previously reported for transiently expressed M proteins of IBy I2.13, MHy 14,15 and
TGEy I6 . Clones were maintained for up to 4 weeks in induced conditions, without alteration
of expression or cell growth, thus indicating that the recombinant product was not toxic.

Possible Incorrect Folding of the Stably Expressed M Protein
Following induction, the MAb 3.60 immunoprecipitated a product with an apparent
molecular mass ranging from 29 to 36 kD (Figure 1). The diffuse migration pattern is as
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Figure 1. Stable expressIOn of the M protem m ST cells The ST cell clones 4, 17 and 24 were cultured for
one day m the presence (non mduced N) or absence (mduced I) oftetracychn at Illg/mi RadlOlabeled extracts
were Immunoprec1pltated m RIPA buffer (Tns pHS 0 10mM, NaCI 150mM, KCI 600mM, MgCl 2 0,5mM,
Tnton XIOO 2%) With the antl-M MAbs 3.60 (left panel) or 25.22 (nght panel) and analyzed m SDS-12%
PAGE Controls are normal ST cells mfected (+) or not (-)
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expected for a protein bearing Golgi-modified, complexe carbohydrates. The 29 kD form
co-migrated with the predominant mannose-rich form of the M protein from TGEV-infected
cells 17. Expression was also performed in the presence of either the N-glycosylation inhibitor
tunicamycin or monensin which blocks the Golgi transport. In both cases, the recombinant
product was shown to have the same electrophoretic mobility as its viral counterpart, thus
confirming its glycosylated nature (data not shown). Unexpectedly, we failed to detect the
recombinant polypeptide with 3 amino terminus-specific MAbs. This might be the result of
misfolding. A strong label around 70 kD was also detected, although inconsistently, with the
MAb 3.60 (Figure I). It might correspond to a homo- or hetero- dimer of the recombinant
product, possibly reflecting imperfectly folded material.
From the ST cell clone 30, a 18 kD product was immunoprecipitated by the
amino-terminus specific MAbs but not by the MAb 3.60 (data not shown). This truncated
protein seemed to accumulate in the perinuclear area. It was also glycosylated and dependent
on induction, and thus was supposed to be expressed from a gene deleted of the 3' end.
Together, these data suggest that the lack of recognition of the full length product by
anti-amino terminus MAbs was not due to sequence alteration of the epitope.

Infection of the M-Expressing ST Cells
The M protein might require viral or virus-derived factor(s) to acquire a proper
conformation. To address this point, induced cell clones were infected with dm49-4 virus.
This escape mutant codes for a 26 kD, unglycosylated M protein which is no more recognized
by the amino terminus-specific MAbs 2. The expression level of the recombinant product was
repeatedly enhanced by infection up to approximately the same amount as the viral counterpart (Figure 2). However, the recombinant protein expressed in dm49-4-infected cells still
failed to react with the amino terminus-specific MAbs. The lack of a trans-acting factor
which would be present only in infected cells might thus not be sufficient to explain the
apparent misfolding.
The gene uansfected in the ST cell clones showed 1 amino acid difference (Gly82Cys) compared to the expected sequence (clone pTG2.15 9 ). In addition, direct RNA sequencing of TGEV gene M revealed two amino acid changes compared to that deduced from the
sequence of pTG2.15 clone: Asn144-Lys and Gly195-Asp2. All these mutations were
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Figure 2. Infection of the
M-expressmg ST cells. The
ST cell clone 37 was induced
(1) or not (N), and either infected with the mutant virus
dm49-4 (10 pfu/cell) or not
mfected (-). Cells were then
labeled from 2 to 7 hours
post adsorptIOn and extracts
were Immunoprecipltated as
m Figure 1.
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localized downstream of the first transmembrane domain and were supposed to face the
cytoplasm. M gene was therefore recloned from TGEY-infected cells and used in parallel
with the mutated cDNA in subsequent experiments.

Transient Expression in COS7 Cells
COS7 cells were transfected with one of the following plasmids: pTM which
expressed a eDNA identical to those previously transfected in ST cells, pTM2 coding for the
wild type recloned gene, and pC,1C encoding a protein deleted of its carboxy half. The
product of the latter construct was recognized solely by the amino-terminus specific MAbs,
similar to the truncated form expressed by the ST cell clone 30 (Figure 3). The products
expressed from both pTM and pTM2 were immunoprecipitated with the amino-terminus
specific MAb 25.22 as efficiently as with the anti C-terminus MAb 3.60. In these conditions,
the full-length recombinant protein seemed thus able to acquire a proper conformation.
In order to make possible the infection of the COS7 cells, the constructs were
cotransfected with a plasmid expressing the TGEY receptor, aminopeptidase N (APN). Once
again, infection enhanced the expression of the recombinant products up to approximately
the same amount as the viral M protein.

Interferogenic Activity of the Recombinant Proteins
Purdue-infected celllysates were highly interferogenic (about 104 IFN Vlml for ST
cells, and up to 103 Vlml for the COS7 cells transiently expressing APN). By contrast, no
significant IFN titers were found with the recombinant products in both cell systems,
although the expression level ofM protein should not be limiting.

Concluding Remarks
The M protein ofTGEY was highly expressed either stably in ST cells or transiently
in COS7 cells. The localization of the recombinant product appeared to be restricted to the
Golgi apparatus, allowing complex glycosylation to occur, as described previously for
IBy I2 ,13, MHy I4 ,15, and TGEyI6. However, the ST cell clones showed a reduced ability to
produce a correctly or stably folded recombinant M protein. The recombinant product
expressed in both cell systems failed to induce IFN at detectable levels. This finding differs
from those of two recent reports describing IFN induction by recombinant viral glycoprote-
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Figure 3. Transient expression in COS 7
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with pcDNAP 2 and either pTM (M),
pTM2 (M2) or pC8C. Two days posttransfection, cells were infected with
dm49-4 (10 pfu/cell) or mock-infected
(-). Immunoprecipitation were performed in lysis buffer (Tris pH8 50mM,
EDTA 40mM, NaDOC 0.5%, NP40
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ms 18 19 Thus, COS 7 cells transiently expressmg the HN protem of human paramfluenza type
4A were able to mduce IFN as efficIently as mfected cells l9 WIth TGEV, expenments are
pursued to determme whether the lack of mterferogemcIty of the expressed M protem IS
related to the non-exposure at the cell surface or wether the mterferogemc determmant IS
assocIated to another vIral component
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TRANSLATION OF THE MHV sM PROTEIN IS
MEDIATED BY THE INTERNAL ENTRY OF
RIBOSOMES ON mRNA 5
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97078 Wiirzburg, Germany

INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) has a positive strand RNA genome of about 31
kilobases (I). In the infected cell, viral gene expression is mediated by translation from both
genomic RNA and sub genomic mRNAs. These mRNAs form a 3' co-terminal set and they
contain a common 5'leader sequence (2). Only the region of each mRNA absent from the
next smallest mRNA, the so-called unique region, is thought to be translationally active (3,4).
Most coronavirus mRNAs contain a single open reading frame (ORF) in their unique region
and appear to be functionally mono-cistronic. One exception is the MHV mRNA 5 which
contains two ORFs in its unique region, designated as ORF 5a and ORF 5b. Studies on the
in vitro translation of synthetic mRNAs suggest that the MHV mRNA 5 is funtionally
bicistronic (5). The ORF 5b gene product has been detected in MHV infected cells and virus
particles and is equivalent to the small membrane (sM) proteins of infectious bronchitis virus
(mV) and transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV)(6,7,8,9). Two mechanisms can be
proposed for the expression of the MHV ORF 5b product. One possibility is based upon the
leaky scanning model, as proposed by Kozak (l0). In this case, the expression of ORF 5b
would be mediated by ribosomes that scan from the 5' end of the mRNA, but fail to recognise
the ORF 5a initiation codon. An alternative model is a cap-independent mechanism involving
ribosome entry at an internal position on the MHV mRNA 5. Such a mechanism has been
described for a variety of picornavirus RNAs and hepatitis C virus RNA (11,12). In the
experiments reported here, we have analysed the in vitro translation products of synthetic
mRNAs that contain the unique region ofMHV mRNA 5, preceded by an ORF derived from
the l3-galactosidase gene. The results show that the l3-galactosidase ORF prevents the
movement of ribosomes from the 5' end of the mRN A but ORF 5b is, nevertheless, translated.
We conclude that translation of the sM protein is mediated by an internal ribosome entry
mechanism.
COlVna- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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METHODS
Cloning Recombinant Plasmids and in Vitro RNA Synthesis
To construct recombinant plasmids corresponding to the unique region of MHV
mRNA 5, a 630 bp DdeI fragment of pJMSIOIO (13) was blunt end cloned into SmaI
linearised pGEM 1. In the resulting construct, p5ab, the initiation codon of ORF 5a is 37 bp
downstream of the cloning site. For the construction of a plasmid corresponding to ORF 5b
alone, a TaqI - RsaI fragment ofpJMSIOIO DNA, containing the coding region ofORF 5b,
was blunt end cloned into SmaI linearised pGEMI to produce the construct p5b. In order to
place an ORF upstream of ORF 5a, a PCR-product containing an ORF comprised of the
B-galactosidase gene from nucleotide 6 to nucleotide 1125, was cloned into pGEMl and
p5ab. The resulting constructs are designated as pZ and pZ5ab, respectively. To increase the
methionine content of the ORF 5b product, 8 AUG codons were engineered into the ORF
5b coding region, 10 nucleotides upstream of the ORF 5b termination codons in p5b, p5ab
and pZab. The resulting constructs are designated as p5b lD , p5ab lo and pZ5ab lo . The
nucleotide sequences of all the plasm ids described above were confirmed by chain-termination sequencing. Figure 1 shows the structure of these plasmids. For in vitro transcription,
plasmid DNAs were linearised with restriction enzymes (as shown in Figure 1) and RNA
was synthesised with T7 RNA polymerase in the presence of the cap structure
m7G(5')ppp(5')G as described previously (14).

In Vitro Translation in an L Cell Lysate
The L cell lysate was prepared from L929S cells as previously described (4). The
lysate was treated with micrococcal nuclease and 2.5 pmols (0.4 to 1.8 ~g) of synthetic
mRNA was added to each translation reaction. Aliquots of the translation mixture (15 l.tI)
were electrophoresed on 17% SDS-polyacrylamide gels as described by Laemmli (15).
Cytoplasmatic, polyadenylated RNA from MHV-infected cells was prepared as previously
described (4).

RESULTS
In Vitro Translation of MHV mRNA 5 Derived Constructs
In order to identify the translation products of the MHV ORFs 5a and 5b, mRNAs
were synthesised from BstEII-linearised p5ab (mRNA 5a) and BamHI-linearised p5b
(mRNA 5b). In vitro translation of mRNA 5a directs the synthesis of a polypeptide of 12
kDa (figure 2a lane 3) and mRNA 5b directs the synthesis ofa polypeptide of 14 kDa (figure
2a, lane 4). The mRNA 5b lD translation product has an apparent size of 11 kDa (Figure 2b,
lane 4). The in vitro translation of a structurally bicistronic mRNA derived from BamHIlinearised p5ab, i.e. mRNA 5ab, directs the synthesis of both the ORF 5a and ORF 5b
products (Figure 2a, lane 5). This result is consistent with the idea that the MHV mRNA 5
is functionally bicistronic (16,5,6). To strengthen this conclusion, we translated mRNA
derived from BamHI-linearised p5ab lo , i.e. mRNA 5ab lo . In this case, the detection of the
ORF 5b lo product should be enhanced by the incorporation of additional radioactivity and,
indeed, this result is clearly seen in Figure 2b, lane 5.
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Figure 1. Structure of transcription plasmids. The transcription plasmids used in this study are illustrated. The
position of the T7 promoter is shown and ORFs are indicated as boxes. The positions of relevant restriction
enzyme recognition sites and the size of potential translation products are also indicated. The broken line
represents sequences upsteam ofORF 5b in the plasmids p5blO, p5ab 1o and pz5ab 1o

In Vitro Translation of ORF 5b but Not ORF Sa from a Tricistronic
mRNA Containing an Additional Upstream ORF
To test whether ORF 5b can be expressed independently of ribosomes that enter from
the 5' end of the mRNA, we translated mRNA derived from BamHI-linearised pZ5ab, i.e.
the tricistronic mRNA Z5ab. The result is shown in Figure 2a, lane 6. As expected, the
upstream ORF Z is expressed, resulting in the synthesis of a polypeptide of 51 kDa.
Importantly, no ORF 5a product can be detected in the translation reaction. This indicates
that very few, if any, ribosomes scan through the upstream ORF Z and initiate the synthesis
of an ORF 5a polypeptide. In contrast, the ORF 5b product is readily detected. The amount
of ORF 5b product synthesised from the tricistronic mRNA Z5ab is similar to the amount
ofORF 5b product expressed from an equimolar concentration of the bicistronic mRNA 5ab
(compare Figure 2a, lanes 5 and 6). To rule out the possibility that a polypeptide of 14 kDa
can be synthesised by the aberrant translation ofORF Z (for example, premature termination
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or internal initiation), we translated mRNA derived from BamHI-linearised pZ, i.e. mRNA
Z. As expected, this mRNA directs the synthesis of the ORF Z gene product and no 14 kDa
polypeptide can be detected (Figure 2a, 2b, lane 7). To strengthen the conclusion that ORF
5b, but not ORF 5a, is translated from a tricistronic mRNAcontaining an additional upstream
ORF, we carried out a further experiment. We translated mRNA derived from BamHI-linearised pZ5ab IO , i.e. mRNA Z5ab 1o . The result is shown in Figure 2b, lane 6. In this translation
reaction, the ORF Z product and the ORF 5b 1o product are easily identified. Again, using
equimolar concentrations of mRN A, approximately equal amounts of 0 RF 5b I 0 products are
translated from the bicistronic and tricistronic mRNAs, mRNA5ab 1o and mRNA Z5ab iO
(compare Figure 2b, lanes 5 and 6). The ORF 5a product is not expressed from the tricistronic
mRNA Z5abIO.

DISCUSSION
The results presented in this study show that, in the context of the MHV mRNA 5
unique region, the initiation ofORF 5b protein synthesis occurs independently of ribosomes
that enter from the 5' end of the mRNA. This has been shown by the translation of the
tricistronic mRNAs, Z5ab and Z5ab IO , where the 5' proximal and 5' distal ORFs, ORF Z and
ORF 5b1b 10, are translated, whilst the internal ORF, ORF 5a, is not. Clearly, the upstream
ORF Z, provides an effective barrier to scanning ribosomes but does not prevent the initiation
of ORF 5b translation. Liu and Inglis (17) have concluded that the tricistronic mRNA 3 of
IBV encodes three proteins, 3a, 3b and 3c, and that the translation of the most distal ORF
3c is mediated by a cap-independent mechanism involving internal initiation. Taken together,
these data strongly suggest that the translation of the coronavirus sM proteins, i.e. the ORF
3c product ofIBV and the ORF 5b product ofMHV, involves the internal entry of ribosomes
on a polycistronic mRNA. The initiation of protein synthesis by internal ribosome entry has
been most extensively studied in picornavirus RNAs (18). In this case, ribosome entry is
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medIated by the so-called "mtemal nbosome entry sIte" (IRES) or "nbosome landmg pad"
(RLP) An ObVlOUS questlOn IS whether or not sImIlar structures can be Idenhfied m the
umque reglOn of the MHV mRNA 5 Furthermore, It WIll be of mterest to examme
mteractlOns between the putahve MHV mRNA 5 IRES/RLP element and cellular protems
In the long term, the blOloglcal relevance of mtemal nbosome entry on the MHV mRNA 5
has to be explamed The MHV ORF 5b product IS thought to be an essentlal structural protem
of the VIruS, however, ItS functlOnal role(s) m the rephcatlOn cycle IS stlll unknown Why, m
contrast to all other MHV sub genomIc mRNAs, does the umque reglOn ofmRNA 5 encode
two protems? And why IS the mlhatlOn of ORF 5b translatlOn medIated by a complex
mechamsm such as mtemal nbosome entry? The answers to these and other questlOns must
aWait further expenments
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ABSTRACT
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) causes abortions and
respiratory diseases in pigs. The PRRSV genome is a positive-sense polyadenylated RNA
molecule of about 15 kb. Along with the genes for structural proteins (envelope, matrix and
nucleocapsid proteins) PRRSV genome contains a number of ORFs potentially encoding
nonstructural proteins (ns). To investigate the nature of the PRRSV ORFs 7,5 and 4 products,
we have cloned the envelope (ORF5) nucleocapsid (ORF7) and ns4 (ORF4) protein genes
in the bacterial expression vector pMAC -c2 under control of the "tac" promoter and
expressed the proteins in E.coli. The recombinant proteins were recognized by porcine and
rabbit hyperimmune serums to PRRSV, suggesting their structural nature.
M

INTRODUCTION
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) is an enveloped
positive-strand RNA virus. The morphological characteristics, genome structure and size of
PRRSV are comparable to viruses of the Arterivirus group including equine arteritis virus,
lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus of mice, and simian hemorrhagic fever virus 1-4 •
During PRRSV replication, six major sub genomic mRNAs are produced, ranging in size
from 15 kb to 0.9 kb 6,7. The subgenomic mRNAs have a 3'-coterminal nested structure, the
sequence of each mRNA starts from the 3'-end of the genome, extending for various lenght
into the 5' -end. Each mRNA contains a leader sequence at its 5' -end, which is derived from
the 5'-end of the genome and which is joined to the bodies of the mRNAs during the
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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transcription process 7. Sequencing studies of cDNAs clones representing the 3' portion of
PRRSV genomic RNA have shown the presence of 6 ORFs potentially encoding structural
and nonstructural proteins. By analogy to the LDV and LV, it has been suggested that ORFs
7, 6 and 5 encode viral proteins, the nucleocapsid protein N, the matrix protein M and the
surface glycoprotein G, respectively 5.
In order to characterize the nature of three PRRSV-ORFs products (ORF 7, 5 and 4)
we have cloned in pMAL'M -c2 expression vector and expressed in Escherichia coli the
corresponding genes. Using antivirion hyperimmune serums in Western immunoblotting
experiments and expression of individual ORFs, the genes encoding for the putative
structural proteins were identified.

METHODS AND RESULTS
The origin and cultivation of the porcine alveolar macrophages (PAM) and the
IAF-exp 91 strain of PRRSV were reported elsewhere3. Virus purification by isopycnic
ultracentrifugation on CsCI density gradients, and, extraction, reverse transcription and
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of viral RNA were also done as described
previously 6,8
Six specific oligonucleotides primers were designated for PCR amplification of the
IAF-exp91- ORF7, ORF5 and ORF4 genes. These ORFs were amplified by PCR, using
specific oligonucleotides containing BamHI and EcoRI restriction sites. The PCR products
were purified and cloned into the BamHI EcoRI-digested vector pMAL'M -c2 (New England
Biolabs). In the resulting constructs, each ORF is fused at its 5'-end to the 3'-end of the
Escherichia coli malE gene 9 . Protein expression was induced by addition ofIPTG to a final
concentration of 0.3 mM. Recombinant proteins were loaded onto an amylose column (New
England Biolabs) and the fusion proteins were eluted with maltose at 10 mM. The MBPORF7, 5 and 4 fusion proteins were efficiently expressed and were 90% pure as judged from
Coomassie blue stained gels. Their molecular weights were estimated to approximately 56K,
65K and 62K, respectively (Fig. 1).
To confirm the size of the ORF7 product, the recombinant protein was cleaved with
factor Xa. After enzymatic cleavage, two bands could be observed after SDS-PAGE corresponding to the MBP protein having MW of 42. 7K (Fig. 2, Lane 2) and the N protein with
estimated MW of 13 .6K. The latter was purified and injected to rabbits and mice to produce
monospecific antibodies. The two other fusion proteins (ORFs 5 and 4) were injected to mice
to produce monospecific antibodies, omitting factor Xa cleavage.
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Figure 2. SDS-PAGE (10%) analysis of the expressed recombinant N protein before (1) and after (2) cleavage with factor Xa.
The uncleaved and cleaved fusion proteins have estimated MW
of 56K and 13.6K, respectively. M : Molecular size marker in
kilodaltons.
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To analyse the nature of the recombinant proteins produced in E. coli, they were
subjected to Western blot analysis using hyperimmune serums from rabbits that have been
inoculated with PRRSV purified virion. The anti-PRRSV serums recognized the three
recombinant proteins (ORF7, ORF5 and ORF4) but failed to recognized the MBP protein
(Fig. 3), thus confirming their viral specificity. The reactivity ofthe antisera towards ORF4
recombinant protein appeared very low, indicating probably the weak antigenicity of this
ORF product in rabbits.
The recombinant proteins were also recognized by a serum obtained from a PRRSVexperimentaly infected pig3 . This together with results obtained following incubation in the
presence of rabbit anti-PRRSV serums indicated that these viral proteins are probably
structural.
Interestingly, we observed that the ORF4 recombinant protein was more intensively
recognized by the homologous antiserum produced in pigs rather than antisera produced in
rabbits (Fig. 4). The low reactivity of the rabbit anti-PRRSV serums towards ORF4 products
was also confirmed in RIPA experiments conducted with in vitro translation product (data
not shown).

CONCLUSION
High level expression of the PRRSV ORF7, 5, and 4 products was obtained using
the pMAL™ -c2 prokaryotic expression vector.

2

Figure 3. Western blot analysis using the rabbit antiPRRSV serum. ORF7-fusion protein after factor Xa cleavage (Lane I), purified ORF7-fusion protein (Lane 2),
purified ORF4-fusion protein (Lane 3), purified ORF5-fusion protein (Lane 5). MBP controls (Lanes 4 and 6). Recombinant proteins were resolved by electrophoresis on 10%
SDS-polyacrylamide gel, transferred onto a nitrocellulose
membrane and reacted with a 11 1000 dilution of rabbit antiPRRSV serum. M : Molecular size marker in kilodaltons.
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Figure 4. Western blot analysis using the porcine
anti-PRRSV serum. ORF7-fusion protein after factor
Xa cleavage (Lane 1), purified ORF7-fusion protein
(Lane 2), purified ORF4-fusion protein (Lane 4),
purified ORF5-fusion protein (Lane 6). MBP controls (Lanes 5 and 7). Proteins were resolved by
electrophoresis on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel,
transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and reacted with a 111000 dilution of porcine anti-PRRSV
serum. M : Molecular size marker in kilodaltons.

The fusion proteins (ORP7, 5, and 4) were recognized by anti-PRRSV serums
produced in rabbits and by the serum of a PRRSV-experimentally infected pig.
The results of the present study suggest that the PRRSV-ORF7, 5 and 4 encode
structural proteins.
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INTRODUCTION
PRRSV is a small, enveloped, RNA virus, which is similar to the arteriviruses in
morphology, physicochemical properties, nucleotide sequence, genomic organization and
replication strategy.!· 2. 3. 4 The arteriviruses include lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus
(LDV), equine arteritis virus (EAV) and simian hemorrhagic fever virus (SHFV).5 Sequence
information for the VR-2332,6 Lelystad3 and German isolates 2 of PRRSV suggests the
presence of 6 open reading frames (ORFs) that may code for structural proteins. Three
putative, structural proteins have been identified for the VR-2332 isolate of PRRSV. 7
However, additional structural proteins may exist and little information is available regarding
the biochemical characteristics of these proteins. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
identify and conduct the initial characterization of the PRRSV structural proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The VR-2332 and Lelystad isolates of PRRSV were propagated on MA-I 04 cells.
Virus from clarified culture supernatant was concentrated and purified using continuous
sucrose density gradients.! Virus was labeled with Tran[ 35 S]cysteine and [35S]methione
(> I 000 Cilmmol; ICN) as previously described. 7 Alternatively, virus was labeled with 10
!-lCi of [6- 3H]-glucosamine (40 Cilmmol; ICN) per ml as for the Tran[35S]-label except a low
glucose (450 mg/liter glucose) MEM replaced the cysteine- and methionine-free MEM.
Radioimmunoprecipitation (RIP) was done using a modified protein A-Sepharose
technique. 7 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) was done on SDS-PAGE (12%
acrylamide) gels 8 under reduced or nonreduced conditions. Immunoblotting was done with
lysates from PRRSV infected and mock infected MA-I04 cells and polyclonal antisera as
previously described. 7
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To identify PRRSV glycoproteins, [3H]glucosamine-Iabeled proteins from virus
infected and uninfected celllysates were separated by SDS-PAGE and incorporated [3H]glucosamine was detected by PPO fluorography. Gels were also sliced and incorporated
[3H]glucosamine was quantitated by liquid scintillation. Tran[3SS]-labeled PRRSV immunoprecipitates or purified virus preparations were also treated with endoglycosidase FINglycosidase F (glyco F; Boehringer Mannheim) prior to gel electrophoresis. 9
Immuno-gold electron microscopy was done by floating collodion coated, carbon
stabilized grids on droplets of PRRSV suspension for 2 h at room temperature. Grids were
then floated on SDOWI7 or NS95 MAb 7 diluted I: 100 in Tris buffer containing 1% BSA
(BSA-Tris) for 1.5 h. After 2 washes in BSA-Tris buffer, grids were floated on a suspension
of Protein A labeled gold beads (5 nm; Pelco) in BSA-Tris for 30 min. Grids were then
washed, negatively stained and examined by electron microscopy as previously described. 10, II

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Three major proteins of 15-,19-, and 26- to 30-kDa or 15-, 18-, and 26- to 30-kDa
were identified in preparations of the VR-2332 and Lelystad isolates ofPRRSV, respectively.
These proteins were consistently identified by gel electrophoresis of purified Tran[3SS]cysteine- and [3SS]methionine-labeled virus, radioimmunoprecipitation and immunoblotting
techniques. A less abundant, virus associated protein of 22-kDa was also detected. Protein
bands of higher molecular mass were observed in both infected and mock-infected preparations, suggesting they were of cellular origin. The three major proteins likely correspond
with the nucleocapsid protein, the nonglycosylated envelope protein and the envelope
glycoprotein ofLDVI2 and EA 9A less abundant 25-kDa protein recently identified in EAV9
may correspond with the 22-kDa protein observed in our study.
Immuno-gold electron microscopy using the VR-2332 isolate of PRRSV and the
SDOW17 or NS95 MAbs indicated that the 15-kDa viral protein is present in the nucleocapsid of PRRSV. Monoclonal antibody and gold particles selectively bound to virus
nucleocapsids and aggregates of nucleocapsids surrounded by antibody and gold particles
were apparent in IEM preparations. Monoclonal antibody did not bind to intact, enveloped
virus particles. Both LDV and EAV have a single nucleocapsid protein of similar relative
molecular mass coded by ORF 7. 5
To determine which virus proteins were glycosylated, PRRSV was labeled with
[3H]glucosamine and gradient purified. Electrophoresis gel fractions were then analyzed for
incorporated [3H] by liquid scintillation. A strong peak of incorporated [3H] was detected in
gel fractions from SDS-PAGE gel lanes containing PRRSV but not in PAGE gel lanes
containing a mock infected MA-104 cell preparation. The peak of incorporated [3H]
corresponded with a relative molecular mass of approximately 26- to 30-kDa as determined
from molecular mass standards and TranesS]-labeled virus included on the same PAGE gel.
Electrophoresis of gradient purified eH]glucosamine-labeled PRRSV followed by PPO
fluorography demonstrated a single broad band of26- to 30-kDa. No band was apparent in
the lane containing a mock-infected preparation. Similar studies have indicated that the 21- to
44-kDa and 30- to 42-kDa proteins ofLDV and EAV, respectively, are also glycoproteins. S' 9,13
The recently identified 25-kDa protein of EAV is glycosylated, but is present in the EAV
particle in very low abundance. 9 A peak that corresponds with the 22-kDa protein ofPRRSV
was not identified in our [3H]glucosamine studies. If the 22-kDa protein of PRRSV is
glycosylated, it may be difficult to verify due to the apparent low abundance of this protein.
To further examine glycosylations, purified Tran[ 3S S]-labeled PRRSV was treated
with glyco F prior to gel electrophoresis and no shifts in relative molecular mass for the 15or 19-kDa proteins of the VR-2332 or the 15- or 18-kDa proteins of the Lelystad isolate of

v.
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PRRSV were apparent The broad 26- to 30-kDa protem band shIfted downward and
appeared as a sharp band at 16 5- or 22-kDa, suggestmg that thIS protem IS N-glycosylated
Glyco F treatment ofEAV by de Vnes, et al 9 mdlcated that the 25- and 30- to 42-kDa protems
ofEAV are N-glycosylated protems whlle the remammg two EAV protems lack N-glycans
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ABSTRACT
The activity of aminopeptidase-N (APN), reported to be a major receptor for porcine
transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV), in enterocyte fractions harvested from the jejunal
villi and crypts of newborn and weaned piglets, did not correspond with the levels of
saturable virus binding previously demonstrated for the same fractions. Plasma membranes
prepared from enterocytes harvested from the jejunal villi of a newborn piglet were used in
the preparation of a monoclonal antibody (MAb) which blocked the binding of TGEV, but
not that of the porcine respiratory coronavirus (PReV), to ST cells. This MAb immunoprecipitated a 200 kDa non-glycosylated protein from lysates of ST cells, which was not
precipitated by an anti-APN MAb. The 200 kDa protein was shown by immunostaining and
fluorescence activated cell scanning to be present on ST cells and on villous enterocytes
from newborn piglets, but not on MDBK cells or enterocytes from weaned piglets. APN was
demonstrated by the same techniques to be present on villous enterocytes from both newborn
and weaned piglets, as well as on ST cells. It was concluded that the 200 kDa protein may
be a second receptor for TGEV, contributing to the high susceptibility of newborn piglets to
the virus.

INTRODUCTION
Transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) is an important cause of enteric disease
in swine', associated with replication of the virus in the villous enterocytes of the small
intestine, which leads to villous atrophy and malabsorption. The disease is most severe, and
frequently fatal, during the first two weeks of life. We have been interested in the possible
role of cellular receptors for TGEV in determining the tropism of the virus for villous
enterocytes, and in the high susceptibility of newborn piglets to the virus. In earlier studies 2,
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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we demonstrated high levels of saturable binding of TGEV to enterocytes from the villi of
newborn piglets, while virus binding to enterocytes from older piglets was at a lower level,
and non-saturable.
Aminopeptidase-N (APN) has been identified as a major receptor for TGEV on
porcine enterocytes and ST cells3 . Since APN is present in pigs of all ages, it could contribute
to the intestinal tropism of the virus, but might not explain the preferential tropism of the
virus to the villous enterocytes of the newborn, and the high level of virus binding to these
cells. In the present study, further details of which have been published elsewhere4, we
identified a 200 kDa protein, in ST cells and in villous enterocytes from newborn piglets,
which may be a second receptor for TGEV contributing to the high susceptibility to the virus
of very young animals.

METHODS AND RESULTS
APN Enzymatic Activity in Porcine Enterocyte Fractions
Enterocytes were harvested by chelation2 from the jejunum of two newborn and two
3 weeks-old piglets in a series of seven fractions from the tips of the villi to the crypts. The
cells in each fraction were assayed for APN enzymatic activityS, as well as for alkaline
phosphatase (AP) activity 6, which was used as an indicator ofthe level of cell differentiation.
Similar levels of APN activity were found in the newborn and weaned piglets, and there were
no consistent differences in the levels of APN activity among the various fractions, while
the levels of AP activity declined progressively in fractions I through IV as anticipated
(Figure I). Thus the distribution of APN activity failed to correspond to the previously
reported2 high level binding of TGEV, restricted to the villous enterocytes in fractions I and
II of newborn piglets.

Preparation of Monoclonal Antibodies
Villous enterocytes were harvested from the jejunum of a newborn piglet, and
monoclonal antibodies were prepared from plasma membranes harvested from the enterocytes as described 7• Eighteen clones reacted in an enzyme immunoassay (EIA) against a
lysate ofST cells, and four of these hybridomas blocked the replication of the Miller-6 strain
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Figure 1. Distribution of alkaline
phosphatase (AP - solid bars) and
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bars) activities in seven fractions
of enterocytes from the tips of the
villi (fraction I) to the crypts (fraction VII)of the jejunum of a newbompiglet.
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ofTGEV in a cytopathic effect reduction assay (CPERA) in ST cells. One of these antibodies
(MAb 166) was selected for further study, and shown to block the replication of the Purdue,
Diamond and Ambico strains of TGEV, in addition to the Miller-6 strain. However, MAb
166 failed to block the replication of the porcine respiratory coronavirus (PRCV) in ST cells
in the CPERA, under conditions in which PRCV replication was blocked by a MAb (G43)
against porcine APN, which was a generous gift from Dr. B. Delmas, LN.R.A., Jouy-enJosas, France. MAb 166 failed to react in an EIA against porcine kidney cytosol APN or
porcine kidney microsomal APN, in which MAb G43 was used as a positive control.

Immunoprecipitation of ST Cell Lysates
In order to identify the specificity of MAb 166, it was used to immunoprecipitate
radiolabeled ST cell lysate. Autoradiographs of the precipitated proteins, bound to recombinant protein G (rPG) beads and resolved by SDS-PAGE, indicated that a 200 kDA protein
was precipitated from the ST cell lysate. The molecular weight of the 200 kDA protein was
not changed by treatment with endoglycosidase H. The specificity of immunoprecipitation
was confirmed by Western blotting of immunoprecipitates transferred to PVDF membranes
after SDS-PAGE. The anti-APN MAb G43 precipitated a protein of 150 kDa molecular
weight from the ST cell lysate. Labeled MDBK cell lysate was used as a negative control in
these experiments.

Competitive EIA between TGEV and MAbs
This test was used to determine whether MAbs 166 or G43 would compete with
TGEV for binding to ST celllysates. MAb 310, which reacted with ST cell lysate in the EIA
but failed to block TGEV replication in the CPERA, was used as a negative control.
Incubation of the ST cell lysate-coated wells for 2 hours with the Miller-6 strain of TGEV
blocked 30% of the subsequent binding ofMAb 166 and 24% of the binding ofMAb G43,
while only 5.5% of the binding ofMAb 310 was blocked by prior incubation of the ST cell
lysate with virus.

Additive blocking of TGEV binding by MAbs 166 and G43
The CPERA was used to determine the combined effect of these MAbs in blocking
the replication ofTGEV in ST cells. When the ST cells were treated with dilutions ofMAb
G43 in the presence ofMAb 166, the titer of the antibody which protected the ST cells against
CPE was 16-fold higher than when the antibody was diluted in an irrelevant MAb directed
against ovine interferon, kindly provided by Dr. R. L'Haridon, LN.R.A., Jouy-en-Josas,
France. Thus mixtures of MAbs 166 and G43 seemed to have an additive protective effect
on ST cells challenged with TGEY.

Distribution of APN and 200 kDa Protein on Porcine Enterocytes
Sections of the jejunum of two newborn and two 3 weeks-old piglets were fixed in
paraformaldehyde and immunostained with the Zymed streptavidin-biotin system for immunological staining, with MAbs G43 or 166 as the primary antibodies. When MAb G43 was
used, uniform staining of the villous enterocytes was obtained in both the newborn and older
piglets, while MAb 166 stained only groups of enterocytes located on the upper villi of
newborn piglets, as illustrated in a previous pUblication4 . Neither antibody stained the cryptal
enterocytes, and no specific staining was observed when an irrelevant MAb directed against
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Figure 2. Labeling of enterocytes by
MAb G43 (open bars) or MAb 166 (solid
bars) in seven fractions from the tips of the
villi (fraction I) to the crypts (fraction VII)
of the jejunum of newborn piglets, as determined by FACS. The values are the
means for two piglets.

Rhodococcus equi, kindly supplied by Dr. J.F. Prescott, University of Guelph, was used as
the primary antibody, or when the primary antibody was omitted.
For analysis by fluorescence activated cell scanning (FACS), enterocyte fractions
were collected from the jejunum of two newborn piglets, and the cells were labeled with
either the anti-APN MAb G43, or MAb 166, directed against the 200 kDa protein. The
percentage of cells in each fraction labeled by each antibody is shown in Figure 2. The highest
percentage of labeled cells was found in fraction I, collected from the tips of the villi, and
while few cells in fractions III to VII were labeled with MAb 166, relatively larger numbers
of cells in each fraction were labeled with MAb G43. The distribution of the 200 kDAprotein
therefore corresponded with the previously described 2 binding of TGEV to the same
enterocyte fractions.

DISCUSSION
While APN has been identified as a major receptor for TGEV3, the present study has
shown that the distribution of APN, as determined by assays of enzymatic activity, and by
immunohistochemistry and FACS with an anti-APN MAb, failed to correspond with the
previously described2 high saturable virus binding to the villous enterocytes of newborn
piglets. A MAb prepared against villous enterocytes collected from the jejunum of a newborn
piglet blocked the replication of TGEV in ST cells, and immunoprecipitated a 200 kDa
non-glycosylated protein from ST celllysates. While the anti-APN MAb stained most of the
villous enterocytes in both newborn and older piglets, only patches of enterocytes located
on the upper villi of the jejunum of newborn piglets stained with the anti-200 kDa protein
MAb. This corresponded with the distribution offetal cells on the villi of newborn piglets 8,
and with the distribution of cells stained with anti-TGEV antibodies in sections of the
jejunum of piglets in the early stages of infection with the virus 9 .
On the basis of the immunostaining and FACS results we postulate the existence of
two receptors which contribute additively to the binding ofTGEV, the previously described 3
APN, which seems to be widely distributed on enterocytes and probably on other tissues,
irrespective of age, and a second 200 kDa protein which is restricted to the villous enterocytes
of newborn piglets, and which may be a major factor in determining the high susceptibility
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of newborn piglets to TGEY. More than one receptor has been identified in relation to the
tissue tropism of several other viruses, including mouse hepatitis virus I 0, but TGEV may be
the first virus for which a second receptor with a specific role in relatIon to age sensitivity
has been identified.
It has been proposed II that the S protem of enteric strams of TGEV possesses two
receptor bmdmg SItes, while the respiratory variant has only a smgle receptor binding site.
Our finding that the bindmg ofTGEV, but not PRCV, to ST cells was blocked by antibodies
against the putative 200 kDa receptor for TGEV seems to support this hypothesis.
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ABSTRACT
The intracellular interaction of the coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) with
its cellular receptor (MHVR) was investigated. Overexpression of MHVR from vaccinia
vectors during an ongoing MHV infection resulted in dramatic inhibition of virus production. Infectivity in both cytoplasmic extracts and supernatants was reduced by over
three orders of magnitude relative to control cultures in which a truncated MHVR lacking
virus binding activity was expressed. Complete MHV virions were not detectable in
supernatants of MHVR expressing cells. In the presence of overexpressed MHVR, the
coronavirus spike protein was not cleaved into posttranslation products S 1 and S2, nor
was it fully processed into a form resistant to endoglycosidase H digestion, indicating
that intracellular engagement of spike with receptor prevented spike transport and consequent association with virions.

INTRODUCTION
The murine coronaviruses comprise a group of seven known strains, commonly
known as strains of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV). Each MHV strain recognizes one or more
members of the murine carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) glycoprotein family as a cell
surface receptori. The primary CEA gene family member that is recognized by all strains
tested thus far is known as CGM #1 2, or more simply as the MHV receptor (MHVR). This
recognition event involves the binding of the protruding spike (S) glycoprotein of the
invading enveloped virions to the most exposed distal portion of the MHVR3.4. The fate of
virus following this binding event is virus strain-specific. Some strains undergo a spike
protein-mediated fusion of virion and cell membranes either at or very near the plasma
membrane, while others are internalized into endosomes where declining pH of the endosome interior promotes a similar spike-mediated fusion of virion and endosome memCorona- and Related Viruses. Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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branes 5,6. The outcome of both delivery pathways is virion uncoating and nucleocapsid
delivery to the host cell cytosol.
The MHV A59 strain is one which fuses its virion envelope rapidly after binding
to MHVR, with little or no requirement for acidic endosome exposure. The possibility
therefore exists that MHVR : MHV A59 spike interaction per se is sufficient to promote
fusion and consequent nucleocapsid delivery. This possibility is consistent with previous
models of pH-independent fusion activation. For HIV 7, paramyxoviruses 8, and even
alphaviruses 9 it is argued that interaction of receptor with cognate virion attachment
protein results in conformational alterations that are prerequisite to fusion function. There
has been no need to appeal to this model of "receptor-mediated activation of fusion" for
those viruses requiring internalization. For example, low pH (c. 5.5) is well-known to
convert the hemagglutinin spike of the endosome-dependent influenza virus into a fusion-competent conformation 1o.
In the experiments reported here, MHVR was allowed to interact with spike glycoproteins by expressing both ligands at high levels in the same cell. Such co-expression allows
the proteins to accumulate within the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and thereby
enhances the likelihood of their interaction. MHVR was found to bind and thereby effect the
nearly complete retention of the spikes in a pre-medial Golgi compartment.

METHODS AND RESULTS
Transient and Rapid Synthesis of MHVR from Vaccinia Vectors
To provide for high level expression of the MHV receptor in the face of an
ongoing MHV infection, MHV - susceptible 17Cll cells were infected 3 hours prior
to MHV infection with vaccinia virus (VV) recombinants expressing various forms
of MHVR. Expression was dependent on co-infection of cells with the widely used
recombinant VV-T7" along with VV recombinants harboring cDNA encoding the
MHVR. In the prepared VV-MHVR recombinants, MHVR cDNAwasjuxtaposed downstream of the T7 promoter and was therefore readily transcribed by VVT7 - derived
bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase. Recombinant protein expression in this system
initiates at 6 to 7 hours post VV infection and generally proceeds to levels exceeding
I Ilg per 10 6 cells 12.
Two VV-MHVR recombinants were employed in initial experiments. VV-MHVR
encoded the complete CGMI isoform of the receptor while VV-MHVR~ lacked sequences
encoding amino acids 10 to 122 of the mature receptor. This deleted region includes the
amino-terminal immunoglobulin domain of MHVR and has been conclusively shown by
Dveksler et aP to be essential for receptor interaction with MHV particles; VV-MHVM
was therefore expected to serve as a control recombinant in studies of the virus: receptor
interaction.
Immunoblot detection of the VV-derived receptors was performed using an antipeptide antibody directed against the carboxy - terminal 16 amino acids of MHVR as a
primary detection reagent. The immunoblot (Figure I) revealed three size classes of
specific product for both MHVR and MHVR~ (arrows indicate size classes). Each size
class varied in its relative sugar content. These VV-derived MHVR proteins were the
only ones detected by the immunoblot procedure. All bands in lanes I and 2 of Figure
1 were judged non-specific as they remained regardless of the presence of anti-MHVR
peptide serum. Thus while 17Cll cells do contain endogenous MHVR in amounts sufficient to permit infection by virus, they do not contain enough MHVR to be recognized
in this assay.
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Figure 1. Immunoblot detection of MHVR and
MHVR8 expressed from vaccima recombinants.
Confluent monolayers of 17CII cells were left
uninfected (lane I), infected with VV- T7 (lane 2)
or with VV- T7 plus the indicated VV-MHVR recombinants (lanes 3 and 4), each at multiplicities
of 5 PFU per cell. At 18 hours postinfectlOn,
adherent cells were rinsed with saline and dissolved in Laemmli solubilizer 13, to 5 X \06 cells
per ml. Aliquots representing 10 5 cells were subjected to immunoblot analysis using rabbit antiMHVR peptide serum and alkaline
phosphatase-conjugated antibody to rabbit Ig as
primary and secondary antibodies, respectively.
Detection of immobilized antigen was by enzymatic assay of alkaline phosphatase.
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Effect of MHVR Overexpression on the Production of Infective MHV
Progeny
Three hours after 17Cli cells were infected with VV recombinants, MHV strain A59
was inoculated on to cultures at high multiplicity. 15 hours later, supernatants and cell
extracts were collected and the bulk of contaminating VV virions were removed by centrifugation. MHV A59 infectivities were then measured by plaque assay.
Infection with either VVT7 alone or VVT7 plus VV-MHVR~ crippled the ability of
the 17Cli cells to support MHV A59 infection by a factor of about 20. In marked contrast,
expression of the complete receptor from VV-MHVR essentially eliminated all MHV A59
infectivity in both cells extracts (to < 0.005% of maximum) and in supernatants (to 0.02%
of maximum).

Impairment of Spike Glycoprotein Transport in MHVR-Overexpressing
Cells
To determine the fate of the MHV A59 spike glycoprotein under conditions of
excessive receptor synthesis, the cell extracts were subjected to a Western immunoblotting
process involving an antipeptide antibody directed against the amino-terminal II residues
of spike cleavage product S214. The results (Figure 2) demonstrated that spike glycoprotein
remained uncleaved in cells expressing full - length MHVR while cleavage products S I and
S2 were detectable in cells expressing the truncated MHVM. This suggested that receptor
engagement with spike results in prevention of spike transport to the Golgi apparatus as this
organelle contains protease(s) capable of cleaving the spike protein adjacent to the multibasic
residues comprising the S I : S2 connecting region. In addition, immunoblots showed that
the total amount of accumulated spike protein was far lower in cells expressing MHVR
relative to MHVR~. This was even more obvious when progeny virions were pelleted from
supernatants, lysed and subjected to immunoblotting. The lower panel of Figure 2 shows
that uncleaved S (180kd) and S2 were readily detectable in control supernates from MHVR~
cells; however neither of these two spike proteins were present in supernates ofMHVR cells.
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Figure 2. Inhibitory effect of MHVR on spike cleavage and secretion. Top panel: Cultures infected with the
indicated vaccinia recombinants were incubated for 3 h, then mock infected (-) or infected (+) with MHV A59,
at 10 PFU per cell. IS h later, supernatants were removed and saved, then cells were lysed and aliquots were
subjected to immunoblotting as described in the legend to Figure I. Primary antibody used was directed against
the amino - terminal portion of S2. Bottom Panel: Supernatant fluids from the infected cultures were clarified
by centrifugation, then overlaid on 30% w/w sucrose cushions. MHV particles were pelleted by ultracentrifugation in an SW50.1 rotor spinning at 45,000 rpm for I h at 5°C. Virions were resuspended and their proteins
were subjected to immunoblotting.

Additional experiments (data not shown) indicated that endoglycosidase H treatment specifically increased the electrophoretic mobility of the uncleaved spike present in MHVR
cells, yet failed to affect spike products produced in the control cultures. Because transport
of spike through the medial Golgi is required to render its covalently - linked sugars resistant
to removal by endoglycosidase Hl5, we conclude that spike engagement with receptor
resulted in its retention and preferential degradation within a pre-medial Golgi location.

DISCUSSION
Cellular susceptibility to MHV infection after transfection of eDNA clones encoding
MHVR is often measured by the cells ability to support production of infectious MHV
progenyl6. The results of this report suggest that the quantity of virus progeny produced by
a given transfected cell depends on its level of MHVR expression. Expression must
obviously be high enough to provide receptor surface densities recognizable by inoculum
virus. However, exceedingly high MHVR synthesis rates will inhibit MHV infection through
intracellular engagement ofMHVR with spike protein. Thus the "optimal" receptor for MHV
is one that is expressed at very low levels but accumulates and remains stable at the cell
surface to provide for virus attachment.
Possible explanations for inhibition of spike transport include prevention of the
further folding of either ligand by complex formation. In this regard it is worth remembering
that virion - associated spike protein is able to react with denatured MHVR in blotting
assays 17; this suggests that interaction of ligands might occur before completion of folding.
In addition, spike is a highly conformational molecule l8 and its folding pattern is exquisitely
sensitive to the oxidizing potential of the exocytic pathway 19; spike folding could therefore
be interrupted if MHVR engagement inhibits native disulfide formation. An equally plausi-
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ble explanatIOn IS that both MHVR and spike are largely folded pnor to engagement, then
are conformatIOnally rearranged by the bmdmg event This hypothesIs anses from literature
suggestmg that viral receptors are capable of rearrangmg the shape of envelope glycoprotems
upon bmdmg7 9 Extendmg from this model IS the view that receptor - mediated mductIOn
of a fusIOn - active spike conformatIOn could take place mtracellularly, thereby resultmg m
vesiculatIOn of endoplasmic reticulum or Golgi These Issues concemmg protem foldmg,
conformatIOnal change and mtracellular fuSIOn remam to be explored
Also currently unexplored IS the questIOn of splkeless particle formatIOn under
conditions m which spike IS trapped mtracellularly by ItS receptor Early studies by Sturman
et al 20 suggested that splkeless particles could form dunng mfectIOn m the presence of
tumcamycm, and these studies have been supported and greatly extended by the recent
demonstratIOn ofMHV particle formatIOn m the absence of splke 21 Straightforward expenments mtended to Identify mcomplete particles m MHVR - overexpressed cells are m
progress
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ABSTRACT
Human coronavirus (HCV) -229E causes disease only in humans and grows in
human cells and in cells of other species that express recombinant human aminopeptidase N (hAPN), the receptor for HCV-229E. We compared the species specificity
of HCV-229E infection with the species specificity of virus binding using immunofluorescence, assay of virus yields, fluorescence activated cell sorting and a monoclonal
antibody directed against hAPN that blocks infection. We found that HCV-229E binds
to intestinal brush border membranes (BBM) and to membranes of cell lines from
cats, dogs, pigs, and humans, however the virus only infects two of these species.
HCV-229E will not bind to BBM or to membranes from cell lines derived from hamster
or mice. Animal coronaviruses related to HCV-229E, including FIPV, CCV, and TGEV
bind to cell membranes from cats, dogs, cows, pigs and humans (but not mice), while
each virus infects cells from only a subset of these species. Infectious genomic HCV229E RNA, can infect cells of all of these species. These data suggest that the species-specificity of infection for this serogroup of coronaviruses is determined at the
levels of virus binding and penetration. Since binding of viral spike glycoprotein to
cellular receptors is not the only limiting factor, we suggest that one or more steps
associated with virus penetration may determine the species specificity of infection
with the HCV-229E serogroup of coronaviruses .

• Present address: Section of Comparative Medicine, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT
06520-8019
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INTRODUCTION
Coronaviruses cause disease in many different species of animals. Most coronavirus
strains are highly species-specific, causing disease in only a single hostl,2. Experimental
inoculation of unnatural host species with some coronaviruses can occasionally lead to
infection and antibody production. However, these infections occur primarily in neonatal
animals and generally result in mild or asymptomatic disease 3 •
The initial determinant for species-specific infectivity is the binding of the virus
attachment protein to a host cell receptor. Three different types of receptors have been
identified for coronaviruses 4-7• A carbohydrate moiety, 9-0-acetylated neuraminic acid,
serves as a receptor determinant for bovine coronavirus and hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus 8. Both the HE and S glycoproteins from BCV bind specifically to this
carbohydrate moiety and require it on the cell membrane for virus infection. It is not yet
clear how binding of the viruses to 9-0-acetylated neuraminic acid leads to uncoating and
infection.
The murine coronaviruses, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) use as a receptor an 110 120 Kda glycoprotein called MHVR9 (or Bgp la) a member of the immunoglobulin
superfamily. Specifically, MHVR is a biliary glycoprotein (BGP) in the carcinoembryonic
antigen family4,lo. MHV can enter cells, not only via binding to MHVR, but also via binding
to several closely related BGP proteins that result from differential splicing, and BGP
variants derived from several different murine genes II.
Cells expressing recombinant human BGP, the human homolog of MHVR, are not
susceptible to infection by HCV-229E or -OC43 (Williams, unpublished results). A zinc
binding glycoprotein, aminopeptidase N (APN) has been identified as a receptor for
HCV-229E and TGEV6,7. Porcine APN (pAPN) also serves as the receptor for PRCV, a
porcine coronavirus related to TGEVI2. Interestingly, even though TGEV and HCV-229E
both utilize the same enzyme as a receptor and both viruses bind to purified intestinal BBM
and to cell lines derived from human and porcine tissues, these viruses do not cause infection
of cells from the alternate species.
HCV-229E causes upper respiratory tract infection in humans. HCV-229E is serologically related to TGEV, FIPV, and CCv. Although HCV-229E is closely related to these
viruses, it will only infect and cause disease in humans. HCV-229E also exhibits speciesspecific infectivity in cultured cell lines. To identify the steps in HCV-229E replication which
determine the species-specificity of infection, we have compared the virus binding activities
of intestinal BBM and cultured cells from a variety of species, and examined the susceptibility of the cells to infection by HCV-229E virions or infectious genomic HCV-229E viral
RNA.

RESULTS
Solid phase immunoassays were done to examine the binding of HCV-229E, FIPV,
CCV, TGEV, and MHV-AS9 to purified BBM from their natural hosts and a variety of other
species, summarized in Table 1. This analysis showed differences in the species specificity
of coronavirus binding. MHV-A59 binds to BBM from MHV-susceptible adult BALB/c mice
but not to BBM from MHV-resistant adult SJLIJ mice, or to BBM from other species
including rats, cats, dogs, pigs, or humans 13. For the mouse coronavirus MHV, the host-range
for virus binding is similar to that for MHV infection. In contrast to the narrow host range
of MHV binding, coronaviruses in a different serogroup, that includes TGEV, FIPV, CCV,
and HCV-229E, all bind to the BBM of their natural hosts and to the BBM from the natural
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Table 1. Corona VIruS bIndmg to IntestInal brush border membranes
Source of brush border membrane
ViruS
MHV-A59

Mouse

++*

Human

Dog

Cat

Pig

HCV-229E

++

+

+

+

CCV

++

++

++

++

FIPV

++

++

++

++

TGEV

++

++

+

++

*Large pnnt mdlcates bmdmg to membranes from nonnal host Regular prmt
mdlcates bmdmg to membranes from a foreign host species

hosts of the antlgemcally related vlruses l4 However, none of these vIruses bound to mouse
BBM
The dIfferent bmdmg patterns of the two serogroups of coronavlruses, the MHV- vs
the HCV-229E-related vIruses, suggested that the vIruses recogmze dIfferent types of
determmants on the cell surface By the same ratIOnale, the HCV-229E-related vIruses may
all recogmze a sImIlar determmant on the BBM of all of the specIes Even though the
HCV-229E related vIruses bmd to the BBM of several specIes, they exhIbIt a hIgh level of
specIes specIficIty m tIssue culture, WIth only a few mstances m whIch a coronavlrus mfects
cell lInes derIved from a dIfferent host specles 3
To characterIze the speCIes specIficIty of HCV-229E mfectlVlty m more detaIl, we
analyzed the abIlIty of HCV-229E to bmd to and productIvely mfect cell lInes derIved from
several dIfferent ammal speCIes, mcludmg human (WI38), felIne (FCWF), camne (A 72),
porcme (ST fetal), and hamster (BHK) cell hnes We mcluded m these studIes, BHK cells
expressmg recombmant human APN Except for the hamster cell lInes, each of these cell
lInes IS sensItIve to mfectlOn by at least one coronavlrus m the HCV-229E serogroup We
analyzed the bmdmg of HCV-229E to these cell lInes usmg a fluorescence actIvated cell
sorter Cells were mIxed with concentrated ViruS, mcubated at 4°C, rInsed to remove unbound
ViruS, and fixed with paraformaldehyde Polyclonal goat antiserum directed agamst HCV229E vIrIons and R phycoerythrIn-conJugated rabbit antI-goat IgG were used to detect ViruS
bound to the cell surface
QuantItatIve differences m the bmdmg of HCV-229E to the membranes of different
cell hnes are summarIzed m Table 2 The relatIve fluorescence mtenslty (RFI) showed that
HCV-229E ViruS bound to human WI38 cells with a signal approximately ten fold above
background and at a higher level, approximately fifteen-fold above background, to felIne
FCWF cells, and BHK cells expressmg recombmant human APN (BHK-hAPN), whereas
VIruS dId not bmd to BHK cells HCV-229E bound to porcme ST cells and canme A 72 cells
with a RFI approxImately five-fold above background
WhIle thiS bmdmg assay revealed a quantItatIve difference m the abilIty of HCV229E to bmd to cell lInes from dIfferent speCIes, It IS Important to dIstmgUlsh between the
amount of receptor on each of these cell hnes and the affimty of the VIruS for the receptor
molecules present on the surface of these cell lInes To correlate the levels of APN expressed
on each of these cell lInes with the HCV-229E bmdmg actlVlty of the cell lInes, the levels
of APN on the cell lInes were measured APN actlVlty was determmed by mcubatmg cells
with substrate for varymg tImes and measurmg protease actIvity by colOrImetrIC change
Interestmgly, the levels of APN actIvity, shown m Table 2, did not correlate well with the
levels ofHCV-229E bmdmg to each of the cells hnes The APN actlVlty ofBHK-hAPN cells
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Table 2. Summary of HCV-229E binding and infectivity
Infection byt
Cell lines
Human, WI38
Cat, FCWF

HCV-229E
binding§

HCV-229E
virions

++
+++

+

Dog, An

+

Pig, ST fetal

+

+

Hamster, BHK
Hamster + hAPN, BHK - hAPN

+++

+

HCV-229E RNA

APN activity*

+
+

100

+
+
+
+

148

64
49
70
228

§Indicates the degree of binding
to cells measured by relative
fluorescence intensity on a flow
activated cell sorter.

is two to three fold higher than the APN activity of human WI38 cells, and four fold higher
than that of feline FCWF cells, yet each of these cell lines bound an equivalent amount of
HCV-229E virus. Canine A 72 cells which bind very low levels of virus, showed a high level
of APN activity. These data suggest that the binding affinity ofHCV-229E for a receptor on
these cells may be an important factor in determining virus /receptor interactions. The
receptor moieties to which HCV-229E binds on cells from cats, dogs, and pigs have not yet
been identified, but we postulate that they may be APN or related molecules. Similarly, the
receptors for FIPV and CCV in the feline or canine cells, have not been identified, although,
APN or related glycoproteins are likely candidates.
In addition to HCV-229E infecting human cells and hamster cells if they express
recombinant human APN7, we find that HCV-229E readily infected the FCWF feline cell
line (REF), producing a high yield of progeny virions comparable to the yield from human
cells. HCV-229E may bind to feline APN or to some other unrelated receptor on feline cells.
Possibly feline and human APN share determinants that bind the S glycoprotein of HCV229E.
To determine whether the failure ofHCV-229E to infect canine and porcine cells was
due to a block in virus entry after binding, or to an intracellular restriction on HCV-229E
translation or transcription, we transfected cells with HCV-229E genomic RNA. Twenty four
hours post-transfection, viral antigens in the cells were detected by immunofluorescence.
Each of the cell lines transfected with HCV-229E RNA contained cells producing viral
antigens (Table 2). This indicates that the HCV-229E genomic RNA successfully established
infection even across species barriers. Thus, the block in HCV-229E infectivity of canine
and porcine cells probably occurs at a step after virus binding, but before viral protein
synthesis.
HCV-229E RNA was also able to replicate in transfected BHK cells. This is not
surprising, as HCV-229E virions can infect and replicate in BHK-hAPN cells expressing the
recombinant receptor. HCV-229E virus does not bind to BHK cells in the absence ofhAPN
on the surface. Therefore the specificity for infection of these cells is at the level of receptor
recognition.
To analyze the assembly and release of progeny HCV-229E virions from cells
transfected with HCV-229E genomic RNA or with HCV-229E virions, we compared the
yields of infectious virus produced in these cell lines. In general, the yield of virus, correlated
well with the immunofluorescence data showing intracytoplasmic viral antigens. The amount
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of virus produced in HCV-229E RNA-transfected cells was low. This may be due to a low
effective multiplicity of infection by HCV-229E genomic RNA. Virus released from A 72,
ST fetal and BHK cells was not able to reinfect these cells. For WI38 and FCWF cells, the
yields of released virus from infected cells were much higher, suggesting that virus spread
to other cells causing multiple cycles of infection.
Interestingly, BHK-hAPN cells transfected with HCV-229E genomic RNA or infected with HCV-229E virions expressed viral antigen as shown by immunofluorescence,
but produced little or no infectious virus. Other systems show a similar pattern. Virus yields
ofHIV were altered in cells that overexpress CD4 receptor glycoprotein I5 •16 . The low virus
yields from BHK-hAPN cells, may be due to inefficient assembly of progeny virions in cells
that overexpress hAPN on intracellular membranes, inefficient release of progeny virions
from hAPN on the host cell plasma membrane, or inefficient penetration of virions into cells
during virus infection.

DISCUSSION
All of the cell lines analyzed in this study were able to support the replication of
HCV-229E genomic RNA and to produce infectious progeny virions. In contrast, the ability
of HCV-229E virions to infect all of these cells is restricted, even though the virus will bind
to membranes of cell lines from many species. HCV-229E virus will only infect human and
feline cells, and rodent cells expressing recombinant human APN. The mechanism for virus
entry into feline FCWF cells is not understood at this time. It will be interesting to analyze
the receptor that HCV-229E virus is utilizing to infect feline cells and how it relates to human
APN.
TGEV (and PRCV) and HCV-229E both utilize APN as a receptor for infection.
Comparison of the amino acid sequences of the APN glycoproteins from these two species
shows a high level of sequence similarity, however, these viruses will not infect cells from
the alternate species. Delmas et ai, have made recombinant chimeras between human and
pig APN and have identified the region of pig APN which is essential for TGEV to infect
cells 6 . This region is between amino acids 717 to 813 and is -330 amino acids downstream
from the APN active site. Several anti-hAPN monoclonal antibodies which blocked HCV229E virus infection of human cells also inhibited enzyme activity, suggesting that the
HCV-229E virus spike glycoprotein binds near the active site ofhAPN 7. Deletion of the 39
amino acids of hAPN, including the active site, also blocked infectivity. Possibly, the
blocking monoclonal antibodies and the introduced mutation alter the conformation ofhAPN
such that HCV-229E will no longer bind even though the virus may recognize a distant region
of hAPN. It will be important to further analyze human and pig APN and compare the
determinants essential for infection.
The levels of APN on the surface of cell membranes from the different cell lines
studied does not correlate with the level of virus binding to these cells. The initial interpretation of these data is that HCV-229E has differing affinities for the membranes of the various
species tested. It will be important to determine if HCV-229E is actually binding to APN on
these cells or to a different receptor molecule. APN is the receptor for the porcine coronaviruses from this serogroup and for HCV-229E, but no receptor molecule has been
identified for canine and feline coronaviruses. It will be important to look at the direct
binding of virus or purified S protein to cloned APNs of the other species.
Finally, the ability of the virus to bind to the cell membrane of a variety of species
does not correlate with susceptibility to virus infection of these cells. Virions could only
productively infect human and feline cells, but could bind to canine and porcine cells as well
as to feline and human cells. Perhaps, the virus binds to a different molecule on the surface
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of these cell hnes Alternattvely, If the Virus bmds to APN on these cells, species specific
differences m the ammo aCid sequence and/or conformatIOn of the APNs may restnct
receptor functton Species specific accessory factors might also be reqUIred for ViruS uptake
These factors may only mteract With the Viral protems from those viruses that mfect the
species m nature IdenttficatlOn of such auxIlIary factors Will give Important mformatlOn
about the restnctlOn of host range and the evolutIOn of these viruses m nature
In summary, cell lInes from different species differ markedly m their suscepttbllIty
to mfectlOn by HCV-229E vIrIons or by mfectlOus HCV-229E genomic RNA We have
Identtfied three stages m the ViruS replIcatIve cycle m which the speCIeS specificity of ViruS
suscepttbllIty may be determmed First, hamster cells are resistant to mfectlOn by HCV-229E
Vlflons because the ViruS does not bmd to any cell surface receptor, even though the cells
express hamster APN Second, pig and dog cells are resistant to mfectlOn by HCV-229E
Vlflons because ofrestnctlOn at an early step after ViruS bmdmg and before syntheSIS of viral
protems, smce Vlflons bmd but do not mfect, whtle HCV-229E genomic RNA can mfect
these cell lInes Third, hamster cells producmg high levels of recombmant hAPN produce
lIttle or no ViruS, perhaps because ofmterference With the assembly or release ofvlflons by
the recombmant hAPN
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ABSTRACT
Several splice variants ofthe murine biliary glycoprotein I (Bgp I) gene in the carcinoembryonic antigen gene superfamily serve as cellular receptors for mouse hepatitis virus. RNAPCR
and immunoblot analysis of the receptor in inbred mouse strains showed that the glycoproteins
expressed in SJL/J mice are encoded by an allelic variant of the Bgp I gene, named Bgp Ib. We
recently cloned and characterized a second gene, Bgp 2, that encodes a functional MHV receptor
glycoprotein which is not recognized by anti-MHVR MAb-CC I. Athird gene related to Bgp I was
cloned and expressed and shown to encode a soluble protein called Cea-I 0 that differs significantly in its N-terminal domain from Bgp I and Bgp 2. Chimeric proteins constructed between the
different murine Bgps and point mutations in the prototype MHV receptor, Bgp I a or MHVR,
were analyzed to further characterize the MAb-CC I-binding and virus-binding domains within
the N terminal domain of the receptor. Thus, the murine host for MHV expresses multiple splice
variants of mRNAs encoded by several different Bgp-related genes which differ in their ability to
serve as MHV receptors. The differential expression ofthese genes in different murine tissues may
help to explain the tissue tropism ofMHV strains.
COlVna- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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INTRODUCTION
Murine coronavirus MHV uses as cellular receptors several murine biliary glycoproteins in the carcinoembryonic antigen group in the immunoglobulin superfamily 1-5. Multiple
isoforms of the glycoproteins may be co-expressed in murine cells 1,6. The MHV-resistant
adult SJLlJ mouse expresses the Bgp-lb gene products which include a 105 kDa glycoprotein
with four external immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains, a transmembrane and a cytoplasmic
domain, and a 55 kDa glycoprotein that includes the same N-terminal and membrane-proximal Ig-like domains, transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains, but lacks the second and
third Ig-like domains. The N-terminal domain common to the 2- and 4-domain Bgp 1b
glycoproteins contains 108 amino acids, of which 29 are different from the homologous 2and 4-domain Bgp 1a glycoproteins that are expressed in MHV-susceptible BALB/c mice.
When recombinant Bgp 1a or Bgp 1b glycoproteins are expressed in MHV-resistant hamster
cells, they serve as functional receptors for MHV-A59 and several other MHV strains 1,3. In
this paper we describe the cloning and expression of several additional genes encoding
glycoproteins related to Bgp 1, and explore the elements of the N-terminal domain ofBgpl a
that are needed for MHV receptor activity.

RESULTS
We recently cloned the cDNA of a new murine Bgp family member, named Bgp2 7.
The Bgp2 mRNA is expressed in BALB/c, SJLlJ and CD-1 mice and in the CMT 93 cell
line. The two domain Bgp2-encoded protein differs markedly from the proteins encoded by
Bgp 1a and Bgp 1b in the sequence of the N-terminal domain (Figure 1), the 4th Ig-like domain
and in the length of the cytoplasmic tail. The antireceptor antibody MAb-CC 1 and two
polyclonal anti-Bgp 1 antibodies failed to recognize the Bgp 2-encoded protein in immunoblots. Expression of Bgp2 in MHV-resistant hamster cells made the cells susceptible
to infection with MHV-3, MHV-A59 and MHV-JHM 7. Thus, both MHV-susceptible and
MHV-resistant mouse strains express the Bgp2 glycoprotein which serves as a functional
receptor for MHV when expressed in hamster cells in vitro.
To identify the components of the Bgp1 a glycoprotein (formerly called MHVR 2,7
that are recognized by the MHV-A59 spike glycoprotein, S, a series of anchored deletion
mutants of Bgp 1a was constructed, expressed in hamster cells, and tested for the ability to
bind MHV-A59 virions or blocking anti-receptor monoclonal MAb-CC1, and tested for
functional receptor activity by challenging with infectious MHV-A59 and labelling the cells
with antibody directed against the N-protein ofMHV at 8 to 16 hours after virus challengeS.

Bgp
Bgp
Cea
Bgp

la(MHVR)
Ib
10
2

EVTIEAVPPQVAEDNNVLLLVHNLPLALGAFAWYKGNTTAIDKEI
EVTIEAVPPQVAEDNNVLLLVHNLPLALGAFAWYKGNPVSTNAEI
QVTVEAVPLQRTADNNVLLLVHNLPQTLRVFYWYKGNSGAGHNEI
QVTVMAFPLHAAEGNNVILVVYNMMKGVSAFSWHKGSTTSTNAEI

ARFVPNSNMNFTGQAYSGREIIYSNGSLLFQMITMKDMGVTTLDMTDENYRRTQATVRFHV
VHFVTGTNKTTTGPAHSGRETVYSNGSLLIQRVTVKDTGVYTIEMTDENFRRTEATVQFHV
GRFVTSINRSKLGLAHSGRETIYSNGSLFFQSVTKNDEGVYTLYMLDQNFEITPISVRFHV
VRFVTGTNKTIKGPVHSGRETLYSNGSLLIQRVTMKDTGVYTIEMTDQNYRRRVLTGQFHV
Figure 1. Comparison of the amino acid sequence of the N-terminal domains of Bgpla- (formerly named
MHVR), Bgplb- (formerly named mmCGM2 ), Cea 10- and Bgp2- encoded proteins. Potential N-linked
glycosylation sites are underlined.
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Figure 2. Effects of removal of the three protential N-linked glycosylation sites on the N-terminal domain of
Bgpla (MHVR). BHK cells grown on coverslips were transfected with cDNAs encoding MHVR mutants
lacking the first (N37- Q) and third (N70- Q) N-linked glycosylation sites. The cells were inoculated with
MHV-AS9 at SOh posttransfection, and virus antigens were detected l6h after MHV-AS9 inoculation by
immunofluorescence.

The N-terminal domain was essential for virus-binding, MAb-CC I-binding and virus
receptor activity. However, the anchored N-terminal domain alone was not a functional
receptor. Insertion of either the membrane-proximal 4th Ig domain or the second Ig domain
between the N-terminal domain and the transmembrane anchor yielded functional receptors.
These observations suggested that the viral S glycoprotein binds to the N-terminal domain
of the receptor, but that some function of the second or fourth domain was needed for
functional receptor activity. Possibly the extra domain serves as a spacer to raise the
N-terminal domain above surrounding membrane glycoproteins so that virions can attach.
To further identify the elements of the N-domain of the Bgpl" glycoprotein that are
required for receptor activity, the three potential N-glycosylation sites in the N-terminal domain
were mutated by substitution of asparagine for glutamine, and the resulting recombinant
proteins were expressed in hamster cells and tested for virus-binding (VOPBA), MAb-CCI
binding and virus receptor activities. Thirteen other N-glycosylation sites remained unchanged
in the other Ig domains. Previous studies using tunicamycin to inhibit all N-linked glycosylation of Bgp I a had shown that the non-glycosylated protein had no virus-binding activity in a
virus-overlay protein blot assay 9. Studies on the glutamine substitution mutant proteins showed
that removal of anyone (Figure 2) or all three of the N-glycosylation sites in the N-terminal
domain of Bgp I a did not destroy virus receptor activity, although the mutant glycoprotein
lacking all three N-glycosylation sites did not bind virus in a VOPBA and bound MAb-CCI
very poorly in immunoblots. Thus, N-linked glycans in the N-terminal domain are not required
for receptor function.
Recombinant chimeric proteins were constructed to aid in identification of elements
ofBgpla needed for receptor function (Figure 3). The recombinant Bgpl" protein with the
N-terminal domain and the second domain anchored by the transmembrane and cytoplasmic
region is a functional receptor. However, when the N-domain of Bgp I b was substituted for
that ofBgp I a, MAb-CC 1 binding activity and MHV receptor activity were lost. A convenient
BamHI site at amino acid 70 of the mature Bgp proteins was used to construct chimeras. A
recombinant glycoprotein with the first 70 amino acids from Bgp 1b and the remainder from
BgpJ" had no receptor activity, while a recombinant glycoprotein with amino acids 71 to
108 from Bgplb and the rest of the molecule from Bgpla bound MAb-CCI and served as a
receptor. These observations suggested that an element of Bgp 1a between amino acids 1 to
70 was required for good receptor activity and MAb-CC 1 binding.
A CEA-related glycoprotein with an N-terrninal domain markedly different from
Bgpl a, Bgpl b or Bgp2 was detected in mouse colon and in a C3H mouse cell line that also
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Figure 3. Schematic representatIOn ofBgpla/Bgplb chImeras contaming the leader peptide, and domams I and
2 followed by the transmembrane (Tm) and cytoplasmIc taIl (c) ofBgpla.

expressed Bgp 1a (Figure 1; Zimmermann, personal communication; Lu, in preparation). The
gene encoding this new glycoprotein, the 10th member of the murine CEA-related genes to be
identified, is now called CealO, according to the generally accepted nomenclature recommendations. Other genes in this family include many murine pregnancy specific glycoproteins
(PSGs) 10·12 that are expressed principally in the placenta. In general, PSGs have two
variable-like domains at the N-terminus, followed by a single constant Ig domain. The PSGs
lack transmembrane and cytoplasmic anchor domains. Like these PSG glycoproteins, the Cea
10 glycoprotein has 2 variable-like domains and lacks an anchor sequence. The protein is
secreted from murine cells in culture (Lu, in preparation). Because this CEA-related protein is
secreted, it appeared possible that it might serve as a soluble receptor-homolog that might
inactivate infectious virus. To test the virus-binding activity of the N-terminal domain of
Cea-IO, a recombinant chimeric glycoprotein was constructed with the N-terminal domain of
CealO in place of the N-terminal domain of Bgpl", followed by domains 2 through 4, the
transmembrane and short cytoplasmic domain ofBgpla. This chimeric glycoprotein did not
bind MAb-CCI or serve as a receptor for MHV-A59. A chimeric protein with amino acids 1-70
from Cea-l 0 in place of the same region ofBgp I a in the anchored 4-domain Bgp 1a glycoprotein
also had no receptor activity. However, a construct of anchored, 4-domain Bgp I a with the
substitution of amino acids 71-108 from Cea-I 0 did show virus receptor activity. Thus, these
results support the data from the Bgplb chimeras suggesting that a region ofBgpl" between
amino acids I and 70 is required for functional receptor activity.
A series of mutant glycoproteins was constructed in which amino acids in the N -terminal
domain of rat Bgp glycoproteins, which do not serve as receptors for MHV-A59, or Cea-I 0 were
substituted for amino acids at the same location in the Bgp I aglycoprotein (Figure 4). Each of these
mutant glycoproteins was expressed in hamster cells and tested for MHV-A59 receptor activity.
None of them eliminated the receptor activity ofBgpl a (Dveksler, et al., in preparation). Further
amino acid substitutions are in progress to identify the amino acids in the N-terminal domain of
the Bgp 1a receptor glycoprotein to which the MHV spike glycoprotein binds, leading to infection.

DISCUSSION
The CEA-related glycoproteins of mice were shown to be encoded by at least 3 genes.
Several of these glycoproteins can be co-expressed in murine tissues and cell lines. Both
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the N-domam of MHVR (Bgpla) All the mutated protems retam

Bgp I and Bgp2 but not Ceal 0 serve as receptors for MHV Thus, It WIll not be a SImple task
to exam me the correlatlOn of the expreSSlOn of MHV receptor glycoprotems wIth the
susceptiblhty of dIfferent tissues or cell hnes to VIruS mfection New reagents and probes to
dlstmgUlsh these closely related molecules wlll mdlcate what role receptors play m the
pathogenesIs and tissue tropIsm of MHV mfectlOns m VIVO
StudIes wIth recombmant mutant or chlmenc receptor glycoprotems have been used
to IdentIfy the domams and the particular ammo aCIds that are Important functlOnal elements
of VIruS receptors m the Immunoglobuhn superfamIly mcludmg CD4, PVR, and ICAM-l
the receptors for HIV, POhOVIruS and the major group ofrhmovlruses, respectively 13 17 The
N-temunal domams of these receptors and the MHV receptor, Bgpl a, are the SItes where the
vmons bmd At least a portlOn of one addItional domam or of an Ig-hke constant domam
from a dIfferent glycoprotem IS needed for functlOn of the anchored receptor, as we have
shown wIth the MHV receptor Bgpl a 18 In general, because of the complex tertIary structure
of the Ig domams, It appears likely that the vlrus-bmdmg SIte of the MHV-receptor
glycoprotems WIll mclude several ammo aCIds that are not m a linear sequence, but whIch
depend on the conformatlOn of the receptor glycoprotem Small molecules that mImIC the
tertiary structure of the vlrus-bmdmg SIte of the receptor mIght be effective m blockmg
receptor function and mIght thereby prevent cells or tissues from becommg mfected after
challenge wIth VIrulent VIruS In thIS paper we showed that one determmant for MHV bmdmg
reSIdes m the first 70 ammo aCIds of the N-termmal domam of Bgp l"
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MHVR-INDEPENDENT CELL-CELL SPREAD
OF MOUSE HEPATITIS VIRUS INFECTION
REQUIRES NEUTRAL pH FUSION

Therese C. Nash,1 Thomas M. Gallagher,2 and Michael 1. Buchmeier l
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2Department of Microbiology and Immunology
Loyola University Medical Center
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INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) attaches to susceptible cells through the interaction of
MHV spike glycoprotein (S) with cellular receptors of the murine carcinoembryonic antigen
(CEA) gene familyl,2. Cells that lack murine CEA, including cells that are not of murine
origin, are resistant to infection3 ; binding to MHV receptors appears to be a necessary step
in the infection of cells by virions. The presence of murine CEA, however, is not required
for cell-cell spread ofMHV infection4 • Cells that lack a functional MHV receptor can become
productively infected through incorporation into MHV-induced syncytia. Syncytium formation is a consequence of spike-mediated cell-cell fusion. In this report, we investigated the
role of spike-mediated fusion in receptor-independent, cell-associated spread of MHV
infection.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Previously, we demonstrated receptor-independent, cell-associated spread of MHV
infection using an infectious center assal. When a limited number ofMHV-infected DBT
cells were seeded onto a monolayer of receptor-negative BHK cells, infection spread from
the overlaid cells to adjacent cells in the BHK cell monolayer, resulting in the formation of
large syncytia. MHV-induced fusion is a function of the spike glycoprotein. Cell surface
expression of recombinant spike glycoprotein in the absence of other MHV proteins leads
to fusion of receptor-negative cells 4,5, demonstrating that receptor-binding is not required
for spike-mediated cell-cells fusion. To further support the contention that cell-associated
spread of MHV does not require the presence of a functional MHV receptor, and to examine
COlVna- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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Figure 1. Inhibition ofMHV-4 mfectlOn of DB I cells with antl-MHVR and antl-S monoclonal antibodies For
the ee I assay, DBI cell mono layers were mcubated with the mdlcated dilutIOns of antl-MHVR monoclonal
antibody eel for 1 hour before and 2 hours after mfectlOn with MHV-4. For the 5A13.5 assay, MHV-4 was
mcubated with the mdlcated dilutIOn of anti-spike monoclonal antibody 5Al3 15 for 1 hour at 4°e before
mfectlOn of DB I cell monolayers, then 1 hour at 37°e Supernatants were then removed are replaced with an
agarose overlay Plaques were enumerated after 2 days mcubatlOn

the role of the spike glycoprotein in cell-associated spread of MHV infection, infectious
center assays were performed in the presence of anti-receptor and anti-spike antibodies.
Infection of susceptible cells by MHV can be prevented by either the receptor-blocking antibody ee I or anti-spike neutralizing antibodies. The plaque reduction assay presented
in Figure I demonstrates dose-dependent inhibition of MHV-4 infection of DBT (murine
astrocytoma) cells by anti-MHVR antibody Cell and anti-spike antibody SA13.S 6 • Figure
2 shows an infectious center assay performed in the presence of antibody ee I (I :SO dilution).
In Figure 2A, isolated, MHV-4 infected cells were detected in the culture in which infected
DBT cells were seeded onto coverslips alone (no monolayer). A duplicate aliquot of infected
DBT cells were overlaid onto a BHK cell monolayer (Figure 2B); despite the continued
presence of antibody ee I in the culture, large syncytia developed. Therefore, anti-receptor
antibody ee I failed to prevent cell-associated spread of MHV to receptor-negative BHK
cells. Antibody eel also did not prevent cell-associated spread ofMHV to DBT cells (data
not shown). Together, these results provide further evidence that cell-associated spread of
MHV occurs through an MHVR-independent mechanism.
Unlike the anti-MHVR antibody, addition of anti-spike antibody SAI3.S to the
infectious center assay did prevent the cell-associated spread of MHV to the BHK cell
monolayer (Figure 2C); infection remained limited to single cells. The ability of an anti-spike
monoclonal antibody to prevent syncytia formation associated with receptor-independent
cell-cell spread of MHV demonstrates that the spike glycoprotein mediates cell-cell spread
of MHV and that this fusion activity is independent from receptor-binding activity. Several
other well characterized anti-spike monoclonal antibodies were also tested for their ability
to prevent cell-associated spread of MHV infection in the infectious center assay (Table 1).
Only monoclonal antibodies SA 13.S and SB 19.2 prevented receptor-independent, cell-associated spread of MHV infection. Interestingly, these two antibodies also confer protection
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Figure 2. Infectious center assay
demonstrating receptor-independent, cell-associated spread of
MHV-4 infection. DBT cells were
infected with MHV-4 (MOl S.O) in
suspension for I hr., then washed
extensively to remove unbound virus. Aliquots of MHV-4 infected
cells were seeded onto a blank
coverslip (A), or coverslips covered
with a BHK cell monolayer (B and
C). All cultures had been pretreated
for I hr. with anti-receptor antibody
CC I (1 :SO dilution) and a 1:1 00 dilution of antibody CC I was present
throughout the course of the experiment. In (C), anti-S monoclonal antibody SAl3.S (I: 100 dilution) was
also present throughout the course
of the experiment. Following a 16
hour incubation at 37°C in serumfree OptiMem media (GIBCO),
MHV antigen was detected by indirect immunofluorescence. Cells
were fixed with 10% formalin, permeabilized with 2% NP40, blocked
in S% NGS, then incubated with a
cocktail of monoclonal antibodies
4B6.2, SAS.2, and SBI9.2, recognizing nucleocapsid, matrix, and
spike proteins, respectively. Monoclonal antibodies were detected with
TRITC-conjugated, sheep antimouse antibody (Accurate).

against lethal intracerebral challenge in viv0 7. Together, these observations suggest that
cell-associated spread of MHV may play an important role in dissemination of infection in
vivo, and consequently, may augment viral pathogenesis.
The ability of anti-spike monoclonal antibodies to prevent cell-associated spread of
infection in infectious center assays correlated with the ability to inhibit the fusion of
receptor-negative BHK cells induced by recombinant spike glycoprotein in the vT7.3
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Table 1. Inhibition of receptor-independent spread (RIS) and recombinant spike-mediated
fusion (vv-S fusion) by anti-S and anti-MHVR monoclonal antibodies
mAb
5B19.2
5AI3.5
4BI1.6
5B93.3
5B21.5
5B207.7
5B2l6.8

Neutralization

in vivo Protection

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

RIS Inhibition vv-S fusion Inhibition

+

nd
nd

CCI

+/-

+

vaccinia virus expression system (Table I). To assess the role of fusion in receptor-independent, cell-associated spread ofMHV, we examined whether the acid pH-dependent MHV
variant OBLV60 was capable of receptor-independent spread. OBLV60 is a variant of
MHV-4 that was isolated following a prolonged persistent infection of the murine olfactory
bulb cell line, OBL2la8. The OBLV60 spike glycoprotein has amino acid alterations in the
heptad repeat region of S2 and a concomitant inability to mediate fusion at neutral pH.
Consequently, the OBLV60 spike glycoprotein is unable to mediate cell-cell membrane
fusion, and infection of susceptible cells with strain OBLV60 does not lead to syncytia
formation. Figure 3 shows an infectious center assay in which OBLV60-infected DBT cells
were seeded with and without an underlying BHK cell monolayer. OBLV60 infection
remained isolated to the single cells of the overlay and failed to spread to neighboring BHK
cells. Therefore, neutral pH fusion capability of the spike glycoprotein is required for
receptor-independent, cell-associated spread of MHV infection.
The inability of strain OBLV60 to induce plasma membrane fusion and the acid pH
requirement for OBLV60 spike-mediated fusion suggested that OBLV60 may be restricted
to an endocytic route of entry into susceptible cells. The entry of acid pH-dependent viruses
into cells can be inhibited by lysosomotropic agents that prevent the acidification of
endosomal vesicles. We tested the lysosomotropic base chloroquine and the carboxylic
ionophore monensin for inhibitory effects on OBLV60 and JHM infection of DBT cells.
Both OBLV60 and lHM were at least partly inhibited by these lysosomotropic agents;
however, the reduction in the amount of infectious virus recovered from culture supernatants
after overnight incubation with chloroquine or monensin was 3.2 and 4.4 loglo greater for
OBLV60 than for lHM. In the presence ofmonensin, no OBLV60 was detected in the culture
supernatant, which amounts to a greater than 7 loglo reduction compared with untreated
cultures.
The effect of monensin on OBLV60 internalization was visualized by electron
microscopy (Figure 4). Following a 15 minute incubation at 37°C in the presence of
monensin, OBLV60 virions were found to have accumulated in large vesicles. This observation is consistent with a acid pH-dependent endosomal route for the entry ofOBLV60, in
Table 2. Inhibition ofMHV by lysosomotropic compounds
JHM

OBLV60

Untreated
4.27 X 105
1.41 x 10 7

Chloroquine (50IlM)
1.35

X

104

2.57 X 102

Monensin (IOIlM)
8.13 X 102
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Figure 3. InfectIOus center assay
demonstratmg that OBLV60 mfectlOn does not spread through a receptor-mdependent, cell-associated
mechamsm InfectIOUS center assay
was performed as descnbed for Figure 2, except that DBT cells were
Infected With OBLV60 VIrUS
OBLV60-mfected DBT cells were
seeded onto a blank coverslIp (A) or
a BHK cell monolayer (B)

WhiCh, III the presence of monensm, the pH of endosomal veSicles remams above the
threshold for OBLV60 spike-mediated fUSIOn between the Viral membrane and the veSicle
membrane The mhlbltIon of OBLV60 by monensm IS reversible, and the presence of
mtracellular mfectlOus ViruS m the monensm-treated cells was demonstrated With an mfectlOUS center assay followmg treatment With protemase K to remove extracellular bound ViruS

Figure 4. Electron micrograph demonstratmg several OBLV60 ViruS
particles wlthm a large veSicle of a
monensm-treated DBT cell Followmg absorptIOn of OBLV60 to monensm-treated DBT cells for 1 hour
at 4°C, the culture was shifted to
37°C for 15 mmutes to allow mternalIzatlOn of bound ViruS, then fixed
Immediately With cold para formaldehyde/glutaraldehyde and processed for electron microscopy
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Table 3. Infectious center assay ofprotemase K-treated DBT cells
mfected m the presence of Iysosomotroplc agents
Untreated

Chloroqume (50j..lM)

Monensm (lOj..lM)

MHV-4

13 x 103

1 1 x 10 3

1 9 X 103

OBLV60

14 x 104

75 X 103

1 3 X 104

(Table 3) MHV-4 or OBLV60 was absorbed to treated or untreated DBT cells at 4°C for I
hour Cultures were mcubated at 37°C for 15 mmutes, then treated with 0 5mg/ml protemase
K for 45 mm at 4°C m PBS to remove extracellular bound ViruS The protemase K reactIOn
was stopped by addmg an equal volume of 2 mM PMSFI6% BSA m PBS The cells were
then extensively washed, senally diluted and seeded onto DBT cell mono layers Cultures
were overlaid with agarose and plaques were enumerated after a 2 day mcubatlOn In a control
expenment to ensure that the protemase K treatment effectively removed extracellular ViruS,
the 15 mmute mcubatlOn at 37°C was omitted from the procedure and no mfectlOus centers
were detected The data presented m Table 3 show that temporary treatment with chloroqume
or monensm did not signIficantly affect the number of cells that were mfected With MHV-4
orOBLV60

SUMMARY
Receptor-specificity IS a key determamt of viral tropism In thiS report, however, we
have demonstrated that cell-associated spread of MHV can bypass the reqUirement for
bmdmg to prImary receptors and thereby spread to cells that are reslsant to MHV mfectJon
Anti-receptor antibody CCI, which blocks mfectlOn by MHV vmons, failed to prevent
ceil-associated spread of MHV to receptor-negative BHK cells or receptor-posItive DBT
cells Cell-aSSOCiated MHV may be utllizmg an alternative, low-affinIty receptor that IS
madequate for functIOnal mteractlOn With MHV vmons Theoretically, dlssemmatlOn of
MHV mfectlOn through a receptor-mdependent, cell-aSSOCiated mechanIsm m VIVO provides
the potential for broader host and tissue range, and for spread of mfectlOn despite the presence
neutralizmg antibodieS Receptor-mdependent, cell-aSSOCiated spread of MHV reqUires
neutral pH fUSIOn capability The low pH-dependent MHV varIant OBLV60, which utilizes
an endocytIc route of entry, does not spread through a receptor-mdependent mechanIsm
Additionally, antlVlral antibodies that block MHV spike-mediated fUSIOn mhlblted cell-assOCiated spread of mfectlOn
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ABSTRACT
To identify the localization of the epitopes recognized by monoclonal antibodies
(MAbs) against the SI subunit of the murine coronavirus JHMV spike protein, we have
expressed the S 1 proteins with different deletions from the C terminus ofthe S 1. All ofMAbs
in groups A and B recognized the SIN(330) composed of330 amino acids (aa) from the N
terminus of the SI and the larger SI deletion mutants, but failed to react with the SIN(220)
composed of 220 aa. MAbs in group C reacted only with the S I utt protein without any
deletion. These results indicated that the S I N330 comprised the cluster of epitopes recognized by MAbs in groups A and B. These results together with the fact that all the MAbs in
group B retained the high neutralizing activity suggested that the N terminus 330 aa are
responsible for binding to the MHV-specific receptors. In pursuit of this possibility, we have
expressed the receptor protein and examined the binding of each S I deletion mutants to the
receptor. It was demonstrated that the S I N(330) protein as well as other S I deletion mutants
larger than SIN(330) bound to the receptor. These results indicated that a domain composed
of330 aa at the N terminus of the SI protein is responsible for binding to the MHV-specific
receptor.

INTRODUCTION
Corona viruses are enveloped, positive stranded RNA viruses associated with various
diseases in both animals and humans l . The murine coronavirus (MHV) has a genome RNA
of about 31 kilobases and encodes four major structural proteins: nucleocapsid protein, the
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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integral membrane glycoprotein, the hemagglutinin-esterase glycoprotein and the spike (S)
glycoprotein. Several non-structural proteins are encoded in the genome as well I.
The spike comprises two to three molecules of the S protein of 150-200 KDa, each
of which is a heterodimer consisting of two non-covalently bound S protein subunits, S I and
S2 derived from the N-terminal and C-terminal halves of the S protein i. The SI subunit
forms the globular head of the spike and the S2 its stalk portion 2• The S protein ofMHV is
multifunctional. It attaches the virus to the cell surface by binding to MHV-specific
receptors 3. Although there are few reports concerning the analysis of the receptor-binding
site on the S protein, the topologies of the S protein subunits suggest that the receptor-binding
site is more likely to exist on S 1 than on S2. The fusion of cultured cells infected with MHV
is caused by the S protein4,5. The S protein is the major target of the neutralizing antibodies
induced in mice after infection with MHY. It also elicits cytotoxic T cells6 . Furthermore, the
S protein is suggested to be a maj or determinant of viral virulence in animals.
In this study, we showed that the cluster of epitopes recognized by MAbs with
neutralizing activity were localized within 330 aa from the N terminus of the SI subunit.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that this S 1 domain bound to the cellular receptor protein
expressed by recombinant vaccinia virus (RVV).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Construction of the SI Deletion Mutant Genes and Their Expression
For expression of different C terminal deletions of the S I protein we constructed various
SI genes that lacked successively longer segments from the 3' region, The SINM, SIN,
SIN(330), and SIN(220) genes encoding 594, 453,330 and 220 aa from the N terminus of the
S 1 gene were constructed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR); cl-2 S cDNA 7,8 was template,
the forward primer was a positive-sense oligonucleotide corresponding to the leader sequence
of JHM and the reverse primers were oligonucleotides with nucleotides TTA complementary
to the stop codon at the 5' end. We inserted the PCR products into pCRTMII from the TA cloning
kit. Each S 1 gene was then cut out from the vector and the fragment was inserted into the
vaccinia virus transfer vector (VV-TV), pSF7.5EBI-B5-12 (PSF)9. The VV-TVs with Slutt,
SINM, SIN, SIN(330) and SIN(220) were designated pSFSIutt, pSFSINM, pSFSIN,
pSFS 1N(330) and pSFS 1N(220), respectively. The S 1 deletion mutant proteins were expressed
by the infection of wild type VV and transfection of above VV-TVs (transient expression).

Isolation of MHV-Specific Receptor Gene and Expression by RVV
The RNA extracted from BALB/c liver was reverse transcribed into cDNA with
oligo(dT) 12-18 as a primeriO. And the MHV receptor gene was then amplified by a pair of
primers that correspond to the published nucleotide sequences of mmCGMl around the
initiation and termination codons II . The amplified fragment with a length of around
900-base pairs (bp) (mL900) was incorporated either in pCRTMII vector or downstream of
the SRu promoter in the pcDL-SRu296 expression and cloning vector I3 • The mL900 was
also inserted into the VV-TV, pSF. The RVV containing mL900 (RVV-MRe) was prepared
as described previousl y 8.

Binding Assay of the SI Mutant Proteins to MHV Receptor
The lysates of RKl3 cells infected with RVV-MRe were electrophoresed on SDSpolyacrylamide gel and transferred onto the transfer membrane paper as described pre-
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viously13. The membrane paper was incubated with the culture fluids from DBT cells
producing S I deletion mutants. The membrane paper was then washed and incubated with
MAb No.7. Binding of MAb No.7 was estimated by enhanced chemiluminescence with
horse radish peroxidase labeled anti-mouse IgG.

RESULTS
Expression of the S1 Mutant Proteins in DBT Cells and Their
Reactivities to a Panel of MAbs
The MAbs specific for the S I protein are classified into 3 different groups: those that
react with most MHV strains (group A), those that specifically react with JHMV (group B),
and those that specifically bind JHMV variants with the larger S protein (group C). All of
these MAbs recognize conformational epitopes l4 • MAbs classified in group C do not react
with the small S protein of sp-4 14,15. CI-2 S I protein consists of769 aa, and that of sp-4 has
a deletion of 141 aa which corresponds to aa 454 to 594 of cl-2. Based on this difference of
the S protein between cl-2 and sp-4, we designated three regions of the S 1 protein SIN, S I M
and SIC. The S 1M region is missing in the small S protein of sp-4. The SIN and SIC regions
correspond to the N terminal and C terminal regions as compared with the position of S 1M.
We constructed deleted SI genes that expressed the SINM (SIN+M) and SIN proteins as
well as S 1N(330) and S 1N(220) which respectively encoded 330 and 220 aa from the
S-protein N terminus. Each SI deletion mutant was expressed in DBT cells by the VV
transient expression system. For all the constructs, indirect immunofluorescence revealed
that 5 to 10% of DBT cells produced the S 1 protein. Western blotting analysis using the
lysates prepared from such cells showed that almost equivalent amounts of S 1 deletion
mutants were produced in cells transfected with various pSFs and the sizes of the expressed
S 1 proteins were in accord with the sizes deduced from their gene structure. DBT cells
expressing these species of S 1 deletion mutants were examined for their reactivities to a
panel ofMAbs by indirect immunofluorescence. As shown in Table 1, all of the SI-specific
MAbs reacted with the S 1utt which covered whole S I protein 16 in the same way as they did
with the S protein produced in DBT cells by the infection of cl-2. All MAbs classified into
groups A and B reacted to SINM, SIN and SIN(330). Group C MAbs reacted only with
S I utt and not with any other S I deletion mutants. These results indicated that the epitopes
recognized by MAbs in groups A and B are clustered in the S I domain composed of 330 aa
from the N terminus. And all the proteins, with the exception of the smallest protein expressed

Table 1. ReactIVItIes of the S I-specific MAbs to the expressed S protems'
ReactIVIty
Group A

Group B

Group C

Recombmant
plasmid

2

7

19

3

6

13

71

93

8

12

47

63

78

85

pSFSlutt

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

pSFSINM

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

pSFSIN

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

pSFS 1N(330)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

pSFSIN(220)
*The S 1 deletIOn mutants protems were expressed m DBT cells mfected With VV after transfectlOn With
vanous pSF vectors The reactivIties were exammed by mdlrect Immunofluorescence
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by p5F51N(220), form the same tertiary structure as does the entire 51 protein. Epitopes
recognized by the MAbs in group C were not restricted to the 51 M region that is missing in
the small 5 protein.

Binding of SI Deletion Mutants with MHv-Specific Receptor
Most of the MAbs classified in group B showed very high neutralizing activity to
cl-214, which may suggest that these MAbs inhibit the binding of virus to the cellular receptor.
If this is the case, the epitopes recognized by such MAbs or the adjacent regions to such
MAb epitopes may play an important role in the binding ofthe virus to the receptor. In pursuit
of this possibility, we examined the binding of the S I deletion mutants to the receptor. By
reverse transcription PCR, we isolated the gene encoding MHV receptor from mouse liver.
The isolated MHV receptor was identical to BgpC or MHVR(2d)17. The expression of this
protein in BHK21 cells rendered them susceptible to MHV infection as previously described17. Cells infected with the RVV-MRe produced a few different species of receptor
proteins; a major band was at 41 kDa and a few additional bands were around 46 kDa. We
then examined the ability of these proteins to bind various S I deletion mutants. MHV-receptor-bound membranes were incubated with the lysates prepared from cells expressing S I
with the transmembrane domain (Sltmd) or S2 with signal peptide (SSS2)16. The membrane
paper was also incubated with culture fluids from cells producing the S I deletion mutant
proteins via a VV transient expression system; these 5 I mutants lacked the transmembrane
domain and therefore secreted mostly into the culture fluid. The binding of these S I and S2
proteins were monitored with MAb No.7 and lOG, respectively. The SI protein with a
transmembrane domain bound to the 41 k and 46 k receptor protein, but binding of the S2
protein was indeterminant due to lack of reaction ofMAb lOG even with the whole S protein
bound to the receptor. The binding of the whole 5 protein could be easily detected by the
MAb No.7. Fig. IA shows that SIN(330) as well as the larger SI proteins bound to the
receptor, while SIN(220) apparently did not. SIN(220) may have bound the receptor,
because MAb No.7 used for the detection of various S 1 deletion mutants failed to react with
S I N(220). Also, MAb 11 F recognizing the N terminal linear epitope of the 5 I protein and
reactive to all the S 1 deletion mutant proteins failed to react with all the S I mutants when
Figure 1. Receptor-binding of the S I
deletion mutants (A) and inhibition of
A
receptor-binding of S 1N(330) by
MAbs (B). (A): The MHV-receptorpre7
2
4
5 6
4
3
2 3
pared on the membrane paper by Western blotting was reacted with the
92.5culture fluids of DBT cells infected
69 with VV and transfected with pSFS 1utt
(2), pSFSINM (3), pSFSIN (4),
pSFSIN(330) (5), pSFSIN(220) (6) or
mock transfected cells (7). The paper
46was then reacted with S I-specific MAb
No. 7 and subsequently with peroxidase-labeled anti-mouse IgG. Lane 1
shows the position of MHV-receptor
30protein detected by anti-human CEA
antibody. (B): The SIN(330) was
mixed with neutralizing MAb No.3 (2), non-neutralizing MAb No.2 (3), anti-N MAb NO.5 (4) or PBS (I) and
incubated at RT for 60 min. These pretreated SIN(330) were monitored for their receptor-binding capacity as
described in A.

B

- -
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these mutant S I proteins bind to the receptor. At present, we have no way to see whether
SIN(220) is capable of binding to the receptor. It was also evident from Fig. IA that there
was no striking differences in the amounts of the receptor-bound SI mutant proteins except
for S I N(220). These results clearly indicated that the region retained in the N terminal 330
aa of S 1 protein is a major receptor-binding site in the S 1 protein of MHY.
In order to examine the specificity of SIN(330) binding to MHV receptor, we have
incubated the SIN(330) with neutralizing MAb No.3 or non-neutralizing MAb No.2, both
of which are reactive to the SIN(330). The treated SIN(330) was then monitored for the
binding to the receptor prepared on the membrane paper. As shown in Fig. lB, the binding
of the SIN(330) was perfectly inhibited by neutralizing MAb No.3, while other non-neutralizing MAbs did not give any effect. These results clearly showed that the binding of the
SIN(330) to MHV receptor was specific.

DISCUSSION
The S protein is known to be a multifunctional protein. However, very little is known
about the relationship between biological functions and the structure of the S protein, except
for the localization of neutralizing epitopes recognized by the MAbs 18 and fusion activity
by molecularly engineered S protein 13 . The S protein has long been assumed to be involved
in receptor-binding. In this paper, we showed that the clusters of antigenic epitopes exist
within 330 aa from the N terminus of the S protein. Furthermore, an SI deletion mutant
protein composed of the N terminal 330 aa ofSI bound to the MHV-specific receptor. This
finding agrees with the idea that Sl comprises the bulbous portion of the characteristic
club-shaped spike that is located in the outer extremity of the virion 3 .
Various Sl deletion mutants larger than SIN(330) bound to the receptor proteins
without striking differences in intensity of binding. This excludes the possibility that some
region in the S 1, other than the N terminal 330 aa, is a major active site for receptor-binding.
The antigenic epitopes recognized by group B MAbs are unlikely to be centers of receptorbinding sites, because these antigenic epitopes are specific for JHM strains and the receptors
are known to serve as targets for JHM and A59 12 ,19. The MAbs in group B probably recognize
the epitopes existing in the neighboring region of the receptor-binding site on the S protein
and inhibit virus binding to the receptor by steric hindrance. The receptor also served as a
binding site for some other MHV strains besides JHM (unpublished data) suggesting that
the receptor-binding active site is conserved within 330 aa from the SIN terminus in most
MHV strains. We are currently determining the smallest, conserved, aa sequence that
functions as a receptor-binding site.
Work on different coronaviruses suggests the involvement of the S2 subunit in
receptor-binding activity; MAbs specific for the S2 of MHV have neutralizing activitl·
However, the ability ofS2 antibodies to neutralize virus may be the effect ofsteric hindrance,
since the S protein is known to have a highly conformational structure I.3. Moreover, viral
neutralization by antibodies does not always result from the prevention of virus binding to
the receptor. When the S 1 subunit of avian infectious bronchitis virus (AlBV) is removed,
the virion is still able to bind susceptible cells, although it is not infectious 2o . This demonstrated that the S2 subunit mediates attachment. However, this attachment did not trigger the
replication of attached viruses and would not be the genuine process that occurred with
infectious virions retaining the Sl subunit. In the present study, we failed to demonstrate
whether or not S2 bound to the receptor, because MAb lOG and others reactive to S2 in
Western blot did not work for the detection of the receptor-bound S proteins.
In picornaviruses, a small canyon formed by the outer coat protein is proposed to be
the precise location of receptor-binding; this idea is the so called canyon hypothesis21.
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Members of the Immunoglobuhn super-family serve as the receptors of these vlruses 22 The
MHV receptors, mmCGMI and mmCGMl2 are also members of the Immunoglobuhn
superfamily There IS another resemblance between piCornavirus receptors and MHV receptors their N termmal domams, which are similar to the Immunoglobulm variable regIOn, are
critical for mteractlOn with viral protems 2324 The mechamsm of MHV virus-receptor
bmdmg may be similar to that of pico rnaviruses AnalysIs of the receptor-bmdmg site of the
S protem will dehneate the mechamsm of virus-receptor mteractlOn, which mltIates ViruS
mfectlOn
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ABSTRACT
Porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) has been shown to agglutinate
erythrocytes using a2,3-linked sialic acid on the cell surface as binding site. The hemagglutinating activity requires the pretreament of virus with neuraminidase. We obtained evidence
that TGEV recognizes not only N-acetylneuraminic acid but also N-glycoloylneuraminic
acid, a sialic acid present on many porcine cells.

INTRODUCTION
Several coronaviruses are known to be potent hemagglutinating agents: bovine
coronavirus (BCV), porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus (HEV), human coronavirus OC-43 and some murine coronaviruses I. Each of these viruses possess two surface
glycoproteins. The S protein is a hemagglutinin and interacts with cellular receptors. It shows
fusion activity and induces neutralizing antibodies. The HE-protein is an acetyl esterase and
functions as receptor-destroying enzyme. Like the S protein, the HE protein is a hemagglutinin and induces neutralizing antibodies. Other coronaviruses, e.g. transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) and infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) show no or only weak
hemagglutinating activity2. These viruses possess the S-protein, but they are devoid of a
receptor-destroying enzyme. It has been shown that the hemagglutinating activity of IBV
and TGEV requires the pretreament of virus with neuraminidase indicating that inhibitors
on the virion surface have to be inactivated in order to induce the HA-activity of these
viruses 3 . The reason for the inhibitory effect of the surface-bound sialic acid on TGEV and
IBV is that the virus recognizes a similar or identical sialic acid as receptor determinant.
Corona- and Related Viruses. Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press. New York, 1995
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When sialic acid is removed from the surface of erythrocytes the virus can no longer
agglutinate these cells. Erythrocytes which are resialylated and possess a2,3-linked N-acetylneuraminic acid on their surface are agglutinated by TGEV but to a lower extent than
untreated erythrocytes. We were interested to find out whether sialic acids other than
N-acetylneuraminic acid are recognized by TGEY. Therefore, we tested agglutination of
erythrocytes from different species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus. The Purdue strain ofTGEV was propagated in LLC-PKI cells.
Neuraminidase treatment of virus. TGEV was harvested from the supernatant of
infected LLC-PKI cells 48 h post-infection. After clarification of the medium by low-speed
centrifugation (2000xg, 10 min), virus was pelleted by ultracentrifugation for 90 min at
S4,000xg. Virus was resuspended in PBS and incubated with neuraminidase from Vibrio
cholerae (VCNA SOOmU/ml) at 37°C for 30 min. Following sedimentation of the virus by
ultracentrifugation for 30 min at 100,000xg, the virus was resuspended in PBS and used for
hemagglutination assays.
Hemagglutination assay. Hemagglutinating activity was determined according to
published procedures 4. The hemagglutination titer (HA-titer) indicates the reciprocal value
of the maximum dilution that caused complete agglutination.
Resialylation of erythrocytes. A 10% suspension of chicken erythrocytes was incubated with neuraminidase from Vibrio cholerae (20mU/ml) for 30 min at 37°C. Asialo cells
were washed and suspended in PBS to a final concentration of 20% in a total volume of
200111. Resialylation was accomplished by incubation with a2,3 sialyltransferase (S,2mU)
and 400nmol ofCMP-activated N-acetylneuraminic acid (NeuSAc) or 200nmol of activated
N-glycoloylneuraminic acid (NeuSGc). After 2 hr at 37°C, cells were washed and used as a
I % suspension in a hemagglutination assay.

RESULTS
Agglutination of Erythrocytes from Different Species by
Neuraminidase-Treated TGEV
Porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) has been shown to agglutinate
erythrocytes using a2,3-linked sialic acid on the cell surface as binding sites. The hemagglutinating activity requires the pretreatment of virus with neuraminidase 3 . We tested the
hemagglutinating activity of TGEV with erythrocytes from several species which differ in
type and amount of sialic acid on their surface. We used erythrocytes from chicken,
one-day-old chicken, pig and cow in an agglutination assay with either untreated TGEV or
neuraminidase-treated virus (Table 1). After pretreatment with neuraminidase TGEV was
able to agglutinate erythrocytes from each of these species. In the case of bovine erythrocytes
no pretreatment with neuraminidase was necessary to observe hemagglutination. Characteristic for bovine erythrocytes is that they possess a large amount (91 %) ofN-glycoloylneuraminic acid (NeuSGc) on their surface. This result was a hint that NeuSGc may be a
very efficient binding component for TGEY.
Sialic acids occur mainly in the terminal position of glycoproteins and gangliosides.
They represent a large family of N-and O-substituted derivatives of neuraminic acid.
N-acetylneuraminic acid (NeuSAc) and N-glycoloylneuraminic acid (NeuSGc), respec-
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Table 1. AgglutmatlOn of erythrocytes by TGEV and
neuraminidase-treated ViruS (TGEV-NA)
HA titer (HA ulllts/ml)
Erythrocytes
Chicken, adult
Chicken, I-day-old
Pig
Cow

TGEV

TGEV-NA

<2
<2
<2
32

1536
64
2048
768

tively, are the two most frequently occuring sialic acid species. Their structure is shown in
Fig.l.

TGEV Binding to N-glycoloylneuraminic Acid on Erythrocytes
Based on the findings with bovine erythrocytes, we analyzed whether TGEV was
able to recognize N-glycoloylneuraminic acid on erythrocytes more efficiently than N-acetylneuraminic acid. Asialo cells obtained by treatment with neuraminidase from Vibrio
cholerae were resialylated with either Neu5Ac or Neu5Gc in an a2,3-linkage. We compared
the binding characteristics of neuraminidase-treated TGEV with two influenza viruses, fowl
plague virus (FPV) and WSN strain for which the receptor determinant is already known,
Neu5Ac, (Table 2). Erythrocytes resialylated with N-acetylneuraminic acid were agglutinated efficiently by FPV and WSN, while the hemagglutinating acitivity observed with
TGEV was very low. Among the two influenza viruses only FPV was able to recognize
N-glycoloylneuraminic acid. TGEV agglutinated red blood cells containing N -glycoloylneuraminic acid very efficiently. This result indicates that the preferred binding component of
TGEV on erythrocytes is N-glycoloylneuraminic acid.

COOH

N-acetylneuraminic acid

COCH

N-glycoloylneuraminic acid
Figure 1. Structure ofN-acetylneurammlc aCid (Neu5Ac) and N-glycoloylneurammlc aCid (Neu5Gc)
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Table 2. RestoratIon of receptors for neurammldase-treated TGEV
(TGEV-NA) by reslalylatlOn of aSlalo-erythrocytes
HA titer (HA ulllts/ml)
Erythrocytes

TGEV-NA

FPV

WSN

Control

256

256

512

ASlalo

<2

<2

<2

ResIalylated
Neu5Ac

4

256

256

Neu5Gc

512

128

<2

DISCUSSION
Among coronavlruSes there have now been IdentIfied several potent hemagglutmatmg agents Members of the BCV serogroup (BCV, HCV-OC43, HE V) recogmze N-acetyl9-0-acetylneurammlc aCid as receptor determmant, whereas IBV and TGEV bmd to
N-acetylneurammlc aCid and N-glycoloylneurammlc aCid, respectIvely They differ not only
m the type of slailc aCid they recogmze but also m the presence or absence of a receptor-destroymg enzyme on the ViruS partIcle Viruses that use slailc aCid for attachment to cells have
to remove thiS common sugar from glycoprotems and glycoilplds that might act as mhlbltors
and prevent bmdmg of ViruS to the target cell In the case ofBCV the acetylesterase-actlVlty
IS responsible for the lack ofN-acetyl-9-0-acetylneurammlc aCid from potentIal mhlbltors
IBV and TGEV are devOId of a receptor-destroymg enzyme Therefore, the bmdmg site for
SIahc aCid IS occupied by slahc aCld-contammg protems InactIvatIOn of these mhlbltors by
treatment With neurammldase results m a bmdmg activity to slailc aCid The Importance of
the slailc aCld-bmdmg actIvity IS not yet known
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ABSTRACT
Bovine coronavirus (BCV), human coronavirus OC43 (HCV-OC43) and hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus (HEV) are serologically related viruses that all have
hemagglutinating activity. The receptor determinant for attachment to erythrocytes has been
shown to be N-acetyl-9-0-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5,9Acz). We compared the ability of
the three coronaviruses to recognize 9-0-acetylated sialic acid and found that they all bind
to Neu5,9Acz attached to galactose in either A2,3 or A2,6-linkage. There are, however, some
differences in the minimum amount of sialic acid that is required on the cell surface for
agglutination by these viruses. Evidence is presented that HCV-OC43 uses Neu5,9Acz as a
receptor determinant not only for agglutination of erythrocytes but also for attachment to
and infection of a cultured cell line, MDCK I cells.

INTRODUCTION
Bovine coronavirus (BCV) is known to use 9-0-acetylated sialic acid as a receptor
determinant for attachment to cells 1,2. In the case of erythrocytes, binding of virus results in
the agglutination of cells. Studies with MDCK cells have shown that binding to 9-0-acetylated sialic acid is the initial step in the infection of cultured cells 3 • Two other coronaviruses,
human coronavirus OC43 (HCV-OC43) and hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus
(HEV) that are serologically related to BCV, are also potent hemagglutinating agents. Like
BCV, HEV and HCV-OC43 require Neu5,9Ac2 on the cell surface for the agglutination of
erythrocytes 1.2.
We analyzed whether BCV, HEV, and HCV-OC43 differ in their ability to recognize
Neu5,9Ac2 present in different linkage types. Furthermore, evidence is presented that
HCV-OC43 uses 9-0-acetylated sialic acid as a receptor determinant for infection of
cells.
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells. MDCK I cells, a subline of Madin-Darby canine kidney cells, were grown in
minimum essential medium containing 10% fetal calf serum.
Virus. The different strains of coronaviruses were grown in MDCK I cells as
described previously2.
Resialylation of cells. Erythrocytes and MDCK I cells were treated with neuraminidase and resialylated to contain Neu5,9Ac2 attached to galactose in either A2,3 or A2,6-linkage as described previously2.3.
Hemagglutination assay. Hemagglutination titration was performed as described
previ ousl y2.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Sialic acids are terminal sugars of oligosaccharides present on many glycoproteins
and glycolipids. They are usually attached to galactose. Two common linkage types are
SiaA2,3Gal found on O-linked oligosaccahrides and SiaA2,6Gal present on N-linked
oligosaccharides.
By using CMP-activated Neu5,9Ac2 and sialyltransferases specific for either linkage
type, erythrocytes were modified to contain either A2,3-linked or A2,6-linked Neu5,9Ac2
(Fig. 1). By varying the amount of CMP-Neu5,9Ac2, batches of erythrocytes were obtained
that differed in the amount of 9-0-acetylated sialic acid present on the cell surface. The
erythrocytes were analyzed whether they are agglutinated or not by BCV, HEV, or HCVOC43. As shown in Table 1, human coronavirus OC43 was most efficient in recognizing
A2,6-linked Neu5,9Ac2'
This virus was able to agglutinate erythrocytes that had been resialylated in the
presence of as little as 0.5 nm of CMP-Neu5,9Ac2, whereas HEV and BCV required a
minimum amount of 4 nmol. With respect to the A2,3-linkage, the differences between
OH
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Figure 1. Structure ofNeu5,9Ac2 attached to galactose in A2,3-linkage (top) and A2,6-linkage (bottom).
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Table 1. Companson of the efficiency of HCV-OC43, BCV and HEV m recogmzmg
9-0-acetylated SIalIc aCid as a receptor determmant on erythrocytes
HA-actlVlty (HA umts/ml)
LmkageType
a2,3

a2,6

CMP-slalic aCid

BCV

OC43

HEV
128

4

256

256

2

128

256

32

1

32

<2

<2

05

<2

<2

<2

8
4

64

256

32

256

256
64

2

2

<2

64

<2

<2

32

<2

<2

5

05

the three strams of coronavlruses were less pronounced In thiS case BCV was more
effiCient than the two other strams agglutmatmg erythrocytes that had been reslalylated
m the presence of I nmol of CMP-actIvated sialic aCid The hemagglutmatmg activity
of HE V and HCV-OC43 was detectable only when 2 nmol or more CMP-Neu5,9Ac2 was
used for reslalylatlOn of the cells Thus, BCV, HE V, and HCV-OC43 are able to recogmze
9-0-acetylated sialic aCid both A2,3-lmked and A2,6-lmked to galactose, but with different effiCiency
The role of Neu5,9Ac2 as a receptor determmant for coronavlrus m the mfechon of
cultured cells has been demonstrated so far only With BCV3 We analyzed whether HCVOC43 also uses Neu5,9Ac2 for bmdmg to and mfectlOn of cultured cells For thiS purpose,
MDCK I cells were treated With neuramlmdase to remove Neu5,9Ac2 from the cell surface
thus mactIvatmg endogenous receptors
As shown m Table 2, deslalylated cells were resistant to mfectlOn by HCV-OC43 In
contrast to untreated cells, no release of ViruS was detectable by hemagglutmatlOn titratIOn
m the supernatant of neuramlmdase-treated cells If the aSJalo-cells were resJalylated to
contam A2,6-lmked Neu5,9Ac2 on the cell surface, the cells became susceptible to mfectlOn
(Table I) The ViruS Yield obtamed from the resJalylated cells was lower than m the case of
untreated cells mdlcatmg that the reslalylated cells are mfected less effiCiently than the
control cells One reason for thiS IS that the supply of CMP-Neu5,9Ac2 IS limited and,
therefore, only a limited amount could be applied m these expenments Another reason IS
that the reslalylatIon time had to be kept short to aVOid the regeneratIOn of endogenous
receptors The result shown m Table 2 mdlcates that not only BCV, but also HCV-OC43 uses
9-0-acetylated Sialic aCid as a receptor determmant for attachment to and mfectlOn of
cultured cells

Table 2. Effect of neurammldase treatment and
resIalylatlOn (u2,6) on the susceptibility of
MDCK I cells to mfectlOn by HCV-OC43
Treatment of cells
None
Deslalylated
Reslalylated, Neu5,9Ac2

ViruS Yield (HA umts/ml)
128
<2
16
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ABSTRACT
Epithelial cells are highly polarized cells divided into an apical and a basolateral
plasma membrane. The two domains are composed of a distinct set of proteins and lipids.
Concerning virus infection of epithelial cells, the polarity of host cell receptor distribution
defines the domain from which infection may be mediated. We were interested to analyze
the infection of polarized cells by bovine coronavirus (BCV). The entry ofBCV into MDCK
I cells was investigated by growing the cells on a permeable support. Cell were infected with
BCV from either the apical or basolateral domain. The efficiency of infection was determined
my measuring the hemaglutinating activity of the virus released into the apical compartment.
Virus replication was only detectable after inoculation from the apical surface. Therefore,
infection of MDCK I cells with BCV is restricted to the apical side.

INTRODUCTION
Epithelial cells line the body cavities of higher eukaryotes and, therefore, represent
the primary barrier to a number of viruses infecting a host. The polarized organization of
these cells involves the division of the plasma membrane into an apical and a basolateral
portion that are separated by tight junctions. As the two membrane domains differ in the
protein and lipid composition, they may also differ in the content of receptors for an infecting
virus I. The presence of suitable receptors determines whether epithelial cells are infectable
from the luminal (apical) or from the serosal (basolateral) surface.
We were interested to find out which way bovine coronavirus (BCV) uses to enter
polarized cells. This virus may initially infect the respiratory tract, but the disease caused by
BCV is due to infection of cells of the gastrointestinal tract resulting in a severe diarrhea in
newborn calves. For our studies we used MDCK I cells a well characterized polarized
epithelial cellline 2 . Cells grown on a filter membrane were infected with BCV from either

the apical or the basolateral side. The efficiency of infection was judged by the yield of virus
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released into the apical medium, measured by hemagglutination titration. Infection of
MDCK cells with BCV was restricted to the apical side. To rule out that the restricition was
due to difficulties in penetrating through the pores of the filter membrane, MDCK cells were
also infected with influenza C virus. This virus was able to infect cells from both sides
indicating that the filter itself is no hindrance for virus to reach the basolateral plasma
membrane.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells. MDCK I cells, a subline of Madin-Darby canine kidney cells, were grown in
minimum essential medium containing 10% fetal calf serum. Polycarbonate membrane
filters (pore size O.4~m, diameter 24.5mm) were purchased from Costar. Cells were grown
for 3-4 days replacing the apical and basal media at daily intervals. Resistance measurements
were made by using a Millicell ERS apparatus. Only cell mono layers with a resistance higher
than 1000ncm2 were used for experiments.
Virus. Strain Johannesburg/1/66 of influenza C virus was grown in 8-day-old embryonated eggs by allantoic inoculation. The allantoic fluid was harvested after incubation
of the eggs for 3 days at 33°C3. Strain L-9 ofBCV was grown in MDCK I cells as described
previousll·
Virus infection. Cells grown on a filter membrane with a resistance higher than
1000ncm2 were infected with virus. After an adsorption time of 60 min at 37°C, cells were
washed with PBS and incubated at 37°C with MEM. The efficiency of infection was judged
by the yield of virus released into the medium as indicated by the hemagglutinating activity
of the cell supernatant.
Hemagglutination assay. Hemagglutination titration was performed as described
previously5.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The initial event in the life cycle of a virus is the attachment to specific receptors on
the host cell. Epithelial cells which line the external surface of body cavities represent the
primary barrier to a number of viruses during infection. Since epithelial cells are highly
polarized and express distinct sets of lipids and proteins on their apical and basolateral
surface, some viruses are restricted to a particular plasma membrane domain. We were
interested to find out which way bovine corona virus (BCV) uses to enter polarized epithelial
cells.
For this purpose we used a filter system (Figure I). The filter is composed of an apical
chamber and a basolateral compartment separated by a microporous membrane. Cells were
placed into the apical chamber and allowed to attach to the filter membrane to grow to
confluency and to form a tight monolayer. Medium added to the apical and the basal
compartment was replaced at daily intervals. Like in the natural environmemt, cells were
fed from the basaolateral side. After three to four days, the tightness of the monolayer was
determined by measuring the electrical resistance between the apical and the basolateral

compartment using two electrodes and the Millicelll ERS apparatus. The extent of resistance
is dependant not only on the tightness of the monolayer but also on the cell type and the
number of passages. MDCK I cells usually reach an electrical resistance of more than
1000ncm2 which is very high compared to other cell types. The tight monolayer forms a
barrier between the apical and the basolateral compartment, so that substances and virus
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cell monOlayer

apical chamber

micropOTOUs membrane

, apical infection

'--=.=.,,='--

... basolateral infection

Figure 1. Model of the transwell membrane filter system.

added to one side of the cell monolayer cannot reach the other side. Therefore, cells can be
infected selectively from either the apical or basolateral surface.
MDCK I cells grown on a filter membrane were infected with BCV and influenza C
virus from either the apical or basolateral surface, respectively (Table I). The efficiency of
infection was judged by the yield of virus released into the apical memdium, measured by
hemagglutination titration. Infection of MDCK I cells with BCV from the apical surface
resulted in a high yield of virus, whereas no virus production was detectable after infection
from the basolateral side. On the other hand, influenza C virus was able to infect filtergrown
cells from both sides. This indicates that the filter membrane itself is no hindrance for the
virus to reach the basolateral plasma membrane for infecting the cell. From these results we
conclude that infection of epithelial cells with BCV occurs preferentially from the apical
side.
Binding sites for viruses are a crucial component for the infectibility of a cell. The
presence of suitable receptors on polarized epithelial cells may determine whether a virus
can enter the cell via the apical and/or the basolateral domain of the plasma membrane. For
example, SV 40 virus has been shown to infect polarized cells only from the apical side
(Figure 2)6. This restriction correlates with the ability of the virus to bind to the apical, but
not to the basolateral domain of the plasma membrane. The receptor for SV 40 has not been
idientified, but it appeared to be present only on the apical surface. N-acetylneuraminic acid
the receptor for influenza A and B virus is distributed on both sides of the epithelial cell;
therefore, virus entry occurs from both the apical and the basolateral domain. For other
viruses, e.g. vesicular stomatitis virus, canine parvovirus and vaccinia virus it has been
shown that infection of epithelial cells occurs preferentially from the basolateral side l . As

Table 1. Infection of polarized MDCK I cells with BCV and influenza C virus from
either the apical or basolateral domain. The yield of virus was determined by
measuring the hemagglutinating activity of the supernatant in the apical chamber.
Virus

Bev
Influenza e

Infection from

Hemagglutination-titer (HA units/ml)

apical

256

basolateral
apical
baso1ateral

<2
128
32
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Influenza
SV40
BCV

1\

\1

VSV
CPV
Influenza
VaccInia
Figure 2. Entry of polanzed epithelIal cells by different VIruses

far as BeV IS concerned, the restncition of VIruS entry to the apIcal surface of epIthehal cells
IS consIstent wIth the natural InfectIOn, 1 e the locahzed InfectIOn of the IntestInal epIthelIUm
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ABSTRACT
The porcine aminopeptidase-N (pAPN) is the cellular receptor for the transmissible
gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) due to the specific binding of the spike protein S to APN. In the
present study, we performed both biological and biochemical experiments to analyze how the
level of expression of a virus receptor can influence the viral protein biosynthesis and the virus
production. We generated two swine testis cell clones overexpressing pAPN (ST-APN clones).
These clones produced 104 less infectious virus than control ST cells. Plaque assays revealed a
four-fold reduction of the diameter of the plaques in ST-APN cells compared to ST cells.
Pulse-chase experiments revealed that S transport from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi
apparatus was not affected in ST-APN cells. Additionally, an anti-APN antibody was able to
increase the virus released in the supernatant of ST-APN cells. Likewise, BHK clones
expressing variable amounts of pAPN were shown to acquire TGEV susceptibility and to
produce infectious particles as an inverse function of their level of pAPN expression. In
contrast, MDCK clones expressing low or large amounts of pAPN failed to produce infectious
particles. Taken together, these studies strongly suggest that overexpression of receptor, but also
other(s) undetermined factor(s), can impair the production of viral particles.

INTRODUCTION
Aminopeptidase N (APN) has been shown to be the receptor of the porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus on target cells by the following main criteria: i) antibodies specific
ofpAPN blocked efficiently the entry ofTGEV in permissive cells; ii) a physical interaction
between TGE virions or the spike protein Sand pAPN has been evidenced, iii) pAPN
expression conferred susceptibility to TGEV to non permissive cells and iv) pAPN is
cointernalized with virions during the early steps of infection 1.2,3. These observations support
the view that S-pAPN complex formation at the cell surface represents the first critical step
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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in the infection. However, little is known about the importance of the level of APN expression
for the entry of virus or subsequent steps of the virus cycle. The swine testis ST cell line,
which is highly susceptible to TGEV infection, provide a useful model to analyze how the
level of expression of a virus receptor can influence the viral protein biosynthesis and the
virus production. ST clones overexpressing pAPN were selected and were analyzed individually for S biosynthesis and capacity to produce virions. To extent the results, pAPN-expressing clones were derived from BHK and MDCK cells, two cell lines refractory to TGEV,
and viral progeny was quantified as a fonction of the level of pAPN expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS.
Virus and cell transfections. The high cell-passage Purdue-115 strain was used as a
TGEV source. The eDNA encoding the pAPN was subcloned in the pTEJ4 expression
vector l . ST, BHK-21 and MDCK cells were cotransfected with this construct and pSV2neo
by lipofection or by CaP0 4 (three MDCK clones l ). Cell clones resistant to the neomycin
analogue G41 ~ were selected and assayed for APN expression and TGEV susceptibility
acquisition (all clones except ST clones which are naturally TGEV susceptible). APN activity
was quantified as described I.
Radiolabeling and zonal centrifugation ofviruses. Confluent cell monolayers in 6 wells
Costar plates were labeled 4h post-infection for 5-7hrs with 50 mCi ofTran35 S-label (lCN) in
Eagle's MEM supplemented with 5%CS. The medium was clarified and layered onto 20 to 45%
(w/w) sucrose/water gradient in SW40 rotor (Beckman). After centrifugation for 4h at 25,000
r.p.m., 0.5 ml aliquots were collected and viral antigens revealed by immunoprecipitation using
a mixture of anti-S, -M and -N monoclonal antibodies as described4.
Pulse-chase labeling. ST and ST-APN cells in 12 wells Costar plates were labeled at 6.5 h
p.i. for 15 min with 120 mCi Tran35 S-label. After a period (0 to 60 min) of incubation in an excess
of non-radioactive methionine and cystine, cells were solubilized by adding 0.3 m1 oflysis buffer.

RESULTS
Negative Correlation Between the Level of APN Expression and the
Virus Production in ST Cell Clones
ST cells were transfected with pAPN-cDNA to obtain two ST-APN clones expressing
10 to 50 fold higher amount of APN than control ST clones. Table 1 shows that ST-APN
clones produced approximately 104 less virus than ST clones transfected only with the
plasmid encoding the antibiotic resistance. To confirm this observation, plaque assays were
realized in parallel with ST and ST-APN cells. We observed a five fold increase of the
plaquing efficiency in APN-overexpressing cells, probably due to a higher adsorption of
virions, but concomitantly a four fold reduction of the diameter of the plaques (not shown).
These results suggest that overexpression of APN partially impairs the virus production. To
extend this observation, we analyzed virus production by cell radioactive labeling and rate
zonal centrifugation of virus particles released in the supernatant (Fig. 1). Virus particles were
consistently found in lower amount in ST-APN cells supernatant compared to that in ST
cells. As quantified by autoradiography scanning (and in these experimental conditions),
ST-APN clones produced 10 to 50 less virus than in ST cells. The relative proportion of the
three main structural proteins S, M and N did not appear to be modified in virions produced
in ST-APN cells.

OverexpreSSlOn of TGEV Cell Receptor ImpairS the Production of ViruS Particles
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Table 1. TGEV mfectIous ViruS production m
ST and ST-APN cell clones
ViruS productlOn a
(PFU Iml)

Cellime
ST cells clone 2
ST cells clone 3
ST cells clone 7
ST APN cells clone 2
SR APN cells clone II

I 3 x 10 8

39 x 10 8
49 x 10 8
<50 x 104
<50 x 104

aTotal mfectlVlty titer was determmed 20 h post
mfectlOn by plaque assay on ST cells

S Maturation in ST-APN Cells
A possible explanatIOn for the down-productIOn of ViruS III ST-APN cells IS
that mtracellular APN affects the bIOsyntheSIS of the S protem The syntheSIS of Viral
antigens was analyzed by cell radIOactive labehng and Immunopreclpitatton Simtiar
amounts of neosyntheslzed structural protems were observed m ST and ST-APN cells
(not shown) Moreover, the rate of S converSIOn from the 175K band (Endo H sensitive
form of S) mto the 220K band (Endo H reslstant)5 was not modified m the ST-APN
cells (Fig 2)

-

--

ST-APN

ST-APN I W26

ST-APN I Ab23

ST

ST-APN I 51.13

ST-APN I 5.2

Figure 1. ViruS productIOn m ST and ST APN cells Five hours p I cells were mcubated or mock mcubated
With the mdlcated antibodies W26 Ab23 (anti APN) or 51 13 52 (anti S) Nme hours p I cell supernatants
were fractIOnated by rate zonal centnfugatlOn Even fractIOns were ImmunopreclpItated With anti S Nand
M antibodies Viral polypeptides were Visualized by 8 to 15% polyacrylamide gradient SDS-PAGE and
autoradIOgraphy
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Figure 2. TGEV S protein maturation in
ST and ST-APN cells. Cells were radiolabeled for 15 min, then chased 0 to 120 min.
Immunoprecipitates with antibody 51.13
were resolved on an autoradiographed 8%
SDS-PAGE.

An Anti-APN Antibody Restores Virus Production in ST-APN Cells
To determine if virus down-production in ST-APN cells could involve a late event in
the virus maturation, we incubated infected cells with an anti-receptor antibody four hours
p.i. The anti-APN antibody bound to APN is expected to be endocytosed and to reach
intracellular vacuoles 6 , Interestingly, this resulted in an increased virus amount up to a level
comparable to that in normal ST cells (Fig. I). This effect was observed at concentrations
of antibody as low as 1.25 Ilg/ml (not shown). Two anti-spike antibodies were used as
controls, with one of them (51.13) having a strong neutralizing activity4. None of these
antibodies was found to increase the amount of virus present in the cell supernatant.

Level of APN Expression and Virus Production in pAPN-BHK Cell
Clones
Seven clones derived from the BHK-21 cells and expressing variable amount of
recombinant pAPN were selected. All of them were susceptible to TGEV as shown by
measurement of the cytopathic effect induced by the infection. Fig. 3 shows that four
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Figure 3. TGEV infectious virus production in seven BHK

0.5
APN

1

activity (0.0 .)

1.5

pAPN-expressing clones. Total infectivity titer was determined 20h p.i. by plaque assay on ST cells. APN activity was
quantified by cleavage ofthe chromogenic substrate leucine
p-nitroanilide.
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Table 2. TGEV mfectIOus VIruS productlon m MDCK cell clones
APN actlVlty
(uU/ml)

Cellime
MDCK-APN cl
MDCK-APN cl
MDCK-APN cl
MDCK-APN cl
MDCK-APN cl
MDCK
ST

1
2
3
12
21

1583
1625
1282
35
37
32
20

ViruS productIOn"
(PFU Iml)
5
160
35
1 6 x 103
59 x 102
46x103
5 x 107

"Total mfectlVlty titer was determmed 20 h post mfectlOn by plaque
assay on ST cells

BHK-denved clones expressIng low amount of pAPN produced Infectlous Vlflons In the
same range as the hIghly pemusslve SWIne testls cell hne ST (lxl06 to 6xl06 P fu Iml) In
contrast, the three BHK clones expressIng hIgh amount of pAPN produced few amount of
partlcles Thus, hke In ST cells, we observed an Inverse correlatIOn between the capacIty of
the clones to produce InfectIOus VIruS and theIr level of pAPN expreSSIOn

MDCK Cells Are Refractory to TGEV Virion Production
In a earher study, we showed that three MDCK denved clones expressIng large
quantItIes of pAPN faIled to produce VlfUS I To see whether It was due to the level of APN
expreSSIOn, two MDCK clones transfected wIth pAPN-cDNA were selected on both theIr
acqUlred susceptIblhty to TGEV by measurement of the c p e Induced by the InfectIOn and
on an APN aCtlvlty of the same range than the parental MDCK cell hne TItratIOn of Infectlous
VIral progeny produced In the five MDCK clones shown that all of them falied to produce
InfectIOus partlcles compared to ST cells (Table 2) The low tIter observed wIth the MDCK
clones overexpreSSIng pAPN was probably due to a better endocytosIS and uncoatIng ofthe
mfectIOus VIruS, thus lowermg the tlter of the reSIdual mput VIruS ThIS observatIOn mdlcates
that, m contrast to that found In ST and BHK cells, the ImpaIred VIruS productIOn IS not
related to an overexpreSSIOn of APN

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we InvestIgated the correlatIOn between the level of receptor
expressIOn and the productIOn ofTGE Vlflons m dIfferent cell systems As a maIn result, we
observed a strong negatlve correlatlon between the level ofpAPN receptor expreSSIOn and
the ablhty of the cell to produce VIruS partlcles m two dIfferent cell hnes the swme testls
cell lme ST, naturally susceptlble to TGEV and the baby hamster kIdney cell hne BHK,
susceptible after pAPN-cDNA transfectIOn A lO,OOO-fold reductlon of the VIruS productIOn
was observed In ST clones overexpressIng APN compared to that In non-transfected clones
Simliar observatIOns were made WIth BHK clones It was also observed that the VIruS plaque
formed In ST-APN cells were reduced In SIze, a findIng WhICh corroborates the decreased
InfectIOus VIruS productlon ConcomItantly, the efficIency of plaquIng was found to be
slgmficantly enhanced m these cells, thus IndIcatIng that the amount of receptor on the cell
surface IS a hmItmg parameter In the VIral adsorptIon A senes of expenments were carrIed
out In an attempt to Identify the step of the VIrus cycle potentlally affected m APN-overex-
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pressing cells. First, we tried to detect an intracellular interaction between the S spike and
pAPN in pAPN-overexpressing clones without obtaming clear evidence for this (not shown).
Moreover, pulse chase experiments showed that S transport (conversIOn from a endoH
sensItive to a endoH resistant form) was Identical in ST-APN and in ST cells (half time,
40mn). ThIS suggests that, if there is a bindmg between APN and S inside the endoplasmic
reticulum or the Golgi apparatus, it does not interfere wIth the spike maturatIOn. Another
possibility was that APN bound to S later in the virus cycle, during the budding or the release
of the VIruS from the cellular membranes. The fact that the addition of an anti-pAPN antibody
is able to restore a vinon production nearly identical to that obtained with ST cells showed
that the defectiveness of ST-APN cells to produce Vlflon mvolved a late event in the virus
replication cycle, such as a APN-S binding in virus secretion vesicles. To explore this
hypothesIs, we plan to compare the VIruS maturation m ST and ST-APN cells by electron
mIcroscopy.
The above observations raise the question of how TGEV can replicate and propagate
effiCIently m the natural target cells, the enterocytes 7, which are known to express APN at a
level equivalent, if not hIgher, than the overexpressing cell lines here studied. An attractive
explanation is that a productive infection in VIVO mvolves a virus-driven down-regulation
of the pool of receptor molecules, as recently evidenced for other viruses 8,9.
A third cell line, MDCK, was mvestigated m the present study. At difference with
the ST and the BHK cells, MDCK cell clones expressmg APN at a low level were still
deficient for infectious virus production. As a confirmation, no plaque formation could be
obtained in APN-MDCK cells. Nevertheless, as previously reported, infectIOn of the cells
at a hIgh m.oj. led to a strong cytopathIc effect as well as to viral antigen synthesis J. Thus,
the virus production IS unlikely to involve an early step of the virus cycle. Such an abortive
replication clearly differs of the situation reported for human APN-expressmg MDCK clones
infected with HCV-229EJO or for MDCK cells transfected with fehne caliclVlrus genomic
RNA JJ, where no VIral synthesis could be detected. Elucldatmg whIch step of TGEV
replication is severely ImpaIred m pAPN-expressmg MDCK cells might contnbute to a better
understandmg of the coronavlrus assembly or buddmg processes.
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IDENTIFICATION OF 120 kD AND 30 kD
RECEPTORS FOR HUMAN CORONAVIRUS
OC43 IN CELL MEMBRANE PREPARATIONS
FROM NEWBORN MOUSE BRAIN

Arlene R. Collins
Department of Microbiology
State University of New York At Buffalo
Buffalo, New York

ABSTRACT
A biotinylated virus overlay was used to identify a 120kD virus-binding molecule in
dissociated newborn mouse brain (nmb) cell suspensions after separation of the proteins by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, electroblotting, and blockage of non-specific binding
sites. The virus-binding molecule was not detected in adult mouse brain cell suspensions.
Mannose- and glucose-rich glycoproteins from nmb cell membranes were selected by
ConA-Sepharose (Pharmacia) chromatography. A 30kD virus-binding molecule was eluted
by 0.2 M alpha-methyl-D-mannoside. O-linked sialic acid, a receptor component, was
identified in the eluate.

INTRODUCTION
OC43 is a human respiratory virus in the Coronaviridae family which has been adapted
to grow in suckling mice and cause a lethal neurotropic infection. Infected mice display a
selective tropism toward neurons I. Astrocytes also are susceptible to infection in vitro but do
not produce infectious virus 2• Cultured human embryo brain cells can be infected as well as the
human astroglioma cell line, U8? -MG3. A study of the molecular basis of murine neuronal cell
susceptibility was initiated to find a tissue specific receptor for the virus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Whole brain was removed from 203 litters of euthanized, 4, 7, and 10 day old
C57BLl6K mice. The tissue was dissociated by passage through a 202 ~m pore size nylon
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
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mesh, washed 5 times in 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.2 (PBS), and lysed in lysis
buffer (20 mM Tris-HCL, pH 8.0, 1 nM Na-EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride, 1% nonidet p-40, 0.02% NaAzide). Insoluble material was removed by
centrifugation at 100,000 x g for 1 h. Celllysates were stored at -70°C.
Human coronavirus OC43, obtained from G. Gerna, was propagated and assayed by
plaque formation in MRC-5 cells 4 . For biotinylation, supernatant virus was harvested from
RD cells, and concentrated 100-fold by ultracentrifugation and mixed with an equal volume
of 0.1 mg/ml NHS-Biotin (Sigma) in PBS for 10 min at O°C, then dialyzed overnight against
100 volumes of cold PBS, changing the buffer once. Biotinylated virus was titrated for
infectivity and stored at -70°C.
Celllysates (3 -15 /lm volumes) were separated on 10% SDS-Page cells and electroblotted to Immobilon (Millipore). The substrate was blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin
(BSA) in 0.01 M Tris-HCL, pH 7.5, 0.15 M NaCI (TBS) for 30 min at 37°C and 0.1 M
alpha-methyl-D-mannoside in PBS for 20 min at 26°C to reduce nonspecific binding of
avidin to lectins. To detect virus binding proteins, the blot was probed with biotinylated
OC43 virus (512 hemagglutinating units) in PBS for 1 h at 26°C and washed three times in
TBS-O.l % BSA. Bound virus was visualized by incubation with avidin conjugated to
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) at 1: 1000 dilution in TBS-O.l % BSA and developed in TBS
containing 0.5 mg/ml 4-chloro-l-naphthol and 0.03% H20 2• As controls for specificity of
the reaction, the substrate was probed with avidin HRP alone, or unbiotinylated virus, rabbit
anti-OC43 antibody (1 :2000), and goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to HRP (1: 1000), or rabbit
anti-carcinoembryonic antigen (DAKO, 1:200) and the secondary antibody. Probing with
antibody gave a high background.
Mouse brain cell lysate was dialyzed overnight against 200 volumes of PBS. The
dialysate was mixed with an equal volume of ConA-Sepharose (25%) in binding buffer
(20mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.4, p.5 M NaCl) and incubated for 1.5 h at 4°C with gentle rocking.
After centrifugation at 300 x g for 1 min, the supernatant was saved and the procedure
was repeated once. To elute bound glycoproteins, the ConA- Sepharose was resuspended
m two volumes of PBS containing 0.2 M a-methyl-D-mannoside, and left overnight at
4°C.
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Figure 1. IdentificatIOn of the OC43 receptor m mouse bram celilysates by the solid phase ViruS bmdmg assay
usmg blOtmylated ViruS (A) Lanes 1-4 seven-day-old mouse bram cell lysate at IS, 10,6, and 3 ml volumes.
Lane 5 molecular weight markers, from the top 97,66,45, and 33 kD bands respectively (B) Lane I molecular
weight markers 116, 97, 66, 45, and 33, 21 kD Lane 2 four-day-old mouse bram lysate after dialYSIS agamst
PBS, 10 ml Lane 3 and 4 First and second supernatant from ConAabsorptlOn, 10 ml Lane 5 Eluate from
ConA elution with 0 2 M B a-methyl-D-mannoslde, 10 ml Arrow mdlcates the 30kD receptor.
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Table 1. Inhibition of viral esterase cleavage of
pNPA by neuronal membrane glycoproteins
Sample"

Rate b at OD405

conc OC43

Q.4005

conc OC43 + eluted fractIOn

0.0337

"20 III of each component III 0.5 ml PBS contallllllg 100 Ilg
pNPA
bumts per mill; 10 mill total time O-smhc aCid content was
measured by reduction III absorbance at OD405 due to
slalated glycoprotellls III competitIOn With
para-mtrophenylacetate (pNPA) for Viral esterase 6

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Since OC43 virus selectivity infects neurons, dissociated whole brain cell membrane
lysate from 7-day-old mice was probed for biotinylated virus binding in the solid phase assay.
Shown by Figure lA, a single receptor was visible at molecular weight 120kD. When the
substrate was probed with antibody to carcinoembryonic antigen, the 120kD receptor
detected by unbiotinylated virus, appeared to be unrelated. This unique receptor may explain
the selective tropism of the virus for neural cells. Further work must be done using embryonic
or immature human neurons for comparison.
Since ConA adsorbs HIV-I envelope glycoproteins which subsequently are able to
bind antibodies to all of the conformational epitopes of gp120 5, mouse brain glycoproteins
from 4-day-old mice, released after absorption to ConA-Sepharose, were probed with
biotinylated virus in the solid phase assay. Figure IB shows that the eluted fraction contained
a 30kD receptor molecule. The eluate contained glycoproteins selected during adsorption in
0.5 M NaCI binding buffer. The eluted glycoproteins may be in a conformation which is
more easily recognized by the virus and should be useful for molecular and immunological
analysis. The dialysate prior to adsorption no longer displayed the single 120kD receptor
but contamed multiple bands of reactIvity. This was probably due to dissociation of the
receptor following removal of the detergent. Dialysis replaced Mn2+ and Ca2+ which are
essential for ConA binding. No specific virus binding activity was detected in the supernatant
binding buffer after ConA adsorption.
The eluate was further tested for O-sialic acid content in a substrate completion assay
for the viral esterase. In the presence of eluate fraction, the rate of esterase cleavage of pNPA
was reduced >90% indicating that a competing substrate was being cleaved.
The assistance of Dr. Roger K. Cunningham in collecting newborn mice and of
Jeanette McGuire in preparing the manuscript is gratefully acknowledged.
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INTRODUCTION
Replication of mouse hepatitis virus is initiated by translation and processing of the
gene I polyprotein. The increasing complexity of this pattern of replicase protein expression
is becoming apparent. MHV-A59 encodes approximately 800 kDa of polypeptide within the
two overlapping open reading frames of gene I. In addition, at least one proteinase activity
encoded by gene I has been identified l ,2 and two more are predicted, along with putative
polymerase, helicase, NTP binding and possibly growth factor like proteins 3-5. Only the first
380 kDa of protein products ofMHV gene 1 ORF la have been described and characterized
as to the pattern of expression and processing in virus infected cells 6 . Specifically, proteins
of N-p28-65-290-C constitute the initial translation products of this region. The cleavage
between p28 and p65 has been best described, both in vitro and in virus-infected cells 7 . As
of yet no specific functions have been ascribed to any of these proteins. Thus a great deal
remains to be learned about the processing pattern and functions of MHV gene I encoded
proteins.
Based on sequence analysis and demonstrated activity of an ORF I a encoded
proteinase, it is assumed that most or all of the processing of the gene I polyprotein is effected
by viral proteinases. Thus, one of the tools which has been extensively used in the
investigation of gene I expression is the addition of proteinase inhibitors to in vitro or
intracellular translation reactions, in order to determine the effect on polyprotein expression
and to determine the specificity of proteolytic events involved in maturation of gene I
products. The processing of the N-terminal protein p28 was defined based on the inhibition
of appearance in the presence ofleupeptin or ZnCll Subsequently, the cleavage of the p290
protein into p50 and p240 in cells was also defined in part by to its inhibition in the presence
of leupeptin7.
Leupeptin is an amino acid aldehyde (N-acetyl-Ieu-Ieu-arg-aldehyde), which inhibits
most cysteine and trypsin-like serine proteinases 9 . Leupeptin acts by forming a stable,
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noncleavable tetrahedral intermediate in the substrate binding region of the proteinase.
However leupeptin is a reversible inhibitor, and is also degradable, so we have sought more
stable, irreversible inhibitors of specific serine and cysteine proteinase inhibitors to allow
more careful dissection of the proteolytic pathway of the gene 1 polyprotein. One such agent
which will be described in this paper is e64 (L-trans epoxysuccinyl-Ieucylamido(4guanidino)butane), a specific inhibitor of cysteine (thiol) proteinases such as calpain,
cathepsin B and papain 10. E64 irreversibly binds the thiol group of cysteine catalytic residues,
thereby inactivating the proteinase molecule. Thus e64 is considered an excellent active site
titrant for studies of cysteine proteinases. We have utilized e64d, the uncharged diethyl ester
derivative of e64, because of its excellent cell penetrability. This agent has previously been
used to describe inhibition ofL proteinase of the picornavirus, foot and mouth disease virus
(FMDV) II. Leupeptin and e64d both can penetrate cells, and both are very non toxic to cell
mono layers and to mice, and thus make excellent agents to study effects on virus protein
processing in virus infected cells or intact animals.
During studies of polyprotein processing in MHV-AS9 infected DBT cells 12, we
observed that addition of either leupeptin or e64d to media at early times of infection resulted
in significantly decreased viral syncytia formation. If the inhibitor is added early enough,
the yield of viral nonstructural proteins at 8-10 hours is markedly decreased (Denison,
unpublished data). The present studies are predicated on that observation and the hypothesis
that the presence of proteinase inhibitors diminishes virus replication by acting at the level
of inhibition of gene I polyprotein processing, an essential step in virus replication. We here
show that both leupeptin and e64d inhibit MHV-AS9 virus replication in DBT cells.
Leupeptin and e64d both result in diminished viral RNA synthesis and infectious virus, even
when added at relatively late times post infection. Thus polyprotein processing appears to
be required throughout infection in order for ongoing RNA synthesis to occur.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus stocks, cells, and proteinase inhibitors. Stocks of MHV-AS9 were plaque
purified times three and passaged at low MOl prior to use. DBT cells were used for virus
growth, isolation, infected celllysates and plaque assayl2. Cells were maintained in DMEM
10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and infections were performed in DMEM 2% FCS. Leupeptin
was obtained from Sigma, and was dissolved in water at stock concentrations of200mM and
used at final concentrations of 2mM. E64d was originally obtained from Phil Sonnett at the
USDA. Subsequently e64d was obtained from Matreya Inc. E64d was dissolved in DMSO
at a stock concentration of 100mg/ml and used at concentrations of SOO Ilg/ml in DMEM
2% FCS.
Plaque assays. Plaque assays were performed on confluent mono layers ofDBT cells
in six-well plates. Cells were infected for 30 minutes at 37°C with virus from media
supernatants diluted in gel saline, followed by media/agar overlay for 24-30 hours and
subsequent addition of agar containing 0.02% neutral red for 6-12 hours with counting of
clear plaques. All plaque assays were performed in duplicate and the experiments were
repeated twice.
Determination of infectious virus and cytopathic effect. Confluent mono layers of
DBT cells in 60mm petri dishes were infected with MHV-A59 at an MOl of 20 PFU/cell in
DMEM 2% FCS for 30 min. at 37° C. Plates were rinsed with Tris-saline pH 7.4 three times
prior to addition of overlay media. For assays of infectious virus, mono layers were overlayed
with 2ml of media and 100111 aliquots were removed at the time points indicated in the
individual experiments. For assay of proteinase inhibitors, leupeptin (2mM) or e64d
(500Ilg/ml) was added to the media I hour pj. Monolayers were carefully observed by two
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independent observers who were blinded to each other, and estimates were made of the
percent involvement of each monolayer by virus-induced syncytiae prior to determination
of supernatant virus titers.
Determination of viral RNA synthesis. Infection was initiated exactly as described
above. Actinomycin D was added to the media at a final concentration of IOllg/ml at 4 hours
p.i. when determinations of RNA synthesis were to be made at 8-9 hrs p.i. [3H] uri dine (NEN)
was added at a final concentration of 200IlCi/ml at times indicated in the presence of
leupeptin (2mM) or e64d (50011g/ml) added as shown in individual experiments. At the end
of the labeling period, plates were washed on ice with PBS times three, lysed in hypotonic
solution containing 1% SDS, and lysates were passed through a 23 gauge needle. Aliquots
were taken for determination ofTCA insoluble radioactivity, and were always performed in
triplicate.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Leupeptin Inhibition of Virus Titer and RNA Synthesis
We first investigated the effect of leupeptin on MHV-A59 virus replication in single
cycle growth experiments in DBT cells by adding leupeptin at 1 hour p.i. to the overlying
media, with or without supplementation every three hours throughout the infectious cycle
(Figure 1).
Visually, we observed a delay in the appearance of viral syncytia in the leupeptintreated cells. When virus titer was determined at the various time points, the eclipse phase
of virus replication was markedly affected at all concentrations ofleupeptin, with a delay of
4-6 hours, compared with the control infection, before increases in supernatant virus titers
were observed. Virus titers in leupeptin-treated cells were diminished at all times points
compared with controls, with the most marked reduction measured in those cells treated with
2mM leupeptin and supplemented every 3 hours, where 2.8 log reductions in virus titer were
noted at 12 hours post infection.
We next investigated the importance of time of addition of leupeptin on replication
inhibition. In the single-cycle growth experiments, leupeptin was added 1 hour after
infection, and the results were therefore consistent with inhibition of an event occurring after
binding and entry (Figure 2). Therefore we sought to determine whether leupeptin resulted
in inhibition of viral RNA synthesis as a marker of inhibition of maturation of proteins
expressed from gene 1. DBT cells were infected with MHV-A59 and 2mM leupeptin was
added at various times from -1 hr to 8 hrs after infection. In parallel experiments we measured
either virus titer at 8 hours after infection or uptake of [3H]uridine into actinomycin D
resistant RNA at 8 to 9 hours after infection. When leupeptin was added at or before 2 hrs
pj., there was a greater than 90% reduction in supernatant virus titer measured at 9 hrs pi.
The titer was substantially decreased when leupeptin was added as late as 7 hrs pj.,
suggesting interference with an ongoing intracellular process, such as protein translation,
processing or RNA synthesis.
DBT cell morphology, cell replication, and protein and RNA synthesis were unaffected by the presence of up to 10mM leupeptin, indicating that the effect on MHV-A59
replication was not due to cellular cytotoxicity(data not shown). There did not appear to be
any direct antiviral effect of leupeptin on the virus, since incubation of stock virus with
leupeptin did not reduce measurable virus titer. Leupeptin also did not interfere with
maturation cleavage of the spike (S) surface glycoprotein. No increase in infectious virus
particles was observed when MHV grown in the presence of leupeptin was incubated with
trypsin at 37°C for up to two hours. These data strongly suggest that early proteolytic events,
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Figure 1. InhibitIOn of MHV-A59 replIcatIOn by leupeptlll. InfectIOns were performed as descnbed

III Matenals and Methods Monolayers ofDBT cells were mfected with MHV-AS9 at an MOl of 10 PFU/ml Leupeptm
was mltIally added at I hrp I to all plates except the control (no leu). For those plates which were supplemented,
leupeptm was added at 3 hour mtervals directly to the media. Samples were obtamed at the tImes mdlcated
and tIter was determmed by plaque assay on DBT cell mono layers

possibly those important for ORF la processing, may be the site of leupeptin-mediated
inhibition of MHV replication.
The results of the parallel experiment, in which viral RNA was labeled with [3H]
uridine in the presence of actinomycin D, are shown in Figure 2. The results are surprisingly
similar to those found when measuring infectious virus titer. When leupeptin was added
before 2 hrs pi, viral RNA synthesis at late times was at or below the level of mock-infected
control cells in the presence of actinomycin, or essentially absent. Also similar to the virus
titer experiment, addition of leupeptin up to 7 hrs p.i. resulted in a significant reduction in
viral RNA synthesis at 8 to 9 hours. Together, the results of these experiments indicate that
an ongoing intracelluar viral replication event is inhibited by leupeptin, and that the
inhibition manifests as diminished RNA synthesis with concomitant reduction in virus titer.

E64d Inhibition of MHV-A59 RNA Synthesis and Replication
Because leupeptin is a reversible inhibitor, and because of its broad specificity for
both cysteine and serine proteinases, it is not possible to state whether the need for
supplementation and the decreasing inhibition when added at late times of infection is due
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Figure 2. Leupeptm mhlbltlon of MHV-AS9 rephcatlOn and RNA synthesIs A) ViruS titer at 9 hours p I
Leupeptm was added at the times p I mdlCated, except for the control, to which no leupeptm was added.
Supernatant ViruS was harvested at 9 hours post mfectlOn and tltered on DBT cells B) IncorporatIOn of
eH]undme mto viral RNA Leupeptm was added at the times p I mdlcated Actmomycm D was added to ViruS
mfected mono layers at 4 hrs p I and eH]undme was added from 8-9 hrs pi, followed by cell lYSIS and
measurement ofTCA msoluble radIOactiVity "Unmf' mdlcates unmfected cells m the presence of actmomycm
D and "no leu" mdlcates mfected cells m the presence of actmomycm D but m the absence of leupeptm

to reversibility of inhibition or synthesis of new proteinase molecules. Thus we investigated
the inhibition of replication with e64d, the specific, irreversible cysteine proteinase inhibitor.
This was potentially a good agent because all of the known or predicted gene I-encoded
proteinases are thought to possess cysteine catalytic residues. In addition, its irreversible
inhibition is such that binding to a molecule of proteinase eliminates that molecule. Therefore
any late resumption of replication can be attributed the activity of newly available proteinase.
Finally, it has been shown that e64d inhibits at least one cleavage in the gene I polyprotein,
at the carboxy terminus of p6SI3. We first repeated the single cycle growth experiments with
SOO/-lg/ml of e64d during MHV-AS9 infection ofDBT cells, and visually estimated percent
involvement in syncytiae prior to titering supernatant virus at various time points from 0 to
24 hours (Figure 3).
E64d added at 1 hour pj. completely blocked virus replication as measured both by
titer and visible cytopathic effect when compared to control. At 10 hours post infection, there
were no syncytia visible in the e64d treated plates, and virus titer was diminished greater
than 6 logs compared to the control. E64d was added at only one time, 1 hr pj.; thus it was
interesting that replication as measured by both titer and syncytia estimates recommenced
after a 12-16 hour lag. This indicated both that the cell monolayer was not adversely affected
by the e64d and that the inhibitor was exhausted, possibly by a combination of degradation
and binding to proteinase. These results were entirely consonant with those observed with
leupeptin, but the inhibition was much more complete.
We next examined the effect of e64d on viral RNA synthesis, in order to assess the
degree of inhibition and to determine the role of time of addition (Figure 4). Similar to
leupeptin, e64d had no effect on cellular RNA synthesis in the absence of actinomycin d at
8 hours after addition, which was consistent with experience with other cell types II.
In contrast, the addition of e64d (SOO/-lg/ml) at any time from -1 to 7 hours pj. resulted
in complete ablation of viral RNA synthesis as measured by actinomycin D resistant [3H]
uridine incorporation at 8-9 hrs pi. These results show that e64d can inhibit new RNA
synthesis for more than 9 hours when added at the beginning of infection, and also
demonstrate that the half-life of that inhibition is short, likely less than 1 hour. This was
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Figure 3. InhibitIOn of MHV-AS9 VIrus replicatIOn by e64d Smgle cycle
growth ofMHV-AS9 m DBT cells was
determmed The monolayer was mfected at an MOl of 20 m absence protemase mhlbltor (Control), or e64d
(SOO).lg/ml m DMSO) The percent mvolvement of the monolayer m viral
syncytia was determmed as descnbed
m the Matenals and Methods Ahquots
of overlymg media were taken at the
time pomts mdlcated and titer determmed. The log titer IS to the left of the
figure and the %syncytla to the nght

consistent with the results obtained with leupeptin, but was more rapid acting and complete
when added at late times of infection.

Requirement for Continuous Proteolytic Processing in MHV Replication
Both Jeupeptin and e64d have been used to inhibit processing of the gene J poJyprotein. We here demonstrate that the addition of either of these agents to virus infected cells

Incorporation 8-9 hrs pi
3 H uridine cpm

-1

0 1 2 4 6 7
E64d addition (hrs pi)

Figure 4. Time of addition of e64d and InhibitIOn
of RNA syntheSIS 60mm plates of confluent DBT
cells were mfected at an MOl of20 Actmomycm
D (lO).lg/ml) was added to all mfected cells and
one umnfected plate at 4 hrs p I E64d was added
to the media of mfected cells at the times mdlcated
from -1 hr to 7 hrs pi, It was added to the
unmfected cell control at 1 hr after mock mfectlon No e64d was added to the mfected control.
[3Hlundme was added at 200).lCl/ml at 8 hrs p.l.
and cells were lysed at 9 hrs p I after a one hour
labelmg penod TCA msolub1e mcorporatlOn mto
RNA was detennmed
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mhlblts new viral RNA synthesIs, and therefore output ViruS titer The effect on titer more
Impressive at early times ofmfectlOn, whereas even at late times of addition, RNA synthesIs
measured shortly after additIOn IS already dlmllllshed E64d mhlblted ViruS replicatIOn to a
greater extent than leupeptm (50 vs 28 log reduction at 8-10 hrs), and also demonstrated a
longer duratIOn ofmhlbltIon (up to 16 hrs) E64d also more completely mhlblted new Viral
RNA syntheSIS (>90%) at late times ofmfectlOn (7 hrs pi) than leupeptm
Together the results obtamed With leupeptm and e64d suggest a model m which
contmued protem and expressIOn and processmg, IS reqUired for Viral RNA syntheSIS to
occur, and that mterference With processmg allows rapid depletion of the protems mvolved
m the RNA syntheSIS activIties It has been preVIOusly demonstrated than ongomg protem
syntheSIS IS necessary for coronavlrus RNA synthesIs 14, and our data show that processmg
IS reqUired as well Early mhlbltIon of proteolYSIS may result m markedly dlmmlshed RNA
templates for transcnptIon, protem syntheSIS, and packagmg mto progeny Vlflons Our
results further suggest that some of the protems mvolved m RNA syntheSIS, whether
polymerases directly or protemases more mdlrectly, have a short half-life of actlVlty dunng
replicatIOn, rather than bemg contmuously available throughout mfectlOn once translated
and processed As the entire scheme of gene 1 polyprotem processmg becomes apparent,
these protemase mhlbltors will allow us to assess speCifically which proteolytiC events are
reqUired for ongomg RNA syntheSIS
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INHIBITION OF VIRAL MULTIPLICATION IN
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ABSTRACT
Two hammerhead ribozymes targeted against the polymerase gene of mouse hepatitis
virus (MHV), which consisted of 22-nucleotide (nt) ribozyme core sequences and antisense
sequences of different lengths, 243-nt (S-ribozyme) and 926-nt (L-ribozyme), were tested
for their inhibitory effects on viral multiplication. Vectors that expressed the ribozymes were
transfected into mouse DBT cells and several resulting cell lines constitutively expressing
the ribozymes were selected and examined for intracellular MHV multiplication in acute and
chronic stages of infection. The production of infectious progeny viral particles was
significantly reduced in the transfected cell lines expressing either the S-ribozyme or
L-ribozyme in acute infection. Although the in vitro cleavage process ofthe L-ribozyme was
slower than that of the S-ribozyme, no difference was observed in inhibitory effects on MHV
multiplication between S- and L-ribozymes in the transfected cells. In the transfected cells
expressing L-ribozymes, production of viral particles was also inhibited in the chronic stage
of MHV infection.

INTRODUCTION
Ribozymes, antisense agents, are catalytic RNAs that are able to cleave the
phosphodiester bonds of target RNAs in a sequence-specific mannerl. The hammerhead

ribozymes contain two separable functional regions: a catalytic core region containing
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several conserved bases, which cleaves the target RNA, and flanking regions that direct
the ribozyme core to the specific target site by nucleic acid complementarity2,3. By
attaching the core regions to sequences complementary to those flanking the selected
target site, NUX (where N is any base and X is U, C or A), ribozymes can be designed
to specifically cleave any target RNA molecules. Although ribozymes are worthy of
evaluation as potential antiviral agents, they have been shown to exert an effect on only
a few animal viruses 4,5,6. In the present study, we constructed two hammerhead ribozymes
with antisense sequences of different lengths, which were expected to cleave the positive-stranded genomic RNA at the 5' portion and examined the effects of the ribozymes
on MHVmultiplication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
I. Cell and virus infection: Mouse astrocytoma DBT cells 7 were cultured in Eagle's
minimum essential medium (MEM) with 5% calf serum (CS) at 37°C in an
atmosphere of 5% C02. The JHM strain of MHV 8 was propagated in DBT cells.
Cells chronically infected with MHV were established essentially according to
the method of Hirano et a1 9•
2. Construction of expression vectors: First-strand cDNA was synthesized from
virion RNA using primer oligonucleotide (4) (Fig. la). The cDNA was used as a
template for PCR amplification. To compare the cleavage efficiencies of ribozymes with different lengths, we constructed vectors which expressed ribozymes containing the 243-nt and 926-nt antisense sequences corresponding to
+224 to 467-nt and +224 to +1150-nt of genomic RNA, respectively. These
ribozymes are referred to as S-ribozyme and L-ribozyme, respectively. The PCR
product using oligonucleotides (2) containing the catalytic domains of hammerhead ribozymes, and primer (3) was cloned into pBluescriptII KS(+). The Pst!
fragment of this plasmid was subsequently recloned into pBluescriptII KS( +) and
designated pBlue.Ribol (Fig. la). The 945-base pair (b.p.) and 267-b.p. fragments
containing ribozyme sequences were cloned into the expression vector, pEF 321 10
and are referred to as pEF L-Ribo and pEF S-Ribo, respectively (Fig. 1b). A vector
that expressed the 243-nt antisense RNA containing no ribozyme sequence was
constructed (pEF AS). For the synthesis of S-ribozyme in vitro, a 267-b.p.
BamHI-fragment of pBlue.Ribol was recloned into pBluescriptII SK(+) and
designated pBlue.Rib02 (Fig. la). For construction of the vector which expressed
the target RNAs, the PCR product (l308-b.p.) using oligonucleotide primers (3)
and (I) was cloned into pBluescriptII SK(+) and designated pBlue.MHVtl. A
478-b.p. BamHI-fragment of pBlue.MHVtl was recloned into pBluescriptII
SK(+) and designated pBlue.MHVt2.
3. In vitro cleavage reactions: Target and ribozyme RNAs were synthesized from
linearized pBlue.MHVt2, pBlue.MHVtl, pBlue.Rib02 and pBlue.Ribol DNA by
T3 RNA polymerase in vitro. Target RNAs were radiolabeled with [a_ 32 p] UTP.
Cleavage reactions were carried out under the conditions described in the legend
to Fig. 2.
4. Transfection of the cells: DBT cells (lxI06) were cotransfected with pEF S-Ribo,
pEF L-Ribo or pEF AS, and pSV2-Neo DNA by the standard calcium phosphate
precipitation procedure II. One day after transfection, cells were selected in MEM
containing 5% CS and G418 (I mg/ml).
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Figure 1. Construction of vectors. (a) Construction of the ribozyme against the MHV polymerase gene.
Oligonucleotide (2) contained a hammerhead ribozyme core sequence (underlined). pBluescriptII SK(+)
(double line) and pBluescriptII KS( +) (single line). The restriction sites, B, BamHI; S, SmaI; P, PstI; H, HindII!.
AUG represents the putative initiation codon of the RNA polymerase gene. T3 and T7 represent the promoter
regIOns of RNA polymerases T3 and T7, respectively. + and - polarity represent the sense and antisense
directions of oligonucleotides toward the genomic RNA of MHV (b) Construction of expression vectors of
ribozymes, pEF S-Ribo and pEF L-Ribo. Poly A represents the SV40 poly A signal.

5. Assays: Plaque assays were performed to titrate infectious progeny viruses according to the method of Hirano et a1 7 . A viral adsorption assay was carried out
by the method of Asanaka and Lai l2 . The infectious center was assayed by the
method of Mizzen et al 13 .

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

1. Cleavage of the Target MHV-RNAs by Ribozymes in Vitro
Hammerhead ribozymes were designed to cleave the GUC sequence at nucleotide
238 in MHV-genomic RNA encoding RNA-dependent RNA polymerase l4 . To confirm that
the constructed ribozymes cleaved the target MHV-RNAs, we synthesized S- and L-ribozymes, and S-target (ST) and L-target (LT) RNA in vitro. S- and L-ribozymes contained
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Figure 2. Time kinetics ofribozyme reactions. The reaction mixtures with equal amounts ofS-ribozyme (SR)
and radiolabeled S-target RNA (ST) (a), L-ribozyme (LR) and radio labeled ST (b), SR and radiolabeled
L-target (LT) (c) or LR and radiolabeled LT (d), were incubated at 37°C in the presence of20 mM MgCl 2 for
omin (Lane 1),0.5 min (lane 2), 1 min (lane 3),5 min (lane 4), 15 min (lane 5), or 30 min (lane 6). PI (302-nt):
5'-cleavage product ofST, P2 (241-nt): 3'-cleavage product ofST, PI' (302-nt): 5'-cleavage product ofLT, P2'
(9l2-nt): 3'-cleavage product ofLT.

243-nt and 926-nt complementary sequences against MHV genomic RNA, respectively. ST
(543-nt) and LT (l214-nt) contained 467-nt (+ I to +467) and 1150-nt (+ 1 to + 1150) MHV
genomic RNA sequences, while ST and LT contained 76-nt and 64-nt plasmid sequences,
respectively. The cleavage reactions of target RNAs to ribozymes in vitro were dependent
on the ratio of ribozymes to target RN As, Mg2+ -concentration and reaction temperature (data
not shown). ST was almost completely cleaved to PI (302-nt) and P2 (24l-nt) during
incubation for I min with S-ribozyme and for 5 min with L-ribozyme. LT was cleaved to
PI' (302-nt) and P2' (9I2-nt) by the ribozymes, but the cleavage process of LT was
significantly slower than that of ST. These results showed that the constructed ribozymes
cleaved target RNAs at expected sites in vitro and that the cleavage reaction caused by
L-ribozyme occurred more slowly than that caused by S-ribozyme. Therefore, the length of
the ribozyme affected its cleavage efficiency in vitro. Tight hybrid formation between a
ribozyme and its target RNA due to long complementary sequences may result in suppression
of cyclization of the catalytic activity of ribozymes.

2. Inhibition of MHV Multiplication in the Acute Stage of Viral
Infection by Ribozymes
To investigate the effects of ribozymes on MHV multiplication in the cells, transfected cell lines expressing S-ribozyme (SR-l and SR-2) or L-ribozyme (LR-l and LR-2)
were established. These cell lines expressed ribozymes constitutively in their cytoplasm (data
not shown). We also established a cell line expressing antisense RNA (AS) and a cell line
which was transfected with vector pEF containing no-antisense and no-ribozyme sequences
(cont.). When the cells were infected with MHV at 0.1 and 1.0 m.o.i., the yields of infectious
viral particles from the cells expressing ribozymes were significantly reduced compared with
those from untransfected DBT cells, AS cells and cont. cells (Table 1). In the case at 5.0
m.o.i., the production of infectious viral particles was significantly inhibited in SR-! and
LR-2. The efficiency of inhibitory effects of ribozymes on MHV multiplication may be
dependent on the expression levels in the transfected cells (data not shown). When direct
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Table 1. Assays ofMHV-mfectlOn m acute mfectlOn
Plaque assay
Viral adsorptIOn assay

Yields of viral particles (p fu Iml)

DBT

viral tIter (p f u Iml)
2325 ± 363

01 rna I
274 ± 0 64 x 105

10 mo I
1 49 ± 0 03 x 106

5 Omo I
I 79 ± 0 25 x 10 6

SR-I
SR-2

4400 ± 9 50
6025 ± 1963

I 69 ± 0 35 x 104
I 08 ± 0 24 x 105

215 ± 0 44 x 104
2 97 ± 0 62 x 105

3 16 ± 0 22 x 105
l61±024x106

LR-I
LR-2

3600 ± 6 00
1600 ± I 00

I 75 ± 0 25 x 105
622±120x104

413±020x105
795±128x103

447 ± 0 05 x 10 6
2 13 ± 354 x 103

AS

2600 ± I 38

320±061x105

118±075x106

113±086xI06

Cell

cont

35 75 ± I 38
2 54 ± 0 05 x 106
396±018xl06
4 08 ± 0 19 x 10 6
Each value represents the average of four separate expenments ± standard deviatIOn (S D )

VIral adsorphon assays were performed, no dIfference was observed III the lllfechvlty of all
cell lInes (Table I) ThiS result showed that the lllhlbltIon of MHV mulhphcatIOn III the
transfected cells expresslllg nbozymes was not due to the change of adsorbablhty of MHV
to the cells Although the cleavage process ofL-nbozyme was slower than that ofS-nbozyme
III the cell-free reachons, no difference between the lllhibitory effects ofS- and L-nbozymes
on MHV mulhphcahon III transfected cells was observed These results suggest that the
length of the antisense sequence III thIS range may not affect the efficIency of the lllhlbltIOn
of viral mulhphcatIOn III lllfected cells
Unfortunately, we could not detect the cleavage products of viral RNA III the lllfected
cells ThiS might have been because of the unstabllIty of cleaved RNA products III the
cytoplasm of lllfected cells The possIbIlIty that the anhsense sequence per se lllhlblted the
expreSSIOn of the RNA polymerase gene could not be excluded However, Slllce vIral
mulhplIcahon III nbozyme-expresslllg cells was lllhlblted more effiCiently than III the cells
expresslllg anhsense RNA that contallled no nbozyme core sequence, It IS suggested that the
catalytIc cleavage actIVIty m mfected cells resulted m addItional mhibitIon of MHV multiplIcatIOn

3. Inhibition of MHV Multiplication in the Chronic Stage of Viral
Infection by Ribozymes
Slllce the MHV multIplIcatIOn was effectIVely lllhIblted by nbozymes III LR-2 cells
(Table I), thiS cell lllle was used for the examlllatIOn of lllhIbltOry effects of nbozymes III
chromc lllfechon by MHV As shown III Table 2, the number of lllfechous centers and the
YIeld of progeny viruses III chromcally lllfected LR-2 cells were slgmficantly lower than III
chromcally lllfected DBT cells at 104 days postlllfectIOn (d pi) No Viral partIcle was
observed III chromcally lllfected LR-2 cells at 200 and 250 d p I The syntheSIS of Viral
speCIfic RNAs was sIgmficantly lllhlbited III chromcally lllfected LR-2 cells compared to
chromcally lllfected DBT cells (data not shown) These results showed that MHV multIphcahon III the chromc stage of lllfectIOn was effechvely lllhlblted by nbozymes
In thiS paper, we showed that MHV multIplIcatIOn was effechvely lllhIblted by
nbozymes agalllst the RNA polymerase gene of MHV III acute and chromc stages of Viral
lllfectIon Thus, antIsense catalyhc RNA, nbozymes, might be a good antIViral therapeutIc
agent
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Table 2. InfectIOus centers and Yields of progeny viral partIcles m
chromcally mfected DBT cells and LR-2 cells
Days postmfectlOn
(d pI)
104
200
250

Cells

InfectIOus centers
(%*)

Yields of viral particles
(p fu Imlt)

DBT

297 ± I 00

5 87 ± 0 26 x 10 6

LR-2

031 + 0 09

o 83 + 0 23 x 10 6

DBT

057 ± 013

LR-2

ND~

3 92 ± 1 49 x 106
ND

DBT

141±003
ND

LR-2

1 81 ± 0 24 x 106
ND

*Percentage of plaque-formmg cells
tYlelds of viral particles were determmed by plaque assay
tN ot detected
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IDENTIFICATION OF A TRYPSIN-LIKE
SERINE PROTEINASE DOMAIN ENCODED
BY ORF la OF THE CORONAVIRUS IBV
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University of Cambridge
Tennis Court Road
Cambridge CB2 IQP, United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION
Avian infectious bronchitis virus (mV) is the prototype species of the Coronaviridae,
a family of enveloped viruses with large positive-stranded RNA genomes. The genomic RNA
ofIBV is 27.6 kilobases (kb) in length and contains at least 10 distinct open reading frames
(ORFs) (Boursnell et aI., 1987). Available evidence suggests that five sub genomic mRNA
species are produced in virus-infected cells. These mRNAs (mRNAs 2-6) together with the
genome-length mRNA (mRNAI) range in length from about 2 kb to 27.6 kb, and have been
shown to share a common 3' -terminus and to form a nested set structure (Stern and Kennedy,
1980ab). Three of these, mRNAs 2, 4 and 6, encode the major virion structural proteins spike
(S), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N), respectively (Stern and Sefton, 1984). Two of the
other mRNAs, mRNA 3 and mRNA 5, have recently been shown to encode three and two
viral proteins respectively (Smith et aI., 1990; Liu et aI., 1991; Liu and Inglis, 1992).
Nucleotide sequence analysis of the genomic RNA of mv has shown that the
5 '-terminal unique region ofmRNA I contains two large ORFs (la and Ib), with ORF la
having the potential to encode a polypeptide of 441K and Ib a polypeptide of 300K
(Boursnell et aI., 1987). The downstream ORF Ibis likely produced as a fusion protein of
741K with la by a ribosomal frameshift (Brierley et aI., 1987, 1989). The la-Ib fusion
polyprotein is expected to be cleaved by viral or cellular proteinases to produce functional
products associated with viral replication. Several putative functional domains were indeed
predicted in either ORF 1a or I b (Gorbalenya et aI., 1989). For example, a picornavirus
3C-like proteinase domain was located in ORFla between nucleotides 8937 and 9357 and
an RNA-dependent-RNA polymerase domain in ORFlb between nucleotides 14100 and
• Corresponding author.
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14798 (Gorbalenya et ai., 1989). We have recently reported the identification of a virus-specific 100 kDa polypeptide encoding by ORF Ib using a region-specific antiserum V58 (Liu
et ai., 1994). We show here experiments designed to identify and characterise the proteinase
domain responsible for proteolytic processing of this protein from the 1a-I b polyprotein.

METHODS AND RESULTS
Expression and Processing of the lOOK Polypeptide in a Transient
Eukaryotic Expression System
We have recently reported the identification of a 100 kDa polypeptide in IBV-infected
Vero cells using region-specific antiserum V58, which was raised in rabbits from bacterial
fusion protein containing IBV sequences from nucleotides 14492 to 15520. This result
suggests that the 100 kDa protein is encoded by the corresponding region of IBV ORF 1b
and proteolytic ally cleaved from the la-lb polyprotein (Liu et ai., 1994). To test this
possibility directly, two plasmids, pIBVlO and pIBVl1, which cover IBV sequences from
nucleotides 8693 to 13896 and 8693 to 16980 respectively, were expressed in Vero cells
using the system described by Fuerst et al (1986). Semi-confluent mono layers ofVero cells
were infected with 10 pfu per cell ofa recombinant vaccinia virus (vTF7-3) which expresses
the T7 phage RNA polymerase, transfected with plasmid DNA from pIBV 10 and pIBV 11
using lipofectin (Gibco-BRL) according to the manufacturer's instructions, and then labelled
with 25j..lCi/ml [35S] methionine. The radiolabelled cells were harvested at 18 hours postinfection, and lysed with RIPA buffer (50mM Iris HCI, pH 7.5, 150mM NaC!, 1% sodium
deoxycholate, 0.1 % SDS). Immunoprecipitation was carried out using antiserum V58. The
results of this experiment are shown in Figure 1. A polypeptide with size approximately 100
kDa was clearly detectable on immunoprecipitation ofpIBVl1-transfected cells with serum
V58 (Figure 1), indicating that the 100 kDa polypeptide is encoded and processed by IBV
sequence information within nucleotides 8693 and 16980.

200-

97.5-

... 100 kDa

69-

46-

Figure 1. Analysis of transiently expressed ORFs la and I b products
from plasmids pIBVIO and pIBVII, using the vaccinia/T7 recombinant virus expression system. Cells were labelled with [35S] methionine, Iysates prepared, and polypeptides analysed directly, or
immunoprecipitated with the antiserum V58. Polypeptides were separated on a 12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and detected by fluorography.
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Involvement of the Putative 3C-Like Proteinase Domain in Processing of
the 100 kDa Polypeptide
Since the 100 kDa polypeptide is generated when IBV sequences covering the
putative 3C-1ike proteinase domain are present, it is tempting to speculate that this domain
and its surrounding regions may be involved in processing of this polypeptide. To investigate
this possibility, plasmids pIBV4 and pIBV5, which cover IBV sequences from nucIeotides
10752 to 13896 and 10752 to 16980 respectively, and do not contain the 3C region, were
expressed in Vero cells. As shown in Figure 2, transfection of plasm ids pIBV4 and pIBV5
directed efficient synthesis of polypeptides with sizes of approximately 118 kDa (pIBV 4)
and 235 kDa (pIBV5). The 235 kDa polypeptide was immunoprecipitated efficiently by
antiserum V58 (Figure 2). Significantly, no 100 kDa polypeptide was detected, confirming
the requirement of the 3C-like domain and the surrounding regions in processing of this
protein.

Determination of the C-Terminal Boundary of the 100 kDa Polypeptide
To define roughly the C-terminal boundary of the 100 kDa protein within the
polyp rote in encoded by IBV sequence within nucIeotides 8693 and 16980, two C-terminal
deletion constructs (pIBVl4 and pIBV15) were made. Plasmids pIBV14 and pIBV15 were
constructed by deletion of pIBV11 viral sequences from nucleotide 15537 to 16788 and
15117 to 16980 respectively. As shown in Figure 3, expression ofpIBV14 in Vero cells

97 . 5~
69~

97.5-

.... 100 kDa

69-

46 30~

Figure 2. Analysis of transiently expressed ORFs la and Ib products from plasmids pIBV4 and pIBV5. Polypeptides
were separated on a 12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and detected by fluorography. Lane labelled HMW represents
high molecular weight markers (Amersham).

Figure 3. Analysis of transiently expressed ORFs
la and Ib products from plasmids pIBVll, pIBVI4
and pIBVI5, and detection of polypeptides encoded
by ORF 1bin IBV- infected and mock-infected Vero
cells. Polypeptides were separated on a 12.5% SDSpolyacrylamide gel, and detected by fluorography.
'M'-mock-mfected Vero cell lysate. 'I'-IBV-infected Vero cel1lysate.
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directed the synthesis of a polypeptide co-migrating with the 100 kDa polypeptide identified
from IBV-infected and pIBV Il-transfected cells. However transfection of pIBV 15 yielded
a polypeptide that migrated slightly more slowly than the 100 kDa polypeptide did on
SDS-PAGE (Figure 3), suggesting that this deletion may block the C-terminal cleavage and
therefore lead to addition of some extra amino acids to the 100 kDa polypeptide. Examination
of the C-terminal sequence ofpIBVI5 revealed that 15 additional nucleotides derived from
the vector sequence were fused with the ORF Ib frame before a stop codon was reached,
resulting in synthesis of a fusion polypeptide with five extra amino acids. This suggested
that the C-terminal cleavage site lies close to nucleotide position 15120.

Effect of Internal Deletion on Processing of the 100 kDa Polypeptide
To determine further the requirement of the picornavirus 3C-like domain in proteolytic processing of the 100 kDa polypeptide, sequence information covering ORF 1a from
nucleotide 9911 to 12227 was deleted from pIBVI4, giving plasmid pIBV14iEl. pIBV14iEi
was constructed by ligation ofa 719 bp DNA fragment (nucleotides 12227-13046), obtained
by digestion of pIBV 14 with restriction enzyme SnaB I, into Pvull and SnaB I-digested
pIBVI4, which cut IBV sequences at 9911 and 13046 respectively. Expression of this
construction in Vero cells led to synthesis of the 100 kDa polypeptide with much higher
efficiency than that from pIBVI4. This suggests that the deleted region is not essential for
processing of this protein (Figure 4). Furthermore, this deletion reduced the size of the
inserted IBV fragment from 6827 bp to 4511 bp, which would facilitate subsequent
mutagenesis studies of the catalytic domain and the potential proteinase cleavage sites in the
la-lb polyprotein.

Mutational Analyses of the Picornavirus 3C-Like Proteinase Domain
and a QS Cleavage Site
Computer-aided analysis has predicted that a picornavirus 3C-like proteinase domain
is located in la polyprotein between amino acids 2779 and 3085 (Gorbalenya et aI., 1989).
Three catalytically important residues, His 282o , Glu 2843 and CYS292b presumed to form a
catalytic triad, were identified (Figure 5A) (Gorbalenya et aI., 1989). Site-directed mutagenesis was therefore carried out to test this prediction. As the preliminary results show in Figure
5B, mutation of the nucleophilic cysteine residue (CYS2922) to alanine (pXI7) led to synthesis
of a polypeptide of approximately 180 kDa, representing the full-length product encoded by
this construct. Processing of the 100 kDa protein was totally abolished. As expected,
alteration of Glu 2843 to Asp (pXI6.13) did not affect the production of the 100 kDa protein
(Figure 5B). Surprisingly, it was consistently observed that neither full-length nor processed
products were detected after mutation of Glu2843 to Asn (pXI6.3) (Figure 5B).
C-terminal deletion data presented above indicated that a predicted QS cleavage site
encoded by nucleotides 15129 to 15135 may be responsible for release the C terminus of
the 100 kDa polypeptide. To test this possibility, Ser892(1b) was mutated to Ala (pX20). As
the results shown in Figure 5B, this mutation did not affect the processing of the 100 kDa
polypeptide.

DISCUSSION
We have recently identified a 100 kDa polypeptide from IBV-infected Vero cells
using a region-specific antiserum V58 (Liu et aI., 1994). Our previous data suggested that
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a
plB 10

693

13 9

plB 14

plBVl~

I

b

200-

97.5-

.... 100 kDa

69-

46-

Figure 4. (a) Diagram of the structures of plasmlds pIBVIO, pIBVI4 and p1BV141E1 (b) AnalysIs of
transiently expressed ORFs la and Ib products from plasmlds pIBVIO, pIBVI4 and plBV141EI Polypeptides
were separated on a 10% SDS- polyacrylamide gel, and detected by fluorography

this novel protein is encoded by the 5'-portion ofORF Ib up to nucleotide 15520 and may
be cleaved from the I a-I b fusion polyprotein by the putative picornavirus 3C-like proteinase
domain located in ORFla region from nucleotide 8937 to 9357. Evidence presented here
confirms that the picornavirus 3C-like proteinase domain is involved in processing of the
100 kDa polypeptide. Firstly, internal deletion of ORF la sequence from nucleotide 9911 to
12227 rendered no effects on the processing of the protein. Secondly, mutation of the
presumed nucleophilic cysteine residue (Cys 2922) to alanine abolished the proteolytic
processing of the polyprotein encoded by the mutated construct, suggesting that this residue
may play an essential role in formation of the catalytIC centre of the protemase.
Cys-active-centre viral proteinases have been identified in several animal and plant
viruses, such as picornaviruses, comovirus and potyviruses (Gorbaleya et al., 1986; Bazan
and Fletterick, 1988). Originally, they were classified as cysteine proteinases, but they are
considered now belonging to the trypsin superfamily of serine proteinase. Two recent reports
on the X-ray crystal structures of the 3C proteinases from two viruses of the picornavirus
family, reveal similar folding of the proteinase polypeptides, RNA-binding sites and means
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Figure 5. (A) Ammo aCid sequence of the presumed picornavirus 3C-hke protemase domam, mcludmg four
mutants mdlcatlOn of the ammo aCids changed. The predicated QS(G) cleavage sites and the residues
constItutmg the presumed catalytic tnad are shown by bold prmt. (B) ImmunopreclpltatlOn analysIs of
transiently expressed products from plasmlds pIBVI4£1, pXI6.3, pX16 13, pX17 and pX20 usmg antiserum
V58 Polypeptides were separated on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamlde gel, and detected by fluorography

for cleaving precursor polyprotein between the viral proteinases and cellular serine proteinases of trypsin or chymotrypsin class (Mattews, et ai., 1994; Allaire et ai., 1994).
The observation that the C-terminus of the lOOK polypeptide is specified by ORF 1b
sequences close to nucleotide 15120 raises the possibility that this polypeptide may be
generated by proteolysis at a predicted QS cleavage site encoded by nucleotides 15129 to
15135 (Gorbalenya et ai., 1989). Preliminary results reported here showed that mutation of
the serine residue to alanine did not alter the proteolytic processing of the 100 kDa
polypeptide, suggesting that QA bond might be recognised and cleaved by the IBV serinelike proteinase. For picornavirus 3C proteinase, it was documented that most cleavages
occurred between Gln-Gly peptide bond; less common cleavages were observed between
Gln-Ser, GIn-Ala, Glu-Ser, or Glu-Gly pairs (Palmenberg, 1990). More dramatic changes of
both Q and S residues are underway to delineate the cleavage specificities of the IBV
proteinase in the la-I b polyprotein.
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INTRODUCTION
Determination of the complete nucleotide sequence ofthe avian infectious bronchitis
virus lEV genomic RNA (mRNA1), carried out by Boursnell et al. (1987), has shown that
the 5' terminal sequence ofmRNA I contains two large ORFs, la and Ib, which have the
potential to encode two polypeptides of molecular weights 441 kDa and 300 kDa, respectively. Several putative functional domains containing well characterised motifs and more
complex homologies have been identified in the 1a or I b regions by computer-aided
techniques (Gorbalenya et al., 1989; Lee et al., 1991; Herold et al., 1993). They include
proteinase domains and viral RNA replication-related motifs commonly found in positive
strand RNA virus genomes (i.e. RNA-dependent-RNA polymerase and RNA helicase
motifs). For example, a papain-like and a picornavirus 3C-like proteinase domains were
predicted to be located in lEV la (Gorbalenya et al., 1989). However, in mouse hepatitis
virus (MHV) and human coronavirus 229E (HCV 229E), two papain-like proteinase domains
were found to be located in ORF la region of the genomes (Lee et al., 1991; Herold et al.,
1993). The first of these domains in MHV, which is absent in lEV, has been identified to be
responsible for proteolytic cleavage of a p28 polypeptide from the la polyprotein (Baker et
al., 1989, 1993).
* Address correspondence to Dr. Liu.
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In an effort to identify viral polypeptides encoded by mRNA1, Brierley and colleagues (1990) prepared a panel of region-specific antisera, by immunising rabbits with
bacterially-expressed 1a and 1b sequences (Brierley et at., 1990). We describe here studies
in which a number of these antisera have been used to detect viral po1ypetides encoded by
the 5' -portion of ORF 1a expressed both in virus-infected Vero cells and in an in vitro
translation system. Two of them (V52 and V59) were able to immunoprecipitate in IBV-infected Vero cells a protein of 87 kDa. In vitro and in vivo expression and processing studies
demonstrate that this 87 kDa protein is encoded by the 5' -portion ofORF 1a within the first
3000 nucleotides of the virus genome and that it appears to be cleaved from the putative
polyprotein by viral and cellular proteinases.

METHODS AND RESULTS
Identification of Gene Products Encoded by the ORF la in IBV -Infected
Cells
A set of monospecific antibodies against the predicted products encoded by the 5'
portion of mRNA 1 ORFla was available in this laboratory. These antisera had been raised
in rabbits using bacterially-expressed fusion proteins, containing viral sequences fused to
the carboxyterminus of ~-galactosidase (Brierley et al., 1990). Three of these antisera, V52,
V59 and V53, which was raised in rabbits with bacterial fusion protein containing IBV
sequences from nucleotides 710 to 2079,1355 to 2433 and 4398 to 4853, respectively, and
have been shown to react their corresponding in vitro synthesised protein targets, were used
to detect viral products in IBV-infected Vero cells. The results of this experiment are shown
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Figure 1. DetectIOn of polypeptides encoded by ORF 1a m
IBV-Illfected and mock-Illfected Vero cells by ImmunoprecIpItatIOn wIth reglOnspeCIfic antisera V52, V53 and
V59 Confluent mono layers of
Vero cells were mfected wIth
IBV, labelled wIth [35S]_
methIOnIne at 6 hour postmfectlOn and after a further two
hours the cells harvested Cell
lysates were prepared and
polypeptides analysed dIrectly,
or Immunopreclpltated wIth the
antisera mdlcated above each
lane Polypeptides were separated on a 17 5% SDS-polyacrylamlde gel, and detected by
fluorography The lane labelled
HMW contams hIgh molecular
weIght markers (Amersham)
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in Figure 1. As can be seen, antisera V52 and V59 precipitated specifically a protein with an
apparent molecular weight of approximately 87 kDa from IBV-infected, but not from
mock-infected Vero celllysates; no specific protein band however was detected from the
same lysates using antiserum V53.

Expression of pKTlal and pKTla2 in a Transient Eukaryotic
Expression System
Identification of the 87 kDa polypeptide in IBV-infected Vero cells with region-specific antisera V52 and V59 indicated that this polypeptide is encoded by the corresponding
region of ORF I a and that it is likely to be cleaved from the I a polyprotein. To explore the
possibility directly, plasmid pKT I a I, which contains IBV sequence from nucleotide 365 to
nucleotide 4858 including the putative initiator AUG at position 537, was expressed in Vero
cells using the system described by Fuerst et at . (1986). Vero cells were therefore infected
with a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing the T7 phage RNA polymerase, and subsequently transfected with pKTlal DNA. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure
2A. A polypeptide migrating above the 200 kDa marker was specifically precipitated by
antisera V52, V53 and V59, indicating that It may represent the full-length product encoded
by pKTlal. Once again, no processing of the 87 kDa polypeptide was observed.
Computer-assisted analysis of the predicted amino acid sequences of the IBV I a ORF
has suggested the presence ofa papain-like proteinase domains located between nucleotides
4680 to 5550 (Gorbalenya et aI, 1989). It is likely that this domain may be involved in
cleavage of the I a polyprotein in virus-infected cells. To investigate this possibility directly,
plasmid pKTla2, which covers IBV sequence from nucleotide 365 to 5753 and therefore
contains the papain-like proteinase domain, was constructed. Expression of pKTl a2 in Vero
cells using the vaccinia virus/T7 system gave rise to synthesis of a polypeptide, which
A

B

200-

200Figure 2. (A) AnalYSIS of transiently
expressed ORFs la products from
plasmid pKTlal, usmg the vaccmla
virus/T7 system Cells were labelled
With [35S] methlOnme, Iysates prepared, and polypeptldes analysed directly, or Immunopreclpltated With
the antlsera mdlcated above each lane
Polypeptldes were separated on a
17.5% SDS- polyacrylamide gel, and
detected by fluorography (B) AnalySIS of transiently expressed ORFs I a
products from plasmlds pKTlal and
pKTla2, usmg the vaccmla virus/T7
system PolypeptIdes were separated
on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamlde gel,
and detected by flu orography
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migrated more slowly on 10% SDS-PAGE than the 220 kDa polypeptide expressed from
pKTlal, and was estimated to have a molecular weight of 250 kDa (Figure 2B). This
polypeptide could be specifically precipitated by antiserum V59. In addition, a polypeptide
of approximately 87 kDa was also immunoprecipitated by antiserum V59, suggesting that a
partial processing of the polyprotein encoded by pKTla2 had occurred (Figure 2B).

Involvement of Cellular Factors in Processing the Polyprotein Encoded
byORF 1a
The date presented above showed that pKTlal expression product in Vero cells is
not processed (Figure 2a) nor when it was translated in reticulocyte lysates (see Figure 3).
We wished, therefore, to explore the possibility that proteinase activities could be provided
in trans by incubating the 220 kDa in vitro translation product with an mV-infected Vero
cell lysate in an attempt to achieve cleavage of the in vitro synthesised polyprotein. For this
purpose, Vero cell SlO extracts were prepared from mock-infected and mV-infected Vero
cells according to the procedures of Domer et al. (1984), and incubated with the in vitro
translation products for I hour at 37°C. As shown in Figure 3, incubation of the translation
products from BamHI-digested pKTlal transcripts with lysis buffer alone did not induce
cleavage of either the full-length 220 kDa or the minor polypeptides arising from premature
termination. However, cleavage was observed following incubation with mV-infected Vero
cell extracts and furthermore following incubation with extracts prepared from mock-infected cells. In both cases, two major products migrating at about 90 kDa and 87 kDa were
observed; both products could be specifically recognised by antiserum V52 (Figure 3),
indicating that they contain sequences present in the region of la encoding the polypeptide
used to raise the antiserum. Several minor protein species migrating more slowly than the
90 kDa!87 kDa polypeptides were also observed occasionally; these might represent inter+V52

200-
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Figure 3. In vitro translation and processing of
polypeptides encoded by pKTlal-derived transcripts. Bam HI-digested pKTlal DNA was transcribed in vitro using T7 RNA polymerase, and
the resulting transcript translated in the reticulocyte lysate cell-free translation system. Translation products were incubated with either buffer,
IBV- infected Vero cell SlO extract or mock-infected Vero cell extract. The translated and processed materials were analysed directly, or
immunoprecipitated with antiserum V52 as indicated above each lane. Polypeptides were separated on a 17.5% SDS- polyacrylamide gel, and
detected by fluorography.
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mediate cleavage products. In addition, a polypeptide of approximately 43 kDa, representing
a premature termination product from translation ofpKTlal, was also processed to form
two products with sizes differing by about 3 kDa (Figure 3).

Determination of the C-Terminal Boundary of the 87 kDa Protein
To define approximately the C-terminal boundary of the 90 kDa and 87 kDa
polypeptides within the ORFla polyprotein, pKTlal was linearised separately with five
restriction enzymes (Figure 4A) and a set oftarget polypeptides with common amino-termini
prepared by in vitro transcription and translation. These products were then tested for
processing with the mock-infected Vero S10 extract. As shown in Figure 6B, translation of
the RNAs derived from templates linearised by Neil, MluI and BamBI (which cut the IBV
sequence at nucleotide positions 3002, 3997 and 4858 , respectively) resulted in synthesis
offull-length products with sizes greater than 90 kDa, which were then processed down to
the 90 kDa and 87 kDa forms upon incubation with the Vero cell SIO extract. No such
processing was seen with the shorter translation products. This supports the idea that both
the 90 kDa and the 87 kDa polypeptides are derived from within the first 3000 nucleotides
of ORF 1a. The C-terminal cleavage product( s) of the 220 kDa polypeptide expressed from
plasmid pKTlal was not detected following in vitro processing. The reason for this is
uncertain, but one possibility is that the C-terminally truncated polypeptide(s) produced by
the cleavage is rapidly degraded in the presence of the S I 0 extract. To address this, plasmid
pKTla2 was expressed and the translation products were processed in vitro. As shown in
Figure 4B, in vitro transcription and translation of pKTla2 gave rise to a full-length
translation product with an approximate size of250 kDa (Figure 4B). This polypeptide was
also processed in vitro to give the 90 kDa and 87 kDa polypeptides previously observed
(Figure 4B). In addition to the 90 and 87 kDa polypeptides, however, a unique protein band
migrating at about 60 kDa was clearly detectable. Immunoprecipitation studies indicated
that it could be precipitated specifically by antiserum V53 (data not shown), suggesting that
it was encoded by ORF la from nucleotides 3000 to 5000. The failure to detect this
polypeptide in IBV-infected Vero cells (Figure I) may be due to poor incorporation of
[35S]-methionine during the labelling procedure; the deduced amino acid sequence of the
ORF la in the region between nucleotides 3300 and 4920 contains only three methionine
residues.

Translation of the IBV Genomic RNA In Vitro
In order to assess the general translation pattern ofmRNAI and, more importantly,
to confirm the requirement for cellular factors in the cleavage of the polyprotein encoded by
the ORFla, we translated IBV genomic RNA extracted from purified virions in the reticulocyte lysate cell-free translation system. As shown in Figure 5, translation ofIBV genomic
RNA gave a wide variety of polypeptide products with sizes ranging from less than 30 kDa
to well over 200 kDa. Incubation of the genomic RNA translation products with Vero cell
S I 0 extract again resulted in the appearance of cleavage products whose size was close to
that of the 90 kDa!87 kDa and 60kDa polypeptides described above. The 90 kDa!87 kDa
product could be immunoprecipitated specifically using antiserum V59 (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have identified an 87 kDa polypeptide expressed in mV-infected
Vero cells using region-specific antisera. The evidence presented suggests that this novel
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Figure 4. (A) Diagram of plasmids pKTlal and pKTla2, showing the T7 promoter site and the restriction
enzyme sites used to linearise the plasmids for in vitro transcription. Also shown are the sizes of the in vitro
translation products expected from ORFla RNAs transcribed from plasmids linearised at different points. (B)
Analysis of cell-free translation products ofmRNAs obtained by in vitro transcription of HindIII, Clal, Ncil,
Mlul and BamHl-digested pKTlal, and from BamHI-digested pKTla2. RNA was added to the reticulocyte
lysate cell-free system, as indicated above each lane. Translation products from Ncil, Mlul and BamHIdigested pKTlal, and from BamHI-digested pKTla2 were processed by incubation with mock-infected Vero
cell SIO extract. esS] methionine-labelled translation products and the processed species were separated on a
12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and detected by fluorography.
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Figure 5. Analysis of the in vitro translation products of IBV
genomic RNA. Purified virion RNA was added to the reticulocyte lysate at approximate 200!!g/ml. Translation products were
processed by incubation with mock-infected Vero cell S10
extracts and analysed directly, or following immunoprecipitation with the antiserum indicated above each lane. Polypeptides
were separated on a 16% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and detected
by fluorography.
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polypeptide is encoded by the 5' -most 3000 nucleotides ofORF la, and is cleaved from the
1a polyprotein by viral and cellular proteinases. Firstly, the 87 kDa polypeptide is recognised
by N-terminal antisera. V52 and V59, which recognise IBV sequences from nucleotides 710
to 2079 and 1355 to 2433 respectively, and overlap by 724 nucleotides, immunoprecipitate
the 87 kDa polypeptide from both virus-infected cells and from the in vitro translation and
processing reactions. Secondly, expression of ORF la up to nucleotide 5763 (pKTla2),
which includes the presumed papain-like proteinase domain (Gorbalenya et aI., 1989), leads
to synthesis of a final polypeptide product of approximately 250 kDa. This protein appears
to represent the expected full-length translation product encoded by this plasmid. In addition,
an inefficient processing of this polyprotein to the 87 kDa polypeptide was also observed.
However, the 87 kDa polypeptide is not produced simply by translating ORF 1a in vitro.
Translation of pKTl al and pKTl a2 in vitro in reticulocyte lysates results in synthesis of the
220 kDa and the 250 kDa polypeptides respectively, which are clearly not processed to
mature products. Incubation of these in vitro translation products with either IBV-infected
or mock-infected Vero celllysates leads to processing of the in vitro synthesised polyproteins
and the appearance of the 87 kDa polypeptide. This suggests strongly that cellular factors
participate in processing of the la polyprotein.
We have recently reported that a 100 kDa polypeptide encoded by IBV ORFI b was
processed by a region ORF la related to the picornavirus 3C-like proteinase domain (Liu et
al., 1994). No cleavage of the in vitro synthesised polyprotein was observed when IBV
sequences containing the 3C-like proteinase domain were expressed in vitro in reticulocyte
lysates. However, proteolytic processing of the 100 kDa polypeptide from the polyprotein
did occur when this region was expressed in Vero cells using the vaccinia virus/T7 system
(Liu et al., 1994). The data presented here showed that processing of the 1a polyprotein
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encoded by the N-termmal 5 7 kb segment of ORFla does not occur efficIently even when
thIS reglOn IS expressed m mtact cells usmg the vaccmla vlrus/T7 system However,
processmg was observed followmg mcubahon of the In Vitro synthesIsed polyprotem wIth
eIther IBV-mfected or mock-mfected Vero cell S I 0 extracts Currently, we are uncertam why
the protemase( s) present m the Vero cell S 10 extract does not appear to functlOn when the
truncated 1a polyprotem IS expressed m mtact Vero cells usmg the vaccmla vlrus/T7 system
One pOSSIble explanatlOn IS that mfectlOn of Vero cells wIth vaccmla VIruS may lead to
mhlbltlOn of the protemase actlvlhes reqmred for cleavage of the polyprotem It IS well
documented that mfectlOn of host cells by vaccmla VIruS leads to shut off of host cell protem
synthesIs, resultmg m a general reductlOn of host protem concentratlOn m mfected cells
More speCIfically, three senne protemase mhlbltors (serpms) are produced dunng VIruS
mfechon, leadmg to an mhlblhon of normal cellular protemase actlVlhes (SmIth, 1993)
Alternahve expreSSlOn systems are currently bemg used to explore thIS posslblhty further
Involvement of cellular protemases m the processmg of vIral polyprotems has been
observed m other VIruS famliy, mcludmg tagavmdae,jlavlvmdae, reovmdae, herpersvmdae,poxvmdae and retrovmdae (Dougherty and Semler, 1993) For example, cellular SIgnal
peptldases are responSIble for cleavage of alpha- flavl- and pestlvlrus structural polypeptldes
from polyprotems, some cleavages of non-structural polypeptIdes from structural polypeptldes also mvolve SIgnal peptldases (Chambers et al , 1990) Cellular cofactors have recently
been found to be reqmred for effiCient cleavage of the POhOVlruS 3CD polyprotems m
vlrus-mfected cells (Blalr et al , 1993) In vitro translatlOn studIes also mdlcate that multlple
proteolytlc actlVltles may be reqmred for processmg of the la polyprotem encoded by MHV
(Delllson et ai, 1992) The cellular protemase(s) responSIble for cleavage of the IBV 1a
polyprotem remams to be Identlfied
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P. J. Bonilla, J. L. Pifi6n, S. Hughes, and S. R. Weiss
Department of Microbiology
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6076

ABSTRACT
Sequence analysis of the mouse hepatitis virus, strain A59 (MHV-A59) genome
predicts the presence of two papain-like proteases encoded within the first open reading
frame of the replicase gene. The more 5' of these domains, the leader papain-like protease,
is responsible for the cleavage of the amino terminal protein, p28. We have defined the core
of this protease to between amino acids 1075 and 1344 from the beginning of ORF la.
Deletion analysis coupled with in vitro expression, was used to study p28 cleavage by this
leader protease. Expression of a series of deletion mutants showed processing of p28, albeit
at lower levels in some of them. Reduced p28 production resulting from a 0.4 kb deletion
positioned between p28 and the protease domain suggests an involvement of this region in
catalytic processing. Some mutants display cleavage patterns indicative of a second cleavage
site. Interestingly, this newly identified cleavage site maps to a position similar to the
expected cleavage site of a p65 polypeptide detected in MHV-A59 infected cells. Mutagenesis of the catalytic H1272 residue demonstrates that both cleavages observed are mediated
by the leader papain- like protease encoded in ORF la.

INTRODUCTION
The first 21.7 kb of the MHV-A59 genome encode the putative replicase locus I. This
gene (gene I) encodes two overlapping open reading frames (ORF I a and ORF I b) predicted
to possess several functional domains 1 (and references therein). Depending on the coronavirus species, one or two papain-like proteases, a picornavirus 3C-like protease and a
domain of unknown function designated "X" domain are found in ORF lao Putative
polymerase, helicase and zinc finger motifs reside in ORF lb.
The ORFs in gene I potentially encode two large polypeptides (496 and 309 kDa).
Presumably these are processed into mature replicase-related polypeptides by the predicted
proteases encoded in ORF la. Some MHV-A59 ORF la encoded proteins have been
Corona- and Related VIruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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identified including p28, p240, p290, p50 and p65 polypeptides2-4 . The 5' most encoded, the
leader papain-like protease (PLP-I), is responsible for in vitro cleavage of the amino terminal
protein p28 5,6.
In this report we further characterize the PLP-l ofMHV-A5 9. The amino and carboxy
termini of the protease domain were mapped. A series ofMHV-A59 ORF 1a in-frame deletion
mutants was prepared. We used in vitro processing of p28 in a coupled transcription/translation system as a protease activity assay. A 0.4 kb deletion between the substrate and the
protease down regulated processing of p28. A new cleavage site, mediated by the PLP-I was
observed during in vitro analysis of some of the deletion mutants. Interestingly this cleavage
site corresponds in position to that which would expected to be cleaved in the processing of
p65 in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids. Plasmid pSPNK contains MHV-A59 sequences between nucleotides 1824664 under the control of a T7 promoter. Neighboring Msc I fragments were deleted from
pSPNK. The resulting plasmid ~Msc contains a deletion of 181 amino acids (between
A623-K805). Construct ~MBst was prepared by digestion of ~Msc with Bst BI followed by
treatment with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I, restriction with Msc I and
self-ligation of the large fragment. ~MBst has an in-frame deletion of 245 amino acids
(between A623-K869). To prepare ~EX the 462 bp Eco RI-Xho I fragment from pSPNK was
replaced with a synthetic linker containing a 5' end Eco RI overhang, the codons for amino
acids C371Y372G5l9N520 and a 3' endXho I overhang. The 146 amino acid deletion in
~EX is between Y372 and G519. This synthetic linker was also used to introduce the ~EX
deletion into ~Msc, resulting in ~EX~Msc (total deletion of327 amino acids). Plasmid ~EX
was cut with Bbs I, digested with Bal 31 nuclease and treated with Klenow. After the DNA
was self-ligated, an in-frame clone, ~EX~Bbs, was identified by DNA sequencing (total
deletion of278 amino acids). Next, theXho I-Kpn I fragment from pSPNK was replaced for
the corresponding fragment from ~EX~Bbs creating ~Bbs. ~Bbs contains an in-frame
deletion the 132 amino acids (between S942-A1075).
Mutagenesis. Mutagenesis of the PLP-l catalytic H1272 was performed using
recombinant PCR7. For the 5' end fragment used primers FSP 3663-3683 (5' GGCTATGACCAATGCTTTGTG 3') and RMP 4035-4013 (5' CAGCCATAGAGXGACAATCATTA 3')
where X = A, C or G. For the 3' end fragment used FMP 4013-4035 (5' TAATGATTGTCXCTCTATGGCTG 3') where X = T, C or G and RK20 (5' GCGCTTCAACTTCCTGCAAC
3'). Both fragments were PCR-amplified with Pfu DNA polymerase. The PCR-amplified
fragments were purified and used as templates for a third PCR reaction with primers FSP
3663-3683 and RK20. The 1132 bp fragment was purified, digested with Kpn I and Spe I
and cloned into the corresponding sites in pSPNK. A histidine to arginine mutant, pSPNKHI272R, was identified by DNA sequencing. The Hl272R mutation was then cloned into
the deletion constructs.
Antisera directed against ORF la polypeptides. ap28 (provided by Dr. S. Perlman)
is an anti-peptide serum directed against 14 amino acids encoded between nucleotides
287-329 of the JHM strain ofMHV (MHV-JHM) genome 2• Polyclonal antiserum UPI02 is
directed against epitopes present in the first 593 amino acids of gene 1 of MHV-A59. The
virus encoded polypeptide was expressed in E. coli as a viral/bacterial fusion product and
used to immunize rabbits 8,9. To generate the immunogen, an ORF la fragment (nucleotides
182-1989) was placed under the control of a T7 promoter in pET3B and expressed is E. coli
using T7 polymerase 1o . The induced insoluble fusion protein was recovered from the pellet
following bacterial cell lysis and used directly and after denaturation with 2% SDS and 5%
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2-mercaptoethanol as an immunogen. Antiserum 81043 was prepared in a similar manner2,4
from a cDNA containing gene I sequences between nucleotides 2819 and 4177.
In vitro transcription and translations. Expression of the plasmid DNAs was done
using a coupled transcription/translation system (Promega) following manufacturer recommendations. The incorporation of [3'S]methionine into acid precipitable counts was used as
an indicator of protein synthesis. Equal amounts of counts were used for immunoprecipitations and analyzed by SDS-PAGE as described before".

RESULTS
In vitro cleavage ofp28. Plasmid pSPNK (Figure 1) was used to further define the
properties of the coronavirus PLP-l. It contains MHV-A59 gene 1 sequences coding for p28,
the PLP-l and the "X" domain'2. Radioabeled products resulting from in vitro expression
of pSPNK in the presence and absence of the thiol-protease inhibitor leupeptin were
immunoprecipitated with ap28 and analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 2). Polypeptides of
about 164 kDa and 28 kDa are immunoprecipitated with ap28. These correspond to the
full-length translation product of pSPNK and the amino terminal cleavage product p28
respectively. Addition of leupeptin to the reticulocyte lysate inhibited p28 cleavage. Leupeptin-insensitive bands of intermediate size probably correspond to prematurely terminated
products of the full-length protein.
Leader papain-like protease boundaries. Plasmlds pSPNK and LlBbs were used to
define the amino and carboxy termini of the protease domain responsible for cleavage of
p28 (Table 1). The 3' end terminus of the protease domain was defined using 3' end
truncations ofpSPNK. The shortest pSPNK truncation which retained p28 cleavage activity
was at the Hpa I site (V 1344). This truncation eliminates the coronavirus "X" domain
(between V1342 and SI443). WhenSpe I-linearized pSPNK was used as template expression
ofp28 was abolished. The Spe I restrictIOn site is between the catalytic residues C1121 and
H1272 of the PLP-l and removes the carboxy half of the PLP-l. LlBbs was used to define
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Figure 2. Immunoprecipitations ofMHV-A59 polypeptides encoded in pSPNK, LlEX and LlMsc. Supercoiled
plasmid DNA was used for in vitro coupled transcription/translation. Samples were analyzed by 6-18%
SDS-PAGE. The (-) and (+) signs indicate the absence or presence of 2 mM leupeptin in the reaction. (A)
Antiserum ap28 was used to immunoprecipitate MHV-A59 polypeptides from the eSS]methionine labeled
lysates. Lanes: 1-2; pSPNK, 3-4; LlEX, 5-6; LlMsc. (8) Immunoprecipitations with antiserum UP 102. Lanes:
1-2; LlMsc. (C) Immunoprecipitations with antiserum 81043. Lanes: 1-2; LlMsc.

the 5' end boundary of the protease domain. In vitro translations reactions using full-length
fiBbs or fiBbs truncated at the Hpa I site as templates, showed cleavage ofp28. This defines
the amino terminus of the PLP-I to Al 075, although it is possible that further deletions into
the protease domain could still show p28 cleavage.
Expression of in-frame deletion mutants: detection of a second cleavage site. Processing of p28 was further studied by examining the expression of a series of in-frame deletion
mutants derived from pSPNK (Figure 1). All of the deletion mutants cleaved p28 in vitro
albeit some at reduced levels. The position of the deletion appears to determine the level of
p28 processing. The fiEX deletion, alone or in combination, dramatically decreased p28
processing. However deletions located between 2.1 kb and 3.4 kb away from the 5' end of
the genome (fiMsc, fiMBst and fiBbs) had little or no effect on p28 cleavage relative to
pSPNK.
Some mutants displayed expression patterns indicative ofa second cleavage site. The
in vitro expression products of fiMsc, include polypeptides of 43, 70 and 90 kDa, in addition
to p28 (Figure 2). Synthesis ofthese polypeptides was inhibited by leupeptin suggesting that
they are the products of proteolytic processing. The 43 kDa polypeptide immunoprecipitates
only with UP I 02 antiserum indicating that this polypeptide is encoded just downstream of
p28. These data, together, also suggest that the 43 kDa polypeptide results from two cleavage
events. The amino terminal side of the 43 kDa polypeptide is generated by cleavage ofp28
and the carboxy terminus of the 43 kDa polypeptide by a downstream cleavage. The 70 kDa
polypeptide, which immunoprecipitates with antisera ap28 and UP I 02, results from a single
cleavage at the downstream site and is a partially processed protein containing both p28 and
p43 sequences. The 90 kDa polypeptide, detected only with antiserum 81043, corresponds
to the cleavage product downstream of the second cleavage site and contains the protease
domain. Similar, cleavage products were detected with other deletion mutants (Table 2).
Interestingly expression of fiMBst shows no evidence of a second cleavage site. We propose
that fiMBst does not carry out the second cleavage because the site at which this cleavage
occurs is deleted in this construct.
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Table 1. In vitro cleavage ofp28. Either pSPNK or llBbs linearized at a Pvu I site
downstream of the MHV-AS9 coding region, a Hpa I site or the Spe I were used
as templates for in vitro expression. Antiserum ap28 was used to immunoprecipitate
radiolabeled polypeptides from the lysates. Samples were analyzed by
SDS-PAGE. The difference in the length between plasmid templates linearized
at the same restriction site arises from the 132 amino acid deletion in llBbs
Plasmid
pSPNK
pSPNK
pSPNK

Restriction site
Full-length
HpaI
SpeI

~Bbs

Full-length

~Bbs

HpaI

Length (amino acids)
1485
1344
1160
1353
1212

p28 production
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Both cleavages are carried out by the same protease. The data described above
suggest that both cleavages are carried out by the PLP-l as it is the only protease encoded
in these plasmids and both cleavages are sensitive to leupeptin, an inhibitor of this class of
proteases. In order to determine the role played by this protease in the second cleavage event,
mutagenesis of one of the catalytic residues of the leader protease was performed. The
catalytic cysteine and histidine residues of this protease were first identified for MHV-JHM5.
The high degree of similarity (95%) between the MHV-A59 and MHV-JHM in this region
of the replicase genel, allowed us to identify Cl12l and H1272 as the catalytic residues of
the PLP-l ofMHV-A59. A Hl272R mutation was introduced into pSPNK and all of the
deletion mutants. Figure 3 shows the results of immunoprecipitations with UPI 02 after in
vitro expression of the wild type and H 12 72R mutant constructs. The H 12 72R mutation leads
to a complete inhibition of p28 processing in all of our constructs, thus confirming the
importance ofHl272 for the activity of the PLP-l. In addition, the presence of this mutation
also inhibits the second cleavage event in llMsc, L1EX, L1ExllMsc and L1EXL1Bbs. Production
of both the 43 kDa and 70 kDa polypeptides, was inhibited after introducing the arginine
mutation into L1Msc (see lanes 5 and 6). These results confirm that the PLP-l is also
responsible for the second in vitro cleavage event.

Table 2. Summary of in vitro cleavage products. Cleavage products were classified
into four types. N; the p28 amino terminal cleavage product that results from
processing at the p28 cleavage site and detected with both ap28 and UP 102
antisera. I; internal cleavage products resulting from cleavage at both the p28
and second sites and detected only with antiserum UPI02. C; PLP-I containing
carboxy terminal cleavage products obtained after cleavage at the second
cleavage site and detected with antiserum 81043. N+I; fusion polypeptides
containing p28 and internal products detected with antisera ap28 and UPl 02.
No (C+I) fusion polypeptides were detected
Plasmid
pSPNK
~EX
~Msc
~MBst

~Bbs
~Ex~Msc
~Ex~Bbs

N
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

43

29

C

N+I

90
90

74
70

90
60

55
75
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Figure 3. Effect of a mutation of the catalytic H1272 on the expression of pSPNK, ~EX and ~Msc. Supercoiled plasmid DNA was used
for in vitro expression. Antiserum UP 102 was used to immunoprecipitate MHV-A59 polypeptides from the [35S]methionine labeled
lysates. Samples were analyzed by 6-18% gradient SDS-PAGE.
Lanes: 1-2; pSPNK, 3-4; ~EX and 5-6; ~Msc. Lanes I, 3 and 5
correspond to constructs containing a wild type papain-like protease
(HI272). Lanes 2, 4 and 6 correspond to constructs containing a
HI272R mutation in the papain-like protease.

By comparing the electrophoretic mobilities of polypeptides resulting from cleavage
at the second cleavage site relative to that of molecular weight standards we have estimated
the position of this second site in ORF I a. It maps to a small area between the downstream
Msc I and the Bst BI restriction sites (Figure I). It is noteworthy that this region is deleted
in ~MBst which does not carry out the downstream cleavage.
The second cleavage site maps to a position similar to the putative cleavage site of
a product observed in MHV-A59 infected cells. Our laboratory has previously examined the
synthesis of ORF la proteins in MHV-A59 infected cells 2-4 . We have used the antisera
described here to detect 0 RF I a products in infected cells: p28 p65 and other high molecular
weight polypeptides. The observation that p65 is detected with UPI02 serum, but not with
ap28 or 81043 antisera suggests it is encoded between p28 and the protease domain.
However p65 is not observed during in vitro expression of genome RNA13. Assuming that
the amino terminus ofp65 is at the p28 cleavage site, the carboxy terminal end for a 65 kDa
product would map to near K834, about 2.71 kb away from the 5' end of the genome.
Coincidentally, the second cleavage site that we have identified also maps to this same region,
thus raising the possibility that these sites are identical.

DISCUSSION
Here we report a characterization of the 5' most protease of MHV-A59. Deletion
mapping was used to define the amino and carboxy termini of the PLP-l ofMHV-A59 to at
least between 3.4 and 4.2 kb away from the 5' end of the viral genome. These results map
more precisely the coronavirus PLP-l domain than previously reported 5,6. The core of this
coronavirus protease is contained within a domain of 269 amino acid residues between
A1075 and V1344. Our results also show that the coronavirus "X" domain is not essential
for in vitro cleavage ofp28.
A series of deletion mutants was prepared to investigate the effect of alterations
on the spacing between the substrate and the protease on p28 cleavage. All mutants
showed in vitro processing ofp28. Some however demonstrated significantly lower levels
of p28 processing. The position of the deletion appears to determine the extent of p28
cleavage. Plasmids with a 0.4 kb deletion (~EX deletion) near the p28 cleavage site
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consistently produced significantly less p28. Therefore, the coding region between the
Eco RI and Xho I sites appears to playa role associated with the PLP-I. This deletion
may result in an altered conformation at or near the cleavage site with reduced accessibility
of the scissile bond to the active site of the protease. Alternatively a protease auxiliary
domain may be encoded within this region and its absence results in a basal level
processing of p28. Our results resemble those observed for a flavivirus protease responsible for cleavage of nonstructural proteins. The NS3 protease of Dengue virus type 2
requires the presence of NS2B for processing of a precursor polyprotein l4 • It was previously observed that a deletion of the region between 1.1 kb and 2.0 kb of MHV-JHM
abolished in vitro cleavage ofp28 thus suggesting this region plays a role in the processing
of the polyprotein. Comparison of the nucleotide sequences of the A59 and JHM strains
of MHV allowed us to determine that the 0.4 kb deletion, between 1.3 kb and 1.7 kb of
the polymerase gene in MHV-A59, is present within the 0.9 kb region in MHV-JHM.
Thus our results refine the mapping of this putative protease auxiliary domain to between
1.3 kb and 1.7 kb of gene I. The effects of alterations in the spacing between p28 and
the protease on the cleavage of p28 was further examined in other deletion mutants.
Deletions located between 2.1 kb and 3.4 kb away from the 5' end of the genome did
not significantly reduce production of p28 and likely are not involved in proteolytic
processing of the amino terminal portion of the genome.
Several mutants showed in vitro expression patterns indicating the presence of a
second cleavage site downstream of the p28 cleavage site. This a novel function assigned to
the coronavirus leader protease. Cleavage products derived from this downstream cleavage
site were absent in reactions carried out in the presence of the protease inhibitor leupeptin.
Also these products were not expressed by plasmids containing a mutation of the PLP-I
catalytic histidine. Some of the Hl272R catalytic site mutants apparently produced small
amounts of products derived from the second cleavage site. This could be due to a residual
amount of activity from the protease itself or from another leupeptin-sensitive proteolytic
activity present in the Iysates. Altogether the data indicate that the PLP-I of MHV-A59 is
responsible for this second cleavage.
Cleavage products associated with the second cleavage site were absent from in
vitro translations ofpSPNK and viral genomic RNA I3. One possibility is that the second
cleavage site is unique to the deletion mutants and is not an event that occurs in MHV-A59
infected cells. However, the correlation between the predicted location of this in vitro
cleavage site and that of the p65 product observed in MHV-infected cells may indicate
otherwise. Processing of p65 in MHV-infected cells may be mediated by a cellular or
viral factor, either alone or in combination with the PLP-I, that is absent from the in
vitro translation lysates. Alternatively p65 cleavage may only occur at a specific cellular
locale. An altered tertiary structure that allows access of the protease to the second
cleavage site in some of our mutants may compensate for the element missing from the
translation lysates.
Recently we determined the p28 cleavage site, between amino acids G247 and
V248 of ORF la l5 . This cleavage site resembles that determined for other viral papain-like proteases 16-19. In general cleavages by viral papain-like proteases occur between two small amino acids, the first one usually being a glycine. We examined the
region to which the second cleavage site was mapped for likely cleavage sites. A
G821-V822 dipeptide within this region meets the requirements of a probable candidate
in agreement with our data. The predicted size for a product having V248 as the
amino terminus and G821 at the carboxy end would be 63.5 kDa similar to the
molecular mass of a p65 product. Experiments are underway to determine the cleavage
site by direct protein sequencing.
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PROTEOL YTIC PROCESSING OF THE MHV
POLYMERASE POLYPROTEIN
Identification of the P28 Cleavage Site and the Adjacent
Protein, P65

Shanghong Dong, Hong-Qiang Gao, and Susan C. Baker
Department of Microbiology and Immunology
Loyola University Medical Center
2160 South First Ave., Bldg. 105
Maywood, Illinois 60153

ABSTRACT
The polymerase gene of Mouse Hepatitis Virus strain JHM (MHV-JHM) encodes a
polyprotein larger than 750 kilodaltons. This polyprotein is proposed to be processed by
several viral proteinases into functional subunits. The amino-terminal subunit is p28, which
is cleaved by the first viral papain-like proteinase domain. In this study, we identified the
cleavage site of this papain-like cysteine proteinase by amino acid sequencing of radiolabeled polypeptide adjacent to p28. Proteolysis occurs between the glycine-247 and valine248 dipeptide bond. To determine which amino acid residues are critical for proteolysis, we
preformed site-directed mutagenesis on the coding sequences surrounding the cleavage site
and assayed for the efficiency of cleavage of p28 in an in vitro transcription and translation
system. We report that glycine-247 and arginine-246 are the most critical residues for
efficient processing of p28.

INTRODUCTION
The Mouse Hepatitis Virus (MHV) polymerase polyprotein is encoded by the 5' -most
gene, gene I. Gene 1 is 22 kilobases and has been completely cloned and sequenced 1,2. Gene
I encodes two overlapping open reading frames, ORF la and ORF Ib, which have the
potential to encode a polyprotein of greater than 750 kilodaltons. ORF la encodes a 3C-like
protease domain and two papain-like cysteine proteinases. We have previously shown that
papain-like cysteine proteinase domain I, termed PCP-I, is responsible for the autoproteolytic processing of the polymerase polyprotein to release the amino-terminal protein

product, p28 3,4. To further understand the proteolytic processing events involved in the
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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maturation of the polymerase polyprotein, we have identified the cleavage site recognized
by PCP-l to release p28. The approach we took was to isolate the protein adjacent to the
cleavage site and subject that protein to amino terminal sequencing. We then systematically
mutated the residues surrounding the cleavage site to identify the residues that are essential
for efficient processing of p28.

METHODS AND RESULTS
In Vitro Transcription and Translation of cDNAs Encoding p28 and

PCP-l Domains
The p28 and adjacent protein were generated by in vitro transcription and translation of
a plasmid DNA which represents the 5'-region ofORFla (Figure lA). This construct contains
the complete proteinase domain and p28 domain and has a small in-frame deletion. We have
previously shown that transcription and translation of this construct results in the synthesis of
a 128 kDa precursor polyprotein which is autoproteolytically processed to p28 and a 100 kDa
protein3,4. Proteins were labeled during in vitro translation with either 3H-leucine, 3H-valine or
3sS-methionine, separated by polyacrylimide gel electrophoresis, transferred to PVDF membrane, and the isolated 100 kDa protein was subjected to amino acid cycle sequencing based on
the Edman degradation reactionS. The results of the N-terminal sequencing of the protein
labeled with 3H-valine indicated that valine is in positions 1 and 7 after cleavage of p28, leucine
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of MHV-JHM gene I open reading frame and the structure of the cDNA
clone in plasmid pT7-S27. The two overlapping reading frames (ORFs) are shown in boxes with only ORFla
drawn to scale. Plasmid pT7-S27 contains the 5'-end of the polymerase polyprotein ORF including the
authentic AUG (nucleotide 215), a small in-frame deletion (nucleotide 2063 to 2811) and the PCP-I domain
(hatched box). (B) Coupled transcription and translation of plasmid pT7-N27 DNA results in the synthesis of
a polyprotein which is autoproteolytically processed to produce p28 and p1004. The radiolabeled C-terminal
100-kDa peptide was isolated for N-terminal microsequencing to determine the cleavage site. Partial amino
acid sequence of the potential cleavage site region is shown, in which the cleavage site predicted from
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by an asterisk. The amino acids mutated in this study are underlined. Figure I reprinted with permission 7
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was found to be in positions 5, 18 and 22 and no methionine residues were detected in the first
25 positions (data not shown). By aligning this sequence information with the deduced amino
acid sequence of the region, we concluded that the cleavage site for p28 occurs between
Glycine-247 and Valine-248 (Figure lB).
To determine the amino acids which are essential for cleavage site recognition, we
performed site-directed mutagenesis on the residues both upstream (PI, P2, P3, etc) and
downstream (P 1', P2', P3', etc) of the cleavage site (Figure 2) and determined the effect of
the mutation on p28 processing in an in vitro transcription/translation system. Mutants were
generated from the parent plasmid pT7-N27 using degenerate oligonucleotides 8,9. Forty two
individual mutants were then analyzed for the effect of the mutation on the processing of
p28. Representative data are shown in Figure 3. Plasmid DNA encoding either the wild type
Gly.247 ( P O
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Figure 3. In vitro translation protein products of wild type and mutants at the PI (Gly-247) and PI' (Val-248)
positions. Site-specific mutations were introduced by degenerate oligonucleotide mutagenesis 8,9. Linearized
plasmids were translated in the T7 RNA polymerase coupled rabbit reticulocyte Iysates system (Promega) in
the presence of J5 S-methionine and translation products were anlyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE. Specific mutations
at positions 247 and 248 are indicated at the top of the corresponding lanes, with additional lanes: M, molecular
weight marker; N, no RNA; Wt, wild-type pS-N27 translation products; C, control polypeptide with inactive
PCP-I in which the catalytic residue of the proteinase, cysteine-I 137, was mutated to Ser4. FIgure 3 reprinted
with permission7•
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the proteolytic process 109 of the 5'-end ofthe MHV polymerase polyprotem
The 5' -most protemase domam, PCP-I, acts 10 CIS to cleave the ammo-termmal portIOn of the polyprotem,
releasmg p28. The catalytic residues of PCP-I, cysteme-1137 and hlstldme-1288, are mdlcated 10 the
protemase domam (hatched box) The p28 cleavage site, glycme-247-valme-248, IS shown and the major
determmants for efficient processmg ofp28, argmme-246 (P2) and glycme-247 (PI), are mdlcated

(glycine) at the P I position or a mutant amino acid at the P I position were transcribed and
translated in rabbit reticulocyte Iysates (TNT system, Promega Biotech) and the products
were analyzed by polyacrylimide gel electrophoresis on aID % gel. As shown in Figure 3,
the wild type protein is cleaved to produce p28 and the 100 kDa product. In contrast, when
glycine-247 is replaced by alanine, aspartic acid, asparagine or valine, p28 processing is
dramatically reduced. As a control, if the catalytic cysteine-I 13 7 residue of the proteinase
domaine is altered (Figure 3, lane C), no p28 processing occurs. Overall, these results
indicate that a glycine at the PI position is a major determinant in p28 processing.
In contrast to the P I position, the valine at the PI' position seems to be less critical.
Substitution to 9 other amino acids had little or no effect on the processing of p28 (Figure
3). Similar primary data was generated from the 42 mutants. The results of the transcription/translation experiments indicated that both the glycine at the P I position and the arginine
at the P2 position are the major determinants for the cleavage of p28 (Figure 4). Substitutions
at either site resulted in dramatic reductions in p28 processing. In constrast, substitutions at
positions P4, P3, PI', P2' or P3' had little or no effect on p28 processing.

DISCUSSION
We have shown that the MHV PCP-I domain cleaves p28 at the glycine-24 7 -valine248 dipeptide bond. Furthermore, the arginine at the P2 position and the glycine at the PI
position are the major determinants for efficient processing of p28. By comparing the
cleavage site recognized by MHV PCP-I to other known cleavage sites, we can see that the
glycine at the PI position is important for recognition by several viral papain-like cysteine
proteinases such as Equine Arteritis virus (EAV)10, Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV)II,12 and
H ypovirulence Associated ViruS (HAV) 13, 14. However, there may be some distinction in these
proteinases. EAV, TEV and HAV are termed "leader" proteinases because the proteinase
activity resides in the amino terminal domain and cis-cleavage occurs at the carboxy-terminal
end of the proteinase 15. MHV PCP-I may be more similar to what Gorbalenya termed "main"
proteinases l5 . The cysteine proteinase of Sindbis virus, nsp2, cleaves at multiple sites both
in cis and in trans, and plays an important role in temporal regulation in Sindbis virus RNA
synthesis l6 . Preliminary evidence indicates that in MHV-infected cells, the protein adjacent
to p28 is a 65 kDa protein which is also proteolytic ally processed from the polyprotein (Gao
and Baker, unpublished). However, the proteinase responsible for the cleavage ofp65 is not
known. Further investigation of the proteolytic processing of the MHV polymerase polyprotein is required to determine if MHV PCP-I, like Sindbis virus nsp2, cleaves at additional
sites in the polyprotein.
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ABSTRACT
We cloned and sequenced the second open reading frame of the RNA polymerase
gene, ORFlb, of bovine coronavirus. In the region representing nucleotide positions 49195677 upstream from the initiation codon of the 32K non-structural protein gene, we identified
two putative functional domains. One of these domains contained four leucine residues
repeated exactly in every seventh position, and the other domain represented a cluster of
cysteine and histidine residues. The DNA sequence representing these domains was cloned
and expressed in Escherichia coli as fusion proteins with glutathione S-transferase from
Schistosomajaponicum. A high level expression of the cysteine-rich domain was achieved
as a fusion protein when the bacterial culture was induced with IPTG. In a solid phase zinc
binding assay using the recombinant fusion protein, we found that the protein containing the
cysteine-rich domain was able to bind to radioactive zinc in vitro, demonstrating that the
polypeptide encoded by the ORF 1b of coronavirus is a zinc-binding protein.

INTRODUCTION
The 5' most gene of coronavirus genome represents gene 1 encoding the putative
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Gene 1 has been cloned and sequenced in several
coronaviruses including infectious bronchitis virus 2, mouse hepatitis virus 3, 8,10, and human
coronavirus strain 229E6. Two large, slightly overlapping open reading frames, termed
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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ORFla and ORFlb, are found in coronavirus gene 1, and it has been suggested that gene 1
is able to synthesize both the ORF 1a protein and the ORF 1a/ORF 1b fusion protein by way
of ribosomal frameshifting of the two overlapping open reading frames 4 . Several putative
functional domains have been suggested in the ORFI b, which include RNA polymerase,
helicase-like, and cysteine-rich domains. None of these domains in coronavirus have been
functionally characterized yet. We have been particularly interested in the significance of
the cysteine-rich domain of the bovine coronavirus ORFI b. Modeling of the cysteine-rich
domain suggests that cysteinelhistidine ligands are configured as to tetrahedrally coordinate
zinc ions, forming three potential finger-like structures 8. In this study, we characterized this
domain by expressing the DNA fragment as a fusion protein in E. coli, and demonstrated the
cysteine-rich domain is able to bind to zinc.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein expression in E. coli. E. coli transformants were grown in 2 ml of 2X YT
(1.6% tryptone, 1% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl) containing 2% glucose and 100 J.lg/ml
ampicillin to an optical density of 0.5 at 600 nm. Fusion protein was expressed by adding
isopropyl-B-D-thiogalactosidase at final concentration of2 mM, and the culture was further
incubated for an additional 2 hours. Cells were pelleted in a microcentrifuge and resuspended
in water. The cell suspension was mixed with an equal volume of 2X Laemmli's sample
buffer, boiled for 5 min, and analysed by 12% SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Proteins were visualized by Coommassie blue staining.
Solid phase zinc blot assay. The proteins were resolved by 12% SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis and transferred to polyvinylidone difluoride membrane (PVDF; Du
Pont). The PVDF membrane was wetted in methanol for 2 min, soaked in water for 5 min,
and equilibrated in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris base, 192 mM glycine, 20% methanol, pH
8.3) for 10 min before use. For the zinc binding assaylZ, the membrane was briefly washed
twice with renaturation buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8,50 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT) and
incubated in renaturation buffer for 1 hr with three exchanges of buffer at room temperature.
The membrane was then incubated in labeling buffer (100 mM Tris-HCI, pH 6.8, 50 mM
NaCl) containing 1 IlCi/ml of Zn 65 (New England Nuclear) for 1 hr with gentle shaking. At
the end of incubation, the membrane was rinsed twice with washing buffer (100 mM
Tris-HCI, pH 6.8, 50 mM NaCI, 1 mM DTT) and washed extensively in washing buffer with
three exchanges of buffer for 1 hr at room temperature. The membrane was wrapped with
Saran-Wrap and exposed to X-ray film (Reflection™, Du Pont) at -70 C.
Northwestern blot assay. The protein-RNA binding assay was performed by the
procedure described previously with a minor modification 1• Proteins were resolved by 12%
SDS-PAGE and electro-transferred to PVDF membrane. The membranes were washed for
1 hr at room temperature in probe buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5,50 mM NaCl,
1 mM NazEDTA, 0.02% bovine serum albumin fraction V, 0.02% polyvinyl pyrrolidone,
0.02% Ficoll type 400 (Pharmacia), and 250 J.lg/ml of total E.coli RNA. Approximately 2 X
106 counts per minute of 3zP-Iabeled RNA probe was added, and the membranes were
incubated for 1 hr at room temperature with continuous shaking. The membranes were
washed three times for 10 min each in probe buffer and exposed to X-ray film at -70 C with
a intensifying screen. The 32P-labeled probe was prepared by labeling the 5' terminus of
virion RNA as follows: Viral genomic RNA was dissolved in 50 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.5, and
incubated at 90 C for 30 min. The RNA was added to a 50 III reaction containing 50 mM
Tris-HCI, pH 7.6, 10 mM MgCl z, 10 mM B-mercaptoethanol, 100 J.lCi [gamma- 3Z p] ATP
(New England Nuclear, 3,000 Ci/mmol), and 5 units of T4 polynucleotide kinase (United
States Biomedical, Amersham Canada Ltd.). The reaction was incubated for 30 min at 37 C
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1

Figure 1. Expression of the GST-fusion protein in E. coli. The
transformants were grown in 2X YT broth containing 2%
glucose until OD reached 0.5 at 600 nm. IPTG was added to a
final concentration of 2 mM, and the cultures were incubated
for 2 additional hours. Cells were lysed in sample buffer, and
the total proteins were resolved by 12% SDS-PAGE followed
by Coommassie blue staining. Each lane represents approximately 150 f.ll of the culture. Lanes: 1, molecular weight
marker; 2, uninduced GST alone; 3, IPTG-mduced GST alone;
4, uninduced GST-fusion protein; 5, IPTG-induced GST-fusion
protein. Arrow heads indicate the expressed proteins.
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and terminated by addition ofEDTA. The end-labeled RNA was separated from unincorporated radionucleotides by Sephadex G-50 column chromatography and ethanol precipitation.

RESULTS
A 759 base pair DNA fragment was PCR-cloned representing the region of nucleotide
positions 4919-5677 upstream from the 32K non-structural protein gene 6 of bovine coronavirus. The cloned DNA fragment was inserted in-frame behind the glutathione S-transferase (GST) gene for expression as a fusion protein. High level expression of the GST-fusion
protein was achieved under the control of a lac promoter using IPTG induction. Total cell
lysates were prepared for SDS-PAGE, and the expressed proteins were visualized by
Coommassie blue staining (Fig 1). Polypeptides with approximate molecular weights of 28
kDa and 55 kDa were identified in the IPTG-induced cultures (Fig. I, lanes 3, 5). These
proteins were not present in uninduced cultures (lanes 2, 4), and the specificity of these
proteins were confirmed by immunoblotting with anti-GST antibody.
The cysteine/histidine residues present in the ORF 1b region of coronavirus are similar
to the configuration found in zinc-binding proteins 5 • To examine if this domain in coronavirus
represents zinc-finger, a solid-phase zinc blot assay was performed. Proteins were resolved by
SDS-PAGE and immobilized on the membrane under reducing conditions. The membrane was
incubated with Zn65 and exposed to X-ray film. The fusion protein containing the cysteinelhistidine rich domain bound to Zn65 (Fig. 2, lane 4), and this reaction was specific since none of
the other bacterial proteins nor GST alone bound to Zn 65 (Fig. 2, lanes I, 2, 3).
Zinc-finger motifs are often found in RNA binding proteins. To examine if the
coronavirus motif was able to bind to the viral RNA, protein-RNA hybridization was carried
out. This technique has been used for protein-RNA interaction studies for reovirus and
coronavirus l , 12. Protein-bound membrane was probed with coronavirus genomic RNA
labeled with 32p. Binding of the fusion protein to coronavirus genomic RNA was not detected
(Fig. 3, lane 3), whereas the BCV nucleocapsid protein efficiently bound to the viral RNA
(Fig., 3, lane I). Since the Northwestern protocol involves protein denaturation steps, we
employed a filter binding assay to re-examine the RNA binding activity of the zinc protein9 .
The celllysates were incubated with the radiolabeled genomic RNA in binding buffer, and
the mixture was filtered through a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was washed with
the binding buffer and counted for radioactivity. Approximately 80% of the input radioactivity was incorporated with the GST-fusion protein, whereas the GST alone remained only
40% (Fig. 4).
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Figure 2. Zinc-binding activity of the fusion protein. Total proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE
and immobilized on PVDF membrane. The membrane was incubated in labeling buffer containing
1 J..lCi/ml of Zn65 for 1 hr. The membrane was
washed twice with the labeling buffer and exposed to X-ray film. Lanes: I, uninduced GST
alone; 2, IPTG-induced GST alone; 3, uninduced
GST-fusion protein; 4, IPTG-induced GST-fusion protein.

Figure 3. Northwestern blot hybridization of the
fusion protein. Total ceillysates were resolved by
SDS-PAGE and immobilized on PVDF membrane. Corona virus genomic RNA was extracted
from the sucrose-purified virions, and the RNA
was in vitro-labeled with [gamma- 32 Pl using a
polynucleotide kinase. The membrane was hybridized with the 32P-labeled RNA probe, and
exposed to X-ray film. Lanes: I, purified coronavirus; 2, IPTG-induced GST alone; 3, IPTG-induced GST-fusion protein.
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Figure 4. RNA-binding of the GST-fusion
protein. The cell lysate was incubated with
32P-labeled BCV RNA in 50 J..ll of binding
buffer (17 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.2, 2 mM
DTT, 5% glycerol, 0.5 mM magnesium acetate,
75 mM KCI), containing 100 J..lg/ml of bovine
resum albumin. The mixture was filtered
through a nitrocellulose membrane, and the
filter was washed with binding buffer, airdried, and counted in a scintillation counter.
Input radioactivity was 20,000 counts per minute.
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DISCUSSION
We cloned and expressed the sequence representmg the cysteme-nch region ofbovme
corona ViruS ORF Ibm E colt This regIOn represents nucleotide pOSitIOns 4919-5677
upstream from the mltIatlOn codon of the 32K non-structural protem gene The structural
arrangements m the cysteme-nch domam was highly conserved among coronavlruses, and
the cysteme/hlstIdme cluster resembles a zmc-finger motif which IS commonly represented
as several repeats of Cys-X-X-Cys/Hls, where X IS any ammo aCid Usmg the GST-fuslOn
protem expressed m E colt, we demonstrated that the polypeptide representmg the cysteme-nch regIOn was a zmc-bmdmg protem The zmc-finger motif IS often found m eukaryotIc
regulartory protems and IS able to bmd to zmc 5 Cystemes and hlstIdmes form ligands
co-ordmatmg zmc atoms, promotmg sequence speCific protem-DNA mteractIons Zmc IOn
IS either mvolved m mamtammg an mtramolecular conformatIOn or mediates an mtermolecular linkage between two molecules resultmg m the dlmenzatlOn The most catalytic
functIOn of DNA-bmdmg protem occurs m the cell nucleus However, smce coronavlrus
replicatIOn takes place m the cytoplasm and the coronavlrus zmc-finger motif IS found m the
putative RNA polymerase regIOn, we speculate that the coronavlrus zmc-finger may be
mvolved m the bmdmg of the RNA polymerase molecule to the Viral RNAs, and thereby
faCilitates mltIatlOn of Viral replication and transcnptIon By Northwestern blot hybndlzatIon, we were not able to detect bmdmg of the fuSIOn protem to coronavlrus RNA, while the
BCV nucleocapsid protem used as control bound to the Viral RNA ThiS was probably due
to the fact that the Northwestern hybndlzatlOn protocolmvolved a protem denaturation step
which altered the protem conformatIOn neccessary for the mteractlOn With RNA By the
native filter-bmdmg assay, we demonstrated that the fUSIOn protem bound to the the
coronavlrus genomic RNA Studies to further elUCidate the RNA-protem mteractIon and
functIOn of the zmc protemm coronavlrus replicatIOn are m progress
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INTRODUCTION
Arteriviruses are enveloped positive-stranded RNA viruses which belong to the
so-called 'coronaviruslike superfamily'I,2,3,4. At present, the arterivirus group is comprised
of equine arteritis virus (EAV, the prototype of the group), lactate dehydrogenase-elevating
virus (LDV), porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV, also known as
'Lelystad virus'), and simian haemorrhagic fever virus (SHFV). Their isometric nucleocapsid core contains a nonsegmented genome of 12.7-15.1 kb ' ,5,6. The morphological characteristics and genome size of EAV are most comparable to those of togaviruses and
flaviviruses. However, the arterivirus replication strategy is similar to that of coronaviruses,
which possess 25-31 kb positive-stranded RNA genomes. Among their common features are
the polycistronic genome organization, the same basic gene order (5'-replicase gene-envelope protein genes-nucleocapsid protein gene-3'), and the production of a 3'-coterminal
nested set of 4 to 7 subgenomic mRNAs. The 5' part of the genomes of these viruses is
occupied by two large open reading frames (ORFla and ORFlb) which encode the viral
replicase l,5-12. Both ORFla and ORFI b are expressed from the genomic RNA, the latter by
means of ribosomal frameshifting l,l3. The ORFlb products of various members of the
coronaviruslike group contain a number of homologous domains l,6,9 which indicate that the
replicase genes of these viruses are evolutionarily related (Fig. I).
The large coronaviruslike replicase gene product (345K-420K in arteriviruses,
740K -81 OK in coronaviruses) is a multidomain precursor which is posttranslationally
cleaved into smaller functional units. Sequence comparison revealed the presence of
multiple putative protease domains in the ORFla polyproteins of both arteriviruses
and coronaviruses l ,5,6,lo,14. One of the coronavirus proteases, responsible for the liberation of the 28K N-terminal replicase product of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), has
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Figure 1. Location of conserved and possibly
conserved domains in the replicase proteins of
various members of the corona virus like superfamily. Abbreviations: PCP, papainlike
cysteine protease; 3CL-CP, 3C-like cysteine
protease; POL, polymerase motif; HEL, helicase motif; CTD, conserved C-terminal
ORF 1b domain; CP, cysteine protease; SP,
serine protease; IBV, infectious bronchitis virus; HCV, human coronavirus 229E; BEV,
Berne torovirus; other virus abbreviations:
see text.

recently been characterized 15. Furthermore, the identification of a number of (putative)
coronavirus replicase cleavage products has been reported I6 - 19 . In the case of the
arteriviruses, detailed information on the posttranslational processing of the ORF I a
protein has now been obtained. Six proteolytic cleavages and four different viral
proteases, all residing within the ORFla protein, have been documented. The various
arterivirus protease domains have been characterized in considerable detail. In this
brief review, we will summarize our current knowledge of the complex proteolytic
processing of the arterivirus replicase ORF I a protein.

PROCESSING SCHEME OF THE EA V ORFIA PROTEIN
The production of specific antisera, directed against various parts of the EAV
ORFla protein, has enabled us to study its proteolytic processing in infected cells and
transient expression systems20 . Western blotting, immunoprecipitation, and pulse-chase
experiments revealed that the EAV ORFla protein is subject to (at least) five proteolytic
cleavages. These generate processing products of 29K, 61K, 22K, 31K, 41K, and 3K,
which were named nonstructural protein (nsp) I through 6, respectively20 (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, a number of intermediate processing products was detected, of which only
the smallest three have been identified so far: nsp3456, nsp34, and nsp56 (Fig. 2). After
the relatively rapid cleavage of the nsp 112, nsp2/3, and nsp4/5 junctions, the final
processing steps (at the nsp3/4 and nsp5/6 sites) were found to be extremely slow2o (Fig.
2). This suggests that, as in other viral systems, processing intermediates fulfil specific
functions in the arterivirus replication cycle.

THE ARTERIVIRUS PAP AINLIKE CYSTEINE PROTEASES
Due to its activity in an in vitro translation assay, the papainlike cysteine protease in
EAV nspl, which had been predicted by comparative sequence analysis l (Fig. 3), could be
identified and characterized before ORFla protein-specific antisera had been obtained 21 .
Residues Cys-164 and His-230 were confirmed as members of the putative catalytic dyad
of the EAV nspl protease, which was shown to cleave the nspl/2 site extremely rapidly and
exclusively in cis 21 . A Gly-Gly dipeptide at position 260-261 was identified as the nsp 112
cleavage site 21 . The involvement of the nsp I protease in the nsp 112 cleavage was recently
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Figure 2. (A) SDS-PAGE of samples from a pulse-chase analysis of EAV ORFla protein processing in
vims-illfected cells. A 15 minutes pulse-labeling was followed by chase periods of 0-180 minutes. The lane
indicated with TOT shows the results of a continuous 3 hour labeling. Cells were lysed and viral nsps were
immunoprecipitated using a mixture of ORF 1a-protein specific antisera 2o . (B) SchematIc representation of
EAV ORF 1a protein processing. The location of the six EAV nsps and the order of proteolytic cleavages is
shown. The three EAV proteases and their (putative) relatIOn to cleavage sites are indicated and will be
discussed below.

confirmed in an in vivo expression system20 . The nspl protease appears to have no other
function in replicase processing than the liberation of the N-terminal ORFla product.
Therefore, it can be added to a rapidly growing family of so-called 'leader' proteases 22 ,23,
which is comprised of papainlike autoproteases encountered in various positive-stranded
RNA virus groups.
In contrast to the C-terminal half of the ORF I a protein and the ORF 1b protein,
the N-terminal part of the arterivirus ORFla product is relatively variable, both in size
and in sequence 6,23. Comparative sequence analysis (Fig. 3) and the data obtained with
the EAV nspl protease suggested that both PRRSV and LDV might contain an additional
PCP domain in the N-terminus of the ORFla protein. Recent experiments have revealed
that this is indeed the case 23 . PRRSV and LDV each contain two PCP domains, provisionally named PCPu and PCP~, each of which mediates an autoproteolytic cleavage at
its own C-terminus, just downstream of the active site His residue. This means that,
compared with EAV, these viruses both produce an additional ORF I a protein cleavage
product. To avoid differences in nomenclature of highly conserved downstream ORFlaencoded nsps, we have named the two N-terminal products of PRRSV and LDV nsp I u
and nsp 1~ (Fig. 5). The sizes of these proteins differ slightly between PRRSV (20K and
27K) and LDV (22K and 26K). Both pairs of predicted active site Cys residues (Cys-76
and Cys-276 in PRRSV, Cys-76 and Cys-269 in LDV) were subjected to site-directed
mutagenesis and were shown to be essential for proteolytic activity of a PCP domain23.
Furthermore, the probable catalytic His residues of the PRRSV PCPu and PCPB proteases
were identified (His-146 and His-345, respectively). Sequence alignments indicated that
the PCP/) domain corresponds to the EAV nspl PCP domain. An equivalent of the PCPu
domain may have been present in EAV23 (Fig. 3).
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THE NSP2 CYSTEINE PROTEASE
Only the EAV nsp 1 protease was found to be actlve m an m Vitro translatIOn system 2!
We therefore contmued our processmg analysIs usmg polyclonal rabbit antlsera, EAV-mfected cells, and an m VIVO expressIOn system The latter was based on vacclma ViruS
recombmant vTF7-3, which produces the T7 RNA polymerase 24 , and transfectlon of T7
expressIOn plasmlds contammg (parts of) EAV ORF1a 2o
The analysIs of both deletIOns and Site-directed mutatIOns m the EAV ORFla protem
mdlcated that, m addltlon to the nsp 1 and nsp4 proteases, a third protease was mvo1ved m
ItS processmg When the nsp1 and nsp4 sequences were deleted from the po1yprotem25 , or
when the actlve site residues Cys-164 and Ser-1184 of the nsp 1 and nsp4 proteases,
respectlvely, were mutated 25 , the processmg of the nsp2/3 cleavage site was not affected
Our deletIOn mutagenesIs mdlcated that, If viral, the protease responSible for cleavage of the
nsp2/3 Junctlon should be located wlthm nsp2 or nsp3 Although we have not yet been able
to completely exclude the mvolvement of a host protease m the nsp2/3 cleavage, the data
available at thiS moment are most consistent With a proteolytiC functIOn for the conserved
N-termmus ofnsp2 ThiS 100 ammo aCid domam contams the only nsp2/nsp3 conserved
hlstldme (Hls-332 m EAV), a reSidue which IS mvolved m catalYSIS m most types of
proteases A number of additional observatIOns, mcludmg the results of Site-directed mutagenesIs, suggest that Cys-270 and Hls-332 (Fig 3) may be active site reSidues of a
proteolytic enzyme which represents a novel group of cysteme proteases However, our
studies of the nsp2 protease are hampered by the fact that processmg of the nsp2/3 JunctIOn
appears to be very sensltlve to changes m nsp2 Large or small deletIOns m the regIOn which
separates the putative protease and ItS cleavage site all abolished cleavage of the nsp2/3 site
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This was also the case when three additional conserved Cys residues in the N-tenninal
domain of nsp2 were substituted. On the other hand, a 10K heterologous insertion in the
central part ofnsp2 was tolerated20 and a separately expressed putative protease domain was
shown to be able to induce cleavage of the nsp2/3 site in trans 25 . It appears that a specific
folding or posttranslational organization of the nsp2-nsp3 complex is required for proteolysis
of the nsp2/3 site. Deleterious effects on the organization of the protease domain and/or the
cleavage site region may explain the results obtained with many of our nsp2 mutants carrying
amino acid substitutions or deletions.
Both the presence of nsp2 and the cleavage of the nsp2/3 junction appear to be
extremely important for processing of the arterivirus ORFla protein. Preliminary observations from ORF I a in vivo expression experiments indicate that the nsp4 protease is inactive
when nsp2 is absent or when nsp2 contains mutations which abolish cleavage at the nsp2/3
junction. Under these conditions, only the nsp I protease is able to function nonnally26. To
increase our understanding of the role ofnsp2 in ORFla protein processing, we are currently
studying two properties of the nsp2-nsp3 region which may be related to its structure. First,
the conserved nsp2 N-tenninus, the conserved nsp2 C-tenninus, and nsp3 each contain a
cluster of conserved cysteine residues 2o , suggesting that disulfide bridges may be involved
in the organization of this part of the ORFla protein. Second, immunofluorescence experiments have revealed that, in infected cells, nsp2 is associated with intracellular membranes 26 .

THE NSP4 SERINE PROTEASE
Comparative sequence analysis produced a convincing alignment of the arterivirus
nsp4 region and the proteases that belong to the superfamily of chymotrypsinlike serine
proteases and 3C-like cysteine proteases I ,6.2 7,28. A putative catalytic triad of His, Asp and Ser
was identified. For EAV, this prediction is now supported by the results from site-directed
mutagenesis of two of these putative active site residues, His-I103 and Ser-1184. Their
replacement abolishes the processing of the nsp3456 region, but does not affect the production of nspl and nsp226. Together with data obtained from the mutagenesis of putative SP
cleavage sites, these results indicate that the nsp3/4, nsp4/5, and nsp5/6 cleavages are all
mediated by the nsp4 protease. Since the SP is able to cleave multiple cleavage sites, albeit
with different kinetics (Fig. 2), it is the most likely candidate protease to be involved in the
processing of the ORFI b product. The coronavirus 3C-like cysteine protease, which is
located at a comparable relative position in the replicase, has recently been shown to be
involved in processing of the coronavirus ORFlb protein l9 .

CLEAVAGE SITES
Six different proteolytic cleavages have now been documented in the various arterivirus ORFla proteins (Fig. 5). However, only one cleavage site has been detennined by
protein sequence analysis, the nsp1l2 site between Gly-260 and Gly-261 in EAV2I. For the
corresponding PRRSV and LDV nsp 1W2 sites, processing is predicted to occur at a Tyr-Gly
dipeptide, which is present in both viruses and which can be aligned with the EAV nsp1l2
cleavage site23 (Fig. 4). This prediction is supported by the sizes which have been observed
for the PRRSV and LDV cleavage products after in vitro translation of cDNA constructs 23 .
A suitable cleavage site candidate for the nsp I all ~ site in PRRSV and LDV has not been
identified, although a quite accurate estimate of its location was obtained from the same in
vitro translation experiments23.
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Figure 4. Comparison of possible cleavage sites in arterivirus ORF 1a proteins.

The expression of an nsp2 C-terminal deletion mutant 25 revealed that the EAV nsp2/3
site should be situated near amino acid 825 of the ORFla protein. A Gly-Gly dipeptide
(residues 831-832) appears to be the most attractive candidate (Fig. 4): it is conserved in
PRRSV and LDV and it is followed directly by a very hydrophobic domain, which would
in this case be the N-terminus ofnsp3.
Cleavage site predictions for the arterivirus serine protease were already published
before the proteolytic activity of nsp4 and the processing map of the ORF I a protein had
been addressed experimentally6. On basis of the putative relationship of the nsp4 protease
with the so-called 3C-like cysteine protease group, a set of conserved cleavage sites was
proposed which is characterized by a Glu (or Asp) at the PI position, a Gly (or Ser) at the
PI' position, and a bulky hydrophobic residue (e.g. Val, Phe, or Leu) at the P3' position. For
the EAV ORFla protein, SP-directed cleavages at the C-terminal side of aa 1064 (GlulGly),
1268 (Glu/Ser), and 1430 (GlulGly) were predicted (Fig. 4). We have recently substituted
the Glu residues at each of these sites with Pro. Subsequently, these mutations were tested
in an ORFla cDNA construct which was expressed in vivo. Replacement of Glu-I064
abolished cleavage of the nsp3/4 junction26 . Since this position in the ORFla protein
sequence also corresponds well with the estimated sizes ofnsp3 and nsp4, this residue may
indeed be located at (or near) the nsp3/4 cleavage site. This preliminary identification of the
nsp3/4 junction is supported by mutagenesis of another conserved Glu residue, located at
position 1677 in EAY. When this Glu, which is followed by Gly in EAV and Ala in
PRRSV/LDV, was replaced by Pro, the EAV nsp5/6 site was no longer processed26 . The two
putative candidates for the nsp4/5 cleavage site are more problematic: the estimated N-terminus ofnsp5 (44K from the C-terminus of the ORFla protein) is in the middle between the
two predicted cleavage sites at residues 1268 and 1430, which are 53K and 32K from the
ORF I a C-terminus, respectively. A Glu 1430~Pro substitution did not have an effect on the
generation of any of the currently known ORFla protein cleavage products 26 . On the other
hand, the Glu1268~Pro replacement completely abolished processing of the nsp4/5 junction26 . If the nsp4/5 site would indeed be located at residue 1268, the sizes of both nsp4 and
nsp56 would differ considerably from the size values estimated from SDS-PAGE: nsp4
would have to be 31K instead of 22K, nsp56 would not be 44K but 53K. Since the
Glu1268~Pro substitution also abolished cleavage at the nsp34 junction, this mutation,
which is relatively close to the SP active site, may affect the structure of the protease rather
than the nsp4/5 cleavage site. Additional experiments, which will also include possible
cleavage sites in the ORF I b protein, are now in progress.

ARTERIVIRUS ORFIA PROCESSING SCHEMES AND PRODUCTS
Our current knowledge of the proteolytic processing of the arterivirus ORFla protein,
and the viral proteases involved in it, is summarized in Fig. 5. The three available arterivirus
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Figure 5. Comparison of the (partially putative) proteolytic processing schemes of the EAV, LDV and PRRSV
replicase ORF la proteins. The position of the four arterivirus proteases and the approximate location of
cleavage sites are indicated.

replicase sequences are highly similar in the region which covers the C-terminus ofnsp2, nsp3
through 6, and the ORFlb product6,23. We therefore expect that in this part of the replicase the
proteolytic processing will be identical or largely similar for EAY, LDV, and PRRSV The
processing of one of the two relatively variable regions, the N-terminal domain of the ORFla
protein containing PCPu, has now been analyzed23 • This leaves the variable central region of
nsp2 to be studied. The high sequence similarity between the three arteriviruses abruptly ends
downstream of the putative nsp2 cysteine protease domain. It is restored about 250 amino acids
downstream in EAV, with a domain that contains a cluster of six invariant cysteines. However,
the size (600 and 730 amino acids in LDV and PRRSV, respectively) and the sequence of the
interlying central region of nsp2 are variable6,2o. The presence of a hydrophobic domain appears
to be the only common property. Obviously, we cannot exclude that the proteolytic processing
ofthis region of the PRRSV/LDV ORFla proteins differs from that ofEAV
The presence of hydrophobic domains at both sides of the putative main protease,
either the SP domain or the 3C-like protease, is a property shared by arteriviruses and
corona viruses. Almost the entire arterivirus nsp3 sequence is hydrophobic. The only hydrophylic domain contains a cluster of conserved cysteine residues. Depending on the exact
location of the nsp4/5 cleavage site (see above), a hydrophobic region downstream of the
SP motif could form a C-terminal hydrophobic domain of nsp4 or an N-terminal hydrophobic
region ofnsp5. A more downstream hydrophobic part between amino acids 1420 and 1550
in EAV, which is again conserved in PRRSV and LDV, should definitely be within nsp5.
Little can be said about the small nsp6. The extreme C terminus of the ORFla protein is not
very conserved. Although nsp6 itself may be a functional protein, the slow nsp5/6 cleavage
could also serve to liberate the ORF I b-encoded proteins from the ORF I ab protein which is
produced by ribosomal frameshiftingl.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our analysis of the processing of the arterivirus replicase has revealed the involvement of (at least) four viral proteases, an unprecedented number among positive-stranded
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RNA vIruses Three of these appear to be autoproteases, medIatmg only the lIberatIOn of
nspla, nspl ~ (ornspl m EAV), and nsp2 from the rest of the replIcase polyprotem Although
a detaIled processmg map of the coronavirus ORF I a protem IS not yet avaIlable, a general
pattern for coronaviruses and artenvIruses seems to emerge The functIons encoded from the
central regIOn ofORFla to the 3'-end ofORFI b appear to be the 'core' of the coronaviruslIke
replIcase polyprotem the well-conserved domams (protease - polymerase - hehcase C-termmal 'unIque' ORFI b domam) are withm thIS area, and only small msertIOns and
deletIOns m thIS part of the replIcase can be detected withm the coronavIrus or artenvirus
groups In comparable pOSItIons, the ORFla protems of both VIruS groups contam a domam
belongmg to the protease superfamIly that compnses the chymotrypsm-lIke and pIcornaVIrus
3C-lIke proteolytIc enzymes Although the predIcted catalytIc nucleophtle of the coronavIrus
protease (Cys) dIffers from that m the arterlVlrus proteases (Ser), thIS domam may stIll be a
remnant from a common ancestor of both VIruS groups The exchange of Cys for Ser at the
actIve SIte of the enzyme IS consIdered to be feasIble 27 28 Furthermore, the predIcted cleavage
SIte sequences are remarkably SImIlar for both VIruS groups
The N-termmal half of the ORFla protem, on the other hand, IS qUIte vanable,
suggestmg that speCIes-specIfic, rather than group-specIfic, functIOns have been added to
the set of basIc functIOns provIded by the 'core' replIcase It seems that m both corona- and
artenviruses multIple cysteme autoproteases medIate the processmg of thIS least conserved
part of the coronaviruslIke replIcase
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ABSTRACT
Dunng translatIOn ofMunne hepatitis ViruS (MHV-A59) ORFla, p28, the N-ternunal
polypeptide IS cleaved from the growmg polypeptide cham Ammo term mal radlOsequencmg
of the resultmg downstream cleavage product demonstrated that cleavage occurs between
Gly247 and Val 248 Site directed mutagenesIs of ammo aCids surroundmg the p28 cleavage
site revealed that substitutIOns of Arg 246 (P2) and Gly247 (PI) nearly ehmmated cleavage of
p28 Smgle ammo aCid substitutIOns of other residues between P7 and P2' were generally
permissive for cleavage although a few changes did greatly reduce proteolysIs The ammo
aCids around the p28 cleavage site represent a new sequence recogmzed by a ViruS encoded
papam-hke protemase

INTRODUCTION
MUrIne coronavlrus, mouse hepatitis ViruS stram A59 (MHV-A59) IS an enveloped,
posItive stranded RNA ViruS Upon mfectIOn, MHV-A59 gene I IS translated, presumably
mto the protems necessary for viral RNA rephcatIOn
Two overlappmg open readmg frames (ORFla and ORFlb) compnse gene I and
could potentially encode an approximately 800 kDa polyprotem(l) Sequence analysIs of
gene I predicts ORFI b to encode the RNA polymerase and several other functIOnal domams
conserved among coronavlruses, mcludmg a hehcase and zmc finger hke sequencer! 3)
ORFla IS predicted to encode two papam-hke protemases and a pohovlrus 3C-lIke protelnase(23) It IS thought that the ORFla encoded protemases are responsible for processmg
both ORF 1a and ORF 1b encoded polypeptides mto mature replicase protems
Polypeptides encoded m 0 RF I a have been detected m mfected cells usmg antibodies
directed agamst sequences encoded m ORFla These mtracellular viral protems mclude the
ammo termmal p28 polypeptide, p65 and a precursor polypeptide of 290 kDa which IS
processed mto p50 and p240(4 6) DUrIng In Vltro translation of genome RNA or of synthetic
Corona and Related Vrruses EdIted by P J Talbot and G A Levy
Plenum Press New York 1995
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RNAs derived from constructs containing amino terminal portions ofORFla, only p28 and
a larger downstream cleavage product are detected(7,8).
Of the predicted ORF 1a encoded proteinases, only PLP-l has been shown to have
proteolytic activity. Encoded in the first 3.43-4.23 kb ofORFIa, PLP-I is responsible for
cis cleavage ofp28 during in vitro translation of ORF 1a(7,9). While the catalytic cysteine and
histidine residues ofPLP-l have been identified for both A59 and JHM(9, 10), the p28 cleavage
dipeptide is not known. Based on cleavage sites utilized by other viral papain-like proteinases, it seemed likely that cleavage would occur with a Gly or Ala in the PI position(lI.14).
In the current study, we report that the p28 cleavage site occurs between Gly247 (P 1) and
Va1 248 (P I'). Site directed mutagenesis has identified Arg246 (P2) and Gly247 as critical
residues for efficient cleavage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Construction of Expression Plasmid and PCR Mutagenesis
A Nar I-Hind III fragment from cDNA ZAII (15) was cloned into the ECD RVand
Hind III sites ofpSP72 (Prom ega) resulting in pSPZAllNH. This plasmid has MHV-A59

oRF 1a sequences downstream of the bacteriophage T7 promoter. A synthetic linker contain-

ing a Kpn I site was inserted into the Nde I site of this vector, downstream of the viral
sequences, to create pSPZA 11 NHK. pSPNK was constructed by cloning a 2.89 kbXhD I -Kpn
I fragment from PCR clone XIKl(2) into the corresponding sites ofpSPZAllNHK. pSPNK
includes ORFIa sequences from nucleotide 182 to 4664.
Site directed mutagenesis of residues Lys24 1 to Lys249 in plasmid pSPNK was
accomplished using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (16). Specific mutations were
introduced into a Bam Hl-Eco Rl fragment using two "inside" primers containing mismatches to the same segment of the target sequence but to the opposite strands. Recombinant
peR products were generated using inside primers in conjunction with the corresponding
upstream (Fp425-444) or downstream (Rpl347-1328) outside primers. The amplified DNA
was digested with Bam HI and ECD Rl and inserted into pSPNK at the Bam HI and ECD Rl
sites (Fig l). Arg246 Phe was generated by inserting a specific mutation into an AlfII -EcD Rl
fragment as described above. Specific mutations were identified using the Sanger dideoxy
sequencing method(17).

A

N

B

A

E

PLP-l

K

'f~'

'P2

kb

I

B

SCKAYALLKGYRGVKPILFVDQYGCDYTGCLAKGVEDYGDLTLS

Figure 1. Schematic representatIOn of expressIOn construct and MHV-A59 ammo aCid sequence surroundmg
predicted p28 cleavage site. A. The 5/ regIOn ofMHV-A59 gene 1 from the Nar I to Kpn I restnctlOn sites was
placed under the control of a T7 polymerase promoter The resultmg plasmid encodes a 164 kDa protem that
IS cleaved mto a 28 kDa and 136 kDa polypeptides ReshctlOn sites Bam HI, Aft II and Eco RI were utilized
dunng peR mutagenesIs The predicted p28 cleavage regIOn IS mdlcated by an arrow and the PLP-l domam
IS depicted as a shaded regIOn B Ammo aCid sequence from Ser 35 to Ser 78 at and around predicted p28
cleavage site. AbbreViatIOns. N, Nar I, B, Bam HI, A, Aft II, E, Eco RI, and K, Kpn I
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In Vitro Transcription/Translation. in Vitro
In vitro transcriptions and translations were performed as described in Promega
Technical Bulletin 126 using a coupled transcription/translation rabbit reticulocyte system.
Briefly, 250ng of plasmid DNA was added per 25 /ll reaction mix which included 1000
/lCi/ml of [35S]-methionine. Reactions were incubated for 90 minutes at 30DC. Equal cpm
of samples were added to 2X Laemmli buffer, incubated for 5 minutes at 100DC and then run
on a gradient polyacrylamide SDS gel. Gels were processed for fluorography in Autofluor
(National Diagnostics) and exposed to X-ray film. To determine the percent cleavage, levels
of polyp rote in precursor and pl36 cleavage product in non-flourographed gels were quantitated with a Molecular Dynamics Phosphorimager.

Radiosequencing N-Terminus of p136
For the radiosequencing of p136, in vitro transcription and translation of pSPNK
DNA was performed as described above using either 1000 /lCi/ml of 5S]-cysteine (ICN)
or 800 /lCi [3H]-leucine (ICN). Translation products were resolved by electrophoresis on a
5-12% SDS-gradient gel. Electrophoretic transfer onto a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad) was
performed at 1.0 Amp for 3 hours in 0.5X Towbin buffer(l8). Edman degradation was
performed on 100 mm2 of membrane to which p 136 was immobilized. The eluate from each
cycle was collected, added to scintillation cocktail (ICN) and counted in a liquid scintillation
counter.

e

RESULTS
Identification of the p28 Cleavage Site
In order to determine the amino acid sequence surrounding the p28 cleavage site we
used the polypeptides synthesized during transcription/translation of the pSPNK construct.
This construct contains ORFla sequences downstream of the T7 RNA bacteriophage
polymerase promoter from nucleotides 182 through 4664 which includes p28 through PLP-I.
During transcription and translation of this plasmid, a large polypeptide of 164 kDa is
synthesized and quickly processed into p28 and the downstream product, p 13 6(8,19). Sequencing of the amino terminus ofp136 would provide the sequences at the in vitro cleavage site
ofp28.
Thus, to determine the amino terminus of the downstream cleavage product, sequencing of both [3H]-Leu and [35 S]-Cys labeled pl36 was carried out. After 10 cycles of Edman
degradation of [3H]-Leu labeled p136, a peak was observed in cycle 5. After 20 cycles of
Edman degradation of [35S]-Cys labeled p136, peaks were observed in fractions 12 and 17.
The profile obtained was (aa)4Leu (aa)6 Cys (aa)4 Cys. This pattern matches with the deduced
amino acid sequence ofMHV-A59 ORFla (2), in which there is Leu at residue 253 and Cys
at 259 and 264. The above data are consistent only with cleavage occurring between Gly247
and Va1 248 . These data are not consistent with cleavage at any other sites in the region encoded
by the plasmid pSPNK, that includes the first 4.6 kb of the genome.

Characterization of the p28 Cleavage Site
Identification of Gly247 and Val 248 as the dipeptide cleaved by PLP-1, allows for
further definition of amino acids required for efficient cleavage of p28. Eight sets of
mutations from the P7 position to the P2' position were introduced into the pSPNK construct
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Figure 2. Wild type ammo
aCid sequence and substituPI'
P2'
PI
P4
P3
P2
P6
P5
P7
tions around the p28 cleavage
site The wlid type ammo
L
249
248
ys
Leu241 Leu242 Lys243 Gly244 Tyr245 Arg246 Gly247 Val
aCid sequence from the P7 to
P2' positIOn IS mdlcated m
N.D. Thr+ Val +/- Cys + Cys - Val- Asp - Arg+
Pro +
boldface Correspondlllg
Ala + Ser+ Ser - Ala - Ala + Met +
,ubstitutlOns are shown dlArg+
rertly below the wlid type
Asp + Phe ++ Gly- Asp - Gly ++ Thr +/- reSidues The notatIOns -, +/-,
His +/+ and ++ mdlcate >80% mLeu - SerPhe+
hlbltlOn, 60-80% mhlbltlon,
40-60% mhlbltlOn and 20His- Cys- ne +/40% mhlbltlOn, respectively
MutatIOns were mtroduced
Lys as descnbed m the Matenals
Pheand Methods QuantitatlOn
of percentage mhlbltlOn of c\t'avage relative to Wild type was carned out as descnbed m the Matenals and
Methods Gels used to quantitate percentage mhlbltlOn are not shown The SCISSile bond I~ between the PI and
PI' reSidues

and the effect on cleavage was assayed using the rabbit leticulocyte coupled transcription/translation system as described above. The percentage of inhibition of cleavage was
determined by calculating the ratio of uncleaved precursor p 164 to p 136, relative to wild
type levels of pI64 and pl36 (s!;'e Materials and Methods). Both conservative (Ala) and
non-conservative (Asp) changes of Gly247 in the PI position reduced cleavage by over 80%
ao;; compared to wild type levels (Figure 2). These levels of inhibition are consistent With the
mlcrosequencing analYSIS which Identified Gly247 as the PI residue. Furthermore, these data
show that cleavage with MHV PLP-l is similar to cleavages carried out by other viral
papain-like prokinases which requlfc a Gly or Ala in the PI position for efficient cleavage Ll 14.20-22). SubstItutIOn of Arg246 in the P2 pOSitIOn also resulted 111 dramatic inhibition of
p28 cleavage. Substitution of His and Lys for the positively charged Arg246 also inhibited
cleavage indicating that positive charge alone III the P2 positIOn is not sufficient for cleavage
ofp28 (Figure 2) Substitution of either Gly247 or Arg 268 resulted in level& of inhibition greater
than or equal to that caused by the addition of the thiol proteinase inhibitor leupeptin which
has been previously shown to be a potent inhibitor of p28 cleavage. Substitution for Val in
the P I' position with either Gly or Ala did not significantly reduce cleavage although other
less conservative substitutions such Asp or Be did reduce cleavage by over 60%. This
suggests that there are some requirements for the PI' position.
Amino acid substitutions at the P7, P5, P3 and P2' positions were tolerated (Figure
2). Although cleavage was reduced somewhat in most cases, substitution of these residues
did not effect cleavage to the degree seen with mutagemzing either the P2 or PI positions.
For example substitution of the aromatic Tyr245 in the P3 position with a closely related Phe
residue did not significantly effecI cleavage. This is in sharp contrast to conservative
substitutIOns which have dramatic effects in the PI and P2 positions.

DISCUSSION
In this report we have demonstrated that p28 cleavage occurs between Gly247 and
Va1 248 . This IS the first identification of a cleavage site in the large polypeptide encoded in
the 21 kb replicase gene (gene 1) of MHV and the first cleavage site identified for any
coronavirus proteinase. It has been shown previously that this cleavage is carried out by
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PLP-I encoded m ORFla Further charactenzatlOn of the ammo aCids surroundmg the
cleavage site demonstrate that Arg246 and Gly247 m the P2 and PI posItions respectively are
reqUired for cleavage ofp28 Val 248 m the PI' posItion and reSidues m posItions P7, P6, P5,
P4, P3 and P2' were not essential for cleavage, although most substitutIOns did result III some
mhlbltIon of cleavage
Sequence alignment analysIs ofMHV-A59, MHV-JHM and human coronavlrus 229E
reveals that the RG dipeptide IS conserved m all three strams In 229E the PI' Val, which IS
conserved m the two MHV strams, IS replaced with a Gly reSidue In MHV-A59 Val 248Gly
permits effiCient cleavage of p28, mdlcatmg that the cleavage site has been relatively
conserved among these mouse and human coronavlrus strams
Based on sequence analysIs, the PLP-I of MHV-A59 appears to belong to a family
of viral papam-like cysteme protemases(23), thiS family contams both ammal and plant viral
protemases, mcludmg the potyvlral HC-protemase, Smdbls ViruS nsP2, and the papam-like
protemases encoded by chestnut blight hYPovlrulence associated ViruS (HAV) and equme
artentIs ViruS (EAV)(I423) All of these protemases cleave at sites which have Gly or Ala,
uncharged reSidues with short Side chams, m the P I pOSitIOn It IS therefore not surpnsmg
to see that PLP-I of MHV also reqUires a Gly m the P I posItion Our results also suggest
that (Arg 246 ) m the P2 posItion IS a cntIcal reSidue reqUired for cleavage by MHV PLP-I
Interestmgly the P2 posItion IS a cntIcal reSidue for cleavage by papam and some of the
related cellular protemases(24) ThiS group of cellular enzymes usually prefers Phe m the P2
posItion However, these same protemases can utilize, to different extents, substrates m
which the Phe m the P2 pOSitIOn IS replaced with Arg The structure of the PLP-I remams
to be elUCidated Understandmg the structure of the viral protemases may be Important m
the design of antiviral strategies
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COMPLETE GENOMIC SEQUENCE OF THE
TRANSMISSIBLE GASTROENTERITIS VIRUS

J F Eleouet, D Rasschaert, P Lambert, L Levy, P Vende, and H Laude
Ulllte de Vlrologle et ImmunologIe Moleculmres
INRA
Jouy-En-Josas, France

We have sequenced the gene I ofTGEV Purdue-I 15 stram This completes the TGEV
genome sequence, which IS 28579 nucleotIde-long plus the poly(A) taIl TGEV IS the fourth
coronavlrus to be completely sequenced after IBV I , MHv 2 3 4 and HCV 229ES, and the
second of a genetIc subset which mcludes FIPV, CCV, HCV 229E and PEDV
Three cDNA IIbranes were constructed for sequencmg of the TGEV gene I, usmg
TGEV-specIfic olIgonucleotIdes as prImers and genomic RNA punfied from VIrlons as a
template A regIOn absent of these IIbranes, correspondmg to nucleotIdes 7522 - 10727, was
Isolated through clonmg of a RT-PCR-amplIfied DNA fragment As for the three other
coronavlruses sequenced so-far, the TGEV gene I contams two long ORFs, ORFla and
ORFlb Results from m vitro translatIOn expenments mdlcated that translatIOn of TGEV
ORFIb also IS mediated by a (-1) nbosomal frame-shlftmg mechalllsm Sequence analysIs
of the 5' -end of the genome revealed the presence of a three ammo aCid-long ORF upstream
from and m frame with the mltIator codon of ORF I a, mstead of 8 ammo aCids for MHV and
11 ammo aCids for IBV and HCV 229E I 2356
Pairwise companson of the ammo aCid sequence of TGEV ORFla with those of
MHV, IBV and HCV 229E, confirmed that the predicted ORFla polypeptIde IS more
divergent than the predicted ORF I b product ThiS also applIes to TGEV and HCV229E,
which are the two most closely related of these viruses In particular, a sequence pOSItIoned
from ammo aCids 1435 to 1602 m HCV 229E ORFla IS not present m TGEV and largely
accounts for the largest ORFla ofHCV 229E compared to TGEV Like for IBV, MHV and
HCV 229E, the TGEV ORFla predicted product contams putatIve functIOnal domams
mcludmg two papam-lIke protease domams (ammo aCids 1080-1273 and 1575-1770), a
3C-hke protease domam (2877-3179) framed by two clearly hydrophobic regIOns at ammo
aCids 2640-2980 and 3200-3450, and a growth factor/receptor-lIke domam (3862-4005)
(Fig I)
The TGEV ORFI b contams putatIve RNA polymerase (posItIons 530-832 from the
first ammo aCid of ORFlb), metal IOn bmdmg domam (920-995) and hehcase domam
(1198-1297) (Fig 1) MultIple alIgnment ofORFIb showed a good conservation of the ammo
aCid sequence all over the ORF, except m a 60-100 ammo aCid domam where the sequences
Corona- and Related Viruses, EdIted by P J Talbot and G A Levy

Plenum Press New York, 1995
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Figure 1. OrgamzatIOn of the TGEV codmg sequences The major ORFs are represented as boxes m the 0, -I and -2 readmg frames Black boxes mdlcate putative functIOnal
domams Streaked boxes corresond to structural genes Vertical arrows mdlcate functIOnal mtergemc consensus sequences Ammo aCid positIOns are given from the begmmg of
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INTRODUCTION
When one discusses coronavirus RNA synthesis, several unique features of coronavirus RNAs immediately come to mind l : the extraordinary length (27-31 kb) of the RNA
genome, the subgenomic mRNAs with a leader RNA derived from the 5'-end of the genome,
and the presence of common sequences between the 3'-end of the leader RNA and the
sequence (intergenic sequence, IG) preceding each gene (Figure 1). These characteristics
indicate that coronavirus RNA synthesis has to be discontinuous, so that the leader RNA can
be joined WIth mRNAs. This feature, coupled with several unique phenomena associated
with coronavirus replication, e.g., high frequency of RNA recombinatlOn 2 and rapid generation and evolution of defective interfering (DI) RNA3, suggests that coronavirus RNA
polymerase is probably nonprocessive, being able to jump between different RNA regions
and RNA molecules during synthesis. This discontinuous nature of coronavirus RNA
synthesis appears to contrast with another requisite function of RNA polymerase, i.e., faithful
replication of the long RNA genome. These seemingly conflicting demands on coronavirus
RNA polymerase suggest that the coronavirus polymerase is very versatIle and the mechanism of corona virus RNA synthesis is unique.
The first macromolecular event after virus entry is the synthesis of a viral RNA
polymerase from the incoming viral genome, which is then copied into a (-)-strand RNA.
Subsequently, the (-) strand RNA serves as a template for the synthesis of mRNAs and
genomic RNA. Thus, the discussion of coronavirus RNA syntheSIS should cover four
separate but intertwined issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Synthesis, processing and function of RNA polymerase
Synthesis of (-)-strand RNA
Synthesis of subgenomic mRNAs (transcription)
Synthesis of genomic RNA (replication).
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Figure 1. The structure ofMHV genomic RNA and subgenomic mRNAs.

In this review, I will discuss only the last three issues. The studies of the synthesis
and processing of polymerases have just begun to come of age, and will be extensively
reviewed elsewhere in the book.

MODELS OF CORONAVIRUS SUBGENOMIC mRNA SYNTHESIS
Several potential models for explaining coronavirus sub genomic mRNA synthesis
have been proposed, which can be classified into continuous and discontinuous mechanisms
(Figure 2). One continuous mechanism proposes that the joining of mRNAs with the leader
sequence occurs by a continuous transcription using a looped-out template. This may occur
during either (+)- or (-)-strand RNA synthesis. Alternatively, the mRNAs are proposed to be
amplified from the virion-packaged sub genomic mRNAs (termed "subgenomic replicons")4
by a faithful continuous transcription. The discontinuous transcription mechanisms include
three models: The first is leader-primed transcription, in which the leader RNA is synthesized
from the 3'-end of the full-length, (-)-strand RNA template, dissociates from the template,
and then rejoins the template at the IG sites to serve as a primer for mRNA transcriptions.
In this model, IG sequences serve as promoter and transcription initiation sites. The second
model proposes that discontinuous transcription occurs during (-)-strand RNA synthesis 6 ;
thus, IG sites serve as transcription terminators. By an unknown mechanism, the (-)-strand,
subgenomic transcript then joins the leader RNA and continues to transcribe an anti genomic
complement of the leader sequence. The anti genomic, subgenomic RNAs serve as the
templates for faithful transcription of the sub genomic mRNAs. The third model is the
classical trans-splicing mechanism 7, in which sub genomic mRNAs and leader RNAs are
transcribed separately and then joined together by a post-transcriptional trans-splicing
mechanism. This may occur during either (+)- or (-)-strand RNA synthesis. Although the
continuous transcription models cannot be rigorously ruled out, the existing evidence favors
the discontinuous models because of recent evidence showing that the sub genomic mRNAs
and leader RNAs are derived from two separate RNAmolecules 8,9. The different discontinuous transcription models, however, have not been clearly distinguished. The two favored
models, the leader-primed transcription and discontinuous (-)-strand RNA synthesis models,
are both consistent with some of the experimental data. It has thus been proposed that both
models might operate during two different stages of transcription, so-called primary transcription and secondary transcription 1o • Although these two models differ in the stage of
transcription at which discontinuous synthesis occurs, i.e., either during (+)- or (-)-strand
RNA synthesis, both models have a common feature, i.e., both require that the IG sequence
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Figure 2. Models of coronavirus subgenomic mRNA transcription.

interacts with the 3'-end of the leader sequence, so that the leader RNA canjoin the mRNAs
at precise sites. These two models cannot yet be unequivocally distinguished.
The following discussion will focus on the regulation of RNA synthesis, including
the trans- and cis-acting regulatory sequences for the synthesis of various RNA species, and
the interaction between the leader and IG sequences. These features are critical to coronavirus RNA synthesis regardless of the actual mechanism of RNA transcription.

THE REGULATORY RNA SEQUENCES FOR CORONAVIRUS
mRNA TRANSCRIPTION AND GENOMIC RNA REPLICATION
The discontinuous transcription models predict that mRNA transcription is regulated
by the leader and IG sequences. The importance of these regulatory elements has been
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examined extensively, using a DI RNA as an experimental model, in the past several
years ll ,12. The DI RNA can be considered a mini-genome, because it contains both the 5'and 3'-ends of the genomic RNA and can replicate autonomously in the presence of a helper
virus, which provides RNA polymerases. The replication signals for coronavirus RNA have
been determined using these DI RNAs, and localized to approximately 400 nucleotides at
both ends 13, 14. For some DI RNA species, a short stretch of internal sequences is also needed
for RNA replication, probably to maintain proper RNA conformation I3 ,14. By inserting an
intergenic sequence into these DI RNA vectors, it has been unequivocally established that
IG sequences are the necessary regulatory elements for initiating RNA synthesis 11,12. As few
as seven nucleotides (UCUAAAC) are sufficient l5 . More recently published reports further
established that the upstream sequences at the 5' -end of the genome are also required for
mRNA transcription initiating from the IG sequence l6 . These upstream sequences include
the leader sequence and some ill-defined sequences located at the 5'-end of the genomic
RNAs. The most surprising finding is that the leader sequence is not sufficient. If the 5'-end
sequences immediately downstream of the leader are replaced with exogenous sequences or
even the sequences of subgenomic mRNAs, no mRNA transcription occurs despite the
presence of both the leader and IG sequences l6 . These results indicate that certain sequences
from the genomic RNAs are required for mRNA transcription, and that only the genomic
RNA can be used for mRNA synthesis. These findings thus suggest that mRNAs are not
likely the results of amplification of the virion-packaged sub genomic mRNAs 4. The leader
RNA also provides an enhancer-like function for mRNA transcription l6 . Thus, the leader
RNA has dual functions: providing the leader RNA for mRNAs and enhancing transcription.
Most interestingly, recent data indicate unequivocally that the leader RNA of mRNAs is
derived from the helper virus RNA, thus representing a bona fide trans-acting leader
RNA8,9,16. Furthermore, the efficiency of transcription is affected by the nature of the leader
sequence not only of the DI RNA, but also of the helper viral RNA 9 . Therefore, the leader
RNA can regulate transcription, not only in cis but also in trans, and the extent of the
influence of the leader RNA on transcription varies with the nature of the IG sequence9,16.
These studies thus establish that mRNA transcription is regulated by three components: IG,
the cis-acting leader and a trans-acting leader.

THE POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF THE LEADER-IG
INTERACTIONS
Because of the presence of homologous sequences between the IG sites and 3'-end
of the leader RNA, it was previously proposed that the leader RNA can bind to the intergenic
sequence via this stretch of sequences, which are complementary between the (+ )-strand
leader and the (-)-strand IG5. Site-specific mutagenesis of IG sequences indeed caused
alteration of the transcription efficiencies from the IG site I2 ,17. However, there is no
reasonable correlation between the transcription efficiency and the extent of sequence
homology between the IG site and the leader 17. In fact, in most coronaviruses (one exception
being MHV), the amounts of sub genomic mRNAs do not correlate with the extents of
homology. Therefore, direct RNA-RNA interaction cannot explain satisfactorily the transcriptional regulation of mRNAs. The possibility that the coronaviral transcriptional regulation is mediated by factors other than direct RNA-RNA interaction recently has been
suggested by a couple of studies, which demonstrated that the leader-mRNA fusion occurs
outside of these complementary sequences 17,1 8. The most dramatic example is the transcription by a murine coronavirus, MHV-2C. This virus transcribes mRNAs which contain
unusually aberrant leader-fusion sites; there is no sequence homology between the leader
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and these sites l8 . These data strongly suggest that direct RNA-RNA interaction may not be
the driving force behind coronavirus mRNA transcription.
An alternative possibility is that the transcriptional regulation is mediated by RNAprotein and protein-protein interactions. It is likely that certain cellular or viral proteins bind
to the RNA regulatory regions; these proteins then interact with each other to bring the
essential RNA components together to form a transcription or replication complex l8 . Thus,
the selection of the transcriptional initiation sites may be mediated by the specificity of these
RNA-binding proteins, which can be considered transcription factors. This model is similar
to DNA-dependent RNA transcription, in which transcription is regulated mainly by the
interactions of transcription factors. Some of the cellular proteins interacting with the leader
RNA and intergenic sequences of both strands have been detected l9 • These cellular proteins
conceivably are the transcription factors which regulate coronavirus mRNA transcription.

THE REGULATION OF (-)-STRAND RNA SYNTHESIS
The (-)-strand RNA is the template used for the synthesis of the sub genomic mRNAs
and genomic RNA. Thus, it controls the synthesis of all the major viral RNA species. Several
features of coronavirus (-)-strand RNAs are already known: (1) Both sub genomic- and
genomic-sized (-)-strand RNAs are present in the infected cells 4.6 . (2) (- )-strand RNAs
contain both an antigenomic-sense leader RNA at the 3'-end and poly(U) sequences at the
5' -end, thus representing complementary copies of the (+ )-strand RNAs 2o .21 . (3) (-)-strand
RNA synthesis peaks slightly ahead of (+)-strand RNA synthesis and gradually declines
during the viral replication cycle 22 ; however, the ability to synthesize (-)-strand RNA persists
throughout the infection 10. (4) (- )-strand RNAs in the cells are present in the double-strand
(ds) RNA forms 22 .23 ; thus, the ds RNA may be the actual template for RNA transcription and
replication.
This possibility has not been rigorously tested. The regulation of (-)-strand RNA
synthesis has not been as well studied as (+)-strand RNA because the amount of (-)-strand
RNA is very small in the infected cells. Recently, our laboratory has optimized a ribonuclease
protection method and utilized a transfected DI RNA to study the mechanism of the
regulation of (-)-strand RNA synthesis 24 . The results demonstrated that the cis-acting signal
for (-)-strand RNA synthesis resides entirely within the 55 nucleotides at the 3'-end, plus
poly(A) sequences. No specific 5' upstream sequence is required 24 . This sequence requirement is considerably less stringent than those required for RNA transcription and replication.
Most notably, coronavirus RNA replication requires more than 400 nucleotides ofvirus-specific sequences at the 3'-end I3 .14 . Why RNA replication requires a longer stretch of specific
sequences at the 3'-end of the genomic RNA than that required for (-)-strand RNA synthesis
is of considerable interest. This finding, therefore, suggests that the 3' -end sequences are
required not only for (-)-strand RNA synthesis but also for (+)-strand RNA synthesis.
(+ )-strand RNA synthesis is initiated from the 3' -end of the (-)-strand template (corresponding to the 5' -end of the genomic RNA), and the signal for RNA replication would be expected
to be at the 5' -end of genomic RNA. Thus, the presence of the replication signal at the 3' -end
of the genome raises an interesting possibility that (+ )-strand RNA synthesis requires the
interaction between the 5' - and 3' -end sequences of the template RNA. Furthermore, we have
also shown that transcription from an internal IG site of the DI RNA inhibits (-)-strand RNA
synthesis of the very RNA, again suggesting that transcription requires certain RNA
interactions, which interfere with (-)-strand RNA synthesis24. The interaction between the
5'- and 3'-end sequences has previously been shown to be required for RNA synthesis of
some other RNA viruses 25 . Thus, this interaction may be a common feature of RNA-de pendent RNA synthesis.
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Another surprising feature of (-)-strand RNA synthesis is that RNAs which transcribe
a sub genomic mRNAmake smaller amounts of( -)-strand RNA than nontranscribing RNAs 24 .
Therefore, the amounts of mRNA transcription do not parallel the quantities of (-)-strand
RNA templates available, and that the quantitative regulation of RNA synthesis likely occurs
mainly at the step of (+ )-strand RNA synthesis rather than (-)-strand RNA synthesis, When
the cis-acting signals for (-)-strand RNA, mRN A and genomic RNA synthesis are compared
(Figure 3), it appears that the signal for (-)-strand RNA synthesis is strikingly less complex
than that for the other two RNA species. This is conceptually logical, since (-)-strand RNA
has to be synthesized directly from the incoming genomic RNA at the time when very few
viral proteins have been synthesized. Since the 5'-end sequences of the genomic RNA are
not required for (-)-strand RNA synthesis, any RNAs which contain the 55 nucleotides from
the 3 I-end of the genome and poly(A) will be able to initiate (-)-strand RNA synthesis. This
is consistent with the detection of the sub genomic (-)-strand RNA species which correspond
to all of the subgenomic mRNAs in the virus-infected cells 4,6, In contrast, both RNA
replication and transcription require longer stretches of sequences at both the 5' - and 3' -ends
(Lin and Lai, unpublished observation), suggesting a complex interaction between various
RNA regions,

SUMMARY OF THE MECHANISM OF CORONAVIRUS mRNA
SYNTHESIS
Although the precise models of coronavirus mRNA transcription cannot yet be
unequivocally deciphered, several features of mRNA synthesis have already been established: (1) mRNA transcription is discontinuous, since the leader sequences on most mRNAs
are derived in trans from a different RNA molecule 8,9,16. (2) mRNA synthesis can be
regulated in trans by RNA elements located on different RNA molecules 9 . (3) leader-mRNA
fusion may not be precise, suggesting that complementary RNA sequences between the
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leader and IG sequences are not necessarily directly involved in leader fusion I7 ,18. (4) the
RNA regulatory regions are complexed with cellular and, probably, viral proteins l9 . These
proteins might mediate RNA- and protein-protein interactions to form transcription or
replication complexes. (5) The amounts of(-)-strand RNA do not correspond to the amounts
of mRNAs or genomic RNAs synthesized, suggesting that the quantitative regulation of
RN As is not at (-)-strand RNA synthesis, but rather at (+ )-strand RNA synthesis 24 . (6)
Subgenomic (-)-strand RNAs have been shown to be derived from sub genomic replicative
form RNA, indicating that sub genomic (-)-strand RNA can function as a template 6. However,
it is not clear what the predominant mechanism for mRNA transcription is. The most crucial
question is at what step, either (+ )-strand or (-)-strand synthesis, discontinuous transcription
occurs. This issue will require future studies. It is possible that these different mechanisms
proposed are not mutually exclusive and may operate simultaneously or at different stages
of the viral replication cycle.

RNA RECOMBINATION AND GENETIC ENGINEERING
The studies of RNA viruses in general have been aided tremendously by the
availability of infectious viral RNA or cDNA. This approach, unfortunately, has not been
available to coronaviruses. The task of achieving such a technical feat is also formidable,
because of the extremely large size of the viral RNA. However, progress has been made in
the genetic engineering of coronavirus RNA by taking advantage of the fact that coronavirus
RNA undergoes a very high frequency of recombination. RNA recombination now has been
shown to occur not only in MHV, but also in several other coronaviruses, although at a much
lower frequency (see this volume). It can occur between two viral RNAs, and also between
viral RNA and a transfected RNA fragment 26 •27 or defective-interfering RNA28. This capacity
to undergo RNA recombination has been harnessed to replace the 5'- and 3' -ends of viral
genomic RNA with desired sequence 27 ,28. However, the success of this approach so far has
been limited to both ends of the genomic RNA; it has not yet been possible to replace the
internal sequences or insert foreign genes, probably because multiple cross-overs are
required. We have recently developed a DI RNA vector for expressing foreign genes. This
DI vector is made to contain either an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) 13 or IG sequence l6 .
When a viral gene is inserted behind either 10 or IRES sequences, it can be expressed, and
the protein product can be incorporated into the virions, thus generating a pseudotyped virus
(Liao and Lai, unpublished). Furthermore, DI RNA can be incorporated into virions, thus
generating a pseudo-recombinant virus, which contains both the wild-type viral genome and
a defective-interfering RNA containing a foreign gene. This represents a first step toward
the genetic engineering of coronavirus. This system can potentially be used to express a
foreign gene of interest; for instance, it can be used to express cytokines or cytokine
antagonists to study the effects of these molecules on viral infections. This is particularly
powerful, since these molecules will be expressed only in virus-infected cells. It can be used
to express spike proteins of different viruses and, thereby, alter the host range of the virus.
Finally, it can be used to express a desired protein to induce antibodies, thus serving as a
virus vaccine. Therefore, even though an infectious full-length cDNA clone is not yet
available, the era of genetic engineering of coronaviruses may be at hand.

CONCLUSIONS
The large size of coronavirus RNA genome and the discontinuous nature of its mRNA
synthesis are the unique features of coronavirus. Although the detailed mechanism of RNA
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synthesIs has not yet been uneqUivocally established, the presently available eVidence
suggests that It has many mterestmg features, enabling coronavlrus RNA to serve as a
paradigm for the studies of other viral RNAs Progress m the studies of RNA synthesIs also
has made possible the genetic engmeenng of coronavlrus. However, many unanswered
questions remam, e.g., what IS the nature of coronavlrus RNA polymerase? What are the
transcnptlOn factors? How are the vanous steps of RNA syntheSIS regulated? What IS the
nature of the templates for RNA syntheSIS? These and other questIOns Will demand further
studies m the future.
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ANALYSIS OF CORONAVIRUS
TRANSCRIPTION REGULATION

Myungsoo Joo and Shm]1 Makmo
Department of MlcroblOlogy
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Austm, Texas

ABSTRACT
InsertlOn of an mtergelllc reglOn from munne coronavlrus mouse hepahhs ViruS
(MHV) mto an MHV defective mterfenng (DI) RNA led to transcnptlOn of subgenomlc
DI RNA m helper vlrus-mfected cells Usmg thiS system we studied how two mtergelllc
reglOns posItIoned m close proximity affected subgenomlc RNA synthesIs When two
mtergelllc reglOns were separated by more than 100 nt, shghtly less of the larger subgenomic DI RNA (synthesized from the upstream mtergelllc reglOn) was made, thiS
difference was slglllficant when the mtergelllc reglOn separatlOn was less than about 35
nucleohdes DeletIOn of sequences flankmg the two mtergelllc regIOns mserted m close
proximity did not affect transcnptlOn No slglllficant change m the ratIO of the two
sub genomic DI RNAs was observed when the sequence between the two mtergelllc reglOns
was altered Removal of the downstream mtergelllc regIOn restored transcnptlOn of the
larger subgenomlc DI RNA These results demonstrated the downstream mtergelllc sequence was suppressmg sub genomic DI RNA synthesIs from the upstream mtergelllc
reglOn

INTRODUCTION
Mouse hepahhs ViruS (MHV) IS the coronavlrus prototype MHV contams a smglestranded, poslhve sense RNA of approximately 31 kb l 3 In MHV-mfected cells, seven to
eight species of virus-specific mRNAs are synthesized, they are named mRNA 1 to 7
accordmg to decreasmg order of slze4 5 The 5' end of the MHV genomic RNA and
subgenomlc mRNAs starts With a 72-77 nucleohde-long leader sequence6 7 The mRNA
body sequences begm from a consensus sequence (UCUAAAC, or a very slmIiar sequence)
m the mtergelllc reglOn, which IS located upstream of each MHV gene 6 7 The mtergelllc
regIOn precedmg gene 7 (gene 7 encodes the nucleocapsid protem) carnes the same 18
Corona and Related Viruses Edited by P J Talbot and G A Levy
Plenum Press New York 1995
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nucleotide-long sequence (AAUCUAAUCUAAACUUUA) found at the 3' region of the
genomic leader sequence 8.
A system that exploits defective interfering (D!) RNAs of MHV for the study of
coronavirus transcription is established9 . One study using this system demonstrated that
the sequences flanking the intergenic region preceding gene 7 do not play a role in
subgenomic DI RNA transcription!o. However, studies of an MHV mutant virus!! and
bovine coronavirus (BCV) sub genomic mRNAs!2 raise the possibility that sequence(s)
outside of the intergenic consensus sequence may affect coronavirus transcription. From
these studies we hypothesized that two corona virus intergenic consensus sequences that
are located in close proximity may interact in such a way that the presence of a downstream
consensus sequence may inhibit transcription of subgenomic mRNA from an upstream
consensus sequence. We examined this possibility, and present new aspects of coronavirus
transcription regulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and Cells
The plaque-cloned A59 strain ofMHV (MHV-A59) was used as a helper virus. Mouse
DBT cells were used for growth of viruses.

DNA Construction
A procedure based on recombinant polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was employed
for site-directed mutagenesis!3. Construction of various plasmids will be described elsewhere.

RNA Transcription and Transfection
Plasmid DNAs were linearized by Xba I digestion and transcribed with T7 RNA
polymerase as previously described!4. The lipofection procedure was used for RNA transfection as previously described 9 .

Primer Extension
The oligonucleotides were 5'-end labeled with [y_3 2p] ATP with polynucleotide
kinase!5. Poly (A) containing RNAs were used for primer extension analysis as described
previously!6. Reaction products were analyzed on 6% polyacrylamide gels containing 7M
urea.

PCR and Direct Sequencing of the PCR Products
Primer extension products were purified from the gel and amplified by PCR under
the same condition described above. The gel-purified RT-PCR products were separated by
agarose gel electrophoresis. Direct PCR sequencing was performed according to the procedure established by Winship 17.
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RESULTS
The Effect of Two Proximally Inserted Intergenic Regions on MHV
Subgenomic DI RNA Transcription
In an attempt to gauge the effect of a downstream intergenic region on its upstream
neighbor, we measured the synthesis of two subgenomic DI RNAs that were transcribed
from two proximally inserted intergenic consensus sequences. We constructed a series of
MHV DI cDNAs, each of which contained two intergenic regions in the same parental clone,
MHV DI RNA-derived cDNA clone MTl117410. All clones contained an insertion upstream
of the 18 nucleotide-long intergenic region ofMTl1174. The inserted sequence consisted of
the 18 nt-long intergenic region preceding gene 7 attached to varying lengths of downstream
sequence and a few nucleotides from the 3' -end, which were generated by construction
procedures. Therefore, these newly constructed DI cDNA clones bore two 18 nt-long
intergenic regions; most of the sequences between the two intergenic regions derived from
downstream of the intergenic region between genes 6 and 7. We named these DI cDNAs
according to the distance between the first nucleotide of the upstream intergenic region and
the first nucleotide of the downstream intergenic region. In MS 124, the first nucleotide of
the downstream intergenic region is located 124 nt from the first nucleotide of the upstream
intergenic region.
We used primer extension analysis to examine the quantities of the two sUbgenomic
DI RNAs in the mutants with similar size sub genomic DI RNAs. The 5'-end labeled
oligonucleotide, which specifically binds with genomic and subgenomic DI RNAs, but not
to helper virus mRNAs, hybridized with intracellular RNA species and the hybridized primer
was extended by reverse transcriptase. Primer extension products were then analyzed by
electrophoresis on sequencing gels (Fig. I). Large amounts of a primer extension product
corresponding to a smaller subgenomic DI RNA, synthesized from the downstream intergenic region, were made in MS23-, MS29- and MS36-replicating cells (Fig. IA). We
frequently observed a minor primer extension product, which migrated as if it were 5
nucleotides longer than the major primer extension product (Fig. 1, shown by the open
triangle). The amount of a primer extension product corresponding to a larger sub genomic
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Figure 1. Pnmer extension analysIs of
subgenomic DI RNAs. The 5' -end labeled oligonucleotide was hybndized
with mtracellular RNAs and extended
with reverse transcriptase. The products
were electrophoresed on sequencmg
gels. Panels A and B represent two independently electrophoresed gels The arrows and arrowheads indicate the larger
subgenomic DI RNA primer extension
products and the smaller sub genomic DI
RNA primer extension products, respectively. The minor bands indicated by the
open triangles are the smaller subgenomic Dr RNAs which contained
three UCUAA repeats at the leader-body
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DI RNA, produced from the upstream intergenic region, was significantly reduced (Fig. IA).
Direct sequencing of PCR products demonstrated that the larger and the smaller primer
extension products contained the expected structure of the larger and the smaller subgenomic
DI RNA, respectively. All the subgenomic DI RNAs contained two repeats of UCUAA at
the leader-body junction site. The minor primer extension products, which migrated slightly
slower than the major primer extension product of the smaller subgenomic DI RNAs,
exhibited structures that were similar to the smaller sub genomic DI RNAs, except that they
contained three UCUAArepeats. These analyses demonstrated that transcription of the larger
subgenomic DI RNA was inhibited when two intergenic regions were inserted within 23 to
36 nucleotides of each other.
We examined the effect of the length of the "gap" between the two intergenic sites
on inhibition of the larger subgenomic DI RNA transcription. The amounts of the larger and
the smaller subgenomic DI RNAs ofMS124, MSI02 and MS63 were compared (Fig. lB).
Primer extension analysis and direct sequencing of PCR products of the primer extension
products demonstrated that more of the larger subgenomic DI RNAs (shown by the arrows
in Fig. IB) were synthesized in MSI24-, MSI02 and MS63-replicating cells than had been
made in MS36-, MS29- and MS23- replicating cells (Fig. IA). When two intergenic regions
were separated by about 60 nucleotides, a distinct inhibition of transcription of the larger
subgenomic DI RNA occurred. Of the DI RNAs that we analyzed, the degree of inhibition
increased as the distance between the two intergenic regions decreased; MS23, with the
shortest sequence between the two intergenic sites, demonstrated the greatest inhibition of
the larger subgenomic DI RNA transcription.

The Effect of Sequences Flanking the Two Inserted Intergenic Regions
on Subgenomic DI RNA Transcription
We looked for an effect of the sequences flanking the two inserted intergenic regions
on subgenomic DI RNA transcription by analyzing two MS23-derived DI cDNAs,
MS23~DF and MS23~UF. Downstream of the MS23 intergenic region, we deleted 156 nt
to create MS23~DF. Upstream of the MS23 intergenic region we removed 0.8 kb to make
MS23~UF. Primer extension analysis and direct sequencing of the PCR products of the
primer extension products demonstrated that the transcription of the large sub genomic DI
RNA was inhibited in both DI RNAs (Fig. 2A). These studies demonstrated that the flanking
sequences of the two inserted intergenic regions did not affect the inhibition of the larger
subgenomic DI RNA's transcription.

A

B

Figure 2. Primer extension analyof sub genomic DI RNAs. The
arrows and arrowheads indicate
the the larger subgenomic DI RNA
primer extensIOn products and the
smaller subgenomic DI RNA
primer extension products, respectively. An asterisk most likely indicates a premature termination
product of the genomic DI RNA
primer extension product.
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Investigation of a Possible Effect of the Downstream Intergenic Region
on Inhibition of Transcription from the Upstream Intergenic Consensus
Sequence
To directly test the effect of the downstream intergenic region on inhibition of
transcription from the upstream intergenic region we used a new construct, MS23i1DIG. This
MS23-derived DI cDNAlacked the entire 18 nucleotide-long downstream intergenic region;
in its place, MS23i1DIG carried an 8 nucleotide insertion from a non-MHV sequence, which
was generated through the DNA construction procedure. Northern blot analysis of
MS23i1DIG intracellular RNA species demonstrated that the amount of MS23i1DIG subgenomic DI RNA was comparable to that of MTlIl 74 (data not shown), which synthesizes
a high level of sub genomic DI RNA. Primer extension analysis of MS23i1DIG showed an
abundance of product corresponding to the larger sub genomic DI RNA, whereas no primer
extension product made from the smaller sub genomic DI RNA was seen (Fig. 2B). This data
clearly demonstrated that the presence of a downstream intergenic region inhibited transcription from the upstream intergenic region.
The actual sequence of the nucleotides between the two intergenic regions might
affect transcriptional efficiency of the larger sub genomic DI RNA; we tested this by changing
the nucleotides between the two repeated UCUAA sequences of the intergenic regions in
clone MS23, making clone MS23AU. Primer extension analysis ofMS23AU revealed that
transcription of the larger sub genomic DI RNA was inhibited (Fig. 2C). This experiment
indicated that inhibition of transcription from the upstream intergenic region did not depend
on the nucleotide sequence between the two intergenic regions, because there was significant
inhibition after mutation of the "gap" between the intergenic sites. That mutation did have
an effect, however, which we saw as a small increase in the inhibition of transcription from
the upstream intergenic site.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, transcription of the larger of two sub genomic DI RNAs, which
was synthesized from the upstream intergenic region of two closely inserted intergenic
regions, was inhibited; its inhibition was caused by the presence of the downstream
intergenic sequence. In the case of the gene 6-7 intergenic sequence, transcription efficiency
is not affected by sequences flanking the intergenic sequence lO • A contrasting exception to
that, presented here, was when the flanking sequence was itself an intergenic region, and
affected transcription by inhibiting the intergenic region that it flanked. Recently, we placed
a transcription consensus sequence in the middle of a 0.4 kb fragment, which was located at
a fixed position but derived from various regions of MHV, and found that transcription of
subgenomic DI RNAs varied among the DI RNA constructs (unpublished data). This data
indicated that flanking sequences of the inserted intergenic region affected sub genomic DI
RNA transcription efficiency. It is possible that each of the naturally occurring MHV
intergenic sites is regulated in an analogous but slightly different way that depends upon
flanking sequences.
Our finding explains well why a BCV subgenomic mRNA is not synthesized from
the predicted intergenic consensus sequence, but is synthesized from another sequence,
located 15 nucleotides downstream of the predicted intergenic consensus sequence 12. The
conclusions from our study also provide a reason for why it is that in MHV-S No.8-infected
cells the amount of the larger mRNA 7, which is synthesized from the upstream consensus
sequence, is significantly lower than of that of the smaller mRNA 7, which is synthesized
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from the downstream consensus sequence!! The transcnptlOnal regulatlOn of MHV DI
RNAs IS most hkely governed by the same mechamsm as coronavlrus transcnptlOn, and the
data shown m the present study, therefore, sheds hght directly on the understandmg of the
actual coronavlrus transcnptIon mechamsm
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EXPRESSION OF MURINE CORONAVIRUS
GENES 1 AND 7 IS SUFFICIENT FOR VIRAL
RNA SYNTHESIS
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INTRODUCTION
The genome of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) is known to contain eight or nine genes
that are encoded by mRNAs I, 2, 2-1, 3, 4, S (for both Sa and Sb), 6 and 7. The gene 2, 2-1,
4 and Sa products are not essential for MHV replication at least in tissue culture l . 3• The
5' -most MHV gene, gene 1 most probably encodes virus RNA polymerase and proteases,
the activities that are necessary for MHV RNA synthesis4. Gene 3 encodes S protein which
is responsible for binding to cellular receptor5 and for induction of cell fusion 6. MHV Sb
protein is present as a virus structural protein? Gene 6 encodes M protein which is believed
to be essential for virus assembly. The most 3' region of the MHV genome, gene 7, encodes
the N protein. N protein binds to MHV genomic RNA forming a helical nucleocapsid. Anti-N
antibody inhibits MHV RNA replication in vitr0 8, indicating that N protein is necessary for
MHV RNA replication. Whether the remaining proteins, S , nsSb and M are necessary for
MHV RNA is not known.
An MHV-JHM defective-interfering (DI) RNA, DIssA, which is nearly genomic
in size9 , replicates by itself in the absence of helper virus infection lO and is efficiently
packaged into MHV particles 9• II. Almost all MHV mRNA synthesis is strongly inhibited
in DIssA-replicating cells, whereas synthesis of mRNA 7 and its product N protein is
not inhibited9 . Oligonucleotide T1 fingerprinting analysis of DIssA suggested that gene
I and gene 7 of DIs sA are essentially intact, whereas multiple deletions are present from
genes 2 to 69 •
In the present study, we examined possibilities that mRNA 7 is synthesized form
DIssA template RNA, but not from helper virus template RNA, and that the gene 1 products
and N protein are sufficient for the MHV RNA synthesis. Our study demonstrated that these
possibilities are, in fact, the case.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and Cells
The MHV-A59 temperature-sensitive mutant, LA 16 12 , the plaque-cloned MHVJHM, and virus sample obtained after 19 undiluted passage of original plaque-cloned
MHV-JHM (JHMI9th)9 were used. Mouse DBT cells were used for RNA transfection and
propagation of viruses.

Radiolabeling of Viral RNAs and Agarose Gel Electrophoresis
Virus-specific RNAs in virus-infected cells were labeled with 32Pi as previously de13
scribed and separated by electrophoresis on 1% urea-agarose gels as described previously9.

Preparation of Virus-Specific Intracellular RNA and Northern Blotting
Virus-specific RNAs were extracted from virus-infected cells l3 . For each sample, 1.5 f.lg
of intracellular RNA was denatured and electrophoresed through a 1% agarose gel containing
formaldehyde, and the separated RNA was blotted onto nylon filters 14. The RNA on the filters was
hybridized with 32P-Iabeled probes specific for the various region ofMHV RNA 14.

Isolation of Clones Containing DIssA-Specific Sequence
For the amplification of a Dis sA-related subgenomic RNA, cDNA was first synthesized from intracellular RNA as previously described l5 , using as a primer oligonucleotide
1116 (5'-CTGAAACTCTTTTCCCT-3'), which binds to positive-strand MHV mRNA 7 at
nucleotides 250 to 267 from the 5' -end ofmRNA 7. MHV-specific cDNA was then incubated
with oligonucleotide 78 15, which binds to antileader sequence ofMHV RNA, in PCR buffer
as described previouslyl5. DIssA sub genomic RNA-specific reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR
products were examined by Southern blot analysis in which RT-PCR products were separated
by agarose gel electrophoresis and hybridized with a probe which corresponds to 1.5 to 1.7
kb from the 3'-end ofMHV genomic RNA. The identified 1.2 kb-Iong DIssA sUbgenomic
RNA-specific RT-PCR product was eluted from the preparative gel and cloned into TA
cloning vector (Invitrogen). Clones containing Dis sA-specific sequence were isolated by
colony hybridization using the same probe which was used for Southern blot analysis.

RESULTS
Strategy for Analysis of DIssA-Related RNAs
We wanted to determine whether mRNA 7 detected in DIssA RNA-replicating cells
was derived from the DIssA template or from helper virus genomic template. We established
experimental conditions so that Dis sA-derived RNA, but not helper virus-derived RNA, was
efficiently synthesized. Two parental viruses were used: JHM 19th and LA 16, which is an
MHV-A59 temperature sensitive mutant with an RNA- phenotype. In JHMl9th-infected cells
DIssA, mRNA 7 and the 2.2 kb-long DIssE9 are synthesized, whereas synthesis ofthe helper
virus-derived mRNAs is strongly inhibited at nonpermissive temperature 9 . DBT cells were
infected with either JHM19th or LA16 alone, or were coinfected with both virus samples
and cultured at 32.5°C, which is the permissive temperature for LAI6. After overnight
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Figure 1. Urea-agarose gel electrophoresis of MHV-specific intracellular RNA species. DBT cells were infected
with JHM 19th (lane 1), P3 virus sample from JHM 19th and
LA 16-coinfected cells (lane 2), and LA 16 (lanes 3 and 4).
Viruses were grown at 39.5"C (lanes 1-3) or 32.5"C (lane 4)
and virus-specific RNA was labeled with 32Pi in the presence
of actinomycin D. Extracted RNA was electrophoresed on a
1% urea-agarose gel. The three minor bands marked with
asterisks (lane 2) were newly synthesized DI RNA species
generated during virus passage.
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incubation, culture fluid was collected and virus samples were named passage 0 (PO) samples
and these virus samples were further passaged on DBT cells several times at the permissive
temperature. Because MHV-A59 usually grows about 10 times better than MHV-JHM, we
expected that LA 16 would grow better than MHV-JHM in coinfected cells and that during
passage, MHV-JHM would be eliminated from the virus samples.
We examined MHV-specific intracellular RNA species of these passaged virus
sample at the nonpermissive temperature. Infected cells were cultured at 39.5°C or 32.5°C,
and virus-specific RNAs were labeled with 32Pi in the presence of actinomycin D. Extracted
intracellular virus-specific RNA was electrophoresed on a 1% urea-agarose gel (Fig. I).
Synthesis of DIs sA and mRNA 7 was clearly apparent in the cells infected with the P3 sample
from coinfected cells, whereas synthesis of helper virus mRNAs and DlssE RNA was not
detected (Fig. I, lane 2). In addition to DIssA and mRNA 7, other minor MHV-specific RNA
species were also detected (Fig. I, lane 2 asterisks); these bands were most likely newly
generated DI RNAs. Helper virus-derived mRNAs, 1 through 6, were not evident at the
nonpermissive temperature in the cells infected with the P3 sample from JHM 19th and LA
16-coinfected cells, therefore, the mRNA 7 shown in Fig. 1 lane 2 was most likely derived
from the DIssA template RNA.
We studied the structure of the mRNA 7 by RNase T I I-D oligonucleotide fingerprinting. The mRN A 7 fingerprint patterns from PI and P3 samples of co-infected cells were
very similar to that of JHM, but not to LA 16 (data not shown). This data clearly demonstrated
that mRNA 7 was indeed synthesized from the MHV-JHM-derived DIssA template RNA.

Primary Structure of DIssA
In addition to mRNA 7 subgenomic RNA, DIssA may synthesize small amounts
of other DIssA-specific subgenomic RNAs, and these putative DIssA-specific RNAs
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might be amplified by RT-PCR. Sequence analysis of cloned RT-PCR products of
putative DIssA-specific subgenomic RNAs should reveal the primary structure of part
of DIssA. MHV-specific cDNA was synthesized using oligonucleotide 1116. This
oligonucleotide should hybridize with all MHV mRNAs and DIssA. The RT-PCR
products were synthesized by incubating the cDNA with oligonucleotide 1116 and
oligonucleotide 78. RT-PCR products were then examined by Southern blot analysis
with a probe that specifically hybridizes to the 5'-region of gene 7. We detected a
1.2 kb-long RT-PCR product in JHMl9th-infected cells, whereas we did not find this
PCR product in all other samples, indicating that this RT-PCR product was synthesized
from a DIssA-specific subgenomic RNA. We isolated this PR-PCR product and cloned
it into a plasmid vector. We identified several clones by colony hybridization, and
completely sequenced one 1.2 kb-long clone, TA23 clone.
Sequence analysis revealed that structure ofTA23 was similar to MHV-JHM mRNA
2-1, but that it contained a large internal deletion spanning from nucleotide 876 in the
transcription initiation site of gene 2-1 (or HE gene) to the 3' -region of gene 6. The
leader-body fusion site of TA23 was the same as MHV-JHM mRNA 2-12. This sequence
analysis suggested that TA23 represented a cloned cDNA of a DIssA-specific sub genomic
RNA. Because coronavirus mRNA forms a 3'-coterminal nested structure, the structure of
TA23 indicated that DIssA lacks all of genes 3, 4, 5, most of gene 6 and the 3'-one third of
the HE gene.
We further confirmed the structure of DIssA by Northern blot analysis by using a
probe corresponding to 362 - 670 nucleotides from the 5'-transcription initiation site of the
HE gene. With this probe, DIssA and three minor other RNAs, approximately 5.4 kb, 3.4 kb
and 2.6 kb in length, were detected in the DIssA-replicating cells (data not shown). According
to the size ofRNAs, these three additional RNAs most probably represented the DIssA-specific sub genomic RNAs. The size of TA23 indicated that it most likely derived from the
smallest 2.6 kb RNA. Based on the sizes of the other two RNAs, the 3.4 kb RNA probably
had the same structure as MHV-JHM mRNA 2, which includes a large internal deletion like
that of TA23; probably the largest 5.4 kb RNA, with the same deletion, started about 2 kb
from the 3' -region of DIssA gene 1. This Northern blot analysis demonstrated that DIssA
synthesized three minor RNA species, in addition to mRNA 7.

Gene Products from DIssA-related RNAs Supported Replication and
Transcription of Another DI RNA
Our data indicated that the gene 1 products, ns2 protein, part of the HE protein, and
the N protein were expressed in the DIssA-replicating cells and that their expression was
sufficient for replication and transcription of these DIs sA-related RNAs. Would these gene
products support replication and transcription of another DI RNA? We next examined
whether these gene products supported RNA synthesis of other MHV RNA molecules in
trans. MHV DIs sF-derived MHV DI cDNA clone, MT 1124 was used to examine this
possibility. MT 1/24 DI RNA contains an inserted intergenic region preceding gene 7 and a
subgenomic DI RNA is synthesized in MT 1I24-replicating, MHV-infected cells l6 . MTl124
DI RNA was transfected into mono layers of DBT cells infected with LAI6 I hr prior to
transfection l6 . After incubation of virus-infected cells at 32.5°C for 16 h, PO virus sample
was obtained and further passaged to generate PI virus sample. DBT cells were coinfected
with this PI virus sample and DIssA containing LAI6 virus sample and cultured at
nonpermissive temperature. Intracellular RNA was extracted from virus-infected cells and
examined by Northern blot analysis (Fig. 2). Replication ofMT 1124 genomic DI RNA and
transcription of MT 1124 subgenomic DI RNA were observed in coinfected cells, demon-
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Figure 2. Northern blot analysis of intracellular RNA
species. DBT cells were co infected with two virus samples, P2 virus sample from LA 16 and JHMI9th coinfected cells and PI virus sample from MT
1124-transfected, LA 16-infected cells, and cultured at
32.5°C (lanes 1 and 5) and 39.5°C (lanes 2-4 and 6).
Intracellular RNA was extracted, and I. 5 J..lg of cytoplasmic RNA was separated on 1% formaldehyde-agarose
gels and transferred to nylon filters. MHV RNA species
were detected using a probe corresponding to the 3' -end
of genomic RNA. An arrowhead and an arrow represent
MT 1124 genomic Dr RNA and subgenomic Dr RNA,
respectively. Lanes 1-4 were exposed for the same
length of time. Lanes 5 and 6 are shorter exposure of
lanes I and 2.
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strating that gene I products and N protein supported RNA synthesis of other MHV RNA
molecules in trans.
The ns2 protein and the HE protein are not necessary for MHV replication I, 2.
Although DIssA-specific subgenomic RNA appeared to encode the ns2 protein and part of
the HE protein, the 3.4 kb and 2.6 kb RNAs are most probably not necessary for synthesis
of DIs sA RNA and its related RNAs or for MT 1124 DI RNA. We concluded that expression
of gene I products and N protein was sufficient for MHV RNA replication and transcription.

DISCUSSION
The present study and an in vitro MHV RNA replication study 8 suggested that the N
protein is necessary for MHV RNA synthesis. Coronavirus nucleocapsid is not required for
initiation of coronavirus RNA synthesis, because coronavirus genomic RNA extracted from
purified virions is infectious 17. 18. Possibly a subsequent step in coronavirus RNA synthesis,
e.g., genomic RNA replication, may require a nucleocapsid template. How coronavirus N
protein functions in coronavirus RNA synthesis is fundamental for the understanding of
coronavirus RNA synthesis.
We found that the molar ratios of mRNA I to mRNA 7 in the helper virus-infected
cells, and of DIssA and DIs sA-derived mRNA 7 in the DIssA-replicating cells were both
basically the same (Fig. 1). Also no significant difference was found between the molar ratios
ofMT 1124 genomic RNA to subgenomic RNA in LA 16-infected cells and in DIssA-replieating cells (Fig. 2). These data indicated that MHV transcription efficiency was not altered
by the expression of the MHV S protein, ns4 protein, ns5a protein, ns5b protein, or M protein.
This situation is different from influenza virus and vesicular stomatitis virus. In these viruses
M protein inhibits viral RNA transcription in vitro 19,20.
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INTRODUCTION
The type of neurological disease induced by JHMV in the central nervous system of
rats is related to the post partum age at challenge l. Resistance to the demyelinating form of
disease in the white matter sets in at the time myelination is completed, when the progenitor
number of oligodendrocyte lineage cells becomes minimall, 2. In primary rat glial cultures,
mature oligodendrocytes including db cAMP-treated progenitors are non-permissive for
JHMV3. Permissiveness was restricted to a discrete stage in their differentiation pathway4.
Viral restriction was shown to occur at an early stage after penetration but before viral gene
expression, presumably mediated by a cellular component(sl Interestingly, an endosomalassociated phosphoprotein phosphatase (PPPase) activity isolated from L cells, a glioma cell
line and primary cerebral culture has specificity for dephosphorylating JHMV nucleocapsid
protein (N)5. Moreover, the type 1 regulatory subunit (R 1) of protein kinase A, which is
specifically upregulated when primary progenitor oligodendrocytes are treated with the
cAMP analog dbcAMP, could inhibit the endosomal PPPase activity in a cell-free system 3,
6. This study addresses the role of dephosphorylation and modulation ofN during the early
stages of viral replication.

* Supported by the Medical Research Council of Canada.
t Recipient of a studentship from the Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada.
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
JHMV maintains tropism for explanted rat oligodendrocytes although infectability
is confined to a discrete stage in the differentiation process, between the mitotically active
progenitors (O-2A cells) and the terminally differentiated 0ligodendrocytes4 . Permissiveness
seems to be determined by an intracellular factor(s) beyond viral absorption which is not
affected in the non-permissive cells 3. To elaborate on our previous results demonstrating that
the restriction occurs at an early step prior to onset of transcription, isolated JHMV genomic
RNA was transfected into primary telencephalic cultures established from neonatal Wi star
Furth pups as previously described4 . After 8-10 days in culture, the more loosely adherent
0-2A lineage cells were released by sharply tapping the culture flask, plated into fresh growth
medium, then treated with 1 mM dbcAMP 24 hours before inoculation with JHMV or 2 days
postinoculation. As shown in Table 1, pretreatment of cultures to induce maturation completely blocks replication, whereas post-treatment does not when compared with untreated
cells. To circumvent events in penetration and uncoating which virions must undergo, cells
were transfected with RNA. Genomic RNA was isolated, combined with Lipofectin (Gibco)
and added to the cultures. The normally non-permissive oligodendrocytes pretreated with
dbcAMP supported JHM replication when compared to untreated controls (Table I), demonstrating that the restriction does indeed involve an early event as previously presumed3 .
The efficiency of initiating infection by RNA transfection is, however, much lower, as
evident with both L cells and the primary oligodendrocytes (Table I).
The N protein of JHMV is phosphorylated on serine residues 7, 8. Work in our
laboratory has described an endosomal-associated PPPase that specifically dephosphorylates
N when assayed in vitro 5• To determine whether dephosphorylation ofN is essential during
an early stage of replication, the reversible inhibitor of types 1 and 2A PPPase, calyculin A, 9
was applied. L cells were treated for 30 minutes either before inoculation or 2 hours
postinfection and viral titers determined 10 hours postinfection. As shown in Figure I, there
was a greater than 2 loglo reduction in PFU/mL produced when 100 nM calyculin was added
pnor to moculatIOn as compared to a much lesser reductIOn when calycuhn was added 2
hours postinfection. These data are in line with the concept that a PPPase activity is a crucial
requirement early in viral replication. Since N is the only phosphorylated JHM virion protein,
the effect of calyculin A on the state of N phosphorylation inside host cells was tested. L
cells were treated with mhibitor as described, then 2 hours postinfectIOn, samples were taken
and prepared for an immunoblot probing with anti-N antibodies. As shown in Figure 2,
increasing concentrations of calyculin A inhibited conversion from the 56kDa to 50kDa form
ofN, consistent with a restriction in the dephosphorylation ofN. These results indicate that

Table 1. TransfectlOn of non-permISSIve ohgodendrocytes wIth genomIc RNA
InfectIOn (PFU/mL)
Treatment of cells
Untreated
I mM dbcAMP postmfectlOn
I mM dbcAMP before mfectlOn
L cells*

TransfectlOn (PFU/mL)

48 hr
postmfectlOn

12hr
postmfectlOn

48 hr
postmfectlOn

1,300
3,340

4,680
10,000

0
ND

0
ND

30
ND
10
38,000

12 hr
postmfectlOn
50
ND
30
ND

*Tltre from L cells mfectlOn > I 07 PFU/mL
VIruS productIOn on pnmary rat o!Jgodendrocytes after JHMV mfectlOn or RNA transfectlOn Ennched
olIgodendrocyte cultures were treated wIth dbcAMP eIther 24 hr before moculatlOn and addItIOn of RNA or
48 after moculatlOn Supernatant ViruS was tItrated by plaque assay on L cells
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dephosphorylation of N takes place early during virus-cell interaction and is crucial for
replication to commence.
In brain tissue the cAMP-dependent protein kinase II is present but the type I enzyme
is missing. After treatment of the oJigodendrocytic lineage cells with dbcAMP the normal
activation of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase was uncoupled, resulting III a selective
upregulation of the type 1 regulatory subunit (Rl )3, 10. Several studies demonstrated the
capacity ofthe R subunit, isolated from various sources, to suppress by ltselfPPPase activity
in a time-related and dose-dependent manner\l, 12, 13. Neither the catalytic subunit nor the
holoenzyme could exert such an effect II, 12. In the context of this study, previous work from
our lab showed that isolated Rl can suppress the endosomal PPPase actlvity 6. Therefore, to
determine whether R 1 overexpression in host cells modulates JHMV replicatIOn, L cells were
transfected with plasmids encodIllg the rat RI gene under the control of the metallothlOnem
promoter l4 • Stable clones were established and selected in the presence of G418, and the
transfected clones and normal L cells used as controls were treated WIth 8 j.lM cadmium
chloride to induce the Rl gene and levels of expressIOn were determined. Levels of RI
induced in two different producing clones were compared with untransformed cells by
immunoblotting employing anti-RI antibodies. The results are illustrated in Figure 3C. The
influence of R 1 concentration on viral replIcation was determined by titration of JHMV

Figure 2. Imrnunoblots demonstratmg
mhlbilion of processmg of N from 56
kDa to 50 kDa (Ie dephosphorylatIOn)
m the presence of calyculin A. L cells
were treated for With vanous concentratIOns of calyculm A (0, 10, 20, 50,
100, 200 oM) 30 mmutes pnor to moculatlOn Two hours after absorptIOn,
cell samples were processed for Immunoblottmg With antl-N antibodies
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Figure 3. Influence ofRI on JHMV replication when
overexpressed in transfected clones. Stable transfected clones ofL cells overexpressing the RI subunit
were identified. (A) Clones 1.1, 1.2, and nonnal L cells
were infected with JHMY. Two hours post infection,
samples were processed for immunoblotting with antiN antibodies: lane I, nonnal L cells; lane 2, clone 1.1;
lane 3, clone 1.2. (B) Supernatants collected 8 hours
post infection and the cells were assayed for virus
produced. Lanes as in A. (C) Equivalent amount of
cells were processed after overnight induction of the
metallothionein promoter with 8 ~M cadmium chloride. Samples were prepared for immunoblotting with
anti-RI subunit antibodies as above. Lanes as in A.

present in supernatants at 8 hours postinfection. As shown in Figure 3B, the titers produced
in cells overexpressing Rl were reduced by over a loglo compared to those generated in
untransfected L cells. Furthermore, the inhibition was more profound in the higher expressing clone 1.2. To examine the in-vivo effect ofRl on dephosphorylation ofN in inoculum
virions, infected cells were taken 2 hours postinoculation for immunoblotting with anti-N
antibodies. It is evident in Figure 3A that processing from 56 kDa to 50 kDa was inhibited
in the transfected cells. Furthermore, a greater restriction was evident in clone 1.2 which
express RI more abundantly (Figure 3C). Our results are consistent with previous data from
cell-free assays in demonstrating that Rl inhibits dephosphorylation ofN and indicates that
the inhibition of processing from 56 kDa to 50 kDa occurs at an early stage of replication.
In summary, the non-permissiveness of mature oligodendrocytes to JHMV infection
can be circumvented by means of transfection using genomic RNA. Dephosphorylation of
N at early times after inoculation may be essential for initiating the replication cycle, as
evident with the PPPase inhibitor calyculin A and the influence ofR 1 of the cAMP-dependent
protein kinase when it is overexpressed in host L cells.
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INTRODUCTION
The genome of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) is transcribed into a full length (-32
kb) and 6-8 sub genomic length mRNAs upon entry into susceptible cells I. Several discontinuous transcription models have been proposed to explain the presence ofleader RNAs on
positive-stranded mRNAs and anti leader RNAs on full-length and subgenomic-length
negative-stranded RNAs. One model proposes that sub genomic mRNAs are initially synthesized from a full-length negative-stranded RNA template by a leader-priming mechanism
followed by mRNA amplification through subgenomic negative-stranded RNA intermediates 2•3 . Alternative models propose that subgenomic-Iength negative strands are synthesized
directly from the genomic template by either a looping-out or transcription attenuation, or
are functionally unimportant dead-end transcriptional products5. In this study, we demonstrate that the MHV group Cl mutants regulate negative strand synthesis and that the
subgenomic length negative-stranded RNAs are the predominant template for mRNA
synthesis late in infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus, Cell Lines, and Preparation of RNA
MHV A59 group C ts mutants were propagated in 17CL 1 or DBT cells as
previously described 6 . Viral mRNA and RF RNA were radiolabeled, isolated and
analyzed according to published protocols4, and quantified by the AMBIS Radioanalytic
Imaging System.
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RESULTS
Phenotypic Characterization of the Group C Mutants
We have previously shown that at least one group C mutant (LA9) probably encodes an
early function regulating negative strand synthesis6 . To determine if other group C mutants have
similar phenotypes, cultures of cells were infected with different mutants, shifted to the restrictive
temperature at 5 h postinfection, and radiolabeled with 200 f,lCi/ml 3H-Uridine for 3 h (Figure I).
The subgroup CI mutants (NC3 and LA9), but not the group C2 mutants (NCI, NClO) continue
to synthesize significant quantities ofmRNA and infectious virus after temperature shift. Using
strand specific RNA probes that specifically bind to negative-stranded RNA6, overall negative
strand synthesis was reduced following temperature shift with the group C I mutants (Figure 2).

Effect of Early Temperature Shift on NC3 mRNA and RF RNA
Synthesis
If the group CI mutants were defective in negative-stranded RNA synthesis after
shift, a corresponding reduction in RF RNA should be seen in cultures shifted early in
infection. Moreover if sub genomic negative-stranded RNAs are dead end transcription
products, a decrease in subgenomic-Iength, but not full length RF RNA, should occur over
time as pre-existing sub genomic templates transcribe a single positive strand RNA and
terminate 5 • Following temperature shift at 5.5 h, NC3 full-length as well as subgenomiclength mRNA and RF RNA were prevented from increasing to maximal levels as detected
at the permissive temperature (Figure 3 a,b). Relative to controls, AMBIS scans indicated
that NC3 total RF RNA and mRNA levels were reduced by about 83% and 49%, respectively,
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Figure 1. RNA syntheSIS III the group C mutants. Panel A: 32°C, Panel B: 39.5°C Lanes
1,2,3, LA9, NCIO, NC3

Figure 2. NegatIve strand syntheSIS followlllg
temperature shift LA9 Illtracellular RNA was
bound to llltrocellulose filters and probed With
negatIve strand speCifiC RNA probes and
counted6 0-32°C, 0-39 5° C.
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Figure 3. Viral mRNA and RF RNA synthesIs after temperature shift NC3-mfected 17Cll cells were shifted
to the restnctlve temperature at 5 5 hand radlOlabeled with 32PI for 1 hr Panel A NC3 mRNA, Panel B NC3
RF RNA Lane 1 4 hpI, Lane 2 5 hpI, Lane 3 7 hPI, 32°C, Lane 4 7 hPI, 395°C, Lane 5 8 hPI, 32°C, Lane
6 8 hpI, 395°C

but that both full length and sub genomic length RF RNAs were transcnptlOnally active after
shift Relative percent molar ratios of mRNA and RF RNA closely paralleled each other at
permissive and restnctIve temperature, also showlllg that the subgenomlc negative strand
templates were not depleted (Table 1)

Time Required to Transcribe NC3 mRNA after Temperature Shift
The defect III NC3 transcriptIOn resultlllg III a reductIOn III the amount of radIO labeled
RF RNA after ShIft could result from a decrease III negative and/or pOSItIve strand RNA
syntheSIS To dlStlllgUish between these pOSSibilities, we calculated polymerase rates from a
"same Sized" subgenomlc-Iength RF template uSlllg the formula used for SllldblS ViruS (Figure
4af Alternatively, the "leader-primed" transcriptIOn model dictates that all Viral mRNAs Will

Tab le I. Relative percent molar ratio of mRN A and RF R0!
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Table 2. Putative times required to transcribe mRNA from a same-sized
subgenomic length replicative intermediate
Permissive temperature

Restrictive temperature

6-7 hr

7-8 hr

6-7 hr

7-8 hr

mRNA7

1.45 min

1.92 min

1.09 min

1.01 min

mRNA6

2.86 min
3.32 min

2.75 min
2.80 min

1.93 min
1.61 min

2.75 min

NC3 mRNA species

mRNA3

1.53 min

be transcribed from a full length RI; predicting that only that portion of the full length RI that
is equivalent to the size of a given mRNA functions in its synthesis, and that each mRNAs
nascent positive strands are present on the full length RI (Figure 4b f Thus, we modified the B
in the original formula to correct for: (l) the portion of the full-length RF that could be
contributing to the synthesis of a particular sub genomic mRNA, (C)(D/E) and; (2) the ratio of
nascent positive strands synthesized from this portion of the RF (A/F)(Figure 4b).
Since our previous results indicated that subgenomic negative strands were functional
templates throughout infection3,4, we calculated the rates of mRNAs 3, 6 and 7 synthesis
from their equivalent RF RNA template (Table 2). Appropriately, the times required to
transcribe mRNA from a corresponding subgenomic-Iength template increased with increasing size of the mRNA. Less time was required to synthesize equivalently-sized mRNA at
39.5°C as compared to 32°C. We also calculated rates ofmRNA synthesis assuming that only
the full-length template was functional. Rates of mRNA synthesis were also increased at
39.5°C as compared to 32°C. However, the time required to synthesize any mRNA from the
full-length template was drastically reduced as compared to that from subgenomic-Iength
templates. RNA polymerase rates were calculated at 1.34±0.7 x 103 nucleotides/min (npm)
and 1.85±1.30 xl 03 npm (p<.05) from "same-sized" RF RNA templates at 32°C and 39.5°C,
respectively, and 14.68±l.90 xl 03 npm and 26.38±5.8 x 103 npm from a full length RF RNA
template, respectively, (p<.OO 1) demonstrating that the group C 1 defect did not decrease the
rate of mRNA synthesis.

DISCUSSION
The group C mutants are tightly linked by complementation and standard genetic
recombination mapping techniques (data not shown), yet the group CI mutants synthesize
mRNA and produce infectious virus after temperature shift whereas the group C2 mutants
can not, suggesting the presence of two noncomplementable functions. A variety of data
support our hypothesis that the group Cl mutation regulates full-length and subgenomiclength negative strand RNA synthesis 6 . Compared to control cultures, group Cl negative

Table 3. Putative times required to transcribe mRNAs from a full-length
negative strand RNA template by leader-primed transcription
Permissive temperature
NC3 mRNA species

Restrictive temperature
7-8 hr

6-7 hr

7-8 hr

6-7 hr

mRNA7

0.13 min

0.17 min

0.D7 min

0.05 min

mRNA6

0.17 min

0.16 min

0.09 min

0.08 min

mRNA3

0.56 min

0.52 min

0.29 min

0.26 min
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strand RNA synthesis was reduced by about 80%. Total full-length and subgenomic-Iength
RF RNA synthesis was also reduced by about 83-92% after shift to 39.5°C. Since the rates
of positive strand synthesis at 39.5°C were at least equal to, or increased, as compared to the
rates at 32°C, the most logical conclusion was that the MHV group C1 defect regulated
negative-stranded RNA synthesis.
Support for the idea that sub genomic negative strands were functional templates for
positive strand synthesis was also demonstrated by temperature shift experiments early in
infection. In the absence of significant amounts of new negative strand RNA, full-length and
subgenomic-Iength RF RNA were labeled at a constant rate after shift indicating that the
previously transcribed full-length and subgenomic-Iength RIs were stable and transcriptionally active throughout infection. If sUbgenomic negative strands are dead-end transcriptional
intermediates, a reduction in the amount of radiolabel incorporated at 39.5°C into the
sUbgenomic RFs, but not full-length RFs, should occur over time in cultures infected with
ts mutants transcribing little new negative-stranded RNA. Since this is clearly not the case,
we conclude that subgenomic-Iength negative strands are the predominant templates for the
synthesis of positive-stranded RNA throughout infection as proposed previously3,4. Not
surprisingly, the relative percent molar ratio of mRNA and RF RNA remain equivalent at
permissive and restrictive temperatures readily explaining the concentrations of each viral
mRNA transcribed during infection.
Consonant with these findings, the times required for the transcription of mRNA from
a sub genomic length template are more in line with the times required to synthesize SB 26S
mRNA as well as other previously published eukaryotic RNA polymerase rates of approximately 1,800 nt/min 7,8. In contrast, ifleader-primed transcription from full-length negativestranded RNA is the only mechanism by which sub genomic mRNAs are synthesized, it
would have to occur at a remarkable rate and efficiency.
Careful examination of the literature demonstrates a wealth of data supporting an
early discontinuous transcription mechanism by either the leader-primed, looping out or
transcription attenuation models 1,2,5 as well as the synthesis of mRNA from subgenomic
negative strands containing antileaders 3,4. Since these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and provide coronaviruses with considerable regulatory control over gene expression,
the most likely interpretation is that both function during MHV infection. If mRN A is initially
transcribed from a full length negative-stranded RNA by leader-primed transcription, then
these mRNA must be subsequently transcribed into sub genomic negative strands; the
predominant template for mRNA synthesis. If discontinuous transcription occurs by looping
out or transcription attenuation early in infection to directly synthesize sub genomic negative
strands from a genome length RNA, these sub genomic negative strands could immediately
function in the synthesis of subgenomic mRNAs, in the absence of a leader-primed transcription model.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a new model for corona virus transcription, which we call
discontinuous extension, to explain how subgenome-Iength negatives stands are derived
directly from the genome. The current model called leader-primed transcription, which states
that sub genomic mRNA is transcribed directly from genome-length negative-strands, cannot
explain many of the recent experimental findings. For instance, sub genomic mRNAs are
transcribed directly via transcription intermediates that contain subgenome-length negativestrand templates; however subgenomic mRNA does not appear to be copied directly into
negatives strands. In our model the subgenome-Iength negative strands would be derived
using the genome as a template. After the polymerase had copied the 3'-end of the genome,
it would detach at anyone of the several intergenic sequences and reattach to the sequence
immediately downstream of the leader sequence at the 5' -end of genome RNA. Base pairing
between the 3'-end of the nascent subgenome-length negative strands, which would be
complementary to the intergenic sequence at the end of the leader sequence at the 5' -end of
genome, would serve to align the nascent negative strand to the genome and permit the
completion of synthesis, i.e., discontinuous extension of the 3' -end of the negative strand.
Thus, sub genome-length negative-strands would arise by discontinuous synthesis, but of
negative strands, not of positive strands as proposed originally by the leader-primed
transcription model.
Coronaviruses contain an unusually long (27-32,000 ribonucleotides) positive-sense
RNA genome (1, 2) that is polyadenylated at the 3' end and capped at the 5' end. During the
coronavirus replication cycle, genome and sub genomic mRNAs are produced that together
comprise a 3' co-terminal nested set. At their 5' ends they also all possess an identical
sequence, called the leader RNA, of 60-80 nucleotides. The original proposal (3) that
transcription of subgenomic mRNA was discontinuous was based on the published report
(4) that only genome-length negative-strand templates existed in infected cells. Splicing of
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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the genome had been ruled out because the rate of inactivation by ultraviolet light (UV) of
the synthesis of genomic and subgenomic mRNA was proportional to the length of the RNA
(5, 6); therefore, it appeared that the leader RNA was joined to the body of subgenomic
mRNA during positive strand synthesis. The leader-primed transcription model was proposed (7) because only genome-length negative strands were reported to be found in
replication intermediates containing nascent subgenomic mRNA that already had acquired
their leader RNA. Taken together the experimental evidence suggested RNA synthesis
initiated at the 3' end of the negative strand copy of the genome and then proceeded either
continuously to produce genomic RNA or discontinuously to produce sub genomic mRNA,
in which case the leader RNA together with the viral transcriptase detached or jumped after
copying the leader RNA and started again further downstream at specific intergenic sequence
(IS) elements. The evidence for leader-primed transcription is indirect (reviewed in 1,2) and
based mostly on the fact that the IS elements possess a consensus sequence, which is found
also at the end of the leader RNA, and that the IS elements determine sub genomic mRNA
synthesis (8, 9, 10, 11).
Several years after the leader-primed transcription model had been proposed and
generally accepted as correct, David Brian's laboratory (12) demonstrated that transmissible
gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) infected cells contained subgenome-length negative strands.
Shortly afterward we demonstrated (13) that replication intermediates (RIs) containing
subgenome-length negative strands were transcriptionally active in mouse hepatitis virus
(MHV) infected cells. Finally, Brian's laboratory demonstrated (14) that the subgenomelength negative strands contained at their 3' -end a sequence that was complementary to the
leader RNA. Taken together, these observations showed unequivocally that subgenomiclength templates were utilized for the production of sUbgenomic mRNA. Figure I illustrates
one of the approaches that we are using currently to study the synthesis of genome-length
and subgenome-length negative strands in MHV infected cells.
Oligodeoxyribonucleotides were used as primers to first copy with reverse transcriptase a defined region of either positive or negative strand MHV RNA into cDNA. The cDNA
was then amplified with peR. To detect negative strands, we used during reverse transcription a primer that was identical to a sequence very near the 5' end of the leader RNA and
that would anneal to genome-length negative strands as well as subgenome-Iength negative
strands if they both possessed at their 3' ends a complementary copy of the leader RNA. To
detect positive strands, we used two primers for reverse transcription: one that was complementary to a unique sequence 550 nucleotides downstream of the 5' end of the genome RNA
and a second primer that was complementary to a sequence 370 nucleotides downstream of
the 5' end ofmRNA-7. Because the positive strands form a 3' nested set, the second primer
would recognize also sequences that are present not only in RNA-7 but also in the other
sub genomic mRNAs as well as in the genomic RNA. However, because we used only 5 min
of incubation for the reverse transcriptase reaction, mostly RNA-7 was copied into cDNA.
During the PCR amplification all three primers were present. Figure I shows the results
when we used RNA isolated from cells seven hours after infection with MHV The primer
pairs for the genome and the negative strand copy of the genome gave a PCR product of the
expected length of 550 nucleotides; and the primer pairs for RNA-7 and the negative-strand
copy of RNA-7 gave a PCR product of the expected length of 370 nucleotides. Therefore,
MHV infected cells possess both subgenome-length and genome-length negative strands that
have a complementary copy of the leader RNA at their 3' ends. Ifwe mix the primer pairs
appropriately, we can detect in infected cells the genome and sub genomic mRNAs and their
negative strand copies. Figure 2 shows that uninfected cells do not produce a PCR product
using these primers.
Cells infected with MHV in the cold (4°C) and harvested after removing unadsorbed
virus contained only genomic RNA and not the negative strand copy of the genome.
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Figure 1. Detection by peR of genomes and subgenomic mRNA and their negative strand templates. Superscript-II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, Bethesda, MD) for first strand synthesis and Taq DNA
polymerase (Boehringer-Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) for PCR were used according to the manufacturer's
directions. After denaturation at 95°C for 5 min and annealing with the first strand primer, reverse transcription
reactions were carried out for 5 min at 42°C. After heating to 99°C for 2 min and cooling to 4°C, the second
strand primer(s) were added with the Taq polymerase and DNA amplification was performed for 35 cycles: 1
min at 65°e for annealing, 5 min at noe for extension and I min at 95°e for denaturation.

Interestingly, they did not have either RNA-7 or the negative strand copy ofRNA-7, although
RNA-7, but not its negative strand copy, was present in preparations of purified virions. The
virion RNA was obtained from virions that had been purified twice by isopycnic tartrategradient centrifugation. Although sub genomic mRNAs were present in particles that have
the same density as virions, they were not adsorbed and, therefore, were not in the same
particles as the genome. By seven hours post-infection, the infected cell possessed all of the
aforementioned RNA molecules. These experiments confirm those from Brian's laboratory
(14) and extend their findings to MHV: MHV infected cells contain negative strand copies
of sub genomic mRNA including a sequence at their 3' end that is complementary to the
leader RNA. Furthermore, these experiments demonstrate directly that sUbgenomic mRNA
and subgenome-length negative strands arise from genomic RNA because that was the only
RNA that was in the virions that adsorbed to the cells.
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Previously, we published (13) experiments that demonstrated that 3H-uridine accumulated rapidly and at the same rate in the smallest RI, which would produce mRNA-7, as
in the largest RI, which would produce genomes. Figure 3 shows the results of this type of
experiment.
These experiments demonstrated conclusively that RIs with subgenome-length templates were transcriptionally active in mRNA synthesis. These RIs were synthesizing positive
strand RNAs because negative strand synthesis had virtually ceased at the time of labeling
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Figure 3. Transcriptionally active MHV
subgenome-Iength RIs. 17CI-\ cells (3 x
. . RFvl
10 6) in 60 mm petn dishes were infected
with MHV at 20 pfu/cell and labeled with
_ . . . RFvlI I mCi of 3H-uridine/ml for 2 min [lanes 1
and 4], with 0.25 mCi/ml for 5 min [lanes
2 and 5], or with 0.1 mCi/ml for 20 min
[lanes 3 and 6]. The cells were solubilized,
extracted with phenol and chlorofonn, and
ethanol precipitated. Extracts from 5 x 105
cells were treated with DNase and either
were not treated [lanes 1-3] or treated
[lanes 4-6) with \J.lg of RNase A/ml before
electrophoresis on an 0.8% agarose gel in
TBE buffer. [Reproduced from Sawicki
and Sawicki (13) by courtesy of ASM.]
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(13, 15). We also noted that the relative amount of 3H-uridine incorporated into each Rl did
not vary with the length of the labeling period and that the relative amount of label in each
species of RI RNA was proportional to the synthesis of genome and sub genomic mRNAs.
Therefore, it appeared from the data that all the subgenomic mRNAs were produced from
RIs containing subgenome-length templates; and the Rls containing genome-length templates were producing exclusively genomes. This conclusion was consistent with the UV
inactivation studies (5, 6) and the observations from Brian's laboratory (12, 14, 16) and our
own laboratory (15) that negative strands accumulated during the early phase of the
replication cycle when viral RNA synthesis was increasing at an exponential rate and stopped
accumulating when the rate of viral RNA synthesis became constant. Thus, contrary to the
recent suggestion (17) that sub genome-length negative strands were dead-end products, the
experimental data (13) clearly demonstrated they were active as templates for subgenomic
mRNA synthesis.
How do subgenome-length templates arise? Sethna, Hofmann and Brian (14) proposed that subgenomic mRNAs would be replicated either after they were produced by
leader-primed transcription or directly from sub genomic mRNAs that entered the cells
because they were packaged within the virions. They reasoned the coronavirus replicase
would be able to recognize the sub genomic mRNAs because they possessed the same 3' and
5' ends as genomic RNA. However, subsequently it was shown that infected cells did not
replicate transfected sub genomic mRNAs or sub genomic DI-RNAs (8, 9, 10). Subgenomic
mRNAs themselves, therefore, appear unable to participate directly in replication. Based on
this observation, it appears that sequences downstream of the leader RNA, which are present
in genomes and DI RNAs, are required to form replication complexes. If subgenomic
mRNAs are incapable of acting as templates to initiate the formation of replication complexes, it would appear that discontinuous transcription of subgenomic mRNA or leaderprimed transcription would not have a role to play in coronavirus transcription as originally
proposed.
If subgenome-length negative-strand templates are not created by copying subgenomic mRNAs, then they must arise directly from the genome as we had proposed (13).
Based on the fact that sub genome-genome length negative-strand templates are transcriptionally active, we propose a model, called 3' -discontinuous extension of negative-strand
templates, to explain the discontinuous synthesis of sub genome-length negative stands. This
model is depicted in Figure 4.
The major points of the model are that the viral replicase begins synthesis at the 3'
end of the genome and pauses at the IS elements; it then either elongates through the IS
elements or discontinues synthesis and switches to the 5' end of the genome and completes
synthesis by copying the leader RNA. The result of 3' discontinuous extension during
negative strand synthesis is that the subgenome-length negative strands acquire a complementary copy at their 3' end of the leader RNA. The replication complex that synthesized a
subgenome-Iength negative strand would retain it as a template and go on to transcribe
continuously, not discontinuously, sub genomic mRNA. The replication complexes of coronaviruses, like alphaviruses, would retain the negative strand template they created by
copying the genome and use it as the preferred template (18). If the viral negative strand
replicase elongated continuously to the 5' end of the genome, the replication complex would
become loaded with a genome-length negative strand template and synthesize genomic
RNA. Leader switching (19) would occur during negative strand synthesis if the incomplete
or nascent sub genome negative strand switched templates and copied the 5' end of a different
positive strand RNA. The extent ofleader switching would be governed by the efficiency at
which a particular genome was replicated, by the nature and location of the IS elements and
by the sequence at the end of the leader RNA, i.e. whether it is a 2-repeat or 3- repeat element
or has insertions or deletions. The coronavirus negative strand replicase might copy the
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template RNA in a fashion analogous to DNA-dependent RNA polymerases that are capable
of retraction (20) and remain associated with the growing nascent strand rather then with the
template (21): If retraction occurred after the viral replicase had copied the IS element, the
exposed 3' end of the nascent negative strand would relocate and align precisely to
complementary sequences at the 3' side of the leader RNA at the 5' end of the genome and
complete synthesis of the negative strand. Therefore, the alignment for joining the body of
the mRNA with the leader RNA would occur during the formation of the negative-strand
template for the subgenomic mRNAs and not during mRNA synthesis. The interaction of
the nascent negative strand with the 5' end of the genome might be mediated by protein:protein interaction between the replicase attached to the growing negative strand and a protein
associated with the 5' end of the genome. Only positive strand templates that possess the
promoter for negative strand synthesis at their 3' end and the appropriate sequences at the
5' end would be capable offorming active replication complexes. Therefore, positive strands
might get copied into negative strands that would be incapable of producing positive strands
because they would lack the promoter element at their 3' end.
Discontinuous extension of the 3' end of the negative strands has many attractive
features. It would explain for instance why shorter mRNAs are overproduced relative to the
longer mRNAs. van der Most et al (11) have shown that if the IS element for mRNA-3 was
moved close to the 3' end of the genome, it became as active as the IS element for mRNA-7.
The negative-strand template for the shortest mRNA would have the greatest probability of
being produced since its IS element is promoter proximal. The sequence of the IS element
also influenced the abundance of sub genomic mRNA (11). Therefore, position effect would
not be the only factor governing the relative rate of synthesis of a given species of
subgenomic mRNA. The open reading frame encoding the viral replicase might be translated
simultaneously on the genome serving as a template for subgenome-length negative-strand
synthesis. If a viral protein were to bind to the 5' end of the genome and determine the
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3'-discontinuous extension of subgenome-Iength negative strands, its absence dunng the
initial round of replication would guarantee the genome was copied first continuously into
a genome-length negative strand template. Because coronavlrus replication and transcription
requires continuous translation (15), presumably of ORFl, sub genomic mRNA synthesis
would be dependent on genome RNA synthesis because a constant supply of viral polymerase
proteins would be needed to fuel transcriptlOn. Thus, the danger of the subgenome-Iength
templates acting as DI RNA would be mitigated by several factors: Firstly, subgenome-length
negative strand templates would arise from the genome, not from sub genomic mRNA; and
secondly, the productlOn of sub genomic mRNA would be dependent on the presence of
enough genomic mRNA to supply the viral non structural proteills that would be required for
transcription. To our knowledge, there are no experimental data that disprove such a model.
Furthermore, it has many features that make It an attractive and lllformative model for the
elucidation of the strategy that coronaviruses use to express their genetic lllformatlOn and
replicate.
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ABSTRACT
To study factors involved in regulation of transcription of coronaviruses, we constructed defective interfering (DI) RNAs containing sg RNA promoters at multiple positions.
Analysis of the amounts of sg DI RNA produced by these DIs resulted in the following
observations: (i) a downstream promoter downregulates an upstream promoter; (ii) an
upstream promoter has little or no effect on the activity of a downstream promoter. Our data
suggest that attenuation of upstream promoter activities by downstream promoter sequences
plays an important role in regulating the amounts of sg RNAs produced by coronaviruses.
Our observations are in accordance with the models proposed by Konings et al. (8) and
Sawicki and Sawicki (16).
Coronaviruses produce a 3' -coterminal nested set of subgenomic (sg) mRNAs. All
sg mRNAs contain a common leader sequence derived from the 5' end of the genome. For
mouse hepatitis virus MHV this leader sequence is 72 nucleotides (nt) in length (20). The
joining of the 5' leader RNA to the mRNA is believed to be a discontinuous transcription
process (10,19), since the results of UV transcription mapping argue against RNA splicing
(5,23). On the genome the transcription units for the mRNAs are preceded by the intergenic
sequence (IS) (10,19). For MHV every IS contains a sequence element related to the
consensus 5' AAUCUAAAC 3' (2,8,18). These IS elements function, on the negative
stranded RNA template, as promoters for sg mRNA synthesis (14,22). On the negative strand
the IS promoter elements are called intergenic promoter sequence (IPS).
The mechanism of coronavirus sg mRNA synthesis is a subject of considerable
debate. In earlier experiments only genome length negative strands were found (11) and it
was believed that genomic negative strands were the exclusive templates for the synthesis
ofsg mRNAs. To explain the synthesis ofleader containing sg mRNAs, it has been proposed
that short leader RNA species act as primers (9,20). According to this leader-primed
Corona- and Related VIruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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transcription model, the leader RNAs are transcribed from the 3' end of the genome,
translocated to the several IPSs on the negative stranded template and then extended to form
leader containing sg RNAs. The key observation that supports the priming of the leader
during transcription initiation is the fact that the leader RNA includes an IS that allows base
pairing between the 3' end of the leader and the IPS (2).
The discovery in recent years of sg negative strands (4,6,16,17) has had consequences
for the leader primed transcription model. The sg negative strands seem to be involved
actively in the synthesis ofsgmRNAs (3,16), although it has been argued that they are merely
dead-end products synthesized from the sg mRNAs (6). Additional models have now been
proposed for coronavirus transcription, in which the sg mRNAs are transcribed from sg
negative stranded templates.
Sethna et al. (17) speculated that sg mRNAs produced in the classic leader-primed
fashion, are amplified from negative stranded counterparts as replicons. However, to date
all attempts to obtain direct evidence for mRNA replication have failed. Transfecting
synthetic mRNAs into coronavirus infected cells did not result in replication of the sg RNA
(1,12,14). However, it could well be that transfected sg RNAs are not suitable templates for
replication.
Sawicki and Sawicki (16) proposed an alternative model. They suggested that sg
negative strands are synthesized first to serve as templates for the synthesis of the corresponding mRNA and not vice versa. In this model transcription should be regulated on the
level of negative strand synthesis.
Many of the basic features of coronavirus transcription are unclear because of the
lack of an appropriate experimental system. Recently, it has been shown that full length
cDNA clones of defective interfering (DI) RNAs can be used to study MHV mRNA
transcription (7,13-16,22). Inserting an IS into the genome ofa synthetic MHV DI-RNAand
transfecting this DI-RNA into MHV infected cells gives rise to a DI derived sg RNA. To
study transcription, we use a DI RNA vector based on a full length cDNA clone of a natural
occuring 5.5 kb DI RNA ofMHV-A59, pMIDIC (21,22).
Coronavirus mRNAs are, in general, synthesized in amounts that are inversely related
to their size. Previously, we have proposed that the generation of this gradient of sg mRNA
arizes because larger RNA molecules are more prone to premature transcription termination
and therefore produced less abundantly than smaller RNAs (8). There are two stages in which
transcription termination can occur. In one case transcription initiation events on downstream
promoters on the negative strands are attenuating factors for positive strand synthesis (8).
Alternatively, premature termination could occur during negative strand synthesis (16). This
is based on the model in which a nested set of sg negative strands is synthesized first. In this
case larger negative strands are produced in lower quantities because they encounter more
transcription attenuating antipromoters on the positive strand during their synthesis then
smaller ones.
To test the hypothesis of attenuation we inserted wildtype (wt) as well as mutant sg
RNA3 promoters at different positions of our DI-RNA vector (Fig. I). The mutant RNA3
promoter is inactive due to a single point mutation. DI-RNAs containing the wt and the
mutant promoters replicated efficiently and produced sg DI-RNAs of the expected length.
The DI -RN A constructs containing a wt RNA3 promoter at position A or C (Fig. I), produced
equal amounts ofsg DI-RNA. However, analysis of the sg RNA synthesis of the DI-RNA
containing wt promoters at positions A and C showed a difference in promoter activities.
The activity of the promoter at position A was reduced by the presence of the wt promoter
at position C, while the activity of the promoter at position C remained the same. The
presence of an additional wt promoter at position B, downstream of A (Fig. I), reduced the
activity of the wt promoter at position A to an almost undetectable level. The activity of the
promoter at position C was not affected by the presence of an additional upstream promoter.
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From these data we concluded that a downstream promoter attenuates the amounts of sg
RNA generated by upstream promoter and not VIce versa Our observations are m agreement
WIth the models of Komngs et al (8) and SawIckI and SawIckI (16) However, our data can
not dIscnmmate between attenuation dunng pOSItive or negative strand synthesIs We also
observed that a wt RNA3 promoter at pOSItIOn B gave nse to more sg DI-RNA then at
pOSItions A and C Even m the presence of wt promoters at pOSItions A and C, the sg DI-RNA
produced by the promoter at pOSItion B IS the most abundant ThIS suggests that there are
addItional factors that regulate the accumulatIOn of sg RNAs It could be pOSSIble that the
polymerase mitiates or termmates (dependmg on the model one prefers) transcnption more
effiCIently at the promoter at pOSItion B Protem bmdmg domams or the RNA secondary
structure could playa role m thIS preference for the promoter at pOSItion B ThIS could explam
why for the coronaviruses TGEV and FIPV the smallest sg mRNA IS not the most abundant
as the gradIent would predIct Nevertheless, our data suggest that attenuatIOn of promoter
actIvIties by promoter sequences IS Important m regulatmg the amounts of sg mRNAs of
coronaVIruses
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ABSTRACT
A potential pseudoknot was found in the 3' untranslated region of the bovine
coronavirus genome beginning 63 nt downstream from the stop codon of the N gene.
Mutation analysis of the pseudoknot in a cloned defective interfering RNA indicated that
this structural element is necessary for defective interfering RNA replication.

INTRODUCTION
The 291 nt 3' untranslated region (UTR) of the bovine coronavirus (BCV) likely
contains sequences that serve as a promoter for minus-strand synthesis during RNA replication.
To explore the structural features that might be important for this function, a computer program
was used to predict thermodynamically stable secondary structural elements. This analysis
identified a potential pseudoknot beginning 63 nt downstream from the termination codon of
the N gene having two stems with a high negative free energy. A phylogenetic comparison with
other coronaviruses indicated conservation at the secondary and tertiary levels.
To investigate the functional significance of the proposed pseudoknot in viral RNA
replication, site-directed mutagenesis of a cloned 2.2 kb reporter containing defective
interfering RNA (pDrep I) was undertaken to disrupt and restore base pairing in the first stem
of the pseudoknot. Mutants were then tested for replication. These experiments strongly
suggest a role for the pseudoknotted structure in viral RNA synthesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning and construction of the bovine coronavirus defective-interfering RNA which
carries a reporter sequence of 30 nt (pDrep I) have been described I. Synthesis of pDrep 1
Corona- and Related Vtruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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RNA transcripts and assay for pDrepl replication using Northern analysis were done as
previously described). Site-directed mutations of pDrepl 3' UTR were done with a previOusly published PCR-based mutagenesis procedure 2• For these, oligodeoxynucleotides
UCUAAAC and AGAUUUG were used. For computer analysis, the Microgenie program
(Beckman Instruments) which employs the Tinoco algorithm for analysis of RNA secondary
structure3 was used.

RESULTS
A computer-assisted analysis of RNA secondary structures in the BCV 3' UTR
showed the existence of two stem regions between nucleotides -173 and -226 from the base
of the poly(A) tail. The downstream stem, stem 2, has a predicted stability of -10.2 kcallmole,
and the upstream stem, stem I, which involves base-pairing between upstream sequences
and the loop of stem 2, has a predicted stability of -8.6 kcallmole (Fig. I). The potential
structure formed would be considered an H(hairpm)-type pseudoknot in which stems I and
2 of the folded structure would become adjacent to each other to cause coaxial stacking of
the two stems and formation of a quasi-continuous double helix4•
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Figure 1. Proposed pseudoknot m the bovme coronavlrus 3' UTR and the mutatIOns used to test Its role m
RNA replicatIOn A Wild-type pseudoknot m the genome 3' UTR It IS shown here as part of the 3' UTR m
the 22 kb reporter-contammg defective mterfenng RNA of BCV (pDrepl) B Mutant pSlA m which
nucleotldes CUAU m stem 1 were changed to UGUA C Mutant pSIB m which AUAGnnA m stem 1 were
changed to UACAnnC D Mutant pSlC, the double mutant, m which the changes m pSlA and pSlB were
combmed to refonn stem 1 which now has a stability of -5 6 kcallmole
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Figure 2. Companson ofthe phylogenetlcally conserved pseudoknots between the bovme coronavlrus and the
porcme transmIssIble gastroententls coronavlrus Stem lIS shown on the left, and loop lIS shown on the nght
Note the sequence dIvergence m the two stem regIOns

To detemllne whether the pseudoknotted structure IS phylogenetic ally conserved
among coronavlruses, the 3' VTR of the porcille transmissible gastroententls ViruS (TGEV)
and ten other mammalian coronavlruses was likeWise examilled Despite differences III
nucleotide sequences, a pseudoknoted structure was found III the same relative pOSitIOn III
TGEV (Fig 2) and the other coronavlruses examilled (data not shown) Between BCV and
TGEV, nucleotide slmilantles were 44% for stem 1 and 55% for stem 2 Yet III each case
compensatory changes were found III TGEV that mailltailled stable stem structures These
were predicted to be -5 8 and -10 kcallmole for stems 1 and 2, respectively A Similar picture
was found for the other coronavlruses
These observatIOns led to the hypotheSIS that the pseudo knot must have evolved to serve
a bIOlogical functIOn To test the Idea that It plays a role m RNA replicatIOn, mutatIOns were
made to disrupt the pseudoknot III pDrep 1, and the effect of the mutations on replicatIOn of the
DI RNA were tested pS 1A and pS 1B are constructs that have mutations on one Side of stem 1
Pomt mutatIOns were chosen to create mismatches predicted to destroy the thermodyaamlc
stability of the stem The double mutant pS 1C mcorporates both sets of mutations and mimics
the analogous stem m TGEV The three mutants were tested III a replicatIOn assay (Fig 3)
A Northern analYSIS showed that pDrepl With the Wild-type pseudoknot replicated as
eVidenced by an Illcrease III abundance and by havlllg been passaged III Vlflons (Fig 3, lanes 5,
6 and 7) DisruptIOn of the stem III the slllgie mutants pS 1A and pS 1B abolished replicatIOn
when assessed by the same analYSIS (Fig 3, lanes 10, 11 and 12, and 15, 16 and 17) On the
other hand, the double mutant pS 1C With the compensated stem replicated at or near Wild-type
levels and became packaged IlltO Vlflons (Fig 3, lanes 20, 21 and 22) These expenments
demonstrate the functIOnal Importance of this stem and the pseudoknot III RNA rephcatlOn

DISCUSSION
To date, few phylogenetlcally conserved structural elements have been descnbed III
the 3' untranslated regIOn of coronavlruses that would suggest functIOnal elements Illvolved
III RNA replicatIOn In addition to the pseudoknot reported here, an octamenc consensus
sequence GGAAGAGC IS found approXimately 70 nt upstream from the poly (A) tail ThiS
conserved element, however, has not yet been shown to playa role III RNA syntheSIS
How the disrupted pseudoknot IS preventlllg RNA rephcatlOn III our studies IS not
known Sillce the pseudoknot and the octamenc consensus sequence are III the 3' VTR of
genomIC RNA, they might functIOn as polymerase recogmtlOn or promoter sites for mlllusstrand RNA syntheSIS ThiS, however, remallls to be shown Both pnmary and secondary
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Figure 3. Importance of stem 1 in Dr RNA replication. Synthetic transcripts of pDrep 1 and ofthe three mutants
pSIA, pSlB, and pSIC were transfected into BCV helper virus-infected cells, and cytoplasmic RNA was
extracted at various times posttransfection, or at 48h after the first virus passage (VPI). Extracted RNA was
separated by electrophoresis on a formaldehyde-agarose gel and probed in a Northern blot with radio labeled
probe for detection of the plus strand of the reporter sequence. Note the presence of the Dr RNA in lanes
identified pDrepl and pSIC, but not in lanes identified as pSIA and pSlB.

structures have been shown to be important for RNA-dependent RNA polymerase promoter
activity5. Another mechanistic possibility is that the disrupted pseudoknot may be preventing
translation of the pDrepl open reading frame and secondarily preventing replication. A
dependency on the open reading frame for pDrep I replication has been shown I, and a strong
preference for maintenance of the open reading frame in the replication ofMHV DI RNAs
has been demonstrated 6,7, Precedent for a pseudoknot in the 3' UTR of a plant virus being
important for translation of the positive stranded genome has recently been reported 8.
Further studies are needed to determine the mechanistic role of the pseudoknot in
corona virus RNA replication,
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ABSTRACT
Coronavlrus mRNA transcnptlOn was thought to be regulated by the mteractiOn
between the leader RNA and the mtergellic (I G) sequence, probably mvolvmg direct
RNA-RNA mteractiOns between complementary sequences In this study, we found
that a 9-nucleotlde sequence Immediately downstream of the leader RNA up-regulated
mRNA transcnptiOn and that a particular stram of mouse hepatitis ViruS (MHV) lackmg
thiS 9-nucleotlde transcnbed subgenomlc mRNA species contammg unusually heterogeneous leader-fusiOn sites These results suggest that the sequence complementanty
between the leader and IG IS not necessanly reqUired for mRNA transcnptlOn UV
cross-lInkmg expenments usmg cytoplasmic extracts of unmfected cells and the IG
sequence showed that three different cellular protems bound to IG of the template
RNA DeletiOn analyses and site-dIrected mutagenesIs of IG further demonstrated a
correlatiOn between protem-bmdmg and transcnptlOn effiCiency, suggestmg that these
RNA-bmdmg protems are mvolved m the regulatiOn of corona ViruS mRNA transcnptiOn We propose that coronavlrus transcnptlon IS regulated by RNA-protem and protem-protem mteractiOns

INTRODUCTION
Coronavlrus mRNA synthesIs mvolves a umque mechallism of dlscontmuous
transcnptlOn, generatmg subgenomlc mRNAs which contam a leader RNA fused to a
distant RNA sequence4 The precise mechallism of thiS RNA synthesIs IS not yet fully
Corona and Related Viruses EdIted by P J Talbot and G A Levy
Plenum Press New York 1995
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understood. Regardless of the mechanism of mRNA transcription, the regulation of
coronavirus mRNA synthesis has to involve the interaction between the leader RNA,
which is present at the 5'-end of the genomic RNA and is incorporated into subgenomic
mRNAs, and the intergenic (IG) sequence, which precedes every genes. In this study, we
use mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) as a model system to study the mechanism of the
transcriptional regulation. The 3'-end of the leader on MHV genomic RNA generally
contains 2 to 4 copies of a pentanucleotide sequence (UCUAA)8. The IG sequence also
contains a consensus UCUAAAC or similar sequence lO . The UCUAAAC sequence is
necessary and sufficient for the initiation of mRNA synthesis 3. Fusion of the leader
sequence with the mRNA body sequence usually occurs between the UCUAA repeats of
the leader and the consensus IG sequence 9 . It has thus been hypothesized that mRNA
initiation is mediated by direct RNA-RNA interaction between the leader RNA and
consensus IG 4 . The copy number of UCUAA at the 3' end of the sUbgenomic mRNA
leader may differ from that of the genomic RNA leader, presumably because of imprecise
alignment between the leader and the intergenic regions 4•9. The 5'-end of genomic RNA,
including the leader, also acts as an enhancer-like element for mRNA synthesis 6. Furthermore, the sequence ofIG significantly affects the pattern of transcriptional regulation.
For instance, the efficiency of transcription initiation from the IG of mRNA2-1, varies
with the leader'RNA containing either 2 or 3 UCUAA copies 1o, while the IG ofmRNA7
is constitutively transcribed. In addition, a 9-nucleotide (nt) sequence (UUUAUAAAC)
immediately downstream of the leader influenced the frequency of incorporation of the
leader RNA into mRNAs I3. Deletion of this sequence also prevented leader-switching
during RNA replication 8. Thus, coronavirus mRNA transcription is regulated by direct
or indirect interactions of multiple cis- and trans-acting RNA sequences.
In this study, we found that a particular strain of MHV, JHM2c, which has a
deletion of the 9-nt sequence immediately downstream of the leader, generated subgenomic mRNAs with very heterogeneous leader-fusion, which did not directly involve
complementary RNA sequences. These results strongly suggest that leader-mRNA fusion
in coronavirus transcription does not require direct RNA-RNA interaction between complementary sequences. Ultraviolet (UV) light cross-linking studies with cytoplasmic
extracts further identified several cellular proteins binding to the IG sequence and/or the
leader RNA, both being the RNA regulatory elements. Furthermore, site-directed mutagenesis ofIG7 demonstrated a correlation between the protein-binding and transcription
efficiencies. This study thus provides the first evidence that cellular RNA-binding proteins
are involved in coronavirus RNA synthesis, suggesting that these RNA-binding proteins
may be the transcription factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and cells: MHV strains JHM(3) and IHM2c(3) contain three UCU AA repeats,
and IHM2c(4) contains four UCUAA repeats at the 3'-end of the leader RNA. Both
IHM2c( 4) and IHM2c(3) have a deletion of a 9-nt sequence immediately downstream of the
leader. The properties of these viruses have been described previously I0. DBT cells 2 were
used for infections and transfections.
UV cross-linking ofRNA -protein complex: Cytoplasmic extracts were prepared from
uninfected DBT cells and UV cross-linking experiments were performed as described
previouslyl.
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of the Nine-Nucleotide Sequence Immediately Downstream of the
Leader RNA on mRNA Transcription
By using an MHV DI RNA containing a CAT gene behind an IG, we have previously
demonstrated that deletion of the 9-nt sequence (UUUAUAAAC) in DI RNA reduced the
efficiency of transcription from the IG, suggesting the involvement of this sequence in the
regulation of subgenomic mRNA transcription 13. Furthermore, the deletion of the 9-nt sequence
inhibited the ability of the leader RNA of the DI RNA to be incorporated into subgenomic
mRNAs, suggesting that this sequence might be required as a transcriptional terminator to
synthesize a free leader RNA13. Thus, an intriguing question arises: if an MHV genome (e.g.
JHM2c) lacks this 9-nt sequence, how are viral subgenomic mRNAs transcribed? To answer this
question, we constructed several DI RNA-reporterplasmids which contain a CAT gene behind an
IG of mRNA 7 or mRNA2-1 6•13 , in the presence or absence of the 9-nt sequence immediately
downstream of the leader (Fig.l). These RNAs were transfected into cells infected with JHM2c,
which lacks the 9-nt sequence in the genomic RNA. The transcriptional efficiencies from each IG
site were determined by CAT assays, which accurately reflect transcriptional efficiencies6. As
shown in Table 1, in the presence of JHM2c(3) and JHM2c(4), both of which lack the 9-nt
sequence, CAT activities were approximately 3-fold higher from DIs with the 9-nt sequence than
those from DIs without the 9-nt sequence. For example, in JHM2c(3)-infected cells, CAT activity
was 3-fold higher in 25CAT+9nt than 25CAT, and 7-fold higher in DECAT2-l+9nt than
DECAT2-1. Similarly, in JHM2c(4)-infected cells, CAT activity ofDECAT-2-l +9nt was approximately 3.5-foldhigherthan inDECAT2-1. DECAT2-l(2)mRNA, which is identical toDECAT21+9nt except that it contains only 2 UCUAA repeats (Fig.l), has a transcriptional efficiency
similar to that of DECAT2-l +9nt in both infected cells, suggesting that the differences in
transcriptional efficiencies among different DI constructs were mainly due to the presence or
absence of the 9-nt sequence, and not the copy number ofUCUAA or other differences within the
leader sequence. However, in JHM2c(4)-infected cells, 25CAT and 25CAT+9nt exhibited similar
transcriptional efficiencies. These results indicate that the 9-nt sequence in cis (i.e. in DI RNA)
could affect CAT expression, depending on the context of the IG and helper virus. This result is
consistent with the previous finding that MHV transcription is regulated by both trans- and
cis-acting leaders and the IG sequence!3. Nevertheless, subgenomic mRNAs were transcribed
from almost all of the DI RNA constructs, even though both the helper virus and DI RNA lack the
9-nt sequence. Therefore, we conclude that this 9-nt sequence is not absolutely necessary for
transcription. When JHM(3), which contains the 9-nt sequence, was used as a helper virus, CAT
activities in all of the RNA constructs were generally higher than in the corresponding RNAs in
JHM2c(3)-infected cells (Table 1). These results together suggest that the 9-nt sequence in either
helper viral RNAs (in trans) or DI RNA (in cis) could enhance transcription of subgenomic
mRNAs. However, the magnitude of these effects varied with respect to the context of other

IG7

Figure 1. Structures of the cDNA clones ofDI
RNAs. Only the DI-derived regions, which are
placed behind a T7 RNA polymerase promoter,
are shown. XbaI was used for digestion of
constructions for in vitro run-off transcription.
Each unlabeled small open rectangle in the
leader and IG represents a copy of UCUAA.
The V-shaped breaks in the lines represent a
9-nucleotIde deletion.
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Table 1. Effect of the nine-nucleotide sequence on CAT expression
CAT activity (fold increase)* with
Transfected RNA
25CAT

JHM2c(3)

JHM2c(4)

JHM(3)

67x

252 x

291 x

25CAT+9nt

200 x

225 x

277 x

DECAT2-1

1x

7x

llx

DECAT2-l +9nt

7x

24 x

36 x

DECAT2-1(2)m

6x

19 x

70 x

*The data represent the averages of five separate infection and
transfection experiments in DBT cells. CAT activity is indicated as fold
increase against the background values for a culture in which either virus
for infection or RNA for transfection alone was used as a negative
control, which was set at 1x.

sequences, such as the number ofUCUAA repeats in the leader and IG (either IG7 or IG2-1) in
both the DI RNA and helper virus. Since the 9-nt sequence is not part of the leader RNA and is not
incorporated into mRNAs, this result further indicates that these are cis-acting upstream regulatory sequences for mRNA transcription.

Heterogeneity of Leader-mRNA Fusion Sites
We further determined the structure of sub genomic mRNAs from cells infected with
JHM2c(3), and transfected with 25CAT, 25CAT+9nt or DECAT2-1(2)m RNA by sequencing. We found that, when JHM2c(3), which lacks the 9-nt sequence, was used as a helper
virus, the leader-mRNA fusion sites in sub genomic mRNAs were extremely heterogeneous.
Similar heterogeneity was also detected in mRNA2-1 of JHM2c(3)-infected cells l2 . Most
notably, in 10 of 53 clones sequenced, the leader is fused with mRNAs at a site either
upstream or downstream ofthe consensus IG. These sites bear little or no sequence homology
with the leader. As a result, mRNAs contain sequences upstream, or have a sequence deletion
downstream, of the consensus UCUAAAC. These heterogeneous leader-mRNA fusions
suggest that coronavirus mRNA transcription does not require a complementary sequence
between the leader and IG, implying that the RNA regulatory elements must be brought
together by other factors such as cellular proteins which bind to these RNAs.

Interactions between the Cytoplasmic Proteins and the Intergenic
Sequence of MHV RNA
We have previously shown that some cellular proteins, most notably p35!38, bind to
the template strand of the leader RNA. Another protein p55 binds to the leader RNA per se'.
To determine whether any cellular proteins interact with the third component of the RNA
regulatory sequences, i.e. IG sequence, of MHV RNA, we performed UV cross-linking
experiments using cytoplasmic extracts of un infected DBT cells and the template strand of
IG7. We found that four major proteins pliO, p70, p48, and p35!38 bound to IG7-SFI35(-)
RNA. To determine the binding specificity of these proteins, we used an unlabeled homologous RNA and a nonspecific vector RNA to perform competition assays. When increasing
amounts of the unlabeled homologous RNA (2- to 50-fold molar excess) were preincubated
with a fixed amount of cytoplasmic extracts (20 I-lg of cellular proteins), most of the protein
bands were competed away, except that p II 0 was not efficiently competed. In contrast, the
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nonspecIfic vector sequence (25- to 50-fold molar excess) dId not affect the amount of
protem-bmdmg(data not shown) We conclude that at least three cytoplasmic protems (p70,
p48, and p35/38) specIfically bound to IG7-SFI35(-) RNA, whtle pliO bmdmgwas probably
not speCIfic Usmg a senes of deletIon constructs, we found that p35/38 bound only to the
fragments WhICh contam the consensus sequence ofIG7, but not RNAs wIthout the consensus sequence We thus conclude that the consensus sequence ofIG7 IS essentIal for p35/38
bmdmg In contrast, the bmdmg ofp70 and p48 was only slIghtly decreased m some of the
deletIOn clones, suggestmg that the sequence reqUirement for p70 and p48 was not very
speCIfic or that these two protems bound to a longer stretch of RNA sequence

Site-Specific Mutagenesis of IG7 Reveals That RNA-Protein Interaction
Correlated with the Transcription Efficiency of Subgenomic mRNAs
To test the hypothesIs that cellular proteIns may be Involved In the regulatIOn of
mRNA transcnptIOn, we constructed five dIfferent IG mutants (FIg 2A), whIch have
preVIOusly been shown to result m altered transcnptIonal efficiencIes 3 7, for UV cross-hnkmg
studIes WIth cytoplasmIc extracts The results showed that the bmdmg effiCIenCIes of these
IG mutants WIth p35/38 correlated approxImately WIth theIr transcrIptIOnal effiCienCIes,
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Figure 2. Site-specific mutagenesIs of the consensus sequence of IG7 With regards to their protem bmdmg
properties (A) Sequences (m posItive sense) of the wild-type (wt) IG7 and the mutants used The consensus
sequence of the wt IG7 IS mdlcated at the top of the sequence Nucleotide mutatIOns are underlined, and
deletIOns are mdlcated by dashes The transcnptlOn effiCienCies of the mutant IGs mdlcated are relative to that
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cross-lmkmg of cellular protems With negative strand RNAs of the wt and mutant IG7 CytoplasmiC extracts
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except for mutant M7U (Fig. 2A and B). Specifically, mutant MGG, which has a deletion of
a UCUAA sequence and two additional single-nucleotide mutations, has been shown to lack
the transcriptional activity. Correspondingly, MGG(-) RNA did not bind p35/38, and bound
slightly less p48 and p70. Mutant MG, which has a deletion of a UCUAA sequence and a
C-_G mutation, had retained less than 12.5% oftranscription efficiency of the wild-type IG7.
Correspondingly, this IG mutant bound significantly less p35/38 than the wild-type RNA.
Mutants M2A and M7U, which had similar transcription efficiencies, also had similar
binding activities with p35/38. These results demonstrated that the binding efficiencies of
p35/38 to IG7 correlated roughly with the transcnption efficiencies of these mutants,
suggestmg that their bindmg to IG7 is required for sub genomic mRNA transcription,
Interestingly, a C->U mutation in mutant M7U, which had retained most of the transcription
activity, bound a relatively small amount ofp35/38, but it bound an increased amount ofp70
(Fig. 2). Thus, p70 binding may subshtute for p35/38 in restoring the transcription activity.
These results suggest that these cellular RNA-binding proteins may be transcription-associated factors for coronavirus RNA synthesis.
Recently, we have suggested that protein-RNA and protein-protein interactions rather
than direct RN A-RN A interactions are the driving force for the initiation of coronavirus RNA
transcription) 3. ThiS model proposes that viral and cellular proteins first bind to the RNA
regulatory elements through protein-RNA interactions; these components are then brought
together with Viral RNA polymerase and other Viral and cellular factors to form a transcription lmtiation complex through protein-protem interactions (Flg.3). In this model, the
sequence complementanty between leader and IG is not absolutely required; they may only
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Figure 3. Model of corona ViruS RNA transcnptlOn through protem-RNA and protem-protem mteractlOns The
stnped boxes mdlcate the UCUAA repeats at the 3' -end of the leader and the consensus IG The protems bound
to the different regIOns were Identified m reference! and thiS study The presence of the putative Viral RNA
polymerase m the complex IS hypothetical In thiS putative complex, the negative-strand, genome-length RNA
serves as a template, and the leader RNA (pOSItive sense) In trans bmds to the negative-strand IG RNA and
serves as a pnmer The subgenomlc mRNA transcnptlOn starts at the IG regIOn mSlde the complex
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provide the recogmtlOn signals for viral and cellular protems Any alteratIOns of the RNA
elements and protem components wlthm thiS complex could possibly affect the mltlatlOn
and effiCiency of sub genomic mRNA transcnptlon The IdentificatIOn of the unusual heterogeneity m leader-mRNA fusIOn and cellular RNA-bmdmg protems mvolvmg m transcnptlonal regulatIOn m thiS study strongly supports thiS notion
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ABSTRACT
The infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) nucleocapsid protein was expressed as a fusion
protein in bacteria. The coding sequence differed from the native protein only in the addition
of six histidine residues at the amino terminus which were used for enrichment with a nickel
affinity column. In gel shift assays, the mobility of labelled G RNA was decreased with
increasing concentrations of the fusion protein. Competitive gel shift assays with labelled G
RNA indicated that the protein interacted with relatively high avidities to several unlabelled
RNAs representing sequences at the 3' noncoding end of the IBV genome. Cache Valley
virus (a bunyavirus) mRNA transcribed from the smaller segment cDNA also inhibited the
interaction with IBV G RNA to the same extent as homologous unlabelled G RNA. In
contrast, interactions of the fusion protein with a region from 99 to 249 bases from the 3'
terminus of the IBV genome and bovine liver RNA were relatively weak. The binding of
IBV nucleocapsid protein with RNA probably requires specific sequences and/or structures
that are present at a number of sites on the genome, and may represent a common mechanism
used by similar viral proteins whose functions depend on binding to RNA.

INTRODUCTION
The nucleocapsid protein of the avian coronavirus, infectious bronchitis virus (IBV),
is a highly basic, phosphorylated structural protein of 409 residues or about 50kD 1,2. A highly
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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basic region in the IBV protein between residues 238 and 293 is identical among the strains
that have been examined2. The corresponding region of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) has
been shown to bind to RNA3.4. The MHV nucleocapsid protein specifically binds to small
leader-containing RNAs, and within the cytosol ofMHV infected cells, it can interact with
membrane-bound small leader RNAs in transcription complexes 5. The amount of nucleocapsid protein from MHV found associated with the genome and the putative functions of
this protein suggest that it could readily associate with additional regions of coronavirus
RNA. Because transcription of the negative template must initiate at the 3' end of genomic
RNA and that nucleocapsid protein may be involved, it is likely that the 3' noncoding region
will also readily associate with the nucleocapsid protein. This study examined the association
of a recombinant IBV nucleocapsid protein with the 3' end of the IBV genome. Quantities
of enriched nucleocapsid recombinant protein were obtained with an Escherichia coli
expression vector. Competitive binding gel shift assays were used to determine the relative
avidities of interactions of this recombinant protein with RNA fragments corresponding to
the 3' terminus of the IBV genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of the Recombinant Nucleocapsid Protein
The nucleocapsid gene of the IBV Gray strain was excised from a pCRIOOO
recombinant plasmid2, transfected into MIS/pRep4 cells (6; BTX, San Diego, CA; Qiagen,
Chatsworth, CA). The fusion protein was induced as described in the Qiagen manual
(Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA). Western blot analysis was used to compare the fusion protein
with native nucleocapsid protein prepared from purified Gray strain IBV grown in embryonating chicken eggs 7•8•

Preparation of RNA Transcripts
The in vitro transcripts were produced from the pCRI 000 and the pGem3Z vectors
with the T7 promoter (Promega, Madison, WI). Inserts specific for selected fragments of the
3' end of the Gray genome were obtained by cDNA cloning of PCR products that corresponded to the sequences of interest. Cache Valley virus (CVV) RNA used as competitor
was produced by transcribing BamHI digested S segment cDNA that had been cloned into
pGEM3Z9 . After linearizing with restriction enzymes, transcription was carried out as
described in the Promega Protocol and Applications Guide (Promega, Madison, WI) with
T7 RNA polymerase and G was labelled with 32p_CTP. The RNA products were quantitated
by comparing the ethidium bromide stained samples with known standards of yeast tRNA
(Promega, Madison, WI).

RNA Protein Binding Assays
Protein-RNA interactions were analyzed by a modified gel-shift assaylO. RNA and
nucleocapsid protein were co-incubated for 20min at room temperature in IOf.!I of gel-shift
buffer. Following the addition of sample buffer, the reaction mixtures were loaded onto a
0.5% agarose gel and electrophoresed at 60V in I XTris-borate-EDTA 6. Gels were then dryed
and autoradiographed. The 25% inhibition (1 25 ) was defined as the concentration needed to
inhibit 25% of the mobility resulting from the interaction of labelled G RNA with nucleocapsid protein.
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Figure 1. Recombinant protein eluted from a Ni 2+-column.
The left panel is the Coomassie blue stained gel and the right
panel shows the corresponding western blot. IBV represents
protein from virus; N recovered recombinant protein and M,
the molecular weight marker proteins. The arrow indicates
the nucleocapsid protein band.
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RESULTS
Recombinant Nucleocapsid Protein and RNA Transcripts
Nucleocapsid protein from the Gray strain ofIBV was expressed in a pQE8 bacterial
expression vector in order to obtain quantities of enriched protein used for studying
interactions with RNA. The fusion protein with tandem histidine residues at the amino
terminus was enriched from the soluble cytoplasmic fraction by Ni 2+-NTA affinity chromatography. A Coomassie blue stain of the eluted protein on an SDS-polyacylamide gel shows
that the protein migrates similar to the native nucleocapsid protein and the western blot shows
that the recombinant protein also reacted with anti-IBV serum in a Western blot assay (Fig.
1). Anti-IBV antibody did not react with bacterial proteins.
Positive sense RNAs specific for the 3' noncoding end of the genome were synthesized
as targets for the synthetic nucleocapsid protein binding studies (Fig. 2). Clone G (1832nt) was
used for expression of the whole nucleocapsid gene and 3' noncoding region, and I for
transcription of the 3' HVR (266nt). The RNA fragments AB+ (181nt), CD+ (155nt) and EP+
(151 nt), which partially overlapped with AB+ and CD+, were used as templates for the synthesis
of RNAs representing conserved regions extending from the HVR to the 3' terminus of the
genome. The following gel shift studies were done using O.15M sodium chloride.

Gel Shift Analyses
Gel shift assays were used to further examine protein-RNA interactions to determine
relative avidities of the recombinant nucleocapsid protein for various species of RNA,
including transcripts corresponding to the 3' terminus of the IBV genome. Interactions
Nucleocapeld Gene

S'

Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of DNA used for in vitro transcriptIOn of the generated IBVspecific RNAs. I represents the restriction enzyme recognition sites
(HindIII for G, I, AB, & EF; BamHl
for CD) used for linearization of pi asmid DNA Western blot.
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Figure 3. Gel-shift assay demonstrating the binding of 32P_la_
beled G RNA to the synthetic nucleocapsid protein. The amount
of protein in Ilg is indicated above each lane.
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between G and the fusion protein could be identified by the decrease in mobility of the
labelled RNA (Fig. 3).
No shift in mobility could be observed when labelled RNA was mixed with bovine
serum albumin. The effects of protein concentration on formation of G RNA-protein
complexes on gel shift assays were first determined in the absence of competing RNA. The
mobility decreased, that is, the size of the complexes increased, with increasing concentrations of nucleocapsid protein. The greatest concentrations of protein resulted in formation
of additional large, megacomplexes that did not migrate into the geL No shift in mobility of
the labelled RNA was observed when reacted with an equivalent concentration of either egg
allantoic proteins or bovine serum albumin.

Competitive Gel Shift Analyses
The interactions of this recombinant protein with each RNA fragment was examined
with a gel shift assay and the relative avidities of these interactions were calculated.
Radiolabelled G was mixed with each competing RNA species before reacting with the
nucleocapsid protein. Differences could be seen in the efficiency of inhibition of labelled G
RNA interaction with the nucleocapsid protein by each RNA species. Fig. 4 shows the
inhibition of G binding to the protein in the presence of unlabelled G, bovine liver RNA and
CVV RNA. Unlabelled positive sense G, AB, CD, I and CVV RNA bound relatively
efficiently with the nucleocapsid protein, whereas the protein interactions with EP+ and
bovine liver RNA were relatively inefficient (Table I). The calculated 125 's determined from
5 concentrations of inhibiting RNA indicated that the IBV fragments from the 3' end reacted
with the recombinant nucleocapsid protein with relatively high avidity (1 25 = 10 to 26) except
the EF fragment which corresponded to nt 99 to 249 from the 3' end of the genome. The

1234567

1234567

. . . . . . -B

-B
F-

1234567

F-

Fbovine lJver

cvv

Figure 4. Competition gel-shift assay in which the interaction of the recombinant nucleocapsid protein with
32P-labelled G RNA is inhibited with varying concentrations of the unlabeled RNA. The corresponding
competitor RNA used is indicated below each autoradiograph. Lanes I represent free labeled G RNA in the
absence of protein and competitor, lanes 2 to 6, labelled G with protein and two fold dilutions of competitor
beginning with I DOng in 2 and lane 7 represents labeled G in the presence of protein and no competitor.
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Table 1.
RNA
G+
CO+
CVV
AB+
1+
EF+
Be

Nucleotide length

125

1800
155
800
181
266
151
1900
4700

10
11

11
26
24
100
88

'Bovine liver.

binding efficiency as indicated by the 100 125 for EF was at least as poor as that of bovine
liver RNA with an 125 of 88. These inhibition studies suggested that CD bound with greater
avidity to the fusion protein than AB or I. The 125 of 11 resulting from competition with CVV
RNA was similar to the of 125 of 10 observed with the homologous G RNA. No correlation
could be found between the relative avidities and the size of the interacting RNA fragment.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have shown that the nucleocapsid protein of IBV is able to bind
with relatively high affinity to RNA representing specific regions at the 3' end of the IBV
genome. Competitive binding analyses indicated that the nucleocapsid protein bound with
similar specificity to three positive sense transcripts which spanned the length of the entire
3' noncoding region but the recombinant fusion protein did not bind to an overlapping
fragment that was 249 to 99 nts from the 3' terminus. Sequences that promoted minimum
nucleocapsid protein binding to IBV RNA under conditions used in these studies were not
present or were sufficiently altered in EF+ and bovine liver RNA.
The bacterial expressed fusion protein would not be expected to be identical to the
viral protein synthesized in the eukaryotic host. Differences probably exist in the phosphorylation status of the native and synthetic proteins. However, it was obvious that this
recombinant protein was at least functional with respect to its basic interaction with RNA
and should provide a valuable source for further characterization of the functions of the
nucleocapsid in IBV replication.
The nature of the binding between nucleocapsid protein and RNA should involve
cooperative binding among multivalent RNAs and protein molecules. In addition to the
presumed binding of viral protein at a packaging signal sequence, packaging of genomic
RNA may dictate the necessity of nucleocapsid protein binding to repeated sites along the
molecule. This interaction appears to require sequences or structures that are not ubiquitous
even on the IBV genome.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
TRANSMISSIBLE GASTROENTERITIS VIRUS
(TGEV) TRANSCRIPTION INITIATION
SEQUENCE
Characterization of TGEV TIS

Julian A. Hiscox, Karen L. Mawditt, David Cavanagh, and Paul Britton'
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Berkshire, RG16 ONN, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
The ability of the TGEV transcription initiation sequence (TIS) to produce subgenomic RNAs was investigated by placing a reporter gene, chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) under the control of either the mRNA 6 or the mRNA 7 TISs. Both constructs
only produced CAT in TGEV infected cells and the amount of CAT produced from the mRNA
7 TIS was less than from the mRNA 6 TIS. Mutations were made within and around the TISs
and the effect on CAT production assayed. The results showed that the TGEV TIS acted as
an initiator of transcription for CAT, though the degree of base pairing between the TIS and
leader RNA was not the only factor implicated in the control of transcription.

Introduction
A number of mechanisms have been proposed for the transcription of coronavirus
sub genomic mRN As. These include, leader primed transcription (I), differential premature
termination of transcription (2) and the synthesis of sub genomic negative strand RNAs (3).
The mechanism of coronavirus transcription has not been elucidated, although to date the
leader priming hypothesis has been predominantly used to explain the origin of subgenomic
mRNAs. Leader primed transcription postulates that a trans acting leader RNA, transcribed
• To whom all correspondence should be sent.
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from the 3' end of a negative copy of the genomic RNA, binds to conserved regions on the
negative strand template(s) and is extended to produce the subgenomic mRNAs. These
conserved sequences act as TISs and are found 5' to coronavirus genes, though their sequence
varies depending on the coronavirus. The mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) subgenomic mRNAs
follow a gradational relationship in which shorter RNAs are produced in larger amounts than
longer species. However, in the TGEV group of coronaviruses this pattern is not observed,
the smallest mRNAs ofTGEV (4,5), porcine respiratory coronavirus (6), feline infectious
peritonitis virus (7) and canine coronavirus (8) being produced in lower amounts than the
next larger mRNA. Sequence analysis ofTGEV indicated that the minimum TIS is CUAAAC
(9, 10), but the degree of base pairing between the TIS and the leader RNA in the leader
polymerase complex (LPC) varies and this may be responsible for the different amounts of
each of the mRNAs. To investigate interactions between the TIS and leader RNA we
produced a series of constructs to analyse the role of nucleotides (nts) flanking the CUAAAC
sequence involved in the synthesis ofTGEV mRNAs 6 and 7.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus and Cells
TGEV, FS772170, was grown in LLC-PK 1 cells and the recombinant vaccinia virus,
vTF7-3, in HTK- cells. Both viruses were titrated by plaque assay.

Construction of reporter genes
Various modified TISs (Table 1) were fused to the CAT gene, by PCR using the pCAT
Basic Vector (Promega) as template, to produce a series of gene cassettes (Fig 1). A final
elongation step in the peR was excluded to reduce the addition of an extra 3' adenine residue
to the peR products, resulting in 3' overhangs, which have been reported to produce
extraneous T7 RNA polymerase-generated transcripts (11).

Table 1. 5'-end sequences of reporter gene cassettes

Reporter Gene
Cassette
E6CAT
6JAH4
6JAHS
6JAH6
6CAT
6SCAT
7CAT
7JAHI
7JAH3
7SCAT

TGEV Sequence of TIS Region
ACATATGGTATAACTAAACTTCTAAATG
ACATATGGTATAACTAAACgagATG
ACATATGGTATcgAACTAAACTTCTAAATG
ACATATGGTATttCTAAACTTCTAAATG
GGTATAACTAAACTTCTAAATG
ACATATGGTATttagctgaTTCTAAATG
TAACGAACTAAACGAGATG
TAAtcAACTAAACGAGATG
TAACGAACTAAACttctaaATG
TAAtcgtaccgttGAGATG

Note: Potential TISs are double underlined; nt changes in
lowercase bold italics; CAT initiation codon is underlined;
prefix 6 indicates mRNA 6- and prefix 7 indicates mRNA
7-based constructs.
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..

Oligonucleotide X

TIS

I

CAT gene

4

IAsl T7 Promoter I

Oligonucleotide 8A3G

Figure 1. Schematic representatIOn of the CAT reporter gene under the control ofTGEV TISs Constructs were
produced by PCR usmg ohgonucleotlde X which contamed the sequences shown m Table 1 and the first 20
nts of the CAT gene Ohgonucleotlde 8A3G contamed the T7 RNA polymerase promoter, a tract of eight T
residues and 20 nts complementary to the 3'-end of the CAT gene

Virus Infection and Transfection protocol
LLC-PK I cells were grown to 95% confluence and infected with TGEV at an MOl
of 10, for 1 h at 37°C, the cells were washed, incubated for 1 h in fresh medium, infected
with vTF7-3 at an MOl of 10 and incubated for 2 h. The cells were washed and incubated
for 2 h in fresh medium, trans fee ted for 5 h with the PCR products, prepared by adding 10
/-tg of the appropriate PCR product with 45 /-t1 ofLIPOFECTAMINe M (Gibco/BRL) in 3
ml of Opti-MEM (Gibco/BRL) at room temperature for 30 min, and incubated in fresh
medium for 19 h. To account for potential variations in CAT synthesis, duplicate cell sheets
were used in two experiments and triplicate cell sheets in one experiment.

Detection and Quantification of CA T Protein
Cells were lysed by freeze/thawing and CAT detected by CAT ELISA (Boehringer
Mannheim), with an initial incubation time of 2 h, and analysed in a Titertek Multiscan@MCC/340 MKII spectrophotometer for quantitation.

RESULTS
Expression of CAT from TGEV mRNA 6 and 7 TISs
A reporter gene system was used to investigate the mechanism of coronavirus
sub genomic mRNA synthesis. A series of gene cassettes, consisting of the reporter gene,
CAT, under the control of potential TGEV TISs followed by a short poly(A) tail and a copy
of the T7 promoter were produced (Fig. 1). The cassettes were designed so that negative
RNA copies of the CAT gene, with a negative copy of a TGEV TIS or a modified TIS at the
3' -end, could be synthesised in cells by T7 RNA polymerase. Transfection of the cassettes
into cells infected with TGEV and vTF7-3 would allow the negative RNAs, produced by the
T7 RNA polymerase from vTF7-3, to be tested as potential templates for the TGEV LPC.
Recognition of the RNAs by the TGEV LPC would result in the transcription ofRNAs, with
the TGEV leader attached at the 5' -end, capable of acting as mRNAs for the translation of
CAT. The RNAs produced by the T7 RNA polymerase would contain a negative copy of the
CAT gene and therefore could not be translated into CAT. The only way a positive sense
RNA could be generated would be from the recognihon of the RNA, via the TIS, by the
TGEV LPC in an analogous manner to the transcription of TGEV subgenomic mRNAs.
Constructs, 6CAT and 7CAT (Table 1), were produced such that the initiation codon
ofthe CAT gene was preceded by the same nts as are present upstream of the initiation codons
of the nucleoprotein (N; gene 6) and ORF-7 (gene 7) genes (12). TGEV mRNAs 6 and 7
TISs were chosen because previous studies had indicated that mRNA 6 was more abundant
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than mRNA 7 in TGEV infected cells. The amount of CAT synthesised by each construct
was analysed and the mean values and standard deviations for the amounts of CAT
synthesised were 39 ± 5.1 and 24 ± 3.7 pg/cell extract for 6CAT and 7CAT, indicating that
6CAT produced significantly more CAT than 7CAT with a confidence interval of 95%.
Constructs, 6SCAT and 7SCAT, similar to 6CAT and 7CAT except that the TISs were
scrambled (Table I) did not generate any detectable CAT, indicating that the TISs in 6CAT
and 7CAT had been utilised for the transcription of CAT mRNA.

Differential Affects of Nucleotide Changes on the Expression of CAT
Results on the expression of CAT using mRNA 6 and 7 TISs indicated that the system
could be used for analysing the role of various nts in the synthesis of sUbgenomic mRN As.
Several constructs were generated in which modified versions of the TGEV mRNA 6 or
mRNA 7 TISs were placed 5' to the CAT gene (Table 1). Essentially, various nts within or
flanking the mRNA 6 and 7 TISs were interchanged, e.g. the three nts between the mRNA
7 TIS and ORF-7 AUG were exchanged with the six nts of mRNA 6 (Table 1). Data was
analysed by the statistical analysis package, GUM (13), to determine whether there was any
significant variation in the amount of CAT produced from the modified mRNA 6 constructs
when compared to E6CAT and the modified mRNA 7 constructs when compared to 7CAT.
GUM analysis indicated that there was no significant variation between the three experiments at the 5% level therefore the data was pooled for a more comprehensive analysis (Fig
2). Results showed that changing the nts between the mRNA 7 TIS and the CAT AUG codon
from GAG (as inmRNA 7), construct 7CAT, to TTCTAA(as inmRNA6), construct 7JAH3,
significantly increased the amount of CAT produced (Fig 2B). However, decreasing the
number of nts involved in base pairing between the TIS and the LPC from ten, CGAACTAAAC (as in mRNA 7), construct 7CAT, to eight, AACTAAAC (as in mRNA 6), construct
7JAHI, did not significantly affect the amount of CAT produced (Fig 2B).
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Figure 2. Bar chart representation of the data generated by GUM, 95% confidence intervals (not standard
error) are indicated by the vertical lines. Mean values are significantly different when the confidence interval
lines do not overlap. (A) Modified mRNA 6 constructs were compared with E6CAT and (B) modified mRNA
7 constructs were compared with 7CAT. Comparisons can only be made within the gene 6 TIS group or within
the gene 7 TIS group and not between the two groups.
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Increasing the number of nts, found upstream of the mRNA 6 TIS on the genomic
sequence, from five to eleven nts, construct E6CAT, significantly increased the amount of
CAT produced when compared to 6CAT (Fig 2B). Reducing the number ofnts, between the
TIS and the AUG of the CAT gene, from six to three as found for mRNA 7, construct 6JAH4,
resulted in a significant decrease in the amount of CAT produced when compared to E6CAT
(Fig 2A). Increasing the base pairing between the TIS and the LPC from eight to ten nts as
found in the mRNA 7 TIS, construct 6JAH5, did not significantly affect the amount of CAT
produced when compared to E6CAT (Fig 2A). Reducing the mRNA 6 TIS from eight
(AACTAAAC) to six (CTAAAC) nts, the minimum potential TIS, construct 6JAH6, significantly decreased the amount of CAT produced when compared to E6CAT (Fig 2A).

DISCUSSION
This study has demonstrated the expression of a reporter gene under the control of
the TGEV mRNA 6 and 7 TISs. The constructs were produced so that the AUG of the CAT
gene was in the same position with respect to the number and type of nts from the TISs as
for the TGEV Nand ORF-7 genes in mRNAs 6 and 7. Similar constructs in which the TISs
were scrambled did not produce any detectable CAT indicating that nts within the TISs are
essential for the transcription of subgenomic RNAs. The reporter gene constructs only
contained coronavirus derived sequences at their 5' ends indicating that the TISs acted as
sites of transcription for the synthesis of the sub genomic mRNAs rather than as attenuators
as proposed in one model (2). The observation that the TGEV TISs could produce mRNAs
capable of translation allowed us to use the system for studying the role of various nts, within
and about the TISs, in the transcription of TGEV mRNAs. The use of TISs used for the
synthesis of TGEV mRNAs 6 and 7 indicated that the amount of CAT produced from the
mRNA 7-derived construct, 7CAT, was significantly less than for the mRNA 6 derived
construct 6CAT. This confirmed previous observations in which Northern blot analysis of
TGEV infected cells indicated that mRNA 7 was produced in much lower amounts than
mRNA 6 (4,5). The amount of CAT detected from 7CATwhen compared to 6CAT was higher
than expected from the comparison of the amounts of mRNAs 6 and 7 in TGEV infected
cell indicating that other sequences or nts may be involved in the regulation of mRNA 6 or
7 synthesis. Increasing the number of nts upstream of the TIS sequence in 6CAT from five
to eleven nts, using nts derived from the genomic sequence, construct E6CAT, significantly
increased the production of CAT. This indicated that sequences upstream of the TIS, and not
expected to interact with the leader RNA, may influence the control of transcription. This
observation might result from potential differences in the secondary structure of the RNAs
in which the TIS of E6CAT is more available for interaction with the LPC than the TIS of
6CAT, causing an increased level of CAT mRNA.
Changing the nts between the TIS and the AUG of the CAT gene in E6CAT from
TTCTAA to GAG, thereby converting the sequences downstream of the gene 6 TIS for those
of gene 7, significantly reduced the amount of CAT produced. In contrast, introducing the
TTCTAA sequence in place of GAG in 7CAT significantly increased the amount of CAT
produced. This observation indicated that the number ofnts between the TIS and the AUG
of the gene might influence transcription, whether this is by altering the potential secondary
structure of the RNA or the alteration of some, as yet unknown, control element is not known.
An alternative explanation may arise from the fact that translation of the CAT mRNA was
used as an indicator of transcription levels and that alterations to the RNA sequence may
affect translation. Thus the changes in the amount of CAT detected may not be due to changes
in the levels oftranscription. Potential alterations to the Kozak sequence about the CAT AUG
may influence translation of CAT. According to Kozak (14, 15) the optimal sequence for
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mittatIOn by eukaryottc nbosomes IS ACCATGG m WhICh a punne at posItIOn -3 has a
dommant effect and If replaced by a pynmidme becomes less favourable for mittatIOn of
translatIOn The Kozak sequence was changed from TAAATGG (E6CAT) to GAGATGG m
6JAH4 and from GAGATGG (7CAT) to TAAATGG m 7JAH3 Thus E6CAT to 6JAH4
represented a T ~ G change at the -3 po sItton, mdicatmg a more favourable Kozak sequence,
however, the amount of CAT detected from 6JAH4 was less than from E6CAT 7CAT to
7JAH3 represented a G ~ T change at the -3 po sItton, mdicatmg a less favourable Kozak
sequence, however, the amount of CAT detected from 7JAH3 was more than from 7CAT
These results were the OpposIte to those that would have been expected If the levels of
translatIOn observed had depended on the Kozak sequences, favounng a change m the level
of transcnptton as an explanatton
Increasmg the base paIrIng between the TIS and 3'-end of the leader RNA from eIght
(AACTAAAC) to ten (CGAACTAAAC) but keepmg the nts 3' of the TIS as for mRNA 6
or decreasmg the base paIrIng of the TIS for mRNA 7 to eIght nts wIth the 3' nts the same
as for mRNA 7, dId not sIgmficantly affect the amount of CAT detected These observatIOns
mdicated that mcreasmg the potenttal base paIrIng between the TIS and LPC beyond that
achIeved wIth the sequence AACUAAAC dId not enhance transcnptIOn However, reducmg
the base paIrIng from eIght to SIX nucleotIdes (CTAAAC), construct 6JAH6, so that the TIS
sIte was SImIlar m length to the TGEV mRNA 4 TIS, a low abundance mRNA speCIes,
sIgmficantly decreased the productIOn of CAT, mdicatmg some base paIrIng IS essentIal
SImIlar findmgs have recently been descnbed m whIch an MHV defecttve mterfenng
(DI) RNA was used to study transcnptIOn (16) The authors mserted sequences correspondmg to the TISs ofMHV mRNAs 3 and 7 mto a synthetIc DI Although the MHV mRNA 3
and 7 denved TISs have base paIrIngs of 10 and 17 nts wIth the MHV leader RNA, the
amounts of a sub genomIc DI RNA generated were sImIlar The authors concluded that base
paIrIng, between the TISs and the leader RNA, does not control mRNA abundance, though
some reSIdual base paIrIng was essentIal and that transcnptIon mitIatIOn could reqUIre
recogmtIOn of the TIS by the transcnptase
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IN VIVO AND IN VITRO TRANSCRIPTION OF
SMALL mRNAS CONTAINING A LEADER
SEQUENCE FROM MOUSE HEPATITIS
VIRUS STRAIN JHM

M. Hayashi, T. Mizutani, K. Ishida, A. Maeda, T. Watanabe, and
S. Namioka
Department of Laboratory Animal Science
F acuity of Veterinary Medicine
Hokkaido University
Sapporo 060, Japan

Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) genomes are divided into at least seven coding regions.
Recently, it has been shown that one or two additional small mRNAs (mRNA8 and 9) are
synthesized in DBT cells infected with MHV strains A59, -1 and -SI. It is suggested that the
transcription may occur via a leader-priming mechanism whereby a trans-acting leader RNA
binds to highly conserved intergenic sequences, UC(U/C)AAAC, on the full-length negative-stranded template to prime transcription of subgenomic mRNAs2.3. mRNA8 is initiated
from a perfectly conserved intergenic sequence, UCCAAAC, at 828 nt of the nucleocapsid
(N) protein gene of MHV-A59. mRNA9 is initiated from a nearly perfect sequence,
UCUAAAU, at 982 nt. However, whether mRNA8 and 9 are synthesized in MHV-infected
mice and whether the products from mRNA8 and 9 playa biological role in infected cells
remain unknown. In this experiment we studied the course of synthesis of these two small
mRNAs in DBT cells and in mouse organs.
Total RNA was extracted from DBT cells infected with MHV-JHM at a multiplication
of infection (m. o. i.) of2.0 as described previously4 and cDNA was synthesized using reverse
transcriptase (RT) and primer-R (5' TGCCGACATAGGATTCATTCTCT 3') corresponding
to 1368-1390 nt of the N protein gene of JHM. The synthesized cDNA was amplified by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primer-F 1 (5' TATAAGAGTGATTGGCGTCCG 3')
and -F2 (5'CTCTAAAACTCTTGTAGTTT 3') correspondmg to 1-21 nt and 37-56 nt in the
leader RNA, respectively, as a forward pimer. Primer-R was used as a reverse primer. The
amplified products were analyzed by Southern blot hybridization using cDNA of mRNA 75,
which contains sequences ofmRNA 8 and 9, as a probe as described previously4.
Cellular RNA was extracted from DBT cells infected with JHM and A59 strains of
MHV at 37°C at 6 h p.i. The amplified products denved from mRNA 7 and 2 small mRNAs
were observed in both strains using primer-FI and -R (Fig. la). Sequence data of the PCR
Corona- and Related Viruses. Edited by P J Talbot and G A Levy
Plenum Press. New York, 1995
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Figure 1. Small mRNAs in DBT cells and the mouse tissues infected with JHM-MHY. The cellular RNA was
extracted from DBT cells infected with MHV-JHM and -A59 at 6 h p. i. (a), and from cells infected with
MHV-JHM at 2,3,4,5 and 6 h p. i. (b). RNA was extracted from the liver (L), spleen (S) and brain (B) of the
infected mouse at 5 days p. i. and amplified by RT-PCR using primer-Fl or -F2 and -R (c). + and - represent
the infected and uninfected mouse, respectively. The RT-PCR products were analyzed by Southern blot
hybridization using cDNA of mRNA 7 as a probe.

products showed that these small mRNAs corresponded to the mRNA8 and 9 reported by
Schaad & Baric' (data not shown). These small mRNAs from JHM-MHV were detected at
3 h p. i. by analysis using RT-PCR (Fig. I b). Since ORFla gene products ofMHV that contain
RNA-dependent RNA polymerases are translated from genomic RNA at 1.5-3 h p. i. 6,
mRNA8 and 9 were synthesized in the DBT cells infected with JHM-MHV at the early stage
of the infection. This result suggests that the products from mRNA8 and 9 ofMHV may play
a role in the early stage of the viral replication cycle.
When a C57BLl6 mouse was inoculated i.p. with 3XI05 PFU MHV-JHM. The
mRNA8 and 9 were observed in the liver and brain of the infected mouse at 5 days pj. by
RT-PCR amplifications of the RNAs (Fig. Ie). This result showed that mRNA8 and 9 were
synthesized in the liver and brain, which are target tissues of MHV-JHM. Therefore, the
products of mRNA8 and 9 may playa role in MHV infection in vivo. The mRNA8 and 9
synthesized in vivo contained the leader sequence (data not shown). Although mRNA8 is
synthesized from a perfectly conserved sequence, mRNA9 is from an imperfect sequence'.
In the infected cells, it is suggested that mRNAs of MHV are synthesized by an imprecise
trans-acting leader-primed transcription mechnism 2,7,8. This study suggested that the imperfect intergenic sequence also can serve as an initiation site for the leader-primed mRNA
synthesis of MHV in vivo.
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The leader sequence of coronaviruses plays an important role in the replication of
the coronaviruses. One model for the mRNA synthesis describes the leader as the primer
which binds to the intergenic sequences (IS) on the negative copy of the genome. I Recently
it was reported that the leader sequence regulates the expression of the viral proteins. 2
The leader sequence of porcine epidemic diarrhoea virus (PEDV) CV777 was determined on the mRNA encoding the N protein by reverse transcription from within its open
reading frame, followed by head-to-tail ligation of the cDNA, PCR amplification over the
ligation sites of these concatemers and finally cloning and sequencing. 3 Fig. I shows 71 nt of
the 5' end including the IS of the N mRNA aligned to the leader sequence ofHCV 229E.4
The leader sequence was used to design a leader specific primer (oligo 117). This
oligonucleotide and primers within the known open reading frames 5•6 were used to amplify
and subsequently to determine the sequence of the junction sites of the sUbgenomic mRNA
species. The junction sites of the mRNAs encoding the structural proteins are depicted in
Fig. 2. The leader junction sites ofthe ORF3 mRNA from the cell culture adapted (ca) PEDV
and its parent wild type (wt) PEDV are shown in Fig. 3.
Previous sequencing results of ca PEDV revealed a polymorphic open reading frame
for the putative ORF3 protein. 6 On cDNA clones derived from RNA isolated from infected
pigs (wt PEDV CV777) an open reading frame without any deletions was found.?
The results established thus far question the existence of a functional mRNA for the
expression of the ORF3 protein in the ca PEDY. In contrast, the absence of the deletions and
the presence of an mRNA species which has the capacity to encode for the 224 amino acids
protein in the wt PEDV support the existence of the product in wt PEDY. The virus appears
to have lost the ability to synthesize the ORF3 product in Vero cells. The postulated loss of
ACTTAAAAAGATTTTCTATCTACGGATAGTTAGCTCTTTTTCTAGACCTTGTCTACTCAATTCAACTAAAC
11111
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II

111111111

1111
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11111

-CTTAAGTACCTTATCTATCTACAAATAGAAAAGTTGCTTTTTAGACTTTGT--GTCTACTTC---TAAAC
Figure 1. Alignment of the leader sequence from PEDV CV777 (upper line) and HCV 229E (lower line). The

sequence of the leader specific primer (oligo 117) is underlined.
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GTTAGCTCTTTTTCTAGACC TTGTCTACTCAATTCAACTAAACAGAAACTTTAlG
111111111111111111

GAAAGTGCTTCATTTAGTCTAAACAGAAACTTTATG

genome

MmRNA

GTTAGCTCTTTTTCTAGAGC TTGTCTACTCAATTCAAATAAACGAAATAlG
11111111111111

CCCAGTACTGTTATTGACGTATAAACGAAATATG

genome
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GTTAGCTCTTTTTCTAGAGC TTGTCTACTCAATTCAACTAGACGAGTAIG
111111111111111111111111

GCATTTGACTCAATTCAACTAGACGAGTATG
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SmRNA

GTTAGCTCTTTTTCTAGACC TTGTCTACTCAATTCAACGTAAACAAAlG

Figure 2. Leader-mRNAJUDctIon for four PEDV subgenomlc mRNA The sequences are shown m ahgnment
with the genomic RNA (except for the S mRNA, because this part of the genome IS not sequenced yet) The
mtergemc sequences are marked as bold letters The leader specific pnmer 117 and the mltIatlOn codons for
the correspondmg genes are underlmed
wtmRNA
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TTGTCTACTCAATTCAACCTTACGAAGCTTTTGAAAAGGTCCACGTGCAGTGAIG
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TCCTAGACTTCAACCTTACGAAGCTTTTGAAAAGGTCCACGTGCAGTGATG
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TGCAGTGATGTTTCTTGGACTTTTTCAATACACGATTGACACAGTTGTCAAAGATG

111111111111111111111

....... 1 ....... 10 ........ 20 ........ 30 ........ 40 ........ .
Figure 3. Differences found on the 5' end of the ORF3 mRNA between the ca PEDV and the wt PEDV The
3' end of the leader sequence specific pnmer and the mltIatIon codons are underhned The numbenng of the
nucleotIdes are m both parts of the figure IdentIcal, the A of the ImtIatlOn codon from the 224 ammo aCids open
readmg frame IS set as 1 on the genomic RNA The ca PEDV mRNA showed a deletIOn covenng the mltiatlOn
codon for the putative 224 ammo aCid ORF3 protem The wt PEDV mRNA Isolated from mfected pigs
possessed the expected mltiatlOn codon for the expressIOn of the ORF3 product

the ORF3 product demonstrates an unexpected feature caused by adaptlon to replIcatlon 10
cell culture We hypothesize that the ORF3 product IS 1Ocompatlble With replIcatlon ofPEDV
10 cell culture. In contrast, the observatlon that a correct ORF3 mRNA IS made 10 wt ViruS
10dlcates that ORF3 may be of Importance In VIVO
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MOUSE HEPATITIS VIRUS BY TARGETED
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Albany, New York 12201-2002

ABSTRACT
Our laboratory has described a method for introducing site-specific mutations into
the genome of the coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) by RNA recombination between
cotransfected genomic RNA and a synthetic subgenomic mRNA. By using a thermolabile
N protein mutant of MHV as the recipient virus and synthetic RNA 7 (the mRNA for the
nucleocapsid protein N) as the donor, engineered recombinant viruses were selected as
heat-stable progeny resulting from cotransfection. We have recently reported an optimization
of the efficiency of targeted recombination in this process by using a synthetic defective
interfering (DI) RNA in place of RNA 7. The frequency of recombination is sufficiently high
that recombinants can often be directly identified without employing a thermal selection.
We present here a progress report on our use of this system to map MHV mutants and to
construct N gene mutants which include (1) a mutant in which the internal open reading
frame within the N gene (the I gene) has been disrupted, and (2) a series of recombinants in
which portions of the MHV N gene have been replaced by the homologous regions from the
N gene of bovine coronavirus. We also report on some mutants we have not been able to
construct.

INTRODUCTION
Although the tools of molecular biology have been widely applied to the study of
separate components of RNA viruses, the direct engineering of these viruses has lagged
behind that of other biological entities because of the unique composition of their genetic
material. The genomes of coronaviruses, like those of all other positive-sense RNA viruses,
are, in isolation, fully infectious when transfected into appropriate host cells. This property
ought to allow them to be manipulated by the same methodology that has been used to carry
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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out site-directed mutagenesis of other positive-sense RNA viruses, that is, by the transcription of infectious RNA from a cDNA clone of the viral genome. This technique was pioneered
with poliovirus l and has been applied successfully to a number of viruses, the largest thus
far being Sindbis virus. 2 Coronaviruses, however, have the largest known genomes of all the
RNA viruses (26 to 31 kb), approaching four times the size of the typical picornavirus
genome or three times the size of the Sindbis virus genome. Thus, the construction of a
full-length, error-free coronavirus cDNA would appear to be a major technical feat and may
yield a product that would be too cumbersome for practical manipulation.
An alternative approach has been to exploit the high frequency of RNA recombination 3 that occurs in coronaviruses, in a manner analogous to that used for large DNA viruses.
Our laboratory4 and the Spaan laboratoryS concurrently reported a method to target site-specific mutations to the nucleocapsid (N) gene and the 3' untranslated region (UTR) of the
genome of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV). We describe here our recent improvements on this
system and its application to particular research questions.

METHODS
The methods used in these studies have been described in detail elsewhere. 4 •6 In brief,
transcription vectors encoding MHV sub genomic RNA 7 or a synthetic DI RNA were
constructed by standard techniques, and mutations or substitutions were made in these by a
variety of current PCR-based methods. Recombination experiments were performed by
either cotransfection of genomic and synthetic RNA or infection followed by transfection.
Transfections were carried out by electroporation of mouse L2 cells, which were then plated
onto mono layers of mouse 17 clone 1 cells. Progeny virus, harvested at 24-30 h post-infection, were titered on mouse L2 cells at 39°C, and candidate recombinants able to form large
plaques were purified and analyzed further. Initial characterization of recombinants typically
involved RT-PCR analysis or sequencing of RNA from infected cells; final verification of
recombinants was accomplished through sequencing of genomic RNA from purified virions.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
We originally reported a system for the mutagenesis of MHV via targeted recombination between cotransfected genomic RNA and a synthetic copy of RNA 7, the smallest of
the subgenomic transcripts of MHV 4 The recipient virus used in this work was a temperature-sensitive and thermolabile N gene deletion mutant, Alb4. Alb4 produces tiny plaques
at the nonpermissive temperature (39°C), and its virions are orders of magnitude more
susceptible to heat inactivation than wild-type virions. Recombinants were selected as
thermally stable progeny of the cotransfection. The efficacy of the technique was demonstrated by the incorporation of a 5 nt insertion into the 3' UTR of the virus, a short distance
beyond the stop codon of the N gene, at the point where a EstEll site occurs in the cDNA
copy of the 3' UTR. Thus, repair of the Alb4 deletion, presumably by a template switching
event involving the cotransfected RNA 7, could be used to cotransduce a linked mutation
into the MHV genome. The efficiency of recovery of recombinants, however, was very low,
roughly on the order of 10- 5, and was dependent on the powerful counterselection afforded
by the thermolability of Alb4.
Van der Most et al. 5 also generated site-specific mutations in MHV, but at a much
higher frequency, using Alb4 as the recipient virus and a defective interfering (DI) RNA as
the donor species. On the basis of this observation, we sought to increase the efficiency of
our recombination system by constructing a vector that would act as template for a synthetic
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Figure 1. TranscnptlOn vectors used for syntheSIS of donor RNAs for targeted recomb mat !On Plasmid pCK 70
serves as the template for MHV sub genomic RNA7 Plasmid pB36 serves as the template for a synthetiC DI
RNA The start of transcnptIon IS denoted by + 1 The lOCI of the pomt mutatIOn m Alb 1 and the deletIon m
Alb4 are mdlcated

DI RNA. The vector we made, pB36, was patterned after a naturally occurring DI RNA of
bovine coronavirus (BeV), and contained the first 467 nt of the MHV genome, linked, via
a spacer of 48 heterologous nt, to the entire MHV N gene and 3' UTR (Fig. I). We
demonstrated by metabolic labeling that RNA produced by runoff transcription ofpB36 was
robustly replicated in MHV-infected cells. 6 This is noteworthy, since this synthetic DI RNA
comprises only MHV sequences from the 5' and 3' termini of the genome, and it does not
contain any internal discontiguous sequences reported to be necessary for MHV DI RNA
replication. 7,8
In confirmation of the results of van der Most et al.,5 we observed that use of the DI
RNA as the donor species in recombination experiments with Alb4 led to an increase in the
frequency of recombination of at least} 00-fold in comparison to that obtained with RNA 7
as the donor species, A practical consequence of this was that it became possible to identify
recombinants without the need for prior thermal selection, We have subsequently used this
system for three general types of applications: (l) mapping of mutants; (2) site-directed
mutagenesis to produce a defined product; and (3) domam exchange to produce multiple
possible products that remain undefined until analyzed,
In the first type of experiment, pB36-derived RNA was used to determine if any of
various temperature-sensItive mutants mapped to the N gene, The best candidates to screen
m this fashion were mutants that were also thermolabile, smce thermolabIlity is likely to
indicate a lesion m a Viral structural gene, One such mutant, Alb I, yielded recombinants
with transfected DI RNA against an undetectably low frequency of reversion, clearly
establishing it as an N gene mutant. 6 An additional mutant, Alb II, did not give rise to
recombinants under these conditions, and thus did not map in N, A third mutant, Alb25, did
not exhibit a frequency of recombination significantly higher than its reversion frequency,
Thus, its status is presently undetermined, Albl was found to have two closely liked point
mutatIOns in the first third of the N protein, in a regIOn that IS highly conserved among all
coronavirus N proteins. One of these two mutatIOns was shown by reversion analysis to be
the relevant lesion, while the other was found to be phenotypically silent. The sites of the
Alb} mutation and the previously mapped Alb4 deletion are shown III Fig.!. These results
demonstrated that targeted RNA recombmation can be used to provide definitive genetic
prooffor the locus of a given mutation. In principle, it should be possible to map any mutation
(with a sufficiently low reversion rate) using a set ofDI RNAs constructed to span the MHV
genome.
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The second application of targeted RNA recombination, site-directed mutagenesis,
presents a powerful tool for the examination of questions of structure and function of
coronavirus proteins. There are obviously huge advantages to examining the effects of
mutational alterations in situ, rather than indirectly by means of an expression system.
Equally obvious, however, is the major drawback of this technique: the mutations one
designs cannot be lethal. One specific mutant that we have made is a virus in which the
internal open reading frame (I ORF or I gene) contained within the N gene has been disrupted.
Many coronavirus genomes contain a second ORF, in the + I reading frame, embedded
entirely within the first half of the N gene. The I ORF encodes a largely hydrophobic protein
that could potentially be expressed via a leaky scanning translational strategy. Indeed, for
BCV it has been shown that the I protein is expressed in infected cells, and furthermore, that
hyperimmune serum from BCV-infected calves recognizes I protein. 9 The function of the I
protein, if any, is unknown. To determine whether the MHV counterpart of this protein is an
essential gene product, we engineered a mutant in which the start codon of the I gene was
replaced by a threonine codon, and the fourth codon of the ORF was changed from a serine
codon to a stop codon (Fig. 2). Both of these mutations are silent in the N reading frame.
The resulting double mutant was found to be viable at all temperatures tested and formed
plaques only slightly smaller than those of its wild-type counterpart. Moreover, preliminary
experiments have revealed no difference between the I gene mutant and wild-type MHV in
their ability to infect mice. Therefore, we conclude that the I protein is not essential to MHV
infection, either in tissue culture or in the natural host. One reason for our interest in this
question was that it was essential to our analysis of any mutants we might construct in the
first half of the N gene. If the I gene had been essential to MHV, then genetic analysis of the
region in which N and I overlap would have been greatly complicated.
The third application of targeted RNA recombination, domain exchange, is an
approach we have used to determine the extent to which portions of a heterologous N protein
(that of BCV) could be substituted for the corresponding portions of the MHV N protein.
Initially, a small defined substitution was made in the highly variable spacer B region 10 near
the carboxy terminus. This putative spacer between functional domains shows considerable
sequence heterogeneity among different strains of MHV, and so it was not unexpected that
part of it could be replaced by a more than 50% divergent sequence from Bev without
producing any phenotypic alterations in the resulting recombinant virus. This first chimeric
BCV/MHV N protein is shown schematically at the top of Fig. 3.
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Taking this as a starting point to proceed in the amino-terminal direction, we then
sought to obtain recombinants containing larger extents of the BCV N gene in place of that
ofMHV This was accomplished by constructing a derivative ofpB36 in which the entirety
of domains I and II, as well as spacer A and the above described portion of spacer B were
substituted by their BCV counterparts. Overall, the nucleotide and amino acid sequence
divergence between BCV and MHV in these regions is about 30%.11 This vector was used
to obtain a number of independent recombinants. We assumed that if these arose via a single
crossover event, then for each resulting chimeric virus, the right junction of the BCV insert
would be that determined by the junction constructed in the spacer B region of the vector.
The left junction, however, could vary from recombinant to recombinant, and would be
determined by the locus of the crossover event that gave rise to the recombinant. This turned
out to be the case, and we found that resulting recombinants had left junctions that fell in
three regions, represented by the second, third and fourth chimeric N proteins shown in Fig.
3. We were unable to obtain recombinants whose left junction entered or went beyond the
serine- and arginine-rich cluster that is found near the amino end of domain II. This region
is one of the most variable between BCV and MHV N, and apparently is not functionally
interchangeable between the two even though most of the rest of domain II can be
interchanged. A second pB36-derived vector was prepared which replaced this region in the
earlier chimeric vector with the corresponding sequence from MHV This allowed the
construction of new BCV/MHV chimeric viruses, containing still greater amino-terminal
extents of BCV sequence, although a boundary was reached in domain I beyond which
recombination did not occur, probably because of the extent of sequence divergence between
the two N proteins beyond this point (see the final chimeric N protein in Fig. 3). These studies
have shown what portions of the N protein have been functionally conserved across different
species (most of domain II, the RNA-binding portion ofNi2) as well as what portions have
diverged too far to be functionally equivalent (the amino terminus and the SR-rich region).
We have thus identified regions to focus upon in future mutagenesis experiments. In addition,
these studies clearly demonstrate that targeted recombination can be used to make extensive
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Figure 4. Mutants we have!ill1 been able to construct. (A) N protein mutants in which one or both of the two
cysteine residues of N have been replaced by serine. (8) A mutant containing a heterologous gene (secreted
alkaline phosphatase, SEAP) inserted into the upstream portion of the 3' UIR.

substitutions in the coronavirus genome, generating recombinants that could not be made
otherwise between two viruses separated by a species barrier.
Finally, some negative results deserve mention. First, we have attempted to replace
one or both of the two cysteine residues of the MHV N protein by serine (Fig. 4). This was
done to test the biological significance of the disulfide-linked multimers ofN, thought to be
trimers, that have been observed in vitro. 13,14 Our inability to construct cysteine-deficient
mutants ofN implies, but by no means proves, that such mutations are lethal and that these
intermolecular bonds may be important in nucleocapsid structure. However, further evidence
would have to be obtained to corroborate this argument.
A second mutant we have been unable to obtain, despite a number of attempts, is one
in which an extra gene has been inserted into the upstream portion of the 3' UTR of MHV
(Fig. 4). We have speculated that this region of the genome ought to tolerate such an insertion
because (a) a number of other coronaviruses contain one or more extra transcription units
downstream of the N gene; (b) this region of the 3' UTR is the least conserved among
coronavirus 3' UTRs; and (c) the original 5 nt insertion into the 3' UTR was made at this
locus. Our failure to obtain this mutant may imply that such an insertion is lethal at this point
in the genome, for as yet unknown reasons, or it may mean that there are limitations on the
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size of nonhomologous matenal that can participate m the recombmatlOn process Much
further work remams to sort out these and other pOSSibilities
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FIRST EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF
RECOMBINATION IN INFECTIOUS
BRONCHITIS VIRUS
Recombination in IBV

Sanneke A. Kottier, David Cavanagh, and Paul Britton'
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Berkshire, RGl6 ONN, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
A high frequency of recombination has been shown to occur during replication of the
coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) in vitro as well as in vivo. Although sequencing
offield strains of coronavirus infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) has indicated that IBV strains
also undergo recombination, there has been no experimental evidence to support this
deduction. To investigate whether recombination occurs in IBV, embryonated eggs were
coinfected with IBV-Beaudette and IBV-M41. Potential recombinants were detected by
strain-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplifications, using oligonucleotides
corresponding to regions in the 3' end of the genome. Sequencing of the peR products
confirmed that a number of recombinations had occurred between the two strains.

INTRODUCTION
RNA-RNA recombination involves the exchange of genetic information between
non-segmented viruses and has been detected at a high frequency in picomaviruses and in
coronavirus MHY. In MHV, recombination sites were observed over almost the entire
genome and several recombinants resulted from multiple cross-over events (l). A recombination map for MHV (2) suggested the frequency of recombination to be roughly 1% per
1300 nucleotides, which represents 25% for the entire genome, assuming that recombination
occurs randomly. Recombination has also been shown to occur between coronavirus
• To whom all correspondence should be sent.
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genomic RNA and transfected RNA, enabling site-specific mutagenesis (3,4,5). However,
such recombinants have only been sought and detected in the 5' and the 3' ends of the
genome.
Studies on the mechanisms of recombination in picornaviruses showed that recombination was more likely to occur by template-switching than by breaking and rejoining of
RNA and recombination frequencies were found to be higher between more closely related
strains (6). The mechanism of recombination in coronaviruses has been suggested to occur
by a mechanism similar to that described for poliovirus (7). Although these findings have
contributed greatly to the understanding of RNA recombination in viruses, MHV remains
the only coronavirus in which recombination has been experimentally demonstrated. Sequencing studies on isolates of IBV have suggested that recombination does occur in the
field (8,9, I 0) but there is no direct evidence of recombination in coronaviruses other than
MHY.
In this paper recombination was tested in the coronavirus IBV using embryonated
eggs, coinfected with IBV-M41 and IBV-Beaudette. IBV-M41 and IBV-Beaudette are both
of the Massachusetts serotype. The entire genome of Beaudette has been sequenced (11) and
several regions of M41 have been sequenced (as reviewed in 12). Beaudette has 184
nucleotides inserted in the noncoding region at the 3' end of the genome when compared
with M41. Otherwise, the two strains have a high degree of sequence identity, increasing the
chance of recombination between the two strains. Strain-specific oligonucleotides were
designed, from sequences within the 3' ends of both IBV strains, for detection of potential
recombinants. Potential recombinants were detected by RT-PCR using a negative sense
Beaudette-specific primer and a positive sense M41-specific primer or vice versa. PCR
products from potential recombinants were sequenced and analyzed.

METHODS
Coinfection of Embryos with IBV M41 and Beaudette
Eleven-day-old specified pathogen free embryonated Rhode Island Red (RIR) eggs
were inoculated, in quintuplicate, in the allantoic fluid, with 7X I 06 egg infectious dose 50
(EID50) IBV-Beaudette, or with 3XI0 7 EID50 IBV-M41, or coinfected with 7XI0 6 EID50
IBV-Beaudette and 3XI0 7 EID50 IBV-M41 (inoculum Xl), or with 7XI06 EID50 IBVBeaudette and 3XI0 6 EID50 IBV-M41 (inoculum X2), or with 7XI06 EID50 IBV-Beaudette
and 3XI05 EID50 M41 (inoculum X3) or inoculated with PBSa. Eggs were sealed with
collodium and incubated at 37°C for 24 h. After overnight incubation at 4°C the allantoic
fluid was harvested.

Reverse Transcription (RT)
Virions were pelleted from the allantoic fluid and RNA was extracted from virions,
using the guanidinium isothiocynate method (13). The final pellets were dissolved in 50 III
of nuclease-free water (Sigma). For first strand cDNA synthesis 3 III of the extracted RNA
was denatured for 10 min at 60°C in the presence of 0.21 nmol of oligonucleotide 100
(CAGGATATCGCTCTAACTCTATACTAGCCT), complementary to position 2758727607 at the 3' end of the IBV-genome. The mixture was immediately cooled on ice and
incubated for 2 h at 42°C in a 35 III reaction mixture containing; 250 U ofM-MLV reverse
transcriptase (Promega), 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 75 mM KCI, 3 mM MgCI 2, 7 mM DTT
and 1.5 mM of dNTPs.
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Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
From the first strand cDNA reaction mixture, 5 !-II was taken and mixed m a total
volume of 50 !-II contammg, 1 5 U Taq DNA polymerase, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tns-HCl (pH
90),01% Tnton-XlOO, 15 mM MgC1 2, 02 mM dNTPs and 03 nmol of positive and
negative sense pnmers (see results) The mixture was overlayered With 50 !-II ofmmeral Oll
and subjected to 25 cycles on a Hybmd Ommgene heatmg block at 94°C for 1 mm, 42°C for
2 mm and 72°C for 3 mm, followed by a 9 mm elongatlOn step at 72°C

Cloning and sEquencing
PCR products, denved from potential recombmants, were cloned mto the pCR™
vector (Invitrogen) accordmg to the manufacturer's protocol and sequenced on a 373ADNA
Sequencer (Apphed BlOsystems Inc) usmg the PRISMtm Ready ReactlOn DyeDeoxy Termmator cycle sequencmg kit accordmg to the manufacturer's mstructions (Apphed BlOSYSterns Inc)

RESULTS
Stram-specific PCR has been demonstrated to be a powerful techmque for studymg
RNA recombmatlOn m the absence of selectlOn pressure (14, 15) Stram-specific pnmers
were deSigned from the 3' end of the genomes ofIBV-Beaudette and M4l With as many
nucleotide differences as pOSSible, at the 3' end of the ohgonucleotides (Fig 1) RecomblnatlOn was detected m MHV wlthm a reglOn of 330 nucleotides (16),therefore IBV stramspeCific pnmers over 300 nucleotides apart from each other were chosen The IBV-Beaudette
speCific pnmers were of positive sense, pnmer B5 (CCTGATAACGAAAACATT), correspondmg to position 26041-26058 and of negative sense, pnmer B7 (GCACAGCAACAATACAAT), complementary to pOSition 27233-27250 of the IBV-Beaudette genome The
IBV-M4l speCifiC prImers were of posItIve sense, prImer M6 (CCTGATAATGAAAATCTA), correspondmg to posltlOn 26041-26058 and of negative sense, pnmer M8
(AGGTCAATGCTTTATCCA), complementary to position 26990-2707 The nucleotides
posItions m M41 referred to eqUivalent regIOns on the IBV-Beaudette genome
RT-PCR was camed out on Vlflon RNAobtamed from the mfected eggs as descnbed
m the methods As a control to show that no PCR artifacts were produced under the chosen
conditions, equal amounts of RNA from eggs mfected only With Beaudette and only With
M4l were mixed for one of the RT-PCR amplIficatlOns PCR amphficatlOns were camed
out on all cDNA samples With the Beaudette-specific pnmers, B5 and B7 (Fig 2A), the
M41-speclfic pnmers, M6 and M8 (Fig 2B) and to detect potential recombmants, With the
pnmer combmations, B5 and M8 (Fig 2C) and M6 and B7 (Fig 2D) No PCR products were

A
ATG~I__~~7/,~/~=====T=GA:l=~_~ln~se~rt~
___
Beaudette --1
N 7J gene
:
Figure 1. Strategy for detectIOn
of IBV-Beaudette-M4l recombinants (A) shows the position of
the stram-speCific pnmers m the
two genomes (B) shows the oligonucleotide sequences With the
mismatched nuc1eotldes underhned
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Figure 2. Detection of recombinants with strain-specific PCR, using different oligonucleotide primer combinations; (A) Beaudette specific B5+B7, (B) M41 specific M6+M8, (C) recombinant specific B5+M8, (D)
recombinant specific M6+B7. For all primer combinations; lane 1, mock infected eggs; lane 2, M4I-infected
eggs; lane 3, Beaudette-infected eggs; lane 4-6 (respectively inoculations Xl, X2, X3), M41- and Beaudettecoinfected eggs; lane 7, mixed M4l and Beaudette RNA. The marker used was the lkb ladder from Boehringer.

detected with any primer combinations from the cDNA derived from eggs inoculated with
PBSa, confirming that the PCR products were not derived from egg mRNAs. Furthermore,
no PCR products were detected from cDNA derived from eggs infected with only IBV-M41
when the IBV-Beaudette specific primer combination was used (Fig. 2A, lane 2), whereas
cDNA derived from eggs infected with Beaudette led to the expected PCR product of 1210
bp (Fig. 2A, lanes 3-7). In addition, no PCR products were detected from cDNA derived
from eggs infected with only IBV-Beaudette when the IBV-M41 specific primer combination
was used (Fig. 2B, lane 3), whereas cDNAderived from eggs infected with IBV-M411ed to
the expected PCR product of970 bp (Fig. 2B, lanes 2, 4-7), confirming that the primers were
strain-specific. The primer combinations used to detect potential recombinants did not result
in PCR products for cDNA derived from eggs infected with only IBV-M41 (Fig. 2C and 2D,
lane 2) or infected only with IBV-Beaudette (Fig. 2C and 2D, lane 3) and did not give rise
to any detectable products when cDNA derived from a mixture of Beaudette and M41 RNA
was used (Fig. 2C and 2D, lane 7), indicating that no mispriming and no PCR artifacts had
arisen under the chosen conditions. However, both recombinant primer combinations
showed a product of the expected sizes (970 bp for primer combination B5+M8 and 1210
bp for primer combination M6+B7) when cDNA derived from coinfection Xl was used (Fig.
2C and 2D, lane 4), indicating that recombination had occurred between the two strains.
These results were confirmed by three more independent experiments.
Although recombination was detected in one of the coinfections, recombination
could not be detected in two other coinfections. The difference between these co infections
was the ratio of the amount of infectious Beaudette and M41 used to infect the eggs. The
mixed infection in which recombination was detected had a ratio of Beaudette and M41 of
approximaUy 1: 5. However, if more Beaudette than M41 was used, recombination was not
detected. This might be explained by the fact that IBV Beaudette has been adapted to grow
in embryonated eggs and appears to grow much quicker in eggs than M41. These results
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showed that it is important to use an appropriate ratio of viruses in a coinfection for detection
of recombinants.
In order to confirm that the PCR products, derived from potential recombinants,
consisted of both M41 and Beaudette sequences, they were cloned and eight clones were
sequenced. Each recombinant contained sequences characteristic of both Beaudette and
M41, showing that the DNA obtained had been derived from recombinants. Moreover, none
of the recombinant DNAs had the same cross-over site, indicating that the PCR products
were derived from several recombination events.

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated experimentally that IBV strains undergo recombination
during mixed infection. Although previous sequencing studies have provided circumstantial
evidence that recombination occurs in IBV in the field (8,9, I 0), there was no direct
experimental evidence that recombination did occur in IBY. This paper, however, describes
the first experimental evidence of RNA-RNA recombination in IBY.
Strain-specific polymerase chain reactions were used for the detection of IBV
recombinants because the technique is very sensitive and is extremely powerful for distinguishing between closely related strains. Further, it opens the possibility to study recombination in the absence of selection. All primers designed for the detection ofIBV recombinants
were shown to be able to differentiate between Beaudette and M41 and could therefore be
used for detection of recombinants. Although oligonucleotide M8 had only two nucleotide
mismatches in relation to Beaudette RNA, the primer was specific for M41. Previously, PCR
had been shown to be strain-specific using an oligonucleotide with only 3 mismatches at the
3' end (16).
To investigate the possibility oftemplate-switching by the Taq-polymerase, RT-PCRs
were conducted on a mixture of M41 and Beaudette RNA. PCR amplifications with primer
combinations of one M41-specific primer and one Beaudette-specific primer did not result
in a PCR product, indicating that template-switching of the Taq-polymerase was not
detectable. This demonstrates that the observed PCR products from coinfected extracts did
indeed arise from a recombination event by the corona virus polymerase.
Sequencing of cloned PCR products confirmed that they were derived from IBV
recombinants. All sequenced clones showed different recombination sites, suggesting that a
number of recombination events had occurred. These recombination events seemed to occur
randomly between the selected primers. Although initially it had been suggested that there
might be favoured recombination sites in the coronavirus genome (7), it is now believed that
the apparent clustering of recombination sites resulted from the use of selection pressure in
the experiments (14,16). Banner et al.(14) demonstrated that recombination sites were
randomly distributed after a mixed infection of two strains of MHY. However, when this
mixed population was further passaged, recombination sites seemed to be clustered. To detect
recombination in IBV, we used RT-PCR from pelle ted virions from the mixed infections,
without passaging to increases the chances of detecting recombination events, with as little
selection pressure as possible, including recombinants with selective disadvantages.
Although PCR is a very powerful technique, it does have limitations. For example,
the strain-specific PCR described in this paper can only detect recombinants that have an
odd number of recombination events between the two selected primers. Further, recombination was detected in an area ofless than 1/20th of the genome. Nevertheless, it is most likely
that recombination also occurred in other parts of the genome, considering that recombination in MHV was detected in most areas of the genome.
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The expenmental eVidence ofrecombmatlOn m mv opens new posslblhttes for mv
research As m MHV, recombmatton between mv genomlc- and synthettc RNA could be
exammed, allowmg the productlOn of site-specific mutants For detectlOn of thiS kmd of
recombmatlOn usmg synthettc RNA of the 3' end of the genome, the same stram-specific
pnmers can be used The posslblhty of creatmg vanous site-specific mv recombmants by
makmg use of the natural ablhty of mv to recombme IS an excltmg prospect and might be
useful for exammmg differences m pathogemclty among mv strams
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ABSTRACT
Transmissible gastroenteritis coronavirus (TOEV) infects both, the enteric and the
respiratory tract of swine. S protein, that is recognized by the cellular receptor, has been
proposed that plays an essential role in controlling the dominant tropism. The genetic
relationship of S gene from different enteric strains and non-enteropathogenic porcine
respiratory coronaviruses (PRCVs) was determined. A correlation between tropism and the
genetic structure of the S gene was established. PRCVs, derived from enteric isolates have
a large deletion at the N-terminus of the S protein. Interestingly, two respiratory isolates,
attenuated Purdue type virus (PTV-ATT) and Toyama (TOY56) have a full-length S gene.
PTV-ATT has two specific amino acid differences with the S protein of the enteric viruses.
One is located around position 219, within the deleted area, suggesting that alterations around
this amino acid may result in the loss of enteric tropism.
To study the role of different genes in tropism, a cluster of viruses closely related to
PUR46 strain was analyzed. All of them have been originated by accumulating point mutations
from a common, virulent isolate which infected the enteric tract. During their evolution these
viruses have lost, virulence first, and then, enteric tropism. Sequencing analysis proved that
enteric tropism could be lost without changes in ORFs 3a, 3b, 4, 6, and 7, and in 3'-end
untranslated regions (3' -UTR). To study the role of the S protein in tropism recombinants were
obtained between an enteric and a respiratory virus of this cluster. Analysis of the recombinants
supported the hypothesis on the role in tropism of S protein domain around position 219.

INTRODUCTION
TOEV, infects both, the enteric and the respiratory tract of swine. TOEV must attach
to host cells through the S glycoprotein, since monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) specific for
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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the S glycoprotein, but not MAbs specific for the Nor M proteins inhibit the binding of the
virus to ST cells l6 . Then it should be expected that S protein plays an important role in the
control of dominant tropism. In fact, there are data from different laboratories establishing
a correlation between the S protein gene structure and tropism. PRCV s have been originated,
independently, in Europe I 2, 3 and in North America l8 , from enteric isolates l4 . PRCVs show
a large deletion at the N-terminus of the S protein, including the antigenic sites C and B 14.
Interestingly, there are two respiratory isolates, PTV-ATT and TOY56, with a full-length S
gene, without deletion. The S genes of these viruses have been sequenced and compared to
S genes from the enteric isolates. In PTV-ATT, only two nucleotide differences, leading to
two specific amino acid changes were found. One was located around amino acid 219, within
the deleted area, while the other was outside l4 . Our laboratory has proposed that alterations
around position 219 may be responsible for the loss of enteric tropism in these viruses.
However, it cannot be excluded that other genes could be involved in tropism. ORF3
has accumulated a large number of nucleotide changes among enteric isolates and PRCV s,
including both, insertions and deletions 13,2, 17,9. Most important, ORF3a is expressed in the
enteric isolates but not in PRCV s, due to a nucleotide change in the ORF3a consensus region.
In contrast, in the nearest genes 3b and 4, there are no specific mutations between enteric
viruses and PRCVs. To analyze the role of different genes in tropism a cluster of viruses
closely related to the PUR46 strain was studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses
All viruses were grown on swine testis (ST) cells II. The characteristics of TGEV
strains: PUR46-SWI1 6, provided to us by M. Pensaert and PUR46 I, 15, 14, have been
described. PTV-ATT, a Purdue type virus, was previously named NEB72. Due to the
relationship between NEB72 and other TGEVs in the epidemiological tree developed l4 and
to its sequence homology with the PUR46 isolate we have renamed this virus strain. Both,
PTV-ATT and a temperature sensitive mutant, PTV-ATTls, derived from it, were kindly
provided by M. Welter and L. Welter. PTVtsdmar was derived from PTV-ATTls. This virus
is temperature sensitive and has modified the antigenic subsites Aa and Ab of the S protein.
Recombinants were obtained by co infection with two parental strains: respiratory
PTVtsdmar and enteric PUR46. The progeny was selected using MAbs and restrictive
temperature.

RNA Analysis
RNA was sequenced by different procedures: directly from viral RNA5 or deriving
cDNA fragments by RT-PCR; cDNA fragments were sequenced using fmol system
(Promega) or cloned into pBluescript to be sequenced using the Sequenase kit (USB).
To analyze a point mutation in nucleotide 655 of S gene, cDNA fragments containing
the mutated position were RT-PCR derived and their susceptibility to BsmAI restriction
endonuclease enzyme studied.

Virus Tropism
Tropism was studied in conventional, non-colostrum-deprived, newborn mini-swine.
Piglets were orally inoculated by stomach tube and slaughtered at 24, 48, and 72 hours
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post-infection. Animal room was kept at 22°C. Lungs and small intestine were collected and
homogenized in PBS. A sample was separated and virus titer determined by plaque-assay7.

RESULTS
To study the role of different genes in tropism a cluster of closely related viruses was
studied (Fig. I). All of them have been originated, by accumulating point mutations, from a
common and virulent, ancestor PUR46-SWll that infects the enteric tract. All these isolates
have, as a trade mark, a small deletion of six nucleotides in the S gene. These viruses have
evolved, losing their virulence (PUR46) and their enteric tropism (PTV-ATT and
PTVtsdmar).
ORFs 2, 3a, 3b, 4, 6, and 7 and the 3'-UTR were sequenced in PUR46, PTV-ATT and
PTVtsdmar. Sequence comparison of the genomes of the enteric isolate PUR46 and its
respiratory derivative PTV-ATT showed that no nucleotide was changed in 3'-UTR and in
ORFs 7, 6, and 4. In ORFs 3a and 3b only two nucleotide differences were found. One was
located in the non-coding region between the two genes, and the other in ORF3b. Viruses
of this cluster do not express ORF3b because they have a point mutation in the consensus
region. These data show that, in contrast to what has been previously suggested I 7, enteric
tropism may be lost without changes in ORF3a.
Between the S genes ofPUR46 and PTV-ATT, only two nucleotides have mutated
leading to two specific amino acid changes. One was nucleotide 655, located within the
deleted area of the PRCVs. The other was nucleotide 2098. To determine if these positions
were involved in tropism, ST cells were coinfected with the enteric PUR46 and the
respiratory PTVtsdmar. Recombinants were obtained having either, both or only one
nucleotide changed. The recombinant isolation frequency was estimated to be very low
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Figure 1. Summary ofnuc1eotide changes in genes S, 3a, and 3b ofPUR46-related viruses. Genes 2, 3a, and
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Table 1. Phenotypic characterization of potential recombinants between enteric
PUR46 and respiratory PTVtsdmar
Neutralization index
(MAbs)

Inactivation index
(temperature)

Number of clones

PUR46wt

3.7±0.3

0.5±O.3

0

PTVtsdmar

0.5±0.3

3.0±0.2

3

Recombinant group

%
9.7

Group I

3.7±0.3

3.0±0.2

0

Group 2

0.5±0.3
I.2>NI>0.5

0.5±0.3
2.4>II>0.5

15

48.4

13

41.9

Group 3

«1.0 X 10-6) in this cluster of viruses. The progeny phenotype was determined (Table
1). Recombinants were classified in three groups according to their resistance to MAbs
and restrictive temperature. Selection was performed against group I (sensitive to both,
neutralization by MAbs and inactivation at restrictive temperature) and, in fact, no virus
with this phenotype was isolated. Group 3 contained viruses having an intermediate
phenotype between the two parental strains. Almost 50% of the progeny showed the
expected recombinant phenotype (group 2), resistant to both, neutralization by MAbs
and inactivation at restrictive temperature.
To genotypically characterize group 2 recombinants two nucleotide differences
between the S genes of the two parental viruses were used. According to the position of the
crossing-over, recombinants were split up into two groups (Fig. 2). Group 2A had recombined in the S gene, between the two nucleotide differences, taking position 655 from the
enteric parental (PUR46), while nucleotide 2098 from the respiratory one (PTVtsdmar). The
mutation responsible for the lack of antigenic subsites Aa and Ab had been previously
mapped at nucleotide 1756 of ORF2. The crossing-over of this group of recombinants was
located between nucleotides 655 and 1756, A high number of the analyzed recombinants,
more than 40%, showed this structure. Group 2B had recombine 5' upstream of the S gene,
although the exact position of the crossing-over has not yet been mapped. Group 2B
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Figure 2. Genetic structure of the recombinants obtained by crossing the enteric PUR46 and the respiratory
PTVtsdmar, Full and empty bars indicate sequences coming from PUR46 or PTVtsdmar, respectively. The
nucleotide difference of position 655 is marked by a circle and the difference at position 2098 by a triangle.
Two Kb ofORFlb 3'-end were sequenced.
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recombinants has taken the entire protein from the respiratory parental virus. If the predicted
role of the S protein domain around amino acid 219 in tropism is correct, group 2A
recombinants should infect the enteric tract, while those of group 2B should be respiratory.
The tropism of PUR46-cluster of viruses, as well as group 2A of recombinants was tested.
All these viruses could efficiently replicate in lungs. PUR46-SWll and PUR46 could be
isolated in the enteric tract, while PTV-ATT and PTVtsdmar were not, as expected. Recombinants of group 2A were able to infect the small intestine. These results support the
hypothesis that the area around position 219 of the S protein, taking in this group from the
enteric parental strain, is involved in tropism.

DISCUSSION
PUR46-cluster of viruses does recombine. The estimated frequency of recombinants
isolation «1.0 x 10-6 per 10 3 nucleotides) is lower than that described for murine coronaviruses 10. Due to this low frequency, selective pressure has to be used to eliminate parental
viruses in order to isolate recombinants. The use of selective markers mapping in distal parts
of the genome increases the distance to recombine. The markers that were used to select the
recombinants (dmar and ts mutations) were located, at least, at 4 kb from each other.
Nevertheless, 40% of the isolates that were analyzed have recombined within nucleotides
655 and 1756 of the S protein. This concentration of recombinants having the crossing-over
in this region could be due either, to a high frequency of recombination in the area, or to a
selective advantage of viruses having this genome.
The respiratory PTV-ATT was originated from the enteric PUR46. Sequencing
analysis has shown that enteric tropism has been lost in PTV-ATT without changes neither
in 3'-UTR nor in the proteins encoded by ORFs 3a, 3b, 4, 6, and 7, when compared to PUR46
strain. Although in this cluster of viruses enteric tropism could be lost without changes in
these genes, it does not imply that mutations affecting ORFs 7, 6,4, 3b, and 3a could not
lead to a change of tropism. In fact, several laboratories have reported data suggesting a
possible involvement of ORF3a in TGEV enteropathogenicity 9 and attenuation.
The tropism of group 2A recombinants strongly suggests that the area around
nucleotide 655 of the S gene is involved in the enteric tropism of this cluster of viruses. To
make a definitive statement group 2B recombinants has to be further characterized. S protein
plays an essential role in the attachment ofvirions l6 , 14 and in the fusion of viral and cellular
membranes 9 . Aminopeptidase N (APN) is known to act as a major receptor for TGEV in cell
culture4 . MAbs specific for the antigenic sites A and D are the best inhibitors of virus binding
to ST cells, suggesting that the domain recognized by the cellular receptor on ST cells must
be located spatially close to these sites l6 . PRCVs, that have a large deletion at the 5'-end of
the S gene including the area around nucleotide 655, may also use APN to entry into cells 9 .
In fact, binding of APN to both TGEV and PRCVs is mediated by residues located between
amino acids 500-800 of S protein 8 . All these data indicate that the viruses of this cluster
having nucleotide 655 mutated which do not infect the enteric tract still recognize APN.
Different mechanisms could be proposed to explain how the area around position 219 of the
S protein is involved in tropism. One possibility is the presence of a second cellular receptor
needed for in vivo virus entry into cells of the enteric tract. The receptor binding-site would
map around position 219 in the S protein. Another possibility is, as proposed for MHV I9,
the need of a spike protein-dependent cellular factor, other than a virus receptor, required
for a productive virus cycle in the enteric tract. The cellular factor would interact with the
spike protein in the area around amino acid 219. The analysis of group 2 recombinants will
be very helpful to explain the role of S protein in tropism.
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ABSTRACT
The Beaudette stram ofIBV was passaged 16 hmes m chick kidney (CK) cells Total
cellular RNA was analyzed by Northern hybndlzatlOn and was probed wlth 32P-Iabeled
cDNA probes correspondmg to the first 2 kb of the 5' end of the genome, but excludmg the
leader, and to the last 1 8 kb of the 3' end ofthe genome A new, defective IBV RNA speCieS
(CD-91) was detected at passage SlX The defective RNA, present m total cell extract RNA
and m ohgo-(dT)30-selected RNA from passage 15, was amphfied by the reverse transcnphon-polymerase cham reactlOn (RT-PCR) to glve four fragments The ohgonucleotldes used
were selected such that CD-91 RNA, but not the genomlc RNA, would be amphfied Clomng
and sequencmg of the PCR products showed that CD-91 compnses 9 1 kb and has three
reglOns of the genome It contams 1133 nucleotides from the 5' end of the genome, 6322
from gene Ib correspondmg to poslhon 12423 to 18744 m the IBV genome and 1626 from
the 3' end of the genome At posltlOn 749 one nucleotide, an adenme resldue, was absent
from CD-91 RNA By Northern hybndlzatlOn CD-91 RNA was detected m vmons m hlgher
amounts than the subgenomlc mRNAs
* Sequence data from thiS article have been deposited With the EMBL, GenBank and DDJB NucleotIde
Sequence Databases under AccessIOn No Z30541
t To whom all correspondence should be addressed
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INTRODUCTION
In infected cells the IBV-encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase replicates the
genome into a minus-sense RNA, which then serves as template for synthesis of both the
genome RNA (gRNA) and transcription of the five sub genomic mRNAs. During transcription and replication the RNA polymerase may pause, fall off and then rejoin the original or
another RNA template. The discontinuous and non-processive nature of transcription may
give rise to incomplete RNA intermediates (1, 2) defective RNAs (D-RNAs) (7, 12, 17) and
recombinants (4, 10). To date, coronavirus D-RNAs have been reported only for MHV (12,
17). In this article we report the cloning, sequencing and characterization of a naturally
occurring replicating and packaged D-RNA, CD-91, of coronavirus IBY.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus and Cells, Undiluted Passage oflBV-Beaudette
Beaudette-US, an egg-adapted strain ofIBV, chick kidney (CK) cells prepared from
one-week-old Rhode Island Red chicks and Vero cells were used throughout the experiments.
IBV-Beaudette was passaged undiluted in confluent CK and Vero cells at 37QC for 24 h.

Preparation of Purified Virions, Cell Extract and Viral RNAs
Cell-associated RNA (CK-cells) and RNA in pelleted virions was extracted using the
guanidinium isothiocyanate method. Some of the total cellular RNA was selected with
paramagnetic oligo-(dTb particles according to the manufacturer's instructions (Scigen
Ltd., Sittingbourne, UK).

Northern Blot Analysis
Viral and cell-extract RNA was analyzed and radiolabe1ed probes ([a- 32P]dCTP)
were prepared as described previously (18). The filters were probed with various radiolabeled cDNA probes covering different parts of the IBV-Beaudette genome.

RT -PCR Amplification, Cloning and Sequencing of CD-91 RNA
CD-91 RNA present in total cellular RNA and in 0Iigo-(dT)30-selected RNA from
passage 15 was amplified by RT-PCR in four separate fragments. The cDNA synthesis
(Superscript RT, BRL) of the four fragments was primed with oligonucleotides 21 (position
in the IBV-Beaudette genome: 12733-12714), 931118 (15650-15631), 931104 (2609226074) and oligo-(dT)ls-Notl. Four J.ll of the resulting cDNAwas then amplified by the PCR
(Taq polymerase, Promega) with oligonucleotides 43 (1-22) and 21; 93/116 (1111-1131) and
931118; 93/117 (15578-15597) and 9311 04 and with 35 (16785-16803) and oligo-( dT)ls-NotI
to obtain the four fragments of CD-91 RNA.

The amplified CD-91 fragments were cloned into the SmaI site of pBluescript II
SK(+) (Stratagene) using standard cloning procedures or cloned into pCRTM vector (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The clones were sequenced on a 373A
DNA Sequencer (Applied Biosystems Inc.) using the PRISMTM Ready Reaction DyeDeoxy
Terminator cycle sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems Inc.).
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RESULTS
Detection of a Defective IBV RNA in CK Cells
IBV Beaudette-US was passaged undiluted in CK cells 16 times. At 24 h post
infection (p.i.) total cellular RNA was extracted and analyzed by Northern hybridization
using 32P-Iabeled cDNA probes corresponding to the 5' (excluding the leader) and the 3' end
of the genome. A new RNA species, CD-91, appeared at passage 6 which was larger than
mRNA 2 (Fig. I). TCIDso analysis showed no fluctuation of infectious virus titer, all passages
having a TCID so between 10 7 s - 108 0.

Mapping and Sequencing of Defective RNA CD-91
In order to determine which genomic sequences were present in the CD-91 RNA,
total RNA from IBV infected cells was probed with various 32P-Iabeled cDNA probes which
covered most of the Beaudette genome. The results indicated that in addition to the genomic
5' and 3' sequences, CD-91 RNA contained an internal region, corresponding to approximately the first 6 kb of gene I b. Gene 1a was found to be almost absent and none of the
structural genes, except some ofN gene were present (Fig. 2A).
CD-91 RNA was amplified by RT-PCR such that the 5' and 3' ends ofCD-91 RNA
and the middle region, corresponding to gene 1b, were amplified separately with four
different oligonucleotide pairs, as described in Materials and Methods. Each of the four
overlapping PCR fragments (5' to 3': 1.5 kb, 3.2 kb, 3.2 kb and 3.6 kb) contained one of the
two putative rearrangement sites of CD-91 RNA. Cloning and sequencing of the PCR
products confirmed that CD-91 RNA was composed of three regions from the IBV genome,
as shown in Fig. 2A. With one exception, the sequence of CD-91 RNA corresponded to the
equivalent region of the published IBV-Beaudette sequence (3): at position 749, near the 5'
end, an adenine residue was absent from CD-91 RNA. The adenine residue deletion in CD-91
RNA was confirmed on RNA from passages 1 (see below), 2, 7 and 15. Using total RNA
from infected cells (passage 7) the corresponding region of the gRNA was also sequenced
and the results confirmed the presence of the adenine residue in the gRNA.
CD-91 RNA has one long open reading frame (ORF) nucleotides 996 to 7463,
corresponding to nucleotides 997-1133, 12423-18744 and 25983-25990 in the IBV genome.
Due to the adenine residue deletion, this frame is 467 nucleotides shorter at its 5' end when
compared to IBV gene 1a. This CD-91 RNA ORF stops after the 3' rearrangement site at
nucleotide 7463 on CD-91 RNA. A second ORF corresponding to the 3' half of the N gene

Figure 1. Northern blot of IBV BeaudetteUS RNAs from CK cells. Beaudette-US was
passaged undiluted in CK cells (passage 1 to
15) and the total cell extract RNA was separated III denatunng agarose gels and probed
with a 32P-Iabeled genomic 3' end l.8 kb
probe. Lane M is IBV-Beaudette RNA extracted from purified virions which also contain sub genomic mRNAs, used as a marker.
Lanes 1-15 show the undiluted passages of
Beaudette-US, where a new RNA species,
CD-9J, appeared at passage six and persisted
in high amounts during subsequent passages.
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Figure 2. A. Diagram showing the structure of IBV CD-91 RNA. CD-91 RNA contains three regions from the
IBV genome: 1133 nucleotides from the 5' end of the IBV-Beaudette genome (region 1),6322 nucleotides from
gene I b (region II) and 1626 nucleotides from the 3' end of the genome (region III). At position 749 an adenine
residue deletion was found in CD-91 RNA (marked with unfilled arrow). B. Diagram showing the regions of
MHV-A59 DI-a (17) and MHV-JHM DIs sF (15). The MHV packaging signal is marked with an unfilled arrow
(6). The solid arrows indicate the positions of the rearrangement sites of the different D-RNAs on the IBV and
MHV genomes.

is also present in CD-9l RNA. It comprises nucleotides 8009 to 8575, corresponding to
nucleotides 26536-27102 in the genome.

Detection of CD-91 RNA in Early Passages in CK Cells
To investigate whether CD-91 RNA was present earlier than passage 6, in which it
was first detected by Northern hybridization, the 5' la-lb rearrangement site ofCD-91 was
selectively amplified by RT-PCR from total RNA from infected CK cells from passage 0
(starting inoculum), 1-7, 15, 16 and from Beaudette-US Vero passage 2. Use of oligonucleotides 9311 02 and 21 yielded the expected 1.3 kb product for CD-91 RNA starting from
passage 4. Then, each PCR product was re-amplified with nested oligonucleotides 9311 06
(674-692) and ST4 (12490-12471) and yielded a 0.5 kb DNA fragment starting from passage
1. The specificity of the 0.5 kb DNA has been confirmed by cloning and sequencing of the
PCR products from passages 1,2,7 and 15. All the clones from passages 2, 7 and 15 contained
the 5' 1a-I b rearrangement site of CD-91 RNA and lacked the adenine residue at position
749 (CD-91-1ike clones). However, out of ten clones sequenced from passage 1, only a
minority of them was CD-91-like. Four different types of clones were identified with a la-l b
rearrangement site which was shifted about 100 to 400 nucleotides towards the 5' end of the
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genome, when compared to the CD-91 RNA 5' rearrangement site. None of these different
types of clones lacked the adenine residue at position 749.

Packaging of CD-91 RNA
To study whether CD-91 RNA was packaged into virions, RNAs extracted from
purified virions at passage 0 and 15 were analyzed by Northern hybridization. The results
showed that only virus preparations from passage 15 contained CD-91 RNA.

DISCUSSION
This study reports the detection, cloning, sequencing and characterization of CD-91
RNA, a 9.1 kb defective RNA of coronavirus IBY. CD-91 RNA of IBV Beaudette-US was
detected after undiluted passage in CK but not Vero cells. The defective RNA was not
detected in CK cell passage 0 or in Vero cell passage 2, even by nested-set PCR, whereas
CD-91 was detected by this method starting at CK cell passage I. The finding that CD-91
RNA was not detected in the Vero cell passages and that heterogeneous defective RNAs were
detected in CK cell passage 1 suggests that CD-91 RNA may have been generated in CK
passage 1 and subsequently became the predominant D-RNA species. However, the possibility that a pool of minute amounts of D-RNAs were already present in passage 0 cannot
be excluded.
Cloning and sequencing ofCD-91 RNA revealed that it comprised three discontinuous regions of the IBV genome (Fig. 2A); it is therefore generally similar to MHV defective
interfering RNAs (DIs) (13, 14, 15, 17). However, CD-91 RNA is considerably larger
(9.1 kb) than the MHV DIssF (3.6 kb) or DI-a or DI-b (5.5 kb and 6.5 kb (Fig. 2B). CD-91
lacks the 3' end of gene I b that is present in the MHV DIs and where a 61 nucleotide MHV
packaging signal has been identified (6). If CD-91 RNA does contain a packaging signal
then it has a different location than in MHV (Fig. 2B). The 5' end gene 1a region of CD-91
RNA is smaller (1.1 kb) than the MHV gene la region present in the MHV DIs (1.6 to 3.9 kb)
and lacks the 0.2 kb region of the MHV gene la that is located about 3.2 kb from the 5' end
of the MHV genome and which has been found to be necessary for MHV DI replication (9,
11). Since CD-91 RNA is replicated efficiently in CK cells, we conclude that this region may
not be required for the replication of CD-91 RNA, or that a homologous region may be
located elsewhere.
CD-91 RNA does not have one long ORF that spans the whole sequence. This is in
contrast to DIssE and DI -a in which the regions of the genome comprising the DIs are joined
in one frame. The ORF ofDI-a has been shown to be essential for replication (5). Due to the
'A' deletion at 749, confirmed in passages 1,2, 7 and 15, the IBV gene 1a ORF is truncated,
spanning only nucleotides 529 to 765. However, due to the in frame 1a-I b junction and the
long (6.3 kb) gene 1b region (Fig. 2A), CD-91 RNA does have a long ORF, potentially
encoding a protein of deduced Mr 244,000 that would include most of gene 1b. Since the
CD-91 RNA3' I b-N junction is out of frame, only the carboxy-terminal half of the N protein
would possibly be translated from a separate ORF. At present it is not known which, if any,
of these ORFs is essential for the replication ofCD-91 RNA.
We did not observe a decrease in virus titer or in the amounts of sub genomic RNAs
during undiluted virus passage. This was probably because we were unable to achieve high
multiplicity of infection. Zhao et al. (18) have calculated that approximately 1 in 24 virus
particles of IBV-Beaudette contained mRNA 6. We have estimated that virus preparations
contained approximately 2.3-fold more CD-91 than mRNA 6, i.e. about 1 in 10 virus
particles would contain CD-91 RNA. Even if all the CD-91 molecules were present in virus
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particles that also contained gRNA, most cells would have been infected with virions
contaimng gRNA but not CD-91. Hence the Interfering property ofCD-91 RNA would be
masked by normal replication of gRNA in the majority of cells.
The amount of CD-91 in CK cell extracts (passage 9 onwards) was somewhat greater
than that of mRNA 4 and slightly less than mRNA 6 (Fig. I). Zhao et al (18) calculated that
the molar ratios ofmRNA 4/gRNAand mRNA 6/gRNAin cell extracts is approximately 2.2
and 7.7, respectively, indicating that in the cell extracts as a whole there was about 5-fold
more CD-91 RNA than gRNA. This observation indicates that CD-91 was replicated more
efficiently than gRNA, presumably because it IS only one-third of the SIZe of gRNA.
There is a great deal of evidence to support the view that discontinuous, leader-primed
transcription is the primary and major mechanism whereby coronavirus sub genomic mRNAs
are generated (1, 2,8). However, there may also be a secondary mechamsm for generating
sub genomic mRNAs. Negative-sense RNAs contaIning anti-leader sequence have been
demonstrated In cells Infected with coronavlrus transmissible gastroentenhs ViruS (16). This
has led to the view that coronavlrus subgenomic mRNAs can be replicated. In our experiments cell extracts contained almost as much CD-9l RNA as mRNA 6, the most abundant
mRNA, even though only a minority of Infected cells would have contaIned CD-91 whereas
the mRNAs would have been present in all the infected cells. If only a minority of the
sUbgenomic mRNAs are generated by replication, our results suggest that CD-91 RNA
replicates much more efficiently than the sUbgenomic mRNAs. This suggests that parts of
the gene I a and/or I b sequences present In CD-91 RNA are required for efficient IBV RNA
replicatIOn.
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HIGH RECOMBINATION AND MUTATION
RATES IN MOUSE HEPATITIS VIRUS
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INTRODUCTION
Coronaviruses are common respiratory and gastrointestinal pathogens of mammals
and birds. Not only do they cause about 15-20% of the common colds in humans, they are
also occasionally associated with infections of the lower respiratory tract and central nervous
system l . The prototype, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), contains a 32 kb genomic RNA which
encodes two large orfs at the 5' end, designated orf I a and orf lb. Orf I b contains highly
conserved polymerase, helicase and metal binding motifs typical of viral RNA polymerases
while orf la contains membrane and cysteine rich domains, and serine-and poliovirus 3c-like
protease motifs I. The large size of the genome coupled with it's unique replication strategy
and high recombination frequencies during mixed infection predict a considerable capacity
to evolve l ,2,3.
The majority of emerging RNA viruses are probably zoonotic pathogens that
bridge the species barrier and spread into the human population. The probable emergence
of HIV, Hantaan, and influenza viruses from zoonotic hosts suggests that this is a
natural, almost predictable phenomenon, yet we know little about the molecular mechanisms mediating virus spread between species 3. To address this question in coronaviruses, we calculated MHV polymerase error rates and RNA recombination
frequencies. Further MHV's capacity to bridge the species barrier was confirmed by
isolating variants which grow efficiently on nonpermissive baby hamster kidney cells
in vitro.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Temperature sensitive (ts) mutants from the group F RNA+ mutants (NC6, NC16),
group E (LA18) and group C (NC3) RNA- mutants were used in this study 2,3. MHVA59/JHM was adapted to baby hamster kidney cells (BHK) by serial passage in progressively
increasing ratio's ofBHKlDBT mixed cultures.

RESULTS
Sequence Analysis of TS and Revertent Viruses
Identification of the mutant allele in ts virus in MHV is complicated by the large size
of the viral genome including the -22 kb polymerase region encoding at least 5 or more
genetic functions 2• To simplify this problem, we focused on the RNA + mutants which
mapped in the S gene ofMHV (NC6, NC16) and the RNA- mutants which mapped in the
n-(NC3) or c-termini (LA 18) of orf 1b 2,3. Since infectious vectors are not available, revertent
viruses were isolated to assist in the identification of the mutant allele. Revertent viruses had
similar titers and were of the RNA + phenotype when assayed at both permissive and
restrictive temperatures (Table 1).
Overlapping primer pairs were developed to clone 1.0-1.5 kb stretches of viral RNA
in the MHV orf 1band S genes using PCR5. To obviate PCR-induced mutations and
circumvent high RNA polymerase error rates\ the PCR product was reamplified by asymmetric PCR, and sequenced directly. For the RNN mutants (NC6, NC16), the entire S
glycoprotein gene was sequenced in ts and revertent viruses. For the RNA- mutants (LAI8,
NC3), the entire orf 1b region and the c-terminaI1-2 kb of orf 1a was sequenced.
NC6 contained a single nucleotide substitution at the 5' end of the S glycoprotein
gene which resulted in an A to G transition at position 630 (Thr to Ala; amino acid 207).
NC 16 contained a single nucleotide change involving a C to G transversion at nt 2511 (Asp
to Glu) in the S2 domain of the S glycoprotein gene. In revertents of NC 16, the mutation
had reverted back to wildtype sequence (Table 2).
Among the group E RNA- mutants, LA18 contained a single nucleotide substitution
at nt 7100 in orf 1b. The G to A alteration led to a Arg to Lys change at amino acid 2286. In
ten LA 18 revertants, the mutation had reverted to the wi1dtype sequence. The group C mutant
NC3 contained two alterations at nt 171 and 172; located upstream from the ribosomal

Table 1. Ts and revertant virus titers
Titer at Temperature (0C)
Ts mutant

32

39.5

39.5/32

LA18

6.1 x 107

2.4

X

103

4.0

LA18R1

2.3 x 107

9.5

X

107

4.0 X 10- 1

NC3

2.4 x 108

5.5

X

104

2.3

NC3R1

2.0 x 108

2.0

X

10 8

1.0 x 10°

NC6

2.8 x 107

NC6R1

2.3 x

3.5 X 103
2.4 X 107

1.2 X 10-4
1.0 x 10°

NC16

8.5 x 107

2.3

2.7

107

X

104

X

X

X

10-5

10-4

10-4
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Table 2. Nucleotide locations of the MHV-A59 ts alleles

TS mutant
Group F
NC6
NC6Rl
NC16
NC16Rl
GroupC
NC3
NC3Rl
Group E
LAIS

nt change

AAchange

Location in
genome

nt site

wt"

Isb/Revc

wI

Is(Rev)

S gene

620

A

Tyr

2502

C

G
A
G
C

Cys
Tyr
Glu
Asp

ORFla

171,172

GC

ORFlb

7100

G

LAISRI

Asp

CG
GC

Gly

Ala
Gly

A

Arg

Lys
Arg

G

"wildtype.
btemperature sensitive mutant.
crevertant.

frameshifting site in orf la. The alteration (GC to CG) resulted in a Gly to Ala at amino acid
4438. In revertant virus, reversion to wildtype sequence had occurred.
Additional nucleotide changes were also found in ts and revertant viruses which were
not tightly linked to the ts phenotype (data not shown).

Establishing Precise Recombination Rates in the MHV A59 Genome
All mutants were crossed 3-5 X to the other mutants used in the study and standardized to the standard cross (Table 3)2,3. To establish recombination frequencies between
highly defined alleles, the nucleotide distances between individual mutants was divided by
the recombination frequencies between each particular cross. Within the S gene (NC6 x
NCI6), the average recombination frequency was 1% RF/629±331 bp as compared to 1%/
8979±1l91 bp in the polymerase gene (LA18 x NC3). Between the 5' end of the S
glycoprotein gene (NC6) and the 3' end of the polymerase gene (LA18), the average
recombination frequency was about 1%11 054±139 bp, indicating that progressively increasing recombination frequencies were evident from the 5' to 3' end of the genome 3 .

RNA Polymerase Error Rates during MHV Infection
MHV RNA polymerase error rates were calculated from the average reversion
frequencies of several ts mutants and approached 1.32±O.89 X 10-4 or about 2.4 mutations
(range 1.5-7.2) per genome round of replication.

Table 3. Recombination frequencies between ts mutants"
Mutant
NC3
LAIS

NC3

LAIS

NC6

NCl6

0.S4 ± 0.21

5.50 ± 2.10

ND

0.90 ± 0.20

4.6 ± 0.60

NC6
NCI6
"mean ± standard deviation. ND, not done.

2.S ± 0.90
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Table 4. Characterization ofMHV BHK-adapted virus isolates
Virus titers"
BHK

DBT
Virus stocks
MHV-A59
MHV-HI
MHV-H2
Virus Growth b
MHV-A59 (Oh)

7.3 x 108

0

3.5 x

107

3.0 X 107

1.0 x

108

7.5x 107

2.6 x 104

4.8

MHV-H2 (Oh)

7.0 x 107
1.0 x 104

1.7 X 103
2.5x104

MHV-H2 (24h)

1.0 x 106

l.l

MHV-A59 (24h)

X

X

104

108

"virus stocks titered on DBT or BHK cells.
bcultures of DBT or BHK cells were infected with virus and titer on
DBT cells.

MHV Evolution in Vitro
The high rate of recombination coupled with a high RNA polymerase error rate
suggested that MHV has considerable potential to evolve rapidly in vitro. Since most
emerging viruses are thought to be zoonotic pathogens that bridge the species barrier4, we

Figure 1. Expression ofMHV-A59 (Panel A) and MHV-A59H2 (Panel B) viral antigen in BHK cells.
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examined the capacity ofMHV to bridge the species barrier and grow in nonpermissive BHK
cells. Cultures of mixed BHKlDBT cells were infected with MHV and the progeny serially
passaged in progressively increasing ratios of BHK to DBT cells (l to 10, to 5 to I).
Following additional selection, two MHV variants (MHV-HI, MHV-H2) were isolated
which replicated, expressed viral antigen, fused BHK cells, and plaque in BHK and DBT
cells efficiently (Figure I) (Table 4). Under identical conditions, MHV-A59 wild type virus
did not replicate or express significant quantities of viral protein in BHK cells.

DISCUSSION
Ts and revertant viruses were sequenced to identify specific mutations which correlated with the ts phenotype, map the location of the MHV complementation groups,
determine RNA polymerase error rates and precise RNA recombination frequencies throughout the genome. While this approach suffers from the practical limits of sequencing the entire
32 kb genome, each mutation was uniquely present in ts but not in wildtype or revertent
viruses, and mapped to a domain as predicted by standard genetic recombination mapping
techniques 2• Although more ts mutants must be sequenced, these data suggest that the group
F RNA + mutants map within the S glycoprotein gene of MHV while the group E RNAmutants, which are defective in positive strand synthesis after temperature shift, reside near
the c-terminus of orf I b. The group C mutants, which are defective in negative but not
positive strand RNA synthesis, probably map at the orf I a/orf I b junction.
It is well documented that viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerases do not contain
proofreading activities and have high mutation rates approaching 10- 3 to 10-5 per round of
replication4 • The resulting mixed virus popUlations, quasi-species, is probably an important
mechanism of RNA virus evolution and spread between species. From the reversion
frequencies of highly plaque purified ts mutants, we determined the average MHV RNA
polymerase error rate to approach 1.32 ± 0.89 X 10-4 , or about 2.4 mutations per genome
round of replication (range, 1.5-7.4). High mutation rates in a genome that is 3-4 X larger
than most other positive-stranded RNA viruses suggests that coronaviruses probably exist
in large quasispecies popUlations, providing vast reservoirs of natural virus variants.
Previous studies in our laboratory and others have suggested that RNA recombination
occurs at high frequency and varies in different portions of the MHV genome l ,2,3. The
physical map locations of several MHV ts mutants provides accurate estimates of the
homologous RNA recombination frequencies in the MHV genome which approach
1%/8979±1191 bp or about 4.9% throughout the 22 kb polymerase region (assuming
reciprocal crosses). Between the polymerase and S glycoprotein genes, the recombination
frequency is significantly increased, and approaches 1%11054±139 bp (-3.8% in the 2.0 kb
p30/HE genes). In the 4.0 kb S glycoprotein gene, RNA recombination rates approach
1%/629±33I bp (-12.7%). If recombination frequencies at the 3' end of the genome
approaches or exceeds rates measured in the S gene, the overall recombination rate in MHV
probably exceeds 25%. Currently, the most likely model to explain the high, progressively
5' to 3' increased recombination rate in MHV is from: (1) the large size of the genome, (2)
discontinuous transcription, and (3) the presence of transcriptionally active full and subgenomic length positive- and negative-stranded RNAs which increase the amount of template for strand switching2,3.
The high rate of coronavirus RNA recombination coupled with high RNA polymerase
error rates provides coronaviruses with a natural mechanism for rapid antigenic variation
and evolution, especially within the highly immunogenic structural genes. It is clear that
MHV can rapidly alter its species specificity and infect rats and primates; the resulting virus
variants are associated with demyelinating diseases in these alternative species 5 . Newly
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recognized animal coronaviruses include porcine epidemic diarrhea coronaviruses which
probably evolved by mutation and recombination from the human coronavirus 229E6. We
have also isolated MHV variants which efficiently replicate not only in BHK cells, but to a
lesser extent, have retained their natural ability to replicate in mouse cells in vitro. These
data further demonstrate the capacity of coronaviruses to evolve rapidly and bridge the
species barrier in vitro. Using these variants, we can map determinants which mediate species
specificity, map MHV virulence markers in the hamster and/or mouse, determine if the BHK
CE homologue or other cellular proteins acts as a receptor in alternative hosts, and determine
evolution rates in structural and nonstrucural genes. The data presented in this paper
demonstrates that coronaviruses can evolve rapidly and transverse the species barrier in vitro.
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ABSTRACT
MHV-A59 causes acute meningoencephalitis and hepatitis in susceptible mice,
and a persistent productive, but nonlytic, infection of cultured glial cells. We have shown
previously that viruses isolated from persistently infected glial cell cultures have a
fusion-defective phenotype and were impaired in their abilities to cause hepatitis compared
to wild-type MHV-A59. Two mutants chosen for detailed study, Bll and C12, display
two distinct hepatitis phenotypes. The ability ofB 11 to replicate in the liver was dependent
on infectious dose and route of inoculation, while C 12 consistently displayed decreased
liver titers regardless of dose and route of inoculation. Sequence analysis of wild-type,
mutant and revertant S proteins indicates that 1) a mutation in the N terminal subunit of
S, resulting in a glutamine to leucine amino acid substitution (Q l59L), may affect ability
to cause hepatitis and 2) a cleavage site mutation (H716D) which determines fusogenicity
is not responsible for the altered hepatitis phenotype. Sequence analysis indicated that
hepatitis-producing revertants did not revert at mutation Q159L, although it is possible
that a mutation in the heptad repeat domain of S2 may compensate for the mutation in
S 1. Since B 11, C 12 and a non attenuated fusion mutant (B 12) have identical S protein
sequences, there must be additional mutations outside of S which influence both virulence
and ability to replicate in the liver.
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INTRODUCTION
The murine coronavirus, mouse hepatitis virus strain A59 (MHV-A59), produces
both hepatitis and neurological disease in susceptible mice. Neurological disease includes
both acute meningoencephalitis and chronic demyelinating disease. In vitro, MHV-A59
causes a lytic infection in mouse fibroblast cells, but a persistent productive, nonlytic,
infection of cultured glial cels.
We have previously characterized fusion-defective mutants of MHV-A59 which
were derived from persistently infected glial cell cultures 1. The fusion defect was
shown to result from the substitution of an aspartic acid residue for a histidine at the
cleavage site of the MHV fusion glycoprotein, or spike (S) protein. This point mutation
prevented cleavage of the S protein during the maturation of virions, and correlated
with lack of wild-type syncytia formation during infection of mouse fibroblast cells 1.
The fusion mutants were shown to be attenuated in vivo and have diminished capacity
to cause hepatitis 2• Interestingly, two distinct hepatitis phenotypes were observed. The
mutant B 11 appeared to be blocked in its spread from the central nervous system
(CNS) to the liver, while the mutant C 12 was inhibited in its ability to replicate in
hepatocytes 2•
The S protein is responsible for viral attachment, and mediates binding to members
of the carcinoembryonic antigen gene family3.4. Since the S protein would presumably be
involved in determination of viral tropism, the sequence of wild-type (WT) and mutant S
protein was compared to determine whether mutations in this glycoprotein might account
for inhibition of viral replication in the liver. Aside from the cleavage site mutation (H716D),
which did not affect hepatotropism, the mutants contained one additional point mutation in
Slat amino acid 159, which produced a glutamine to leucine amino acid substitution 1
(Q159L). An association between the Ql59L mutation and impaired growth in the liver
supports the hypothesis that the mutation in the S 1 subunit may playa role in determining
ability to produce hepatitis.

METHODS

S Gene Sequences
Sequencing was performed using the fmol sequencing system (Promega) to sequence
overlapping DNA fragments of the S gene obtained by reverse transcriptase-PCR 1•

Viral Replication in Infected Tissue
C57BLl6 mice were infected either intracranially (ic) or intrahepatically (ih) with
5,000 plaque forming units (PFU) of virus as described previously2. Virus in homogenized
brain or liver tissue was titered, in duplicate, by plaque assay on L2 cell monolayers in 6-well
microtiter plates. Results were expressed as the log of the PFU/g of tissue. The limit of
detection in this assay was 2.7 log PFU/g.

Isolation of Hepatitis-Producing Revertants
Revertants were plaque purified three times from a liver homogenate of a mouse
infected with virus obtained after eight in vivo passages ofC12 through the livers ofC57B1I6
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mice. A revertant hepatitis phenotype was confirmed by measuring replication in the liver
following both ic and ih inoculation.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The Q159L mutation first appeared in virus plaque purified from two independent
persistently infected glial cell cultures at 6 weeks post infection (pi), while the H716D
mutation did not appear until 12 weeks pi (Table I). The appearance of this point mutation
coincided with the inability to replicate in the liver2.
The hepatitis phenotype, S gene sequence, and fusogenicity of different MHVA59 mutants are listed in Table 2. With the exception of B II, which replicates in the
liver following intrahepatic (ih) inoculation but not intracranial (ic) inoculation, a loss
of hepatotropism is associated with a leucine residue at amino acid position 159. As
demonstrated previously, the cleavage site mutation at amino acid position 716 correlates with fusogenicity but not inhibition of growth in the liver 1,2. It is not known
what site(s) account for the two distinct hepatitis phenotypes exhibited by B II and
C12. However, the difference between these two mutants does not map to the S gene,
since B II and C 12 have identical S gene sequences. Additional experiments with
early B mutants, such as B7, will determine whether their hepatitis phenotypes resemble
B 11, or B I 0 and B 12.
To try to substantiate the hypothesis that the mutation in S I helps to determine tissue
specificity for MHV, we derived hepatitis-producing revertants of the mutant C 12. Three
such revertants (LRI, LR2, and LR3) demonstrated varying degrees of growth in the liver
in mice inoculated both ic and ih. As shown in Table 3, LR2 and LR3 titers from ic- and

Table 1. Amino acid sequence at positions 159 and 716
ofB and C culture mutants
Virus

Weeks pi

Codon 159

Codon 716

BI
B2
B3
B4
B6
B7
B8
B9
BIO
BII
BI2
CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

4

Q
Q
Q
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

H

L

D

Q
Q
Q
L
L

H

L

H

L

D

L

D

L

D

8
12

16

4

8

12

H
H
H
H
H
D
D
D
D

H
H
H
H
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Table 2. S sequence, fusogeniclty and growth in the liver of variants
ofMHV-A59
Growth m LIverb
ViruS

aa 159

aa 716

Cell FusIOn"

IC

MHV-A59

Q

H

+

+

+

BI

Q

H

+

+

ND

B7

L

H

+

Ih

ND

BIO

L

D

Bll

L

D

BI2

L

D

BllR5

L

Y

+

C3

Q

H

+

ND

C5

L

H

+

ND

C8

L

D

CI2

L

D

CI2RI

L

H

+

ND

CI2R3

L

G

+

ND

+
ND

+

ND

"Cell fusIOn was scored "+" If the ViruS produced syncytia fonnatlOn with
wild-type kmetlcs, and "-" If the ViruS displayed delayed fusIOn kmetlcs
bIhe ability to replicate m the liver was assessed after IC and/or Ih
moculatlOn If viral titers were wlthm 1 log of WI levels, the ViruS was
scored "+" for growth m liver, If titers resembled CI2 levels (2 logs less
than WI), the ViruS was scored "-" for growth m liver.
ND, not detennmed

ih-inoculated mice, taken at 4 days post inoculation (dpi), were comparable to WT levels;
viral titers from LRI-infected animals were intermediate between Cl2 and WT levels.
The sequence of the S proteins ofLR1, LR2, and LR3 was compared to that ofC12
and MHV-A59 (Table 4). All three LR viruses retained the mutations present in the C12 S
gene at amino acid residues 159 and 716. LR1 differed from C12 at positions 839 (a proline
to leucine substitution) and 1035 (a glutamic acid to asparagine substitution). LR2 and LR3
both contained a conservative arginine to histidine substitution at position 654 and, like LR1,
the glutamic acid to asparagine substitution as position 1035. In addition, LR3 substituted a
serine for a phenylalanine at amino acid residue 371. The positions of these point mutations

Table 3. In vivo replicatIOn of hepatitis-producing
revertants ofCl2
IC moculatlOn"
ViruS

Bram

WI
LRI
LR2
LR3
CI2

70
67
68
74
78

Liver
50
36
52
6.5
<2.7

Ih moculatlOn"
Liver
62
55
6.9
74
4.1

"Viral titers from IC- or Ih-mfected mice taken at 4 dpi Each
titer IS the mean from duplicate mice and expressed as the
10glOPfu/g
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Table 4. S gene sequence of hepatItIs-producmg revertants of C 12
Ammo aCid codon
ViruS

159

371

654

716

839

1035

A59
CI2

GLN

PHE

ARG

HIS

PRO

GLU

ASP
ASP

LEU

LRI

LEU
LEU

LR2

LEU

LR3

LEU

SER

ASN

HIS

ASP

ASN

HIS

ASP

ASN

m S relatIve to the defined hypervanable domam, cleavage site, and heptad repeat domams,
IS shown schematically m Figure 1
Although none of the three LR viruses contamed a mutatIOn at or near ammo aCid
residue 159, the site proposed to be mvolved m determmmg growth m the hver, they all
contamed the same mutatIOn at pOSitIOn 1035, m heptad repeat domam 1 It IS conceivable
that a mutatIon m the heptad repeat regIOn could compensate for a mutatIOn m S 1 byaffectmg
the conformatIOn of S
The premise that there IS an mteractlon between regIOns m S 1 and S2 has been
proposed by Damel et al 5, whose data suggest that an Immunodommant functional domam
m the S2 subumt IS part of a complex three-dimensIOnal structure, pOSSibly mvolvmg sites
m S 1 Furthermore, It has been noted that monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) which can compete
With each other have been mapped to different portIOns of the S protem6, and that mutatIOns
m antibody escape mutants have been mapped to sites outSide of the bmdmg site of the MAb
used to generate these mutants 7 8 These observatIOns support the suggestIOn that epltopes
m S 1 and S2 subumts are adjacent to each other and mteract With each other m the native
protem
Therefore, the posslblhty eXists that sites m both S 1 and the heptad repeat domam of
S2 could determme MHV tissue tropism Pertment to thiS hypotheSIS IS the observatIOn by
Grosse and SlddelI7 that monoclonal antibody-reSistant mutants of a MAb With speCifiCity
for an epltope m S 1 had pomt mutatIOns which mapped adjacent to the second heptad repeat
domam These mvestlgators suggest that the proper spatial arrangement of the S 1 and S2
subumts IS cruCial for the bIOlogiC functIOns of the S protem To directly assess the potential
role of these two sites m producmg hepatitIs reqUIres a system for generatmg recombmant
viruses With defined mutatIOns m the S genes Such a system for engmeenng recombmant
viruses usmg defective mterfenng particles as vectors for recombmatlOn IS bemg developed
m severallaboratones 9 10 If successful, It would be mterestmg to construct MHV-A59 and
C 12 vanants With mutatIOns at ammo aCid posItions 159 and 1035, and look for an affect on
Viral rephcatlOn m the hver

159

371

HV
S1

CS

HR1

HR2

S2

Figure 1. Schematic of S showmg the approximate pOSitIOn of the pomt mutatIOns of the LR viruses relatIve
to the hypervanable regIOn (HV) cleavage SIte (CS) and heptad repeat domams (HRI and HR2) of S
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ABSTRACT
Serial undiluted passages were performed with the PVR46 strain ofTGEV in swine
testis (ST) cells. Total cellular RNA was analyzed at different passages after orthophosphate
metabolic labeling. Three new defective RNA species of24, 10.5, and 9.5 kb (DI-A, DI-B,
and DI-C respectively) were detected at passage 30, which were highly stable and significantly interfered with helper mRNA synthesis in subsequent passages. By Northern hybridization DIs A, B, and C were detected in purified virions at amounts similar to those of helper
RNA. Standard and defective TGEV virions could be sorted in sucrose gradients, indicating
that defective and full-length genomes are independently packaged. cDNA synthesis ofDI-B
and DI-C RNAs was performed by the reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) to give four fragments in each case. Cloning and sequencing of the DI-C PCR
products showed that the smallest DI particle comprises 9.5 kb and has 4 discontinuous
regions of the genome. It contains 2.1 kb from the 5'-end of the genome, about 7 kb from
gene lb, the first 24 nucleotides of the S gene, 12 nucleotides ofORF 7, and the 0.4 kb of
the VTR at the 3'-end.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the assembly of full-length, infectious cDNA clones of a number of
positive-strand RNA viruses has greatly facilitated molecular genetic analyses of viral
proteins and cis regulatory elements 9 . The large size of coronavirus genomes (26 to 31 kb),
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. 1. Talbot and O. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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however, has been a constraint on this approach. The generation of coronavirus defective
RNAs, containing the cis signals required for replication but dependent on viral replicase
functions to be supplied in trans, was exploited to circumvent this limitation. cDNA
constructs of small Mouse Hepatitis Virus (MHV) defective RNAs have been successfully
employed to define cis-acting signals required for replication2,4 , transcription2,4, II, 13 and
encapsidation of the virus 6 . Their manipulation has also permitted the introduction of
site-specific mutations into the 3'-end of the genome by homologous RNA recombination 6 ,
12,7, and the engineering of chimeric viruses expressing heterologous genes 4, 3. Defective
interfering genomes have, in addition, a growing potential in protection against viral disease.
To date, coronavirus defective RNAs have been reported only for MHV 5 and
Infectious Bronchitis Virus (IBV)8. In this chapter we report the characterization, cloning
and sequencing of naturally occurring defective RNAs of TGEV which are replicated and
packaged into virus particles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus and Cells
The plaque-cloned PUR46 strain ofTGEV was used to perform the serial undiluted
passages in ST cells.

Radiolabeling of Intracellular Viral RNA and Agarose Gel
Electrophoresis
Briefly, ST cell mono layers were infected with viruses from different passages at a
multiplicity of infection of 10 and labeled with 32Pi from 6 to 9 hours post infection in the
presence of 2.5 /lg/ml of actinomycin D. Cytoplasmic extracts were prepared by lysing the
cells in TSM buffer (0.15M NaCl, O.OlM Tris-hydrochloride [pH 7.6], 5mM MgC1 2)
containing 0.2% Nonidet P-40, and pelleting nuclei by centrifugation at 13000 g, 30 sec.
RNA was isolated by the addition ofurea-SDS lysis buffer (1.5% SDS, 15mM EDTA, 0.24M
NaCI, 0.04M Tris-hydrochloride [pH 7.6], 8M urea) and phenol-chloroform extraction. Gel
electrophoresis was conducted after denaturation of RNA with formaldehyde.

Purification of Virions through Sucrose Layers
Virus was harvested at 12 hpi from 12 roller bottles which had been infected with
PUR46p41 at m.oj. 10. Virus was clarified, and divided into two portions. One of them was
underlaid with 15% sucrose and the other with 31 % sucrose. Samples were centrifuged at
84 000 g for 2 hours. RNA was extracted from pelleted virions in each case.

Separation of Virions in a Linear Sucrose Gradient for RNA Extraction
Virus was harvested at 12 hpi from 12 roller bottles which had been infected with
PUR46p41 at m.oj. 10. Virus harvests were clarified and concentrated by pelleting the virus
through 15% sucrose. Pelleted virus was resuspended in TEN-Tween 20 (0.01 M Tris-HCl
pH=7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 1M NaCI, 0.2% v:v Tween 20) and placed on top of a 15-42% linear
sucrose gradient. Sample was centrifuged at 84000 g for two hours. After fractionation of
the gradient, each fraction was diluted and virions were pelleted by centrifugation in the
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above conditions. RNA from virions in each fraction was extracted and analyzed by Northern
blot.

RT-PCR Amplification of DI-B and DI-C RNAs
DI-B and DI-C RNAs from purified virions from passage 41 were amplified by
RT-PCR in four separate fragments. As the complete sequence of TGEV genome was not
known, primers were derived from high homology sequence regions among HCV 229E and
FIPY. Virus sequences were kindly provided by S.Siddel and R. de Groot, respectively.

RESULTS
Detection of Defective RNAs in ST Cells
PUR46 strain ofTGEV was passaged undiluted 45 times in ST cells. RNAs induced
by TGEV infection at several passage levels were analyzed in a denaturing gel after [32 p]
orthophosphate metabolic labeling. At passage 30 three new sub genomic RNAs of24, 10.5,
and 9.5 kb (DI-A, DI-B and DI-C) were detected (Fig. I). These defective RNAs persisted
in increasing amounts during 15 subsequent passages in ST cells, significantly interfering
with helper genomic and sub genomic RNA synthesis. When ten more undiluted passages
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in virions with densities> 1.19 g/ml, but defective RNAs were also present in virions
with lower densities (> 1.11 g/ml). Both types
of virions, standard and defective, could be
sorted in a continuous gradient. RNA from
virions at passage I was used as a marker.

were performed on intestinal epithelial cells (IPEC), only DI -A persisted, whereas DIs Band
C were lost. This suggests that host cell factors may affect the stability of defective particles.
To determine whether defective RNAs had the 5' and 3' end of the genome Northern
hybridization was performed with [32 P]-labeled oligonucleotides complementary to the
leader and the 3'-UTR sequences. Both oligonucleotides hybridized to all wt mRNAs and
also detected DIs A, B, and C. As a first approach to study which genomic sequences were
present in the DIs, total RNA from ST-infected cells was also probed with oligonucleotides
mapping in S, M, and N structural protein genes. None of them detected the DIs. These
results indicate that DIs A, B, and C contain genomic 5' and 3' sequences, but lack structural
genes (data not shown).

Packaging of Defective RNAs
To study whether defective RNAs were encapsidated, virions from passages I and
41 were partially purified by centrifugation through a 15% wlv sucrose cushion. RNA from
pelleted virions was extracted in each case and analyzed in an ethidium bromide gel. (Fig.
2A). Defective RNAs A, B, and C were detected in addition to full-length RNA in virions
from passage 41.
To determine whether full-length and defective RNAs were independently packaged,
centrifugation through different density sucrose cushions as well as continuous sucrose
gradients were used to purify virions. RNA extracted from purified virions was analyzed by
Northern blot using a leader specific probe (Fig. 2B). Only the wt genome was detected when
31 % wlv sucrose (1.19 g/ml) was used. However when the sucrose density was decreased
to 15% wlv (1.11 g/ml) both the full-length and the defective RNAs were present. These data
indicate that DI RNAs are packaged in defective virions, which differ in density from the
standard ones. An almost complete separation of wt and defective virions was achieved in
continuous sucrose gradients (15%-42%). Lower fractions (density 1.20 g/ml) were enriched
in standard virions, while defective virions were concentrated in upper fractions (density
1.15 g/ml).
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Cloning and Sequencing of DIs Band C
DIs Band C RNA from passage 41 purified virions were used together as templates
for cDNA synthesis by RT-PCR. Due to their large size DIs could not be amplified using
primers specific for the ends of the genome. Four different sets of primers were designed to
amplify DI-B and C RNAs in four overlapping fragments (I, II, III, and IV from the 5' to the
3' end). PCR products were cloned. Fragments I and II were common to DIs Band C, but
clones of two different sizes were found for fragments III and IV which account for the
difference in length of DIs Band C (data not shown). The DI-C four fragments were
sequenced from at least two independent RT-PCR reaction clones.
The genetic structure of DI-C was determined and is summarized in Fig. 3. It has
about one third of the genome length and includes: i) 2.1 kb from the 5'-end; ii) ORF 1b
almost complete but with a small internal deletion; iii) the first 24 nucleotides ofS gene; iv)
the last 12 nucleotides of the ORF 7; and, v) the 3'-end UTRs. Two main deletions remove
most of ORF la and the structural and 3' non structural protein genes. Preliminary data
indicate that DI-B has a similar genetic structure than DI-C, but differs in the size and the
precise location of the main 3'-end deletion and the internal deletion in ORF 1b (data not
shown).

DISCUSSION
The frequency of DI particle generation in TGEV is lower than in MHY. While in
MHV defective RNAs are easily detected after a few passages, in TGEV novel RNA species
were only identified at late passages in one out of four isolates assayed. TGEV strains
PUR46-MAD, HOL87, and PUR46marlCC12 were passaged 35 times in ST cells at a
multiplicity of infection close to 100 PFU/cell. An uncloned isolate, PUR46SW37CC4, was
serially passaged in IPEC cells 10,1. Defective RNAs were only detected in PUR46-MAD
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strain after 30 passages. This is in contrast to what has been described in MHV, where seven
JHM defective RNAs of different size were characterized from passage 3 through 22 in DBT
cells.
In addition, MHV defective RNAs naturally evolve early after generation, whereas
TGEV defective RNAs, once generated, were highly stable. DIs A, B, and C persisted along
15 passages in S T cells, and no changes in size or the generation of novel RNA species were
observed. This difference in the rate of generation and evolution of naturally occurring DIs
in both viruses may be due to a more accurate replication ofTGEV RNA.
Interference of standard TGEV-PUR46 replication by DI particles was observed after
passage 30. The levels of genomic and subgenomic RNAs were reduced from passage 32 to
45, as the defective RNAs were enriched. DI-C (9.5 Kb) is the most abundant RNA at late
passages. One possible mechanism of interference is through competition between standard
virus RNA and DI RNA for the viral polymerase. There may be other reasons for the selective
advantage of DIs, such as secondary or tertiary RNA structure, or encapsidation efficiency.
The present study clearly indicates that DI and standard RNAs are independently
encapsidated. It can not be excluded that more than one DI genome is encapsidated per virion,
although the clear density difference between virions with full length or defective genomes
suggests that only one or two RNA molecules are present in defective VIrions.
Cloning and sequencing of DIs Band C revealed that they comprise 4 discontinuous
regions of the TGEV genome. They are similar in primary structure to both MHV and IBV
defective interfering RNAs, but their length and structure make them more comparable to
CD-91, a defective genome of9.1 kb isolated from IBY. However, DIs Band C include most
of gene 1b, including the 3' end of gene 1b that DI CD-91 from IBV lacks. In this region of
MHV a 61-nt packaging signal has been identified. The precise location of TGEV RNA
encapsidation signal is not known.
The 5' end of gene 1a region of DIs Band C (2.1 kb) is larger than the IBV gene 1a
region present in DI CD-91 (1.1 kb), but also lacks the 0.2-kb region of the MHV gene la
that is located about 3.2 kb from the 5' end of the MHV genome and which has been found
essential for MHV Dr replication in some strains. This region may not be required for TGEV
replication, or a homologous region may be located elsewhere. The ORF I a-I b overlapping
region was maintained in both DI Band C, including the pseudo knot motif necessary for
ribosomal frameshift. At present, it is not known if this motif may contribute to the fitness
of these long DIs.
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ABSTRACT
Mouse hepatitis virus JHM (JHMV or MHV-4) induces subacute and chronic demyelination in rodents and has been studied as a model of human demyelinating diseases,
such as multiple sclerosis. However, despite intensive investigation, the state of JHMV
during chronic disease is poorly understood. Using reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction amplification (RT-PCR) to "rescue" viral RNA, we have found that JHMV-specific
sequences persist for at least 787 days after intracerebral inoculation of experimental mice.
Analysis of persisting viral RNA reveals that it is extensively mutated, and we hypothesize
that the mutations observed reflect adaptation of the viral quasispecies to low-level intracellular replication during chronic disease.

INTRODUCTION
Central nervous system (CNS) disease induced by JHMV in rodents typically is
biphasic (Figure I). During the acute phase of infection, abundant infectious virus is present
in brain and spinal cord, and there may be clinical signs of encephalitis. After the acute phase,
infectious virus declines to low or non-detectible levels; however, during this phase,
inflammatory infiltrates and multifocal plaques of primary demyelination resembling the
Corona- and Related Viruses, Edited by P. J. Talbot and G. A. Levy
Plenum Press, New York, 1995
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Figure 1. Pathogenesis of coronavirus JHMV in the murine central nervous system.

lesions of multiple sclerosis are found 1• At very late times, there may be fluctuations or
relapses of disease, as represented by the wavy line in Figure 1.
Recent evidence suggests that this pattern - of rapid viral clearance, followed by
prolonged persistence of low-levels of viral nucleic acid - may characterize many or most
viral infections. In this regard, semiquantitative studies of JHMV persistence by ourselves
or other viruses such as Sindbis by Diane Griffin's laboratory2 have indicated that the level
of persisting viral nucleic acid is approximately 10,000-100,000 less than the level during
acute viral replication. Thus it is likely that the biology of the virus during persistence will
be different in kind from that during acute, productive infection.
As indicated, the pathology of the JHMV infection in the CNS mimics that of multiple
sclerosis. Additionally, in a more general context, JHMV infection of the CNS may be an
instance in which a virus serves as the initiator or trigger for chronic degenerative or
autoimmune disease, as been hypothesized for many human diseases. Nonetheless, the
relationship of persistence of viral nucleic acid to chronic disease is poorly understood.
JHMV infections of rodents may be one system in which this important phenomenon can be
studied experimentally. In a first attempt to understand JHMV persistence in the murine
CNS, we have used RT-PCR to probe for mutations in RNA found in the brains of
experimental mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Male C57BLl6J mice, 6 weeks of age, were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME); selected mice were screened by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and
found to be seronegative for murine coronaviruses. Mice were kept in microisolator cages
and were inoculated with 103plaque forming units of JHMV, variant 2.2-V-13 intracerebrally
72 hours after arrival. At the indicated times, mice were sacrificed, and total brain RNA was
extracted and subjected to RT-PCR as previously described4 . Random hexamers were used
to prime the RT step, and oligonucleotide primers recognizing either the S 1 region of the
spike gene (nucleotides 1084-1916) or the 3' half of the nucleocapsid gene (nucleotides
672-1237) were used in the PCR reaction, which consisted of 35 cycles of amplification,
with each cycle consisting of 94°C for I min, 60°C for I min, and 72°C for 1 min, with an
additional 72°C extension step at the end of the procedure. PCR was performed with Taq
polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI), utilizing conditions to minimize nucleotide incorporation errors by this enzyme. 5 Amplified PCR products were ligated into pGEM-T vectors
(Promega, Madison, WI), and the ligation products were used to transform competent E.
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coli. Bacterial cultures were grown from individual colonies, and the plasmid DNA was
purified from these cultures and sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination method
(Sequenase 2.0, U.S. Biochemical, Cleveland, Ohio). In a pilot study, stock virus was added
to uninfected mouse brain, and RNA was extracted and subjected to RT-PCR and sequencing
as indicated above. Analysis of8 clones corresponding to the S1 region showed the consensus
or "wild type" sequence in 7 clones and one point mutation in the eighth clone, indicating
that the error rate of the procedure and/or the mutation rate in individual viral genomes is in
the order of 116,000 nucleotides analyzed.

RESULTS
The frequencies with which mutations were found in S1 and N regions are shown in
Figure 2. (Please note that the oligonucleotide primers used in RT-PCR recognize these
sequences in either JHMV genome or mRNA.) The numbers of clones analyzed at the S I
region were as follows: 8 at day 0 PI (input virus, pilot experiment above), 20 at day 4 PI,
4 at day 8 PI, 4 at day 13 PI, 4 at day 20 PI, and 20 at day 42 PI; for N region analysis, 20
clones were analyzed at day 4 PI, 4 at day 20 PI, and 20 at day 42 PI. Since the majority of
our studies focussed on day 4 PI and 42 PI, the frequency of mutations is known with most
precision at these timepoints.
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Analysis of individual mutations showed that they were approximately evenly
distributed over the regions studied; that is, there were no apparent "hot spots" of clustered
mutations in either the S 1 or N regions analyzed. Of 144 mutations observed, 137 were point
mutations, and the majority (74%) of these mutations were non-synonymous or amino
acid-changing. Five mutations resulted in termination codons, and 2 mutations were deletions. Surprisingly, 63% of the mutations were U to C or A to G transitions, reminiscent of
the biased hypermutational patterns observed during persistent CNS infections by measles
virus. In parallel experiments, infectious virus could not be isolated from the brains of mice
beyond day 13 PI, although RNA corresponding to JHMV could be detected at day 787 PI,
the latest timepoint studied (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
Our present conception of JHMV persistence in the CNS is shown in Figure 3. In this
hypothesis, persistence of viral RNA depends on both host and virus. We think it unlikely
that persistence depends on a unique viral mutation, that is, an altered viral genome which
would cause persistence in a naive animal; rather, the viral RNA we observed is the product
of a process in which microbe and host mutually adapt to each other after the clearance of
acute, productive infection.
Furthermore, we think that our findings may best be understood in the context of
concepts such as those introduced by Eigen6, Doming07, Holland8, and others to characterize
the evolution of viral populations. Thus, RNA viral popUlations have been shown to consist
of quasi species, or a distribution of mutants centered around a hypothetical consensus or
"master sequence" not actually present in any existing virion. Under natural conditions, these
quasispecies frequently undergo drastic constrictions or bottlenecks, for example during
transmission or immune pressure.
In these circumstances, founder effects or the properties of individual mutant
genomes may become important or even dominate the viral population.
The application of evolutionary concepts to JHMV persistence in the CNS is shown
in Figure 3. Initially the virus population expands geometrically; soon, however, an active
immune response to JHMV is generated and clears most virus. Nevertheless, a small fraction
of the JHMV population escapes immune clearance, possibly because of altered antigenic
determinants or, more likely, restricted and altered replication. Possibly, selection favors
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Figure 3. Evolution of coronavirus JHMV RNA during persistent infection of murine brain.
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JHMV genomes which are adapted to intracellular replication rather than to the production
of infectious, extracellular virions. Such RNA genomes are well-known in plant virology
and have been described under the provocative term "RNA plasmids,,9,lo.
In pilot experiments, we have performed strand-specific RT-PCR assays for negative
sense JHMV RNA and have detected these species as late as 90 days PI (the latest timepoint
assayed), providing evidence for the continued replication of JHMV RN A during persistence
(data not shown). In addition, we have eVidence that JHMV RNA which persists in the CNS
of mice predisposes such mice to recurrent paralysis, mimickmg one of the most prominent
clinical features of multiple scleroSIS, the tendency to relapses and remissions II. Thus,
persisting JHMV RNA is not an inconsequential remnant of acute infection but has important
biological consequences for the host. We anticipate that further study of this experimental
model will Yield msights into the mechamsms by which RNA viruses persist, and these
insights hopefully will be relevant to the study of viruses as possible etiologic agents of
chronic diseases in humans.
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